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ORDER AND DIVISIONS OF THE BOOKS

THE OLD TESTAMENT.



PREFACE

4 FTER an interruption which threatened a complete setting aside

^^y of the Numerical Bible, as far as I at least could have

personally to do with it, the Lord has graciously permitted me
to see the second volume of the New Testament at last ready for what

readers He may give interest in it. Realizing the imperfection that

cleaves to all that is of man, I have yet no doubt that the value of the

numerical structure to the interpretation of the word of God will be

found here still by others as by myself. It has never (to me) failed to

witness to the integrity, harmony, and perfection everywhere pervad-

ing this : the evidence of which will not fail to be found by those who
care to look for it. As for the rest, it remains only to say that I have

sought to make the outline of the divine truth in the Scriptures con-

tained in this volume—mere outline as it must necessarily be—as full

as space and ability permitted. Nor have I sought anywhere to hide

my convictions upon any subject whatever that came fairly before me,

but have taken my readers fully into my confidence, as the nature of

my task demanded. "He that hath My word, let him speak My word

faithfully," is a direct command which has given me no liberty, where

a prudent reserve might have commended my work to a much wider

circle. Alas, for the distractions of Christendom ! which show how far

Great Babylon has thrown its shadow beyond itself. But God would

use even this for blessing to those absolutely sincere before Him, and

not willing to give up any of that truth, into all which His Spirit would

fain guide us. The exercise necessitated cannot fail to be for more

establishment and deeper apprehension of that about which there has

been exercise; and to "prove all things" is everywhere needed in

order to "hold fast that which is good." But Christians will find here

no departure from the fundamentals of the common faith as expressed

in the three great creeds which are a legacy from the early centuries.



4 PREFACE.

Alas, that already we miss from them the clear ring of the gospel;

" Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved "
!

The last volume of the New Testament is almost entirelj' in manu-

script already.

It is due to Mr. Ridout, as well as to those who may miss the usual

fulness of the references in the later epistles, to say that he is not

responsible for these, having himself also been for some months laid

aside from all work of this kind by the prostration of severe illness,

from which he is now happily recovering, so that the next volume will

show, as we trust, once more the marks of what has been to him so

long a labor of love.

F. W. GRANT.

Plainfield, N. J., August 17th, 1901.



Significance of the Numerals.

The reason for the significance must be sought in previous volumes, espedalljf in

Appendix II. to the Volume on the Psalms.

ONE.

Soleness, singularity, uniqueness ; solitariness, barrenness.

Sufficiency, power, independency, pride, rebellion.

Identity, unchangeableness, consistency, perpetuity, truth, knowledge.

(uNrry.)

Unity, at-oneness, harmony, congruity, integrity, righteousness, obedi-

ence, concord, peace.

(PEIMACY.)

Supremacy, headship, rule; beginning, cause, occasion, source, founda-

tion, ground, plea.

(combinations of meanings.)

Life, personality, will. Choice, election. Grace.

God, Almighty, Eternal, Jehovah, Father.

TWO.
(bklation.)

Help, support, confirmation, assurance, competent testimony.

Seconding, preservation, deliverance, salvation. Service, ministry.

Addition, increase, growth
;

progress, movement, activity.

Attachment, love, desire, prayer. Association, partnei-ship, fellowship.

(second.)

Dependence, faith. Inferiority, lowliness, humiliation, subjection.

(diffeeence.)

Diversity, contrast ; contradiction, opposition, conflict, enmity.

Double-mindedness, duplicity, deceit.

(division.)

Separation, analysis, differentiation, discernment; judgment, wisdom

;

sight.

Decay, death, dissolution.

Christ, Second Person, God and Man, Second Man, Word of God, Wit-

ness, Saviour, Servant, Minister. Cross. Soul. Woman.



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NUMERALS

THREE.
(thbee dimensions.)

Solidity; reality, realization, fulfilment, fulness; manifestation.

Sanctuary; glory, praise. Name.

(thbee straight lines inclose a space.)

Setting apart for purpose; specialization, sanctification, holiness; trans-

formation. Dwelling-place, possession, portion. Marriage.

Ban.

(third LINE OF A TRIANGLE RETURNS TO THE FIRST.)

Resurrection; return, revival, recovery; reproduction.

Spirit.

FOUR.
Yieldingness, weakness; meekness, mercy. Failure, testing; experi-

ence; transitoriness, change.

Creature, earth, walk on earth, world.

FIVE.

God in government; capacity, responsibility, exercise, way and end;

conditions.

Weak with the Strong ; Man with God ; Immanuel.

SIX.

Manifestation or fulness of evil. Work-day week; limit, discipline;

mastery, overcoming.

SEVEN.
Completeness, perfection ; rest.

EIGHT.

New in contrast with the Old.

TEN.
Simply a 5 by 2.

TWELVE.
The manifest rule of God.



SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

IN the New Testament Pentateuch, there is no question possible that

the book of the Acts fills the Exodus place. It is the story of the

going forth of the people of God from a servitude the "yoke" of

which, as the apostle of the circumcision himself declares, neither they

nor their fathers were able to bear (chap. xv. 10). To the conscience

quickened by the entrance of divine light, what can be more unendur-

able than the bondage of law ? And the Light had come into the world.

Christ had swept away the things permitted for the hardness of men's

hearts; He had drawn with absolute precision the line between right

and wrong ; He had followed it into the secret chambers of the heart,

and condemned as adultery the lustful look, denounced causeless anger

as subject to the judgment, the calling a brother "fool" as worthy of

hell fire ; He had required men to love their enemies, pray for those

that cursed them, return good for evil, live a life which men have at

large judged to be as impracticable as beautiful. Make all this into a

legal system, and it is indeed an intolerable one. The apostle Paul haa

told us how the very prohibitions of the law stirred up within him the

lust which it condemned, so, that "holy, just, and good" as the com-

mandment was, when it came to him in the reality of what it was, the

sin, of which he had been before so little conscious that it seemed as if

it were dead, revived and he "died " (Rom. vii. 9). This is the power-

lessness of law, and this is at the same time its strength : its powerless-

ness 18 its strength ; for it is the impotence of man's own self-devised

way (for all natural religion is law in some form) to meet God and stand

before Him. The veil unrent before His face, the way into the holiest

still unopened, the plain declaration that (upon that footing) no man
can see Him and live,—all these unite to speak the hopelessness of con-

fidence in human efibrt of any kind. None can rise up to the measure

of divine requirement, nor can the holiness of God permit the modifica-

tion of the requirement. The old covenant, then, must be done away,

and the glorious new covenant of God's "I wills" must be substituted

for that to him so fatal of "Thou shalt."

"There is," therefore, "verily a disannulling of the commandment

going before for the weakness and unprofitableness thereof (for the law

made nothing perfect), and the bringing in of a better hope, by which

we draw nigh to God" (Heb. vii. 18, 19). Hagar, who "gendereth to

bondage," must, according to the apostle's inspired "allegorizing" of
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Abraham's history, be cast out of the house (Gal. iv. 30). *'The law is

not of faith," and the contradictory principles of grace and of works

cannot subsist together (Gal. iii. 12 ; Bom. xi. 6).

But with Hagar Ishmael also must be cast out ; and here we have to

read, as the apostle also teaches us, the rejection of Israel nationally,

cleaving to law and refusing grace, and Him in whom alone grace can

be offered and is found. This is what we have in the book of Acts: the

weaning time of Isaac, the child of the freewoman, the "mocking" of

Ishmael, the setting aside of unbelieving Israel as involved in that of

the legal covenant, to which with all the spirit of bondage that it

breathes, they yet adhere. With this, as its necessary corollary, we
find the gathering together of the children of God who were scattered

abroad,—the widening of the publication of the gospel, first to Samaria,

and then to the uncircumcised nations, the opening of the "mysteries"

in the gospel given to Paul, the special features of the work among the

Gentiles. The final portion shows Jewish enmity bringing the great

apostle of the Gentiles to a Boman prison : a close in sorrow which we
may find to have significance in relation to the Gentile work at large,

and to be a prophecy of the failure of what we speak of (somewhat

loosely perhaps) as the Christian dispensation.

Into the doctrines of Christianity the book of Acts does not enter

largely: it is a history, and apart from what we have already seen^

scarcely treats as we might have expected of the new truth which has

come to gladden and bless and sanctify the redeemed. We have a cer-

tain development in connection with Paul's ministry which we shall

have to trace, from forgiveness of sins to justification and a place in

Christ, the Spirit being all through the witness to Christ glorified and

the seal of the disciple. The Church as the House of God or the Body

of Christ is only seen here by the help of what is given us elsewhere ; it

is rather seen here as a communion of believers in an exalted Saviour,

expecting His return, and meanwhile enjoying the consciousness of the

salvation He has wrought.

The main divisions of the book have been in some measure in-

dicated :

—

1. (Chaps, i.-vii.):—The beginning of the Church: the call of Israel

alone.

2. (Chaps, viii.-xii.) :—Israel rejecting, but the Church enlarging.

3. (Chaps, xiii.-xx.):—The Proclamation of the Mysteries.

4. (Chaps, xxi.-xxviii.):—Into the Boman prison.



1 (1-8): The
Living
lord.

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

DIVISION 1. (Chaps, i.-vii.)

The Beginning of the Church: the call of Israel alone.

Subdivision 1. (Chap. i. 1-11.)

The Foundation.

1. rriHE 'first account indeed did I make, O Theoph-

I
ilus, concerning all things which Jesus * began

-*- both to do and teach, until the *day in which
he was taken up, when he ''by the Holy Spirit had

NOTES.—Div. 1.

atf. XJt. 1.

1-4.

b ef. Jno.17.
4 with Jdo.
20.21.
<^. Mk. 16.

20.

e Lk. 24. SO,

51.

ver. 9.

c/. lTim.3.
16.

d er.Matt.3.
16 with
ch. 10. 38.

ef. Jno. 20.

21-23.

ISBAEL has rejected her Lord and Saviour: the Son of God has come to His
own, and His own have not received Him. Tested nnder law, they had been
proved "ungodly and without strength;" the coming of Christ had now more
completely tested them, with a more terrible result: the Cross had now mani-
fested as to them that the mind of the flesh was enmity against God.

It is true that this was not the condition of Israel only. "As in water face

answereth to face, so the heart of man to man;" and we have learned nothing
right, if we have not learned to identify ourselves with the privileged nation,

and to see in their condemnation thejudgment passed upon the whole world. This
we shall have put before us fully by the apostle of the Gentiles in that epistle

in which he declares a salvation needed alike by all as being without difference

guilty before God. But this is not what we have to do with here; here it is as
yet Israel alone that is before us; Israel, over whom the heart of God is still

yearning, and for whom, therefore, as a nation, there is to be a first offer of
grace, if perhax>s the demonstration of their guilt and danger in the crucifixion

of the Son of God may work upon them to receive it. " Eepentance and remis-
sion of sins" was indeed to be "preached among all nations," but "beginning
at Jerusalem," (Luke xxiv. 47), and from thence, if even yet they would re-

pent, the living streams were to flow forth.

Accordingly at the Cross itself there is beard the intercession, "Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they do;" words which Peter takes up in his

address to the multitude upon the healing of the lame man at the beautiful gate
of the temple: "And now, brethren, I know that through ignorance ye did it,

as did also your rulers;" and thereupon he assures them that, if now they re-

pented, the times of refreshing would come from the presence of the Lord, and
He would send Jesus Christ to fulfil to them all that the prophets had foretold

of blessing (chap. iii. 17-21).

With this offer and its results the first division mainly is taken np; the end
being reached in the trial and stoning of Stephen, who fulfils his name in receiv-

ing the "crown" of martyrdom, and is, according to the Lord's parable the
messenger of the unhappy people sent after Him, to say they will not have this

Man to reign over them. Until this time there is no going out whatever to the
Gentiles. Although the risen Saviour has declared that the apostles are to be
His witnesses "in Samaria, and to the end of the earth," not even Samaria,
though so near at hand, and having, in fact, upon one memorable occasion,

heard, not without precious fruit, the gospel from His own lips, gets any further
testimony. All seems in suspense while the issue of Israel's call is yet to be
seen. A Gentile centurion has already proclaimed the Crucified to be the Son
of Crod; yet we hear of no Gentile added to the Church; and this, though formed
by the descent of the Spirit at Pentecost, has not displayed therefore its distinctive
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given commandment unto the apostles whom he had
chosen; to whom also he 'presented himself alive after

he had suflfered, with many sure proofs, being seen by
them during •''forty days, and 'speaking of the things

concerning the kingdom of God.

«ver8.21,22.
c/. J no. 20.

19, etc.

c/.lCor.l5.
4-8.

/r/.Matt.4.2.

rf. Lie. 24.

26-27.

characteristics. It is a remnant of Israel merely, and has heard nothing ap-

parently whatever of its own high calling. From, this point it is that a notable

change begins.

SUBD. 1.

It is striking that, while Luke's is one of the two only Gospels closing with
the ascension of Christ, he yet shonld liegin what is in some sense, as he declares,

a continuation of his former work, with another account. The reason of this,

however, is not hard to discover. In Matthew He has announced that upon
that "Rock" which Peter had just confessed He would build His assembly
(chap. xvi. 18). And He Himself, as Peter assures us, is the foundation upon
which this "spiritual house" is built up (1 Pet. ii. 4-6). Resurrection it is

that has marked out the Son of the Living God (Rom. i. 4). His work is there

manifestly accomplished and accepted; that upon which all rests for us is fin-

ished, and here alone can there be an unchangeably secure foundation laid for

any blessing. But the Church as the "spiritual house" is the House of God;
and it is made so by the indwelling of the Spirit within it; while, if we think

of it as the Body of Christ, it is by one Spirit that we are all baptized into one
body (1 Cor. xii. 13). This the Lord presently assures ns, was at Pentecost:

Pentecost then was the beginning of the Church, and the Spirit given at that

time was the fruit of Christ's departure to the Father (John xvi. 7); and it is

as there set at the right hand of God that He is made Head over all things to

the Church, which is His Body (Eph. i. 20-23).

It is plain, then, why the story of the assembly as related here should have
for its introduction the ascension of Christ. It was fitting that this should end
the Gospel; it is as fitting that it should begin the history of the Acts: in both

connections its place is perfect, yet it is neither from the Gospel nor the Acts
that we are made to realize this. Scripture as a whole is the product of one
Mind alone.

1. It is the writer of the Gospel of the Manhood who gives us here, distinctly

as linked with it, the story of tliat which He has specially associated with Him-
self as Man. The body is that by which the spirit of man which is in him takes

its part in the world and is able to express itself in a scene like this. The Body
of Christ is in the same way the "epistle of Christ," the expression of the absent

One who as Head guides and governs it. To be feet and hands and mouth for

Christ, as representatives of Him, seems fittingly and naturally to explain our

position in this respect, which the opening of the Acts may well confirm. "Acts

of the ^jjostfes " is the title given by the MSS., which is confirme<l by writers as

early as Clement of Alexandria and Tertullian, while Luke himself might appear

to furnish another. For he calls his Gospel a "first account" of things which
"Jesus began both to do and teach until the day in which He was taken up."
The "Acts" he leaves us to infer to be a second account, of things Jesus went
on to do after His ascension, somewhat as Mark speaks of the disciples going

forth and preaching everywhere, " the Lord (iu heaven) working with them,

and confirming the word with signs following." Here in Luke it would be, not

the Lord working vrith, but in and through; and this would be completely that

which the members on earth of the Christ in heaven would seem to suggest.

A company like this the world had never seen before. It implies an intimate

fellowship with the mind of Christ (1 Cor. ii. 16), and a unity of loving obedi-

ence to His will, which, empowered by the Spirit of God, would be indeed an

epistle of Christ upon the earth; and such truly was the Church at its com-

mencement. They were a force among men which was recognized alike by
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9 (4-8): His
witnesees.

2. And being assembled together with them, he * charged
them that they should not depart from Jerusalem, but
*wait for the promise of the Father, which, [saith he,]

ye have heard from me. For 'John indeed baptized
with water, but ye shall be 'baptized with the Holy

h Lk. 24. 49.

I c/. vers. 13,
14.

c/.Lk.2.25-
29.

j c/.Jno.l.26
-33.

c/. Matt. 3.
XI. k ch. 2. 1-4; ch. 11. 15, 16; c/. 1 Cor. 12. 13.

enemies and friends. As they became known, indifFerence ceased regarding
them; there remained but sympathy or opposition, friendship or bitter hatred.
They experienced the truth of the Saviour's words, "If they have persecuted
Me, they will also persecute yon ; if they have kept My saying, they will keep
yours also." And, while persecution did not fail to follow, the word of God ran
and was glorified; the light shone; the heavens through which Christ had gone
were pouring out radiance through that open door.

Luke writes once more to his friend Theophilus, who, we notice, has lost his
title of honor on the world's roll,—a sign, perhaps, of advance in honor on a
better one; perhaps the world had promoted the "friend of God " after its fashion
with such. At any rate, Luke was sure of Theophilus' continued interest in
such matters as he cared to write about. In him Jesua had begun both to do
and teach,—a beginning which would have a glorious ending and a sure one.
He is not able to go on in the truth, for whom the world is not dropping off the
more in proportion as he goes on with this; and such an one, we may surely be-
lieve, was he to whom Luke the evangelist,—must we not say, Luke's glorious
Master also ?—was able to pour out his heart.

Of that which Jesus goes on to do and teach, Luke devotes himself, as we have
seen, to the activity, rather than the doctrine. It has never been the method of
the Spirit to confide what He has to communicate to a single teacher. No one
vessel could be found competent to hold all the truth ;—a thing to be marked at

all times, when the Spirit is communicating. Humility is better served, com-
mnnion is more realized, God is more fully exalted, in the use of various instru-

ments, not tied to any, working sovereignly as He will. But Luke has a very
distinct line of his own, as, more or less, every inspired writer has. He is the
historian of the Spirit's energy in a world of sin and of Satan 's power manifested

;

—the historian, therefore, of a mighty conflict, the world side of that which in

Ephesians is seen upon its heavenly side. Here it is the struggle to save men
from his sway on earth; there it is to lay hold against all his wiles of our inher-
itance in heaven.

It is the commandment of the Lord to which all are subject here; He, as true
and typal Man, speaking by the Holy Spirit upon Him to the apostles He had
chosen; to whom as witnesses of His resurrection He shows Him.self alive after

His suffering with many sure proofs. For the resurrection, as the sign of His
acceptance, and of ours in Him, is the basis of the whole gospel, and of our
heavenly position, as well as of the Church; and thus the resurrection chapter
closes the first epistle to the Corinthians, the epistle of Church fellowship and
activity, the doctrinal counterpart of the Acts itself.

Again and agaiu, therefore, during forty days the risen Lord is seen by them,
and as no mere apparition, but freely speaking to them of the Kingdom of God,
to the interests of which they were now devoted. This is the general term for

that which meets the condition of a world away from God, which has thrown off

allegiance to Him, and wandered in the tortuous labyrinths of its false wisdom
and the misery of its self-will. For God being no longer in His place, all else is

out of its place necessarily when that to which all is in relation has ceased to be.

Thus the news of the coming of the Kingdom of God is indeed gospel; and
the faith of Jesus, as it prevails, establishes of necessity the Kingdom. The full

rest of the soul is only gained when the apprehension of sovereign Love has sub-
jected the will of man to entire acquiescence in its blessed ways.

2. It is not by the knowledge of His resurrection merely that they are qnali-

fied to bear testimony for their Lord. The promise of the Father is to be fnl-
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Spirit not many days hence. They therefore, who had
come together, asked him, saying, Lord, dost thou at
'this time restore the kingdom to Israel? He said unto
them. It is not for you to know "times and seasons
which the Father hath placed under his own authority.

But ye shall receive "power when the Holy Spirit hath
come upon you, and ye shall be my •witnesses, both in

''Jerusalem, and in all 'Judea and ''Samaria, and to the
•end of the earth.

q tS. ch. 8. 1. r sj. ch. 8. 6. t ch. 13. 46, 47;

{ ef. Lie. 24.

21.

(^.Lk.lB.lI.

ef. ch.S.l»-
21.

m<;r.lThe«.
6. l.etc.

</. Mk. 13.

32-37.

n </.ch.4.38.

o ver. 22.

cf. Jno. 15.

26,27.
p c/.ch.2.14.

ef. Col. 1. 23.

filled, and they are to be baptized with the Holy Spirit within a few days from
that time. It is sorrowfal enough, after all the pains that the Lord has taken
to luake known the true nature of the coming of the Spirit, and even in spite of
the apostle's declaration that "by one Spirit we are all baptized into one body,"
that Christians should still be ignorant of the character of that which then took
place,—shonld confound Person and influence, the Giffc with the gifts! The
Lord has fully shown us that it was the Spirit Himself who then would come in

place of Him who was now going away: "another Comforter" or Advocate, to

be with them, as Christ had been, but in them also, making their bodies by His
Presence temples of God. As the Spirit of adoption He taught them to cry,
** Abba, Father ! " As dwelling in the Church, this became also the House and
Temple of God; as united by Him to Christ, His Body, The various gifta are
qualifications for various place in this, as its members.

It is not so much denied that such things are, as that it was ever otherwise
than now, at least from Abraham, with whom by most the Church is thought to

have begun. All that has taken place since is, for those who hold such views,

merely an increase of light and power; the coming of the Spirit merely a strong

term for a larger outpouring than heretofore; and such "a Pentecostal shower"
should "precede every sermon." This treatment of Scripture evacuates it of
its proper meaning. Its language becomes loose, indefinite, incapable of precise

significance. We escape from this fog easily by giving the same credit to the

statements of the word of Grod that we should to those of any honest man not
given to exaggeration, nor liable to confusion of speech. However, this is not
yet the place to discuss the doctrine of the Church, for the simple reason that we
have not yet the scripture as to it, and the Church is born, like many another
child of destiny, without the knowledge of its God-given dignity.

But we should notice that the Lord, after His resurrection, has acknowledged
in His disciples brethren of His own, and that the " promise of the Father " of
which He here speaks characterizes well the Spirit of adoption which is at band.
The children of God which have been scattered abroad are now to be gathered
together, and this involves that they shall be known to themselves and one an-

other. Baptism with the Holy Spirit, whatever else it may mean, is the intro-

duction into this acknowledged family of God, and as the Moly Spirit, the

introduction accomplished by it is no formality but a true and enduring change.

John's baptism of water is only mentioned, as he himself mentioned it, to be
put in contrast with the gift now to be given by the Son of God. It is a true

initiation into a spiritual state, never to be confounded or mixed up with any
baptism of water: there the line is clearly drawn by the Lord's own conduct as

to the latter: "Jesus Himself iap<u«d not, but His disciples" (John iv. 2).

Those gathered round Him now, as risen from the dead, are still, however,

Jews, and with little ability to enter into that which the Lord is putting before

them. We hear, at least of no question pointing in this direction. They have

another, "Lonl, dost Thon at this time restore the kingdom to Israel?" The
answer to this we can easily see now they were not prepared for; nor did it ac-

cord with the offer which was to be made through them to the nation, to be told

the final result. "It is not for you," He says, "to know times and seasons

which the Father has placed under His own authority." Yet, with reference to
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S(»-11):A8-
oendlng,
but to
return.

3. And having said these things, while they beheld, he
was • taken up, and a " cloud received him out of their
sight. And while they were gazing into heaven,
as he was going, behold, 'two men stoQd by them in
white garments, who also said. Ye men of Galilee,
•why stand ye looking into heaven? This Jesus, who
hath been taken up from you into heaven, shall so 'come
in like manner as ye have seen him going into heaven.

Israel in the days preceding her entrance into the blessings promised her, such
times are not only given, but it was distinctly declared to the prophet of them
that, while the vision was shut up and sealed to the time of the end, yet that
then the wise shall understand (Dan. xii. 9-11). The Lord's words therefore
are an intimation that they stood not in such relation to the coming blessing.
And as they were, so are we still. A heavenly people, waiting to be caught up
to heaven, ''days and months, and times, and years" are not for those who are
not of the world, but detached from the stream of the world's history. That
which to the wise in Israel, in such a crisis as Daniel shows they are to pass
through, will be of the greatest importance for them to know, would have been
to Christians, through all the intervening centuries of their history, a knowledge
which would have put far off from them the One for whom they wait. We
still watch because we know not what hour our Lord doth come (Matt. xxiv. 42).

But if times and seasons were not for them to understand, there was a glori-

ous testimony to be given, for which the Spirit's coming would empower them.
They were to be His witnesses far and wide, even to the end of the earth; and
of this testimony Jerusalem would be the beginning and the centre. How great
a glory indeed the Light that arising out of Israel illumines already with ita

b(»m8 every heart that will receive it in! "A Light," says Simeon, "for re-

velation of the nations, and the Glory of Thy people lavaeV Bat not as yet
would Israel receive the message sent.

3. Now in open sight of all, He is taken up. The cloud that receives Him
out of their sight is surely the " bright cloud " of the Transfiguration. It is the
Man Christ Jesus welcomed by the Glory into which He is taken ; and no vision
of angels would be as fitting as is this. Nay, angels have here no place: we
are made to think rather of the apostle's words, that being perfected, He was
"sainted of God a High Priest after the order of Melchizedek" (Heb. v. 10).

The Glory salutes Him here, now perfected; and His priestly office is that upon
which depends all the outflow of divine grace with which the book is filled.

Upon earth the angels have their message of comfort: this Jesus is to return
as He went up; the beginning and end of the day of atonement are here brought
together. As Priest He departs, and as Priest He will return to bless the people
of Israel. As yet it is of Israel that they are specially thinking; and His com-
ing for the Church is not revealed. The disciples are in heart an Israelitish

remnant still, and the revelation of the purposes of God proceeds only gradually.

But heaven is where He is; and the angels' message comforts the home-sickness
of their hearts as they see Him depart. Up, then! to serve Him in His absence.

Not in contemplation merely, but in active energy of devoted labor will they be
in fellowship with Him, who even apon the throne of heaven is serving still.

SUBD. 2.

We have now the inroad that Satan has made npon their ranks repaired, and
Matthias substituted for Judas in the number of the twelve apostles. Dreadful
was the apostasy of one in such a position: and it could not be permitted that
men should have the least apparent cause to blaspheme on this account; it must
be shown that sin in its eztremest manifestation had not yet exceeded the bounds
ordained by Qod for it;—^that in its worst uprising He was Master still.
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Sdbdivision 2. (CLap. i. 12-26.)

Matthias added to the Eleven Apostles.

1. 12-17.

2 (15-22):

The guid-
ance of
Scripture.

1, T^HEN they returned to Jerusalem from the mount
-1- called Olivet, which Ib near Jerusalem, a "sabbath

day's journey off. And when they entered it, they
went up to the • upper room where were staying both
•Peter and John, and James, and Andrew, Philip and
Thomas, Bartholomew and Matthew, James [the son]
of Alphaeus, and Simon the Zealot, and Judas [the

brother] of James. These all continued with one ac-

cord in 'prayer, with the "women, and ""Mary the
mother of Jesus, and with his 'brethren.

2. And in those days Peter stood up in the midst of the
brethren, (the multitude of names was about a •''hun-

dred and twenty of those together) and said. Brethren,
it was necessary that the 'Scripture should be fulfilled,

which the Holy Spirit forespake by the mouth of David,
concerning Judas, who became * guide to those who
took Jesus: for he had been 'numbered amongst us, and
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19.
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hJno. 18.2,
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1. They retnrn from the mount of Olives to Jerasalem: Olivet is their spring
of poiwer; Jernsalem the sphere of their ministry: they break no sabbath-rest

by journeying between the two. Olivet is their Gilgal, for their new conquest
of the land; but they are a small company for so great a work, and realize their

vpeakness. Gathering in the upper room where the eleven are staying, they
continue with one accord in prayer, waiting for the fulfilment of the promise
made. This conscious weakness is a main element of strength. The work be^

ing so entirely beyond them, tbey are delivered from the necessity of calculating

their own resources, and are left to the unobstructed view of God as their sole

argument and their sufficient resource.

Mary the mother of Jesus is seen here for the last time in Scripture. She
takes her place simply with the rest, humbled, no doubt, rather than exalted by
God's grace towards her. "What a grief it would have been to her to have known
the place in which an apostate church would set her in the time to come! She
is neither prayed to, nor even leads in prayer, but remains as in the beginning
"the handmaid of the Lord," and with this passes out of the history. In the

doctrine of the epistles she has no place, and is never mentioned. Blessed and
honored she is, and always will be; by none so dishonored as by those who
-would force her into a place impossible for a creature, that of a Pagan goddess

rather than a Christian saint.

2. We see now the authority of Scripture over these disciples of the Lord
Jesus, in which they are true followers of their Master. We have traced His
ways in the Gospels, and know how fully the principle that "by every word that

proceedeth out of the mouth of God doth man live" was acted upon by Him.
Scripture that "cannot be broken" had for Him, therefore, all the authority of

nnaltemble truth. "But how, then should Scripture be fulfilled, that thus it

must be?" He gives as a convincing reason for not taking Himself out of the

hands of those who came to seize Him. On the Cross, "that the Scripture

might be fulfilled, He saith, I thirst." Twice over He speaks of the course and

end of Judas as needful "that Scripture might be fulfilled." Peter, therefore,

does but follow his Lord, when now, standing np amongst the brethren, he de-

clares that "it was necessary that the Scripture should be fulfilled which the

Holy Spirit spake before by the mouth of David concerning Judas, who became
guide to those who took Jesus." How blessed to realize the control of the

Word of God in the darkest events, as in those most evidently displaying the
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had obtained his lot in this ^ministry. Now this man
purchased a * field with the wages of iniquity, and 'fall-

ing headlong, he burst asunder in the midst, and all

his bowels gushed out. And it was known unto all the
dwellers in Jerusalem, so that that field is called in
their dialect, Aceldama, that is, the field of ""blood.
For it is "written in the book of Psalms, Let his camp*
be desolate, and let no man dwell therein ; and his
office let another take. Wherefore of the men who
have companied with us all the time that the Lord
Jesus went in and out among us, beginning from the
•baptism of John until the day in which he was taken
up from us, there must one be with us a ^witness of his

resurrection.

3. And they appointed two, Joseph called Barsabbas,
who was surnamed Justus, and Matthias. And they
'prayed and said, Thou, Lord, who'knowest the hearts

*Or, habitation.
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signs of His handiwork! How dark they would be, if we had not in this way
the assurance of His perfect oversight of every circumstance! But the Cross is,

above all, this assurance, as the speaker here will presently point out to us.

What a blaze of prophetic light is concentrated upon it! and how the worst evil

the world ever saw is there gloriously overruled to be the greatest good! And
what is true of this is true of every evil that has stained man's history: "He
maketh the Y?rath of man to praise Him; and the remainder of wrath He will

restrain."

So, then, with Judas, whose terrible descent is spoken of here, from his recep-

tion of the lot of his apostleship to his suicide in the field of blood, which he
had purchased with the price of his iniquity. The apparently discordant ac-

counts as to this purchase have been reconciled in a manner well-known and
probable enough. Begun by the traitor, we have only to suppose it closed by
the leaders of the people; Judas returning to it to hang himself in his despair,

as Matthew relates; the judgment of God ensuing, as related here. That the

character of the purchase-money should combine with the horror of his death to

give its name of Aceldama to the potter's field, is in no wise difficult to

understand.

Peter in his quotation connects two psalms (Ixix. 25; cix. 8); the first fulfilled

in the judgment at which his own hands had doubly wrought, the second as

defining the duty which now pressed upon them. The office which he has
shamed and cast aside is not to be left vacant to bear witness of the enemy's
victory. All has been provided for,—all has been specified beforehand in the

prescient wisdom of God, which cannot be taken by surprise or overmatched by
Satan's subtlety or power. Nay, the Word is shown by his apparent success

only the more fully master in all circumstances. It lies with them now to see

filled up their broken ranks,—not by the appointment of a fresh apostle, for

which plainly they have no authority, but by choosing out from among them-
selves those who had the necessary qualifications for one who was to be a wit-

ness of that wondrous life which had shone out among men, and then referring

to the Lord Himself to determine which of these was according to His mind.

3. Scripttire had settled for them what His mind was as to the place being
filled; for the determining of the individual there was the lot, used so often in

Israel for a matter like this. They had even the scripture for this, that, if "the
lot is cast into the lap, the whole disposing thereof is of the Lord " (Pro. xvi.

33). They had no reason to doubt, therefore, that they would have His guidance
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of all men, show which of these two thou hast chosen,
that he may take the lot of this ministry and apostle-
ship, from which Judas turned aside, to go to his 'own
place. And they gave Mots for them, and the lot fell

upon Matthias, and he was numbered with the eleven
apostles.

Subdivision 3. (Chap, ii.)

TJie Promi$e of the Spirit fulfilled.

1. A ND when the "day of Penteco.st was now accom-^ plishing, they were all 'together in one place.

And suddenly there came from heaven a sound as of a
mighty *rushing wind, and filled all the house where
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in acting on snch an assarance; the Spirit had not yet come; and this, which
some have taken to cast donbt upon the iaane, and to dispnte Matthias' right to
the apostleship, they had no ground for believing to be a caase for delay when
Scripture veas thus clear. They acted in obedience, not in self-confidence; we
never find their act disputed afterwards, and we have surely no right to dispute
it now. It would be a totally different thing to imitate their condact, now that
the Spirit of Grod is come.

It is trne that we hare nothing of Matthias afterwards; but the same could be
said of most of the apostles; nor of the fancied substitution of Paul for him at a
later time have we any proof whatever. We have no reason for believing
Matthias to have been other than his name imports, "the gift of the Lord" to

them, according to their faith; and it is a happy thing to see faith acting in
them in such simplicity and confidence, the word of God being its justification

as always,—in this case before the Spirit has come. When He comes, it will

not be to render ns less subject to the Word, but on the contrary, to give ns the
fulness of it, even of the Old Testament; and the new dispensation which ia

now being introduced, with all its higher blessing, will confirm the old.

SUBD. 3.

The fulfilment of the promise is not long delayed, and we come now to the
real commencement of the Church of Grod on earth. In saying this it must be
remembered we are simply nsing the familiar word, which has so long retained

its place that it would be now almost affectation to change it. Every one knows
that the strictly accurate term is the "assembly," and that this also needs to be
further defined as the assembly which is Christ's Body, or we shall fall into

confusion. And this is the good of adhering to the common phraseology, nega-
tive enough in character to receive meaning from Scripture, but which, under-
stood in this way, may become as definite as we can desire. The word "Church "

in itself means only something belonging to the Lord, and so may apply to an
assembly or a building, as in fact, people apply it. The Scripture-word "as-
sembly " cannot be confounded in this fashion, but yet in itself would not
distinguish the Jewish "assembly in the wilderness" from the Christian one
BO widely different, or even that heathen assembly which the town-clerk at

Ephesus dismissed (chap. xix. 41). The word "Church" has the advantage
that it does not really occur in Scripture; so that in nsing it invariably for the

Christian assembly we can make it definite without any confusing with a scrip-

tural word. Thus it will be easily understood if we use it here.

As already said, for the doctrine of the Church we need not look in the Acts.

We have to go further now, and sav, that for the doctrine of the Spirit we must
not look in the Acts. It is important to recognize this, that we may retain the

truth of the doctrine. In the Acta we shall not find "sealing," "anointing,"

or the "earnest" of the Spirit, or any terms equivalent with these. Of the
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they were sitting. And there appeared unto them
divided 'tongues, as of* fire, and it sat upon each one
of them. And they were all 'filled with the Holy
Spirit, and began to "speak with other tongues, as the
Spirit gave them utterance.

cf. ch. 4. 31. o cf. Mk. 16. 17; cf. ch"'l9. 5, 6

baptism with the Spirit we do bear, but without the help of Corinthians should
not be able to understand it. On the other hand, of the Spirit being poured
out, coming and falling upon men we hear in the Old Testament, as well as in

the book before us. These things have been urged in various interests, and we
must not ignore them: Scripture is as perfect in its form as in its matter, and it

is only by strict attention to such things as these that we honor its perfection
and obtain its deepest secrets. The Spiiit is also spoken of as given and received;
we have the "gitt" of the Spirit, as elsewhere the "gifts."
Now the absence of certain terms which speiik of tlie Spiiit's inward operation

is not to be wondered at in what is an historical account. As the public Wit-
ness to Christ, it is natural that the outward manifestations should be dwelt
upon, ratlier tlian the inward, more really important though these last might
be. Thus also the gift of tongues is specially noticed. Wlien the Spirit fell or
came upon men in the Old Testament times, it was seen similarly in works of
power put forth; and the coming upon men speaks naturally of end uement with
power. Of the work in the heart no spectator conld be witness, save as this

showed itself in fruit in the life in due season. And tliis does not lack in what
is before us now, as is most evident; but it does not give us insight into the
character of the Spirit's ontpouriug seen at Pentecost.

It is to the Gospel of John that we must turn, in fact, to know the real signi-

ficance of the Pentecostal gift; although, as we have seen in going through this,

even John does not speak of the Church. That it is the Spirit Himself who
comes, the Lord there makes very plain to ns; but the effect as declared is the
perfecting of the truth and of the individual life; the circle into which you are
brought by it is that of the acknowledged family, or, as Paul would say, the
sons. The Spirit is the "Spirit of adoption"; the "gift" of the Spirit is to in-

dividuals; and, while producing necessary oneness of mind and heart, does not
in any other way seem to imply the formation of a "body."
Yet that it was the baptism of the Spirit that was received at Pentecost, does

not admit of question; and "by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body."
Thus the Church, the Body of Christ, came into being,—a body such as never
had existed before. It was not proclaimed at its birth, however, nor for a good
while afterwards. It was Christ that was proclaimed,—Christ come into the
world, crucified by men, raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, as-

cended up to God, and now Lord and Christ, a Prince and Saviour, to give
remission of sins. The present revelation opens gradnally, developing ont of
Old Testament Scripture fulfilled, and as a message also to the people of the Old
Testament; and only as it is seen that Israel v.'ill still refuse the grace of God,
is there a widening of the sphere of the i^roclamation, and new characters begin
to be assumed by the assembly. The present division does not go beyond the

first form of the message.

1. Pentecost is named from its connection with the Sheaf of Firstfruits, being
the fiftieth day from this which speaks of the resurrection of Christ from the

dead. Upon this day two loaves of firstfruits, the beginning of the harvest, were
offered to God. Their typical application is shown very clearly by the fact that

they are baken with leaven, and therefore can represent nothing but men in that

condition to which the fall has brought them, although the action of the leaven

has been stopped by the fire,—that is, the holiness of God which has its efiect in

self-jndgment. They are a "new meal-offering to the Lord," the frnit of, and
in character akin to that "corn of wheat" which, that it might not abide alone,

fell into the ground and died (John xii. 24); the presence of the leaven being
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2. And there were 'dwelling at Jerusalem Jews, rever-

ent men, from every nation of those under heaven.
Now this rumor* having come abroad, the multitude
came together, and were confounded, because each one
heard them speak in his 'own dialect. And they were

• R. V. with many reads, " when this sound was heard," but this is

unnatural, and not required by the original.
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met by a sin-offering, which is followed by two lambs for a peace-offering, with
seven lambs, a bullock, and two rams, for a bnrnt-offeriug. There is adequate
witness to peace accomplished, with a full realization of acceptance with God,

—

the work of Christ in its completeness for the soul. This, of course, does not

give the Church in its unique character as that, but rather in the fulness of the

blessing of the gospel which began with it; consequently, all the more in the

character in which, in fact, we see it in the Acts. The "feast of weeks," as

they called it, fulfils its typical significance, as Passover and the sheaf of first-

fruits had fulfilled theirs.

Pentecost finds the disciples gathered once more together. In those days of

expectancy, it seems to have been habitual with them, and not as if any premo-
nition of what was to take place had brought them at this time. But suddenly
there comes from heaven a sound rousing them all to instant attention. It is

like that of a powerful sustained breathing: so I think the words should be
understood; it is confessedly "blowing" or "breathing" rather than "wind"
as in the ordinary versions; and the latter of these two words should have the

preference. It is not a storm that can furnish us with the symbols here; and in

consistency with this, "rushing" is better replaced with "sustained." The
simple force is "carried on"; it is not intermittent, as breathing might other-

wise be taken to be. The idea suggested is that of inspiring, animating agency,

though beyond human,—a heavenly power; not fitful or (as we say) impulsive,

but lifting and bearing on with divine energy. It is the "power from on high,"

which the Lord promised, that has manifested itself; and, as the savor of the

ointment once poured upon Him at that time filled the house, so now the house

is filled with that which is poured out upon those whom divine grace has

identified with Christ ri.sen and gone up to God. Upon Him when in the world

the Spirit had come to abide, the testimony to Him who was not of the world;

so now upon those not of the world, because chosen by Him out of it, yet

sent into it as His representatives, the Spirit comes to abide. Upon Him it was
the seal of His perfection; upon them it is the seal of their perfection in Him.

The sound is not alone; a light as of fire appears in the form of tongues part-

ing themselves, which rest upon each one there; and they all, filled with the

Spirit, begin to speak in the diverse languages into which .sin has divided the

tongues of men. Grace is pursuing man with its testimony wherever his sin has

carried him; as a consuming fire to his sin, but as light for his darkness, and in

love which testifies by those who, themselves once the servants of sin, now apeak

with tongues enfranchised and given utterance by the Holy Spirit.

For the Spirit in man, not occasionally merely, nor, as one may say, ofl3cially,

but characteristically and abidingly, so that it may be pre.ssed as a part of one's

responsibility to "be filled with the Spirit," (Eph. v. 18,) is indeed the perfect

witnesss of how grace has come in for us, and therefore of the value before God
of Christ's precious work. This is what we have insisted on in the Acts, rather

than the doctrine—any doctrine—-of the Church of God. This is the key to the

missionary activity which so pervades it, as the coming into the realization of it

from out of legal shadow makes it the New Testament Exodus. The height of

Christian position we must wait for in Paul; for to him is the administration of

the mystery committed.

2. The great word, as we see now, is testimony. The gift of tongues is prom-

inent from the first; and this it is that attracts the multitude. It was indeed a
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all amazed and wondered, saying, Behold, are not all

these that speak ''Galileans? and how hear we them,
each in our own dialect in which we were born?
*Parthians and Medes, and Elamites, and the dwellers
in Mesopotamia, both Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus
and Asia, both Phrygia and Pamphylia, Egypt and the
parts of Libya beside Cyrene, and sojourners from
Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabians,
we hear them speak in our tongues the •''great things of
God. And they were all 'amazed and in perplexity,
saying one to another, What may this be? But others,
mocking, said, They are full of new *wine.

3. But 'Peter, standing up with the eleven, lifted up his

voice and spake out to them, Men of Judea and inhab-
itants of Jerusalem, let this be known to you, and give
ear to my Avords. For these are not full * of wine, as
ye suppose, for it is (but) the 'third hour of the day;
but this is that which was spoken through the prophet
* Joel : And it shall be in the 'last days, saith God, that
I will pour out of my Spirit upon "all flesh : and your

* Drunken.
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new thing in Israel, and its significance is at once manifest. Tongues were not

needed for Jews in Palestine. The gilt said at once, "Here is something to go
forth." The scattering of the Jews, the privileged possessors of a revelation

from God, was in His providence a preparation for the evangelization of the
nations, and liad, as we find abundantly in the Acts itself, been the scattering

of seed widely among them. The Hellenistic Jews, with whom we shall soon
be brought in contact, had taken up with some earnestness, if with less intelli-

gence, the questions arising from their necessary relations with the paganism
around. But, although there were thus many proselytes, yet there could not be
said to exist any true missionary spirit, and the temper of the stricter Jews to-

wards those who turned to them from the idolatry on all sides was not encour-
aging. Now had come the breath of change; and a new message must come with
the new spirit. God was claiming His creatures, far as they might have wan-
dered from Him; the miraculous gift was at once a trumpet to call the mass
together, and a means of reaching personally all who should come.
There is no need for noticing the strange and diff"ering versions that have been

given by interpreters of what, though a miracle, is so simple a fact. It is plain

that this crowd of people of many languages heard these men who were evidently

Galileans speaking in these tongues. The miracle, as one of old remarked, was
with those that spoke, not with those that heard ; and therefore they were real

languages the speakers used. Not even the "great things of God" that they

heard them utter seem to have made such an impression upon the multitude,

as this wonder of their use of unfamiliar speech. The Jews, unacquainted with
these dialects, mocked the disciples as men who were drunken with new wine;

but the rest marvelled.
3. It is specially to these nncomprehending ones, men of Judea and inhab-

itants of Jerusalem, that Peter, standing up with the eleven, addresses himself

in explanation. They were, in fact, the guilty ones to whom yet, firet of all,

the gospel was to be preached. He gravely remonstrates against their ground-
less thought, of men being drunk so early in the day. The third hour of the day
was that of the daily sacrifice, the custom prevailing being to abstain from food

and drink, specially upon the feast-days, nntil this was oifered. This is only a

means, however, of gaining the hearing that he seeks: for explanation of what
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sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young
men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream
dreams; moreover upon myboudmen and uponmy bond-
women will I pour out of my Spirit in those days,and they
shall "prophesy. And 1 will show "wonders in heaven
above and signs on the earth beneath ; blood and fire

and vapor of smoke : the sun shall be turned into dark-
ness, and the moon into blood, before the ^great and
glorious day of [the] Lord come. And it shall be that
'whosoever shall call on the name of [the] Lord shall

be saved. Men of Israel, hear these words: Jesus the
'Nazarene, a man 'pointed out of God to you by mighty
works and wonders and signs, which God wrought by
him in the midst of you, as ye yourselves 'know : him,
delivered by the determinate "counsel and foreknowl- , . ,»•^ r cf. cli. 3. 6.

cf. Jno. 1. 45. 46. .1 cf. Matt. 3. 17 with ch. 10. 38; cf. Jno. 3. 2; cf. Jno. 5. 36. t cf. Jno. 11. 47.
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was taking place he refers thera to their own scriptures. Joel had spoken of an
outpouring of the Spirit iu the last days which would aflfect young and old, men
and women, after this manner. The aposUe cannot mean indeed that this is

the proper fnlHlraent of this prophecy, which speaks definitely of what shall take
place after Israel's deliverance, when Jehovah should be openly dwelling in the
midst of her, as now too surely He was not. But what if already these things
which they were witness of were the premonitory signs of the incoming of those
last days? We have only to rememher that the time of the restoration of the
kingdom to Israel had heen a matter of enquiry on the part of the disciples with
their risen Lord, and that He had definitely refused them satisfaction. Peter
could not then say that the days of Joel were upon them. Yet he could warn
them that such times were coming, which, with all their blessing, involved
antecedently the "great and glorious day of the Lord," which for man's sin

would not be light for all, but inijrht be darkness (Amos v. 18). And he re-

minds them of the darkening of sun and moon that would precede it: what if

already the things they witnessed might he signs of this great day ? By and by
we shall find a definite promise given that, if there were nationally repentance

and the reception of Him whom they had crucified. He would return, and bring

in that time. Plainly, then, as far as Peter knew, it might not be faraway;
and it was in the mind of God that Israel should thus have the offer of all that

He had promised, without any drawback to the mercy so declared.

But Joel had added the necessary condition of salvation in the trial of those

days:—a condition which could hardly be called one indeed, so naturally would
it be the resource in trial to "call upon the Name of the Lord," (that is, "of
Jehovah.") Yet even here, alas, might the unbelief of man make this a stum-
bling-block over which to fall and perish: for, in fact, Jehovah had come to

them already, and they had rejected Him!
From this point, then, Peter begins to preach to them Jesus. He does not

shun the title of Nazarene which was such an offence to thera. Had not God
borne witness to Him by mighty works and signs, which He wrought by Him
in their very midst? Could they deny it?—an unbribed witness, surely.

What then had been the issue? They, the men of law, had used the hands of

lawless men—of the Gentiles, to crucify and slay Him. That might seem, at

least, the effectual disproof of His claims; nay, nothing had been accomplished

but what had its place in the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God by
which He had been delivered up; all man's attempts would indeed have been

futile, apart from this!

Spite of the Cross, God had shown His estimate of Him by resurrection from

the dead. The Firstfruits from the dead. He had broken bands which yet htid
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edge of God, ye, by the hands oflawless men, have
crucified and slain. Whom God hath "raised up, hav-
ing loosed the pains of death, because it was not 'pos-
sible that he should be held by it. For "David saith
regarding him, I saw the Lord always before me; be-
cause he is at my right hand, that I should not be
'moved. Therefore did my heart rejoice, and my
"tongue was glad; moreover also my flesh shall dwell*
in 'hope: because thou wilt not leave my soul in

'hades; thou wilt not sufier thy pious one to see ''cor-

ruption. Thou hast made known to me the paths of
•life; thou shalt make me full ofjoy with thy counte-
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released no one besides after this manner. Others had been indeed raised np,
but at last to return again and moulder in the dust, to wliich man is sentenced.
Not so with Him: it was not possible for Him to be held by it.

Peter cites their scriptures in proof of this; and as sufQcient witness, David,
of whose line Messiah was to come: in the sixteenth psalm, David, though speak-
ing in the first person, speaks evidently of Another than himself, who, perfect in

a perfect pathway, Jehovah always before Him, always therefore for Him, gave
unwavering steadfa-stness to all His steps. It was a pathway of life, therefore,

even though it led through death; in which His flesh dwelt in confident hope,

that He would not abandon His soul to hades, nor suffer piety such as His to

see corruption. Beyond, the face of God was the brightness before Him. Of
David himself certainly, all this could not be said. Not to him could this per-

fection be ascribed; and his monument amongst them showed him to have seen

corruption, like all others. Not of himself, then, did he speak; and there was
but One of whom it could be spoken. As a prophet he looked forward to Him
whom God had sworn, as the fruit of his loins, to set upon his throne, King of
the final Kingdom; final, because perfect, as necessary in the perfection which
He manifests here.

But David's throne, would the Jew have argued, where is David's throne to-

day? Did He take it? Is He filling it,—the Nazarene? And Peter could

never have replied, as so many since have done for him, that the throne of

heaven was, as the greater, inclusive of the less! No, his argument is a very

different one. He has been in death, as this perfect One was to be; He has come
up out of it, His flesb even not having seen corruption. That God has raised

Him up, all the disciples there were witnesses. But more, the Spirit with its

tongues of fire was His witness. "Being by the right hand of God exalted,"

says the apostle, "and having received from the Father the promise of the Holy
Spirit, He has poured out this which ye now see and hear."

But that is not the argument: he is coming to it; and again he draws from
David's arsenal. The weapon is one with which the Lord lias before met and
silenced the scribes; now it is to do the happier work of bringing the unbeliev-

ing to the faith of the gospel. David has shown, he would let them know, that

there was to be for that Son whom he owns to be his Lord, a time of waiting for

the Kingdom, with enemies opposing. He shows also that this waiting time

wonld be while He was personally exalted at the right hand of God. "Jehovah
said nnto my Lord, Sit Thou on My right hand, until I make Thy foes the

footstool for Thy feet." Tlius the pause before the taking of David's throne is

itself a proof of the Messiahship of Jesus, instead of being an argument against

it; and David himself it is who testifies to this.

Thus His enemies are to be put down, and those who call npon Jehovah's
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nance. Brethren, I may speak freely to you of the

patriarch David, that he is both -^dead and buried, and
his monument is with us unto this day. Therefore,

being a 'prophet, and knowing that God had sworn to

him with an oath that of the * fruit of his loins one
should sit upon his throne, he, 'seeing (this) before,

spake of the •'resurrection of Christ, that he was not
left in hades, neither did his flesh see corruption. This
Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we all are * witnesses.

Therefore, being by* the right hand of God 'exalted,

and having received from the Father the "promise of

the Holy Spirit, he hath "poured out this which ye be-

hold and hear. For "David hath not ascended into the

heavens ; but he saith himself, pThe Lord said unto my
Lord, Sit thou at my 'right hand until I put thy foes

for the 'footstool of thy feet. Therefore let all the

•house of Israel know assuredly that God hath 'made
him, this Jesus whom ye have crucified, both Lord and
Christ.

4. Now, when they heard this, they were "pricked in

heart, and said to Peter and to the rest of the apostles,

Brethren, "what shall we do? And Peter said unto
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Name and find salvation in the last days must accept aa Saviour Him whom Israel

has rejected: for, "let all the house of Israel know assuredly," concludes the

apostle, "that God has made that same Jesus whom ye have crucified, both
Lord and Christ."

4. The proof is conclusive, and the arrow of conviction is winged by thCiSpirit

to the hearts of the listeners there. "Brethren," they cry out in alarm, " what
shall we do?" And the grace that meets them is full and immediate. Let
them in true repentance give up their sinful opposition to the Christ of God, and
be baptized, each one, in dependence on the name of Jesus, for the remission of
sins, and they should themselves receive the gift of the Holy Spirit; for the

promise was to them and to their children, and to those afar off, even as many
as the Lord (Jehovah) their God should call. But we must look at this more
particularly.

In the Lord's commission to His disciples, as we have it in Luke's Gospel,

repentance and remission of sins are to be preached in the Name of the risen

Christ to all the nations, beginning at Jerusalem. This is accordingly what we
find here,—repentance and remission of sins; though with an addition which
has to he taken into account.

The Name of Jesus Christ has been proclaimed by the apostle to the sinners

of Jerusalem; faith in that Name, if real, will of necessity produce repentance
in the hearts of His rejectors hitherto. What a discovery of the state of man is

the cross which he has given to the Christ of God! "Pricked in the heart"
they may well be; but the apostle declares the mercy of God as pledging itself

to those who, undoing their former rejection, take their place now as loyal sub-

jects of the Crucified One. As the open sign of this, they must be "baptized in

dependence on the Name of Jesus Christ:" baptism being the authoritative way
of discipling (Matt, xxviii. 19), and His Kingdom being a Kingdom of truth

(Jno. xviii. 37). Peter is nsing thus the two keys of the Kingdom (Matt. xvi.

19; see the notes).
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them, "Repent, and be 'baptized, each one of you, in

dependence on* the name of Jesus Christ, for the "re-

mission of sins, and ye shall receive the 'gift of the
Holy Spirit. For the "promise is for you and for your
'children, and for all who are *afar off, as many as [the]

•It isnot"iii" the name, as generally translated, but " on " (ini).
One may say, "on account of," but it is feeble, and the word is used as
given above. The Name of Christ givea character and motive to the
baptism.
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The connection of baptism with the remission of sins is a diflScnlty with many.
It has been so much abused in the interests of sacramentalism, that it is no
wonder if the very allowance of any connection sboald be abhorrent to those
who, rightly refusing the mediatorship of sinful men between the soul and God,
identify such a thought with any connection of the kind. But it is not faith to

be afraid of Scripture; and, in some sense, Scripture does make baptism, not a
prerequisite to the washing away of sins, but the actual doing of this. If Peter
here bids his heareis be baptized for the remission of sins, Ananias clinches the
two things together in his words to Saul of Tarsus: "Arise, and be baptized,

and wash away thy sins, calling on the Name of the Lord." It is not the place
yet to examine this particularly, but it caunofc fairly be denied that the washing
away of sins of which he speaks is put as the eflect of baptism. If we are to

meet Romanism effectually, we must frankly own the truth that is in it. It is

not po.ssible to maintain the ground that here a remission of sins hy men is not
intended. Did not the Lord, in fact, say to His disciples, ''Whosesoever sins ye
remit, they are remitted to them "? He certainly did. To be able to illustrate

this by the example of baptism cannot surely endanger the gospel with those
who know it. Nor can any limiting the power to remit sius to the apostles

avail to alter the conditions of the case. We can only affirm that the question
of the Jews, in the sense in which they made it, is simply unanswerable: "Who
can forgive sin, but God alone?" We must auswer: As before God, none! He
does not give His glory to another.

On the other band, to apply a text like this to the preaching of the gospel,

as if this were the power of the keys, as is so often done among Protestants, is

to weaken the cause which it is intended to defend. Whose sins do /remit,
when I preach the gospel? Clearly, none! And it is just here, where the ques-
tion is of sins being put away from before God, that it is utterly impossible for

men to do anything. Neither baptism nor anything else that can be done by
man, can cleanse a soul for heaven; nor has it to do with admission there at all,

but with discipleship, and therefore with the earth, and not with the heaven.

It does not even admit into the Church; for there another baptism, that of the
Spirit, perfectly distinct from it, takes its place, as we have seen. He who as

Creator has given everything its place from the beginning does not override this,

and confound all our thoughts by making matter do the work of Spirit, any
more than He puts man into His own place. We must keep these lines clear,

or everything falls into confusion. But there is a sphere of things on earth, which
is in a peculiar way that of His interests, in which He has put man in responsi-

bility to have things after His own mind, and where therefore a certain author-

ity is necessarily committed to him. Here things are to be kept clean for Him;
and therefore he must be able to pronounce within fixed limits between clean

and unclean; therefore to cleanse /or tJiat sphere. Admission to fellowship or re-

admission after the suspension of this, these are examples with which we are all

familiar. Baptism for the remission of sins is not difficult to understand in this

way,—an authoritative, governmental remission, which testified on God's part

to a soul His disposition towards it, if, on its side, there were no dishonesty of
heart, bat truthful response to the divine approach to it.
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6 (41-47):

Besults

Lord our God shall ''call. And with many other words
did he testify and exhort them, saying, Be saved*
from this 'perverse generation.

5. Those, therefore, who •'received his word were bap-
tized ; and in that day there were added about » three

thousand souls. And they persevered in the apostles'

*doctrine and 'fellowship, in the^'breaking of bread and
* prayers. And 'fear came on every soul, and many
"•wonders and signs took place through the apostles.

*0r, "save yourselves."
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The Gift of the Holy Spirit is promised to every one who turns to God after

this luaniier in true subjection to Jesus Christ as Lord. We must, ofcoui-se,

distinjinisli tliis one Gift common to all from the various "gifts" {charismata,—
a different word) which were imparted variously. Tliese will come to be con-

sidered in another place. Where the Spirit is, the gifts of the Spirit will, more
or less, be found. The one is the Source; the other the stream; and, amid the

changing forms of the latter, the faudamental Gift, without which is uo Chris-

tianity, abides the same.
The apostle closes with as.suring thera of Israel's interest in the blessing, even

though it had a wider range, as Joel bad declared as to the day of which he
spoke. The promise, he tells them, is for you and for your children; but be-

yond these, for all that are afar off,—the Gentiles; yet not as claim; even Israel

could have no claim; it depended for all entirely upon the call of God's grace:

"to as many," he adds, "as the Lord (that is, Jehovah) our God shall call."

We shall have to notice in its place that, when we come to the reception of
the Spirit on the part of the Gentiles, the insistence upon baptism as a condition

drops. God takes things into His own hands, as one may say, and the Spirit

falls upon Cornelius and those with him while they are yet listening to Peter's

address, and before ever a hint of baptism has been given. Saul of Tareus,

again, is baptized first, and so are the disciples of John at Ephesus. In the case

of the Samaritans, again, even when they have been baptized there is still delay;

and they have to receive the Spirit from the apostles' bands. Thus the order of

reception is conditioned upon the persona: for the Jews who had openly rejected

the Lord, baptism is always a pre-reqiiisite; they mnst openly own Him whom
they had disowned. The varying order, but above all, the entire setting aside

of ordinances in the case of the Gentiles (which is our own case, for the most
part now,) at once destroys the ritualistic teaching as to baptism. According to

this. Cornelius must have received the Spirit while in an nn regenerate condi-

tion! for he had not yet received the ".sacrament of regeneration." Thus do the

simple facts of history of themselves refute the whole system of error. Scripture

is in all its parts prophetic; and the wisdom of God has given ample warning
against the inroads of evil, for those who have hearts open to receive instruction.

We shall see this more and more, as we go on with the inspired writer.

"With many other words," he adds, "did (Peter) testify, and exhort them,
saying. Be saved from this perverse generation."

5. God is at work, and the harvest is large and immediate: three thousand

souls in one day! Nor was this temporary emotion; but the effects were per-

manent as they were deep. "They persevered in the apostles' teaching and
fellowship,—in the breaking of bread and prayers." In this enumeration, that

to which they owed all—the teaching—comes necess.arily fii-st, as the root of all

the rest. Here was what gave them their fellowship; it was in the truth: par-

ticipation in that drew them together. They had nothing of the poet's liberal-

ism,
—" for forms of faith let grncel&ss zealots light; "—grace had come to thera

in inseparable companionship with truth, which they found not in the world.
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And all that believed were "together, and had all

things 'common, and 'sold their possessions and goods,

and distributed them to all, according as any one had
'need. And they, continuing daily with one accord
in the 'temple, and 'breaking bread at* home, received
[their] food with 'gladness and singleness of heart,

"praising God, and having "favor with all the people

;

and day by day the Lord "added together those being
saved.
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but which had exposed the world and set them apart from it to Him whom the
world had crncitied and by whose cross they were cnicified to it. 0/the Church
they knew little yet; but they had found Christ; and the Ibrce of that irresisti-

ble attraction which drew them as to a common centre, drew them to one
another. Tiie Church began as the spiritual creation of that Spirit which had
come to bear witness of Christ; and it knew Him before as yet it had learned to
know itself.

The.se things find illustration in that which follows next,—"the breaking of
bread,"—which from its first application to a common meal, we see here set

apart to its sacred use in reference to that which the Lord had instituted for a
remembrance of Himself It is strange that any should dispute this application

in the place before us, where certainly we are not meant to undei'stand that the

disciples "persevered" in partaking of food, nor in coming together for this,

(which tliey never did,) nor in the "love-feasts," of which we read in Jude, but
which were not an institution of Christ at all, and probably a later practice.

The preliminary meal, of which the di.sciples had partaken with their Lord be-

fore the Last Supper, was the passover, which could not be thought of in this

connection. And if, as is very probable, it was at the end of a common meal
that tliey remembered the Lord's death, there could be no reason for so unlikely

a thing, and so repulsive to the warm Christian hearts of those who are here
spoken of, as naming the meal with which the Supper was associated, while for-

getting that which alone made it worthy of mention.

The breaking of bread, in the mention thus made of it, shows the Lord as the
Centre of His people, the Object before them, the Sustenance of their true life,

the Etfecter of their communion with one another: this realized in that precious

Death, passed for ever, yet ever abiding in that which it has wrought and that

which it has displayed. Lastly, prayer manifests the sense of constant need
which the nearer we are to God is always the more realized.

The effect upon the outside multitude was that of fear; signs and wonders be-

ing continually wrought by the apostles as the special witnesses to tiie Risen
Saviour. The people in the mass seemed with them, as in His early life with
the Lord Himself They were, in fact, at present in that borderland, so hope-
ful, yet so unsafe, which will presently empty itself either into the tixed abodes
of conviction and faith, or with more likelihood, into the seats of alienation aud
rejection.

Among those who believed was manifested a unity of heart and interest, in

which the natural selfishness of the fallen condition was swallowed up in the
fulness of a love which the sense of divine love had begotten. They were to-

gether in such sort that all they had was held in common; not by any law or

outward constraint, which would have spoiled it all, but in the consciousness of
what they were all to Christ, and what Christ was to each and all of them. En-
riched by Him with a blessing which nothing could diminish, but the more they
ministered it, the more they bad it, "they sold their possessions and goods, and
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1 (iU.l-in:
The power
of Jeaus'
Name.

StJBDiVISION 4. (Chaps, iii., iv.)

The Testing of the Nation.

L. "VrOW Peter and John were going up into the "tem-
L^ pie at the hour of prayer, being the ninth hour.

And a certain man, "lame from his mother's womb,
was being carried, whom they placed daily at the tem-
ple gate which is called 'Beautiful, to ask "alms of those

who went into the temple ; who, seeing Peter and John
about to enter into the temple, asked an alms. But
Peter, fastening his eyes upon him with John, said,

Look on us. And he gave heed unto them, expecting

to receive something from them. But Peter said, * Sil-

ver and gold have I not; but what I have I give thee :
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distributed them to all, as any one had need." So by more than miracles was
the power of the Spirit displayed among tbem. As for the rest, they were in

their own consciousness but a remnant of Israel who had received Messiah. And
though by the indwelling of the Spirit the House of God after a new manner
had begun upon earth, yet their daily resort was still to the temple; and this

was in the love that still waited upon His ancient people, permitted and used

of God for testimony to the nation. But the temple after all was not

where they could enjoy what was peculiar to themselves. The bread in which
they remembered what had made all new to them was broken at borne. In

spite of the ambiguity of the expression, and the reference to the ordinary meal
which follows it here, this is the most natural application of the breaking of

bread in this place also. There seems scarcely need to tell us that they ate

their meals at home! and to refer it, as has been done, to their having no longer

part in the peace-oflferiug or other sacrifices, has everything against it, at so early

a date as this. Long afterwards we hear that the many thousands of the Jews
who believed were all zealous of the law; and Paul even is peisuaded to enter

purified into the temple with men who were distinctly to have an offering

offered for every one of them (chap. xxi. 20, 26). It is vain, therefore, to seek

to transfer these new-made Christians to a later time than that to which we have,

in fact, arrived. God bore long with the continuance of that which had been

His own institution, and it would be many years before the epistle to the

Hebrews would be written. The statement here seems certainly to hjive its

only proper application to the Lord's Supper, while it would be not unsnited in

such connection to speak of how even the common meals were taken with the

gladness which the Christian feast had communicated to them.

Thus the happy days went on; and day by day the Lord added together those

that were being saved. Israel would not yet turn to the light vouchsafed her;

but a remnant were being marked off, in which would be found the nucleus of

a new testimony: to the principalities and powers in heavenly places was to be

made known in the Church the manifold wisdom of God.

SUBD. 4.

We are now to see the testing of the nation by the offer of divine grace to it

a.s a whole,—the distinct promise that, even yet, if they will now rejient and

receive Him, Jesus, though in heaven, will return, and the blessing prophesied

for them shall be fulfilled. The commission already given as to the Gentiles

lies, therefore, still in abeyance, because the question of relation between Jew
and Gentile in the new condition introduced will be affected by the answer

given to such an offer. The hostility of the leaders is apparent from the outset;

but that which ends hope is that the people as a whole more and more identify

themselves with the position of the leaders; and by and by it is from the Jewish

element that even in far-off cities the bitterest opposition comes to be found.
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2 (iH.12-16):

Conviction
as to tbe

denial and
death of
Jesus.

in the *name of Jesus Christ the Nazarene, rise up and
walk. And he took him by the right hand and raised

him up ; and immediately his feet and ankles became
strong, and ''leaping up he stood and 'walked, and en-
tered with them into the temple, walking and leaping,

and -Upraising God. And all the people saw him walk-
ing and praising God ; and they recognized him that it

was he who sat for alms at the beautiful gate of the
temple, and they were filled with *wonder and amaze-
ment at what had happened to him. And, as he held
fast to Peter and John, all the people ran together to

them in the porch that is called Solomon's, greatly
wondering.

2 And Peter seeing it, answered to the people, Men of
Israel, why marvel ye at this? or why look ye so in-

tently upon us, as if by our *own power or piety we
had made him walk? The God of Abraham, and of
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This is specially roused by the reception of the Gentiles on equal terms with
Jews, by which, of course, these forfeit the exclusive privileges they have really

so little valued. But this does not fall to be considered yet.

1. A man, lame from his birth, was accustomed to be carried and laid down
at the temple gate which was called Beautiful, to solicit alms from those who
went into the temple. He cannot but remind us of the similarly impotent man
at the pool of Bethesda upon whom the Lord Himself works a like miracle of
healing; aud as in that case, we cannot but see here the condition of the nation,

impotent at a door which impotence could not enter. The dwelling place of
God, however nigh, and however beautiful the approach to it might be, was
powerless for blessing, and indeed now vacant,—a seemly formalism only. They
praised the gate indeed by which none really entered, great as might be the
throng of worehipers, into the presence of God. The beggarly, maimed condi-
tion, for those who had eyes to see, characterized all who sought that way of
approach.

It is in the consciousness of such a state that the power of the Name of Jesus
makes itself known. At the ninth hour, being the third hour of prayer, the
hour of the evening sacrifice,—the time when the answer to Daniel was vouch-
safed, God manifests Himself in answer to that Name by Peter, who with John
is going up still among those of whom they are not. Poor in that world in

which his Lord had become poor, he has in the One despised by Israel as the
Nazarene the secret of a power still available to them, if like the beggar they
will but ask an alms. First lifted, he then leaps up aud stands, and now enters
into the temple a true worshiper. How simple and natural a picture of such an
one, to whom, released from his life-bondage, every movement is a new joy, a
leap of the heart to God. The people recognize with amazement this transfor-

mation from imiwtence to exuberant life, and seeing the man holding Peter and
John, run to them in the porch called Solomon's, greatly wondering. Sad re-

minder of that ruin, from which they would fain believe they have emerged!
well will it be if they let this preach to them their need of a Saviour, while
they listen to the assurance that He indeed is come.

2. But this involves the story of their sin, which is charged home upon them.
They need not look so earnestly on them, (the apostles say,) as if by power of
their own, or by reason of their great piety, they had made the man to walk.
No, it was the God of their fathers,—of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, from
whom they had wandered so far as to be unconscious of His doings, who had
acted for the glory of His Servant Jesus whom they had delivered up and even
forced His condemnation at the hands of the Gentile governor, when he had
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8 (Hi.17-26):
Yel He

may return
and tlie

restitution
ofall tilings

be fulfilled.

Isaac, and of Jacob, the God of our fathers, hath 'glori-

fied his Servant* Jesus; whom ye delivered up, and
•^denied him in the presence of Pilate, when he had
adjudged to * release [him]. But ye denied the Holy
and Righteous One, and demanded a 'murderer to be
granted unto you, and '"killed the Author of life;

whom God hath "raised from among the dead, whereof
we are "witnesses. And his name, through ^ faith in his

name, hath made this man strong, whom ye behold
and know ; even faith which is by him hath given him
this perfect soundness in the presence of you all.

3. And now, brethren, I know that ye did it in « igno-
rance, as also your rulers; but God hath thus ''ful-

filled the things which he had fore-announced by the
mouth of all the 'prophets that his Christ should suffer.

'Repent therefore, and bef converted, that your "sins

may be blotted out; so that "times of refreshing may
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given judgment in His favor. Tliey had chosen instead of the Anthor of life, a
murderer! bub God had raised Hiiu from the dead; aud His Name, through
faith in it, had wrought this miiacle.

3. Hopeless indeed might their condition seem who had killed the Anthor of
life! That which was their fundamental need they had put from them in a
manner seeming to forbid all hope. As tlie Servant of God, He ha<l come to

minister to them, and they had struck down the ministeriug Hand. The Gen-
tile would have saved whom the Jew put to death: Him whom tliey knew as

the Holy and Righteous, and from whom mercy flowed out still, as it had flowed
ont in His life.

But the City of Refuge stood open still, as now divine grace assured them.
As at the cross He had prayed for them as igiiorautly doing what yet tliey had
so heartily done, so now the apostle grounds still upon their ignorance, as the

only possible argument in their beiialf, an offer once again of mercy. God too

had overruled tor the accomplisiiment of His determinate purposes of good this

wickedness itself. Messiah needs must suffer; aud this suffering is of grace on
His part. Grace then can manifest itself by its means. Did they repent now,
nationally, and turn to God, not only would their sins be blotted out, but the

presence of Jehovah would be again manifested in their midst, the unfailing

sign of the Spirit's renewiug inflnence, and He would send once more their

appointed Messiah,—Jesus. Not till His return from heaven would come the

long expected blessing for the earth, the time to which all prophets have ever

been looking forward,—times of restoration physical as well as spiritual. These
cannot be, then, while Israel is still in unbelief; and the long season that has
elapsed since the offer made to them by the apostle here has been but a time of
suspension of the earthly promises. God has, however, in the meanwhile l)een

revealing and carrying into effect other purposes, and of fuller, higher blessing,

—of grace therefore moie wondrous, the unfolding of which we shall see gra-

dually beginning, as soon a.s it is clear that Israel as a nation is still going to

reject the grace yet beinji extended towards her, with the full testimony of the

Spirit also, to make it good. In what is here before ns, the trial is now npon
her, and onr eyes are directed to the result of this.

The apostle goes ou to show the emphatic witness of Moses himself to Christ.
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4 (Iv. 1-21):

The failure
under test.

come from the presence of the Lord, and that he may
"send the Christ fore-ordained to you, Jesus ; * whom
heaven must indeed receive 'until the times of restitu-

tion of all things, of which God hath "spoken by the
mouth of his holy prophets since tiine began. Moses
indeed said, A 'Prophet shall [the] Lord your God
raise up unto you from among your brethren like unto
me ; him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever he shall

say unto you : and it shall be that every soul that shall

not hear that prophet shall be "destroyed from among
the people. And indeed 'all the prophets, from Sam-
uel and those following, as many as have spoken, have
announced also these days. Ye are the "sons of the
prophets, and of the covenant which God appointed to

our fathers, saying unto Abraham, And in thy ''seed

shall all the families of the earth be blessed. To you
"first, God, having raised up his Servant, sent him
to bless you, in •''turning every one of you from his

iniquities.

4. But while they were speaking to the people, the
'priests and the captain of the temple, and the Saddu-

*0r, " Christ Jesus fore-ordained for you."
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A Prophet like to himself he had declared that Jehovah would raise up to them:
One whose authority he strongly affirms; not a mere expounder of what had
been spoken before, but the Originator of a new dispensation, as was Moses, and
necessarily, therefore, in advance of that which he had inaugurated. In the passage
in Deuteronomy from which Peter quotes, it is al'ter the inability of the people
to draw nigh to God has been demonstrated, and the Lord has acquiesced in
their own statement of it,

—'"They have well said that which they have spoken,"—that He declares that He will raise up to them a new Prophet. Had Moses
sufficed, there would not have needed to be another; but the Law must neces-
sarily fail to bring nigh to God. "There shall no man see Me and live " had
been His word to the lawgiver himself; and the veil before the holiest bore wit-
ness to it thiougliout the dispensation. But in this failure all fails for man's
blessing; and on this account, as the apostle tells us. God finds fault with the
law. There must be, then, another Prophet and a ditferent message. If He be
heard, then there opens for tlie recipient of it that otherwise inaccessible way
to God; while, if He be not heard, there is indeed no remedy: "every soul that
shall not hear that Prophet shall be destroyed from among the people." Thus
has Moses spoken of One greater than liimself. Thank God, though Israel as a
nation rejected Him, as we know, in the days to which we are now looking
back, yet "Him shall ye hear" is declared in her favor with regard to days to
come. The blessing has been long delayed; but in the meanwhile tlie gospel
has risen up above these human barriers to only a more wondrous height, to
overflow to the nations with a fuller blessing.

But thus then had Moses spoken; and from Samuel, through a succession of
witnesses raised up, the same things had been constantly uttered. The apostle
urges them now upon His hearera, as the legitimate heirs, the sons of the
prophets, and of the wide-reaching covenant of promise given before the Law,
and not crippled by its ineffectiveness. In Abraham's Seed all the families of the
earth would indeed find the blessing. To them, therefore, had Jesus come first

of all, to bring it to them, in turning them every one from the iniquities which
now were the true hindrance.

4. A sinister interruption here takes place,—the first note of warning from
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cees came upon them, being grieved that they taught the

people, and preached in Jesus the * resurrection from
among the dead. And they laid hands on them, and
put them in ward until the morrow ; for it was already

evening. But many of those who had heard the word
'believed ; and the number of the men came to about
five thousand.
And it came to pass upon the morrow that their

rulers and elders and scribes in Jerusalem, and Annas
the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander,
and as many as were of the high-priestly familj^^ were
'gathered together. And when they had set them in

the midst, they enquired, By what power, or by what
name, have ye done this? Then Peter, *filled with the

Holy Spirit, said unto them, Rulers of the people and
elders of Israel,* if we are to-day being examined on
the ground of a good deed done to an impotent man,
by what means he hath been made whole, be it known

h ver. 33.

<^.cb.26.23.

i <^.ch. 2.41.

j rf.Jno. U.
47.

cf. Jno. 16.

1-8.

Ac/, ch.2.4.
r/.ch.lS.51,
52.

(^.Matt.lO.
20.

•Many omit "ofIsrael."

the heads of the people. While the lower classes listened, the religions leaders

felt the preaching in the Name of Jesus to be a direct attack upon themselves.

The most forward now and henceforth were the Sadducees, with whom the re-

surrection of the Saviour was the overthrow of their nihilistic creed. How
happy might they have been to have their dread negations penetrated by this

glorious light from heaveu! but, in fact, the more complete the proof of the
truth of the gospel, the more they were stirred up against it. Had it been less

complete, they would undoubtedly have acted in a milder fashion; but when
argument is made impossible, the will that lurks in it stands out from under
the cover with the more stubborn energy to win the already decided battle. Of
all men, the hopeless Sadducee should have been the most ready for the gospel

;

but in reality he was more indifferent than hopeless; his creed was positive in

the present rather than negative as to the future; a fair world balanced in his

mind the dimness of heaven. Thus he might in any wise not have troubled

himself about the enthusiasm of the disciples, had not the miracles brought God
too near and preached too alarmingly to the conscience. That should have
broken him down before God, but that here the fanaticism of the rebellious

spirit was aroused to get rid of the truth with the witness to the truth. But
the truth not only abides, but sustains the witness also which it has called forth.

The apostles are imprisoned; but the number of the converts rises to five thou-

sand men. It seems as if the narrator were thinking, in this manner of state-

ment, of the camp and battle-field.

The morrow comes, and with it the whole council is gathered together. They
who have slain the Master now face the disciples, to find them very unlike the

timid men they had been. Now it was not they that spoke, but, as it had been
promised, the Spirit of their Father that spoke in them. The foremost now in

the confession of Christ was he who had, in the very recent past, denied Him;
and with none of them was there any hesitation or tremor of soul. They were
"in nothing terrified by their adversaries," which the apostle speaks of after-

wards to the Philippians in like case as "to them an evident token of perdition,

but to you of salvation, and that of God" (Phil. i. 28).

Were <Aey not afraid to put their idle question, when the "power" which
had wrought was manifest and before their eyes, and manifestly divine? And
did they not tremble to hear—so attested—the Name of Him whom they bad
slain ? Had they heard of Peter's old denial ? and did they dream that even

then he might repeat it? Vain hope indeed, if it was theirs! The "Spirit of
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to you all, and to all the people of Israel, that by the

'name of Jesus Christ the Nazarene, whom ye crucified,

whom God raised from among the dead, by him doth
this man stand here before you whole. This is the

"•Stone set at naught by you the builders, which is be-

come the head of the corner. And there is "no salva-

tion in any other ; for there is none other name "under
heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved.

Now when they saw the ''boldness of Peter and John,
and perceived that they were « illiterate and home-bred *

men, they wondered ; they ''recognized them also, that

they had been with Jesus. And beholding the man
who was healed standing with them, they had no 're-

ply. But when they had commanded them to go out
of the council, they conferred among themselves, say-

ing, What shall we do to these men ? for that indeed
an 'evident sign hath been done by them is manifest to

all that dwell in Jerusalem ; and we cannot deny it.

But that it "spread no further among the people, let us

[straitly] "threaten them that they speak no more to

any in this name. And having called them, they
charged them not to speak at all nor teach in the name

•The word suggests the thought of "private persons," in contrast to
those who had been in public life.
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glory and of God" -was filling Peter now; and tbey had to hear their guilt

charged home upon them, and Jesus Christ the Nazarene declared, as His own
lips had once intimated, the "Stone" rejected by the builders, as prophecy had
forewarned would be the case. Yes, the building of living stones upon this

Corner-stone was already taking place, as thousands in Jerusalem were now
witness ; by which their oflSce of builders had plainly passed from them. Nay,
more ; there was no salvation either in any other ; none other name under
heaven given among men, Avhereby they could be saved !

They do not, in the presence of their persecutors, as before the people, append
to this the promise of Christ's return. This hard-trodden ground must be
plowed up, before such good seed as this could be safely committed to it. But
they preach salvation, as to perishing men, Sanhedrists as they might be, and
doctors of the Law ; they themselves in possession of the only security for life

and blessing, which they offer with a conscious certainty which, as we know,
the teaching of the scribes had not, but which had always characterized their

Master's teaching. Still, as of old, it causes astonishment; illiterate, home-bred
men as they plainly were. And there stands with them their voucher, a crip-

pled beggar restored, with a new gladness greater than for his physical healing

!

Among themselves, when the accused have been for awhile sent aside, the coun-
cil admit their perplexity. An evident sign has been done which they can as

little deny as they choose to accept ; and the worst of it is that it has laid hold
of the people;— for men with their strong faith in the preseut an argument
most difficult to resist ; for such faith seeks no martyrdom. Truth also they
seek not, these leaders of the people, but that which is convenient and will pre-

serve their valued authority. They decide therefore that they will threaten the
disciples, and forbid their speaking any more in the name of Jesus. If they
cannot refute, they can yet forbid. They can make wrong by edict what they
cannot prove to be wrong by any argument they possess.

But they find the men intractable beyond their expectation: men to whom
God is the fountain of all authority, and whose consciences are, without fear

of results, before Him alone. Their course is fixed, to obey God rather than
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5 (iv.23-3fi):

God with
His own.

of Jesus. But Peter and John answered and said to

them, Whether it be right before God to hearlcen unto
you ""more than unto God, judge ye; for we *cannot

but speak what we have seen and heard. But when
they had further threatened them, they let them go,

finding no way they could punish them, on account of

the people; for they all were "glorifying God for that

which was come to pass. For the man was more than
forty years old, upon whom this sign of healing had
come to pass.

5. And being 'let go, they went to their own [company],
and reported all that the chief priests and elders had
said unto them. And when they heard it, they "lifted

up their voice to God with one accord, and said, * Sov-
ereign Lord, thou art He who hath made heaven and
earth and sea, and all things in them ; who by the
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man; and tliey dare even to appeal to the consciences of their judges in behalf
of such a determination. Willi the council the fear of men is in proportion to

the absence of tiieir fear of Him; and tliis deters them from going furtlier at

the present time. They threaten and let them go. For the wave of popular
feeling on account of the miracle that has been done is at present not safely to

be resisted.

5. The disciples return to their own company;—to how diflFerent an atmos-
phere ! The opposition of the enemy had failed, and was destined to fail ; it

had only given opportunity to set before the whole council of the people the

blessed Name which it was their happiness to make known. It liad thus fur-

thered their work, not hindered it; and this was but the type and prophecy of

all the future,
—"He raaketh tlie wrath of man to praise Him, and the remain-

der of wrath He will restrain." The threatenings only siiow the restraint

actually put upon those whose will for harm could not be doubted, and strength-

ened in going forward those whom they were intended to intimidate. All tliis

they now report among those greeting them on their return, who answer with
an outburst of praise, lifting np their voices to God with one accord, as Sover-

eign Lord of all that He has created, and who has fulfilled what long He had
declared in overruling the conspiracy of Jews and Gentiles against Jehovah and
against His Christ. The quotation is from the second yisalm, which, according

to the common belief among the Jews, they ascribe to David. With strange and
terrible unanimity, indeed, had all the world (Jews and Gentiles together)

combined against Hira with whom w.as all the hope of the world. But ibis ia

only the proof of the thorough sameness of man everywhere,—not only one
blood, as God made them, but of one spirit, such as the Fall has made them.

Only divine grace has anywhere brought in a difference, and then by a change
so great and sovereign that the Spirit of God speaks of it as "new creation."

Israel's rejection of her Lord was indeed a perfect witness of how all help that

could be given him, short of that, must be unavailing, when the Jew it was
who clamored for His crucifixion from the unwilling Gentile. So too it was the

Jew who was to hound on the heathen persecution of His followers in the time

soon to come.

They had accomplished their evil will. There was no resistance. The Light

of the world had seemed to be quenched in darkne&s ; i)ut only to rise again in

unsetting glory. There had been done just what God's hand and counsel de-

termined before to be done !

What then could His disciples ask, save for boldness to proclaim and follow

Christ? He had been more than content through all to be the Servant of that

unique and glorious will. They pray only for the stretching out of God's
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mouth of thy servant * David hath said, 'Why did the

nations rage? and the peoples meditate vain things?
The ''kings of the earth set [themselves], and the rulers

were gathered together, against the Lord and against

his Christ. For of a truth, against thy holy Servant f
Jesus, whom thou hast 'anointed, were gathered to-

gether in this city both •''Herod and Pontius Pilate,

with the nations and the peoples of Israel, to do 'what-
soever thy hand and thy counsel determined before to

be done. And now. Lord, *look upon their threatenings,

and grant unto thy servants, J that with all 'boldness

they may speak thy word, in that thou stretchest out
thy hand to heal, and that signs and ^wonders may be
done through the name of thy holy Servantf Jesus.

And when they had prayed, the place was *shaken
where they were gathered together; and they were all

'filled with the Holy Spirit, and spake the word of God
with boldness.
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* Uaii. Many read, "by the mouth of thy servant, our father
David, through the Holy Spirit."

t Ilaii ; and always when referring to our Lord.

I Literally, "bond servants," dovXoi.

hand in such a way as to give them povrer and courage; and that signs and
wonders may be done in Christ's Name, to carry on that blessed service.

How certain is the answer, when the Lord and His interests are the burden
of the prayer ! and there is no reserve of self-seeking to give unsteadiness to

the faith that would lay hold of Omnipotence ! The assurance of being heard
is immediately granted them, the place being shaken in which they were gath-
ered together. It is the answer of the Creator, as appealed to, and who will

yet "shake the heavens and the earth and the sea and the dry laud, and shake
all nations," to bring in Christ (Hag. ii. 6, 7). But also they are all filled with
the Holy Spirit, and speak the word with boldness.

Lest we should sigh and say. These are but records of far-oflf days, let ns re-

member that we are exhorted, and it is part of our responsibility, therefore, to

"be filled with the Spirit" (Eph. v. 18.) This is no question of gifts lost to

the Church, nor even of exceptional blessing. We may make it, alas, excep-
tional ; but that is another thing. It is but, in fact, a question of devotedness:
for the Spirit is here to glorify Christ, not to give impossible brightness to lives

lived in the circle of our own petty interests; which, indeed, so far as they
answer to this character, are not in any true sense our interests ; for these are
all secured with Christ on high. We are identified with Him as our Representa-
tive before God, to have resting upon us the favor in which He dwells ; and He
is identified with us as His representatives on earth, for a life for Him as thus
sent into it. We see then how fully and simply in place is what we have here.

The disciples are full of His interests. How could it be otherwise than that the
Witness for Christ on earth should fill them as vessels of testimony for Him?
The same argument will always hold good; and the Spirit can never be indiffer-

ent to His glory. To suppose any thing else would be to dishonor Him who is

come to abide with ns forever, and who is yesterday, to-day, and for ever the
same. For us also, every thing else must be shaken, until He is made supreme
over all.

There follow also, as surely, the fruits in practical life. The innate selfish-

ness of the heart is surmounted by the influx of spiritual blessing which
expands while it overflows it. There was no communistic law among these
gathered saints ; it would have spoiled all, if there had been; it was a unity of
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And of the multitude of those that believed, heart

and soul were "one; and not one said that any of the
things that he possessed was his own, but all things

were common to them. And with great power did the
apostles give "witness of the resurrection of the Lord
Jesus; and great "grace was upon them all. For nei-

ther was there any in ^want among them ; for as many
as were possessors of lands and houses sold them, and
brought the price of the things that were sold, and
'laid them down at the apostles' feet; and distribution

was made to every one, according as he might have
need.

Subdivision 5. (Chap. iv. 36-v. 11.)

The Qovernment of God over those with Him.

AND 'Joseph, who by the apostles was surnamed
Barnabas (which is, being interpreted, A son of

consolation), a Levite, by birth a man of Cyprus, being
possessed of land, sold it, and brought the money, and
laid it at the apostles' feet. But a certain man named
Ananias, with Sapphira his wife, sold a possession, and
•appropriated [part] of the price, his wife also being
'privy to it, and brought a certain part, and laid it at

the apostles' feet. But Peter said, Ananias, why
hath "Satan filled thy heart to lie to the Holy Spirit,

and to appropriate [part] of the price of the land ?

While it remained did it not remain thine "own? and
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heart which allowed none of them to say that what was really his belonged to

him. The sale of lauds and houses was optional and unsolicited, as we see by
the very specification of those who did this. There was theiel'ore no general
renunciation of personal title ; but a love that knew no holding back from the
need of another. It was the instinct of hearts that had found their real pos-

sessions in that sphere into which Christ had risen. The glorious fact of resur-

rection to which testimony was being given now with power took them of
necessity out of the world; and great grace was on them all. The deeper need
which could not be thus met found still the means to meet it in the actual sale

of possessions on the part of those that had them ; so that there were none that

lacked: the money being laid at the apostles' feet. It is not necessarily that all

sold all they had; but that this was the way in which the need was met: the
history following, and which grows out of this, seems to make this plain.

SUBD. 5.

We have now to see the government of God over His own, now separated as a

distinct company from the mass of Israel, although one could not say, as yet,

from Israel itself. The trial of the nation as such is not yet ended. Meanwhile
we are called away from this to see the attempt of the enemy against this new
beginning, and the soleiim judgment of God by which it is defeated. Yet on
the other hand, we are not to overlook the divine appreciation of the fruits of
the Spirit, where they are found, as in the case of Joseph, surnamed Barnabas,
who by his ministry in self-sacrificing love to the need of the saints "purchases
to himself a good degree" (1 Tim. iii. 13), and we hear of him accordingly, in

the after history. His name answers to his character here,
—"one who adds,"

—and he becomes indeed a "son of consolation,"—meriting his surname.

In terrible contrast to hira is Ananias (" Jah has shown grace") but who
abases grace to bis own destruction. The good report of Barnabas, if we may
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when it was sold, was it not in thine own power? why
hast thou conceived this thing in thy heart? thou
hast not lied unto *men, but unto God. And Ananias,
hearing these words, *fell down and expired : and there
came a great "fear upon all that heard. And the young
men arose and wrapped him up, and carried him out
and buried him.
And it came to pass about three hours afterwards,

that his wife, not knowing what had happened, came
in. And Peter answered her, 'Tell me whether ye sold
the land for so much? And she said, Yea, for so much.
And Peter said unto her, Why have ye "agreed together
to tempt the Spirit of the Lord ? Behold, the feet of
those who have buried thy husband are at the door,
and they will carry thee out. And 'immediately she
fell at his feet and expired ; and the young men came
in, and found her dead, and carrying her out, buried
her by her husband. And great fear came upon all the
assembly, and upon all that heard these things.

U) vers. 3, 9.

cf. 1 These.
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<^. Lk. 10.

16.
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jndge by the connection, seems to have moved him; bnt only -with an ungodly
emulation. He covets the reputation and influence ; with perhaps much
greater things following, as the movement spreads ; but he has no thought, even
for this, of making the sacrifice demanded. Outwardly he must do it, while liis

heart refuses , and thus, in conjunction with his wife, he forms a deliberate plan
to deceive,—leaving God out. He actually sells bis possession, and professedly
brinjis the whole purchase-ujoney, to lay it down at the apostles' feet. But he
has not brought the whole : he reserves a part for himself, and in the midst of
the divine power working (only in gjace as yet, which probably he misinter-
prets, to his ruin,) does not fear to ofler this imitation of the fruit of divine
love,—in fact, a frnudulent attempt to buy for himself what alone he values.
Satan was thus working from inside the assembly, to destroy truth and holine&s,
and thus early to introduce into it the worldly elements which, by and by,
alas, were to gain open allowance. But the Spirit of God, as yet ungrieved,
forbids the intrusion of the evil ; and judgment swift and terrible smites down
the transgressor. His unhappy wife, coming in afterwards, and deliberately
reafiirming her husband's falsehood, shares his punishment. And fear Jails upon
all the assembly, and upon all that hear these things.

Thus we have indicated to ns the evils which, from within as well as from
without, threatened the infant Church, It is in a hostile world. It carries the
fatal seeds of corruption in its own bosom. For in this respect the community
can only be as those who compose it. The exercise as to evil and the struggle
with it we are not yet, in the wi.sdom of God, delivered from; although the
final deliverance is completely secured. God is training ns for eternity, and to
bring us into full participation in His apprehension of it. For this He would
have us see it as those who are partakers of tlie divine natuie, and yet linked
with that flesh in which "dwelleth no good thing." Eesponsible to be its mas-
ters, we may yet degrade ourselves to do its will, and need at all times to be on
the watch against it; while the world around appeals to it, and incites it to
activity, and Satan with all the cunning of four thousand years' acquirement is

''the prince of this world," proved so by the Cross! So thoroughly are we in-
tended, it is plain, to learn the painful—and yet, it must be, salutary—lesson
of the nature of that which exhibits the ruin of the creatupe fallen away from
God! But this is also the background of the divine glory in redemption, in
which He is displayed in His mastery over it, and thns we are held fast to Him
forever.
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1 (V. 12-16):

Constant
power.

3 (V. 17-33):

Persecu-
tion and de-
liverance.

Subdivision 6. (Chap. v. 12-vi. 7.)

Triumph ivithin and without.

1. A ND by the * hands of the apostles many signs and
-tx wonders were done among the people ; and they
were all with one accord in Solomon's porch. And of

the ''rest dared no man join himself to them; but the

people magnified them; (and "believers were more and
more added to the Lord,—multitudes both of men and
women ;) insomuch that they even carried out the sick

into the streets, and placed them on beds and couches,

that at the least the •''shadow of Peter, when he came,
might overshadow some one among them. And the

multitude also came together from the 'cities round
about unto Jerusalem, bringing sick persons, and those

troubled by unclean spirits, who were all healed.

2. And the *high priest rose up, and all that were with
him, being the sect of the 'Sadducees, and were filled

with jealousy,* andf laid hands on the apostles, and
put them in public ward. But an 'angel of [the] Lord
opened the prison doors by night, and brought them
out, and said, Go, stand in the temple, and *speak unto
the people all the words of this life. And when they
heard it, they entered into the temple about daybreak,
and taught. And when the high priest was come, and
they that were with him, they called together the

'council, and all the elderhood of the sons of Israel, and
sent to the prison to have them brought. But when
the officers came, they found them not in the prison

;

» Or, " wrath."
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SUBD. 6.

The inspired historian does nob detain us long with this now, but passes on
to speak of the Church's triumph over this double evil, within and without.

1. There is the constant display of divine power at the hands of the apostles;

so the crowds follow, and the people magnify them; while the fear of what has
taken place deters those from joining tbem who are not joined to the Lord in

living faith. But multitudes are thus added to Him, both of men and of
women. Consciences are brought into serious exercise, with the sure result of

many believing. The place which ia habitually frequented, and in which we
have found them before, is Solomon's porch; the testimony of their ruin under
the old covenant, whatever may have been the pains to cover it up since, and
even to decorate that which covered it. Jerusalem thus becomes a centre to

which men flock from all the districts round, bringing the sick and those op-

pressed by demons,—two classes always carefully distinguished in the word of
Grod; and the very shadow of Peter is sought to for its power to heal; nor do we
read of disappointment even in this. The masses all are healed. So fully is

the prayer of true and devoted hearts for the glory of Jesus answered of God.

2. Persecution arises again, and from the same quarter as before; the high
priest being foremost, with the sect of the Sadducees, to which he belonged. But
when the apostles are once more shut up in prison, an angel of the Lord (that is,

of Jehovah) opens the doors by night, and bids them enter again into the temple,

to preach there unto the people "all the words of this life." In the morning,
therefore, the prison being securely shut, they are found in the temple at their
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and returned and reported, saying, We found the prison

shut with all ""security, and the guards standing at the
doors; but when we had opened them, we found no one
within. And when they heard these words, both the

captain of the temple and the chief priests, they were
much perplexed concerning them, what this would come
to. And there came one and told them, Behold, the
men whom ye put into the prison are standing in the
temple and teaching the people. Then went the cap-
tain with the officers, and brought them, not with vio-

lence, for they "feared the people, lest they should be
stoned. And they brought them, and set them in the

council. And the high priest asked them, saying. We
straitly "charged you not to teach in this name, and
behold, ye have ^filled Jerusalem with your teaching,

and intend to "bring upon us this man's blood. But
Peter and the apostles answered and said. We must
'obey God rather than men. The God of our 'fathers

hath raised up Jesus ; whom ye 'slew and hanged upon
a tree. Him hath God with his right hand "exalted
[as] Founder* and Saviour, to give 'repentance to

* Or, Leader.
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blessed work. The council is perplexed, and wonder what will be the end of it;

but the issue raised is become so serious for them, that they will dispute it with
God Himself. So they command them to be brought once more, though it has
to be done quietly, lest the excited people should stone the oflScers ; and for the

second time the council of the nation, in answer to their charge of violating the

prohibition they had given, have to listen to the statement of their crime. The
rulers had made obedience to them impossible by their own vain conflict with
the God of their fathers. Him, whom they had put to death with the greatest

indignity, God had raised up, and Mith His right hand exalted Him to be
Founder* and Saviour, to begin that new temple to God's praise, of which they
had before proclaimed Him the Fouudation-Stone. But for this it was necessary

that every one who should form part in it—for the temple was to be, as Peter
explains from his own name, a building of "living stones" (1 Pet. ii. 4, 5)

—

should be cleansed and sanctified. The Founder must therefore be a Saviour,

and give rejjentance and remission of sins. The apostles .say, "to Israel," and
this He will yet do. It was the nation that was at present before them, and to

whom their message was. The Church had not emerged into distinct thought,

although it was in existence in fact, but as a babe that had not yet learned to

know itself But Christ,—Christ was their absorbing occupation and delight

;

no higher could be, though they were to learn much more of their own rela-

tionship to Him. "And we are witnesses of these things; and the Holy Spirit

also, which God hath given to them who obey Him."
But it is not proof which they were wanting,—these leadere of the people

;

just the reverse; and to be reminded of the proof which was all too demon-
strative only throws them into a passionate rage that would quench itself in the

blood of those who so fearlessly maintain this testimony. Had they not
quenched this light once ? Could they not again do so ? Had they not put out
of their way the Master? Could they not deal with the disciples?

* The word here is the same as that in the first answer of the apostles, and there translated
"Author,"—"Author of life." It does not seem practicable to give a uniform rendering, except,
with the common version, we use the very meagre word, " Prince." The meaning is, " one
who begins, or originates ; " thus, leader and author in one. " Founder," which is also given
by the lexicons, unites these thoughts, and seems the best adapted to the sense in this place.
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8 (34-42):

Sheltered.

Israel, and "remission of sins. And we are 'witnesses
of these things, and the Holy Spirit "also which God
hath given to them that obey him. But they, when
they heard this, were 'cut to the heart, and took coun-
sel to slay them.

3. But there stood up in the council a "Pharisee named
Gamaliel, a teacher of the law, had in honor among all

the people, and commanded to put forth the men for a
short time. And he said unto them, Men of Israel,

take *heed to yourselves as regards these men, what ye
are going to do. For * before these days rose up Theu-
das, professing to be somebody, to whom a number of
men—about four hundred—joined themselves: who
was slain, and all, as many as obeyed him, were dis-

persed and came to nothing. After this man rose up
Judas the Galilean in the days of the ''census, and drew
away people after him. He also perished, and all, as
many as obeyed him, were 'scattered abroad. And now
I say unto you, Refrain from these men, and let them
alone : for if this counsel or this work be of men, it will
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So impossible is it for His enemies to understand the patience of God, which
is oftentimes so great a trial to His people even. If He has indeed this power,
how is it that, as the Psalmist puts it, He does not "plnck His hand out of Hi8
bosom," and deal more openly with His adversaries? Will He use it in heal-

ings and rai.sing up crippled beggars, and let His people lie so defenceless in the
hands of their persecutors? Can this gentle zephyr ever grow into a tornado
blast? They cannot believe it, however great at times the evidences may seem
to be. Did not the prison doora unaccountably open? Yes; but that did not
deliver out of their hands after all ! Balance this against that : even their

Master did not come down from the cross ; and the cross seems ordained for His
disciples also. Yes ; the Cross ! and how little yet do we understand its glory !

3. Thus, even if He interferes for His own, there is generally a veil over His
Face: "Thy way is in the sea, and Thy path in the great waters, and Thy foot-

steps are not known !" Still, for all that, " Thou leddest Thy people like a
flock" (Ps. Ixxvii. 19, 20).

Ciirist's witnesses are now to prove this ; they are to be sheltered, yet by no
apparent intervention of the divine Hand. One of the councilors themselves,

a Pharisee and not a believer, though brought by all he has seen and heard into
the neutral position which his advice indicates, is the instrument which God
uses at this time to shelter the witnesses of His grace to men. Gamaliel, a man
of great weight among the Jews, and grandson of the celebrated Hillel, having
caused the apostles to be put forth for a little while, remonstrates against any
violence. The case before them, he urges, was no solitary one; and the examples
they had had of irapo.stors who had arisen showed how surely these pretensions
of men came to nought. He mentions two of these : one well-known,—"Judas
of Galilee, in the days of the census,—the other a Theudas,* only conjectnrally
taken to be either a Judas, in the reign of Archelaus, as Archbp. Usslier thought,
or else a Matthias, about the close of that of Herod. Both attempts ended dis-

* There having been another Theudas, resembling this one of Luke, but some fifty yeara
too late, mentioned by Josephtis, this has naturally been used by infidelity to discredit the
Scripture narrative. But, tis the name was common, so the insurrections of the time were
many ;

" the Theudas, whose defeat by Fadiis he places a dozen years later " than Gamaliel's
speech, " seems to have had a far larger following than the four hundred men of whom our
Elvangellst writes." (W. Kelly on the Acts ) Ussher speaks of Theudas as only the Syriac form
of Judas ; while Koehler (inHerzog's Real Encyclop.) makes it the Greek translation of Mat-
thias, the "gift of Jehovah " or of God.
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be ''overthrown ; but if it be of God, ye will not be
able to overthrow them ;—that ye be not even found
"fighters against God. And they were persuaded by
him; and having called the apostles, they *beat them,
and commanded them not to speak in the name of
Jesus, and let them go. They therefore departed from
the presence of the council, 'rejoicing that they were
counted worthy to suffer dishonor for the Name. And
every day, in the temple and the house,* they ^ceased

• Or, " at home."
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astrously, as Gamaliel reminds his bearers, and so would this, if it were not of
God. The possibility of fiiis he warns them of, and the result in that case of
being found lighting against God. A tremendous possibility, indeed !

His advice is coufonuable to such a suspense of judgment: ''Refrain from
these men, and let them alone." To which they agree, with a strange modifica-

tion of their own ; for while they acknowledge they may be fighting against
God, and so give up their murderous intent, they contradict themselves, and
show the malice of their hearts, by beating these possible witnesses for God, be-

fore they let them go ! and again forbidding them to speak what they cannot
venture to say may not be truth ! Such a being is man !

But Gamaliel himself, though impressed, and right in his refusal to act in the
dark as if in the light, is otherwise wrong in his principles, and untrue to the
truth. i{'\s judgment by the issue leaves him a doubter till that issue ; and when,
and what, may that issue be? If one could look far enough, no doubt the end
would be seen to be in accordance with the righteousness of God who governs.

But who will undertake to trace this with any infallibility through those ways
which the Psalmist confesses are in the sea, and His footsteps are not known?
Who will pierce the clouds and darkness that are about Him, and give a trust-

worthy account of all His doings? The Psalmist complained of the prosperity

of the wicked, and had to pursue them to the other side of death, in order to

find satisfaction (Ps. Ixxiii.). The friends of Job argue like Gamaliel here, and
are rebuked by tlie sufferer as speaking deceitfully for God (Job xiii. 7) ; for he
also has seen the wicked spend their days in prosperity (chap. xxi. 13). The
Preacher too sees it as among the vanities of earthly things, "that there be
righteous men to whom it happeneth according to the work of the wicked

; and
again there be wicked men, to whom it happeneth according to the work of the
righteous" (Eccl. viii. 14). While Habakkuk complains to Him who is of
purer eyes than to behold iniquity that yet He looketh upon them that deal

treacherously, and holdeth His peace when the wicked swalloweth up the man
that is more righteous than himself (Hab. i. 13). And Jehovah answers him
that "the just shall live by faith " (ii. 4).

And this is what Gamaliel with his temporizing policy has left out. He
would wait and watch, and go down to the grave perhaps unconvinced ; and so

there is reason to believe he did ; while a bolder and more hasty spirit might
catch more quickly his conclusion, and decide,—but decide wholly wrong. For
it would be hard upon his priiuaples to accept in his way as the witnesses for God
men "as it were, appointed unto death, a spectacle to the world, and to angels,

and to men ;—hungry and athirst. and naked, and buffeted "! Must not those

who laid their stripes upon the apostles now have fancied they were helping to

disprove these fanatical teachings with every stroke of their lash ? The mean-
ing of the Cross would be, for them and for their teacher both, an impossibility

to comprehend.
But God none the less had sheltered His people ; and, as for the rest, they de-

parted from the presence of the council, rejoicing that they were counted worthy
to suffer for the Name ! And still, every day, in the temple and in the house,

they ceased not to teach and tell the glad tidings that Jesus was the Christ.
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4 (vl.1-7):

Trial from
weakness.

not to teach and tell the glad tidings that Jesus was
the Christ.

4. Now in these days, when the number of the disciples

was * multiplying, there arose a murmuring of the
'Grecian Jews against the Hebrews, that their widows
were overlooked in the "daily ministrations. And the
twelve called the multitude of the disciples, and said.

It is not right that we should "leave the word of God,
and serve tables. Look out, therefore, brethren, from
among you seven men, "well reported of, full of the
[Holy]* Spirit and of wisdom, whom we will ''appoint

over this business; but we will give ourselves up to

«prayer and to the ministry of the word. And the
saying pleased the whole multitude; and they 'chose
Stephen, a man 'full of faith and of the Holy Spirit,

and Philip, and Prochorus, and Nicanor, and Timon,

• Some omit.
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4. Another trial was at hand; and now again from within: a difl5culty had to

be met, which the very growth in numbers tended to produce, the natural self-

iBhness of man's heart showing itself amid all the power and joy of the work of

the Spirit constantly progressing. "There arose a murmuring of the Greciaa
Jews," or Hellenists, "against the Hebrews," (the native Jews,) "because
their widows were neglected in the daily ministrations." It does not say, they
were neglected, but that this was affirmed. In fact, although gi-ace was here
dominant above it, there was always a certain jealousy existing between these

two classes. The Jews born in foreign countries tended to more liberal views
than those of Judea, and indeed to a liberality as far from the truth on one
side as the Pharisaism of the Rabbinistic teachers was upon the other. It was
upon the side of the Hebrews, however, that jealousy was rather to be expected.

Here it was on that of the Hellenists ; but perhaps a reaction resulting from the
knowledge of such a spirit generally existing, which would give rise to suspi-

cions snch as we find actually manifested now. But there is grace to meet them
eflfectually, as has been often pointed out ; for the names of those chosen ou
account of the complaints, to take charge of the whole matter of the ministry of

the common fund are Greek, every one ; and thus, presumably Hellenistic.

Those who murmured should have the distribution in their own hands ; and those

who cannot trust their brethren shall find that nevertheless their brethren can
trust them. How lovely is divine grace ! and how efi'ectual is such a settlement

!

The thought that some have had, that there had been already men appointed to

this charge, but who were all Hebrews, and that the seven now chosen were
only an addition to the previous number to satisfy the foreign element by giving

them representation which hitherto they had not had, is as totally without
foundation in Scripture, as it destroys all the beauty of the act itself. In this

case, it was but a mere act of tardy justice, or at least the reparation of an actual

oversight, which might have given some apparent ground for the complaint.

But there is no truth in it ; for it is the apostles who have hitherto been in

charge of that which we have seen laid at their feet for that purpose ; and who
now take occasion to relieve themselves of what was become a burden, distract-

ing them from their own proper work. The disciples are now to choose those

in whom they can have confidence for the management of that which they had
themselves contributed ; the apostles, however, giving them appointment, as

being the divinely constituted leaders, and representatives of the absent Lord.

The word of God is that which we see they recognize as their true sphere of

service, and that to which they desire wholly to devote themselves
;
joining

with this prayer, which they put first, as the necessary prerequisite. Without
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and Parmenas, and Nicolas, a 'proselyte of Antioch,
whom they set before the apostles, and when they had
prayed, they "laid their hands upon them. And the
word of God "increased; and the number of the disci-

ples "multiplied in Jerusalem exceedingly; and a great
company of the 'priests were obedient to the faith.

Subdivision 7. (Chap. vi. 8-vii.)

Completion of the Testimony to the Nation.

I. \rOW Stephen, "full of grace and power, did great^ wonders and signs among the people. And there
arose certain of those who were of the synagogue which
is called [the synagogue] of the Libertines, and of Cy-
reneans, and Alexandrians, and those who were of

that link of conscious dependence, -what gift,—even the greatest,—conld at all

avail? But here we realize the exceeding importance attaching to it in their
minds: "We will give ourselves up to prayer and to the ministry of the word."
Is it not here, in fact, that we fail so much, and the ministry of the word fails

correspondingly ?

Even for such work as serving tables men are to be sought full of the Holy
Spirit, and of wisdom; and the first two that are among the number of those
appointed are to be owned and honored of God afterwards in very different
ways. One of them also is a proselyte,—of a class thoroughly despised by the
Hebrews in general; even while they would do much to gain them. But the
grace of God was removing already these unspiritual estimates,—merging all

human distinctions in the consciousness of a common relationship to Christ and
to God. They are set apart, not without prayer, and by the imposition of
hands, as a token, doubtless, of the fellowship with them in their new oflSce.

Thus the brief trouble ended ; and all was overruled for blessing and the dis-

play of the new spirit which animated the new company of believers. The
power of it was felt in the increased poAver of the word of God. The number
of the disciples multiplied in Jerusalem exceedingly; and even of the priests

a great company became obedient to the faith. The expression made use of iu
their case lays stress upon the greater diflSculty, speaking humanly, to be sur-
mounted by those whose oflSce it would set aside ; and of this, although the
full light of Christianity had not yet dawned, there were already many intima-
tions.

SUBD. 7.

In fact, the whole system of Judaism is tottering to its fall; and the nation is

ready to give its last, emphatic answer to the grace that has visited it. The
number to which the converts had increased could only arouse hostility propor-
tionately more, as the leaders felt their authority compromised, themselves per-
sonally attacked, and all ranks being swept away into an opposition continually
gathering strength, with its arguments which conld be met only by force, and
its signs and wonders which could neither be denied nor imitated. Only the
fear of the people had hitherto restrained, as we have seen, the outbreak of fury
on the part of the council twice before. And now it is increasingly being felt

that a struggle cannot be averted ; it is in fact a death-struggle. The occasion
of its coming on is now shown us by the inspired historian; and with this the
oflfer to the nation as such ends. Stephen, "full of grace and power," becomes,
on that very account, the object of special enmity to the enraged people, and as
the first martyr, receives the "crown " of which his name speaks.* He becomes
the messenger sent after the Lord, to say, "We will not have this Man to reign

*The meanings of the seven names are no doubt Bignificant:— 1. Stephen—A crown.
2. Philip—A lover of horses—a racer. 3. Prochorus—A leader of praise. 4. Nicanor—A victor.
5. Timon—Honorable. 6. Parmenas—Enduring. 7. Nicholas—Conqueror of the people.
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Cilicia and of Asia, *disputiDg with Stephen. And they
were "not able to resist the wisdom and the Spirit in

which he spake. Then they *suborned men who said,

We have heard him saying blasphemous things against

Moses and against God. And they stirred up the peo-
ple and the elders and the scribes, and they came upon
him, and seized him, and "brought him to the council.

And they set up false witnesses who said. This man
ceaseth not to speak words ''against the holy place and
the law : for we have heard him say that this Jesus the
Nazarene will "destroy this place, and-'^change the cus-

toms which Moses delivered unto us. And all that sat

in the council, looking intently upon him, saw his "face

as the face of an angel.
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over us." The glory of Christ shines npon the face of His witness, and makes
it radiant with the light of heaven, where the Son of man stands at the right

hand of God. Earth has cast out tlie Light ; but to earth's outcasts heaven is

opening, as it never opened yet. We have an intimation, indeed, of Paul's
"gospel of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ;" although not yet is

Paul come to proclaim it. He is there ! yes ; keeping the garments of those that

stone that glory from the face of Stephen !

1. We do not read hitherto of any miracles wrought by other hands than those

of the apostles; but now the "power" that is in Stephen manifests itself in

great wonders and signs among the people. There is commencing, apparently,

a wider bestowal of gifts of this kind, such as was, at any rate, found afterwards.

The "faith," of which we have been told that be was full, doubtless coveted,

as the apostle exhorts at a later time, the best gifts, and these, although not
so valuable in themselves as that of prophecy, were of great importance for

the crisis then approaching. The saints had prayed, on the first return of the

apostles from the council, that God would glorify the name of Jesus by stretch-

ing out His hand to heal ; and Stephen's endowment is found in connection
with most earnest testimony. Hellenist himself, the men of the Hellenistic

synajiofrues to whom he had been probably formerly well known, undertake
disputation with him, but are unable to resist the wisdom and spirit by which
he speaks. This rouses all their malice against him ; and as with his Lord, to

whom through this closing scene he is in growing likeness, they suborn men to

bear false witness against him. They could easily pervert his words, no doubt,

into blasphemies against Moses ; and those against God could be, with not much
more difficulty, reasoned from the other. And now we find what is deeply
significant for the issue with regard to the nation; the people, who had hitherto

been lavorable to the disciples, now join the outcry against them. Hencelbrlh,

save as the direct action of the Spirit still produces faith in a remnant of them,
rulers and people are one. Persecution can now therefore begin in earnest, and
the door of repentance as yet held open to them begins to <rlose. This gives

character to the last testimony of Stephen, as we shall see directly: it is a full

summing up of the case against them, and adds to their crime in the death of
the Lord Jesus, the witness that they always resist the Holy Spirit, Tlie last

hope is gone when this can be said.

They come npon him, and seize him, and bring him before the council,—at

last with their wolfish ferocity unbridled. And here the false witnesses can
amplify their assertions: "He does not cease," they affirm, "to say things

against the holy place, and the law: for we have heard him say that this Jesus

the Nazarene will destroy this place, and change the customs which Moses
delivered unto us."

Matter enough indeed to stir the dullest of those who have no greater boast
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Israel has
always re-
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rejected
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I (vers.t-8):
Abraham
at the be-
glnnlDg.

ACTS

2. And the *high priest said, Are these things so? And
he said, Brethren * and fathers, hearken

:

* The God of 'glory appeared unto our father Abra-
ham when he was in Mesopotamia, before he dwelt
in Haran, and said unto him, 'Go forth from thy *land,

and from thy 'kindred, and come into the land that

I will "show thee. Then went he out of the land
of the Chaldeans, and dwelt in Haran. And from
thence, when his "father had died, he removed him
into this land, wherein ye now dwell. And he gave
him "no inheritance in it, no, not so much as to set

his foot on: and he ^'promised to give it to him for a
possession, and to his seed after him, when he had «no
child. And God spake on this wise, that his seed
should ''sojourn in a strange land, and that they would
bring them into 'bondage, and treat them evil, four
hundred years. And the nation to which they are in

bondage will I 'judge, said God; and after these things
they shall "come forth, and serve me in this place. And
he gave him the covenant of "circumcision. And so

he "begat Isaac, and circumcised him the eighth day;
and Isaac [begat] "Jacob, and Jacob the ''twelve patri-

archs.

* Literally, " men, brethren."
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than to be Moses' disciples ! They look intently upon the man so accused, to

see bow he will bear himself, or what he will answer to such an accu.sation, and
lo, as if he were himself Moses, his face brightens with an angelic glory ! As if

not seeing the lowering gloom around him, he is in the light, under the smile
of God !

2. Stephen is not upon his defence. He is not answering for himself, nor
pleading at all. He is the judge giving sentence. He is the still, small voice

of the national conscience roused by the power of the Spirit of God. He is the

memory of the people, edged and sharpened, as when called into the Presence of
God. The long roll of the centuries obeys his summons, and conies forth; its

record of the simplest, but with a strange new utterance; a voice of challenge
and conviction, impossible to resist. If, even now, they had but hearkened
to it ! But man is capable of turning from known, incontestable realities, and
of saying in the pride of his heart that things are as he will have them to be.

Thus Israel once more turns her back upon God, and abides still under the
doom which it has brought upon her,

* Stephen goes back to Abraham, to the father in whom they boasted, but in

whom God had set before their eyes the principles which He would have them
ever remember,—principles which, while the world continues what sin has made
it, must ever abide as principles owned of Him and necessary for a path accord-

ing to His mind. Back of law they must go to find the one in whom they
had the promises,—a man justified by faith, and thus a perfect example of the
grace which they so steadily refused.

"The God of glory," begins Stephen, "appeared unto onr father Abraham
when he was in Mesopotamia, before he dwelt in Haran." Thus all for him was
found in One who by this marvelous vision drew him to Himself. We know
that he and his were serving other gods in that land beyond the flood, (that is,

Euphrates, Josh. xxiv. 2). They were involved in the idolatry in which, even
then, the whole land was immereed; and there and thus grace met him. He
was not the heir of privilege ; and for him the glory dwelt not in any place
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' And the patriarchs, 'envying Joseph, 'sold him away
into Egypt; and God was with him, and 'delivered
him out of all his afflictions, and gave him 'favor and
wisdom before Pharaoh king of Egypt ; and he made
him ''governor over Egypt and all his house. And
there came a 'famine over all Egypt and Canaan, and
great affliction ; and our fathers found no sustenance.
But when Jacob heard that there was com in Egypt, he
•''sent out our fathers the first time. And at the 'second
time, Joseph was made known to his brethren, and
Joseph's * family became known to Pharaoh. And
Joseph 'sent and called his father Jacob to him, and
all his kindred, -^seventy-five souls. And Jacob *went
down into Egypt, and died, he and our fathers, and
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made with hands, but apart from the world, in which he became by the rev-
elation henceforth a pilgrim. From the land of his birth God called him
out, and from his kiudred; and the land to which He called him was one un-
known. Faith every Avay was a necessity to him; slow as he might be, and
was, to sever the ties of nature, which were but hindrance to him. After his
father was dead, God removed him to the land which was to be his own.
Yet here also the discipline continued, and by faith alone was the land ever

enjoyed by him. Promised it was, but no foot of it made good to him; and the
seed which was to inherit it came late and slowly on. Of grace, then, and of
faith in the unseen, was Abraham's life a constant witness to them; and this

was the life so approved of God, so honored by themselves, who yet knew so
little of it

!

A long sorrow also was made known to him in relation to his seed. Tliey
were again to leave the land which was theirs by promise, and to dwell in an-
other, ill-treated, and in bondage, until 400 years had run their length. Then
God would judge their oppressors, and they should come out, and serve Him in

the inheritance destined for them. But for so long a time still di.scipline and
the need of faith ! They grew to a nation in that stern Egyptian school. But
why the furnace coTenanted to them thus? Why this need of the Refiner's fire?

It all hangs perfectly together : man under this patient but strong hand of
God, ever to be watched, never to be reckoned upon. On the other hand, faith

in God always therefore the one necessity, always sure amid all changes. With
this, as the apostle shows, witnesses that covenant of circumcision of which
Stephen thereupon speaks. Abraham is near a hundred years old, " his body now-
dead," nothing more to be expected from it. Just there it is that God, as the
"Almighty" God, comes in to renew His assurance of what Jc will do, when
Abraham can do nothing. Circumcision is "the putting off the body of the
flesh" (Col. ii. 11) ; and thus it was to him "the seal of the righteousness of
faith which he had, being yet uncircumcised " (Rom. iv. 11). Where then is the
law, and all the work of man in which Israel so trusted, in the covenant given
to a man with a " body now dead "? And this .sign is now to be put upon all

the seed of Abraham: "And so he begat Isaac, and circumcised him the eighth
day; and Isaac begat Jacob, and Jacob the twelve patriarchs" or tribe-fathers.

Here are the principles which would have carried Israel through to blessing.

Had they sat patiently at the feet of Moses even, they would have learned them
from the other side. God never left Himself without witness of the character-
istic marks of all that comes from Him: "Had ye believed Moses," said the
Lord to them, "ye would have believed Me." And this was as true of His in-

direct, as of His direct testimony.
' Stephen goes on to another part of well-known history, in which not only

the fundamental untrustworthiness of man displayed itself, but in a way which
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they were 'carried over to Sychem, and laid in the "sep-
ulchre which [Abraham] * bought for a sum of money
from the sons of Emmor, the [father] f of Sychem.

' But when the "time of the promise drew nigh, which
God had promised J to Abraham, the people grew and
"multiplied in Egj'pt; until ''another king arose over
Egypt, who knew not Joseph. This man dealt « subtly

with our race, and evil entreated our fathers, so as to

cause their infants to be cast out that they might not
live. At which time 'Moses was born, and was fair§

unto God ; and was nourished three months in his

father's house. And when he was cast out, Pharaoh's
daughter 'took him up, and brought him up for her own
son. And Moses was 'instructed in all the wisdom of

the Egj'^ptians, and was mighty in his words and deeds.

And when a period of forty years was fulfilled to him,
it "came into his heart to look|| upon his brethren, the

sons of Israel. And seeing one of them suffer wrong,
he defended him, and avenged him that was being op-

pressed, smiting the Egyptian. And he thought that

his brethren would 'understand that God by his hand
was giving them deliverance, but they understood not.

And the "next day he appeared unto them as they
strove, and urged them to peace, saying, Men,][ ye are
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was but too significant of tLeir later rejection of their God-sent deliverers. In-

deed, their latest and woi-st veas in so many ways pictured in it that the least

sensitive conscience should have been aroused by it. And this took place in the

history of the first fathers of the nation, who yet wrought out in it unwittingly
the purposes of God. Who could forget the envy of Joseph's brethren ! which
yet helped to fulfil the very premonitions of his greatness which had caused their

envy. They sold him into Egypt, (did those before Stephen not remember theii

own thirty pieces of silver?) but God was with him, spite of those afiflictions in

the meantime, out of which God so signally delivered him, and made him gov-

ernor over all the land. Then came the famine which compelled his guilty

brethren to have recourse to him whom they had rejected and cast out. And
this again led to the fulfillment of the prophecy to Abraham. Man, working
freely and, alas, away from God, nevertheless wrought out His purposes as if

designedly seeking their accomplishment.*
' And now the speaker proceeds to Moses himself,—Moses whose disciples they

all claimed to be, as indeed God had made him their deliverer and lawgiver; but
had he in fact fared much better at their hands? Through Moses also they had
received the "living oracles," and the house of God (which they had brought
into his indictment) had received its initial form through him. What was the

* There is a well-known difiBculty in connection with what is said of the burial of Jacob
and his sons. The simplest rectification is by omitting "Abraham" from the text; which
would then read "which he bought,"— referring to Jacob, and "they-weie carried over to
Sychem " would refer to Jacob's sons alone ; of whom we only know that Joseph was, but the
tradition among the Jews was that the rest were also. "Jerome states that Paula saw the
sepulchres of the rest ; and Wetstein quotes Syncellus and two Jewish writers to the same
purpose. The omission of Abraham is given credit to by this—that one uncial MS., ancient
and of good authority, has an addition here which gives strong ground to suppose Abraham
to be an interpolation." (The Irrationalism of Infidelity : being a reply to " Phases of Faith;"
p. 140.)
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brethren ; why do ye wi'ong one another ? But he that

did his neighbor wrong thrust him away, saying, 'Who
set thee over us as ruler and judge? Wilt thou kill

me, as yesterday thou killedst the Egyptian? And
Moses s'fled at that saying, and became a sojourner in

the land of Midian,* where he 'begat two sons.

And when "forty years were fulfilled, there appeared
unto him in the wilderness of Mount Sinai an angel in

a * flame of fire in a bush. And when Moses saw it, he
wondered at the vision : and as he drew nigh to behold
it, there came the voice of [the] Lord, I am the God of
thy fathers, the God of Abraham and of Isaac and of

Jacob. And Moses *ti'embled, and durst not behold.

And the Lord said unto him, ''Loose the sandal from thy
feet; for the place where thou standest is holy ground.
I have surely *seen the ill-treatment of my people in

Egypt, and have heard their groaning ; and I am ''come

down to deliver them. And now come, I "send thee into

Egypt. This Moses whom they * denied, saying, Who
*Gk. "Madiam."
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testimony of history again as to all this? He brings forward no reasoning of
his own ; nothing that they could for a moment deny : the facts are a sufficient

argument. But he goes more leisurely through these, as if he would have them
marshal their cumulative evidence well, and compel the attention of his nii-

willing listeners. It is as if, not he, but Moses himself had turned to be their

accuser; as the Lord had before declared to them that he was; and that they were
going on with such an adversary to the judgment. The judgment now viras really

come, and the Judge was about to deliver them to the officer, that they might
be cast into prison :—a prison from which (although the doors are about to open)

they have never come forth yet.

The birth of Moses was in one of the disastrous times of Israel's history. The
destruction of their male children threatened tlieir very existence as a nation

;

and as one of these doomed ones, he was only saved by the signal interposition

of God, who shelters him in the bosom of the persecutor. As the adopted son

of Pliaraoh's daughter he is taught all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and becomes
mighty in words and deeds. Scripture says nothing elsewhere of this education

of his, but much of the divine discipline by which he became the fit ruler of

the people of God. Stephen mentions, perhaps, his greatness, to exhibit tlie

more the power of that love which made him renounce it all to Identify himself

with a rabble of serfs, and set himself in opi)Osition to all the wealth and power
and civilization of the foremost nation of the day. Perfectly he knew all that

his choice implied; but he saw Him who was invisible, who was lost to the

Egyptians amid their bestial deities; and "it came into his heart to look upon
his brethren, the sons of Israel." God was looking upon them, as he was ; and
the spirit of the deliverer awoke within him. Seeing one of them suffer

wrong, he defended ium, and avenged him that was being oppressed, and smote
the Egyptian. He thought that his bretliren would understand that by him
God was giving deliverance to Israel; but they understood not. The love that

had brought him to renounce for their sakes the place in which he had been so

wonderfully put by God, was not appreciated; and when he would have united

and set them at one, he was in their mind only assuming without warmnt
the place of a ruler and judge over them. He had to flee with his work un-

accomplished, and become a sojonnier in the land of Midian, where he found

other attachments, and became the father of children.
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set thee as ruler and judge? this man did God send as
a ruler and redeemer, with the hand of the 'angel who
appeared to him in the bush. He brought them out,

having done ^wonders and signs in Egypt, and at the
*Red Sea, and in the 'wilderness forty years. This is

that Moses who ""said unto the sons of Israel, A
Prophet will God raise up unto you from among your
brethren, like unto me.* This is he who was in the
"assembly in the wilderness, with the "angel who spake
unto him in the Mount Sinai, and with our fathers

;

who received ^living oracles to give unto us. To whom
our fathers would not be 'subject, but thrust him from
them, and in their 'hearts turned [back] unto Egypt;
saying unto Aaron, Make us *gods who shall go before
us ; for this Moses who brought us out of the land of
Egypt, we know not what hath happened to him. And
they made a calf in those days, and brought a sacrifice

to the idol, and 'rejoiced in the works of their own
hands. And God turned, and "delivered them up to

serve the host of heaven ; as it is written in the book

* Or, " as He raised me." Some add, " Him shall ye hear."

1 cf. Ex. 14.
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No donbt there was that in Moses that needed the discipline; and at the back-
side of the desert he got training that he needed for the work which after all he
was to do. God is over all, aud through all, and in all. Thus all can be ac-

cepted as of Him, and one can see His hand in that which is nevertheless the
sin of man, and done in opposition to Him. In the people there was no pre-

paredness of heart, no generous response to the devotedness that would liave

served them, no perception of the mind of God at all. Tlieir appointed deliv-

erer they drove out among strangers, as Israel were doing now with One who
had come down from a more wonderful height, with attestation from God be-

yond all tliat ever had been given before, and to accomplish a mnch mightier
deliverance. But the warning was plain that that Moses in whom now they
boasted had been for forty years an outcast from the people who had yet to own
that God indeed had raised him up to l)e their ruler and their judge.

Stephen pursues the story of how to that rejected man there came the com-
mission from God, sealed with the broad seal of wonders and signs which ac-

credited in that day to another generation what now no miraculous signs, with
how much that went far beyond them, conld accredit. In the flame of fire in a
bush unbnrnt, Jehovah had manifested Himself to him, tremble though he
might as he stood barefoot in His presence, to send him back, His messenger,
into Egypt. How unlike indeed to the glory that had so lately been displayed

among them, where He who was sent was One with Him who sent Him,—the

glory of the Father's Son !

Yet Moses accomplished His work; as Egypt and the Eed Sea and the desert

witnessed. They believed in Moses now ! Was it not he who said," A prophet
will God raise up unto you from among your brethren, like unto me " ?

From him came the living oracles,—the voice of Him who had been speaking
to tliem ever since. He whom tliey rashly accused of blasphemy against Moses,

clears himself from any possible imputation of irreverence as to what had spoken
to his own soul as that. But for Israel, alas ! how had Israel, encompassed with
all those daily manifestations of divine power and grace of which their history

bore witness,—how had Israel treated Mo.ses? How had they treated that

Greater Presence that went with them then ? It was all written in those records

of theirs, so well-known by them, so little fruitful in them. "Were they subject ?
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of the 'prophets, Have ye offered me victims and sac-

rifices, O house of Israel, forty years in the wilderness ?

Yea, ye took up the "tent of Moloch, and the *star of
[your]* god Remphan,f the figures which ye made to
worship them ; and I will "carry you away beyond
Babylon. The 'tent of testimony was with our fathers
in the wilderness, as he that spake to Moses commanded
to make it after the " pattern which he had seen. Which
also our fathers, receiving from their predecessors,^
* brought in with Joshua, when they took possession of
the nations, whom God "thrust out from before the face

of our fathers,— until the days of David, who found
'' favor before God, and asked to find a tabernacle § for

* Some omit. t Or, Rephan.
JThis is one word in the original, Siade^oc/uevoi, "receiving by

transmission."

g A different word from " tent," suggesting a permanent abode.
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Let their molten god bear witness ! Let Jehovah's neglected altars, all those
forty years, while those of Moloch and Remphan steamed with profane ofiferings !

And there, as Amos declares in the name of the Lord, their captivity bad already
been decided.* How this shows the unity of the nation morally all through
their history ! for their heartfelt turning to God at any time would have brought
about the rescinding of that judgment which the prophet thus declares had been
continually impending over them.

The tent of testimony began also in the wilderness the history of that dwell-
ing-place of God among them, which furnished another count in the indictment
of the fearless disciple. Moses had received the pattern, and made it as directed;

and it had come into the land with Joshua, when God cast out the nations from
before His people. Of how much might the mere mention of its tarrying time
remind them, until David prepared for, and Solomon built the House which
with its chequered history, and so long now in its tenantless condition, they
clung to yet. But whatever it might be, did they think it, then, so adequate
a dwelling for the Creator of all ? Solomon himself had asked with wonder,
whether He whom the heaven of heavens could not contain could be indeed
contained in the house that he had builded. And God Himself had asked by
the prophet a similar question. How poor and unworthy was in fact that rever-

ence for the house by those who had cast out and slain the Son of the Father,

—

Him whose glory Isaiah had seen filling it

!

At the thought of that, the light upon that radiant face seems to kindle into an
awful glow of fire. The love of God poured out upon the people of His choice,

met but by the enmity of apostate hearts, which had tasted only to harden
themselves against it, stirs to passionate outbreak a heart that has with its whole
energy responded to it. He rebukes them as not the Israel of God, but stub-
born and uncircumcised Gentiles in heart and ears. They had always,—and
now how fatally,—resisted the gracious strivings of the Holy Spirit, in one un-
broken succession of ungodly men. Had he spoken to them by prophets ? which
of these had not been the victims of their malicious rage ? They had slain the
messengers who had but announced the coming of the Righteous One ; and He
having come, they had now gone on to be His betrayers and His murderers

!

Law !— they might talk of law ! They had received it, indeed, at the bands
of angels ; but they had never kept it.

• Amos V. 25-27. Stephen follows, in general here, the text of the Septuagint, which sub-
stitutes Remphan for the " Chiun " of the Hebrew ; for what reason seems not to be clear.
For " beyond Damascus," In the prophet, Stephen, interpreting by the history, says " beyond
Babylon."
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8 fM-60):
Heaven

opened.and
Jesus in

the glory of
God.

the God of Jacob. But Solomon built him a 'house.

Howbeit the Most High •''dwelleth not in [places] made
with hands ; as saith the ^prophet, Heaven is my
throne, and earth is my footstool : what is* the house
that ye will build me, saith [the] Lord; or what is the
place of my rest? hath not my hand *made all these
things ?

Ye *stiflf-necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears !

ye do always •^resist the Holy Sjiirit ; as your fathers

did, so do ye. Which of the *prophets did not your
fathers persecute? and they have slain those who
foretold the coming of the Righteous One, of whom ye
are now become the betrayers and the 'murderers ! who
have received the law as ordinances of "angels, and
have not kept it.

3. And when they heard these things, they were "cut
to the heart, and they gnashed upon him with their

* Literally, "what kind of house."
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3. Was it not true ? There was nothing in it all, but the simplest facts of
history, the unimpeached, unimpeachable testimony of writers held by them-
selves for inspired men. Not even a comment had been given, not an applica-

tion made, until the full tale to which they had listened was complete. Then
at last the verdict had been pronounced, none other than which could possibly

have been given. Their consciences bore witness in the lightning flash of convic-

tion which cut them to the heart. Yes, it was true ; that was the maddening,
if not the overwhelming reality: and stubborn with Satanic pride, they were
not overwhelmed, but maddened: "They gnashed upon him with their teeth."

It was like a defiant hell; though hell will not be defiant.

On the other side, heaven opens upon its martyr—surely martyr now ! Filled

with the Spirit, he looks up with eager intentness, out of the fast darkening
earth to the place whence the light of God, breaking through the mists, had
lighted up his face with radiance. But now, as he looks, there is no mist at all,

but a way opened through to the uttermost glory; and there He of whom he
bad testified is revealed to him, standing at the right hand of God. There are

no receptive hearts to which to utter it; but he cannot keep back the closing

testiraouy vouchsafed him. Hear it or not, the testimony must be given.

Eager, impassioned, triumphant, "Behold," he says, "I see the heavens opened,
and the Son of man standing at the right hand of God."

They will have no more ! As out of the mouth of the pit, comes the shriek of
frenzied opposition: " they cried out with a loud voice, and stopped their ears,

and rushed upon him with one accord, and cast him out of the city and stoned
him." Israel has given her answer to the appeal of God, and in the light of the

open heavens, they slay His witness. The trial of the nation with this is ended.

Yet out of the darkness there is permitted to us here one reminder of trans-

cendant grace : "the witnesses laid down their clothes at a young man's feet,

whose name was SauV
There is nothing to be said of him yet; we are turned from him to him who

has now fought the good fight, and has finished his course, for whom his crown
of victory is reserved: "They stoned Stephen invoking and saying. Lord Jesns,

receive my spirit ! " Witness he is to the last ; and most so when wholly un-

conscious of it he has beheld the glory of his Lord with open face, and is

changed by it into the same image, from glory to glory:—undying glory in a
dying face ! "And kneeling down, he cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay not
this sin to their charge ! And having said this, he fell asleep."
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teeth. But he, 'being full of the Holy Spirit, looked
up steadfastly into ^heaven, and saw the glory of
Grod, and Jesus standing at the right hand of God

;

and he said. Behold, I see the 'heavens opened, and
the 'Son of man standing at the right hand of God.
And they cried out with a loud voice, and 'stopped
their ears, and rushed upon him with one accord, and
cast him 'out of the city, and "stoned him. And the
"witnesses laid down their clothes at a young man's
feet, whose name was Saul. And they stoned Stephen,
invoking,* and saying. Lord Jesus, "receive my spirit!

And kneeling down, he cried with a loud voice. Lord,
"lay not this sin to their charge ! And having said this,

he 'fell asleep.

* There is no object after this, but the thought is, " Calling upon the
Lord Jesus as God."
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How plainly through all this is the fore-gleam of -what is just at band ! Only
in the language of Saul, the present persecutor,—of Paul, the apostle as he is

soon to be,—rto we find adequate expression for the spiritual interpretation of
the last moments of the dying Stephen. He was to see for himself, through the
wondrous grace of God, what Stephen had seen and testified. But in Stephen
himself he had seen that transforming power of the glory of Christ, of which
he speaks in the words that have been quoted from him. Was he not looking
back in them to such a scene as we know never passed from his remembrance?
True, he had raged against it then. All the deeper would be his remembrance of

it now, Paul is in many ways Stephen revived; and thus what the imprint of
Stephen's death would make him. Certainly there was here the anticipation of
that "gospel of the glory of Christ " (2 Cor. iv. 4), which was, in a special sense,

his gospel. Fitting it was that the awful cloud which closed in darkness Israel's

day of grace, should be banded with the brightness of the day that was to fol-

low. The fulness of God's grace, and His manifold wisdom were to be told out
now in the Church in its new and heavenly relationships,—mysteries that had
been hid from ages and generations, but are now made manifest to the saints

(Col. i. 26). In Stephen's vision we have not as yet, of course, the Church, but
the Son of mau in heaven, which He has opened by His presence there; Heaven
fixing the gaze and beckoning the feet of the saints by the Object revealed there.

Judaism is thus ended for us ; the law with its unrent veil is set aside; and the

way is opened for Jew and Gentile to be brought together as heirs of a better

inheritance than the law could speak of

But even now this will only gradually be realized; and the riches of grace

will only by degrees pass into the actual possession of those to whom they are

destined.

Div. 2.

The death of Stephen was the definite rejection of Christ on the part of the

nation. It closed on God's side the last attempt to get fruit from the fig-tree of

the vineyard, according to the parable (Lnk. xiii. 8, 9). There was no remedy
now, nor hope of averting the sentence pronounced, that it should be cut down

;

and for this the Roman axe had long been sharpening. There remained still

—

and remain—the promises of God to be made good to a future generation
;

which grace will fulfil, but of which no particular one can claim fulfilment.

Meanwhile He has other purposes, for the accomplishment of which even the

blessing of the earth (inseparably bound up with Israel's) may well wait,

—

purposes which are to show forth the exceeding riches of His grace in Christ,
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1 (1-4): The
overruling
band of
God.

DIVISION 2. (Chaps, viii.-xii.)

Israel rejecting^ hut the Church enlarging ; the harriers

between Jew and Gentile broken down.

SuBDivisiox 1. (Chap. viii. 1-25.)

Tlie free choice of the Spirit : individtiality and independence.

1. A ND 'Saul was in* agreement with his taking away.^ And there arose at that time a great "persecution

of the assembly that was in Jerusalem ; and they were

' agreeing to.

z ch. 7. 58.

a ctr. ch. 5

47.

and His manifold wisdom, to the principalities and powers in heavenly places

(Eph. ii. 7 ; iii. 10).

Thus the setting aside of Israel only leaves room for the increase and develop-

ment of the Church already formed, but needing yet to know itself as the vessel

of this display. The unfolding begins now at once ; although with a slowness,

for which the history of all previous revelations might well have prepared us.

Successive commuuications, and by various instruments, have always been the

method which God has employed, as Scripture, in every part of it, is witness to

ns. We may be able to see but little the reason of this ; although we may be sure

that there is profoundest wisdom in it. Nor is this the place to enquire as to

the general meaning of the divine ways in this respect. In the case before us,

however, we may easily discern how geutly, oue by one, the bonds are broken
which held the people of God to a system such as Judaism was ; a system of
divine institution, although in accommodation to the need—in fact the self-

suflSciency—of man, and not the expression of what was in His own heart.

These ties to it are therefore hindrances, which a deeper apprehension of God, or

even of themselves, would bring deliverance from, and which the lack of deliv-

erance will make formidable, and yet, with their apparent sanctions they cannot
be too rudely broken through. We shall see how thoroughly yet how tenderly
this is done ; although the history here does not complete the deliverance ; above
all, does not give the full spiritual account of it, for which we must go to the
epistles.

The present division shows the breaking down of the partition wall between
Jew and Gentile, by the reception of Gentiles into the assembly ; although
questions will come up for settlement afterwards, as we find in the fifteenth

chapter with regard to the observance of the law of Moses. We see too the freer

action of the Spirit of God, in those outside the original apostles. There is

another reason for this in the need of the initiative being plainly taken by God
Himself, in some sort even apart from these, who are very plainly under the in-

fluence of Jewish prejudices which the younger disciples, and perhaps less

weighted with the responsibilities of their position, are the more ready to break
through.

SUBD. 1.

The Spirit, as we know, has come, and in signs and miracles of power is tes-

tifying to the Risen Christ. But until Stephen, and apart from speaking with
tongues and prophesying, these seem to have been confined to the apostles them-
selves (chap. ii. 43 ; v. 12). With Stephen, who is used of God to give the final

testimony to the rulers of the Jews, and in whom appears the anticipation of
the impending change, the "wonders and great signs" seem more the fruit of
faith and grace with which he is filled. Yet even in Stephen there might appear
to be a connection of these with the oflSce given to him, to which he had been
set apart by apostolic hands. Now this is to be quite manifestly altered ; the
time for the free action of the Spirit has come ; and He is to be seen as the true
Vicar of Christ upon earth, not only energizing, but disposing and directing.

Although there has been no doctrine of it yet, the Body of Christ is formed
;
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all 'scattered abi'oad throughout the regions of Judea
and Samaria, except the apostles. And 'devout men
buried Stephen, and made great lamentation over him.
But Saul ''ravaged the assembly, entering into every
house,* and dragging off both men and women, deliv-

• Or, "house after house."
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and the varions gifts which this implies manifest themselves under the constraint

of divine love, in the various ability of which their possessors become conscious
in the ministry to which love moves. For the possession of the gift brings the
responsibility to use it ;—a responsibility which is, first of all, to God. The
gift is a "manifestation;" and "the manifestation of the Spirit is given to

every man to profit withal" (1 Cor. xii. 7). The simple rule, intelligible to all,

of imparting for the need anywhere what each might have to supply it with,^

—

the adaptation in spiritual things of the rule with which they began in tem-
poral things,—this they found amply sufficient, under the Spirit's guidance, as
the general principle of service ; which the apostle formulates for them after-

wards in the exhortation that "as everyone has received the gift, " they were
"so to minister the same one to another, as good stewards of the manifold grace
of God" (1 Pet. iv. 10). This is the principle of a "body,"—a living organism

;

in which there is no useless member, but the individuality of each one is main-
tained ; individuality without independency,—things which are contradictory
of oue another : to affirm the latter, as to deny the former, is equally to destroy
the thought of the body altogether.

There was no doctrine of the body of Christ as yet. The love that united
these disciples to one another taught them the practice doubtless

;
just as it

taught them in temporal things not to say that anything was their own. There
was no law to prohibit such ministry as any one was capable of; and they
would no doubt have thought such a law as unreasonable in one case as in
the other.

While all were thus free to minister, there was of course an inspired teaching
which was carefully distinguished from all other. " They continued," it was said

of these early disciples, " in the apostles' doctrine." There were men accredited

as appointed and qualified of the Lord to lay the foundations on which, and
according to which, all the building was to be. As yet there were probably not
even the rudiments of any New Testament Scriptures ; although oue could not
say that there was no beginning of such attempts at relation of things most
surely believed as Luke afterwards refers to, encouraging his more perfect ac-

count. Who can say when Matthew began to write? But all must be the
merest conjecture as to this. While yet at Jerusalem, with so many living wit-

nesses as were around them, the need for written records would not be felt as

afterwards ; and yet it is hard to think that with the intense interest attaching

to events then fresh in so many memories, there would be even then no efibrt to

preserve these with the accuracy that writing alone could ensure.

But Grod had taken care that "scriptures" the infant Church should possess

from the beginning ; scriptures by which the words of the primitive evangelists

would be, and were (with the emphatic approbation of the inspired historian)

carefully tested. These Old Testament Scriptures had, as we know, been opened
by the Lord Himself after His resurrection to others beside the apostles, and
theit understandings also opened to understand them. Under such teaching,

and with this divine assistance, how much of New Te.stament truth would they
be able to anticipate in those "living oracles" of which Stephen speaks, and
which, all through His life on earth, the Lord so constantly referred to and
upheld. It is not even yet needless to insist upon the honor which God has
always put upon His written Word, even in days in which there were inspired
teachers in the Church ; who themselves, as we see, constantly referred to it.

The Church never taught : it was rather that which was to be profited by teach-
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ered them to prison. They, therefore, who were scat-

tered abroad went through [the countries] telling the

'glad tidings of the word.
2. Now -Thilip went down to [the]* city of Samaria,2 (5-13)

:

The Sam-
aritans
believe. • Or, " a": though MSS. differ.

e ver. 1.

/ ch.6.5.

ing. It was at all times in subjection to Scripture, not above it ; as were also

its inspired teachers. What cause have we for thanksgiving for that which puts

into every hand that by which alone the apostolic rule can be observed, to

"prove all things, hold fast that which is good !"

1. At this juncture, when the Church is beginning, (as yet, one may say, nn-

consciously,) her exodus from the Jewish limitations in which, as yet, she had
been held, God manifests His overruling power in a very striking way. The
tiger-spirit in people and rulers, which had been restrained hitherto, that the

new-born child might gather strength, is permitted now to manifest itself ; and
having tasted blood in Stephen's martyrdom, rages against the followers of the

Lord. The Church at Jerusalem is scattered abroad throughout the regions of

Judea and Samaria, with the notable exception of those whom the priests and
rulers had most cause to dread ! The apostles, guided of God, no doubt, alone

remain. The seed of the gospel is thus scattered abroad, presently to spring up
with plentiful fruit; while the absence of the apostles necessitates the rising

up of new leaders in these various movements. All are cast with more sim-

plicity upon God alone, to learn as the unfailing consequence, each for himself,

the resources that are in Him. The weauing-time of Isaac is fairly begun
;

though unbelieving Ishmael may mock the more ; all which will only hasten

the casting out of the bondwoman and her seed.

On the other hand Saul is seen in the very forefront of the persecution, ravag-

ing the flock. Who could have foreseen that here the great apostle of the

Gentiles was also getting his education in the omnipotent wisdom of God? But
so it was. A Pharisee of the Pharisees was learning in himself, in the most
eflfectual way possible, the spirit of Pharisaism ; while he was sharpening the

axe which was to smite his self-righteousness to the ground, and prepare him as

the chief of sinners to be the humblest of scholars in Christ's school of grace.

Thus God works ! How marvelous are His workings ! How well we may trust

Him to carry out His purposes for the glory of Christ ! Saul is already helping

to scatter the seed which by and by he will be foremost in sowing. Now he is in

agreement with Stephen's being taken away
;
yet the glory in Stephen's face is

to have its part in his own transformation into another witness to the Son of

man at the right hand of God ; himself converted by the gospel of that glory !

The martyr too is buried by devout men, who without being as yet Christians,

are penetrated with the sense of the mockery of all justice in his cruel death,

and are thus brought into indignant opposition to the heads of their own nation.

We may see in them how the blood of the martyrs will be the seed of the

Church, as after-generations have proved abundantly. Here too God is working :

defeat is victory, and the dead are workers still. They have not failed, who
have fertilized the soil of the gospel with their life-blood. The Church is scat-

tered ; and those who are thus sent abroad proclaim, with all the emphasis of

their suffering undergone for Him, the value to them of the Christ to whom
they testify. Who could bribe these tongues to silence, when the Spirit of glory

and of God rested upon the confessors of His Name, the more endeared to them ?

How could the " glad tidings of the Word " find better evangelists ?

2. It is in this connection that another of the Seven comes before us, Philip,

next named after Stephen, whom we find now, his oflSce at Jerusalem having
come to an end by reason of the persecution, preaching Christ in Samaria,

among a people with whom (as another has said) law had failed utterly as

always. The Gospel of John has shown us the Lord already there, and many be-

lieving through His word ; while in the beginning of the Acts itself He names
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and preached unto them the Christ. And the multi-

tude with one accord gave 'heed to the things spoken
by Philip, when they heard and saw the signs that he
did. For from many who had 'unclean spirits, they
came out,* crying with a loud voice ; and many who
were 'paralysed, and who were •'lame, were healed. And
there was great *joy in the city. Now there had been
before in the city a certain man named Simon, who

* U the stronger reading is to be followed, the literal rendering would
be a broken sentence, the subject changed—" many of those who had
unclean spirits—they came out."
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distinctly, after Jerusalem and Judea, Samaria as a place in which the apostles

were to be His witnesses (chap. i. 8). Hitherto, however, it had not been
visited by them ; and we can understand how the receptiou of disciples from
that schismatic region, with which the Jews had not even ordinary dealings, as

the woman of Sychar reminded the Lord, would have created difficulty which
it might have been hard for Jews to meet. Now, when driven out from Jeru-

salem, the opposition there seemingly hopeless to be surmounted, these circum-

cised worshippers of the One God could hardly fail to be among the first

thought of, with the Lord's example and His word before them. Samaria accord-

ingly is the first place now to be evangelized.

"The opinion," says Lecbler, "that this Philip was one of the twelve, was
entertained already by Polycrates in the second century, by the authors of the

Apostolical Constitutions, in the third century, and by others ; it was suggested

not only by the sameness ot the name, but probably also by the special character

of the labors of Philip, since these appear to be such as the apostles exclusively

performed. This latter view seems, indeed, to be sustained by the expression,

'he preached {ekerusse) the Christ;' inasmuch as it was originally applied to

the proclamation of a herald, and denotes therefore here that a public declara-

tion was made iu a more than ordinarily solemu manner, and by special author-

ity, while iu the case of others, merely the terms euangelizesthai [evangelizing]

(viii. 4 ; xi. 20) and lalein ton logon [speaking the word] were employed. The
evangelizing labors of Philip, therefore, undoubtedly seem to be of a different

kind from those of the latter. But they do not on this account assume a de-

cidedly apostolical character, in which case didaskein or didache [teach, teaching]

would have beeu the term employed, as in iv. 2, 18 ; v. 25, 28, 42 ; comp. ii. 42.

The word kenis.fein, in the present verse, constitutes, as it were, an intermediate

grade, or occupies a position between the specifically apostolical didaskein and
the general Christian euangelizesthai, or lalein ton logon. This view is in the

strictest accordance with the opinion that Philip was one of the Seven, as these

men really did occupy an intermediate position in their respective relations to

the apostles, and to the disciples in general." {See Lange^s Commentary:
the Acts).

If such, indeed, is the language of the Word, it is right that we all should

understand it. We must agree with Lechler that the Philip here spoken of is

not the apostle, and for the double reason that the connection shows that the

apostles were at this time all at Jerusalem, and because the visit of Peter and
John to Samaria afterwards is inexplicable if Philip were of the same standing

with themselves. As to the rest, there is no ground for the attempted distinc-

tion. Apostles " taught " indeed, and with peculiar authority ; but they also

" preached " (chap. ix. 20 ; x. 42 ; xx. 25, etc.), "evangelized " (chap. viii. 25 ;

xiv. 7. 15, 21, etc.), and "spoke the Word" (viii. 25 ; xiv. 25, etc). The word
used with regard to Philip here, and which means "to publish, or proclaim," is

used with regard to those who preached Christ of envy and strife, supposing to

add affliction to Paul's bonds (Phil. i. 16) ; and also with regard to the leper's

publication of his leprosy which the Lord had healed, but where assuredly he
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used 'magic arts, and astonished the nation of Samaria,
saying that he himself was some great one. To whom
they had all given heed, from small to great, saying.

This is the "power of God which is called great. And
they gave heed to him because that for a long time
they had been astonished at his magic arts. But when
they "believed Philip preaching the glad tidings con-
cerning the kingdom of God, and the name of Jesus
Christ, they were "baptized, both men and women.
And Simon also himself ^believed; and having been
baptized, remained constantly* with Philip, and was

• Or, "gave strict heed to."
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had no "special authority " to do so, but on the contrary, was expressly /or-

bidden by the Lord (Mk. i. 45). While aa for the "teaching," said to be
"specifically apostolical," it is the word used when Christians generally are

exhorted to be "teaching and admonishing one another" (Col. iii. 16). It

seems even impossible to believe that Lechler means to assure us that there were
no rightful teachers except the apostles ! Yet his words seem to have no mean-
ing, if they do not mean this.

The whole interest of such arguments clearly is in support of the claim which
used to be more opeuly advocated than at present, that all preaching should be
in the hands of a special class of men ordained for this, to which Philip could
be then assigned, because of apostolic hands laid upon him ; ignoring the fact

which is so plain in the history here, that Philip was set apart, with the rest of
the Seven, to "serve tables," and that there is no such thought as that of
ordaining to preach or teach,—by apostles or any other,—in all the New Testa-
ment. We are not going out of our way now, to take this up ; but we must not
shun what purport to be arguments from the word of God, as to this or any
other matter.

The signs which accompanied Philip's preaching were never granted to all

;

and as intended to bear witness to the Risen Lord, naturally would go with the

proclamation of the Word. At first, they seem, for the same reason doubtless,

to have been confined to the apostles, to whom was confided a special testimony
to the Resurrection. The wider sphere in which now this testimony was going
out would imply a corresponding enlargement in the range of such conferments.

There is nothing apparently in this which demands very special explanation.

God was acting in all this for the glory of Christ, and in behalf of the gospel of
His grace which was now about to shine out in deeper, fuller, sweeter signifi-

cance than it had ever exhibited before.

The miracles at once gain the attention of the people ; but only as making
way for the Word, which holds them. The power over unclean spirits is

marked ; and Samaria appears in more than this respect as largely under the

power of the enemy, spite of its professed worship of the true God. It may
well be that the truth which had begun to work among them had stirred up
special resistance on the part of one who knew its power ; and Simon the sor-

cerer had been his special agent to distract and turn away the minds of the

Samaritans from the truth. He had dazzled them with a wonder-working, the

source of which he was content mysteriously to hint at as some preternatural

greatness in himself, which left their imaginations to go further than his cautious

claim. For them he came to be "The power of God which is called great ;"

but before the true power of God all this collapsed, and a great mass of the

people followed Christ, and were baptized, both men and women.
A more notable thing follows. The stronghold of Satan's power is itself

shaken, and Simon the sorcerer becomes by conviction and profession a disciple

of Christ ! Simon also himself believed, and having been baptized, remains
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8 (14-17) :

The Spirit
given.

ACTS 8. 13-17

astonished, « beholding the signs and great works of

power that took place.

3. Now when the 'apostles who were in Jerusalem heard

that Samaria had received the word of God, they sent

unto them Peter and John, who, having come down,

prayed for them that they might receive [the] Holy
Spirit. For as yet he was 'not fallen upon any of them;

only they were baptized unto the name of the Lord

Jesus. Then they 'laid their hands on them, and they

received [the] Holy Spirit.

q ef. Jno. 4.

48.
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44-48,

constantly with Philip, as much astonished as he had astonished others, behold-

ing the signs and great works of power taking place. So, apparently, the gospel

had triumphed everywhere ; in a sense, had done so ;
but it had to be realized

that eveu victories of the truth in a world fallen away from God, are not always

or wholly the triumphs that they seem.

3. Spite of the power manifested, and the joyful reception of the gospel in so

many hearts, there was still a lack among these baptized believers which must
have been felt greatly. The testimony at Jerusalem had been, " Repent, and be

baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall re-

ceive the gift of the Holy Spirit." And so it came to pass. But at Samaria,

where the conditions then announced had been evidently fulfilled, the effect did

not follow : "as yet the Spirit was not fallen upon any of them." It was not

simply an absence of the signs that then followed those who believed. It was
not only that the gifts failed, but the " Gift." Manifestations of the Spirit

regularly declared the Spirit's presence ; but here they were absent ; and
the inconceivably greater Gift—that of the Spirit itself,—had not been conferred.

That this was the Pentecostal gift none can surely doubt ; and the Lord Him-
self defines this as the Baptism of the Spirit (chap. i. 5). The apostle Paul
assures us that by this we are brought into the Body of Christ (1 Cor. xii. 13).

This is certainly neither the effect nor the accompaniment of water baptism, as

with the ritualists : for at Pentecost the hundred and twenty were not baptized

with water, and the converts here in Samaria had all both faith and baptism,

yet had not the Spirit. Moreover, while in Jerusalem baptism was a pre-

requisite, in the case of the Gentiles afterwards the Spirit fell on them before the

baptism (chap. x. 47). Thus every way there have been distinguished for us

things which should never have been coufonnded. The analogy between them
manifestly is, that as water-baptism introduces into the outer sphere of pro-

fession, so that of the Spirit introduces into the inner circle of the Church
of God.
With new birth or conversion it would again seem almost impossible to

confouud the Pentecostal Gift. The apostles were neither converted nor born
again at Pentecost, but long before ; and the Samaritan believers were likewise,

as in every other case, converted first.

Finally, the gifts received for testimony were quite distinct from that indwell-

ing of the Spirit personally which the Lord emphasizes for us in the Gospel of

John as that which would be the result of His going to the Father (Jno. xiv. 20
;

xvi. 7). Signs and works of power the disciples had been commissioned to do
before (Matt. x. 8), and many others had done them in Old Testament times.

It only remains to enquire why the gift of the Spirit should be delayed in the

case of the Samaritans, and why it should have been communicated by means
of the apostles. We have not heard of the latter at Jerusalem, nor do we in

the case of Cornelius and his friends ; a thing which again quite overthrows the

ideas which ritualism has associated with it. We find nothing like an ordinance

which could only thus be administered, but on the contrary, a quite exceptional

dealing with the Samaritans, repeated, as far as we know, but in one case (chap.

xix. 6). The rule among Gentiles seems to have been different (Gal. iii. 5).
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4 (18-26)

:

Simon ex-
posed.

4. But Simon, seeing that through the laying on of the
apostles' hands the [HolyJ* Spirit was given, offered

them "money, saying, Give me also this authority that,

on whomsoever I lay hands, he may receive [the] Holy
Spirit. But Peter said unto him, Thy money go with
thee to "destruction, because thou hast thought that the
gift of God might be obtained by money. Thou hast
neither part nor lot in this matter; for thy "heart is not

* Some of the earliest MSS. omit.
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And if apostles' bands were indeed necessary for such a communication, where
are the apostles, authenticated as the early apostles were, by whose hands alone
it can be eflfected ? Thank God that He has not tied His grace to anything of
this kind !

With regard to Gentiles also, the necessity of baptism as a prerequisite is

done away. Who will assert that in the very first case of their admission to

the Church the link between things which God intended to be kept united
could be thus broken through ? Baptism for those who had openly rejected the
Lord as come to them would be there an open reception of Him,—the fit accom-
paniment of that repentance which was now preached to them in His Name.
Here also, where there had been a long schismatic denial of the city and bouse
of God at Jerusalem, that this should be ended by the acknowledgment on their

part of Jerusalem in those who had to come from Jerusalem to communicate the
Gift which they so imperatively needed, seems in keeping with His ways. For,

as the Law pointed forward to the gospel, the necessity of which it so distinctly

showed, so does the gospel in its turn confirm the Law. God's dispensations
have one common Author, who is to be acknowledged in them all. The Gen-
tiles were a people "without God in the world" (Eph. ii. 12), but a circum-
cised and orthodox nation must own the institutions of the God they worshiped.
All seems here consistent and in place.

4. But the wondrous Gift, while perfecting the true disciples in what they
lacked, unveils the unhappy Simon as still in the gall of bitterness and bond of
iniquity. Wondering at this new power displayed, be covets for himself the
ability to bestow it, and would make merchandise of the divine vouchsafement

;

it was in full reality,—even in the extremest form of it,—the " trader in the
House of the Lord " (Zech. xiv. 21),—the sin of which Christ had indignantly
purged His Father's House, and of which Judas himself was but the highest
expression. What was afterwards called "simony" was necessarily a feebler
manifestation of the same spirit, which may take forms, moreover, not covered
by this word. The carnal mind intruding into divine things will necessarily
seek to use them for fleshly advantage ;—necessarily, for it knows nothing better :

the only full victory over it is with him who has found in Christ Himself the
satisfaction which frees him from self-enslavement, and makes it a delight hence-
forth to pour out upon His feet its most precious ointment.
The fervid heart of Peter bursts forth at this offer on the part of a professed

disciple, and he denounces it with terrible severity, as if to prevent the possibility

of any recurrence of so great a crime. " Thy money go with thee to destruc-
tion," he says, "because thou hast thought that the Gift of God might be
obtained with money." It was indeed a bold attempt on the part of Satan, if

it were not too foolish to be taken as one of his, to regain the ground that lie

had lost in Samaria. He had in fact insulted the Lord in as evil a fashion in

the temptation in the wilderness ; and in his worst malice his utter folly is most
manifested too. And this poor tool of his, who had seemed to have escaped
from his band, had only demonstrated now how near it was possible to come to
the Saviour and His salvation without ever having really "part or lot in the
matter " of the Holy Spirit at all. The apostle urges upon him, therefore, re-

pentance and supplication to God, if perhaps the thought of his heart might be
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upright before God. 'Repent therefore of this thy
wickedness; and supplicate the Lord, if indeed the

thought of thy heart may be forgiven thee : for I see

thee to be iu the "gall of bitterness and the bond of
iniquity. And Simon answered and said, Do ye sup-
plicate the Lord for me, that 'nothing may come upon
me of the things of which thou hast spoken.

They, therefore, having testified and spoken the word
of the Lord, returned to Jerusalem, and preached* the
glad tidings to "many villages of the Samaritans.
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forgiven. The doubt arises, not from the limitation of divine mercy, but rather

from the hardened condition of the man himself, whom he cannot but regard as

in the bitterness of gall itself, and as in the bond (some would say, "bundle")
of iniquity. Nothing of all that he had seen and owned as to the power of Gotl

manifest there, and bowing so many souls l>efore God, had changed him from
the sorcerer he bad been before, who would now but use the wondrous power he
was witness to, to bring men under his own control and make himself to others

the centre which he was to himself! This is man still, with the devil's deceit

clinging to him, "Ye shall be as God ;"—which was in this way, that, as there

cannot be two Gods, man must displace God, and reign himself in the empty
throne ! Antichrist at the end will be the full exemplification of this ; and, as

the Lord intimated to the Jews, for those who refuse Him who comes in His
Father's Name, the alternative must be that they will receive Antichrist. He
is only the incarnation of their own desires, although like Saul of old he may
be a head and shoulders taller than any of his followers.

Simon's answer to the apostle shows that, though alarmed, there is no repent-

ance with him. He asks that they would supplicate the Lord that nothing of the

things of which they have spoken may come upon him. He is alarmed as to

what may come, and that is all ; there is no consciousness of his great inward
need, no confession that we read of. Like the devils, he believes and trembles,

but he does not turn to God on his own account. And so he passes out of the

inspired history. There is a legendary one about him, which speaks of him as

returning to his old arts as a magician, but with inveterate hatred of that from
which he has turned ; but there is no certainty about anything beyond what is

written here.

The apostles help on the work in Samaria with their own testimony, and
themselves evangelize many other villages ; but there is no record given as to

the success of their labors. The work is confirmed by their visit to Samaria,

and fellowship established between this and what has been the headquarters of

the Jewish work. A great step forward has plainly been accomplished.

SUBD. 2.

We are carried off to other scenes, in company with the fruitful preacher at

Samaria ; who is taken from the work iu which he has been blessed and honored,
upon a journey which would seem naturally a strange one, announced to him as

it is beforehand as to an indefinite place upon a desert road,—the road to a
Philistine city. But God claims ol)edience as a firet requisite for blessing

;

which surely follows it : the labor of believing simplicity shall not go unblessed.

In fact he is to be now the evangelist of far-off lands.

A man of Ethiopia has been to Jerusalem to worship, and is returning by that

desert road. "We may be confident that Jerusalem had not much at that time
to reward a pilgrimage. The road might well be to him a dreary one. With a
heart for God, such as he surely had, the contact with priests and rnlers of the

stamp of Caiaphas and his Saddncean company must have thrown a shadow
npon his soul. He was besides an outcast religiously, spite of a high position
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Subdivision 2. (Chap. viii. 26-40.)

ITie Word still going further, and the Old Testament conducting

to (he New.

BUT an 'angel of [the] Lord spake unto Philip, say-

ing, Arise, and go southward, upon the way which
goeth down from Jerusalem unto Gaza, which is 'desert.

And he arose, and went. And behold, a mau of ''Ethi-

opia, a eunuch, a man in power under Candace, queen
of the Ethiopians, who was over all her treasure, had
come to 'worship at Jerusalem. And he was ''returning,

and sitting in his chariot, and was reading the prophet
Esaias. And the 'Spirit said unto Philip, Draw near,

and join thyself to this chariot. And Philip ran thither,

and heard him reading the prophet Esaias, and he said,

*Understandest thou what thou readest? And he said,

How should I be able, except some one should guide
me ? And he invited Philip to come up and sit with
him. And the passage of the Scripture which he read
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and his heart for God. As a eunuch, (if we are to take that literally, as I

doubt uot,) he could not come into the congregation of the Lord (Deut. xxiii. 1);

whatever precious assurances there might be for him of future blessing (Isa.

Ivi. 3-5). Sitting in his chariot, ou his return from tlie city of hollow forms
and barren solemnities, he turns naturally to the pages of the prophets, and of
Isaiah most of all, to find consolation ; but here too he was met by sorrow, and
of a kind also that he could not penetrate,—the sorrows of One from whom Israel,

it seemed, had turued, of One led as a sheep to the slaugliter, aud as a lamb
dumb before its shearers, His judgment taken away. His life from the earth-.

He is reading this aloud as he overtakes Philip upon the road, as if he would
impress himself with something which should have significance for him. but has
not ; the cloud is over it hopelessly, as it seems to him, without some guide

;

and he has none. How could he think of finding an interpreter upon that desert

way, his back upon Jerusalem, and alter his useless visit there?
How the voice of the evangelist, cheery with its message ready, the Voice of

the Spirit astir in him to deliver it, must have made his heart leap in response to

the question which penetrated already with a ray of light the gloom of his per-

plexity, '' Understaudest thou what thou readest?" '"How should I?" he
answers simply ; "except some one should guide me ?" And immediately there

springs up in his soul the eager hope that in this unknown stranger, God may
have sent him help. He asks Philip, therefore, to sit with him iu his chariot,

and soon is an enwrapt hearer of the gospel of Christ.

Philip's text has been alreatly found for him : from the prophet's picture of

the Servant of Jehovah he begins to preach Jesus as the fulfilment of Old Testa-

ment prediction ; and the gooid seed sinks into soil prepared. The eunuch finds

that he too can have his place in the congregation of the Lord ; aud he finds

One who can do for him what Jerusalem and the law have been unable to do. He
takes his place without hesitation as owning in baptism Jesns as his Lord ; and,
Philip being immediately caught away by the Spirit of the Lord, he goes upon
his way with the living Saviour, who is to be henceforth his Guide aud Friend,
rejoicing.

This story closes here ; too soon to satisfy the interest that has been awakened
in it. We would fain follow this simple-hearted traveler, and learn whether he
is permitted to become the evangelist of the land to which he is returning,

—

whether, or in what measure, Ethiopia will now stretch out her hands towards
God : but nothing of all this is made known to as. If we find in it a hint of
the gospel now to go out to the nations afar off, yet it is but a hint, and not an
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was this: 'He was led as a sheep to the •'slaughter, and
as a lamb before its shearer is dumb, so he *openeth
not his mouth. In his humiliation his 'judgment was
taken away; his generation who shall declare? for his

"life is taken from the earth. And the eunuch answered
and said to Philip, I pray thee, of "whom speaketh the

prophet this? of himself or of some other? And
Philip opened his mouth, and beginning from "this

scripture, preached unto him Jesus. And as they went
on their way, they came upon a certain water; and the

eunuch saith. Behold, water! what doth hinder me to

be baptized?* And he commanded the chariot to

stand still ; and they went down both into the water,

—

both Philip and the eunuch; and he ''baptized him.

And when they had come up out of the water, the

'Spirit of [the] Lord caught away Philip, and the

eunuch saw him no more; for he went on his way, 're-

joicing. But Philip was found at Azotus; and passing

through, he 'preached the glad tidings to all the cities,

until he came to Csesarea.
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assurance. The apostle of the Gentiles is not yet raised np, and it is his work
that we are to pursue in this connection, though there are preliminaries, as we
are now to see. But if this be the purport of the story here, it does not seem
completed as we might expect. There must be, one would say, another purpose
in it ; and we are naturally led to look at it again, to see if we may not
discover this.

And here at once it strikes us, that this is a child of the old dispensation, in
whom its necessary limitations and failure to satisfy those to whom it minis-
tered are plainly set fortli, and to whom it is but a hand pointing forward to

Him who alone can do this. It is, in short the Old Testament leading on its

disciples to the New, that we have before us here ; an important point in the
history of these times we are considering. We have but just now seen in

Samaria how the New Testament takes care to vindicate the Old. Now we have
the converse of this ; it is the Old Testament seen awakening the longings of
the heart after that which it cannot itself supply, while it does testify to the
Living Source of it. With this meaning all the details of the story agree

;

the appearance of the angel of the Lord—that is, of Jehovah*—to Philip, to

make known to him his commission. When his work is accomplished, again, it

is "the Spirit of Jehovah" who snatches away the messenger. This is both
Old Testament speech and action. Tlie Spirit of Jehovah occurs once in the

Gospels (Lnk. iv. 18), and once before in the Acts (chap. v. 9) ; it never occurs
in the New Testament again. Jehovah also, or what stands for it here, the
Name for Israel's covenant God, is natnrally found also in Old Testament con-

nection, or in that part of the New in which it is not yet decided whether Israel

is or is not to be the special people of God. The Gospels have it frequently, and
the first eight chapters of the Acts ; after this, except for special reasons in the

twelfth chapter, it occurs but twice, or possibly thrice (chap. xiii. 10, 11 ; xv. 17).

The Old Testament has in fact banded over its disciples to the New ; and in the

*In the Septuagint, as in our common version of the Old Testament, fVom which (with the
apparent vindication of it in the Newi the practice is derived, " the Lord " is commonly sub-
stituted for the " Jehovah " of the Heorew. It is dlstingruished in the New ftom the general
reference to the Ix)rd Jesus (except where it Is a direct quotation from the Greek version) by
the omission of the article, bracketed in our text,—" [the] Lord."
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1(1-9):
Grace to

the chief of
sinners.

ACTS

Subdivision 3. (Chap. ix. 1-30.)

The Gospel of the Glory of Christ.

1. T)UT Saul, 'still breathing out threatening and
-D slaughter against the disciples of the Lord, went

unto the high priest, and asked of him "letters to

Damascus, unto the synagogues, that if he found any
who were of the "Way, whether men or women, he
might bring them bound to Jerusalem. And as he
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t ch. 8. 1, 3.

Ch.26.10,11.

V ch.19.9,23.

ch.24.14,22.

Epistles we Ond it ouly in sach references as before mentioned, or two or three

times in those written to believers of the circumcision, as in James and Peter.

A very few times (again most naturally) it occurs in Revelation. The signifi-

cance here is therefore plain.

The eunuch is a man in high position, a man of wealth, and of an earnest

heart. He is therefore one in whom the character of the Old Testament can be
most conspicuously seen ; while we see also the care of God for His own to re-

lieve the darkness for those who in their perplexity sought to Him. The Psalms
illustrate abundantly both the darkness and the relief. Now the dawn of a
brighter day had begun ; and the Old Testament bails with gladness its coming
so long delayed. It was yet but the dawn, though how bright a one

!

Philip is caught away ; the mere human teacher is not to take the place of

the Divine. His coming and his departure are both well fitted to assure the

new disciple how safely he may rest in the all-sufficiency that has thus met and
ministered to him. Philip on his part is found at Azotus, the Philistine Ashdod

;

and from thence, with the joy in his heart of one who is taking the spoil* from
the strong one whom a Stronger has overcome, he evangelizes all the cities as
far as Csesarea.

SUBD. 3.

In perfect order of development, we are now to see the conversion of the

apostle of the Gentiles ; who receives grace and apostleship from the ascended
Lord. We have noticed already the connection between Stephen's witness and
that of Paul. In Stephen Israel has definitely rejected the Messiah, and thus
put from her the blessing to be brought in by Him ; the blessing for the earth

at large being Identified with that of the earthly people. But God has other
and higher purposes,—the display of a fuller grace which shall both stoop lower
and lift up higher. Man having been thoroughly shown out, not merely impo-
tent and rebellious under law, but in the cross of Christ the mind of the flesh

being manifested as enmity against God, He will now act for Himself, to dis-

play Himself; and since He is Love, it must be in love that He is displayed,

—

love in answer to enmity ; which is, therefore, grace : of which the messenger
is in himself also the perfect exponent. Saul has shared in the national sin of
Christ's rejection, is of the party that could be quoted as to an individual in

opposition to Him (Jno. vii. 48), was in agreement with the murder of Stephen,
and is only roused by it to greater violence ; he is the apostle of Jewish malig-
nity, pursuing the disciples even to strange cities, at the very time when he is

smitten down by the light from an open heaven, and transformed from the per-

secutor of Christ into His most devoted follower,—ever afterwards the apostle of
the grace that has transformed him. Here, where there could be no possible

thought of claim, heaven, closed to man's righteousness, opens to its central,

infinite glory, to display in the midst of it, whence the light came, the One
whom as yet Saul knew not, but who identified Himself with His suffering saints

on earth. The gospel of the glory of Christ was henceforth his gospel.

It is evident that here the meaning of Stephen's radiant face is now made
plain. Heaven is really opened,—a Man gone in there, but occupying a place
that no mere man could occupy. Paul preaches Him from the first, that He is the

•Ashdod means " spoiler."
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journeyed, it came to pass that he drew "near unto
Damascus; and suddenly there flashed around him a
'light out of heaven. And he "fell to the ground, and
heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, why * perse-

cutest thou me? And he said. Who art thou, Lord?
And he [said], I am "Jesus, whom thou persecutest.*

But rise, and enter into the city, and it shall be 'told

thee what thou must do. And the men who journeyed

*That which follows here in the common version is found in no
Greek MS.
2 cf. Zech. 2. 8; cf. Jno. 15. 20, 21; r/. Eph. 5. 29, 30. a cf. cb. 2. 33-36; cf. Heb.
16. 30, 31; (y. Gal. 1. 12-16.

w cf. ch. 22.

6-17.

t^. ch.26.10
-18.

c/.l Cor.15.

9, 10 with
Zech. 3. 2.

zc/.lJno.l.
5.

r/.2 Cor. 4.

6.

y cf. Job 42.

5,6.
c/.Phil.3.7,

8.

<;r.Lk.l8.13.

2.9. t> qT- Ch.

Son of God (ver. 20). Yet he sees Him none the less the Representative of His
people, and the bringing men to see and fill their place in Him is henceforth to

be his effort,—that for which the Spirit of God has taken him up and uses him.
We may not find it come fully out in the Acts, but the necessary first consequence
is that Jew and Gentile have no more any separate standing. It is not a Christ

after the flesh that he sees, but a Christ in heaven ; and that is not the place of a
Jew's blessings, nor one from which, if grace bestow it, he can exclude the Gen-
tile. The apo.stle of the Gentiles is here prepared.

1. Grace is the foundation of all,—free, sovereign grace. Of what use his

privileges as a Jew to one taken red-handed on his mission of blood, as Saul is

now ! It is not a mere repentant sinner suing for and finding mercy. He is an
enemy, when as such he is reconciled to God. Legality is an impossibility to

one in his position. He cannot dream of any of those half-gospels with which
men delude themselves first, and then their hearers. He, at least, had not done
his best, save to be lost. His Pharisaism tumbled in one rag-heap at his feet,

his cry was now that he was "chief of sinners;" and under no legal system
whatever could the chief of sinners possibly have hope. But he, met and con-

quered by divine love, was given no room to dishonor it by a single question.

And "in me,'' he says, "did Christ Jesus show forth all long-suffering, for a
pattern to them that should hereafter believe on Him, to life everlasting." (1

Tim. i. 16). Thus was Paul's doctrine prepared for him at the start ; and he
also, even in his unconverted state, for it.

"Concerning zeal, persecuting the Church," w.as Paul's own account after-

wards of the state in which divine grace found him (Phil. iii. 6). It did not
alter his conviction that he was the chief of sinners ;

" the least of the apostles,"

he says elsewhere, and "not meet to be called an apostle, because I persecuted
the Church of God " (1 Cor. xv. 9). A man's religion may be the worst thing
about him ; and his sincerity in it will not hinder its effect upon him, but rather

make it the more sure. In this case, how solemn to realize that Saul's religion

was zealous law-keeping ; the law being that which God Himself had given : it

was one of Moses' disciples, of whom they could riglitly say, "We know that

God spake by Moses," who was in that character attacking Christ

!

"Touching the righteousness of the law, blameless;" this is another thing
that, looking back at himself with full Christian enlightenment, he says of his

unconverted state. That was what his conscience .said : it did not condemn or
accuse him ; and that was undoubtedly what in his case made him the zealons

persecutor that he was : he had a zeal for God and for that law under which he
had fared so well, and deserved so well of Him who gave it ! Thus all that

seemed so favorable in Saul's case w.as what was most against him : his own
good character, his zeal for law, and, as he allows with regard to his nation at

large, his zeal for God even (chap. xxii. 3) ; and that God was the true God,
not a false one : whom yet he was bitterly against, and knew it not, and who
was therefore, in so far, against him, even while He pursued in His love this

zealous antagonist. What confusion is here! And this is the confusion which
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with him stood speechless, 'hearing the voice,* but be-

holding no one. And Saul arose from the earth, and
when his eyes were opened, he ''saw no one;f and they
led him by the hand, and brought him to Damascus.
And he was 'three days without sight, and neither ate
nor drank.

*The "voice," but not the words, (as shown by the genitive here) in
contrast with xxii. 9, which implies the words.

tMany read, "nothing."

c f/.Dan.lO.
7.

r/. Jno. 12.

28,29.
rf. 1 Cor. 2.

14.

d ch. 22. 11.

rtr.ch.9.40.

e c/.Iik. 24.7

withCol.2.
12.

springs out of all self-justifying efforts: "for they, being ignorant of God's
righteousuess, and going about to establish their own righteousness, have not
suljmitted themselves to the righteousness of God "(Rom. x. 3). Paul will tell

us himself in his first epistle, how the scales fell from his eyes in this respect.

At present it is with the consequences that God faces him ; and on the road to
Damascus he suddenly finds himself smitten down by the light of a glory shining
in the face of Him against whom the full current of his legal prejudices, with
his traditionalism and his strong passion for his nation, all combined to
carry him.

It is striking that, while we know from Paul's own statements afterwards, and
even from the words of Ananias to him in the present chapter, that Jesus Him-
self appeared to him, we hear in this first account only of the Light and of the
Voice ; light out of heaven, in which, certainly for the firet time, he stood re-

vealed to himself; a Voice along with it, which fastened his eyes upon himself,
even then to raise with himself the question, rather than to accuse, " Saul, Saul,
why persecutest thou me?"

There could, of course, be no answer. Under the power of that glory which
had transfigured Stephen, the very throb of the heart must have been hushed,
called to expectant stillness in the presence of God. No need for answer ! Had
be not helped to batter out that glory from a human face with stones? Now a
Human Voice from the midst of that glo^-y was appealing to him, claiming
these persecuted ones as His own—Himself! Yet he is drawn,—not repelled.

Even now he can seek from Him who is speaking the anticipated answer which
condemns—but he has not condemned—him: "Who art Thou, Lord?" And
the Royal Voice answers, " I am Jesus, whom thou persecutest."

Thus they come together—Lord and follower ; never to be separated more !

How grand and wonderful is the simplicity of it all ! The chief of sinners and
the Lord of saints come together in a manner which has cost how great a price
to effect ; and the grace shown is as implicit as it wakes up implicit confidence
to receive it. Has not this smitten sinner been in the outshining glory of God,
unsmitten?—in the radiance shining on Stephen himself? There are other ac-

counts, but they do not alter this ; one can only say, the grace of it is perfect :

and when we learn that he is to be the teacher of grace to others, we realize

how completely fitted for such a purpose is that of which the history is recorded
here. But it is the same grace which meets all of us.

We can see too, that the identification of Christ with His people is here, which
is to be developed on two sides, as " ye in Me and I in you." And in this Jew
and Gentile disappear, and the way for the mystery of the Church is prepared.
Heaven is opened : God has come out to men; and Man—how glorious a man!—
has gone in to God. Who that knows what was committed to Paul to teach us,

but must see how the Pauline truths begin to appear in Paul's conversion ? We
mnst not expect to reach their development in the Acts ; and it is not yet, there-
fore, the time to follow their development. We must wait for Romans,
Ephesians, Corinthians, Hebrews, to have the working out.

The words that follow, in the common version, this declaration of Himself upon
the Ijord's part are borrowed from the other accounts of what is here. Luke
gives us in this place only the direction to the new disciple to enter into the
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S(tO-16):
The mis-
sion of

Ananias.

2. Now there was a certain disciple in Damascus, by
name Ananias; and tlie Lord said unto him in a •''vision,

Ananias. And he said, Behold, [here am] I, Lord.
And the Lord [said] unto him, Arise, and go into the
street which is called Straight; and seek in the house
of Judas one by name Saul, of Tarsus : for, behold, he
"prayeth, and hath seen a man named Ananias coming
in, and laying his hands upon him, that he might re-

ceive sight. But Ananias answered, Lord, I have
"heard from many of this man, how much evil he hath
done to thy saints in Jerusalem ; and here he hath au-
thority from the chief priests to bind all who call upon
thy Name. But the Lord said unto him, Go ; for he is

a * chosen vessel unto me, to bear my Name both before

the •^nations and *kings, and the 'sons of Israel; for I

will show him how many things he must "suffer for

my Name.
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city, and there it shall 1)e told him what he is to do. The men accompanying
him stand speechless, hearing the sound of the voice, but nothing more ; the
significance is lor Paul. He on the other hand remains blinded by the light,

and has to be led by the hand into Damascus ; in which condition he continues
three days without food or drink. He needs this, doubtless, for the tempest
aroused within him to subside,—for the review of the now terrible past, and the
realization of the new beginning. The resurrection number may well have its

significance here in the apprehension of the old things now for him paased away,
and all things become new. Shut up in darkness, amid his now uncongenial
associates, he is made to realize his entire dependence upon Grod to bring bim
forth, and to accomplish in him the purposes of His marvellous grace.

2. We have now a lovely picture of the free intimacy between our Lord and
His disciples in those yet unclouded days of early freshness. Saul is to take bis

place among the followers of the Crucified in the lowly way of baptism at the

hands of those who bad preceded him as such. A disciple named Ananias (" Jah
has shown grace ") is chosen by the Lord for the introduction of Saul. He is

simply termed a "disciple," and yet is chosen, not only for the administration
of baptism, which is in keeping with all that we have elsewhere in relation to

this, but also for that which at Samaria just now required a special visit of
apostles from Jerusalem—the communication of the Spirit. We have not yet
come to this, however, here ; but simply to consider the choice of Ananias to

minister in the way we see him do to one designed to be the special ai)ostle of
the Gentiles. In Paul we see, as he himself declares to us, any Jewish thought
of succession from the original twelve broken through. Paul is an "apostle,

not of men, nor through man ;" and on this account confers not with flesh and
blood, nor even goes up to Jerusalem in the first place, to tho.se who were
apostles before him, but to Arabia, to the "backside of the desert" (Gal. 1.

16, 17). The living and abiding Spirit is to be Himself the Source of supply
;

and the warrant for what is said is, first of all, the truth of it, intertwining
with, confirmed by and confirming, all that is truth elsewhere.

Ananias is therefore, as a simple disciple, all the more suited to be sent

to Saul ; and the Lord accordingly appears to him in a vision, bidding
him go and seek in the house of Judas this man who has seen him in a vision,

in answer to his prayer, laying his bands upon him, that he may receive his

sight. Thus he who is to be in "such a large and blessed way, the minister to

others is to learn himself, fii*st of all, his own need of ministry, and to receive

it. How suited a messenger must this Ananias, with his significant name have
seemed to the thankful and humbled man ! "Grace" was, indeed, his new-
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3 (17-22)

:

Filled with
the Spirit.

3. And Ananias went away and entered into the house

;

and, "laying his hands on him, he said, Saul, Brother,
the Lord hath sent me,—Jesus, who appeared unto
thee in the way by which thou earnest,—that thou
mightest receive thy sight, and be "filled with [the]
Holy Spirit. And immediately there fell from his

eyes as it were scales, and he received his sight. And
he arose, and was f baptized; and having taken food,

he was strengthened. And he was with the disciples

that were in Damascus certain days. And immediately
he preached Jesus in the synagogues, that he is the
«Son of God. And all who heard him were astonished,
and said, 'Is not this he who in Jerusalem destroyed
those who called upon this name, and came hither for

this purpose, that he might bring them bound unto the
chief priests ? But Saul 'increased more and more in

strength, and confounded the Jews who dwelt at
Damascus, proving that * this is the Christ.
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found joy. But Saul's reputation has gone before him, and Ananias shrinks
from his task, and ventures even to remonstrate with his Lord. Do we, who
perhaps wonder at his foolish faint-heartedness, never imitate it, and reason with
Omniscient Love as to His ways with us? But the Lord replies by letting him
know that Saul was a chosen vessel unto Him, to bear His Name in testimony
of the widest range,—to Gentiles and to Jews both ; but the Gentiles here come
before the Jews. That which he is to suffer also is proportioned to the breadth
of his testimony ; to bear the Name of Jesus implies suffering ; witness and
martyr are to be the same word.

3. There can be no more demur, but Ananias departs upon his errand ; and
entering the house, lays his hands upon Saul, acquainting him with his com-
mission. It is remarkable that Ananias here joins his being filled with the
Spirit as that for which he is sent, while yet it is not mentioned when, or in
connection with what, Saul receives the Spirit. With Jews, as having openly
rejected Christ, the order elsewhere was that they owned him in baptism, by
which they received public remission of their sins, and theu they received the
gift of the Holy Spirit. At Pentecost nothing is said of the laying on of hands
for this, which is first recorded as done in Samaria ; but at Ephesus also John's
disciples are first baptized, and then they still wait for the Spirit until Paul's
hands are laid upon tliera. In the case of Cornelius and his friends, there is no
previous baptism, and no laying on of hands at all. Was there any laying on
of hands for this by Ananias? Two things would argue for it,—the words of
Ananias himself, and the case of John's disciples. On the other hand, on the
imposition of hands all we hear of as following is the healing of Saul's blind-
ness ; there is nothing said of the Spirit being given at that time ; nor of any
imposition of hands at a later time. The insistence upon baptism first in the
case of the Jew seems likewise against it ; though the apostle of the Gentiles
is so exceptional a case, and seems so to reflect the gospel that he carries, and
the change in regard to the Gentile is so marked, that one is inclined to read his
saying, "Christ sent me not to baptize," hack into his own history here. In
this unsatisfactory way, it seems, we have to leave it.

"Filled with the Holy Spirit," however, he is indeed ; immediately preach-
ing in the synagogues to which his letters of authorization are addressed that
very Jesus, whose followers he is commissioned to destroy. He preaches Him
also as yet the twelve, as far as the history goes, have not done, in the very
character in which Israel had rejected Him, as Son of God. This is the fullest

reversal of his own mad unbelief, and the completest challenge of that of Israel.
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4 (23-30)

:

Tribula-
tion.

4. Now, when many days were fulfilled, the Jews took
"counsel together to slay him ; but their plot became
known to Saul. And they watched also the gates day
and night, that they might slay him ; but the* disciples

took him by night, and "let him down through the wall,

lowering him in a basket. And when he was come to
Jerusalem, he essayed to join himself to the disciples;

and they were all "afraid of him, not believing him to

be a disciple. But "Barnabas took him, and brought
him to the apostles, and related to them how he had
seen the Lord in the way, and that he had spoken to

him, and how he had spoken boldly at Damascus in the
name of Jesus. And he was with them >'going in and
out at Jerusalem, speaking boldly in the name of the
Lord. And he spake and disputed with the Grecian
Jews; but they went to work to kill him. And when
the brethren knew it, they brought him down to 'Cses-

area, and sent him away to Tarsus.
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* R. V. reads, " his," but this is not required by the text, and does vio-
lence to the teaching of scripture.

The missionary of their own enmity is suddenly become the very champion of
the "Way" he persecuted. Astonishment, which for the moment must have
been dismay, falls upon those who hear him and know that which has wrought
this change, to which his companions on the road could but bear witness as far

as that strange interruption of their journey was realized by them. And Saul
increased more and more in strength, and confounded the Jews dwelling at
Damascus, proving that the One whom he confessed was indeed the Christ.

The preaching of Jesus as the Son of God we should naturally have expected
to have heard in the first place from the lips of John, whose writings are, as we
know, so full of this. In Paul's epistles, if Hebrews is, as I doubt not, to be
included among these, we have the Lord spoken of in this character twenty-nine
times; but in John's epistles (of only seven chapters) there are twenty-three
occurrences. In one passage alone in the rest of the General Epistles, where
Peter quotes the Voice from the "excellent glory " (2 Pet. i. 17), do we find this

title ; this, although Peter is in the Gospels the first of the inspired writers to
own Christ openly in this way. The kinship between Paul and John is thus
plainly declared. The connection with Paul's doctrines we must consider
later, as we take up his epistles.

4. The visit to Arabia, of which the epistle to the Galatians speaks, takes
place evidently during those " many days " at the end of which the persecution
breaks out, in which first Saul has to taste of the same cup of which he had
been compelling others to drink in the dark days forever ended. At firet the
wonder of his convereion had discomfited the adversaries ; but this naturally
terminates in a violent reaction on the part of those who have not been brought
by it to God ; and now they join together in a plot to slay him : but He who in

so extraordinary a way had brought him to Himself had no intention of leaving
him in the hands of his enemies. The plot became known to Saul ; and the
gates being watched day and night, the disciples let him down in a basket
through a window in the wall by night, and he escapes their hands.
So ends Saul's testimony at Damascus ; nor is he rescued by a miracle from the

death designed for him, but escapes in a lowly manner enough, more suited to

the way of the Cross which he had begun to tread. It is but the beginning of
those many sufferings which the Lord had said that He would show him that he
was to endure for His sake. The Glory which was henceforth his guiding star

did not light up the earth for bira, but drew him out of it. His was to be in a
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1(31):
Peace.

Subdivision 4. (Chap. ix. 31-43.)

Remnant mercy in Israel.

1. 'PHEN had the assembly* "peace throughout all

J- Judea and Galilee and Samaria, being * edified

;

and, walking in the "fear of the Lord, and in the ''com-

fort of the Holy Spirit, was "multiplied.

*So the earliest MSS. and versions ; but many read, "assemblies."
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peculiar sense a beaveuly testimony, and the power of it that by which the

world was crucified to him, and he unto the world.

Driven from Damascus, Saul goes up to Jerusalem, according to his own state-

meub to see Peter (G.il. i. 18) ; for what purpose we are not told ; but he abode
there only fifteen days. Although three years had elapsed from the time of his

conversion, the report of it which had reached the disciples there had yet found
no credit in the scene of his former " ravages" upon the flock of Christ. In
Arabia he had been for some time probably away from observation, and his

recent testimony again in Damascus seems not to have been known. Thus when
he essayed to join himself to those whom he had helped to scatter, and who had,

no doubt, many of them, vivid remembrances of those unhappy days, there was
a general recoil. " They were all afraid of him, not believing him to be a dis-

ciple." At this juncture the future companion of his labors, Barnabas, appears
as mediator. He took and brought him to the apostles ; that is, as Paul himself
tells us, to Peter and James, the Lord's brother, and represents to them the whole
matter. The cloud is cleared away, and Saul remains with them going in and
out at Jerusalem, and speaking boldly in the name of the Lord.
He takes up now the work of the first martyr, disputing with the Hellenistic

Jews, who go to work to give him Stephen's portion ; but in an ecstasy (chap,

xxii. 17, 18) the Lord appears to him, and bids him depart from the city, assur-

ing him that they will not hear his testimony, and that he is to be sent far off

to the Gentiles. The brethren thereupon bring him down to Csesarea on the
sea-coast, and send him forth to Tarsus, his native city. There for awhile we
leave him.

SUBD. 4.

Israel is thus casting out the messengers sent to her, and filling full for herself

the cup of wrath, which at a later time we know that she drank to the utter-

most. But God is slow to anger, and of great mercy ; and while the threatened
judgment lingers, His long suffering is salvation to a remnant, in whom may be
seen the promise yet abiding of final blessing to Israel as a whole. This
remnant is as the sap of a cut down tree, in which is the hope of revival for the

tree. The history of the development of the divine ways in the Church pauses
for awhile here, to give us such an intimation of the faithfulness of a
Saviour God.

1. We have first, as the result of the dealing of God with the chief persecutor,

peace to the assembly throughout Judea, Galilee, and Samaria;—the Avhole

extent, as far as yet enjoyed, of Israel's land. It is but a remnant, this assem-
bly, as already said, and the mass are rejecting ; and so it will be even in the
last days : a remnant will become the nation ; God having to purge out the
obstinate rejectors from among the people, as prophecy shows abundantly. Here
it is only a hint of what will be

;
yet we see in it Judea and Jerusalem main-

tained in their central place, Samaria owning it, in Galilee of the Gentiles
God's heart towards His scattered ones. Outwardly there is peace ; inwardly
the fear of the Lord and the comfort of the Holy Spirit. How blessed to realize

when for Israel at last all this shall be fulfilled !

Let us notice what are here put together for us : first of all, not the comfort,
but the fear of the Lord,—hearts in subjection to the Euler of His people.

With Him, if grace reigns, as it does, the reign is not less absolute, but more.
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8 (32-35)

;

^Eneas
healed.

3 (36-43)

:

Dorcas
raised up.

2. And it came to pass, as Peter went ''throughout all

parts, he came down also to the saints who dwelt at

Lydda. And he found there a certain man named
-^neas, who had kept his bed eight years, [and] * was
'paralysed. And Peter said unto him, ^neas, Jesus
the Christ healeth thee: arise, and make thy bed. And
he arose immediately; and *all that dwelt in Lydda and
the Sharon saw him, andf turned to the Lord.

3. Now there was in Joppa a certain disciple named
Tabitha, which being interpreted is called Dorcas;

J

•Literally, "who." i oirtvei : "who also." J "Gazelle."

/<^.ch. 8.25.

c/.Matt.9.
2, etc.

c/.Mi.4.6,7.

h ef. Ps. 126.

1,2.

When grace has not for its effect the fear of the Lord, in the same proportion is

grace really unknown, and the comfort of the Holy Spirit will be unenjoyed.
The Spirit is here to glorify Christ ; and, as the Holy Spirit, refuses absolutely all

touch of evil ; legality and license are both in utlermost extreme from Him,
and further by far than they are from one another. The slave may at times
make up for his slavery by license ; the child's happy service needs no compensa-
tion for its offering of love.

Here in a soil like this the seed of divine truth will fructify ; for it is love
that edifietb ; and the assembly walking in such a spirit will be surely multi-
plied. Where an opposite spirit exists, multiplication will be but a multiplica-

tion of the evil ; it is a good law that forbids such unhappy growths to go on,

whose sap, against nature, is poisonous to themselves.
2. We now follow Peter, who with the growth of the work is no more con-

fined to Jerusalem, but is passing through the land. He comes down to the
saints who dwell at Lydda, a still existing town in the plain of Sharon, and
finds there a certain man, who from the description and the apostle's words to

him seems not yet to be a disciple, named JEneas, eight years paralyzed. Im-
mediately, upon Peter's declaration, "Jesus the Christ healeth thee, arise, and
make thy bed," he is healed and rises up ; and all that dwelt in Lydda and
the Sharon" (the Plain, stretching from Joppa to Caesarea on the sea-coast),

"saw him, and turned to the Lord."
Conversion so widespread shows indeed that God has not cast away His people

whom He foreknew (Rom. xi. 1) ; and Lydda well fulfills its name, as the
"birthplace" of so many souls. We naturally ask ourselves, Is this all that

we are intended to find in it ? or is there here, as in so many other cases, a
hidden meaning ? If the Lord is assuring us in this of what the apostle declares

that Israel's remnant according to election preaches to us, would it be strange to

find in it a further assurance as to God's purposes towards His ancient people?
Here too, would be the very place in which we might expect to find this : here,

where we are just at the point at which, the natural branches being broken off

for unbelief, the Gentiles are being graffed into the olive. Certainly all is in

harmony in this way. .^neas means "praise"; and in the case of Israel, a
paralysis of praise is truly come upon her. She is a reproach instead of praise,

but is yet to be a people formed for Himself, to show forth His praise, ^neaa is

thus yet to be healed, and as it were in a moment, by Jesua the Christ ; and
Lydda may well speak of a new "birth" by which this will be effected.

Nothing else will accomplish it ; for the nature of man is fallen, and the Lydda
of natural birth is in the "plain,"—the comraou level of humanity. Christ

alone can renew it ; so that in the end Sharon shall be a fold of flocks (Isa.

Ixv. 10), a type of which this remarkable ingathering of converts there may
speak. For when Israel is that praise to God which she never yet has been,

then will the time have come for such a turning to God as the earth has not yet

witnessed. Israel's eighth year will have come,—her new covenant time.

3. If this, then, be the deeper view of the healing of ^neas, the raising up
of Dorcas must, one would say, be in the same line of application, and have its
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she was 'full of good works and almsdeeds which she

did. And it came to pass in those days that she fell

sick and -'died ; whom having washed, they laid in an
* upper chamber. And as Lydda was nigh unto Joppa,
the disciples, hearing that Peter was there, sent two
men to him, entreating him. Delay not to come on to

us. And Peter arose and went with them ; whom,
when he had arrived, they brought up to the upper
chamber. And all the 'widows stood by him, weeping,
and showing the coats and garments which Dorcas
made, when she was with them. But Peter put them
all forth, and kneeled down and prayed ; and turning

to the body, he said, Tabitha, arise. And she opened
her eyes, and seeing Peter, she sat uj). And he gave
her his hand, and raised her up ; and calling the saints

and widows, he presented her "alive. And it became
known throughout all Joppa, and many believed on
the Lord. And it came to pass, that he abode many
days in Joppa, with one "Simon, a tanner.
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own story to tell, different, yet connected. And here one thing is plain : ^neas
presents to us the healing of a sinner ; Dorcas, on the other hand, the resurrec-

tion of a saint. If both of these speak of Israel, it must be in these contrasted

ways : and in both ways it is clear that Israel may be spoken of, or her history

would be a very different one from what we know it to be. Israel as astray

from God is how the centuries long have known her, the enemy of Christ and
of His cause, and for many this has almost blotted out the remembrance of the

long debt we owe her, and of the patriarchs, prophets, and apostles that have
sprung from her. But God does not forget: " I remember thee," He says, "the
kindness of thy youth, the love of thine espousals, when thon wentest after Me
in the wilderness, in a land not sown. Israel was holiness unto the Lord, and
the firstfruits of His increase : all that devour him shall offend ; evil shall come
upon them, saith the Lord" (Jer. ii. 2, 3). And for us, how is it possible to

forget that from Israel we have obtained, through the mercy of God, almost the

whole of the precious volume of inspiration, out of which we have, so to speak,

been fed and clothed, not for centuries merely, but for the life that is to come ?

Here as a picture of Israel, this woman full of good works and almsdeeds is

surely no unfitting one. The more we consider, the more we shall realize its

perfect appropriateness.

It is in Joppa, anciently Japho, that we find her.—a name which means, as I

take it, "fair to Him." (See notes on Josh. xix. 46.) This agrees entirely

with that view of Israel which is presented to us here. Tabitha's name is given

ns in two languages, as if there were importance in it, and means " beauty,"

in Daniel (chap. xi. 16, 41), twice applied to the land of Israel, "the glorious

land." Its secondary meaning, in which we are to take it here, ia "gazelle,"

so named from its beauty, one of the clean animals of Scripture, both chewing

the cud and dividing the hoof (Lev. xi. see the notes). If we realize the typical

meaning of these, we shall understand its application to one who " ruminates "

upon the Word, the walk corresponding to this. Israel as represented by the

psalmists, and especially the writer of the 119th psalm, answers fully to the

name ; and in this character they were suited to be vessels of inspiration, as in

fact they were. The double name gets in this way its significance ; for these

two languages, Hebrew and Greek, were those of the Old and New Testaments,

for both of which we are indebted to the Jew.

Tabitha is dead, and there is no human hope of recovery for her. We inay

weep and lament, but she is gone from us
;
yet those i)ossessed with the spirit
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I(x-xl.l8):
Jew and
Gentile at

one.

i(x. l-20>:
God Him-
self the
Mover.

Subdivision 5. (Chap, x., xi.)

The Gentile brought to God.

1. ' "VrOW [there was] a certain man in Csesarea, Corne-
J^ lius by name, a "centurion of the band called the

Italian band, a devout man, and one that ''feared God
with all his house, who gave much alms to the people,

and pi-ayed to God continually. • He saw in a 'vision,

openly, as it were about the ninth hour of the day, an
angel of God coming in unto him, and saying unto him,

Cornelius. And he, fastening his eyes upon him, and
being afraid, said, What is it. Lord ? And he said unto
him, Thy prayers and thine alms are come up for a
'memorial before God. And now 'send men to Joppa,
and fetch one Simon, who is surnamed Peter; he lodg-

eth with one Simon, a tanner, whose house is by the
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17.
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10.
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of Peter may still pray, not without hope, for Israel's resurrection. It will

surely come, as it did iu the case before us here, and Israel live in far more than

all the glory of her past. The effect too, as in the healing of ^neas, will be the

bringing many more to faith. Joppa or Japho will again fulfill its name, and
"the Lord of hosts shall be for a crown of glory and for a diadem of beauty

unto the residue of His people " (Isa. xxviii. 5).

How fitting and comforting an assurance with which to turn to see the incom-

ing of the Gentile, as we find it now in the pouring out of the Spirit on
Cornelius and his company at Csesarea !

SUBD. 5.

The quiet and gradual way in which preparation has been made for the dis-

appearance of the barrier between Jew and Gentile must be apparent to all.

Israel has had full and patient trial, all possible proof given her of its being

God who was appealing to her, God whom she was resisting, fully displayed in

goodness ready to forget all past offences,—the very death of His Son, if only
now at last, they would turn to Him. When it is manifest that they will not,

then the door is opened to Samaria, a circumcised people, not without Jewish
admixture, partially obedient to the law, and who are compelled to own Jerus-

alem in the reception of the distinct characteristic of the new faith that has

gladdened them. Then God Himself leads on in a special way to the reception

of the eunuch, with whom the grace of Christ goes out to lands afar off. After

this it is that the apostle of the Gentiles is raised up, although only very slowly
does his mission become known ; he himself only slowly awaking to it ; himself

a " Hebrew of the Hebrews," yearning over his kinsmen after the flesh, and but
now a rigid Pharisee. But even so, he is not to lead in the admission of the

Gentiles ; but an unexceptionable instrument is provided for this,—no less than
the foremost of the apostles of the circumcision, Peter himself.

In this also now God manifests His will with unmistakable plainness in the

double vision, at Joppa and Csesarea ; then by the outpouring of the Spirit in

view of all who came with Peter : those who are ready to oppose at Jerusalem
have to own that God has granted to the Gentiles repentance unto life.

After this the way is opened by which certain disciples without any prom-
inence of gift or position can speak at Antioch to the Gentiles, and gather an
assembly there ; and this becomes a new point of departure from which the first

direct mission to the Gentiles is sent out ; but this by a special revelation of the

Spirit, which sets apart Barnabas and Saul for the new work.
1. The first section here manifestly takes in the work at Csesarea, by which

the principles are established which henceforth govern the Assembly. It is in

effect constituted by them as now outside the Jewish fold. The exodus is really
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sea.* And when the angel who was speaking to him
was departed, he called two of his household servants,
and a devout soldier, of those who waited upon him
continually, and having related all things unto them,
he sent them to Joppa.
And on the morrow, as 'these were journeying, and

drawing near to the city, Peter went up upon the
housetop to pray, about the sixth hour. And he be-
came hungry, and desired to eat. But while they

<e/.ch.8.26-

• The words following in the common version are wanting in all the
best MSS.

complete, tbongh there may be an effort afterwards really to undo this, and
briug all the disciples under the law of Moses. This is resisted, however, on
the very ground of what has been established here.

* All through this fresh movement, as already said, God is Himself the Mover.
He begins, with the care which we see manifested all through, with an unex-
ceptionably good example of the Gentile, a man "borne witness to by the whole
nation of the Jews," and therefore, not perplexing the matter by any extraneous
question. He is moreover a devout man, a worehiper of the true God, and one
that truly fears Him, all his house participating with him also in this. Although
not outwardly united in any way to Israel, vet his heart necessarily united him
to the people of Him he vyorshiped, and he manifested this by his almsgiving.
He was a mau of prayer

;
praying to God continually. But all this, true as it

was, and the fruit of faith, (without which it would not have been true, nor
could God, as He presently does, have owned it,) had not sufficed to set him where
grace sets the believer now, in conscious salvation. God was now "preaching
peace by Jesus Christ"

; and to those far off, and to those that were nigh, He
had to preach it (Eph. ii. 17).

At the niuth hour of the day, the Jewish third hour of prayer, God owns and
answers the man that seeks Him, and an angel of God visits him. The fear
that falls on men so naturally in the presence of the supernatural, falls upon
him, but the message is one of grace alone, and he is assured that his prayers
and alms have come up for a memorial before God. He is directed therefore to
send for Peter from Joppa, who shall tell him words (it is added in the account
afterwards given at Jerusalem), whereby he and all his house shall be saved.

In such a declaration, if we are to understand it aright, we must remember
that we are here in the overlapping of two dispensations. It is as evident, on
the one hand, that Cornelius was already a believer, as that, on the other, he
had not yet the faith of Christ. In the midst of Christendom to-day, such a
condition would be perfectly anomalous and unintelligible ; and so for most it

would be to talk of a soul having life and being still unsaved. Cornelius un-
doubtedly had life ; he was one of those sheep not of the Jewish fold, of which
the Lord had spoken, whom He would bring and unite with those of Israel, and
there should be one flock, one Shepherd (Jno. x. 16). He was in fact now caus-
ing these to hear His voice, and this accounts for what is strange apparently in
the Gentile here, but which is at once intelligible when we consider his position
between the dispensations. And though Cornelius was a believer of that which
was passing away, yet for final salvation he needed to receive the Christ who had
come, an<i would do so if the Shepherd's voice fairly reached him : for His
sheep hear His voice. If it be final salvation that is spoken of here, all diffi-

culty disappears as to the words used. Of a present salvation Judaism, as a
legal system, could know nothing ; much less, if possible, a Jewish proselyte, or
one like the Roman centurion, converted to God, and yet outside the law. Into
the precious assurance of this nothing but Christianity could bring him.

Let us notice, before we pass on, the blessed announcement, "who shall tell

thee words whereby thou and all thy house shall be saved." They are in fact the
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made ready, an eqstasy came upon him ; and he beheld
"heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending, as it

were a great sheet, [tied] * at the four corners, [and] *

let down to the earth ; in which were "all the fourfooted

beasts and creeping things of the earth, and birds of the

heaven. And there came a voice unto him, Rise, Peter;

kill and eat. But Peter said. Not so, Lord; for I have
never eaten anything "common or unclean. And the

• Omitted in some MSS.

u cf. Eph. 3.
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cf. ch.7. 66.

V c/.Kom.3.
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1, etc.

cf. Ezek. 4.

14.

tf.U. 66.17.

paschal announcement of Christianity. Of the Jewish feasts, as we have them
given in the tweuty-tliird chapter of Leviticus, only those of the seventh month,
in their typical significance, belong to Israel nationally,—the number seven
being, as we know, the sign of completion—the complete time reached. Pass-

over, the Sheaf of Firstfruits, Pentecost, were all offered to Israel, but rejected

by them, and are become the peculiar Christian feasts, a silent gap of time in-

tervening between these and the national seasons—the Blowing of Trumpets,
Day of Atonement, Tabernacles—of the seventh month.

Passover is not national, in the sense in which the offerings of the Day of
Atonement covered all Israel. It was kept by families, and might be held a
second time by those who were hindered by defilement or a journey at the first

celebration : just as now it is not nations that are contemplated, but believers

from among the nations ; however freely the gospel is addressed to all. Yet
here nevertheless God would assure us of a grace that would not forget the links

of relationship by which He has bound us together. "Thou and thy house"
reminds us still of the family ordinance, though unbelief, in a dispensation

whose principle is, " Thou standest by faith," may make all this void. For
there is, of course, no possible reason for so wild an imagination as that the
comforting promise to Cornelius' house, or any other, is ^^irrespective of faith.^'

Rather, if faith be in any sense the gift of God, are we assured by this, and the
general thread of such intimations woven into Scripture, that He is ready to

bless the households of His people still, wherever the Abrahamic faith shall be
accompanied with that Abrahamic diligence of heart which seeks God's blessing

in His appointed ways. However much the gospel might be preached to

Cornelius' household, such au assurance would mean very much for him. We
all have the comfort of knowing that it is the same gracious God with whom we
have to do to-day, who has given us too, as some of us have the consolation of
believing, in other ways, an assurance akin to that here vouchsafed the cen-

turion ; but which only faith can have and plead with Him aright. Here is not
the place further to enlarge upon it.*

The angel does not preach the gospel to Cornelius, but sends Peter to him for

this ; so thoroughly does the Lord cleave to His own methods and appointments.
Peter moreover, as we have seen, is specially needed here ; and that need is seen

the more in the means taken to prepare the apostle for what is before him. The
Ijord goes in advance of the messengers from Caesarea to the house of Simon the

tanner f by the seaside ; and that house is the lowly birthplace of a wide and
far-reaching movement in His ways with men.

•The name Cornelius is no doubt significant as all is here, though we may not see its signifi-

cance. It was the name of a prominent Roman family—the C!ornelian—and this, with his
bein^ the centurion of the Italian band, seems to emphasize the fact of his being al)solutely a
Gentile. S. R.The word Cornelius means, " pertaining to a horn.'

tThe occupation of tanner was considered unclean by the Jews. A large part of the tan-
ning was the preparation of skins for water bottles. May there not be a suggestion here of
the passing of that ceremonial uncleanness which is brought out in the history of Cornelius?
Peter was already lodging at the house of this Simon, a preparer of unclean things to be
vessels for holding pure water. That his house was by the seaside seems also to suggest the
Bea of the Gentiles,—a familiar thought in Scripture—upon whose border Peter indeed was.

S. R.
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voice [came] again to him the second time,* What God
hath 'cleansed, make not thou common. And this took
place thrice, and the vessel was immediately "taken up
into heaven.
Now as Peter doubted in himself what the vision he

had seen might be, behold, the men that were sent by
Cornelius, having made inquiry for Simon's house,
•stood at the gate, and called, and asked whether
Simon who was surnamed Peter, was lodging there.

X <^.l Cor.6.
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<r. Kph. 2.
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J/ q/". Eph.5.
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ef. 1 Thess.
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« qT. ver. 9.

•Plural.

The vision sent to Peter is fonnded on that distinction of clean and unclean
meats which operated so largely in keeping the Jew apart from the Gentile.

The Gentile was himself in fact the unclean liver with whom the one who
sought conformity to the mind of God could not indeed go far without danger
oi pollution. The law, entirely apart from the typical significance in which so

much of the interest attaching to it is found by us to-day, served as a useful

baiTier to unlimited intercourse with the idolatrous world around, which in

these very things had upon it, as we know, the stamp of its idolatry. The
question of meats offered to idols could in this way become a serious one for

Christians themselves, though now for the uuinstrncted only (1 C!or. viii). But
Judaism as a rule for a people in the flesh, externally rather thau spiritually set

apart to God, was of necessity negative and prohibitory in its requirements,—

a

fold shutting in, rather than a principle of liberty : for liberty would be in their

case concession, instead of victory over opposing forces. Christianity with its

spiritual power alone could permit liberty. It was a sign of weakness for

Judaism that it bad no missions, preached no evangel : how could the word,
"No man can see My Face and live," be this? So the Jew went beyond the

law in his restrictions, built the fence higher and higher, but found none
sufficient.

With Christianity a new power bad come ; Godward and manward there was
a significant change. The Jew himself was gone morally: what use of a fence to

keep from contamination the crucifiers of the Son of God ? It was not merely
that the mind of the flesh was not subject to the law of God ; it was enmity to

God Himself. And what the end of this long experiment proved as to the Jew,
it proved really as to man at large ; there was nowhere any betterness. Jew
and Gentile had been united at the Cross ; they had no need to separate after

this : for the believer in Christ, the world was crucified by it, and he crucified to

the world.

From that side the fence had gone ; but from Goil's side it was gone also.

For those who liad crucified Christ, it must be now either judgment wholly, or

else pure grace. But Christ need not have died to ensure man's condemnation
;

nor would He have died to increase man's doom. Thus, if there is to be any
fruit of His death whatever, it must be grace. If God then means by it to show
His grace, how great will that grace be !

In fact man by the murder of the Son of God has consummated his sin, and
demonstrated his condition ; but on the other hand Christ gave Himself for our
sins, and grace reigns through righteousness unto eternal life. Thus the fence is

down from God's side ; the veil that hid His blessed face is rent from top to

bottom, and to all men, guilty alike, and with no pretension to title, Jew or

Gentile, God has come out, and whosoever will is welcome in.

In such light as this, then, the contention of Jew with Gentile is at an end
;

to maintain it is mere self-righteousness. The vessel that Peter sees comes down
from heaven ; and as seen thus the distinctions made by Judaism are ended and
over. "He that believeth on the Son hath eternal life ; and he that believeth

not the Son shall not see life." "He" too "that believeth that Jesus is the
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9 (21-43)

:

The testi-

mony
received.

And while Peter pondered over the vision, the Spirit

said unto him, Behold, three men seek thee ; but arise,

and go down, and go with them, nothing "doubting;
for I have sent them.

^ And Peter went down, and said unto the men. Be-
hold, I am he whom ye seek; *what is the cause for

which ye are come? And they said, 'Cornelius the
centurion, a just man, and one fearing God, and borne
witness to by the whole nation of the Jews, was divinely

instructed by a holy angel to send for thee to his house,
and to hear words from thee. So he called them in,

and lodged them. And on the morrow he arose and
went forth with them, and certain of the •'brethren

from Joppa went with him. And on the morrow he
entered into Caesarea. And Cornelius was 'waiting for

them, having called together his kinsmen and his near
friends. And when Peter was now coming in, Cornelius

met him, and -^fell at his feet, and worshiped him.
But Peter raised him, saying. Stand up ; I myself also

am a man. And talking with him, he went in, and
found many come together: and he said to them. Ye
'know how it is unlawful for a Jew to keep company
or come unto one of a strange race; and to me hath
God *shown that I must call no one common or un-
clean; wherefore also, when I was sent for, I came
without gainsaying. I ask therefore, with 'what intent

ye sent for me. And Cornelius said, ^Four days ago, I

had been fasting* unto this hour; and* the ninth [hour]

I was pi'aying in my house ; and behold, a man stood

before me in bright clothing, and said, Cornelius, thy
prayer is heard, and thine alms are remembered before

God. Send therefore to Joppa, and fetch Simon, who
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Some of the oldest MSS. leave out "fasting," "and," but they are
well supported, and seem necessary.

Son of God overcometh the world ;" there is a new power, and with it a new
liberty : the true Shepherd is calling His sheep out of the sheep-fold, and with
Him, His hand over them, His voice in their ears, liberty is safe.*

The ves.sel comes down from heaven and returns again there : it is the Church,
heavenly in origin, and heavenly in destination ; and those within it are alike

those wiiom God has cleansed, and who must not be called common.
But Peter still doubts the meaning of the vision, until the three men sent by

Cornelius are at the door, inquiring after him, and the Spirit bids him rise and
go with them, for He has sent them.

* Upon all this history the inspired writer dwells, not heeding repetition, for

the heart of God is pouring itself out in this getting back to it now of those

so long self-banished. The Gentile is truly the prodigal here restored ; and
we as Gentiles may well be touched at the interest displayed in those for whom
the ring and robe are waiting. Things are told out at length, and we realize

•The unclean beasts and creeping things contained in the net were forbidden in I>eviticus

(chap. xi). The food of a clean people must be clean. But as man is assimilated to that

upon which he feeds, we see here the character of all men—no doubt Jew as well as Gentile,

though prominently the latter. The heavenly vessel is seen to be full of that which is repre-

sented by these unclean beasts and creeping things, the foul, vile, violent sinners—cleansed
by grace and made meet for heaven. " And such were some of you." 8. R.
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is surnamed Peter ; he lodgeth in the house of Simon,
a tanner, by the sea; who, when he is come, shall speak
to thee.* Immediately therefore I sent unto thee ; and
thou hast done well, that thou art come. Now there-

fore we are all here *present before God, to hear all

things that have been commanded thee of the Lord.
And Peter opened his mouth, and said. Of a truth I

perceive that God is 'no respecter of persons: but in

"•every nation he that feareth him, and worketh right-

eousness, is acceptable to him. The word f which he
sent unto the sons of Israel, preaching "peace by Jesus
Christ (he is Lord of all) ye know;—the word| which
came throughout all Judea, beginning from Galilee,

'after the baptism that John preached: [even] Jesus
who was of Nazareth, how God ^ anointed him with the
Holy Spirit and with power; who went about 'doing

• A few of the oldest MSS. omit this clause.

fcc/.Lk.8.18.

c/.Gal.4.14.

cf. 1 Thess.
2. 13.

I cf. Rom.2.
11.

c/.Deut.lO.
17.

cf. Rom. 3.

29, 30.

c/.Rom.lO.
12, 13.

m cf. ch. 15.

7-11.

cf. Rom. 2.

27-29.

c/.Ps.l5.1,2.

n cf. Eph. 2.

17.

cf.L,k.2.U.
r/.Col.l.20.

o ch. 1. 22.

ef. Matt. 4.

12-17.

p cf. Pa. 2.2.

cf. Matt. 3.

16, 17.

C/.P8.45.7.
q cf. Matt.
11. 2-6.

the response upon the other side, as we learn of the company which withont
prompting, save of a heart opening to the grace that greets him, Corneliua
gathei-s to hear what, if he know not yet, he knows, so heralded, is good news
from God. Upon all these, gathered up in the stretched out Arms, the Father's
kiss is pressed in the Spirit presently outpoured,—the Spirit of adoption ! What
a scene to melt the last bit of legal ice out of the soul of Peter, as he realizes

how impossible it is for him to withstand God ! Truly it is impossible ! the
flood-gates are giving way, and all the fulness of divine love, long kept back by
the requirements of divine righteousness, is hastening to manifest itself. The
ages to come are to bear witness of the exceeding riches of His grace in His
kindness towards us in Christ Jesus. Nothing can keep back now what all the
sin of man in its worst display has only shown in its supreme and glorious
power.

Arrived at Caesarea, Peter rebukes his would-be successors of to-day by raising

up him who had fallen at his feet as the messenger of God ; and having ex-
plained how God had delivered him from his Jewish prejudices, preaches Jesus
as Christ and Lord to those assembled. He now fully realizes that in every
nation he that feareth God and worketh righteousness is acceptable to Him.
How could He indeed ignore what is but the fruit of His own work in the soul,

wherever found ?

They were not unaware of the word which He had sent to Israel, preaching
peace by Jesus Christ. As a word to Israel they had only as yet known of it

;

but He is Lord of all ; and as that they were also now to have to say to Him.
Of His mighty works they conld not indeed be ignorant, who through all Judea
and Galilee went about doing good, and healing all that were oppressed of the
devil. How plain was it that in all this God was with Him ! Yet what they
had done to Him was as well known also ; they had slain and hung Him on a
tree ! There for the nation He had disappeared : they indeed had seen Him no
more ; but God had raised Hira up the third day, and manifested Him to chosen
witnesses, who (as the one who stood before them now) had eaten and drunk
with Hira after He was risen from among the dead. From Him had these com-
mission to proclaim Him to the people, and that as One divinely appointed to

be Judge of the living and the dead.
There was a breach, then, as to the nation ; Israel had rejected the Lord : God

had answered it by setting Him high above all, and putting judgment into His
hands

;
yet the testimony of it was already an intimation of grace. How far,

and in what manner would that grace be shown ? Here Peter brings in the wit-
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:

Tbe Spirit
poured out.

good, aud ''healing all that were oppressed* of the

devil ; for 'God was with him. And we are 'witnesses

of all things that he did, both in the country of the

Jews and in Jerusalem ; whom also they "slew, hanging
him on a tree. Him God "raised up the third day, and
gave him to be manifested, not to all the people, but
to ""witnesses chosen before of God,—to us who *ate

and drank with him after he was risen from among the

dead. And he "charged us to preach unto the people,

and to testify that it is he who is appointed of God the
•judge of the living and the dead. To him do all the
"prophets witness, that through his Name every one
who believeth on him shall receive 'remission of sins.

' While Peter yet spake these things, the Holy Spirit

*fell upon all who heard the word. And they of the
circumcision who believed were ''astonished, as many
as came with Peter, because that upon the nations also

the gift of the Holy Spirit was poured out. For they
heard them 'speak with tongues, and magnify God.

* Literally, " Held under the power."

4. 1. a cf. ch. 26. 22, 23; cf. Eom. 3. 21; cf. Lk. 24. 25-27. 6 ch. 6. 31; cf. ch. 13. 38
2. 2 ; ctr. ch. 8. 15-17. d cf. ch. U. 18 ; <y. ch. 15. 12. e cf. Mk. 16. 17 ; cf. ch. 19. 6i
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27. 46.
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ver. 41.
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ch.13.27,28.
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21.
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cr.ch.17.31.
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ness of tbe prophets, by whom from the beginning God had been speaking to

men. It could not be, in fact, that such things should take place without having
been anticipated and aunounced in the ages of which they were the consumma-
tion. That which affected the whole world could not be isolated from all its

previous history. Central in their relation to all human things, the Cross and
the Resurrection are in reality their explanation. With the testimony of the

ages the glory of the miracle was only in harmonious correspondence. Its

exceptionality was its fitness for the place it occupied.

They knew (the men whom the apostle was addressing) the testimony of the

prophets, which, just as being Gentiles, would have for tbem an attraction of a

special kind. Did it not speak of nations upon wliom the Lord's name would
be called ? (Amos ix. 11, 12.) And in Abraham's Seed were not all the families

of the earth to be blessed ? But Peter more definitely interprets and applies

the gospel of their predictions, that through the name of Jesus whosoever be-

lieved on Him would receive remission of sins. According to such a principle,

the Gentile who believed had equal assurance of this witli the Jew. If even to

the Jew acceptance were by faith aloue, then for the Gentile who had faith there

was acceptance also.

' Thus far had the apostle reached,—and he tells us himself, that it was but the

beginning of what he intended to say (chap. xi. 15)—when he was arrested by
a sign of precious significance : without the administration of baptism, as with
the Pentecostal audience,—without the imposition of apostles' hands, as at

Samaria,—the Holy Spirit fell on all who heard the word ! God again was the

Mover ; and in anticipation of every question that might be raised, setting aside

all thought of human succession, or of sacramental endowment,—"by the hear-

ing of faith " alone (Gal. iii. 2), the Gentiles received the Spirit, and were thus

gathered into the assembly. The barrier between Jew and Gentile bad been

removed by the hand of God Himself, and the Church liad assumed the char-

acter it was hereafter to retain. In Christ there was to be now neither Jew nor

Gentile. The bond was not to be that of nationality nor of legal observance,

but of the One Spirit uniting into one body. Not that the body of Christ was
yet known doctrinally ; nor even of the House of God have we yet heard,

though the indwelling of the Spirit would give rise to a growing consciousness
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(xi. 1-18)

:

The place
ofthe
Gentile

conceded.

Then answered Peter, Can any one forbid water, that

these should not be 'baptized, who have received the
Holy Spirit as well as we? And he commanded them
to be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ.* Then
prayed they him to 'tarry certain days.

* And the apostles and the brethren who were through-
out Judea heard that the nations also had received the
word of God. And when Peter went up to Jerusalem,
they of the * circumcision contended with him, saying.

Thou wentest in to men uncircumcised, and didst eat

with them. But Peter began, and set it forth in order
unto them, saying, *I was in the city of Joppa, praying;
and in an ecstasy I saw a vision, a certain vessel de-

scending like a great sheet, let down by four corners

out of heaven ; and it came even vmto me : upon which
when I had fixed mine eyes, I considered, and saw the
fourfooted beasts of the earth, and 'wild beasts, and
creeping things, and birds of the heavens. And I heard
also a voice saying unto me. Rise, Peter ; kill and eat.

But I said. Not so. Lord ; for nothing common or un-
clean hath ever entered into my mouth. But the voice
answered the second time out of heaven. What God
hath cleansed make thou not common. And this took
place thrice, and all were drawn again into heaven.
And behold, immediately three men stood before the
house in which we were, having been sent from Csesa-

rea unto me. And the Spirit *bade me go with them.

* Some substitute, and a few add, " the Lord."

/c<r.ch.2.38.
ctr. ch. 19.

5,6.
cA Eph. 1.

13.

gc/. ch. 11.

23.

c/.ch.l8.27,

hef.veTS.29,
30.

c/.ch.l5. 1,

etc.

i ch.10.9-22.

J c/.Tit. 3. 3.

c/.Is. 65.25.

A:c/.ch.l6.7-

10.

of this which would soon find support in the Lord's words to Peter, with the

name given to him. In his first epistle we have the development of this, to which
Paul, however, gives completeness. The fact anticipated the doctrine ; and that

which hindered the development of this had now given way (Eph. ii. 14, 15).

Baptism takes here, therefore, another place from that which it had before

this. It follows, instead of preceding, the reception of the Spirit. Peter makes
this a manifest reason why baptism cannot be denied them : "Can anyone
forbid water," he asks, " that these should not be baptized, who have received

the Holy Spirit as well as we?" It was not necessarily the place which this

was to take henceforth ; for alter this we find the Jewish disciples of the Baptist

(chap. xix. 5, 6), having not only to be baptized, but to have the imposition of

hands, in order that they may receive the Spirit. The Gentiles, on the other

band, having had no legal status hitherto, are dealt with in pure grace alone
;

the ground upon which they are met is manifestly this, and this only : hence

Grod can give way to His love with more simplicity ; and He does so, to the

astonishment of "those of the circumcision," who find all their own scruples

and hesitation set aside with a decisive authority, against which they have no
power to protest. To do aught but accept it would be plainly to "withstand
God," as Peter himself says. He commands, therefore, that they should be bap-

tized in the Name of Jesus Christ, and, accepting frankly all the consequences

of this, stays with them at their desire for some days.
* The history is pursued further, and with the same carefulness of detail, to

the recognition of this place given to the Gentiles at Jerusalem itself, notwith-

standing the objections on the part of the disciples there. In fact, the eating

with men uncircumcised seems to have been heard of, before the way of the

grace of God. Peter gives an account of all, therefore, from the beginning
;
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2 (xi.l9-30V
A Gentile
assembly.

1(19-21):
The free
work of

the Spirit,
independ-
ent ofthe
apostles.

nothing doubting. And these six 'brethren also ac-

companied me ; and we entered into the man's house,

and he "told us how he had seen the angel in his house,

standing and saying, Send to Joppa, and fetch Simon,
who is surnamed Peter, who shall speak unto thee

"words, whereby thou shalt be saved, thou and all "thy
house. And as I began to speak, the Holy Spirit ''fell

on them, even as on us at the beginning. And I 're-

membered the word of the Lord, how that he said,

John indeed baptized with water, but ye shall be bap-
tized with the Holy Spirit. If God then gave unto
them the 'like gift as also unto us, when we believed

on the Lord Jesus Christ, 'who was I, that I could
withstand God? And when they heard these things,

they held their peace, and 'glorified God, saying. Then
indeed hath God given to the nations also "repentance
unto life.

2. ^ They then who were 'scattered abroad upon the

tribulation that arose about Stephen, travelled as far sl%

Phenicia and Cyprus and Antioch, speaking the word
to none save "only to the Jews. But there were some
of them, men of Cyprus and Cyrene, who when they

came to Antioch, spake 'also to the Greeks,* preaching
the glad tidings of the Lord Jesus. And the hand of

the Lord was with them ; and a great number ''believed

and turned to the Lord.

2cb.l0.23,45.
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48.
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* The larger number of the MSS. have " Hellenists "; but this is quite
against the context.

and all resistance is silenced by the simple narration. The question with which
he ends it is quite unanswerable. They needs must glorify God that He has
granted to the Gentiles repentance unto life. Not even a breath is heard about
the need of circumcising them to keep the law of Moses ; the act of God is too

conspicuous ; He is so completely in it from end to end. And thus the all-

important transformation is effected without a dissenting voice.

2. ^ The principle being now established, the free action of the Spirit is seen

in raising up at Antioch what becomes characteristically a Gentile assembly. For
this there is not even the putting forth of a man like Philip. None are allowed

to be conspicuous in this work, for the eye to fasten upon : God would make it

manifestly His own. Scattered by the same persecution which had been already

made to minister to the need of Samaria, Phenicia, Cyprus and Antioch are

visited by those who.se hearts, filled with the grace which they have themselves

experienced, lead them out to minister to the need of others. But at first it is

to Jews only that the good news is proclaimed; the effect also is not apparent,

—

certainly seems in marked contrast with the success among the Greeks, to whom
at last they turn. The hand of the Lord is with them, and a great number of

converts is the result of their evangelistic labor. It is remarkable how officialism

is discredited in all this. We do not know the name of a single person used in

the work. The great apostle of the Gentiles is yet in comparative obscurity in

his native city; Barnabas is not yet njwn the scene : God is acting in conspicu-

ous sovereignty by what instruments He will ; and this in the case of the first

Gentile assembly is surely designed to attract our notice. Antioch is to " stand

over against" Jerusalem, as even its name may imply, as identified with such
freer action; and it is noticeable that the disciples are firat called Christians

here in Antioch. In Jerusalem they were but " the sect of the Nazarenes."
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" And the 'report concerning them came to the ears

of the assembly that was in Jerusalem; and they "sent

forth Barnabas, that he should travel as far as Antioch

;

who when he had arrived and seen the grace of God,
was 'glad, and exhorted them all, that with 'purpose

of heart they should cleave to the Lord ; for he was a
good man, and ''full of the Holy Spirit, and of faith;

and a great multitude was 'added to the Lord. And
he went forth to ''Tarsus, to seek Saul ; and when he
had found him, he brought him to Antioch. And so it

was that for a ^ whole year they were gathered together

in the assembly, and taught a great multitude ; and
that the disciples were *called Christians first in

Antioch. . „ . . „
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' Still the new work is not to drift into independence of the old, bnt to be
acknowledged and accepted at Jerusalem itself, as in the case of the reception of

Cornelias and bis company at Csesarea. The report, therefore, reaching the

Jewish capital, Barnabas is sent forth to go as far as Antioch,—a well-chosen

representative. He does not go with authority, nor seek to exercise it ; nor has

he in hand, as the apostles in their visit to Samaria, to supply any deficiency in

the condition of these Syrian brethren, who have evidently received the Spirit,

as they did at Csesarea, without need of apostles, or of imposition of hands.

Barnabas sees the grace of God in them, and is glad, and simply exhorts them
all, that with purpose of heart they should cleave to the Lord ;—a word never

uncalled for. It is his character that is dwelt upon in this connection, not his

office : "he waa a good man, full of the Holy Spirit, and of faith ;" and this is

seen in its effect, doubtless, in the progress of the work there :
" a great

multitude was added to the Lord."

It is Barnabas who is the means of introducing Saul into this field of labor.

We may naturally suppose that he recognized in him a special fitness for the

great work now beginning ; but we see how simply his connection is brought
about with the field to which from the commencement of his apostleship he is

destined. God is not in haate, and His purposes are worked out often in what
we may call the homeliest ways. The man who had introduced him to the

apostles at Jerusalem, and who there had been witness to his energy and power,

now seeks him out at Tarsus, no great distance off, and Saul returns with him
to Antioch. There the work still progresses ; and there the Christians get what
is henceforth their distinctive name. We are not told whence it came ; but the

argument is just that Jews who refused Jesus as the Christ could not have given

it to them ; and that we only find it elsewhere, either in the mouth of those

outside, as king Agrippa, or where the thought is of one suffering as such from
the hands of unbelievers, as Peter nses it (1 Pet. iv. 16). It was therefore given

by men outside, as one would infer, and in connection with the notable work
accomplished at this time. The disciples were no more looked at as a mere
Jewish sect. The weaning-time of Isaac was accomplished ; and, while the

children of the bondwoman "mocked" at the feebleness of the true heirs of

grace, and cast them out, it was really they themselves who were being cast out.

The Church's unity in Christ was being proclaimed, even by the lips of unbe-
lievers ; the One Name covering alike Jew and Gentile, while it separated them
from all, whether Jew or Gentile, who did not confe&s Him.

' The Spirit of God gives a little glimpse, in closing this portion, of the

recognition on the part of the assembly at Antioch of their relationship and
obligation to those from whom they had received spiritual blessings so great.

Indeed it is from a prophet from Jerusalem that they have warning of the ap-

proach of the famine which occasions this ministry, and which seems especially
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The return
ministry.

' In these days prophets came down from Jerusalem
to Antioch. And one of them, by name *Agabus, stood
up, and signified by the Spirit that there would be a
great famine over all the inhabited earth ; which came
to pass in the days of Claudius. And the disciples,

every man •^ according to his ability, determined to send
relief to the brethren dwelling in Judea : which also

they did, 'sending it to the elders by the hand of Bar-
nabas and Saul.

te/.ch.21.10.

i C/.2 Cor. 9.

6,7.
c/. ch.4. S4,

35.

k ch. 12. 25.

c/.Rom.l5.
26,27.

to have aflfected the province of Jndea. It is the first time that Christian

prophets are mentioned in the New Testament ; although they seem not to have
been few in number, aud are placed second only to the apostles themselves in

the enumeration of gifts bestowed by Christ npon the Church. Prophecy also,

as we shall find elsewhere, is in a special v.ay characteristic of Christianity.

Uusuccessioual, springing out of close intercourse and communion with God,
the disclosure of His mind so as to bring souls into His Presence,—it should be
and is, in closest relation with the rent veil of the Sanctuary and the ability to

draw near to God which mark the present period. Prediction was never more
than a comparatively small and variable part of it ; although this is what we
find in the prophesying of Agabus upon the only two occasions in which he
appears in the history. Indeed he is a prophet of sorrow at both times, although
of that which God overrules for good ; but then, of what sorrow may not this

be said ?

The disciples do not think little of this ministry of means, when they choose
the two most prominent among them to administer it ; and Barnabas and Saul,

on the other hand, do not think it a matter that they should not be burdened
with. Indeed, we know from the epistles of the latter what he thought upon
the subject. In those fresh days, when it could be said that every one gave
"according to his ability," how much love—divine love—was there not ex-

pressed in it ! How different when it would have rather to be said, as in many
of the sad days of decline since then, " every one a little of his superfluity, and
the richest in proportion least of all !" Everything is degraded or spiritualized

by the heart that is in it,—or is not in it.

We hear, too, for the first time, of "elders'' in the Jewish assemblies, who,
though doubtless an adoption from what was an immemorial custom in Israel

(for we have no account of any distinct origin), yet seem from the epistle of

Peter to be hardly officially appointed (1 Pet. v. 1), but rather the natural result

of wisdom and experience attaching to age, which would make the "elder" the

natural leader in the counsels of a people. In the Gentile assemblies we read of
their appointment afterwards, where (and perhaps because) the patriarchal

custom did not have the same recognition ; and there with some restrictions

which were only necessary to right "oversight," which (and not preaching) was
that which was their work. The incidental notice here hardly requires the ex-

amination of the snbject of eldership which it must receive when we come to

the epistle to Timothy. It is well to note, however, that neither was it a gift,

nor did it need one for qualification, which was almost wholly moral ; while for

preaching or teaching there needed no authorization from man, but the gift en-

tailed the responsibility of using it, and manifested itself wherever there was an
ear to hear. But all this must wait for its development elsewhere.

SUBD. 6.

1. "While the Church is thus being enlarged, unhappy Israel becomes only

more hostile to the followers of Him whom they have crucified, and a new king
(Herod Agrippa I.) rises up to give their enmity eflect. Though we may be
little able to interpret the details, yet the circumstances undoubtedly suggest an
anticipation of the last days, when the lawless king will exalt himself against
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Subdivision 6. (Cliap. xii.)

Israel in full unbdief under their apostate king ; hut with God'

a

hand over it.

1. T^OW about that time Herod the king put forth his^ hands to do 'hurt to some of the assembly. And
he slew "James the brother of John with the sword.
And when he saw that it was pleasing to the Jews, he
went on to take Peter also

;
(and they were the "days

of unleavened bread;) whom having "seized he put in

prison, delivering him to four quaternions of soldiers to

guard him ; intending after the passover to bring him
out to the people. Peter therefore was kept in prison

;

but ''prayer was made unceasingly* by the assembly to

God for him. And when Herod was about to bring
him forth, the same night Peter was sleeping « between
two soldiers, bound with two chains, and guards before
the door kept the prison. And lo, an 'angel of [the]

Lord stood by him, and a light shone in the prison

;

and he smote Peter on the side, and awoke him, saying.

Rise up quickly. And his chains 'fell off from his

hands. And the angel said unto him. Gird thyself, and
bind on thy sandals. And he did so. And he said

unto him. Cast thy garment about thee, and follow me.
And he went forth, and followed him ; and knew not
that it was true, which was done by the angel, but
'thought he saw a vision. And when they were past
the first and second guard, they came unto the iron

gate that leadeth into the city ; which "opened to them

•Literally, "intensely."
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God, assaming for himself divine honors. We have here, also, in effect, the

slain and the spared remnant represented in the opposite lot of James and
Peter : the one given np, as it might seem, so strangely, his service but begun,
to a violent death, v?hile for the other an angel must be sent from heaven, to

rescue him in a wonderful manner " from all the expectation of the people of
the JevFS," about to glut their evil desire with the death of another apostle of

Jesus. Yet James was one of the three specially in the Lord's confidence, along
with John and Peter. His life is to us a blank, and his day went down at

noon ! How little can we see of the divine ways ! and, if we judge a course

merely by its results, how surely shall we misjudge ! In the events to which
we seem to be looking forward here, those that are martyred under the beast

have their part in the first resurrection (Rev. xx. 4-6) ; while the spared
remnant has but its portion on earth : and thus will eternity reverse our present

apprehension of how many things !

The story of Peter's deliverance is told vividly and in detail ; but while it

yields much food for meditation, it scarcely requires an interpreter. It may
appear even too far out of the usual course of God's ways to find ready applica-

tion to our common lives
;
yet it is the same God with whom we have to do

;

and, if we had but skill to trace His ways with us more, we might find more
reason to wonder at the e,ssential resemblances than to be perplexed at the ap-
parent differences. The veil is over His governmental dealings, for it is a
dispensation of faith and not of sight ; but it is yet tlie part of faith to take
away the veil, and through all disguises to recognize the well-known features

of the Love that seeks to be apprehended by those who are the objects of it

;
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of its own accord ; and they went out, and passed on
through one street ; and immediately the angel de-
parted from him. And when Peter was come to him-
self, he said, Now I know of a truth, that the Lord
hath sent forth his angel and "delivered me out of the
hand of Herod, and from all the expectation of the
people of the Jews. And when he had become con-
scious [of it], he came to the house of Mary the mother
of John who was surnamed Mark, where many were
"gathered together and praying. And when he knocked
at the door of the gate, a maidservant came to listen,

by name Rhoda. And when she knew Peter's voice,

she opened not the gate for joy, but ran in, and told
that Peter stood before the gate. And they said unto
her. Thou art 'mad. But she confidently affirmed that
it was even so. And they said. It is his "angel. But
Peter continued knocking, and when they had opened
and saw him, they were amazed. But he, beckoning
to them with the hand to hold their peace, related to
them how the Lord had brought him out of prison.

And he said. Tell these things to 'James, and to the
brethren. And he "departed, and went unto another
place.

2. Now as soon as it was day, there was no small *stir

among the soldiers what had become of Peter. And
when Herod had sought for him and found him not, he
examined the guards, and commanded that they should
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and that before the veil is drawn away, as soon it shall be, and we shall
know, even as we are known.
The angels too are still " ministering spirits, sent forth to minister to those

who shall inherit salvation ;" and we easily remember how in Elisha's day the
eyes that God opened could see the "chariots and horses of fire " round about
the man who to common sight looked absolutely unprotected. Did we seek with
more longing that iuterconrse with the unseen which surely we may attain, how
wonld our spiritual vision gain in clearness, what recompense should we have
from Him, who still as of old, " satisfieth the longing soul, and filleth the hungry
soul with goodness" ! TJere are other prison-doors, and better guarded than
these that could not hold Peter, which may need to be loosed for ns, that we
may go forth into the great spiritual world around us ! and the prison perhaps
'3 one out of which, in reality, we have hardly been, or not been,—then most
secure, of course, when we scarcely recognize that we are shut in at all, or,

therefore, think of deliverance ! Perhaps the gates would open to us of their

own accord, if we on our part were not so well satisfied to have them shut.*

2. Israel, as we see, is going onward to doom
;
yet they have a king under

whom now the whole land is once more united. They will in fact have a
political revival at the end, when all will seem to be theirs except the life from
God without which all is death still, and only worse corruption. The picture of
the wilful king is, no doubt, here, as has already been remarked, though it may
be slightly drawn. Solemn it is to see. that whether faintly or plainly to be
seen, wherever Christ is rejected Antichrist appears. So it ever is: ''I have

• For some reason, the Spirit gives the name of the damsel who anDounces Peter's deliver-
ance. It is Rhoda—a rose.

Peter's angel is evidently to be understood as his spirit, without his body. They thought he
bad been put to death. S. R.
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be *put to death. And he went down from Judea to

Caesarea, and tarried there. Now he was highly dis-

pleased with them of Tyre and Sidon ; and they came
to him with one accord, and having made Blastus the

king's chamberlain their ''friend, they asked for peace,

because their country was 'nourished by the king's.

And upon a set day, Herod •'arrayed himself in royal

apparel, and seated himself upon the throne, and made
an oration unto them. And the people shouted, say-

ing. The voice of a 'god, and not of a man ! And im-
mediately the angel of [the] Lord * smote him, because
he gave not God the glory ; and he was 'eaten of

worms, and expired.

3. But the^word of God grew and multiplied. And
Barnabas and Saul returned from Jerusalem, when
they had *fulfilled their ministration, taking with them
'John who was surnamed Mark.
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come in My Fatlier's Name, and ye receive Me not ; if another come in his own
name, him ye will receive." In every individual case, such is the spiritual law :

and there is nothing arbitrary or strange about it ; in it men are but a law to

themselves, in fact : there are but these two alternatives ; not to choose the one
is in itself to choose the other.

Of all this one can say little, however, as to its bearing upon what is before

us in the Acts. It is easy to see that we have in this part the divergence of two
roads that never can meet. Israel and the Church here part. Save for a moment
to reaffirm the freedom of the Gentile from the legal yoke, the history returns

no more to Jerusalem, until the last sad days of Paul's arrest and imprison-
ment from which he escapes only by the appeal to Csesar, which carries him
eventually to Rome itself. Jerusalem and Eome are alike the prisons of the
gospel, however much it be true nevertheless, that "the word of God is not
bound." But this lies yet a good way before us.

3. This portion does not close with the death of Herod, bnt with the increase

and multiplication of the word of Grod ; which in fact is now not merely to have
large fruit among the Gentiles, but to expand into a glorious revelation of things
hitherto kept secret—the manifold wisdom and the marvelous love of God,
which is to make the Church for all eternity the temple of His praise.

It is Paul, as we know, who is to be in this respect the " completer " of the
word of God (Col. i. 25) ; and it is Paul whose course we are now especially to

follow, himself the most perfect display of grace towards the "chief of sinners,"
and now to proclaim that grace in an unequalled manner, the record of which
we have in his fourteen epistles. The Acts does not give us indeed, in any suf-

ficient manner, the doctrine of Paul. It presents us rather with the character

of his work, as we shall see, together with the reception given it by the legalist

and by the world,—a lesson for the days since then, by which we must seek to

profit, as God may give.

From Jerusalem Barnabas and Saul now return. The ministers of Gentile
love to their brethren of the circumcision, the opposition that we shall but too

soon see springing up comes from no failure upon the part of him who once
wished himself accursed from Christ for bis kindred according to the flesh (Rom.
ix. 3). That they would not receive his testimony he had been already warned
(chap. xxii. 18) ;

yet his heart could not be kept back in its overflowing affec-

tion for them. We are to see how it was repaid,—alas ! and yet no wonder
;

was it not Christ, and Him crucified, whom Paul proclaimed ? and to the people
who had crucified Him ? Such is man ! and in the sovereign grace of the God
of grace alone is there hope for any.
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row there were in Antioch, in the "assembly that
was there, "prophets and teachers: "Barnabas, and

Symeon who was called Niger, and Lucius the Cyre-
nian, and Manaen,*" foster-brother ofHerod the tetrarch,
and 'Saul. And as they were ''ministering to the Lord
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The mention of Mark as accompanying the return to Antioch bas a moral with
it, which develops later. He was sister's son to Barnabas (Col. iv. 10) ; and this
touch of nature prevails in the end to separate the two zealous laborers with
whom he is for the present united. And yet Mark—here the failing servant—is

by and by the one who records the Lord's own unfailing service in the second
Gospel ; and of whom the untiring Paul will one day say, "He is profitable to
me for the ministry " (2 Tim. iv. 11). How will grace triumph at the last over
all our failures

!

Div. 3.

It has been already said that we must not expect to have any full opening of
the mysteries here, as we have in the epistles. The New Testament is charac-
terized by them :

" Let a man so account of us," says the apostle, "as ministers
of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God " (1 Cor. iv. 1). There are
"mysteries of the Kingdom " (Matt. xiii. 11), as the Church also is one. Even
the " blindness in part" which " is happened unto Israel " is a mystery (Rom.
xi. 25) ; and the partaking of the Gentile in the promise in Chnst on equal
terms with the Jew (Eph. iii. 6) is a mystery also. Thus we can speak of mys-
teries being opened here without implying that the truth of the Church is

declared as Paul elsewhere declares it. The mystery is the one assembly of
Jew and Gentile, and Christ's epistle in the world, with the ministration of
righteousness and life, and of the Spirit, in contrast with the legal ministration
of death and of condemnation. As this, we shall not wonder if the enemy
would use the Jew in his unbelief against it, and the legal principle which
God, having accomplished His end with it, has set aside. This will appear, in
fact, as Satan's great endeavor from the beginning. We have even a typical
presentation of this as an enforcement of warning, in Elymas. The attempt of
the Pharisaic converts to put the yoke of the law upon the Gentiles is a more
open endeavor, and from within. The " ministration of righteousness " we
find at the Pisidian Antioch.

SUBD. 1.

The first subdivision here naturally comprises the account of the first mission
from Antioch, constituted thus, instead of Jerusalem, the center of the new
work. It gives us evidently the foundations laid by one who was a "wise
master-builder," and with this the reception accorded to the grace proclaimed.
This lies upon the surface ; how much that must be underneath may the Spirit
of God disclose to us as we take up what is here !

1. We have first the divine call, which must in some way be repeated, wher-
ever profitable labor is to be done after this fashion. The Spirit of God is here
pleased to make known to us that all the separation and guidance of the Lord's
servants and messengers is from Himself How strange and incongruous is the
thought of "ordination " which so attaches to it in the minds of many ! For,
in the first place, both Barnabas and Saul are expressly named among the
" prophets and teachers " ministering to the Lord in Antioch at this time. They
were not. then, to be ordained to such an office, who had already been a good
while in it ; and surely not by men who could not be supposed to be any way
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and 'fasting, the 'Holy Spirit said, Separate to me now
Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have "called
them. Then, having "fasted and prayed, and "laid
hands upon them, they 'let [them] go.
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superior, if equal, to themselves ! One would surely say that the idea of equals
lifting equals to a higher position than themselves, and which after all was only
the position they had held before, would be too contradictory to be entertained
by any serious mind. But if not, this was no ordination to an ofl&ce at all.

Again, there was only one degree higher than those of these prophets and
teachers, and that was the apostle's. Paul was an apostle, as all admit, in the
fullest and most eminent way ; but he distinctly declares himself (Gal. i. 1) "an
apostle, not of men, nor through man :'' men neither called him, nor ministered
in this in any way. It was not then to this that he and Barnabas were called
at Antioch.

We are told, moreover, to what it was they were called : for, at the end of the
special work to which in fact they immediately set out, they return to Antioch,
and there it is added, " whence they had been committed to the grace of God
for the work which they fulfilled." It is as certain, therefore, as Scripture itself

can make it, that the work in question was not an apostle's, prophet's, or teacher's
office, but simply an evangelistic mission to the needy fields of Asia Minor.

Indeed, by this separation of Saul and Barnabas from their number at the
Spirit's word, is only made more distinctly apparent that free and necessary
work on His part which has been continually coming into more prominence in

this book. He chooses. He sends ; nothing is rightly done apart from this. Fit
it was, the Spirit being come to take charge of all that should be done in the
Name of Christ on earth, that this choice and will of the Spirit should now be
emphasized in the strongest way. Judaism was a system of law, with a strong
principle of succession in it ; where in the most sacred things, as in the priest-

hood, son succeeded father ; where the elders ruled as elders (though in this
there was a right and necessary element, as has been said, and as we shall have
more fully to see hereafter) ; the only exception to this (and it is a streak of
blessed light through all the darkness of the history) is in the reservation of the
prophet's office in the hand of God alone. Elsewhere, with the succession of
kings, priests, elders, the flesh came in to deflle and mar in every shameful and
terrible way possible ; while the prophets, with God's call and message, were
the men of God in their several days. Each could say, after the pattern of
Paul, "neither of men nor by man." Prophecy in this character of it, as has
been already said, is of the very spirit of Christianity. It breathes of intercourse
with God. And with God manifested in Clirist, the sanctuary opened, who can
wonder that the apostle should say, "I would that ye all spake with tongues,
but rather that ye prophesied ; for greater is he that prophesieth than he that
speaketb with tongues;" "covet spiritual gifts, but rather that ye may
prophesy ;" for "ye may all prophesy " (1 Cor. xiv. 1, 5, 31).

In the shadow of Judaism, (as we see in the disastrous return to it, now for
so many centuries,) succession—that is, dependence upon flesh and blood—comes
in naturally everywhere. The simple rule of God—the conscience before Him
alone—cannot be permitted. The prophet call, the prophet voice,—these have
less room for them in such legal systems than in Judaism itself: naturally,
again ; for this is the veil reintroduced, and therefore darker than anything that
God could ever have permitted. At the time to which we have come in the
book before ns, Christianity was coming into her proper freedom from the yoke
of bondage, the last remains of the shadow passing from her spirit ; and in the
new freedom, that it might be freedom, the rule of God was to be recognized in
its full and sweet reality. The Christian was "not in the flesh, but in the
Spirit," which meant both of these two inseparable things. Thus, of necessity,
in the highest department of Christian work, the rule of the Spirit must be above
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2. They, therefore, being 'sent forth by the Holy Spirit,

went down to Seleucia ; and from thence they sailed to
* Cyprus. And having arrived at Salamis, they an-

nounced the word of God in the "synagogues of the

Jews ; and they had also * John as [their] attendant.

And when they had gone through all the isle as far as

Paphos, they found a certain magian, a * false prophet,

a Jew, whose name was Bar-jesus, who was with the

''proconsul, Sergius Paulus, a man of understanding
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all emphasized. It was only the assertion of what was now to be the universal

principle ; but it is here expressed in a manner the most distinct ; not by a
Voice within the soul itself merely, but by one that demanded and obtained
the obedience of the gathered company,—to which they openly set their seals

;

for the imposition of bands was the sign of identification and fellowship with
those to whom the call was—with their obedience to it.

They were all in all seriousness of spirit waiting upon the Lord when the

word came ; and afterwards when they laid their bauds upon them, prayer and
fasting accompanied the action. But those who acted with this true and earnest

interest assumed no authority in it: they "let them go,"—not "sent them
away." The "sending forth," as now directly said, was of the Spirit*

2. The journey through Cyprus has but one point in it upon which the his-

torian dwells. Salamis is only mentioned to state that they announced the

word of God there in the synagogues of the Jews. The rule, " to the Jew first,"

was observed in this case ; nor have we any record of work among the Gentiles.

Among the Jews also the fact of the preaching is not accompanied by any state-

ment as to the eflect ; there may have been such ; it would be natural, under
such preachers, and on a mission directed by the Spirit of God, to reason that

there must have been ; but it is certain that it is only the fact that is given us
here, and not its consequeuces. The Jew is still sought by divine grace, and
sought in an especial manner also. The giving up of the nation as such does
not mean any turning away of the offer of salvation from them. The first step

upon the road here makes plain that the love that has been with them seeks

them still. The breach is upon their side, not on His.

This seems to connect morally with the account which is now given of the

Jew at Paphos; scarcely a Jew indeed, oue would say, so perverted, heathenized,

demonized, is he. All the more, however, is he the true picture of the Jew, or

of Judaism, fallen by opposition to Christ into the power of the enemy, and
then becoming the most virulent of foes. Such is this Bar-jesus, with his fair

name and his practice of occult arts, false prophet through and through. He is

the worst hindrance to the Gentile inquirer, stout refuser of salvation on hisowu
accouut ; and that, whether outside the professing church, or (as he will lie by-
and-by) within it. He is to be the great antagonist of Paul all through, bring-

ing him at last into the Roman prison, in which for so many generations he was
shut up ; for without the Jew the Roman could have done little.

Plainly, it is not the opposition of the moment at which we are looking here,

but something far deeper and more lasting ;—lasting until the " mist and dark-
ness." come upon the Jew for his opposition to the truth, shall pass away, in

the dawn of a day beyond the present. Bar-jesus, living reality as he was, is

* While the names of the prophets and teachers are given, it is not to be inferred that the
ministry and fasting were only by these, but rather that the whole assembly at Antioch waa
engaged. Some of the gifts are mentioned, and these were doubtless the channels of the
Spirit's communication, but on their return we find Paul aud Barnabaj; gathering the whole
assembly to rehearse the accomplishment of the work to which they had been committed
(chap. xiv. 26, 27). It would thus seem that all was done with the fellowship of the entire
assembly ; and this seems to agree with the teaching as to the local assembly being the
habitation of the Spirit. S. R.
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He called to him Barnabas and Saul, and desired to
hear the word of God. But Elymas the magian (for so
is his name interpreted) "withstood them, seeking to
turn the proconsul from the faith. But Saul, who is

also Paul, filled with the Holy Spirit, fastened his eyes
upon him, and said, O full of all deceit and reckless-

ness,* •''sou of the devil, enemy of all righteousness, wilt
thou not cease perverting the Lord's right ways ? And
now, behold, the hand of the Lord is upon thee, and
thou shalt be » blind, not seeing the sun for a season.
And immediately there fell upon him a mist and dark-
ness ; and he went about, seeking some to lead him by
the hand. Then the proconsul, seeing what was done,
* believed, being astonished at the doctrine of the Lord.

'Or, "subtlety."
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nevertheless a type of something far more enduring than himself, and to us all

more important. It will be good for us to stand still a little, and contemplate
that to which our attention is here by the Spirit of God pointed,—the universal
foe of the grace of the gospel.

"God gave man the law." This, which is almost the universal cry (hardly
accurate as it is), is an argument which no one can contest, and which, it is

thought, makes it really heresy to take seriously what Paul says about a Chris-
tian being "dead" to it. You may put in a word, and say, "dead to the
(ceremouial) law." Then it will be all right to say so. But unfortunately the
apostle, no matter what his apologists may invent for him, will not permit this.

For the law of which he is speaking in the very place iu which he says this

(Eom. vii. 4-7), is at any rate that which said, "Thou shalt not covet," the
last commandment graved upon those tables of stone shown, it is argued, by
their very material to be absolutely permanent.

If this be true, then, as undoubtedly the Jew thought, he has certainly matter
of contention with Paul about it. But the Jew weut further than this, and
upon the same warrant of " This do and thou shalt live," denied Paul's whole
gospel of "righteousness without works" (Rom. iv. 6), spite of his testimonies
from Abraham and David. We shall find all this carefully gone through in the
epistles, and we have no intention of taking it up here ; but here is the funda-
mental controversy through the Christian centuries, within, more than with
those outside the profession. Ritualism, Romauism, (how much more than
these !) are just Judaism come into Christianity ; but yet not purely that,—not
Judaism as God gave it,—but with an element introduced which is of the
enemy. Judaism was not an enemy to the truth of God ; the law was a hand-
maid—Hagar. It pointed to Christ its end and fulfilment, not only in its types,

but also by its own manifest incompetence to bring to God. Its "ministration "

was of death and condemnation, with the veil before the face of God ! The word
from His lips was " None can see Me and live." Thus the finger of hope could
only point forward to the "new covenant," which in the mere announcement of
it made the first old (Heb. viii. 13). But in the new ritualism of Rome and of
her daughters, while the shadows of Judaism are darker than of old, no finger
is found pointing beyond itself,—no glory of Christ illumines them. He is

come and gone, and has left still a closed up sanctuary, and a gospel of doubt !

The glory is still in the face of Moses ; the veil is upon His own ! But this is

Judaism with its heart dead within it, and the light that plays over it weird,
fantastic, demonic. Its mysteries are magic ; the power it craves oppressive,
not protective ; its yoke is tyrannous, and its burden heavy. It is Elymas the
sorcerer, courting the powere of the world, and opposing the gospel of grace in
the apo&tle. It is Paul of all men whom this does oppose.
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3. Now *Paul and his company, having sailed from
Paphos, came to Perga of Pamphylia ; and John •'de-

parted from them and returned to Jerusalem. But
they, passing through from Perga, came to Antioch of
Pisidia; and they went into the *synagogue on the
sabbath-day, and sat down. And after the 'reading of
the law and the prophets, the rulers of the synagogue
sent unto them, saying, Brethren, if ye have any word
of exhortation for the people, speak. And Paul stood
up, and beckoning with the hand, said. Men of Israel,

and ye that "" fear God, hearken ! The God of this peo-

ple Israel "chose our fathers, and exalted the people
when they sojourned in the land of Egypt, and "led

them forth with a high arm out of it. And for about
''forty years of time he nursed* them in the wilderness.

*The common text, with many MSS., reads " bore their manners.
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The conflict with the Jew manifests Sanl as Paul, the name which he hence-

forth retains. Tlie contrast between the two is such as could not escape notice.

Saul, the man of Benjamin, necessarily brings np the figure of that other Saul,

the king of men, such as the people "asked," head and shoulders above the
common stature, in contrast with Pan', the "little," the man "less than the
least of all saints," and ouly the chief of sinnere. But this is he who can now
be "strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus," "a good soldier of Jesns
Christ." Paul is the fittest name possible for the man who is to be taken into

the third heaven, and lead us into the open sanctuary, and present us "perfect

in Christ Jesns."
It is not from the converted Sergius that Paul derives his name, the most nn-

likely thing possible for one so free from all iiuraan dependence. While, at the

same time, it is quite in keeping with all else here tliat the man who escapes

from the snare of the Jew should be also a Paul—a " little " one. "Except ye
be converted, and become as little children, ye shall in no wise enter into the
Kingdom of heaven." In Scripture, while the history is ever truth, the fullest

reason of things is always the spiritual one ; for He who is Infinite Wisdom
governs all, and with an absolute control of ail material, which if we accredited

it, and realized the service of love in which it is made to work, we should see

the glory of God indeed.

Upon the opposers of truth the mist and darkness of error mnst snrely settle

down. Woe to him who resists at any point the light of God ! It is by the

cover of darkness alone that he can do it ; and he who shuts his eyes to any
part of truth will find that he can make no terms with the error to which he
surrenders. In the purport of his act he shuts ont everything ; and it is only
the mercy of God which can put limit to the terms of an absolute surrender to

the "authority of darkness."

3. The conflict at Paphos is thus but a typical introduction to what follows it

;

in which we are now to find what the reception of the gospel of Christ will be

in a world so needy of it, so ignorant of its need. Tiie conversion of the pro-

consul is all that we hear of in this way in Paphos ; for we have not all that

took place, but all that the Spirit of God saw fit to communicate. Cyprus is

now left behind, and "Paul and his company" cross over to the mainland, to

Perga in Pamphylia, on their onward way. There John their assistant leaves,

when the work is just beginning, and returns to Jernsalera. With the general

reticence of Scripture in such matters, we are told nothing of his motives. We
may infer, as it is u.snal to do, and as the point at which he leaves and bis re-

turn home naturally would indicate, that the difficulties of the way were

making themselves felt with one whose strength was not sufficiently in God for
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And when he had 'destroyed seven nations in the land
of Canaan, He gave them their land for an •'inheritance

;

and after these things he gave them 'judges [to the end
of] about four hundred and fifty years,* till 'Samuel
the prophet. And then they "asked for a king; and
God gave them "Saul, the son of Kish, a man of the

tribe of Benjamin, for forty years. And when he had
"removed him, he raised up 'David for [their] king;
to whom also he testified and said, I have •'found David
the son of Jesse, a man after my heart, who shall do all

my will. Of this man's 'seed hath God broughtf unto
Israel, according to promise, a Saviour, Jesus, when
"John had proclaimed before his coming in person J a
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The time is in some of the earliest MSS. put in connection with " He
gave them their land " etc.

tOr "raised up;" which has the consent of many MSS. and the
Syriac versions.

'X Literally, " the presence of his entry,"—the presence which his com-
ing made actual.

the demand. The path of faith will surely be too severe a test for all that is not
faith ; and all may not be faith that at firet seems so. Faith is stiengtheued in

the path, and does not fail because of diflScnlties v?hich it supposes, and by
which it ia exercised : but the unreal is sifted out, and the true state of things

is made apparent. Not that there was not reality in John, as we realize in his

recovery afterwards. He needed, no doubt, the lesson, to learn which Paul's

faithfulness also might be requisite, when again he offered himself for what he
failed in now. How good when we truly learn by our failures the way not to

fail ! A different thing, indeed, from the constant failure to which so many
seem only to become habituated, and easily plead their weakness, as if they
found no more strength in God than in themselves.*

With the sorrow of this defection on them, the travelers pass on from Perga
;

and next we hear of them at Antioch in Pisidia, where we have the proclama-
tion of Paul's gospel, in a way that "stands over against" the proclamation to

the Jews by Peter at Jerusalem. Antioch of Pisidia ("the well-watered
plains?") may give us a hint of this, as the other Antioch (of Syria—Aram, the
"high" or "exalted") has been seen to "stand over against" Jeru.salera in

another respect. The address here is indeed to Israelites, and in the synagogue
also, but taking in the proselytes in a distinct way, too,

—"ye that fear God."
The announcement, besides, ofjustification for every one who believeth in Jesua
gathers in the Gentiles in numbers the next sabbath, infiaming, alas ! the
jealousy of the Jews. As a consequence of this, the turning to tlie Gentiles is

definitely announced. Peter declares forgiveness of sins to those who repent
and are baptized. Paul, justification in Christ for the believer. No apostle ex-

cept Paul in terms declares this ; although John here, as in other ways, comes
nearest to him ; indeed, the difference in this respect is scarcely more than
verbal. The bold assurance as to the impotence of Moses' law, in the face of
the synagogue, is characteristic of Paul.

The apostle begins by reminding them how God had brought Israel out of
Egypt, and planted them in the land. After this, while through their sins the
time was indeed disastrous. He had raised them np judges to the end of about
450 years, till Samuel—another memorable deliverance. There was more dis-

aster, for the people would have a king ; but here also, after forty years of trial,

God overtopped their failure with the gift of one after His own heart ; with him

* May there not be a suggestion too that Mark shrunk from the evident tendency to reach
Gentiles? This is the theme of this part of the book, and the mention of bis return to Jeru-
salem is significant S. R.
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baptism of repentance to all the people of Israel. And
as John was fulfilling his course, he said, What suppose
ye that I,am? I am not he ; but behold, there 'cometh
one after me, the shoes of whose feet I am not worthy
to unloose. Brethren, children of the stock of Abraham,
and those among you who fear God, to us* is the word
of this 'salvation sent. For they that dwell in Jeru-
salem, and their rulers, because they ''knew him not,

nor the voices of the 'prophets which are read every
sabbath, •''fulfilled them in condemning him. And
though they found 'no cause of death [in him], they
besought Pilate that he might be slain. And when
they had * fulfilled all things that were written of
him, they took him down from the tree, and placed
him in a 'tomb. But God •'raised him from the dead,
and he was *seen for many days, of those who came up
with him from Galilee unto Jerusalem,—men who are
now his 'witnesses unto the people. And we declare to

While this is the better supported reading, " you " is not a weak one
and certainly agrees with the context.
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the promise of a Savioar in his line. There was then a weary interval, which
for his purpose the speaker can pass over ; at last, after a needed baptism of
repentance proclaimed to Israel, the Saviour came. All had known John ; and
he had borne public witness to the coming after him of One with regard to whom
he was not worthy to do a menial's oflQce. His salvation whom John had
heralded was now being declared to the residents at Antioch.

A strange story indeed, of a smitten and slain Saviour ! slain in accordance
with their prophecies, by a people who refused the testimony of the prophets.
Causelessly slain, yet His death had broken the bonds of death, and Grod had
raised Him in an exceptional manner from among the dead: a thing borne wit-
ness to by many witnesses.

The apostle had testimony of his own which he could have added, as we know;
but he prefers to make his appeal to what they had in their hand, the Scriptures
which, thank God, are in our hand also. He appeals to three special texts as to
the fulfilment of this promise.

The first is the second psalm, to which Peter also had appealed. God had
owned a Man on earth—His anointed King on Zion—as His begotten Son. This
was the claim which, as made by Jesus, the scribes so stoutly resisted. That
any man should dare, in that sense, to call God his Father, was in itself, what-
ever he mifiht offer in proof, incredible and monstrous. All His glorious works
were nullified by this claim. Yet there it was, upon the face of their own scrip-

tures, true certainly as to some Man: so that, if He had not claimed it. He could
not have been the Christ of God ! Thus the very ohjection that they made was
proof rather for, than proof against Him. Jesus was in fact the One raised up
of God to them in fulfilment of the promise. Did they but recall that psalm,

—

and how could an Israelite forget it?—they might see how the very controversy
of Israel and of the kings of the earth with Him was recorded in it,—the vain
attempt " against Jehovah and against His Christ." Did not He who sat in the
heavens laugh? What could they do with Him they hatl safely guarded in His
sepnlcre?—with the Risen One whom they had helped so manifestly to pro-
claim? If they had His body, they had only to produce it, to quench all this

joy that had so strangely arisen over the grave of a Crucified Man. But every-
where that Cross itself became a triumph ! The Crucified had become glorified

on earth; was it not the reflection of a brighter and heavenly glory?
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you glad tidings,—the "promise made unto the fathers,

that God hath fulfilled this unto us their children, in

that he raised up Jesus; as also it is "written in the
second psalm, Thou art my Son ; this day have I be-
gotten thee. But that he raised him from among the
dead, "no more to return to corruption, he hath spoken
thus, I will give you the ^faithful mercies* of David

;

wherefore he saith also in another [psalm], 'Thou wilt
not suffer thy Pious* One to see corruption. For
David, having in his own generation served the coun-
sel of God, 'fell asleep, and was laid unto his fathers,

and saw corruption : but he whom God raised up saw
*no corruption. Be it 'known unto you, therefore,

brethren, that through this man is announced to you
"remission of sins; and from all things from which in

* odia, odto?, the connection cannot be made apparent in
English without a paraphrase ; but see the Notes.
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The second psalm does not, however, speak of resnrrection ; for that the
apostle adduces a singular text from Isaiah (chap. Iv, 3), " I will give you the
sure (or faithful) mercies of David." These mercies, as every one knew, were to

be in a Person (as the next verses also show), a Son of David, greater far than he.

And of Him the sixteenth psalm, next quoted, plainly speaks. David it is; and
yet was it fulfilled in David? Here was a Pious One, who on account of what
He was, though His soul would be in hades, would not be suflfered to see cor-

ruption in the grave. That was not true of David, as they all knew. Of One
whom they could not deny to be the Son of David it was true. lu Him tho8«

mercies were deposited in a way which rescued them from peril evermore.

The connection between the "mercies" and the "Pious" One is not seen in

Euglish. The words are really the same—and this both in Greek and Hebrew;
and some would make them so in English, by translating, "Thy Merciful One;"
but I do not take this to be the connection. It is not as being merciful that God
could not suffer Him to see corruption: nor for anything that He is towards men.
Aa "Thy Pious One" is undoubtedly a good translation, so it is one that suits

the place in which we find it here. But the word used in relation to Jehovah,
as in the first case, cannot mean this; we cannot speak of Jehovah's " piety ";

and here the alternative rendering as "mercies," "benefits," is evidently right.

The word in Hebrew, in its radical meaning, speaks of affection abundant
and ready to flow out, whether Godward or manward, and needing therefore to

be variously expressed. In the One before us, the true David, or "Beloved,"
is found the abundant outflow in both directions; and here is the connection

between the passages as far as this word is concerned. In the Mediator standing
between God and man, both God and Man are found in full, ideal relationship.

And it is in the Risen Man that this is clearly established, never to be disordered
any more.

The effect is now that there is a gospel: " Through this Man is announced to

yon remission of sins;" and that in a complete way which not only witnesses
mercy on God's part, but righteousness,—as justification manifestly does. The
wail of the Jobs of ancient time is answered, "How shall man be just with
God?" though in a way transcending all ability on man's side; for now God is

just, and the Justifier of the ungodly, through faith in Jesus. The justification

of a sinner—the righteousness of God put fully upon his side—in the only way
in which it could possibly be accomplished, will be the wonder and delight of
eternity. What indeed could Moses' law do in such a matter? It was only for

sins done inadvertently that it provided (Lev. iv. 2, 13, 22, 27); for any other it
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4 (xiii.42-

52) : The
Jews re-

jecting, the
apostles

turn to the
Gentiles.

"Moses' law ye could not be justified, in him is "justified

every one who believeth. See then, that there come
not upon you that which is spoken in the prophets,
Behold, ye 'despisers, and wonder, and perish ; for I

work a work in your days, a work which ye will in no
wise believe, if one declare it unto you.

4. And as they went out, they "besought that these things
might be spoken to them the next sabbath. Now
when the synagogue broke up, many of the Jews and of
the worshiping proselytes followed Paul and Barnabas

;

who, speaking to them, persuaded them to 'continue
in the grace of God. And on the next sabbath almost
all the city was gathered together to hear the word
of God. But when the Jews saw the multitudes, they
were filled with "jealousy, and contradicted the things
spoken by Paul, and railed. And Paul and Barnabas
spake out boldly, saying. It was necessary that the
word of God should be spoken ^ first to you. Since ye
thrust it from you, and judge yourselves unworthy of
eternal life, lo, we *turn to the Gentiles. For so hath
the Lord enjoined us, ''I have set thee for a light of the
nations, that thou shouldst be for salvation unto the
end of the earth. And the Gentiles hearing [this] were
glad, and glorified the word of the Lord ; and as many
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was incompetent. And if " without shedding of blood is no remission," "the
blood of bulls and goats could not take away sins" (Heb. ix. 22, x. 4-7). Of
something beyond itself it was ever speaking; yea, of Him whose death for

sinners was now an offence everywhere to the Jew.
The apostle adds the warning which the prophet had already given; or rather,

God by him; an intimation not to be carried away by the unbelief of their

leaders,—an unbelief so plainly foretold. Alas, it was soon to be seen that they
needed the warning, and yet that it was to be, except to a remnant, given
in vain !*

4. The history of this follows; in which we see the pride of the Jew in his

exclusive privileges making him refuse the most precious blessings, if he is to

share them with the Gentile. The simple condition of faith which the gospel

imposes sets the believing Gentile upon the same footing with the Jew; and on
the next sabbath almost the whole city comes together to hear news like this.

The sight of the multitudes stirs up the Jews to jealousy, and they contradict

Paul with opeu railing. This in turn rouses the two evangelists to declare their

express commission to the Gentiles; and that, since they who bad been privileged

to have the first invitation of divine grace had put it from them, they would
turn to these. And again they produce the undeniable statement of the Word,
that Christ was set to be a light to the nations, a salvation even to the end of
the earth.

It is, in fact, to One whose labor has been in vain in Israel that Grod speaks
after this manner (Isa. xlix. 4-6). If Israel were not gathered, this even would
be a small thing, compared with the work in which He should be glorified, of
wide blessing among the Gentiles. Tliis shows it contemplated, at least, tliat

there might be a time when Israel would reject while the Gentiles would receive

Him. What serious question would not such a suggestion raise in the mind of

This address of Paul has Bomethlng in common with that of Stephen, in that it is a
historic summary. It differs from that however and resembles Peter's at Pentecost, in show-
ing from Scripture the death and resurrection of Christ. 8. R.
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6 (xiv.1-7)

:

TUe Strong
with the
weak.

as were 'ordained to eternal life believed. And the
word of the Lord was 'carried abroad through all the
country. But the Jews excited the 'women of the
upper classes who were worshipers, and the chief men
of the city, and stirred up persecution against Paul and
Barnabas, and *cast them out from their borders. But
they 'shook off the dust of their feet against them, and
came to Iconium. And the disciples were 'filled with
joy and with [the] Holy Spirit.

5. And it came to pass in Iconium that they entered to-

gether into the *synagogue of the Jews, and 'so spake
that a great multitude of both Jews and Greeks be-
lieved. But the Jews who were disobedient "• stirred

up the souls of the Gentiles, and made their minds ill-

affected against the brethren. Long time therefore
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a Jew ! And these prophets were read continually in their synagognes ! but
unbelief gets through the plainest testimonies. The Gentiles are glad, however,
and glorify the word of the Lord; and in the sovereign grace of God many
believe; and the word of the Lord is carried abroad throughout all the country.
But an opposition is now roused, which follows the apostles throngli all their

labors in these parts. Those who will not themselves receive the truth will not,

if they can help it, suffer the truth to be received; and the Jews have influ-

ence enough with the Gentiles to tnrn them against those whom they hate for

bringing blessing to the Gentiles! Such is man! So the bringers of good news
are cast out for the news they bring; but the disciples are filled with joy and
with the Holy Spirit.

5. The work at Iconium does not present much difference from that at An-
tioch; only that here a larger number of the Jews believe. The end is similar;

the unbelieving Jews stir up the Gentiles, and the apostles have to flee. What
is emphasized in ihe account given is certainly the help found in God, who
links Himself to human weakness so as to make it "mighty through God."
First, in the synagogue they " so spake that a great multitude of both Jews and
Greeks believed." Here, spite of its being clearly the work of God to bring
men to Himself, yet none the less is He pleased to give effect to the words of

His people in such sort tiiat it can be said, they so spake as to produce faith.

There is a right fitting of words to such an end which must not be overlooked;
a skill which only a wisdom begotten of love can enable with, and which dis-

dains not diligence for the attainment of its ends,—" And because the preacher
was wise, he still taught the people knowledge; yea, he pondered and sought
ont, and set in order many proverbs. The preacher sought to find out acceptable
words, and that which was written uprightly, even words of truth"
(Eccl. xii. 9, 10).

There are many who seem to think that the teaching of the Spirit of God
should set aside all this. They speak slightingly of the "study" even of the
word of God. They no longer "cry after knowledge," nor "lilt up the voice

for understanding;" they do not "seek her as silver," nor "search for her as for

hid treasures." Yet they doubt not to "understand the fear of the Lord,
and find the knowledge of God " (Prov. ii. 3-5). Without sowing of seed, they
expect harvests, and that negligence now shall do the work of diligence, and
find the blessing it has never sought.

But the man of God is to be furnished nnto all good works; and from Scrip-
ture only is this furnishing. If we are to be "as new-bora babes, desiring the
sincere milk of the Word," hmo much does a new-born babe desire milk? Alas!
the careless way in which the word of God is read to-day shows little of the
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they tarried, speaking "boldly in dependence on the
Lord, who bare "witness to the word of his grace,
granting signs and wonders to be done by their hands.
But the multitude of the city was ^ divided ; and part
held with the Jews, and part with the apostles. And
when an effort was made, both of the Gentiles and of
the Jews, with their rulers, to use them ill, and stone
them, they became aware of it, and «fled unto the cities

of Lycaonia, to Lystra and Derbe, and the surrounding
country ; and there they evangelized.

6. And there sat a certain man in Lystra, 'impotent in

his feet, lame from his mother's womb, who had never
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teaching of the Spirit of God; and thus with each new wind of doctrine, the
anchors of so many drag at once!

Here we are speaking rather of the ability to aflFect others; and for this the
need of gift from God must not be forgotten. But the possession of whatever
gift does not render one superior to the rules which are common to all Christians,

and which are plain moral rules, every one. The servant serves with what the

Christian has acquired ; and this is a most important rule indeed! We acquire
and prove in our own souls what we can then use for the souls of others; and the
very fact that we are to serve others with it shows the need all have of it, and
not servants only. There is no part of the word of God that is not intended
for all the people of God; and we all learn as learners, not as teachers. Oh for

the longing from the heart of every Christian for that which has all come from
the heart of God for all His own!

Those so speak as to make men believe, who have themselves received with a
living and joyous faith what they impart to others; and who impart it there-
fore, not according to the rules of an artificial pedagogy, but from such full

hearts as alone can reach hearts.

So the apostles spake, and so the Iconians believed. But all the more it stirred

the souls of some to faith, the more would it awaken opposition in the hearts of
its rejectors. Again it was the Jews who evil affected the Gentiles towards the
brethren, newly become such. Here too, however, the weak are with the Strong,
who protects them and enables them to continue in the midst of the opposition,

by means, perhaps, of the signs and wonders which He grants them to do, and
of which at Autioch we hear nothing. They seem by no means, therefore, a
necessary accompaniment of the gospel, but rather an occasional help,—in this

case, seemingly, to quiet opposition, and make men realize with whom they
had to do.

The city was divided; but at last a determined attack was to be made,—

a

combined attempt to stone them on the part of Jews and Gentiles both. Acting
then upon the Lord's words to the disciples, they flee to Lystra and Derbe,
in the wilder parts of Lycaonia, and there pursue their work,

6. As at Iconium there was seen the power of Him who was with His word,
so now at Lystra is demonstrated the fickleness of the multitude, who presently

stone the man whom at first they would have worshiped as a god. The healing
of the impotent man suggests the latter; yet is all incompetent to commend to

the mass the blessed truth brought to them by the healer, which should have
been its own commendation; while the tale of his traducers finds its way to

the very bottom of their hearts! Both ways one touches boundaries here, but
finds good nowhere. Men will idolize yon, perhaps; for Grod has lost His place

with them, and it is easily given to another. They will destroy their idol too,

as easily. This is the creature, man, to whom nevertheless God has sent a
message of infinite grace, the story of a work more wonderful than ever blessed

before the ears that hear it; but over this he has the greatest difiScnIty! What
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walked. This man heard Paul speaking ; who, fasten-

ing his eyes upon him, and seeing that he had 'faith to

be made whole, said with a loud voice. Stand upright
upon thy feet; and he 'leaped up and "walked. And
the multitudes, seeing what Paul had done, lifted up
their voices, saying in the Lycaonian [tongue], The
•gods are come down to us in the likeness of men. And
they called Barnabas Jupiter, and Paul Mercury, be-

cause he took the "lead in speaking. And the priest

of Jupiter, who was before the city, brought bulls and
garlands to the gates, and would have done "sacrifice

with the multitudes. But when the apostles Barnabas
and Paul heard of it, they rent their garments, and
sprang forth among the multitude, crying out and say-

ing. Sirs, why do ye these things ? We also are men
of 'like passions with you, and bring you glad tidings,

that ye should "turn from these vain things unto the
living God, who "made heaven and earth, and the sea,

and all things that are therein ; who in the past gene-
rations * suffered all the nations to walk in their own
ways. And yet he left not himself without 'witness,

in that he did good and gave you rain from heaven,
and fruitful seasons, filling your hearts with food and
gladness. And with these words they scarcely restrained

the multitudes from sacrificing to them.
But there came Jews from Antioch and Iconium

;

and, having ''persuaded the multitudes, they *stoned
Paul, and dragged him out of the city, supposing that

he was dead. But while the disciples surrounded him,
he stood up, and -^entered into the city ; and on the
morrow he » went away with Barnabas to Derbe.

7. And when they had evangelized that city, and made
many disciples, they *returned to Lystra, and Iconium
and Antioch, confirming the souls of the disciples, ex-

horting them to *continue in the faith, and that through
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bat the power of the Spirit coald one trust to make way for the gospel in a
world like this?

Preserved from it at Iconium, Paul is permitted to be stoned at Lystra; how,
amid it all, his mind must have gone back to Stephen! but that he should abide
in the flesh was needful yet for many; and this, and not the wills of lawless

men, governs all: while the disciples stand round him, he rises up, and returns

into the city. " Fear would have said, Go anywhere else just now. Self would
have said. Stay there, and see what a future triumph for the gospel! But the
thoughts of man are in neither suggestion the mind of Christ; and this the
apostle had and acted on." (W. Kelly.) "On the morrow he went away with
Barnabas to Derbe."

7. The limit of their journey at the present time is now reached. At Derbe
there are many disciples made, with no record of after-persecution; and thence
they return to Lystra, Iconium and Antioch, "confirming the souls of the dis-

ciples, exhorting them to continue in the faith, and that through much tribula-

tion we must enter into the kingdom of God." Such words for the mass seem
idle now, though assuredly they should still have meaning. The lives of the

speakers were in this case an illustration in full of what they declared, and it was
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many ^tribulations we must enter into the kingdom of

God. And having chosen them * elders in each assembly,
having 'prayed, with fastings, they "commended them
to the Lord, on whom they had believed. And having
passed through Pisidia, they came unto Pamphylia;
and having spoken the word in Perga, they went down
to Attalia ; and thence they sailed to Antioch, whence
they had been "committed to the grace of God, for the

work which they had fulfilled. And when they had
come, and gathered together the assembly, they "re-

lated to them all that God had done with them, and
how he had ^opened a door of faith unto the Gentiles.

And they remained no little time with the disciples.
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not possible for any to dissent from a principle so manifest as these had
made it.

Now for the first time we come to the appointment of elders in the assemblies;

a class of ofi&cers of which we have heard hitherto only among the assemblies in

Jadea. Unless age and experience are to count for nothing in the affairs of the

assembly, an eldership must naturally obtain recognition everywhere, practically

if not formally; and in the Jewish aaserablies it seems to have been simply a
natural growth (1 Pet. v. 1, 5), oflScialized by antique and patriarchal custom.

Yet all would not be ready to take their part in the responsibilities implied, and
many would become in difl'erent ways disqualified. The eldership would thus

become more restricted than the term properly would argue for.

In the assembly also, in contradistinction from Judaism, all terms had a
spiritual significance. The "babes, young men, and fathers" were spiritual

grades primarily; even though by no means wholly severed from their natural

representatives. Years would count, and yet not simply as time and nothing

else. That would be true even in nature, that men might be older or younger
than their age; but spiritually much greater and more significant would such

disproportion be. Thus there would be disqualifications for eldership, and
mainly moral, though not wholly. If any one examines the apostle's qualifica-

tions of an overseer (which was the official status of the elder), as given in the

first epistle to Timothy, he will easily discern the moral character on which all

is based, and that it is that of the "father" (chap. iii. 1-7; comp. v. 1). A
specific gift was quite another matter; and though it might and should develop,

no age or experience could communicate it. But it was just the experience of

one spiritually a "father" which would enable him for ovei-sight in the family

of God.
In the case of the assemblies here, the apostles choose elders for them; they

are not able, therefore, to do it for themselves: and this is confirmed by the ex-

press commission given to Titus to appoint elders in those of Crete, as by the

directions as to them given to Timothy; where the fact of his being at Ephesus,

where there were already such (chap. xx. 17) makes their inability to apiwint

also as evident as that of the assembly. It was an office which apparently any
might desire, and to which, therefore, one would say, all who had the nee<lful

qualifications might be appointed. The appointment conveyed an authority which
theexerciseof special gift did not require; that of the preacher or teacher being

simply that of the word he ministered, and not of office.

Things being thus set In order in these young a-ssemblies, with prayer and
fasting they commended them to the Lord, in whom they had believed; and
passing back along the road by which they had come, having reached the sea-

coast, sailed to Antioch. There they had been committed to the grace of God
for the work now fulfilled; and there they related how God through them had
opened a door of faith to the Gentiles. There they remained no little time.
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Subdivision 2. (Chap, xv, 1-35.)

Is the Law to he added to the Gospel T

1. A ND certain persons who had come down from
-^ «Judea taught the brethren, Except ye shall have

been circumcised after the custom of Moses, ye cannot
be saved. A commotion therefore having taken place,

and no little 'debate with them by Paul and Barnabas,
they arranged that Paul and Barnabas, and some
others of them should go up to 'Jerusalem to the apos-
tles and elders about this question. They therefore,

having been brought on their way by the assembly,
'passed through both Phoenicia and Samaria, declaring
the conversion of the Gentiles ; and caused great "joy
to all the brethren. And being arrived at Jerusalem,
they were "received by the assembly and the apostles
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We have already seen abundantly, and as emphasized in the Cross itself, that

it is the men of law who are to be the special opponenta of the way of grace.

That which God gave for the cure of self-righteousness is that which the per-

versity of man uses in the interest of it. And this we are to find both outside

and inside Christianity, adapting itself in various grades and modifications to

what is its mere opposite; as a parasitic growth twines itself round and sustains

itself upon that from which it draws the nutritive juices which are its life.

The law was given for the cure of legality; but its mode of dealing with this

(nerhaps the only, and thus the absolutely necessary way) being that of experi-

ment, it seems at first sight, and on a superficial view, to favor it. God gave
the law, say men, and think they need go no further. Would He say, " Do
this," without meaning that you are to do it? That its real purpose should be
to stop every one's month, and bring ail the world in guilty before God,—that

is an intolerable thought. And when, convicted and undone, we must needs
cast ourselves upon Christ entirely for the righteousness which in ourselves we
cannot find, still, for most of us, if not all, the same weary round must be pur-

sued in the interests of holiness and practical life; conscience goading us on a
road which to the most conscientious is most impracticable, until we break
down with the despairing groan, *' O wretched man that I am! who shall deliver

me?" The least conscientious get on best here; and they find provided for

them all along the road certain helps for travelers—mere evasions of the truth,

or opiates for the conscience—which enable them to tread it with apparent ease,

or lead them off unwittingly upon a convenient bye-path. With these inven-

tions we have not as yet to do; we are here at the beginning of the history of
Christianity, and things meet us in their first and simplest forms. Here there-

fore, those of the sect of the Pharisees who believe have only in a straightfor-

ward manner to declare that it is needful to circumcise the Gentile converts,

and to enjoin them to keep the law of Moses. And by this they mean, not cer-

tain moral essentials, but the law as a whole: what a Jew would call that. This
question—already settled as it might seem, and indeed really was—comes up
nevertheless again for settlement. It cannot be suffered to be decided in default

merely of advocates for Moses; it must be taken up distinctly, raised and argued
out; and this is accordingly what we find now,

1. Those who are the occasion of the question being raised do not themselves

make a question of it. They preach boldly and without a doubt their legal

doctrine, as is usual with men of their class. " Except ye be circumcised after

the custom of Moses, ye cannot be saved." It need not, one would think, have
raised much alarm; for they could quote neither scripture nor apostle for it; but
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and the elders, and they "announced to them how great
things God had done with them. And there rose up
some of the'sect of the Pharisees who believed, saying
that it was needful to circumcise them, and enjoin them
to keep the law of Moses. And the apostles and the
"elders were gathered together to see about this matter.

2. And when there had been much debate, Peter stood
up and said unto them, Brethren, ye 'know how, long
ago, God made choice among you, that by my mouth
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the sheep of Christ are, alas, a timid folk, and a loud voice and a confident tone
are apt to dismay, if not to carry them. A commotion thus is easily excited,

which even Paul and Barnabas are unable to put an end to. Behind these
persons from Judea looms the shadow of Jerusalem and the twelve, the primal
seat of authority; and in fact it is of God that this matter shall be settled there,

so that there may be no possibility of cavil any more. Jerusalem is to be the
place of settlement, just because the Jewish yoke is to be finally and for ever
taken off the necks of the Gentiles, and no other hands could do it so well. It

is an act of abdication of supposed rights that is to be accomplished, and those
must do this who are thought to have the rights. After all, the decision really

is that God has settled the matter, and that they have nothing to do but to bow
to what He has done.

It is in a very different interest that this first "council " is quoted and ap-
pealed to, namely to give sanction to a hierarchical government of the Church.
The patriarchate of Jerusalem is thus made to have its beginning from the

earliest times, with James as its head and oracle giving sentence, even in the
presence of the whole conclave of the apostles themselves! A small foundation
indeed, upon which to build the immense system that has been built upon it.

The moral suitability of all here is as plain as the uwsuitability for the purposes
of ecclesiastical pretension which it is made to serve. And this will be more
evident as we proceed to consider it.

The discordant voices that have been heard have come from Judea. There is

the seat of what may be a growing and fatal heresy. The place for it to be met
is there where it has had its origin, and with the full agreement of those who
are leaders in the Jewish assemblies. Paul and Barnabas, with others from
Antioch, it is arranged, shall go up there; and the assembly, in testimony of
their fellowship with them, conduct them on the way. Everywhere, as they
pass through Phenicia and Samaria, they carry with them the news of the Gen-
tile work now fairly beginning, and of the wonderful power of God which has
shown itself in this: a fitting introduction to bring hearts into accord with Him
in the grace He has already manifested, and to make them fear to cloud it by
the bringing in of a principle so contradictory to that first free action of the

Spirit as that which men would now fain introduce.

So they come to Jerusalem, and in full assembly, before the apostles and elders,

announce the same joyful news of the blessing that has been given,—the firet-

fruits of a great harvest to come in. God has wrought; will they dictate to Hira
the terms of continuance of that which without condition He has so begun?
Here the Pharisees among the disciples echo the voice which has been heard at

Antioch, and in the same positive way. We cannot be saved by the law, indeed,

but can we be saved without the law?—a question existing to-day, apart from
the crude form in which it is uttered here; and urged with the same heedless-

ness of the answer of God already fully given, as well as of the imperative

needs that lie hid in their souls who ask it.

2. It is noticeable that not the apostles only come to consider the matter.

Those set in the place of founders of Christianity—Christ's special gifts to the

Church for that purpose—do not assume on that account to sit in a conclave of

their own, and simply let others know the decision they have arrived at. Just
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the Gentiles should hear the word of the gospel and be-
lieve. And God, who "knoweth the heart, bare them
witness, * giving them the Holy Spirit, even as to us,

and put *no difference between us and them, ''cleans-

ing their hearts by faith. Now then, why 'tempt ye
God, in putting a •''yoke upon the disciples' necks, which
» neither our fathers nor we were able to bear? But we
believe that through the *grace of the Lord Jesus we
shall be saved in the same manner as they. And all

the multitude kept silence ; and they hearkened unto
Bai'nabas and Paul 'relating how great signs and won-
ders God had done among the Gentiles by their means.
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SO much the more as the Lord has endowed thera with special gift, so much the
less need have they to feuce themselves round with the claimof authority which
after all is found iu the word they brin^, and must have its confirmation in the
conscience and heart of those that listen to it. Those whose history we have
before us here are evidently men who believe in full light and fresh air,—who
allow discussion, and appeal themselves both to Scripture and reason. Eeason
is not a revelation, and must be subject to revelation; but which will enlighten,
not contradict it. The more they were persuaded of the truth they had being
indeed from God, the more freely could they take the ground of one of these
apostles, "I speak as to wise men,"—sensible men, as we speak commonly

—

"judge ye what I say" (1 Cor. x. 15). The cry against the mind so often made
by assumed spirituality is most contrary to God, who has made us altogether for
Himself, and claims us altogether. Mind is not a product of the fall, though
the fall has darkened and enfeebled it. We need God here as everywhere, to
deliver from the power of sin which has enslaved naturally all our faculties;
bnt a man without mind is simply an idiot, and the lack is one which no
spiritual work that one ever bears of provides substitute for. Mind is a gift of
creation, not of new creation. The new-creative work is spiritual, and not
mental, however much the whole man is enlarged and blessed by it.

The naturalness of all here is refreshing. Debate goes on freely with the
apostles in presence; the arguments of the law-advocates are allowed to have full
hearing, although they are not recorded for us. At last Peter stands up and
narrates the story we have listened to before, of how God had settled this matter
a good while since, when by his mouth the Gentiles first heard the gospel and
believed. God had testified in their behalf, putting the seal of His Spirit on
them though uncircumcised, purifying them not by circumcision but by faith.

Had He then spoken anything of any supplementary work to be effected in them
by Moses? And what did their own experience tell them of the yoke of the
law? "Would they put that upon the.se fresh di.sciples, which they and their
fathers too had found no ability to bear? It would be tempting God, not pleas-
ing Him to impose that upon them which He in His ways had conspicuously left

aside. And they themselves tru.sted for salvation, not to legal righteousness
but to the grace of the Lord Jesus.

The clear and suflScient argument goes further than they yet were able or dis-
posed to carry it. Was God indeed freeing the Gentiles' necks from such an
intolerable yoke, still to leave the Jewish believers under it? But they keep to
the point in hand: God had certainly spoken with sufficient plainness as to it,

and the silence following testifies to the effect produced. To have resisted would
have been resisting Him. They are silent therefore, while Barnabas and Paul

—

we see how naturally here at Jerusalem Barnabas, best and longest known, re-
turns to his old precedence—once more relate the signs and wonders with which
it had pleased God to confirm their work among the nations. It was in fact
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And. after they had held their peace, 'James answered,
saying, Brethren, hearken to me : Simon * hath related

how God first visited the Gentiles, to * take out from
them a people for his Name. And to this 'agree the
words of the prophets, as it is "written, After these

things I will return, and "build again the tabernacle of
David which is fallen : yea, I will build again the ruins

of it, and set it up, so that the 'residue of men may
seek out the Lord, even all the nations upon whom my
Name is called, saith the Lord, who doeth these things
^known from eternity.f Wherefore /judge that we

• Symeon. t MSS. vary as to the exact words ; but the meauing is

little changed.
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Peter's argument extended and amplified; and thus God had been bearing wit-

ness to what was in His heart: who should gainsay Him? It was a different

—

a strange work compared with anything that the law could show, the heart of
God breaking through all barriers with its message of divine reconciliation and
peace for all;—God the God of all His creaturea once again; sin and its estrange-

ments overcome for all who would have it so!

This story of grace ended, James adds a final word; not, surely, as president

of the conference, any more than Patriarch of Jerusalem, but as led of the

Spirit, who has the controlling place all through, and therefore just the most
suitable person to show the complete harmony that prevailed. It is, no doubt,
as commonly understood, not James the apostle, the son of Alphseus, but James
the brother of Jude, the writer of the epistle which we have under his name.
Everything that we know of him shows him to have been himself one of the

most zealous of the law, which indeed all the thousands of believing Jews could
a good while afterwards still be claimed to be (chap. xxi. 20). If James gives

his judgment in agreement with Peter, then there is really no more to be said.

In that sense his judgment is final; but Peter's had already settled all. Rather,
it was God who had done so; and James continues but his argument by an
appeal to Scripture to show that the blessing of the Gentiles as Gentiles had
been before announced by God Himself For this purpose, while he refers

generally to the prophets he is content to quote Amos (chap. ix. 11, 12), in proof
that there would be nations upon whom God's Name would be called. He does
not at all say that the fulfilment of this was now taking place, or therefore, that

the tabernacle of David was now being raised up. It is sufficient for him that

such a thing as Gentiles being owned as God's was in full accord with God's
ways announced. The prophecy clearly looks on to millennial times, and not
to Christian ; but that which God can do at one time cannot be in itself incon-

sistent for Him to do at another.*

James concludes that those are not to be troubled who from the nations are

turning to God. Whoever desires to know the law can hear it every sabbath in

the synagogues. Let them only abstain from pollutions of idols, from fornica-

tion, and from things strangled, and from blood. And to this the whole assem-
bly agree without further discussion.

We have no difficulty as to the first two things specified here. The last two
are connected together, and go back beyond Moses to God's covenant with Noah
and his posterity,—therefore are not simply Jewish, though incorporated in the

Jewish law, but apply to the whole present race of men. "The blood is the

The quotation here of the Septuagint version, where it so decidedly differs from the
Hebrew, cannot but impress one. James does not seem the man to favor Hellenism, and the
whole character of the proceedings shows the manifest guidance of the Spirit of God. A very
slight change of the Hebrew letters would reproduce the text which the Alexandrian transla-
tors must have had before them. The meaning thus obtained seems also better than that of
the present text.
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should not 'trouble those who from the Gentiles are

turning unto God ; but that we write unto them that

they abstain from 'pollutions of idols, and from *forni-

cation, and from that which is 'strangled, and from
"blood. For Moses, from generations of old, hath in

every city those who preach him, being read in the
'synagogues every sabbath.

3. Then pleased it the "apostles and the elders, with the
whole assembly, to send men chosen from among them,
unto Antioch, with Paul and Barnabas,—Judas, who
tqr.Gen.9.4;c/.Lev.22.8. u c/.Iiev.l7.14. v <^.ch.l8.15; c/. 2 Cor. 3. 15. w ver.28; e/.Matt.l8.20.

life," and life belongs to God: the recognition of this in so open a way as is

here enjoined is surely seemly; and in a world of strife and bloodshed such as

sin has made this,—where, too, the creatures subjected to man are in danger of

ruthless extirpation at his hands, not even limited by his own interest in their

preservation, is (or would.be, if it were maintained) every way for good. Man
has, of course, set it aside, and the world at large has forgotten it; but the good
of that which is from God abides, and this it is the duty and privilege of the

Church to maintain,—the rights of the Creator, as well as the grace of the
Redeemer. Another has said with regard to this decree:

—

"It is a direction which teaches, not that which is abstractly good or evil,

but that which was suitable to the case presented. It was 'necessary,' not
' righteous before God ', to avoid certain things. The things might be really evil,

but they are not here looked at in that way. There were certain things to which
the Gentiles were accustomed, which it was proper they should renounce, in

order that the assembly might walk as it ought before God in peace. To the

other ordinances of the law they were not to be subjected. Moses had those

who preached him. That sufficed, without compelling the Gentiles to submit
to his laws, when they joined themselves, not to the Jews, but to the Lord.
" This decree tlierefore does not pronounce upon the nature of the things forbid-

den, but upon the opportuneness—the Gentiles having in fact been in the habit

of doing all these things. We must observe that they were not things forbidden

by the law only. It was that which was contrary to the order established by
God as Creator, or to a prohibition given to Noah when he was told to eat flesh.

Woman was only to be connected with man in the sanctity of marriage, and
this is a very great blessing. Life belonged to God. All fellowship with idols

was an outrage against the authority of the true God. Let Moses teach his own
laws; these things were contrary to the intelligent knowledge of the true God.
It is not therefore a new law imposed by Christianity, nor an accommodation to

the prejudices of tbe Jews. It has not the same kind of validity as a moral
ordinance that is obligatory in itself It is the expres-sion to Christian intelligence

of the terms of man's true relations with God in the things of nature, given

by the goodness of God, through the leaders at Jerusalem, to ignorant Christians

setting them free from the law, and enlightening them with regard to the rela-

tions between God and man, and to that which was proper to man,—things of
which, as idolatrous Gentiles, they had been ignorant. I have said, addressed to

Christian intelligence: accordingly there is nothing inconsistent in eating any-
thing that is sold at the shambles; for I acknowledge God who gave it, and not
an idol. But if the act implies communion with the idol, even to the conscience

of another, it would be provoking God to jealousy; I sin against Him or against

my neighbor. I do not know whether an animal is strangled or not, but if

people act so as to imply that it is indifferent whether life belongs to God or not,

I sin again; I am not defiled by the thing, but I fail in Christian intelligence

with regard to tbe rights of God as Creator." {Synopsia.)

3. For the publication of the decree, the assembly choose out men from
among them to send back as their representatives with Paul and Barnabas to
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is called Barsabbas, and Silas, leading men among the

brethren ; and they *wrote thus by them : The apostles

and elder brethren,* to the brethren from among the
Gentiles at Antioch and in Syria and Cilicia, greeting

:

Forasmuch as we have heard that "sovae who went out
from among us have troubled you with words, unset-

tling your souls, [saying that ye must be circumcised
and keep the law,]f to whom we gave no commandment,
it seemed good unto us, having come to a common
mindji to send 'chosen men to you, with our beloved
Barnabas and Paul,—men who have "given up their

lives for the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ. We have
sent therefore Judas and Silas, who shall tell you the
*same things by word [of mouth]. For it "seemed
good to the Holy Sjjirit and to us to lay upon you no
''burden more than these "necessary things, to abstain

from idol-sacrifices, and from blood, and from things
strangled, and from fornications ; from which if ye keep
yourselves ye shall do well. Farewell. They there-

fore, being let go, came down to Antioch ; and having
gathered the multitude, delivered the epistle. And

X ch. 16. 4.

!/ vers. 1 , 5.

c/.Gal.2.12,
13.

z ver. 22.

c/.ch. 13.2.

a c,f. ch. 14.

19, etc.

c/.ch.20.24.

ft c/. 2 Cor.
13. 1.

c ver. 22.

c/. 1 Cor. 2.

14-16.

c/.ch.l6.6,7.

d r/. ver. 10.

c/.Gal.5.10.

e ver. 20.

* Or, " elders and brethren." t Many omit the bracketed portion,

t Or, " being assembled with one accord."

Antioch, to confirm all by word of mouth that they were writing, that no sus-

picion should by any possibility arise; expressing also in their letter, in strong
terms their thorough confidence in those who had been the leaders in this woiic

among the Geutiies. It is striking that in the letter the ''elder brethren"
(which is generally accepted now as the true reading) are associated with the

apostles. It confirms what has been already said as to the character of eldership

in the Jewish assemblies, while showing how little jealous as to their preroga-

tives as such were the genuine apostles. The place they had, and which was
given them by tlie Lord, the Spirit of God maintained in the spiritual power
which was theirs—the gift which they used to serve with. In seven out of four-

teen of Paul's epistles we find a similar association of others with himself; and
such style is truly apostolic. The men of those days were yet in remembrance
of the Lord's pattern of greatness being a little child, and that He Himself had
been among them as one that serveth.

When they say, "It seemed good to the Holy Spirit, and to us," it has to be
remembered that the Spirit coming upon Cornelius and his company was indeed

to Peter and to those with him the incontrovertible proof of God's acceptance of

men nncircumcised ; and that thus we can easily see why they should speak of

the Spirit first and apart from themselves. The same seal had everywhere been
put upon the Gentile converts; how then could they do otherwise than obediently

follow as the Spirit so manirestly led? Their decision had been called for: they
declare themselves therefore, as they could not do otherwise, in obedient har-

mony with what the Spirit Himself, apart from them, had done. The witness

of the prophets, to which James had appealed, was also His witness; and the

command given to Noah was of course no new enactment, but what Scripture

had handed down. Really there was the fullest reason, therefore, for the lan-

guage which they use, which separates what the Spirit Himself had led in from
their own following as thus led of Him.
Nor is it in the least probable that they would have thought it necessary in

announcing a decision of this character, to assure men that they were acting by
the Spirit in such terms as they use here. That they had tlie Spirit, no one
questioned; their actual guidance would not be better proved by the assertion, if
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I (XV. 36-

41): Faith-
fulness.

when they had read it, they ^rejoiced for the consola-

tion. And Judas and Silas, being 'prophets also them-
selves, comforted the brethren with much discourse,

and established them. And having tarried awhile,
they were let go in peace from the brethren to those
who sent them. [But it seemed good to Silas to abide
there.*] But Paul and Barnabas remained in Antioch,
* teaching and announcing the glad tidings of the word
of the liord, with many others also.

Subdivision 3. (Chaps, xv. 36-xx. 38.)

Transformations : the moral result.

Secthon 1. (Chaps, xv. 36-xvi. 12.)

Thefundamental principle the sovereign will of Ood.

1. X)UT aft6r some days Paul 'said to Barnabas, Let us
-L' •'return now, and visit the brethren in every city

in which we have announced the word of the Lord,
[and see] how they go on. And Barnabas advised that
they should take with them also *John, called Mark.
But Paul thought it not fit to take with them him who
had fallen off from them from Pamphylia, and had not
gone with them to the work. A very 'warm feeling

* The majority of MSS omit the verse in brackets, but verse 40 would
seem to show Silas had remained, or returned again.

/ch. 11. 23.

gr.r.cb. 13.1.

r/.l Cor.l4.

ft qr. ch. 11.

26.

cf.ch. 14.21

-23.

* ch. 12. 12,

25.

ch. 13. 5,13.

C/.C0I.4.IO.

C/.2 Tim.4.
11.

I rf. Gen.l3.
7,8.
c/.l Cor.ll.
19.

any were disposed to question that. The apostle Paul does indeed, on one oc-

casion, VFhen he had beeu givin«c a judgment as to what it would be happier for

one to do, remind us that he had the Spirit ot God (1 Cor. vii. 40). But that is

just because he is not speaking authoritatively, but simply tendering advice.
He is not, as it were, in this case, the apostle, but the man ; and we might need
to be reminded that he was yet a man endowed (in how singular a way) with
the Spirit of God. But what is before us now is a very different thing from
this; and the authority of their decree would not be enhanced by a claim which
the fact of its emanation from the apostles of the Lord and Saviour rendered
quite unnecessary. On the other hand it would not be out of place to point out,

against those who vrere troubling that the Spirit had already decided the whole
matter. The case of Cornelius could not be unknown to them; in which the
lack of circumcision had been definitely a question, and at Jerusalem itself.

They had been taking up again what had been before sufficiently threshed out.

In fact it was the enemy's work, however overruled of God for blessing; and in

other and more subtle forms was to be again and again renewed.

For such need as all this implied, the testimony of Judas and Silas, prophets
themselves, would be all-important; and thus in fact we hear of the comforting
and establishment of the brethren by their means. Peace and unity were per-
fectly preserved; and as yet the adversary had gained no advantage. It is noted
that, after they had tarried awhile, they are ''let go in peace" to those who
sent them; while the word of the Lord makes progress still in Antioch, and the
number increases of those who labor in it.

SUBD. 3.

Tlie part of the Acts to which we have now come, and which seems to include
all the remaining labors of Paul, in Europe and in Asia, until his last journey
to Jerusalem, where the malice of the Jews delivers him, after the pattern of
his blessed Master^ into the hands of the Gentiles, is from its largeness and
variety hard to characterize. It can hardly be doubted, however, to give the
moral result of the publication of the gospel in the Gentile world. The record
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arose therefore [between them], so that they separated
from one another, and Barnabas taking Mark sailed to
"Cyprus; but Paul chose Silas and went forth, being
"commended by the brethren to the grace of the
Lord.* And he passed through Syria and Cilicia,

'confirming the assemblies.

• Or, " of God." MSS. differ.

me/.ch.4.86.

Cf. ch. 1S.4.

n <•/. ch.18.8
wiUi ch.16.
26.

o ch. 16. 5.

cf. Bom. 1.

11.

presents carefully selected types of its working in the midst of a people far

enough away from God to worship in Athens one unknown, and in Ephesus to
have it slander to assert that "they are uo gods that are made with hands."
Where God is thus lost the whole anchorage of the soul is lost, and all things
must be in drift; but it is hard for us to realize how openly evil stalked abroad
in the old heathen world. The remedy provided by the gospel was no super-
ficial one, but met the condition in what was its source, by the revelation of God
in Christ, and the establishment of abiding relationship in peace between Him
and all who in faith received the word of reconciliation.

Sec. 1.

The character of the message is seen in the messenger, as Panl elsewhere
urges. A yea and nay preacher would not commend his preaching as a trust-

worthy "yea." (2 Cor. i. 17-19.) A man himself insubject could not expect
to lead others into subjection to God. And this is what we start with here in

him who is the pattern worker set before us in the scenes in which we are now
to accompany him. For him to live was Christ; and that means obedience
aljsolute: that God must be God was his fundamental principle; and this gave
him, not freedom from exercise, but assurance as to a path which he could walk
in in faith as God's path—the only thing that can give ability for it. Christ as

his Lord alone, the Spirit was for him, as for all others then, sole Guide and
Interpreter of his Lord's will. His conscience was before God and not man,
as a right conscience ever must be. Nothing is more plainly seen here than the
positive way in which the Spirit guided, oft«n in opposition to the human wis-

dom and will of the apostle himself. Being forbidden to speak the Word in

Asia, they attempt to go into Bithynia, but the Spirit suflfers them not. Then
follows the vision of the man of Macedonia, and they pass over into Europe.
Guidance is by no means in any uniform way; one needs to be on the alert, as

well as instructed in the Lord's mind. Guidance with the eye requires the eye
to be in waiting for the look that is to guide; and so Elijah stood before the
I^rd his God.

1. In the first place we do not hear of any direct word. It is the heart that

prompts Paul to think of the brethren in the various places in which he had
preached the gospel, with solicitude to know how they have been faring since.

He proposes therefore to Barnabas that they should visit them together. Love
is the true motive principle, and (where it is divine love) is clear-sighted too.

The trouble as to guidance here is to avoid mixtures and counterfeits. That
Barnabas should be ready seems a matter of course; but he proposes to take
Mark with them, who had failed them on the former occasion, and at the very
entrance upon what was the real work. Here was love too, no doubt, but as Ut

his sister's son, too purely human. Paul being unwilling, there arises a very
warm feeling between them, which separates the two so closely attached hitherto.

Barnabas, kindly man as he is, now ruffled in his affections which doubtless are

mingled with gracious desire that the young man may recover himself, seems to

manifest most (as just such kindly spirits, so touched, are apt to do) the im-
patienc*e which hurries him off with his nephew to his native land; and we lose

him from the history. Paul, choosing Silas for his companion, goes forth, com-
mended by the brethren to the grace of the Lord. Barnabas had failed also,

just before this, as we learn from Galatians, following Peter's example upon the
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Wisdom.

2. And he came also to Derbe and Lystra; and behold,

a certain disciple was there, by name Timotheus, the
son of a ''Jewish woman who believed, but the father a
Greek, who was borne 'witness of by the brethren in

Lystra and Iconium. Him would Paul have to go forth

with him, and took and 'circumcised him because of

the Jews who were in those places, for they all knew
that his father was a Greek. And as they journeyed
through the cities, they delivered them for their observ-

ance the 'decrees determined on by the apostles and
elders that were at Jerusalem. The assemblies thei'e-

fore were confirmed in the faith, and 'increased in

number daily.

p e/. 2 Tim.
1.5.
C/.2 Tim.8.
15.

c/.Kph.6.4.
c/. 1 Cor. 7.

14.

q tf. 1 Tim.
3.7.
c/.3Jno.l2.
r cf. 1 Cor.9.
19, 20.

c<r.Gal.2.3.

cf. Gal. 5.6.

c/.Gal.6.16.

s ch. 15. 22-

29.

t ch. 2. 47.

ch. 9. 31.

Jewish question ; and this would naturally add to the seriousness of the matter
in Paul's eyes. Certainly with hiiu it was faithfulness that cost much which
could make him stand against the endeared companion of days so happily re-

membered, and against the solicitations of a heart that knew if any did, the

mercy of God towards the weak and erring, but now must be strong in the
interests of grace itself to keep it free from all that would hinder its proper
testimony among men. To Mark, at a later day, he gladly bears testimony ; and
he, the failing servant, is privileged, as we know, to give us the story of the

Unfailing, Perfect One. Would he not in that after-time be the first to justify

the apparent harshness which was only truth to Christ before all else, of the
apostle now? And this is true love also, that seeketh not her own, but can be
faithful because it ts love.

2. But love gives wisdom also; and fullest obedience to Christ will go farthest

in all that is permissible to yield to bring men to Him. At Jerusalem the cir-

cumcision of the Gentiles had been resisted to the uttermost, and on his new
journey into Asia Minor Paul carried with him and delivered to the assemblies
the decrees which had distinctly freed them from any imposition of the yoke of
the law; yet at Lystra he himself circumcises Timothy, the child of a Jewess
and a Greek; and this is for some an inconsistency sufficient to discredit the
whole narrative. In fact, it is doubted, however, whether such a step was
legally right at all; though if it were not, it is hard to see how it would have
conciliated the unconverted Jews, and not rather have been an additional offence

to them. The apostle certainly knew well the people he was dealing with, none
better; and that would settle the legality of it, in their minds at least. As for his

own use of the Jewish rite, he uses it, as is plain in the fullest Christian

liberty, which is always liberty to give up one's privileges wherever the love

that constrains us to seek souls for Christ shall be better served by it. He ex-

presses elsewhere carefully the principle that guides hira here: "to those that

are under the law, as under the law, not being myself under law, that I might
gain those that are under the law " (1 Cor. ix. 20). Here is the motive of his

act in this case, with the assertion at the same time of his own freedom from
the law while acting so. It is the wisdom that wins souls that he displays in it.

Of Timothy we shall hear much elsewhere. At present we know him only as

one to whom witness is borne by the brethren, and whom Paul takes with him
as companion and assistant on his journey now. He answers to his name all

through, as "one who honors God"; and even the two epistles to him which
are preserved to us are in striking accord with this. It is to Timothy that Paul
in his very last epistle pours out his whole heart.

The company of travelers thus increased carry with them the decrees deter-

mined by the apostles and elders at Jerusalem ; and these have happy effect in

confirming the assemblies in the faith, and adding to their number. Grace it is

that establishes the soul and wins the heart to God.
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3. And they went through the region of Phrygia and
"Galatia, having been "forbidden by the Holy Spirit to
speak the word in Asia, and having come down to Mysia,
they attempted to go into Bithynia, and the ""Spirit of
Jesus* suffered them not; and passing by Mysia, they
came down to Troas. And a "'vision appeared to Paul
in the night : There was a man of Macedonia standing
and beseeching him, and saying, "Come over into Ma-
cedonia and help us. And when he had seen the vision,

immediately we sought to go forth into Macedonia,
'concluding that God had called us to announce to
them the glad tidings. Having sailed away, therefore,

from Troas, we went in a "straight course to Samo-
thrace, and the day following to Neapolis, and thence
to 'Philippi, which is the first city of that part of Ma-
cedonia, a colony ; and we were in this city tarrying
certain days.

Some omit " of Jesus.

u ch. 18. 23.

cf. Gal. 1.2.

c/. Gal.4.13
-15.

V ver. 7.

cf. Kom. 1.

13.

c/.Rom.l5.
22-29.
rj. ch. 8.29.

w cf. ch. 21.

4, 11.

ctr. IThess.
2. 18.

cf. Rom. 8.

9-16.

X cf. ch.10.8,
9-16.

y cf. ch. 22.

17-21.

C/.PS.6831.
z cf. ch, 10.

19, 20.

cf. 1 Cor. 2.

15.

ac/. ch.20.6.

b Phil. 1. 1.

c/.ch.l9.21.

3. The controlling hand and guidance of the Spirit are here very clearly seen.
There was no one method of it,—and this is for our instruction, as well as the
fact itself. If the broad commission be to "go into all the world, and preach
the gospel to every creature," that in no wise sets aside the fact that there is to

be subjection to God as to the way of carrying this out. His personal interest
in it is such that He cannot leave to hap-liazard, or to the fallible judgment of
men, the questions of time and place, and indeed of any other matters in con-
nection with a work so precious. Tliere is need—even for an apostle, there
always was—for every one who would have success in his work to take every
debatable point into tlie sanctuary for guidance. How we shall be guided, we
see here to be another matter. They pass through Phrygia and Galatia, wliere
we hear afterwards of disciples who are, no doubt largely, if not altogether, the
fruit of their labor at this time. They then turn westward towards procon-
sular Asia, which included Mysia, Lydia, and Caria, that is, all the western
coast,—at another time to be evangelized by Paul from Epliesus with large
results. Now, however, they are forbidden of the Holy Spirit to sj^eak the
Word there. They seek from Mysia, therelbre, to go north-east into Bithynia;
but here again, with more of outward restraint apparently, "the Spirit of Jesus
suffered them not." In both these cases we are left without positive means of
ascertaining the character of the hindrance: for the first word does not necessarily
signify a verbal prohibition. Satan too might hinder, as the apostle says to the
Romans; but hindrance by the Spirit would, no doubt, be realized by its char-
acter, if not sometimes without serious and profitable exercise: the enemy cannot
so well mimic the work of God as to deceive the one who is truly single-hearted.
Indeed the unique expression used here—the Spirit of Jesus—may well intimate
this: the Spirit in the power of which He walked upon earth; Jesus being the
personal Name by whicii He was known on earth.

Thus they are hindered from going whether to the right or to the left. If
they go forward, they must go to Troas. There, almost upon the old battle-

ground between Europe and Asia, they were just opposite Macedonia; and there
that vision appeared in the night to Paul, in which a man of Macedonia, repre-
sentative of the whitening harvest fields beyond, stood and besought him,
saying, "Come over and help us!" Immediately they concluded that the Lord
had called them to announce the gospel in those parts, and sought to go forth

into Macedonia.

Thus, after a time of fruitful and happy work, they are left for awhile to
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Section 2. (Chap. xvi. 13-40.)

Progress through conflict.

1. And on the "sabbath-day we went outside the gate*
by the ''river, where it was the custom for prayer to be,

and we sat down and spake to the 'women who had
come together. And a certain woman, named Lydia,
a seller of purple, of the city of •''Thyatira, who wor-
shiped God, heard us; whose 'heart the Ijord opened
to attend to the things spoken by Paul. And when she

* Some read "city."

c cf. ch.17.2.

d c/.Gen.24.
11.

e ctr. ver. 9.

cf. Zech. 4.

10.

/ rf. Rev. 2.

18.

cf. ch.lO. 2.

g cf. ch. 11.

18.

c/.Jno 6.44.

«/.2Cor.4.6.

groping and uncertainty, headed off from different roads that seem open to them,
yet shut up by this to take the direction in which the Lord was in liact bringing
thera, until in due time the uncertainty is removed, and they receive definite

aasurance as to what is in His mind. How comforting to us, conscious of many
perplexities, is this little glimpse of the way of one like Paul! It may be said

however, that we can hardly expect a vision at last to resolve our doubts, and
that thus we are still left without the consolation we might derive from this.

But neither did the apostle expect or in general receive a vision to guide him.
It is not given to any man to walk habitually in such open light. It would not
really encourage faith, which has to do with the unseen and not the seen. And
perhaps the record here may serve a purpose ofgood by preventing our expectation
ofany one method of assurance, and casting us upon Him to njeet us in any way He
please; so that we may learn the better His various speech, and be more on the
alert to discover Him under whatever apparent disguises. Doubtless the man
of Macedonia shows us the appeal to that in us which is, or should be, at all

times the motive power; and the weighing of comparative needs, as well as of
what in the Lord's ways He has been leading on to, will have its place in deter-

mining the issue for us. After all, no rules can be given which will not probably
have large exception in actual working out. The Lord is able to give assurance
to the heart that honestly seeks to be subject to Him; and that is the
main point.

Another beautiful touch in the narrative is found here:—At Troas we discern,

simply by the change of the pronoun used, that the narrator himself has joined
the party of Paul. His name is never once mentioned, and it is only by the
change from "they" to "we" that we are able to trace him from Troas to

Philippi, where he seems to remain until Paul returns, after his long stay at

Ephesus, when he rejoins and travels with him to Jerusalem (chap. xx. 6-xxi. 18).

There, during Paul's long imprisonment, we lose sight of him again; but upon
the apostle's voyage to Italy, once more he is with him the whole way to Rome
(Chap, xxvii. 1-xxviii. 16). Through all he certainly filled no unimportant
place,—one would say more so than others whose names are mentioned

;
yet he

keeps to this reticence which characterizes him all along the way. There is no
trace of self-consciousness about him, as one may say; and how beautiful is this

in the inspired historian of such a book as this! what an example for us, who
are, alas, so apt to give at least their due value to all our doings. It is surely a
lesson which we shall do well to take to heart.

Sec. 2.

Philippi is evidently the starting-point of the history proper, as the Spirit of
God. is pleased to take it up for our instruction. It begins with conflict, and
the *power of Satan is more nakedly manifest here than at Paphos upon the

former journey. It is no longer, however, debased Judaism that is the instru-

ment, but heathenism, the rule of the demons or false gods, which bad for the
world at large usurped the place of the One true God. The power of the world
has here therefore to be reckoned with, and the progress of the gospel in the

teeth of persecution. Yet under no circumstances does the gospel succeed so
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8(16 W):
Satan for

and
against

had been * baptized, and her 'house, she besought us,

saying, If ye have judged me to be 'faithful to the
Lord, come into my house, and abide there. And she
constrained us.

2. And it came to pass, as we were going to the place of
*prayer, that a certain female slave, having a 'spirit of

Python, met us, who brought her masters much "gain
by soothsaying. She, having followed Paul and us,

cried, saying, "These men are servants of the Most
High God, who show unto you the way of salvation.

I cf. Matt. 15. 22; «/. ch. 8. 9; cf. ch. 19. 19. m ver. 19. n <y. Mk. 1. 34; </ Lk. 8.

11, 12; qr. ch. 19. 13-16.

h ver. S8.

ch.8.38,etc.

i cf. ver. 31.

cf. 1 Cor. 7.

14.

cf. Lk. 18.

15, 16.

Cf. Gen. 18.

19.

yc/.2Jno.4-
11.

c/. 2Sa.20.
16-22.

cf. Phil.4.3.

k cf. ch.2.42.

cf. ch. 6. 4.

28; cr. Ex. 7.

well; and Pbilippl is a marked instance of this,—always in lively sympathy
with the gospel, as we know from the epistle to the saiuts there; aud to whom
the apostle speaks as to sympathetic hearers of his own earnest pressing forward
in what was to him a race for a prize. The name Philippi, "fond of horses,"
naturally reminds us of this, and stamps with its significance spiritually those
who uow come before us, as well as the whole-hearted laborers the fruit of whose
work they are. Progress through conflict may well characterize this section

;

aud there is little true progress made where the adverse power is not realized.

1. The beginning here is in a hnrable way enough. Here, where they have
been brought by a vision of imploring need, the very man of the vision does
not appear; and in the absence of any synagogue, such as in general provided
them with their first opportunity, they are fain to go outside the city-gate, by
the bank of the river where it was the custom for prayer to be, and speak to the
women who seem alone to have the heart to come together. We see that they
are not men who will miss a small door open in seeking a large one; and here
also, if there be effectual entrance, it must be the Lord who makes it. The
heart of Lydia* is thus divinely opened to attend to the things spoken by Paul.

Her baptism soon follows, with that of her house, or family, as if the natural
consequence of her own faith. So undoubtedly would a proselyte to Judaism as

she was have considered it; and the Lord has long since assured us that such a
rule as to the kingdom of God has not been repealed (Matt, xviii. 14). Entrance
into the Church is not at all in question; to which the baptism of the Spirit alone
could introduce. It is the confusion between Church and Kingdom which has
lai"gely been the cause of the difficulty upon these points which has arisen. The
doctrine is not here before us to consider. Lydia, as the faithful person that she
desires to be known as, does not shrink from identifying herself with those who
have been the means of bringing her the truth which has won her. In those
days it was not possible to be long ignorant of what it involved to do this; but
with whole-hearted decision she at once pres.ses the little company of Christ's

witnesses to come into her house and abide there; and her earnestness will admit
of no refusal: she constrained them. In fact the clouds were already gathering
which portended a storm which was soon to break.

2. The enemy does not begin, however, with an open attack—far from it: he
announces himself in the first place as himself a witness to the message that
Paul brings! A female slave, having a spirit of Python (supposed to be inspired
by Apollo) and who brought her masters much gain by her divinations, followed
Paul and his companions on their way to the place of prayer, and day after day

• Lydia's occupation and the city whence she came are piven, and these with the sijfnifi-

cance of her name, would doubtless help in illuminating the brief narrative we have of her
conversion, had we eyes to see. Thyatira was a city in Asia, where the door had just been
closed on Paul. The first convert in Europe was from that city, and thus the continuity of
the work is shown. Her business—said to be characteristic of the citv—had to do with the
adornment of the natural man. Her lowliness is in striking contrast with the Church of
Thyatira (Rev. ii. 18, etc.), which represents the Church of Kome, the " woman arrayed in
purple and scarlet color.''—S. R.
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And this she did many days. And Paul, being "dis-

tressed, turned and said unto the spirit, I 'charge thee
in the Name of Jesus Christ to come out of her. And
it came out the same hour. And her masters, seeing
that the hope of their 'gains was gone, seized Paul and
Silas, and dragged them into the market-place before
the ''rulers ; and having brought them to the praetors,

they said, These men, being Jews, exceedingly 'trouble

our city, and teach customs which it is not lawful for

us to receive or practise, being Romans. And the
•multitude rose up too against them ; and the praetors,

having torn off their "garments from them, commanded
to 'beat them with rods. And having laid many stripes

upon them, they cast them into "prison, charging the
jailer to keep them safely ; who, having received such
a charge, cast them into the inner prison, and made
their *feet fast in the stocks.
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cried ont, "These men are servants of the Most High God, who show you the
way of salvation." It was an astonishing testimony from one accredited by the
multitude as a true prophetess, but whose whole condition spoke to those who
could discern the truth of dreadful bondage to an evil spirit! Yet it was in this case

a true testimouy, and which from such lips would naturally briug the attention of
many to the truth. Nor had those accredited by it any responsibility appar-
ently in the matter. Why should they not even accept such homage to the
truth forced from the mouth of a demon? So had the evil spirits in the Lord's
time owned Him as the Holy One of God whom men scoffed at as the Nazarene.
But He had silenced them, and cast them out; and now also there could be no
alliance between the awful power that held the world captive and Him who is

its Deliverer. Satan, if he will testify, shall testify in being cast out; and the
apostle, though for a time simply ignoring his effort to attach himself as a parasite

to the tree of life, at last brings to bear on him the power of the Name of Jesus
Christ, and his captive is set free.

Alas, not always was there to be the wisdom to discern the attack of the
enemy in that which spoke highly of the way of salvation, and glorified its

ministers. And so in fact was the way to be perverted, and the ministry to be-

come the chief agency in its perversion; the little seed became a tree, with the
birds of the air lodged securely in its branches. "Who can doubt that we have
here a forecast of that which has now become history?—though the disaster

wrought is not yet all told out.

Alliance or persecution,—these are the alternatives: false friendship or open
war. The apostle's act shows at once his acceptance of the issue, and presages
the final result; though for the present—and this in the ordering of God for

blessing to His own—the conflict may seem largely to go against them. The
cross must be the way to the crown, as the Lord has fully assured us; and "if
we suffer, we shall also reign with Him." The world is adverse, and the con-
dition of progress is that we make our way through hostile forces. At Philippi,

the enemy seeks to turn his first discomfiture into success. The loss of their

gains stirs up the girl's masters to drag Paul and Silas before the magistrates,
with the charge that as Jews they are troubling the city by introducing customs
unlawful to them as Romans. The prejudice against Jews was great, and the
last part of the charge had in it a certain amount of truth, as well as ability to

rouse the fanaticism of Romans. "The letter of the Roman law, even under
the republic, was opposed to the introduction of foreign religious; and though
exceptions were allowed, as in the case of the Jews themselves, yet the spirit of
the law entirely condemned such changes in worship as were likely to unsettle
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3 (25-40)

:

God mani-
festing
Himself.

3. But about "midnight Paul and Silas were praying
and singing hymns to God ; and the prisoners listened

to them. And suddenly there was a great 'earthquake,
and the foundations of the prison shook ; and immedi-
ately all the doors were "opened, and every one's bonds
were loosed. And the jailer, being roused out of sleep,

and seeing the prison doors open, drew his sword, and
was about to *kill himself, supposing that the prisoners
had escaped. But Paul called out with a loud voice,

saying, Do thyself "no harm ; for we are all here. And
having called for ''lights, he sprang in, and 'trembling
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the minds of the citizens, or to produce any tumultuous uproar .... Thus Paul
and Silas had undoubtedly been doing what in some degree exposed them to

legal penalties; and were beginning a change which tended to bring down, and
ultimately did bring down, the whole weight of the Komau law on the martyrs
of Christianity " {Conyheare and Howson).

Thus the prince of this world had taken means to secure himself against the
truth which might dethrone him; and at Philippi dififerent causes combined to

rouse the excitement of the mob so as to carry the magistrates along with it.

The arrested men are stripped and beaten in the merciless way natural, not
merely in the hard pagan world, but in the lawless condition in which things
were at present. Bruised and bleeding they are thrust into prison, with a charge
to the jailer to keep them safe; who on his part thrusts them into the innermost
dungeon, and their feet into the stocks.

These are the world's weapons, which are freely used upon unarmed and de-
fenceless men, teachers, as an oracle of their own had loudly proclaimed, of the

way of salvation. But if the weapons of these men are not carnal, they are, in

the language of one of the sufferers here, "mighty through God to the pulling

down of strongholds," and presently the prison wails are stirred to their founda-
tions, as vibrating to the unaccustomed sound of prayer and praise from lips

that cannot be silenced as the hearts that move them cannot be stilled.

3. "At midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God;
and the prisoners listened to them."
What a new sound it must have been! Had it been in a Christian land, as we

say, however poorly any land may be that, we should think of memories that it

would awaken in whatever hardened hearts; but here there were no memories to

awaken; it was a new gospel of gladness going forth, which in such circum-
stances those old Romans knew not. They could die well, as we know;—sternly,

grimly, they could die; with their song too upon their lips, as heroes, patriots,

and in softer moods of love and loyalty; but all this was inspiration from earthly

sources, and not strange to men: here was inspiration of another kind,—a new
strain that held the listeners by its rapt unearthliness, its confidence and joy in

an unseen God. Here was its revelation—its gospel: would there be answer
to this nndoubting claim upon One assumed so near and competent?

Suddenly an unexpected answer came: a great earthquake rocked the prison

to its foundations; and in a moment all the doors were opened, and every one's

bonds were loosed! Yet all the more the wonder held them: they were in hands
so manifestly mighty, so interested too, and guided by purpose for the manifesta-

tion of which they could only wait. Did not some realize perhaps, that there

was here a God worth waiting for, whom it must be a joy to know?

There was one, however, to whom what had taken place was a message of

death, or seemed such. The jailer, roused from sleep by the sudden shock, and
seeing the prison doors open, supposed that the prisoners had escaped. In that

case, from the severity of the Koman law there would have been for him no
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fell down before Paul and Silas. And leading them
out, he said, Sirs, '^what must I do to be saved? And
they said, * Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,* and thou
shalt be saved, thou and thy Chouse. And they spake
to him the 'word of the Lord, with all who were in his

house. And he took them the same hour of the night,

and 'washed their stripes, and was * baptized, he and
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escape. He had drawn his sword to kill himself, in despair of life, when a voice

of quiet assurance irom the depths of tlie prison arrested him. " Do thysell" no
harm," it called; " for we are all here." In that instant the voice of God had
spoken to him; the keeper and his captives had changed places: the perfect

autbority breathing in these words, coupled with mercy to himself so great,

which had laid aside all that self-concern prompted to, to care for a mere careless

and hardened persecutor, smote him with conviction that God was with these

men. He was in their hands, and not they in his. Conscience and heart were
roused in him together; the sense of sin, and of goodness that drew him after it.

He called for lights, and sprang in, and fell down before Paul and Silas, trembling
with these new emotions; and bringing them out, with the voice of the proph-
etess, no doubt, ringing in his ears, he said, "Sirs, what must I do to be saved?"

It was such a cry as divine grace awakens and responds to. The facing of

death immediately before, the consciousness of the divine hand in all that had
taken place, had been used of the Spirit of God to make him understand what
salvation would mean, though not the way of it. The way he did not under-
stand; nor could he have understood without further help the simple words (to

us, thank God!) in which it was made known to him: " Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved,—thou and thy house." It is a blessed

word; blessed in the largeness of assurance that clings to it; and which, though
on opposite sides misconceived, we are not to give up on that account.

It is faith in a personal Saviour that is preached to the convicted man,—

a

committing himself to One mighty to save; a believing on, which is trusting,

leaning on. It is not a doctrine simply that he is to accept, but a living Person
who is to be trusted.

But then it is a Person who has accomplished a work for men, in the power
of which He is Lord and Christ; not simply Sovereign Ruler, but the
" Anointed " Priest, the Representative of His people. As having stood in our
place upon the cross. He stands as the One in whom we are accepted belore God.

It is necessarily, therefore, faith which saves, just because it is Christ who
saves; it is not the value of faith in itself, although there is value in faith; for

it is the real active principle in every soul: so that it can be said, "Faith, if

it have not works, is dead, being alone." It works because it puts Christ in His
place, and so God (as manifested in Christ) in His also. But as contrasted with
works it is the very confession of creature nothingness and worthlessness, in

which it lays hold of Another as all its competence and all its boast. Repentance
and faith are thus but the opposite sides of the amazing change wliich is

wrought in conversion: the one is the face turned towards God, as the other is

the back turned upon self Each therefore implies the other.

But now as to the closing words, "thou and thy house:" have they any
special encouragement as to the family of a believer, or have they not? Do they
mean only "thon, if thou believest, and thy house also, if they believe"? Or
do they mean something more than this? Would there be need to assure the
penitent here, that faith being the way of salvation, it was as open to his house
upon their believing as to himsell? It does not seem as if he would need to be
assured of that.
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all his, immediately. And having brought them up
into his house, he set 'food before them, and "rejoiced

with all his house, he having believed God. And when
it was day, the praetors sent the lictors, saying, Let those

men go. And the jailer reported the words to Paul,

saying. The praetors have sent to let you go ; now
therefore go out, and depart in peace. But Paul said

unto them, They have beaten us publicly uncondemned,
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On the other hand, there should not need to say, that if faith be, as it surely

is, the way of salvation, there is no exemption of the family of a believer from
the necessity of faith. If there should possibly be any, as is sometimes stated,

who with the plain word of Scripture before them can yet hold that for a be-

liever's house there is even the possibility that without faith they may still please

God, or that the father's faith can in anywise be proxy for that of the child, such
a superstition needs only to be brought into honest daylight to be refuted. Quite
a different thing it is to believe that there are special promises to a believer's

house, not unconditional, and yet conditioned only upon bis being in practical

reality, and in relation to that which is in question, a believer. Such a belief

has plenty to ground itself upon in Scripture, and is not a superstition bat
a faith.

Take Abraham, "the father of all them that believe" (Rom. iv. 11), as an
illustration and somewhat more. " I know him," says the Lord, " that he will

command his children and his household after him, and they shall keep the way
of the Lord, to do justice and judgment; that the Lord may bring upon
Abraham that which He bath spokeu of him " (Gen. xviii. 19). Here is,

indeed, not a promise but an assurance, grounded upon that which the practical

character of his faith wrought in the Old Testament example of it. Himself
called out from the idolatry around to keep the way of the Lord, he acknowl-
edged Him as the God of his household as well as his own God. With such
purpose of heart the wise man's proverb would be fulfilled as to his bouse,

"Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not de-

part from it " (Prov. xxii. 6). This is the rule of the Christian's house, accord-

ing to which be is to bring up his children in the " nurture (or discipline) and
admonition of the Lord " (Eph. vi. 4). To this the promise applies that assures

him that it shall be effectual; and not in vain is the assurance. The faith which
it is true they need cannot be imparted by all that man can do for them: how
comforting then the word which entitles confidence in the Lord to whom we bring

them, and whose we would have them, that nevertheless this "discipline and
admonition" shall be effectual! Disciplesbip, government, discipline belong to

the kingdom; and "thou and thy house" have always been the rule in the

kingdom of God. Yet all here is distinctly conditional, not absolute, as the

Gospels fully show us; and to this, and not to the Church, is baptism introduc-

tory (see Matt, xxviii. 18, 19, notes); all is perfectly intelligible, therefore, when
we find directly here, that " they spake unto him the word of the Lord, and to

all that were in his house;" and that the jailer " was baptized, be and all his,

immediately."

Notable it is that of Israel's "set times" (Lev. xxiii.), which typically pre-

sent God's ways (as we say dispensationally), on to the end which is God's rest,

those from Passover to Pentecost speak of what was indeed offered to Israel, and
thus might have been hers, but being rejected through unbelief, they have passed

from her in their spiritual significance and become the peculiar portion of the

(characteristically Gentile) Church. No doubt can be entertained as to Pente-

cost; but the Sheaf of First-fruits also, which is Christ in resurrection, the

promise of the harvest to come, is also ours whose portion will be with Him in

this, while Israel inherits hers upon earth. Accordingly the feasts which speak

of the national blessing come afterwards, with an interval between, in the
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men that are "Romans, and have cast us into prison

;

and now do they thrust us out "secretly? Nay, indeed,

but let them come themselves, and bring us out. And
the lictors reported these words to the praetors ; and
they were afraid when they heard that they were
Romans. And they came and besought them, and
when they had brought them out, they asked them to

go ''away out of the city. And after having gone out
of the prison, they entered into [the house of] Lydia

;

and when they had seen the brethren, they 'comforted
them and departed.
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seventh month; the feast of trnnipets gathering them afresh, at the new moon,
when the Sun of righteousness begins to shine afresh upou Israel; tlie day of

atonement then showing their sins put upou the scapegoat and seut away; and
finally the feast of tabernacles consummates their blessing.

Passover, let us notice, is not like the day of atonement, one sacrifice covering
all the people, but "a iamb for a house," each family distinctly represented.

Nay, if one should be defiled at the time of its celebration, or on a journey afar

oflF, a second Passover can be kept, to remedy the omission. I do not say but
that, in a secondary sense, this may apply to Israel, who were indeed defiled at

the time of Christ's suffering for men; but this would only confirm the more the
application of the Passover primarily to the present going out of the gospel in

the day of Israel's rejection.

But what then is the principle that faces us in the Passover? Clearly, it is

"Thou and thy house;" the heads of the houses kill the lamb, and sprinkle the
blood upou the lintel and the two side-posts of the houses where they eat it.

The family character of the redemption feast is manifest; and notice again that
it is at Pliilippi, among those who are Gentile—no synagogue of the Jews in the
place, and not a word of any man of Israel in the place, save only the preachers
themselves, that we hear what we may call now the passover gospel—"Thou
shalt be saved: thou and thy house."

"What a change has passed, and as in a moment, upon the hardened instru-

ment of heathen cruelty and opposition to the word of Christ! " He took them
the same hour of the night, and washed their stripes, and having brought them
up into his house, set food before them, and rejoiced with all his house, believ-

ing God." Although we have to translate perhaps in tliis way, on account of
the difiBculty of other rendering in English, yet it should be understood that the
expression "with all his house" is not here as in the case of Ciispus afterwards
where it is said that he " believed with all liis house " (chap, xviii. 8). Here it

is an adverb, and there should be a reason for the diflPerence, the effect of which
would be to make the joy more simply his own. It is certain, at least, that
although they had spoken the word to all that were in his house, faith is ascribed
to himself alone.

The work in the prison is done, and now indeed the prison doors can hold
them no longer. The day having come, the magistrates sent the lictors with a
curt message to "Let those men go." But Paul is concerned that there should
be no avoidable reproach left npon the testimony, and he refuses to be dismissed
in this manner after the public wrong upon men unconderaued. The magistrates
are afraid when they liear that they are Roman citizens they liave been treating

in this manner, and come in humble fashion to bring them out; begging them,
however, to leave the city. They return therefore to Lydia's house; and after

having there met the brethren (of whom, in the time that had elapsed, and as
from the epistle afterwards we cannot but infer that, there were mauy), and hav-
ing comforted them, they departed.
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Section. 3. (Chap, xvii.)

Renewals.

1. Now when they had journeyed through Amphipolis
and Apollonia, they came to 'Thessalonica, where was
the synagogue of the Jews; and Paul, as his 'custom
was, went in unto them, and on three sabbath days dis-

coursed with them out of the Scriptures, opening and
alleging that the Christ must needs have 'suffered and
"risen up from among the dead ; and that this "Jesus,

whom I announce unto you, is the Christ. And some
of them ""believed, and consorted with Paul and Silas,

and of the Greeks who * worshiped, a great multitude,
and of 'chief women not a few. But the Jews being
moved to 'jealousy, and having taken to [themselves]
certain "wicked men of the market, and gathering a
crowd, set the city in a * tumult ; and having beset the

cf. 1 Thess. 2. 14-16. a cf. 1 Ki. 21. 10; ef. ch. 6. 11. 6 cf. ch. 19. 23, etc.

Sec. S.

The three narratives following unite together to show the renewal in different

ways accomplished by Christianity. At Thessalonica the charge brought against

it is in one sense true, and its glory, that there is another King—Jesus. At
Berea the movement is peaceful and not revolutionary, though a great advance;
the new revelation borne witness to by the old, which it fulfils and justifies.

At Athens, at the highest point of civilization in the Gentile world, the need is

deepest and most fundamental: it is the unknown God, once known, but from
whom they have turned, who has afresh to be revealed in the blessed gospel of
Jesus and the resurrection.

1. Thessalonica was the chief city of Macedonia; and here was the synagogue
of the Jews—the only one which, apparently they pos.sessed in those parts.

Accordingly we find Paul here in the synagogue, and reasouiug from the Scrip-

tures. A suffering Messiah was always the oflfence to the Jew; and the necessity

for this suffering, as well as the fact of the resurrection of the Lord, becomes
therefore the apostle's theme. The effect among the Jews themselves, however,
is not so great as among the proselytes, of whom a great multitude, and among
them many women of chief rank, believe. This as usual arouses the jealousy
of the unbelieving Jews, who are not ashamed to associate themselves with the
rabble of the market-place to accomplish their ends, and drive the unwelcome
strangera from the place. A tumult is raised and they beset the bouse of Jason,*
where they were lodging, but do not find them; and failing in this, drag off

Jason and certain of the brethren before the city-rulers. The charge is disre-

garding the decrees of Caesar for the commandments of a new King, Jesus. And,
though this is, of course, their malice—a repetition of the old attack upon the
Lord Himself—yet it is striking to note how constantly in the epistles to the
Thessalonians afterwards the coming of the Lord is spoken of. The Kingdom
itself is only twice actually mentioned in the two epistles; but that the coming
was to introduce this could not fail to have been a part of the teaching in the
synagogue. That they were a company waiting for God's Son from heaven was
soon known throughout Macedonia and Achaia; and Jews could not be ignorant

Jason means apparently "healer." Doubtless he was a Chri.stian, as he is spoken of in Rom.
xvi. 21. How like the Jews it was to refuse their own mercies. Christianity was the " healing "

they needed individually and nationally, but in their mad hatred of Jesus they would forfeit
every blessing. "When I would have healed Israel, then the iniquity of Ephraim was dis-

covered." " 1 taught Ephraim also to go, taking them by the arms ; but they knew not that
I healed them." However, a true pledge has been given by the true Jason, and one day, for
Israel and Judah both, it will be said, "I will heal their backsliding, I will love them freely

"

(Hos. vii. 1 ; xi. 3 ; xiv. 4).—S. R.
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house of Jason, sought to bring them forth unto the
people. And not having found them, they * dragged
Jason and certain brethren before the city-rulers,* cry-

ing out, These men who have ''stirred up the habitable
earth are come here also ; whom Jason hath received

;

and these all do 'contrary to the decrees of Caesar, say-

ing that there is another •''king, Jesus. And they
troubled the multitude and the city-rulers, when they
heard these things; and having taken 'security of
Jason and the rest, they let them go.

' Politarchs: " their special title in Thessalonica.
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of what this -would mean in connection with Messiah's reign. The attack for

the present, ends without serious consequences. The rulers only take security

of Jason and the others, and let them go. Paul and Silas are sent away by the

brethren under cover of the night, and escape to Berea; although it could not be
long, with such a testimony as that given by the newly gathered assembly,
before persecution would revive, as in fact we know it did (1 Thess. ii. 14;
2 Thess. i. 4) ; and this through the rancor still of those who should have been
the first to welcome the announcement.

Brief as is the whole account here, it is evident that this is what the work in

Thessalonica is intended to be associated with,—the coming of a kingdom such
as the world has never seen, but which alone will give it the peace it craves.

Peace can only be the effect of righteousness, and this not simply in the supreme
head, but also in each subordinate authority,—when " the mountains shall bring
peace unto the people, and the hills, by righteousness" (Ps. Ixxii. 3). Christ

is in this way "the Desire of the nations," even although the nations with one
consent united against Him, and a Christian nation is still little more than a
convenient phrase. Nothing but judgment will put the world at the feet of

Christ, and the "Great Shepherd of the sheep" must yet shepherd the nations
with an iron rod (Ps. ii. 9). Even for their own blessing—and it is in fact the
history of every converted soul—men must be warred upon and overcome.

Yet what a hope it is—the only possible one, as the history of the world bears

witness—the Patient Sufferer of the Cross the fulfilment of David's picture of

—

" A righteous Ruler over men,
A Ruler in the fear of God!
Even as the morning-light when the sun ariseth,
A morning without clouds:
From the brightness after rain
The herb springeth from the earth" (2 Sam. xxlii. 3, 4).

But if thus the King cometh, the Kingdom, in a true and blessed sense, is here
already. Already is He Lord and Christ, and all authority in heaven and earth

is given to Him. He is on the Father's throne, and we are " translated into the
Kingdom of the Son of His love " (Col. i. 13). It is a Kingdom faith indeed
alone can recognize, and yet for faith with glorious meaning. His subjects

suffer, and the truest most; yet still it is "the Kingdom," if also " the patience,

of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Rev. i. 9). And while this does not set aside the
subordinate authority of Caesar, but makes us subject to every ordinance of man
for the Lord's sake (1 Pet. ii. 13), it turns these " powers that be " into "minis-
ters of God for good " (Eom. xiii. 4), and for faith produces a marvelous change.

For even a wrong done to me in intent on the part of man, if I realize His in-

tent in it, becomes the wholesome discipline of love, if not more unveiled bless-

ing. How resentment is quieted, the fretted heart tranquilized, the soul

encouraged, wisdom is given to us, as we are kept in the power of a truth like

this! Paul and Silas may sing in their Philippian dungeon, before the earthquake
executes its beneficent mission, and frees them from their shackles. Christ is on
the throne; and while still we are to keep the word of His patience (Rev. iii. 10),

that too is blessing, and fellowship with Him is perfected in it.
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2. And the brethren immediately *seut away Paul and
Silas by night to Bercea ; who, being arrived, went into

the 'synagogue of the Jews. And these were more
noble than those in Thessalonica, receiving the word
with all •'readiness of mind, *searching the scriptures

day by day whether these things were so. 'Therefore

many of them believed ; and of the Grecian women
that were of the higher class, and of the men, not a
few. But when the Jews from Thessalonica knew that

the word of God was announced also by Paul in Bercea,

they came there also, "stirring up* the multitudes.

And then immediately the brethren "sent away Paul,

to go as far as to the sea ; but Silas and Timotheus re-

mained there. And they that conducted Paul brought
him as far as Athens ; and having received a charge to

Silas and Timotheus that they should "come to him as

quickly as possible, they departed.

3. But while Paul waited for them at Athens, his spirit

was ^aroused within him, when he beheld the city full

of idols. He reasoned therefore in the 'synagogue with

*Many add, "and troubling."
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2. In Berea we find, as in the case of the eunuch, the old dispensation leading

on its disciples to the new. Eevelation has always been progressive; and even
now that it is complete, there is, in its gradual opening up under the guidance

of the Spirit, something that seems analogous to this. Faith is in this way ever

being tested, while also the new approves itself as of God by the firm hold which
it retains of the past, in which it roots itself, and upon which it throws fresh

light. The new truth cannot be in contradiction to the old, which in fact has

led on towards and prepared the way for it. Nothing could seem more contra-

dictory than the law and the gospel; and yet the latter is the necessary comple-

ment of the former. Legalmn is the contradiction, and not the law.

The Jews at Berea are more noble than those at Thessalonica, the gospel

commending itself to them by its own inherent credibility, its witness to the

conscience and the heart. They were predisposed, therefore, to receive it, wliile

yet they waited till Moses should be heard in testimony. With disciples such

as these, miracles are not needed and would rather distract than help. The
Word is itself the greatest of miracles—the voice of the Living God, wliich has

sounded on through the ages, never silent, wherever there was an ear to hear.

Thus the predisposition to receive the gospel ripens into faith with these Bereans

as they search the Scriptures, with vigorous determination day by day. Many
believe; and the Grecian women that were honorable (or of the higher class),

and of men, not a few. The tidings of it soon reached Thessalonica, only forty-

five miles away, and answer comes in the shape of angry emissaries from the

unbelievers there, who stir up the multitudes. Again Paul has to flee, though

Silas and Timothy, less important in the eyes of the persecutors, are able to

remain; and thus the gospel of Christ makes its way to Athens.

3. At Athens Paul is roused by the obtrusive idolatry, nowhere more obtrusive

than there, to earnest discussion in the market-place with any whom he meets.

In the synagogue he seems to have found nothing; the Athenian spirit may well

have had its effect here also, even in a reaction against the new things after

which the busy idlers of the city sought, and with which their scorn could con-

found the good news of salvation by a dying and risen Saviour. As for the

Greeks it is the Epicureans and Stoics who assail the preacher, as they think, of

new divinities; themselves either sceptic as to any true God whatever,—the
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the Jews, and with the worshipers, and in the market-
place every day with those he met. And some also of

the Epicurean and Stoic 'philosophers assailed him.
And some said. What would this babbler say? and
some, He seemeth to be an announcer of strange*
divinities : because he announced the glad tidings of

*Jesus and the resurrection. And they laid hold of

him, and brought him to the Areopagus,f saying. Can
we learn what this new doctrine is, of which thou
speakest? For thou bringest certain 'strange things to

our ears ; we would therefore learn what these things

mean. Now all Athenians and the strangers sojourn-

ing there spent their time in nothing else than either

telling or hearing "something new.

*0r, "foreign." t "Mars' hill."
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world being neither His creation nor His care,—or else on the other side

making man independent of Him, and mere fate the real governor both of God
and man. The Epicurean sought his end in pleasure; the Stoic stiffened himself
in self-righteousness aud pride. To the latter indifference was a positive duty;
in botli vyere the sure signs of that break-down of the purer philosophy which
they followed which showed itself in the open scepticism in turn following them:
all showing the consciousness of the failure of philosophy in every form, and the
need of that revelation against which it nevertheless so eagerly contended.

After all, in the heart of man lay needs unsatisfied, which could not accept a
stone for bread; and the restless questioning of the Athenian spirit bore witness
to this also. Babbler as they might think Paul was, they still would hear him;
and with courteous phrase they invite him to the Areopagus, where the supreme
court ot Athens commonly held its sittings. But there was now neither thought
of judgment nor a true judicial spirit in the crowd that assembled there. The
old world had largely with the Eoiuan come to ask aft«r the truth itself with
little thought of finding it. Still, for the moment they listened; and he to

whom truth was no question but a joyous and deep conviction, took advantage
of the occasion offered to press upon them his one remedy for the common need
of man—Jesus aud the resurrection.

Everywhere around there were tokens, the speaker said, of their great rever-

ence for divinities. It was easier, according to the satirist, to find a god than a
man in Athens. Yet this reverence, misplaced and perverted as it was, had its

touching side of appeal as witness to the cry of humanity after God. If they
know not the One true God, they must invent one; or, perhaps, as with the

Athenians, many; though this is but the testimony that the many cannot fill

the place of the One.
Thus man's heart craves for a god; alas, one cannot say, for God: that is an-

other matter. In Israel the true God was known,—had declared Himself, and
in such a way as one would have thought would have won their hearts for ever to

Himself What was the answer which in fact they gave to Him? It was for

long but the setting up of the idols of their defeated enemies, for whose sins

God had cast them out before them! He Himself puts the question which re-

veals man's conduct in this respect (Jer. ii. 11): "Hath a nation changed their

gods, which are yet no gods? but My people have changed their glory for that
which doth not profit." This does not make Israel an exception among the
nations: man everywhere is man; when Pharisaism suited the prince of this

world better than idolatry, the people became zealous monotheists and keepers
of the law; and their own words, "Which of the Pharisees have believed on
Him?" show the success of the scheme. The question of monotheism is not the
question now, and the cross is not for the raouotheist, but for the Christian.
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And Paul, standing in the midst of the Areopagus,
said, Men of Athens, I observe how very "reverent of
divinities ye are : for as I passed through and beheld
your objects of worship, I found even an altar on which
was inscribed. To an "unknown God. "Whom therefore

ye iguorantly reverence, him /'proclaim to you. God,
who "made the world and all things therein,—he being
Lord of heaven and earth, dwelleth not in 'temples
made with hands, neither is served by human hands, as

if he needed any thing, when he himself "giveth to all

life and breath and all things. And he hath made of
one blood * * every nation of men to dwell upon all the

face of the earth, having fixed their appointed times
and the 'bounds of their habitations, that they might
''seek God, if indeed they might feel after him and find

him, although he is "not far from every one of us; for

* " Blood " is omitted by some, but should most probably be retained.
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Among the heathen also, at this time, change was in the air. The reverence

for divinities yet outwardly remained, bnt Epicureans and Stoics were eating

out the heart of it. The "unknown God," upon which Paul with divine
sagacity had fixed his eyes, was now really characteristic of the condition, rather

than even the goddess who had given her name and wisdom to the city. God
was indeed more and more confessedly unknown; and great must have been the
wonder, if not scorn, that met the apostle's bold declaration,

—" Whom there-

fore ye iguorantly reverence. Him /proclaim unto you."

He goes on immediately to do this,—to set Him in His place in relation to

the creature as the Maker of all, therefore the Lord of all,—a place that

heathenism never truly gave Him. For the Epicurean, as for the modern
scientific heathen, the world was a fortuitous collection of atoms, coming
together according to laws of its own,—of the matter which it all was. For the

Stoic also, God was but the force in matter,—not existent apart from it. The
Platonist also believed matter to be eternal, although he attributed to God the

soul which animated it and produced the actually existent world. But as a
consequence God is iu a continual struggle with that matter which He did not

create, and by which He is limited. He can neither conquer it, nor withdraw
Himself from it; He is not the absolute Creator and Lord of all whom the

apostle announces—the Almighty, iu whose control of all the soul of man can
find its rest.

Supreme above all, it is thus alone He can be near to all; not dwelling in temples
made with hands, which isolate and shut Him up; nor served by human bands,

as if He were in need. Sufficient to Himself, He is the Source and Centre of
all; life and breath and all things but His gift. None then can make Him his

debtor, nor give Him, save of what is but His own.

Such is He then whom this preacher declares to the Athenians: a God who is

really God. He proceeds to put man iu his place with Him, leveling all dis-

tinctions upon which Jew and Greek alike prided themselves, in the assurance

of that one blood in which all men participated. Nay, their times and the very

bounds of their habitations had been alike fixed by Him who withdrew not His
care from any creature He had made, and who had appointed all these, that in

the sense of their limitation and dependence, as well as of the divine ordering

of things amid which they moved, men might in their need feel after Him and
find Him. Nor is He far from any one: for indeed we are encompassed by Him,

—

in Him we live and move and are! The last is the full generalization: we are
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in him we live and move and are ; as some of your own
•''poets also have said, For we are also his offspring.

Being then the 'offspring of God, we ought not to think
that that which is divine is like *gold or silver or stone,

graven work of art and man's device. The times in-

deed of this ignorance God 'overlooked, but now en-

joineth men that they all everywhere •'repent : because
he hath appointed a *day in which he will judge the
habitable earth in righteousness by a Man whom he
hath appointed ; furnishing assurance unto all, in that

he hath 'raised him from among the dead.
But when they heard of a resurrection of the dead,

sustained by Him, we are carried by Him,—more completely than the infant in

its mother's arms; for His arms never unclose,—in Him at all times -we are:

words which he caps with a quotation from their own poets, recognizing the
true creative link with God of a spiritual being such as man is, " For we are

also His offspring." He is not here considering the eflfect of the fall, nor as yet
man's responsibility, but the place given him in God's design, from which he
will be better able to estimate his own departure.

But alas, how far he had got! Was man indeed the offspring of God? and
did he think that gold and silver and stone,—dead matter, graven by human
skill into some resemblance of himself, could be a worthy representation of the
divine? Could the eyes and ears and bodies of men,—things of which God
could have no possible need for seeing or hearing—represent that in which they
were " in His image" ? The spiritual they could not represent! they could only
degrade it by such similitudes.

Alas, it was indeed the unknown God they worshiped! And these things char-
acterized times of ignorance which He from whom they had turned had patiently

gone on with. God had ignored, as they had. If He had now come in to make
Himself known afresh, there ensued for men the necessity of repentance. Judg-
ment was decreed for the whole habitable earth in righteousness, and that by a
Man to whom God had testified so as to give full assurance to all by having
raised Him from among the dead.

It is of the judgment of the living, not of the dead, that the apostle speaks
here, and with the evident intention of announcing the coming of the Lord and
the introduction of His Kingdom. Of salvation He had yet said nothing; for

his hearers are philosophers, and not the conscience-struck and weary. But of
the world's need and its remedy they might sttll be ready to hear, who were
ignorant of their own; and their heai-ts be stirred by the prospect of a reign of
righteousness, in contrast with the hard Csesarism under which they were pressed

down. They have had enough, however; and the mention of resurrection brings
their patience to an end. Some mock; while others courteously defer the matter
to another time; it is not serious enough to rouse them to hostility. Nothing
was to be expected from an audience like this, and even Paul could only turn
away and leave them. We hear of no such poverty of result in any other place,

but with the wise of this world the wisdom of God is foolishness. Yet here
also God could not allow His word to be absolutely barren. " Certain men clave
to him and believed, among whom also was Dionysius* the Areopagite, and a
woman named Damaris." Though tradition has manufactured for the former a
bishopric of Athens, and the martyr's crown, these are at present to us names
only: the history connected with them remains for disclosure at a future time.

• " Dionysius " is naturally connected with Dionysus or Bacchus, implying one dedicated to
him. Etymologically it may mean "divinely pricked " or "spurred," " cSmar " is in Greek
" one subdued, tamed, broken in to the yoke,''^and so " a bride."
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some "mocked ; and others said, We will hear thee

"again concerning this matter. So Paul went out of the

midst of them. But certain men "clave to him and be-

lieved, among whom also was Dionysius the Areopagite,

and a woman named Damai'is, and others with them.

Section 4. (Chap, xviii. 1-23.)

" Weak things of the world."

1. After these things, he departed from Athens and
came to ^ Corinth. And he found there a certain Jew,
by name «Aquila, a Pontian by race, lately come from
Italy with his wife Priscilla, because that Claudius had
commanded all Jews to ''depart from Rome, and came
unto them. And because he was of the same trade, he

abode with them and wrought ; for by their trade they

were 'tent-makers.
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Sec. 4.

It is to the Corinthians that Paul writes at an after-time, of how God has

called the weak thiugs of the world to put to shame the tilings that are mighty

(1 Cor. i. 27); and they found iu themselves the evidence of this. The two
epistles to the Corinthians display them strikingly in this character. The first

epistle especially, in contrast with that to the Ephesians, which sets beloie us

the Church iu its heavenly aspect, shows us the Church in the world, exposed

to the influences which beset it from that trinity of evil which perplex the fallen

creature. The first part of the epistle (chaps, i.-x.) shows the Corfnthians the

need of fencing off these; as it too clearly manifests also how weak had beeu

their resistance to them. Corinth was indeed a perfect type of the world as

governed hy the Insts that rule and rage in hearts away from God—of "the
corruption that is in the world through lust" (2 Pet. i. 4). Corinth was a

proverb, even among the light-hearted Greeks, for this; and those who had been

called out from it by the victorious grace of God were still iu danger, often im-

minent indeed, of being again overcome by it. Yet here, as not in philosophic

Athens, the Lord had much people. As in His life ou earth He was known as

the Friend of sinners, and Himself declared that He was the Saviour of the lost,

so do we find the gospel true to its character as it goes forth here. In the

haunts of vice it found the sick who needed the physician, and could bear also

to be told that they needed one. Among the Corinthians, rather than the

Athenians, would be those satiated* with the pleasures, convinced of the vanity

of a world which they well knew. Here was the very place in which the con-

trast between this and what the gospel offered could be best told out. If those

called were the weak things of the world, how weak also was that world itself,

which yet held so many in its bondage!

1. The apostle departs from Athens, then, and comes to Corinth; and the

spirit in which he entered this busy, rich, luxurious city, he himself has de-

clared. He came with a deep, almost oppressive sense of his resiwnsibility as

bringing the testimony of Go<l into the midst of a people so needy, while so

alive to their own interest, accustomed to make keen estimate of the wares

ofl"ered to them, and with every allurement of earth in earnest competition with

that which he had to offer, a Saviour already rejected by the world and cast out,

condemned and crucified. Well might one so absolutely devoted to his work of

ministry, with the burden of souls so upon him, be " in weakness and fear, and

iu much trembling," as, fresh from his disappointment at Athens, he contem-

plated the scene before him now. With such an one this could only issue in a

* May not this even he the meaning of " Corinth," from xopevyvfii, "tosate"?
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2. And he reasoned in the 'synagogue every sabbath,
and persuaded Jews and Greeks. And when both
Silas and Timotlieus came down from Macedonia, Paul
was px'essed by the word, "testifying to the Jews that

Jesus was the Christ. But as they opposed and blas-

phemed, he shook out his clothes, and said unto them.
Your "blood is upon your own head ; I am "pure : from
henceforth I will 'go to the Gentiles. And he departed
thence, and went into the house of a certain man, by
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realization more complete than ever of the One Power which alone could be
competent to lay hold of and arrest these bnsy idlers, and bring them to liace

themselves and God. Jesns Christ the Crncified was indeed his only theme; but
if He were the One rejected by the world, He was also the One whom the Spirit

glorified: and thus his preaching was in the demonstration of the Spirit and of
power. In a city in which oratory and persuasive speech would be peculiarly
in requisition, there he relied upon no excellency of speech or of wisdom, used
no allurement, but leaned wholly upon the Spirit of Gk)d.

There was one adaptation to the state of things at Corinth, however, which is

noted for our attention. Not indeed that he practised it nowhere else, for he
refers to his doing so afterwards at Ephesus (chap. xx. 34), as in the two epistles

to the Thessalonians he shows us that he had done among them. Still it is here
for the first time that it is mentioned in the Acts that he labored for his main-
tenance, and the character of his work also. We are certainly intended to

recognize here the suitability of this in wealthy and commercial Corinth. He
would not have them think of the gospel as among the wares in which they
traded. Mouey could not buy the priceless gift of God; nor should they be
able to think, even for a moment, that he sought what was theirs in anywise.
No, he sought themselves only, and in that love of Clnist in which He had be-
come poor for men, who was so rich, that they by His poverty might be made
rich. Thus Paul in Corinth would take nothing of the Corinthians; for which
he justifies himself afterwards in both epistles (1 Cor. ix. 12-18; 2 Cor. xii.

13-18).

It is not without meaning, certainly, that here also, in a place so typical of
the world in its highest energy, we should be told that Paul's occupation was
that of tent-making. Spiritually this needs no interpretation. It is what grace
would teach every redeemed soul, as it taught Paul also to serve men in this

very attitude of independence of them. Surely there is nothing also like the
tent as a symbol of such independence; he that is but a pilgrim in the world
can find ability for this, as he cannot who seeks his home in it. While his com-
panions' names are equally significant of the faith which of old has used these

travelers' ways: Priscilla or Prisca ("ancient" or " venerable") reminding us,

as the apostle does in Hebrews, that "by faith the cZders obtained a good report,"

and Aqnila ("eagle") of its soaring habit and keen sight. Tiiis last is a man
of Pontus, or "the deep;" as he that has been in the depth alone learns to rise

above his natural condition, and it is " they that go down to the sea in ships,

that do business in great waters,—these see the works of the Lord, and His
wonders in the deep." All here fits well together, and is of easy interpretation

to those who can believe that the word of God deals so much in parables, and
that it will bear the microscope after a fashion like this.

2. According to his common practise, Paul begins his testimony in the syna-
gogue, addressing himself there, however, to hoth Jews and Greeks. From the
former he gets little except opposition, going on to open blasphemy; which pro-

vokes the apostle on his part t» announce his purpose, as at Pisidian Antioch
before, to go to the Gentiles. He withdraws, therefore, to the house of a prose-

lyte named Justus, adjoining the synagogue. The "jnst" was the characteristic
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name Justus, who worshiped God, whose house adjoined

to the synagogue. But "Crispus, the ruler of the syna-

gogue, believed the Lord, with all his house ; and
many of the Corinthians hearing believed and were
baptized.

3. And the Lord said unto Paul in the night by a 'vi-

sion, Fear not, but speak, and be not silent: for I am
with thee, and no one shall set on thee, to harm thee

;

for I have " much people in this city. And he dwelt
there a 'year and six months, teaching the word of

God among them.
4. But when Gallio was proconsul of Achaia, the Jews
with one accord rose up against Paul, and brought him
before the judgment-seat, saying, This man 'persuadeth

men to worship God contrary to the law. But when
Paul was about to open his mouth, Gallio said unto the

Jews, If indeed it were a matter of ''wrong, or wicked
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title of saints nnder the law; bat now he who would be mth the just mast be

outside the synagogue. Here the work iu Corinth seems fairly to begin: Crispus,

the ruler of the synagogue, believes, with all his bouse; and many of the Cor-

inthians follow him in the confession of their faith. Thus grace works, in con-

trast -with the law, although it remains true that " not many wise men according

to the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble are called." None the less the

Spirit -wrought; and whatever those were who were brought together, we know
that they came behind in no gift (1 Cor. i. 7): God needed not the assistance of

the -world's endowments although He does not despise or set aside that which
has been of His own communication who is Creator of all (Matt. xxv. 15). They
are called into the fellowship of His Son Jesus Christ, from out of and yet in

the midst of a world that lieth in the wicked one.

3. Here, as at Troas the vision of a man had appeared to him to invite his

entrance into Europe, so now the Lord Himself appears to Paul to encourage

him to remain. By revelation, as we learn from Galatians (ii. 2), he had gone

np to Jerusalem, to vindicate there the rights of the Gentiles as against the

zealots for the law. He had carried thence with him the letter in which the

Jewish leaders renounced explicitly what authority in this matter they might
be supposed to have. Henceforth all the open testimony of God that we hear

of is against his persistence in special Jewish ministrations. He had been told

explicitly that the Jews would not receive his testimony concerning Christ, and
the twelve had aasigned to him the Gentile work, as they themselves assumed
the responsibility of that among the Jews (Gal. ii. 7-9). It is impossible not

to connect all this with what we shall have in the after-history.

Bat the vision now is only encouragement. He is expressly guaranteed

against barm, and assured of much people belonging to the Lord in this Grentile

city, in which the Jews had shown already their opposition in so marked a way,

that he must needs turn from them. Corinth was a place naturally discourag-

ing enough; and with his heart so engaged with Israel as he himself has assured

us that it was, the special seal now put upon his work in this place is very sig-

nificant. Accordingly he continues for a year and six months teaching the word
of God among them.

4. The Jews display their enmity more and more: and all that he has to ex-

perience in the way of persecution arises from this cause. It is they who bring

him before the Gentile judgment-seat; and, availing themselves of the per-

mission accorded to them to worship God after their own manner, they complain

of him as inciting to an nnlawfnl worship. It is their own law, however, of

which they are thinking, and not the Roman one, as Gallio easily discerns; they
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recklessness, ye Jews, with reason would I have borne
with you; but if it be questions of * words and names
and of the law ye have, look to it yourselves : I have
no mind to be a judge of these matters. And he drove
them from the judgment-seat. And they all laid hold
on •''Sosthenes the ruler of the synagogue, and beat him
before the judgment-seat. And Gallic 'cared for none
of these things.

5. And Paul, having yet stayed there many days, took
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were never noted for obedience to their Gentile rulera, though for their particu-

lar purpose they might profess to have no other king but Caesar. It was a mere
hypocritical plea, as every one knew, and he treats it as such. Doubtless for

him it was a question but of words and names, which he can meet with the most
philosophic iudiflference! Think of the weariness, even to a Stoic, of being
a judge in such matters! How little he knew of Him who even by means like

these was sheltering His people. The accusers were driven from the judgment-
seat. The multitude, going further than the judge, beat the ruler of the syna-
gogue before it. But Gallio was still indifferent.

5. Thus protected according to the Lord's assurance, the apostle still remains
a considerable time at Corinth; but nothing more is related to us than the fact.

This is the end of his progress westward; and from Cenchrea, the port of
Corinth, he sets sail for Syria, taking Ephesus, however, by the way. At Cen-
chrea we have a circumstance given which has divided the opinions of commen-
tators,—that of the vow on the part of one of these travelers. Lecbler ventures
even to say that it is "involved in an obscurity which will never be removed;"
but this is an accusation of an inspired writer which only shows for how little

inspiration counts with many professedly orthodox to-day. That there is diffi-

culty in deciding more than one question with regard to it, is quite another
matter: the same may be said of multitudes of things in Scripture, which give
us needful exercise, and that is all ; surely a thing which we cannot expect to be
saved from. To say, it cannot be cleared up, is to say, either that Luke meant
nothing by it, or meant us to learn nothing (which is practically the same thing),

or else that he blundered so painfully as to miss entirely the object for which he
has written!

The first question we have to ask is, who is it of whom it is recorded here
that "he shaved his head in Cenchrea: for he had—or, had had—a vow "? On the
one hand Aquila is the one who stands immediately before; on the other, Paul
(it is urged) is the principal subject here, and before the mind of the Spirit all

through, rather than Aquila. Both these things, however, may be fully allowed
without the consequence which is pressed as following. Paul's relation to the
vow may be primary or secondary; it may be related to him simply as having
to do with one of his company who, if not converted by his means, was yet in
fullest connection and sympathy with him. It has been rightly noticed also,

as it would seem, that in the passage Priscilla being named first brings Aquila
into that place in which he would most naturally appear as the maker of the
vow. Still, in two of Paul's epistles (Eoiu. xvi. 3; 2 Tim. iv. 19) it has been
objected, that the same order of the names occurs; and here we may believe that
the reason is one of personal character and usefulness, in which the wife may
have been in advance of her husband; and though in ver. 2 Aquila has the
precedence, this is not at all certain as to ver. 26. "We can only say therefore,

that according to the structure of the sentence, the maker of the vow would
seem to be Aquila.

Another argument to the same end is obvious, that we might more easily un-
derstand this vow of Aquila than of Paul. He is introduced to us at Corinth
simply as a certain Jew, with whom Paul works because they were of the same
trade, not necessarily of the same faith. If he were a late convert, no one
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leave of the brethren and sailed thence to Syria ; and
with him Priscilla and Aquila, having *shorn his head
in Cenchrea, for he had had a vow. And they came to
Ephesus, and he left them there ; and he entered into
the 'synagogue, and reasoned with the Jews. And
when they asked him to remain with them a longer
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conld wonder at his having been under a vow when brought to Cbiist: a vow
which may not till now have expired, the shaving of the head, as we naturally
judge from the analogy of Nazariteship (though this were not it), took place at
the expiration, and not at the commencement. All this would fit together in
the simplest manner tlius, and provoke no question. It has been said that the
record of it would have no value either; but this assuredly is not well considered.
A charge against Paul on the part of the Jews was, as we shall soon have wit-
ness, that he taught all the Jews among the Gentiles to forsake Moses, saying
that they ought not to circumcise their children, nor to walk after the customs
(chap. xxi. 21). The evidence of Aquila with his shaven head would be in
direct opposition to this.

Let Paul be the subject on the other hand, and there is very great diflScnlty.

It is of no use to urge, as has been done, his purification afterwards at Jerusalem,
which was undoubtedly a step taken to conciliate the Christian Jews, and con-
formable enough to his avowed principle to be to those under the law as under
the law, that he might gain those who were under the law. A vow was a
voluntary act between the person and God, not required of any, and therefore
which could give no offence in its non-observance; there was no breach of law in

not assuming it. Aquila might have assumed it in his pre-Christian state, when
lie would naturally let it run on to its termination and have honored Moses in
that which was to him as a Christian a thing indifferent; but how could Paul's
doctrine of being "dead to the law by the body of Christ" (Rom. vii. 4) con-
sist with the deliberate taking tip of- that which no conscience of another re-

quired, and which, if of his own free choice, would be the going back to build
up again the things he had destroyed? Why then should we attribute that to
the apostle to which certainly no necessity of the language here obliges us, and
for which we have presently to seek all possible excuse in vain? The ethical
argument is after all surely the decisive one, unless we are to be content to make
an unasked for sacrifice of the apostle's character to show a liberality which is

by no means that, in things that are not our own.

Paul then came with his companions to Ephesus, where he left them; he him-
self going on. But in the meanwhile he embraced the opportunity which
the visit gave him to reason in the synagogue with the Jews, according to his
wont. Here he found response in such a way that they would willingly have
delayed his departure to minister to their need. But it is indeed strange to find
that he is not ready to stay; and why? If the words that are in the common
version be really part of the text, it is because he must by all means keep the
coming feast at Jerusalem! If the words should not be there, he merely
promises, if God will, to return. However this be, Jerusalem is in his heart,

as we see by that which follows; although if it be not in the questioned words,
the name itself is nowhere found. Indeed, in any case the narrative here is

brief and as it were hurried. One cannot see what is really accomplished. In-
stead of any word about keeping the feast, he runs up from Csesarea, salutes the
assembly (we have to infer what assembly,—perhaps to take it as if for him at
the moment there were scarcely an assembly elsewhere), yet he does not stay;
we do not see what, if anything, is accomplished: the greatly desired visit has a
strange unsatisfactoriness about it. It may well be. as we realize from what
takes place at a later time, that he cannot stay there; he goes down to Antioch,
from whence the Spirit had called him to go forth at first; his second missionai-y
journey is thus over.
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time, he did •^not consent ; but took leave of them, say-
ing, [I must by all means keep the coming feast at
Jerusalem, but] * I will return unto you, ifGod will: and
he set sail from Ephesus. And landing at *C8esarea,
he went up and 'saluted the assembly, and went down
to '"Antioch.

Section 5. (Chaps. xviU. 23-xx.)

The Assembly with Ood, and its responsibility.

1. ^ aAnd having spent some time, he departed, and
went through the country of "Galatia and Phrygia in
order, "establishing all the disciples.

Some of the oldest MSS. and versions omit this clause.
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In this sudden close of what has been so frnitful and blessed a labor—where
neither at Jerusalem or Antioch do we read of anything commensurate with the
rest at all—it seems to me that we have the sad foreshadow of that which after-

wards closes the active ministry of the great apostle of the Gentiles in a Eon)an
prison. His heart seems breaking over Israel; and Israel alone has no welcome
for him. Israel is his betrayer, and the very hope as to her which it seems he
cannot resist, but of the friiitlessness of which he has been warned long since,

betrays and leads him to disaster. He is in fellowship with the heart at least,

if not fully the mind, of that dear Lord and Master, into whose spirit he had
drnnk so largely. Here his heart yearns with His over Jernsalem. By and by
he will have to say with Him, as in the epistle to the Hebrews, "Behold, your
house is left unto you desolate!"

This leave-taking of a beckoning field like that of Ephesns, this harried visit

to the unnamed city, from which, alter a salutation to the assembly, he is forced
away again, is touching indeed. In the near future he is to yield to his affec-

tions a costlier sacrifice. For the present he is spared for new fields of labor
and large fruit.

Sec. 5.

We are now come to the last laboi-s of the apostle among the Gentiles in
liberty, with the constraint of Christ's love alone upon him;—so far, at least, as
the Spirit has been pleased to declare them to us. His testimony did not, of
course, end here, and through his bonds might acquire a character and power it

could not else have. That God was over all, and in all for blessing, needs no
demonstration; but this testimony in bonds has another character than that we
have been considering. If the apostle were set free afterwards, and made his
wished for journey into Spain, we have no account of it; nor is the account that
is here given incomplete: it is sufficient for the purpose of the Spirit who has
given it, which is not a biography of Paul or any other. The narrative before
OS has evidently quite another design than this: it is the history of the founding
of the Church as the company of the saved, whether Jews or Gentiles, brought
out from the Jewish house of bondage and given to enjoy the liberty of grace.
Hence we shall find, according to the manner of Scripture elsewhere, that this
last portion of the ministration of the mystery will be (whatever else n)ay be in
it) very much of the nature of a review and summary of its leading features

—

not of doctrine but of history—while carrying us on also beyond to the future
so full of responsibility and peril, of a divine testimony onc« more committed
to man, whose course has been hitherto little but continued failure. The fact
that there would be this is not shirked for a moment, but clearly announced.
There would be again the display of sad, mysterious wreckage of all that man
could wreck; although Grod's purposes could not bat go on to completion. The
epistles, as we know, develop this failure fully.

Along with this, as is natural, there is yet a manifestation of the power of
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And a certain Jew, by name' Apollos, an Alexandrian
by race, an eloquent man, mighty in the 'scriptures,

arrived at Ephesus. This man had been instructed in

the way of the Lord, and being fervent in spirit he
spake and taught accurately the things concerning
Jesus, knowing 'only the baptism of John; and he be-

gan to speak boldly in the synagogue. But when Aquila
and Priscilla heard him, they took him to them and
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God as connected with this testimony,—a power supreme over all the power of

the enemy: the failure is not from any failure in this respect, whatever may be
the conflict,—a conflict of which the epistle to Ephesus, the assembly mainly
before us in all this part, warns us, and of the conditions of it.

Ephesus is indeed the representative assembly everywhere in the New Testa-

ment. In the epistle we find the full doctrine of the Church committed to it,

not as in those to the Corinthians, as a communion of saints on earth, but in its

heavenly character. In Revelation it comes before us in the first place as a
ves.sel of testimony upon the earth. The two epistles exhibit it in contrasted

spiritual condition: the first as faithful in Christ; the second as threatened with
withdrawal of the candlestick, except it repent. We need not wonder to find

this representative character attaching to it in the history also. We see it

in its first freshness, and with its endowment of power; but with its responsibil-

ity also, and the sad prophecy of what would follow the removal of the apostle

from the midst; when grievous wolves would be successors to so true a shepherd,

and from among themselves would men arise speaking perverse things, to draw
away the disciples after them.

This, then, is the Deuteronomy of the Acts, with which the history of the

"dispensation of the mystery " concludes, so far as active labors are concerned

of him to whom it was firet committed. The last division of the book has a
character of its own which we must consider elsewhere.

1. That which characterizes the whole account of Ephesus as we have it here

is the uniqueness of power manifested. It is at the very seat of the enemy's
power, as seen in the notorious idolatry there, the worship of Artemis or Diana,

in her image that fell down from heaven, as well as in the demon-possessions,

sorcery and magic that abounded there. Even on this account must the power
of God be put forth in a decisive way. Special miracles are wrought by the

hands of Paul; and the very demons themselves become unwilling witnesses, in

the mastery shown over all pretenders to that to which where real they must
needs be subject.

* The sources of this power are also carefully put before us. In Apollos we
see the knowledge of Christ in its efiect; in the other disciples of John the

witness of the Spirit characteristic of Christianity. Here plainly is the secret

of the whole matter,—the supreme Name, and He who is come to glorify the

absent Lord. In the case of Apollos the Spirit is not mentioned; yet is He
freely working in a testimony not confined to Paul, and glorifying therefore the

more, Paul's blessed Master.

a First, however, we are shown Paul himself starting fresh from Antioch, in

the energy of a love which, caring for all, carries him once more over ground he

had visited on his second journey; taking it up now in an orderly manner, so as

to overlook none of tho.se who had then been brought to Christ, of whom (in

Galatia at least), there were many, and, at present, earnest disciples. Of Phrygia

we know nothing except that it had been visited throughout; but the implication

is that there also there were many; for whom now he was caring rather than

raising up new assemblies.

Meanwhile we hear of a notable arrival at Ephesus in the person of an Alex-

andrian Jew, from a place well-known already in connection with Philo and his

allegorization of the Scriptures, by and by to be more noted for the similar.
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more 'exactly set forth to him the way of God. And
when he was minded to pass into Achaia, the brethren

'wrote to the disciples, urging them to receive him

;

who, when he had come, "contributed much to those

who had through grace believed. For he entirely

•confuted the Jews, [and that] publicly, showing
through the scriptures that Jesus was the Christ.
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thongh Christian, school of Origen. But if Philo were his master, ApoUos had
been led on beyond him by the voice of Israel's preacher of repentance and of

Jesns also, as far as proclaimed by him. He knew no further, doctrinally, what-

ever he may have known as to the facts of His death and resurrection. The
Christian gospel was to him unknown.
Yet what he knew he was zealous in making known, and with a wealth of

proof from the Old Testament. Thus he began to speak boldly in the syna-

gogue,—a remarkable case of faith manifesting itself amid many hindrances.

How much perplexity for a man with but Jewish hopes, Messiah come and Israel

not being gathered ! a message broken off, without completion ! When we re-

member John's own questioning from Herod's prison, how striking it is to find

so long after a disciple of John with faith in the Messiah he had announced,

who yet might seem to have disappeared without the accomplishment of what
He came for! But his heart carried his faith through all these diflSculties; and
the voice that spoke at Ephesus did not falter in spite of all.

"We can understand then the joy of heart in one so loyal to the truth when
Aquila and Priscilla took him to them, and made known to him the truth which
both removed his difficulties and perfected with more glorious hopes that which
already so possessed his soul. Doubtless it brought for a time his testimony at

Ephesus to a close, while the former teacher became once more a learner at the

feet of Him whom his faith amid whatever obscurity had yet recognized and
confessed; and it is no wonder if the large Christian assembly at Corinth

abounding in gift and in such near connection with the commercial centre of

Asia, attracted the eager disciple. There at any rate he soon desired to be,

where his eagerness and boldness rapidly made him a leader and helper of those

who were in Christ before him. Publicly and completely he confuted the unbe-
lieving Jews, proving from the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ.

The part taken by Priscilla, a woman, in this instruction given to ApoUos,
noted as it naturally has been and rightly, still deserves emphatic recognition.

Did she go beyond her place ? and does the prohibition of a woman's teaching

by that Paul, one of whose company she had so long been, rebuke her conduct

on this occasion ? Nay, Paul it is who in naming these two whom he so highly

valued, both in the comparatively early epistle to Rome, and in the later one to

Timothy, puts Priscilla before Aquila. We may be sure that neither did she

go beyond the place that God had given her, nor did the apostle mean to seal

the lips of believing women, so that they should not help others with the truth

they have received. On the contrary, the communication of that which one has

received is as much the obligation of a woman as of a man. The knowledge of

the truth is one of those various gifts of God which, according to the apostle's

exhortation (1 Pet. iv. 10), brings under the responsibility of ministering it.

Nay, if the heart be right with God, it must be so: the full spring must needs
overflow; out of the abundance of the heart the mouth must speak.

This does not constitute teaching in the forbidden sense, even where, as in

this case, there is a distinct purpose to set forth the way of the Lord. It by no
means necessarily involves the authority, publicity or place of the teacher, which
few men have, whom no one would think of depriving of their undoubted right

to speak of Christ to the utmost of their ability. Without being an evangelist,

one may evangelize; and so, without being or claiming to be a teacher, one may
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b And it came to pass while "Apollos was at Corinth,

that Paul, having passed through the "upper districts,

came to "Ephesus; and having found certain disciples,

he said unto them, Did ye 'I'eceive the Holj'' Spirit

when ye believed?* And they said unto him. We did

not even "hear if the Holy Spirit were [come]. And he

said. Unto what then were ye baptized? And they said,

Unto John's baptism. And Paul said, John indeed

baptized with a ''baptism of repentance, saying unto
the people that they should believe on him who was
'coming after him, that is, on Jesus. And when they

heard this, they were ''baptized unto the name of the

Lord Jesus. And when Paul had 'laid his hands on
them, the Holy Spirit came upon them, and they -^spake

with tongues and prophesied. And all the men were
about twelve.

*0r, more literally, " believing, did ye receive the Holy Spirit?" There
is no interval implied between believing and receiving the Spirit.

6 (xix.1-7): b And it came to pass while "Apollos was at Uorintb, '^icor. i.
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set forth the truth as God has enabled to apprehend it; thus a vroman also

without getting out of the place which the Creator has given to the woman.

We shall fiud the suited place to speak fully of this elsewhere; and what one

would rather press here, and what needs n)uch to be pressed, is the example of

this noble woman in seeking to make another partake in that which had filled

her own soul with peace and happiness. How largely is it true of men even,

and much more of women, that the idea of having no responsibility in the mat-

ter of instructing others becomes an excuse for little regard to be instructed

themselves, in any full and accurate way, in truths which are for all, and for

one as ranch as another! It is conceded that it would be a shame for the teacher

not to be taught; but they are not teachers; therefore they need not be accu-

rately taught! But really it cannot be maintained that fulness or accuracy should

be required of the teacher, if it is little matter in regard to those taught by him.

As a teacher, what can one want which he does not need to teach? Have not all

Christians need of all Christian truth? Alas, it is carelessness of heart that

pleads so, whether in man or woman; and thus it is that, when Satan would

bring in falsehood under some plausible disguise, the mass of Christians them-

selves are so slow to recognize it, if they recognize it at all; thus it is that, with

all our vaunting of an open Bible, the Bii)le is yet but little really open to us!

With all its fulness for us, it is as to practical possession but a thing of shreds and
tatters! And again, if uneducated teacliers make uneducated disciples, the con-

verse is also true, and unteachable disciples soon and of necessity make unskilled

teachers. Why should they be skilled in that which their hearers have no heart

to learn? And thus the wheel turns along a sharp decline!

6 The case of Apollos is followed—and surely with meaning in the connection

—by that of other disciples of John; but who plainly were not companions, still

less equals of Apollos. By the latter Jesus was known, however imperfectly,

but the twelve soon after found by the apostle have to learn the testimony which

John bore to Jesus. Of the coming of the Spirit they have, of course, not heard

;

and that is the purport of their answer to the question put: they do not apeak

of the existence of the Spirit, but of His being on earth,—of the bay^tism of the

Spirit being an actual accomplishment. But this with Jews, from Pentecost and

on, had followed their baptism to the Name of Jesus; Paul therefore asks to

what then they had been baptized; and Jesus being declared to them, they are

baptized to His Name. Even then it is only upon the apostle's hands being

laid upon them that the Holy Spirit comes upon them, and they speak with

tongues and prophesy. Thus what Peter and John did at Samaria the apostle
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* And he entered into the 'synagogue, and spake
boldly for the space of three months, reasoning and
persuading [as to] the things concerning the kingdom
of God. But when some were "hardened and disobedi-
ent, speaking evil of the way before the multitude, he
departed from them, and 'separated the disciples, rea-
soning daily in the school of Tyrannus. And this took
place for'two years, so that all that dwelt in Asia heard
the word of the Lord, both Jews and Greeks.

' And God wrought *extraordinary works of power
by the hands of Paul, so that even napkins* or aprons
were brought from contact with him,f [and put] upon
the sick, and the diseases left them, and the evil spirits

came out. And certain also of the strolling Jewish
'exorcists took in hand to name, over those who had
evil spirits, the Name of the Lord Jesus, saying, I adjure
you by Jesus, whom Paul preacheth. And there were
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of the Gentiles does now in regard to Jews. Israel seems to be at a greater dis-

tance than formerly from God, and authority is not recognized in Jerusalem, but
as connected with one whose testimony Israel will not receive, but who has been
sent by the Lord from heaven, with a heavenly testimony which Israel has never
had made to them. Power is in the Risen Jesus, and is actualized for men in
the Spirit His Witness. The prophesying reminds us of the new intercourse
with God, and the tongues of a gospel for the nations round.*

' In suited connection with this, we now find separation taking place between
the Christian assembly and the unbelieving Jews. The apostle continues his

labor in the school of a Greek, Tyrannus. God in absolute sovereignty, in a
way which to the Jew might be in disrepute, but which was forced upon Him
by their sin, while it was in fact the sovereignty of grace to sinners, is taking
His place among the Gentiles. Thence the Word goes freely forth, so that all

in Asia hear it, the word of the rejected Lord,—both Jews and Greeks. The
position of the assembly is clearly defined, and there is a wide and fruitful

testimony.f
' The power of God is now manifested in an extraordinary manner in connec-

tion with Paul, the minister of this new and heavenly grace, so that napkins (or

sweat-cloths) and aprons from his skin—both the signs of a toil which sin has
necessitated—not only healed disease but expelled demons from the possessed.

So has love's labor wrought through Him who came under the penalty of sin
to heal spiritual disease and destroy the power of Satan. So manifest was the
power of the Name of Jesus that certain wandering Jews, exorcists, undertook
to use it as a charm, to conjure with. Seven sons of a Jewish high-priest, named
Sceva (or Skeua, "implement, instrument"?) did this, but with a result for

them as unfortunate as unforeseen. "Jesus I know," answered the demon,
"and Paul I am acquainted with; but who are ye?" And the demoniac fell

* This is the only case of re-baptism mentioned in the New Testament, and it is interesting
to note the reason. It was because they had only received the baptism of John, unto repent-
ance, and not that which confessed Jesus (Christ. Doubtless John's baptism, as all other, was
by immersion, but the stress here is laid not upon the form—important as it is to be obedient
in all things—but upon the Name of our Lord Jesus. There is doubtless instruction in this.
This instance also illustrates the indissoluble connection between faith in Christ and sealing

with the Spirit, for doubtless they were both sealed individually and baptized corporately by
the gift of the Holy Spirit. But there must be faith, and only that, if there is to be sealing.

S. R.
fThe name Tyrannus, "a sovereign ruler," seems to emphasize this thought. All things

are in God's hands, and never more so than when the doors are apparently closed.—S. R.
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certain men, the seven sons of Sceva, a Jewish high

"•priest, who did so. And the evil spirit answered and
said unto them, Jesus I "know, and Paul I am ac-

quainted with ; but who are ye ? And the man in

whom the evil spirit was leaped upon them, and 'mas-
tering them both, prevailed against them, so that they

fled out of that house, naked and wounded. And this

became known to all, both Jews and Greeks, who dwelt
at Ephesus, and "fear fell upon all of them, and the

Name of the Lord Jesus was magnified. Many too of

those who had believed came « confessing and declaring

their deeds. And not a few of those who practised

curious arts brought their books and 'burned them be-

fore all ; and they reckoned the price of them, and
found it fifty thousand pieces of silver.* So 'mightily

grew the word of the Lord and prevailed.

2. Now when these things were fulfilled, Paul 'purposed

in his spirit, when he had passed through Macedonia

* Calculated at from about «7,500 to 810,000.
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upon them, mastered and drove them, naked and wonnded, from the house.*

Thus a startling witness from another side caused fear to lall upon all who dwelt

at Ephesus. The effect was great in the confession and abjuring of their magic

arts on the part of numbers who brought and publicly burned their books. " It

was precisely in Ephesus that magic, strictly so called, held its seat. It had
been originally connected with the worship of Artemis" {Lechler).t

Power, then, characterizes the work in Ephesus; and this, as already said, is

in close relation to the view of the assembly in its responsibility which is here

depicted. Ephesus means probably "desirable," and as the object of Christ's

affection the assembly cannot lack on His side. Power cannot be wanting to it,

if it is not wanting to itself. Evil from without cannot prevail against it. ex-

cept it withdraw itself from the security of the divine shield. It is the ransomed

and redeemed of Him who is gone up on high, having led captivity captive, and
spoiled principalities and powers, triumphing over them in His Cross. " If God
be for us, who shall be against us?" Alas, is this Ephesus, thus defended, thus

endowed, still to illustrate the mutability of man in all that has been intrusted

to him? is it to furnish after all the most signal illustration of the warning,

"Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils; for wherein is he to be

accounted of?"
2. The apostle's labors are near their close at Ephesus, and he has in mind

another visit to Macedonia and Achaia, before once more his longing heart car-

ries him again to Jerusalem. After that he says, he must see Rome; and he

was indeed to see it, but under what diflfereut circumstances from what he could

• It Is striking that we have three Jewish sorcerers who came in contact with the gospel-
Simon at Samaria, Elymas in Cyprus and these sons of Sceva. Simon professed Christianity,

but showed his unregenerate heart by desiring to purchase tlie power of bestowing the gift of

God. He seems to stand for professing Judaism which for gain would take the name of Christ,

and then lapse. Bar-Jesus always opposed, yet with a name suggestive of that imitation of

truth which is so common. He seems to stand for the whole nation upon whom judicial

blind n&ss has fallen. The sons of Sceva would imitate a power to which thev were strangers.

We cannot help remembering how the " false prophet " in the last days will perform lying

wonders, and meet a more awful doom than these.—S. R.
. . - , . j ^. ^

t The magic and curious arts here spoken of cannot but suggest to the thoughtful mind that

which finds frequent mention, not only in the Old Testament but the New. It is the habit of

the day to speak with contempt of sorcery and witchcraft, as mere chicanery. But Scripture

speaks of them as satanic. Without doubt it is part of the enemy's way to hide his hand, but

faith should see with Scripture, nor confine demon possession, sorcery and ma^ic to apostolic

times merely. There is no question that they exist now under the forms of spiritism, hypno-

tism and other "curious arts."—S. B»
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and Achaia, to proceed to Jerusalem, saying, After I

have been there, I must also see "Eome. And having

sent into Macedonia two of those who "ministered

unto him, "Timotheus and *Erastus, he remained
himself awhile in Asia. And at that time there took

place no small disturbance about the "way. For a
certain man, by name Demetrius, a silver-beater, who
made silver shrines of Artemis, brought no little busi-

ness to the artisans ; whom he gathered together, with

those who wrought in such things, and said, Men, ye
know that from this 'trade come our means; and ye
see and hear that not only at Ephesus, but almost
throughout all Asia, this Paul hath persuaded and
turned away a large number, saying that they are "no
gods which are made with hands. Now not only is

there danger for us that this trade come into disrepute,

but also that the 'temple of the great goddess Artemis
be counted for nothing, and that she may be deposed
from her magnificence, whom all Asia and the habitable

earth worshipeth. And when they heard this, they

were filled with rage, and all cried out, saying, *Great
is Artemis of the Ephesians. And the city was filled

with confusion ; and they rushed with one accord into

the theatre, having seized and carried with them "'Gains

and "Aristarchus, Macedonians, Paul's fellow-travelers.

And when Paul was minded to enter in unto the peo-

ple, the disciples suffered him not. And some also of

the Asiarchs* who were his friends, sent to him and
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have imagined now. How little he could have anticipated those years in prison,

cut off from the work he loved, and then as a prisoner to see Rome also! It was
a foreshadow doubtless of what awaited his gospel from legal opposition, and
then from the world-power, with which in this respect it was allied. For him-
self we have already seen how he had been warned of the uselessnesa of his

efforts in behalf of his misguided countrymen, and how he had been turned

back on his last attempt to reach them, from the city itself, without anything
attained. This time we know that he goes back as the bearer of a large offering

from the Gentile Christians to the assemblies of Judea, which was to be an
acknowledgement of the great debt they owed them, and a help to greater one-

ness of feeling between them. Yet was every fresh success among the Gentiles,

accompanied as it was by a fresh manifestation of hostility on the part of the

unbelieving Jews, increasing the bitterness of national enmity against himself,

and the danger to himself at every return among them. Danger to himself was
indeed never a deterrent; he was " ready not to be bound only, but to die at

Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus" (Chap. xxi. 13). But would that

sacrifice avail? and what of the growing work in those fields afar off, to which
with the distinct warning that Israel would not receive his testimony, he had
been expressly sent ?

It is noteworthy how the claims of the Gentile assemblies are pressed upon
him at this time. Of the state of the large assembly at Corinth he hears just at

this time ; the fruit of this for us we have through the overruling hand of God
in those two epistles in which the dangers of the Church in the world its opposite

are so vividly pictured for ns. After this the conflict with Judaism in Galatia
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Purged him not to present himself in the theatre. Dif-

ferent persons then kept crying out different things

;

for the assembly was confused ; and the most knew not
why they had come together. But from among the
crowd they put forward 'Alexander, the Jews thrusting
him forward. And Alexander, beckoning with his

hand, would have made plea to the people ; but when
they came to know that he was a Jew, one cry arose
from all, crying out for about two hours, *Great is

Artemis of the Ephesians. And when the town clerk
had quieted the multitude, he said, Ephesians, what
man is there then, who does not know that the 'city

of the Ephesians is temple-keeper of the great Artemis,
and of the [image] that •'fell down from heaven?*
These things therefore being beyond contradiction, ye
ought to be quiet, and do nothing rash. For ye have
brought these men, who are*neither robbers of temples
nor blasphemers of our goddess. If indeed then Deme-
trius and the artisans with him have matter against
any, 'court-days are going on, and there are proconsuls:
let them prosecute one another ; and if ye make inquiry

Zeus (Jupiter). This entire clause is one word, " the Zeus-fallen."
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calls forth the letter in which he sharply defines the contraafc between the prin-
ciples of law and grace. The epistle to the Komans either before or after this,

written in view of the hindrances he had found to coming to them, lays down
for them and for us the great foundations of Christian position, and explains the
grafting of Gentiles into the good olive in place of the Jewish branches broken
off through unbelief The state of Corinth probably delays him now, while
sending Timothy and Erastus into Macedonia, and now suddenly there
breaks out at Ephesus a tumult of opposition against him which threatens even
life.

The history of this outbreak shows us the power of the prince of this world
sustained by the worldly interests which love to shelter themselves under the
cover of religion. A religion men must have; yet how thin a varnish of it will

suflBice for the crowd, while the crowd again will suffice for the religion. What
an absurd thing to deny what all Asia and the world worsbip! Really men be-
lieve in men: and though you may think of the individuals what you please,

the mass must be judged differently. Thus it can come to be heresy that they
are no gods who are made with hands; and the town clerk can shame a multi-
tude out of treating it seriously. This, though Demetrius and his fellows are
keener sighted through their nearer concern in what affects their craft, and this

is the first and inciting argument; though all can feel that they gain in great-

ness from their magnificent goddess, and their pride can work alongside of their

grosser interests. In fact the cry that unites the mob is " Great is Artemis of
the Ephesians!" though, when they come together, it is hard to translate this

into an intelligible expression. Alexander the Jew (perhaps the coppersmith of
whom Paul speaks elsewhere) cannot for that reason head the crowd against the

refusers of idolatry, and confusion reigns; until the townclerk with his wonder
at what is not in question, and his plea for men who are neither sacrilegious

nor blasphemers, backed by the suggestion of Rome's strong way of suppressing
a riot, brings in order and dismisses the crowd. Paul is kept out of the way,
even by the kindly advice of some of those in high place among the religious

functionaries, who realize the nature of what has called the assemblage together.

And indeed couscience is not in the crowd but in the individual; the Lord, aa
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concerning other things, it shall be settled in the law-
ful assembly. For indeed we are in danger of being
•*accused for this day's riot, there being no cause in

view of which we can give a reason for this concourse.

And having said these things, he dismissed the assembly.
3. Now after the uproar had ceased, Paul, having called

the disciples to him, and "exhorted them, bade them
farewell, and went away, to go into "Macedonia. And
having gone through those parts, and exhorted them
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we remember, had often to scatter the crowds; Paul recognizes that he has no
place here, and escapes their hands.
Such is the world into which Christianity has come—a kingdom of truth ap-

pealing to the true, claiming obedience at all personal cost, prostrating all

idolatry before the ark of God. Outwardly its aspect may be greatly changed,
but its features still remain, and the inevitable conflict. "All that is of the
world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, are

not of the Father, but are of the world." And again, " In the world ye shall

have tribulation, but be of good cheer, I have overcome the world."

»3. The journey of the apostle through Macedonia and Achaia, with all its in-

terest for us, is passed over in the briefest way. How much would we fain have
known of Philippi and Thessalonica and Berea, of Athens and of Corinth! but
Scripture approves itself in all this most unlike mere human history. After
Paul's leaving Ephesus, a i^ifj words suffice for the journey through Macedonia,
in which we have not even the names of the places he visited, or the time spent.

In Greece (Achaia) not even Corinth is mentioned, although we are told that he
was there three months. Then the machinations of the Jews, his constant
enemies, decide him to return by way of Macedonia, and we are told the names
of his companions,* more numerous than usual, who accompany him back to

Asia; that they went before, however, from Philippi to Troas, waiting for him
there. At Philippi, as we discern once more by the change of pronoun, Luke
joins him once again, after an interval of between six and seven years, and sail-

ing from Philippi, they come in five days to Troas.

Seven days are spent at Troas, and terminate with the first day of the week,
on which we find the disciples gathered together to break bread, and Paul, ready
to depart on the morrow, pours out his heart to them till midnight. It is surely

not, as some would have us consider it, an ordinary meal at which they gather,

which would deprive the time specified of all its significance, and indeed the
breaking of bread itself. On the other hand, with the first day of the week, the
resurrection day, there are connected how many joyful and tender memories for

the Christian heart! The seventh day rest of the old creation has now given
place to that which speaks of a new beginning out of death, death itself yield-

ing to life which has death behind it, aad is a life eternal. Instead of a rest

when the week of labor is over, it is a rest beginning and characterizing the

blessedness it ushers in. The legal principle, "do and live," is exchanged in

it for the evangelical one, "live and do." The seventh day is a command; the
first day is a day of privilege; and how significant it is that, whereas in the Old

* There are seven of these companions, all of whose names occur elsewhere. The meanings
are mostly plain, whether we can give the interpretation or not. 1. Sopater, "The Father
the Saviour." No doubt an abbreviated form of Sosipater (Rom. xvi. 21). He was from Beroea,
where, more noble than those of Thessalonica, they searched the scriptures. He was the son
of Pyrrhus, " the fiery or ardent,"—a good compiamon in service. 2. Aristarchus, "the best
ruler." 3. Secundus, "the second or assistant." These two were from Thessalonica. 4. Gains,
" pertaining to the land, or earth." He was from Derbe and not the Macedonian mentioned
in chap xix. 29. We do not know which is the " mine host " of Rom. xvi. 23j and of John's
third epistle. 5. Timothy, " one who honors God," well known from the two epistles addressed
to him. 6. Tychicus, " fortunate," similar to Eutychus in this same chapter. He was fre-

quently sent on errands by Paul. 7. Trophimus, " nourished." He was a Gentile apparently,
and both he and Tychicus were from Asia. Nothing special is said of him except that he was
left at Miletus sick (2 Tim. iv. 20).—S. R.
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with much discourse, he came into ''Greece. And hav-
ing spent three months [there], and a 'plot being laid

against him by the Jews when he was about to sail for

Syria, he determined to return through Macedonia.
And there accompanied him as far as Asia 'Sopater, a
Berean, [son of] Pyrrhus; and of Thessalonians 'Aris-

tarchus and Secundus; and'Gaius of Derbe and "Timo-
theus; and of Asia 'Tychicus and "Trophimus. These
going before waited for us in Troas ; and we sailed

away from Philippi after the 'days of unleavened
bread, and came to them in "five days to Troas, where
we tarried seven days.
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Testament prophets the observance of the sabbath is again and again urged upon
the people as a condition of blessing, in the New Testament epistles it is only
once mentioned, and that to say, '' Let no man judge you in meat, or in drink,

or in respect of an holy day, or of tlie new moon, or of the sabbath days"
(Col. ii. 16). The things with which it is classed are a convincing testimony
of how it is regarded.

The breaking of bread was that for which the believers at Troas were assembled,
and not even to hear the apostle, great as the privilege of this might be. The
language implies that this was an ordinary meeting to remember the Lord in

His death, at which the apostle took occasion to address them. Upon the Lord's
day they observed the Lord's Supper. The day is evidently what is styled this

in the book of Eevelation (chap. i. 10), which is not the prophetic "day of the

Lord," for this could not be applied at any rate to the first three chapters there;

besides which it is another expression, literally "the Dominical day," as the
Supper is (1 Cor. xi. 20) " the Dominical Supper." What day but the first day
of the week has the Lord stamped as His? the day hallowed by His appearance
as risen in the assembly of His disciples; the day in which He hailed them as

His brethren, and breathed on them that they might receive the Holy Spirit.

That first day made Him their Lord in a glory unknown hitherto; and that

title, " the Lord's day," conveys to us the very essence of its blessedness. He
who was under death is victorious over it; He who was under our sins is risen

for ever free; and when Thomas is bidden to reach out his hand and put it into

His side, the glad cry of his heart in response is "My Lord and my God!"
Fit it is, then, that the Lord's Supper should go with the Lord's day; with

the feast of Resurrection, the joy of the Remembrance. The death which He
has left behind we cannot leave behind: His resurrection glorifies and does not
eflace it; the myrrh and aloes perfume His garments still (Ps. xlv. 8; Jno. xix.

39. 40). Up in the glory of heaven He is seen by the hearts of His redeemed as

a '• Lamb slain " still (Rev. v. 6).

How much depends upon our remembrance here! How suited a time for the
departing apostle to address his farewell words to those he is of necessity leav-

ing to bear their own burden of responsibility as the purchased of the precious

blood of Christ! Upon the fulness and constancy of this remembrance rests all

the hope of the future of the Church as His witness upon earth until He comes.

In the joy of resurrection to show forth His death,—that is the responsibility;

to realize this is to find power to sustain it. Upon sucli a fruitful theme no
wonder that the apostle should prolong his speech till midnight, and beyond.
But at midnight it is that a significant event occurs. In the upper room in

which he is speaking, lighted up with many lights, but in a window looking out

into the darkness, Entychus, the "prosperous," sleeps, as in such places of out-

look prosperity can induce sleep, soothed, alas, by words that once had interest,

but ont of which the meaning has now died. So sleeping, he falls out of the

window to the ground, and is taken up dead. Until this word, we might easily
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And the * first day of the week, we being assembled
to "break bread, Paul discoursed to them, being about
to depart on the morrow, and prolonged his speech un-
til midnight. And there were many 'lights in the 'up-
per room, where we were assembled. And a certain
youth, by name Eutychus, sat in the ** window, over-
powered with deep 'sleep ; and as Paul was discours-
ing still more, he fell overpowered by the sleep down
from the third story, and was taken up dead. But Paul
went down and •''fell upon him, and embracing him,
said. Be not troubled, for his life is in him. And having
gone up, and broken the bread, and "eaten, and con-
versed with them a long while till day-break, so he
departed. And they brought the youth away alive,

and were not a little comforted.
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take all this, (however literally a fact, as none will question,) to be yet an alle-

gorical description of a soul's decline and fall from truth once really and savingly
known. The lighted room in the midst of surrounding darkness, the windows,
avenues into the darkness of the outside world, the youth even of the sleeper (it

is to the young man that John speaks specifically when he says, " Love not the
world"), his very name, Eutychns, pointing out the seduction of prosperity,
the consequent sleep in this place of peril, which in fact leads to his fall,—all

this reads with perfect consistency, and there would seem no diflSculty in under-
standing the warning conveyed, until we hear this last word, "taken up dead,"
while he that believeth on Christ can never die. Yet here an exceptional word
is spoken,—a word that we hear nowhere uttered as to a dead man. The apostle
goes down, and falling upon him, and embracing him, says, "Be not troubled,
for his life is in him." But one with his life in him is not what we would
ordinarily call dead. Does this then simply speak of life now restored by the
power of God which has wrought through Paul? I own that this is what one
would naturally think; and iu this case an interpretation of it in the way sug-
gested is not to be thought of. We must then accept the modification that it

represents the lapse of one not savingly, but only superficially impressed; and
we might think of such as are, in Jude's strong language, *' twice dead,"—dead
iu nature, and now dead by apostasy. Such a warning would be indeed awfully
solemn; but in the case of which Jude speaks he does not seem to intimate any
possibility of recovery such as we see in Eutychus. Doubtless there are differ-

ent grades, however, of cases seemingly the same; and here we might leave it.

But there are those who attribute a different meaning to the apostle's words:
"Eutychus pays the penalty of his inattention; but God bears testimony to His
own goodness, and to the power with which he had endued the apostle, by rais-

ing him from a state of death. Paul says that his soul was yet (?) in him: he
had only to renew the connection between it aiid his physical organization. In
other cases the soul had been recalled." Another says, " Assuredly the apostle
in these words had no desire to make light of the power of God which had
wrought in this miracle. It may be well to compare with this Luke viii. 49-56,
where the spirit of the Jewish maiden had departed. But the Lord's words
were enough; and 'her spirit returned.' Here it was not so: 'his sonl is in
him,' says the apostle, though divine power alone conld retain it, or hinder the
proximate break-up."

If this be really what is meant, we have a death which, as far as man is con-
cerned, is truly that,—the one in it outside of all human help, or even accessi-
bility to any mode of appeal that can be made. Is it not possible also lor a true
child of God to get into a condition resembling this? as far as man is concerned
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4(13-38):
Departure,
aud testing

fore-
warued.

4. But we, having gone before on board ship, set sail for

Assos, there intending to take in Paul ; for so had he
directed, himself being about to *go on foot. And
when he met with us at Assos, we took him up, and
came to Mitylene. And having sailed thence on the
mori'ow, we arrived over against Chios ; and the next
day we touched at Samos; and having* remained at

Trogyllium, the next day we came to 'Miletus. For
Paul had determined to sail past Ephesus, so that he
might not be made to 'spend time in Asia ; for he was
hastening, if it were possible for him, to be at Jerusalem
the day of * Pentecost.

' Many omit this clause.

h ef. M*tt.
26. 36.

<c/.2Tlm.4.
20.

ie/.ch.l8.20.

k ch. 2. 1.

<•/. ch.t9.21.

r/.Gal.4.10,

11.

inaccessible; the trnth itself known in snch sort that it has power no longer?
nothing remaining capable of penetrating the hardened conscience, or of rous-

ing any longer the insensible heart? How terrible may be the effect upon men
in this way of truth heard, it may be, long, but not yielded to, or no longer so,

but met with a resistance continued until it has stiffened into indifference? the

speaker becoming perhaps "as a very lovely song of one that has a pleasant

voice, and can play well on an instrument" (Ezek. xxxiii. 32), or soothing the
hearer in his dangerous sleep!

Some lesson such as that which has been indicated, the story of Eutychns must
surely yield. We are here amid intimations of the present time, when the
Church, bereft of her first human guardians, would have to work out her own
salvation in a world opposed to Christ; and in which, as we shall shortly have
plainly declared, the enemy would have in the meantime only too much success

both in alluring and worrying the sheep of Christ. The Spirit indeed would
not depart; and in the faithfulness and love of God there would always be
refuge and unfailing blessing for His own. But the source ol worse danger they
carry ever with them, an evil heart of unbelief ready to turn them aside to seek
other help than in the Only and All-powerful Helper. Thus declension and re-

vival have marked the Church's history upon earth; the mercy of God raising

up deliverers in those who sought fully to follow in the path of faith, while the
mass dragging behind would limit aud enfeeble the deliverance. lu Paul here
we may see the special power of one who wrought with God to revive the dead,

and relieve for a time the distress; but the vessels of this power depart, and
those who have rejoiced in it but had it not are left once more to face their own
responsibility with their feebleness to meet it. The apostle in the consciousness
of such a condition of things ensuing, himself sustained * by the refreshment of
that which is the means of communion to the whole company, spends the whole
night in converse with them till the day breaks, and at the day-dawn departs.

4. To Assos, where his companions proceed on shipboard, Paul goes alone on
foot! It is probable enough that at this moment solitude was more congeuial to

him than companionship, even with those so spiritually akin as were his com-
panions at this time. The future of that Church, so dear to him as the Church
of Christ, was, as we know by what follows, upon his heart. He was the man
of all on earth upon whom this burden rested (2 Cor. xi. 28, 29). None knew
as well, perhaps, as he, upon Whose shoulders of strength the graven names are;

yet that did not hinder the employment of his heart with those for whom the
heart of Christ was employed, but gave depth to it. There -were personal causes
of thought also, although not separate from the Church's need, in whose serv-

• I do not doubt that it is the bread which they have broken at the Lord's Supper, which he
now breaks for his own support (a connection w"hich has great significance), and that this is

not the Supper itself. As others have remarked, the action here is confined to himself, and
the word "eaten " added, which is literally " tasted," is more suited to this.
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And from Miletus he sent toEphesusand called tohim the
'elders of the assembly. And when they were come to

him, he said unto them, Ye know how, from the first

day on which I set foot in Asia, I was with you the
whole time, serving the Lord with all "lowliness of
mind, and with tears, and in trials which befejl me by
the "plots of the Jews; how I "kept back nothing of
what was profitable, so as not to announce it to you,
and teaching you publicly and from house to house,
testifying both to Jews and Greeks ^repentance towards
God, and 'faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ.* And

* Some omit " Christ.'

Icf.ch.U.tS.
cf. ver. 28.

c/. 1 Tim.3.
1-7.

mc/.lThes.
2. 1,6,7.
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C/.2 Cor.4.5.
n cf. ver. 3.

o cf. ver. 31.

f/.2Tlm.4.
2.

per. ch.2.38.
c/.ch.l7.S0.

c/.Gal.3.22.

q cf. ch. 16.

31.

C'.Rom.lO.

<^.OaI.2.16.

ice his life was spent. He was going to Jerusalem
;
place of so many memories,

and perhaps of his most real conflict. What waited him there ? what lay be-
yond this? would it aflfect his after-course? would it alter those visions of future
service which did not stop short of the furthest bounds of the west ? Doubtless
he had occupation enough with thoughts that thronged him those twenty-five
miles or so to Assos. There they took him up, and thence they sailed, passing
by Ephesus, which with all his ties to it would detain him too long if he visited

it now, and only briefly pausing at Miletus.

But Ephesus could not be left aside with no token of his ever-abiding love;

and the stay at Miletus gives him his desired opportunity. It was but thirty

miles away, and a good road connecting; " he sent and called to him the elders

of the assembly," for his last tender greeting.

The address of the apostle to the elders here is clearly in accordance with
what has been already said of the representative character of the assembly at

Ephesus. We have nothing like it elsewhere; and it ends in fact Paul's min-
istry of active labor as far as the only inspired account given us depicts it. From
Jerusalem a new kind of testimony begins, and if he were freed from his chain
at Rome, and permitted to carry out his thought of going on to Spain, yet
nothing of this comes into or is needed for the completion of the history,—for

the divine purpose with which it has been given us. A divine history is no
mere account of things in detail; it is much more than this: it is a specially ar-

ranged extract from the whole, to prevent our losing ourselves in the many de-
tails, and to guide us to a proper estimate of the whole; it is at once a history

and a comment which the history itself furnishes.

According to the divine thought, then, the evangelization of the Gentiles is

here complete: we stand at the end and look back upon it; and Avith the review
can look on also to see the result of it all, as thus complete. Moreover, in the
review of the work of such an one as Paul we get a clearer apprehension spiri-

tually of these results than if we had a wider field and many workmen. Then
we should have a complicated problem to work out—to estimate the laborers and
their labors separately and together, and to distinguish what might be due to

each. Now on the other hand, we have one pattern workman, and we can cer-

tainly anticipate no better results from any other, nor from any number of
others; we have the whole matter resolved for us with the greatest simplicity

that can be.

An unalterably solemn thing it is, to look at it so; and a comparison made
outside the history of the Acts will only confirm it. Where was there a place

more competent as an example than the great assembly at Corinth, "coming
behind in no gift;" the fruit of the apostle's careful labors for a year and a half;

in how short a time does the first epistle, written from Ephesus during his work
there, show us results such as we need not be reminded of; the Spirit of God, by
the hand of Paul himself, has given it in detail. Look at Galatia with its zeal

and enthusiasm for him who bad brought it the gospel of Christ; in still less
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now, behold, I go •'bound in spirit to Jerusalem, 'not
knowing the things that I shall meet with in it, save
that the 'Holy Spirit testifieth to me city after city,

saying that bonds and afflictions await me. But I hold
not my life of any account as "precious to myself, so
that I may accomplish my "course, and the ministry
which I received of the Lord Jesus, to "testify the
gospel of the grace of God. And now behold, I know
that all ye among whom I have gone about preaching
the kingdom [of God] * will *see my face no more.

*Many omit.

cj. Rom. 1. 1; c/. 1 Cor. 9. 16. X ver. 38; c/.

rcf. ch. 19.

21.

c/. ch.21.13.

sc/. Heb.U.
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t cf. ch. 21.4,

11.

cf. ch. 8.29.

r/.ch. 16.6,7.

M ci: Phil. 3.

7-10.
</. PliU. 1.

20, 21.

V cf. Phil. 3.

13, 14.

c/.2Tim.4.
7,8.
w ver. 21.

2 Tim. 4. 6.

time from that of his second visit swept by the chilling blasts of legality, and
giving up tlie joyous Spirit of adoption (or the spirit of bondage. Compared
with these Paul's declaration as to Ephesus is moderate indeed.

At the outset he reminds them of the character of his life and service among
them, so well known during the long time he had spent there. His service now
ended, he can speak of it with frankness and simplicity of heart to those who
would need to serve with the same lowliness, compassed with the same perils.

In his ministry there had been no reserve—no keeping back of anything that

would be profitable, in a service which was not only public and general, but in-

dividual and from house to house. The basis of all w as that which went out in

testimony to Jews and Greeks,—repentance towards God, that judgment of self

in His Presence which sets aside self-righteousness and self-confidence of
every kind, and thus also that seeking after one's own will and way which is

the essence of sin; on the other hand, faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ,

which alone gives God to be known and joyed in. and thus links the soul to

Him from whom it can no more be sundered. These two things, it is evident,

are but different parts of the one great wliole of conversion, and which cannot
exist apart from one another. One cannot exist, therefore, before the other, and
they exercise a reciprocal influence upon each other. True repentance is as

evangelical as true faith; and true faith as practical as true repentance. And the

relation of each to a man's works is strangely in contrast with the usual
thoughts; for while /aiYA it is that is the worker, insomuch that "faith, if it

have not works, is dead" faith iae\e\y, repentance it is that turns from all

doings of man as wherein to have confidence, abliomiig self, not sin merely, as

the best man on earth was taught to do (Job xlii. 6). But thus the two clasp

hands and walk together.

On such a basis, then, has his work been: but he is now leaving it; as far as

they are concerned, it is for ever,—they will see his face no more. For himself,

he is going to Jerusalem, bound in spirit—surely not tlie Holy Spirit, to whom
the term he uses would be quite inapplicable, nor does it speak of the sweet and
happy constraint of love, though love is in it—deep and constraining love; but
along with this is certainly a foreboding which casts a shadow over him; the

word " bound " reminds one of the victim for the altar; yet, if it were only
that, and he felt the Lord were leading him in this way, his spirit would be
brighter: his spirit would not bind him, though men's hands might. Contrast

his words to the Philippians, where he is contemplating such a possibility:
" Yea, and if I be offered "—" por.red out" rather, the figure being taken from
the drink-offering, which was a symbol ofjoy; and thus he goes on,—"and if I be
poured out upon the sacrifice and service of your lailh, I joy and rejoice with you
all" ^Phil. ii, 17). Again, when in nearer view of the end:—"For I am now
ready to be offered, and the time ofmy departure is at hand; I have fought a good
fight; I have finished my course, I have kept the faith; henceforth there is laid

up for me a crown of righteousness which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will
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Wherefore I testify to you this day that I am ^pure from
the blood of all ; for I have not shrunk from announc-
ing to you 'all the counsel of God. "Take heed* to

yourselves and to all the 'flock, in which the Holy
Spirit hath made you "overseers, to tend the assembly
of God, which he ''purchased with the blood of his

own.f [For] I know [this], that "after my departure
there will come in among you grievous wolves, not
sparing the flock ; also from -^among your own selves
shall men rise up, speaking things perverted, to draw
away the 'disciples after them. Wherefore * watch,
remembering that for three years I ceased not night
and day to 'admonish each one [of you] with tears.

* Many add, " therefore."

t Or " the assembly of the Lord, which he purchased with blood that
was his own." MSS. are nearly equally divided ; and I am not satisfied
that what I have given is the true reading. The plea that "church of
the Lord " is found nowhere else may incline one the more to accept an
unusual phrase ; and " blood that was His own " would be in contrast
with that "blood not his own" (Heb. ix. 25), with which the Jewish
high priest entered the holiest.
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give me in that day" (2 Tim. iv. 6-8). The mere circumstances, therefore,
will not explain the expression used by him now without a great wrong to the
apostle himself; except indeed we take in the circumstances in a wider sense,
beginning with his love to Israel; deep enongh to have made him, as he declares
to the Romans (and when this journey was in fact before him), be wishing that
he himself were anathema from Christ for his brethren, his kinsmen accord-
ing to the flesh (Rom. ix. 3); yet with those words in his ears,—how they must
have remained in his ears!— "They will not receive thy testimony concerning
Me," how the longing desire of the heart may work round the plainest testi-

monies! and especially even when the love that creates it is one like this of the
apostle, a divine love for the people of God; for a people whose history was the
history of God's grace to men from times far ofl', and of whom the Lord Himself
had said, " Salvation is of the Jews."
Here he was, then, with his offering from the Gentiles, hoping, as it would

seem, that now at last he might find that restriction removed, and that He who
had once sent him far off to the Gentiles, might now permit him a testimony
that should be accepted at Jernsalem itself And yet—and yet—an uncertainty
seems to cling to it in his mind, and shadow the hope that wonld fain be con-
fident. He knows not what is to befall him there. There was the general vvit-

ness of the Spirit—no exceptional thing that—wherever clustered the abodes of
men, there were the scenes of his trial, if of his triumphs,—bonds and afflic-

tions awaited him. What wonder if they did so at Jerusalem? Would he
shrink from it on that account? Did he value his life, in the accomplishment of
his course,—of that ministry received from the Lord Jesns, to testify the gospel
of the grace of God ?

In Ephesus, however, his work was done; with the whole counsel of God fully
declared to them, he was clear from the blood of all. He addresses himself,
therefore, to those to whom the Spirit had given a place of oversight in the as-
sembly, to care for it and watch and warn as he had done, tending the flock as
shepherds, in view of evils which he can already foresee, and which would re-
quire their utmost vigilance and care.

As others have said, it is plain that the apostle thinks of no successors to him-
self in apostolic power or place. It is the elders who are now to exercise
oversight, and they are not apostles. We find by the Apocalyptic epistle to
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And now I ^commend you to God and the *word of his

grace, which is able to 'build [you] up, and to give [you]
an ""inheritance among them that are "sanctified. I

have "coveted of none silver or gold or apparel
;
your-

selves know that these ''hands have ministered to my
needs, and to those who were with me. In all things
1 have given you an "example that so laboring ye
should sustain the weak, and to 'remember the words
of the Lord Jesus, that he himself said, It is more
blessed to give than to receive. . , „ .°

</. iPet. 1
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Ephesus, that in fact just to that which, as has been already said, in a special
way represents the Chnrch at large there did come those who professed to be snch
successors: men Avho claimed to be apostles and were not, and whom they found
liars (Rev. ii. 2). The Corinthians also are warned oi false apostles (2 Cor. xi.

13), but nowhere are any exhorted to receive the true. This is marked and de-
cisive as to those who make such claims to-day. It is remarkable indeed how
ritualism has stultified itself in its successional pretensions, which always cleave
to Peter, never to Paul: to the man, that is, who distinctly gave up the Gentiles
to the care of Paul, himself going to the circumcision (Gal. ii. 9). Who pre-
tends, in fact, to be succes-sor to Paul, who had the whole Gentile field com-
mitted to him ? Or when did Paul confine himself to so narrow a field as that
which the widest imaginable episcopal diocese would be to such an one (Rom. i.

13-15) ? But in fact the episcopi—the bishops—are here in these elders (ver. 28,
R. v.), who were simply the overseers of an assembly,—no one of them with
diocese or parish or assembly of his own. We have seen snch appointed in the
Gentile assemblies by Paul and Barnabas on their first return journey through
Lycaonia and Pisidia (chap. xiv. 23), and here we find them again in Ephesus.
They are a company in each assembly of men fitted by their years, or that prac-
tical experience that should come through years, to take fatherly rule and over-
sight together. In this way they were to tend the flock as shepherds, but it by
no means follows that this comprehends also the " nourishing and furnishing it

with the wholesome food of the Word and all the means of grace," as Lechler
alleges; here is not the place properly to discuss this; it is quite natural for

those to think so who have been accustomed to see in the minister of the church
the nnion of all the public "gifts " in the body of Christ. On the other hand
it may be asserted without hesitation that the minister of a church, as almost
everywhere found to-day, does not anywhere appear in the pages of the New
Testament. The elders were a local board, as is plain; and by the very fact that
they were "elders," though the word seems to have lost its meaning now, they
could not include all ministry in the assembly; which the well-known text in
the first epistle to Timothy (v. 17) confirms: elders might rule well, and yet
not labor in the Word and doctrine; the one did not at all include the other.

Appointed by the apostle, as in the case before us compared with those al-

ready mentioned we cannot doubt they were, it could be said that the Holy
Spirit had made them overseere, and in the assembly of Go<l wliich He had pur-
chased with the blood of His own—of One in such endeared relation as Christ
was. How great the responsibility, then, of such a charge! The more, because
evil times were coming, and not far off, as "after my departure" would surely

indicate. The conflict with evil in a world like this cannot be avoided; and God
turns it to blessing, but does not keep His people from it. Have we not to main-
tain a similar struggle with an inward enemy also? And so as to the Church
of God, it would not be persecution from the world that would be the only, or
even the chief trial. Here too there would be internal strife: " I know," say.?
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And having said these things, he 'kneeled down and
prayed with them all. And they all wept sore, and
fell upon Paul's neck, and 'kissed him tenderly ; sor-

rowing most of all for the word which he had spoken,
that they would "see his face no more. And they con-
ducted him to the ship.

t cf. Gal. 4.

14, 15.

cf. 1 Thess.
3.6.
u ver. 25.

c/.l Cor. 15.

19.

the apostle, "that after my departare there will come in among you grievous
wolves, not sparing the flock; also from among your own selves shall men rise

up, speaking things perverted, to draw away the disciples after them." On the
one hand, from without the evil would break in through the slackly-guarded
gates: we see the possibility of this in Simou at Samaria; though there the power
did not lack to detect and cast out what had gained admission. On the other
hand, from within perversions of truth would come, men seeking to make of
themselves a centre instead of Christ: the subtlest evil,—truth with a twist in
it, so as in some sense to deceive the true. For, alas, how seldom are we abso-
lutely and altogether such that error cannot appeal to us! Doubtless "he that
will do His will shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God;" but who
then can look round among the contradictory views that divide the sincerest

Christians, without realizing how much our own wills must deceive us
after all ?

How solemn does this make the apostle's word to Timothy, " Take heed to

thyself &i\A to the doctrine" (1 Tim. iv. 16); to thyself first! For Scripture itself

will only furnish perfectly the man of God: and we may be earnest enough to

learn just such and such things, and find no capacity, because of something we
do not want to learn, which must be learned first! For this cause what
we may be pleased to call our open Bible may be a Bible with few wide open
pages. If we shut our eyes, we cannot dictate to them just what they shall

shut out!

But if anything like this be true, then we must not wonder at the decline that
seems ever ready to set in after the greatest of revivals. All truth makes de-
mand proportionate to its blessedness, and thus the highest truth may be the
first to be lost. It is a solemn thing indeed that, even amongst Christians, the
doctrine of Paul is that least received, most carped at. How significant were
the tears with which day and night he ceased not to admonish every one!

Therefore they were to watch ; God and the word of His grace remained with
them, and would remain: a sufficient resource surely, whatever the trial. It

was able to build them up and give them an inheritance among the sanctified;

it is able still to minister now to the soul a portion as large as ever. We have
no limit except that which we make for ourselves; why make it?

Sustained by all this wealth of blessing, he could appeal to them that he had
coveted nothing from them. His own hands had sufficed for his need, and even
for that of others with him. He had given them an example of labor freely en-

gaged in on behalf of the weak, and a fulfilment of the words of the Lord
Jesus, that it is more blessed to give than to receive.

He closes with a full heart, pouring out his prayers with them before he
leaves them, with a burst of sorrowing love on their part at the close of a min-
istry to which they owed their all, henceforth a memory only, save in that one
letter from the Roman prison in which he takes them and us up into the land
where are no partings, and where the inheritance of them that are sanctified is

spread before us and made our own. He had been already caught up there, to

see things he could not communicate. In his captivity at Rome even he seems
to have acquired a more penetrating apprehension of the things unseen, which
he is able at the same time to communicate. May we have ability to receive

these revelations which alone place us in the full height of our position as

Christians, and thus give us the full length and breadth of what is through
grace our own!
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1(1-6): The
will ofGod.

DIVISION 4. (Chaps, xxi.-xxviii.)

Into the Roman Prison.

Subdivision 1. (Chap, xxi

Forewarnings.

1-14.)

1. A ND when it came to pass that, having got away
-OL from them, we set sail, we came in a "straight

course to Cos, and on the morrow to Rhodes, and
thence to Patara. And having "found a ship crossing

over to Phenicia, we went on board, and set sail ; and
having sighted Cyprus, and left it on the left hand, we
sailed to Syria, and landed at Tyre : for there the ship

was to discharge her cargo. And having found out the

disciples, we tarried there seven days; who "said to

V r.f. ch. 16.

II.
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c/. ch. 20.6.
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DiV. 4.

The last division of the Acts is plainly of a very different character from

those beioie it. The progress of the gospel is over; the cliief evangelist, the

apostle to whom is committed the whole Gentile field, is shut up in prison, not

(as far as the history given to us goes) to escape from it again, whatever partial

relief might be obtained. Kome, the capital of the world, shows herself, only

less bitterly, alas, than Israel, the enemy of God and of His grace. The word of

God is indeed not bound; it is His word who is over all, and who is with it; but

its ministers are confessors, and its witnesses are martyrs. There is no conversion

of the world, nor does it change its prince; and it is prophetic of the future of

Christendom itself the welcome that Rome extends to Paul and to his gospel, the

fullest chords of whose music sound from the place of his captivity.

It should not be strange to find therefore, in the whole narrative before us

now, the prophetic character (which indeed underlies all Scripture history) be-

coming very manifest. The broad features are of the clearest, although details

may be often hard to read. Legalism has been all through, and not simply at

the beginning, more than the profane world itself, the enemy of the gosjiel, and
the inspiration of the world in its attacks upon it. Rome has been judnized,

never truly Christianized; and judaized Rome has had more martyrs than Pagan

Rome ever had. Babylon the Great is the false woman on the vvild beast's

back,—the seven-hilled city in her " mystery " phase. But it is enough here to

indicate in general terms what is before us; the details will develop as we
proceed.

SuBD, 1.

Not without full warning does the apostle come into soldier's chain. God
utters His voice with absolute plainness, and it is not due to any lack in this

respect that the disaster happens which occupies so many pages of the Acts. We
see here a reason why it could not be in its totality the Acts of Jesus; why
the Acts of the apostles do not fully represent these. The voice of the Lord is

heard now in protest against the act of one of His most devoted servants; even

although that act itself is one of complete self-sacrifice, and although it is per-

mitted for purposes of wise and holy, far-reaching design. There is no more
mystery here than in a multitude of the ways of Him around whom in divine

governinent clouds and darkness so often are. He can be completely over what

He cannot sanction in anywise; and what an immense comfort is it to know
this! What a confusion wonld the world be if it were not so! whereas the very

exercise which this now involves for us is itself most truly helpful in that dis-

cernment of good and evil in which so much of our education here consists.

The warning given is a double one. The apostle is first told, plainly and un-

equivocally, not to go to Jerusalem; and then the consequences of going are put
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Paul by the Spirit, that he should not set foot* in

Jerusalem. And when it came to pass that we had
completed the days, we departed, and went on our
journey, all of them 'accompanying us, with wives and
children, till we were out of the city; and "kneeling
down on the shore, we prayed, and took leave of one
another ; and we went on board ship, and they re-

turned home.
2. And having finished the voyage from Tyre, we ar-

•Some read, "go up to."

2 ch. 20.

a ch. 20.

before him. Had the latter been announced alone, with one such as Paul, they
might uot have been suflScient; coming after the other, they reiterate the pro-

hibitiou. Spite of all, the apostle certainly sees nothing of the kind; there is

a veil over his eyes very solemn indeed in character, by reason of its being that
of an impulse possessing hira so exalted and so pathetic as was that love to Israel

which he himself has recorded tor us in the epistle to the Romans (ix. 1-4).

That epistle was written in contemplation of this very journey (xv. 25); he had
long treasured in his heart the thought of it, and the apparent failure of his

previous attempt to reach the object of his desire had only perhaps made more
absorbing that desire. Under the control of this he seems incapable of realizing

any hindrance to its effectuation. Ready to any extent to sacrifice himself, how
could it be possible that God should be against that which was in fact the fruit

of the Spirit of Christ?
1. He wrenches himself away therefore from the beloved Ephesian disciples,

a need greater than theirs pressing him on; and with a straight course and all

things favoring, pursues his voyage to the Syrian coast. At Tyre he lauds, and
there they find disciples, with whom they remain seven days; and now comes
the first distinct intimation from more than one of these, speaking by the Spirit,
" that he should not set foot in Jerusalem." It is strange to find, spite of the
explicitness of this, Lechler contending that it was only the knowledge of Paul's
sufferings in Jerusalem that they had by the illumination of the Spirit, while
"the entreaty itself, that Paul should not visit Jerusalem where such dangers
awaited him, was not dictated by the Holy Ghost, but was prompted solely by
human opinions and affections." He appeals, of course, not to the passage be-
fore him, but to the prophecy of Agabus which was after this, and to the lan-

guage of the apostle himself in chap. xx. 23, which we have already considered,
in proof of what he advances; but such a way of reading Scripture could make
almost anything of it. Not a word is said here about any sufferings that were
to result from the visit, but " they said by the Spirit that he should not" go
there. If this were not prophecy, as we know it could not have been, then it

could only be guidance; and we may notice again how fully it is confirmed to

the apostle by the mouth of at least two witnesses. It is quite true that he is

not really guided by it, and we may not be able to account fully for his neglect
of such an intimation; but we must not set aside the plain words which we find

here, and which alone put in its true light much that follows, as well as some
things that have gone before. Certainly there was upon Paul the spell of a
wondrous love, if we do not say, its delirium; a love, which those for whom it

was, rejected, as they did the much more wondrous love of the Son of God. of
which this was but the reflection. Had he not (laught it in the glory of that

Face, into which, we know, he was habitually looking?
Another farewell scene is depicted for us here with these brethren of Tyre,

who with wives and children accompany their visitore to the ship, and with
prayer take leave of them. A shadow of what is at hand seems falling upon
these little companies of believers, which is lightened up with the tender con-
stancy of an affection which has in it the assurance of eternity.

2. The party of Paul take ship once more, coasting the Syrian shore to Ptole-
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rived at Ptolemais, and having saluted the brethren,

remained one day with them. And departing on the

morrow, we came to Csesarea ; and we entered into the

house of Philip the 'evangelist, who was one of the

•seven, and abode with him. Now this man had four

daughters, virgins, who ''prophesied. And as we tar-

ried some days, there came down from Judea a certain

prophet named *Agabus ; and coming to us, and taking
Paul's •''girdle, he bound his own feet and hands, and
said. Thus saith the Holy » Spirit, So shall the Jews at

Jerusalem bind the man that owneth this girdle, and
•deliver him into the hands of the Gentiles. And when
we heard these things, both we and those of that place

'besought him not to go up to Jerusalem. Then an-

swered Paul, What do ye, weeping and •'breaking my
heart ? for I am ready not to be bound only, but also

to *die at Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus.

And when he would not be persuaded, we were quiet,

saying, The ' will of the Lord be done.

i cf. ch. 20. 37; cf. Gal. 4. 19. k cf. Phil. 1. 20, 21; c/. 2Tiin. 4. 6-8. ic/.ch. 13. 27; c/. Bom. 8. 28.

mais, which we now call Acre, where again they find disciples; few towns there

were now, no doubt, without them. And next day they are at Caesarea, at the

house of that Philip the evangelist with whose work at Samaria we are well

acquainted. We have here a glimpse of what helps us to realize the way in

which the gifts of the Spirit were manifested through the assemblies. Philip

has four daughters, all prophetesses, a lovely picture just put before us, one

would say, that we might admire it (for we have nothing of them more than

this), perhaps that we may remember that the same Spirit is with as still, and
that we may covet, as we are exhorted to do, the gifts of His grace. We may
also understand that women as such are not shut out from them, however there

may be for them (as women) a suited sphere for their exercise. It is nature that

has marked out this sphere; which grace does not set aside, nor limit on this

account the fulness of blessing that may be theirs who covet it. How good it

would be to see more of this coveting in faith, and that we would put to the

proof in faith these assurances that are given us. How great would be the re-

sult, not to the individual only, but iu the assembly as a whole, of believing

hearts that craved from God their portion! We have not, because we ask not;

we ask and have not, because our prayers are too much a conflict with God for

what, if He granted, it would be disaster for us, instead of desires that rise after

those blessings which are laid up for us in Christ already, and may be claimed

with the full confidence of faith.

One cannot say again with Lechler that this account of Philip's daughters

stands in no immediate connection with the events here related. Why should

we make our own capacity to discern such things the measure of what is really

in them; disparaging Scripture iu the proportion in which we elevate ourselves

above it ? When the Church is being left of its great apostle, is it not suitable

that we should be shown how fully, nevertheless, the endowment of the Spirit

is upon it, even in its weakest members ? that the Lord's care for it neither

fails nor is abridged; and that it need neither fail nor fear because of this?

But Philip's daughters have no prophecy for Paul: it is Agabus of whom we
have heard before, who, coming down from Judea, announces to him that which

awaits him from the people upon whom his heart is set. It is Paul's own girdle,

however, that binds his hands and feet; that is, it is his own zealous service to

them that puts him into their hands. The meaning is given to him, and in the

most emphatic way, as a declaration of the Spirit, of the Holy Spirit, who thus
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The Arrest.

1. A ND after these days, we made ready our baggage,
-^ and went up to Jerusalem. And there went with

us also some of the disciples from Csesarea, to bring us
to one Mnason, a "Cyprian, an early disciple, with
whom we were to lodge. And when we were arrived

m c/.ch.l3.4.

cf. ch.15.39.

reveals to His servant the unchanged evil in the hearts of those once the mur-
derers of the Saviour, and now ready to be his own. Was not He too delivered
to the Gentiles? a likeness which conld not but affect the apostle, so closely to
follow in his Master's steps. Yet was not that Gentile cross to which they gave
him up the very symbol of salvation for men? So with himself also, might the
apostle argue, if this were but a means by which the tardy hearts of Israel were
to be smitten to repentance, would not suffering be light that should have this

result? So when those around begin in their distress to beseech him not to go
up to Jerusalem, he is fixed and resolute, moved by their tears indeed, bnt not
altered. Did they not know him ready even to die at Jerusalem for the Name
of the Lord Jesus? But the Spirit had spoken nothing about death. The cap-
tivity of yeare, shut up from the work he loved, and with which he was so
identified, would it not be worse than any death could be? How if he had
recognized it as the shadow of that setting aside of his gospel also, in days not
far off?

And in fact such an intimation we, at least, may read in it. The judaizing
of the Church, which he had already been called so earnestly to contend against,
was to be a worse enemy to the free grace of God he published than this Jewish
people now menacing himself Alas, it would be armed with all the natural
resistance of the self-righteous heart against that which humbles it, even while
it exalts immeasurably the soul once humbled. Who that knows anything of
himself but has known this Jew in him, not one of God's Israel indeed, but
such as confronted Christ and now Paul, with his circumcision of flesh, and not
of heart, and his steadfast resistance to the truth at all points. Such in the pro-
fessing church at a later day the Lord Himself characterizes as those " who say
they are Jews, but are not, but are the synagogue of Satan:" words which let in
a terrible light upon the degradation ensuing upon their prevalence (as prevail
they did), and which changed the heavenly to the earthly, spirit to flesh, grace
to law, the company chosen out of the world into a confusion of Church and
world together; the adversary's attack by low imitation upon that which Christ
is sanctifying, cleansing it by washing of water by the Word, to present it to
Himself a glorious Church!

We can understand by this, not only the apostle's captivity—that is. his

gospel's,—but how this Judaism (false to the core, as false in its abuse of Chris-

tian names) gave np what it had first polluted into the hands of the world,
and thus riveted the chains of a long captivity. Sad it is, though profitable, to

trace, step by step, the awful transformation. It is not for us to do it now; it is

enough to show how fully the history which is before us here has its spiritual

counterpart in that of the Church afterwards. Judaism had only the external
form of separation from the world, which could not yet be actual; the new
Judaism coming in after the separation was accomplished, brought back (and of
course into the place of power) the world once more. It was the Babylonish
captivity of the Church of God.

SUBD. 2.

The story of how Paul actually falls into the hands of bis enemies implicates
the Christians in Jerusalem, who by their advice, which he takes, and to satisfy

their zeal for the law, puts himself into the very place of chiefest danger, and
where the presence of one known to advocate the equal footing of Jew and Gen-
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at Jerusalem, the brethren "received us gladly; and
the day following Paul went in with us to 'James, and
all the elders were present. And having saluted them,
he P related one by one the things which God had
wrought among the Gentiles by his ministry. And
when they heard it, they 'glorified God. And they
said unto him, Thou beholdest, brother, how 'many
myriads there are among the Jews of those who have
believed ; and all are 'zealots for the law. And they
have been 'informed concerning thee that thou teachest

all the Jews that are among the Gentiles to apostatize

from Moses, telling them not to circumcise their chil-

dren, nor to walk after the "customs. What is it then?
a multitude will necessarily come together, for they
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tile would be snre to lash the unconverted Jew to fnry. His own compliance,

though from pure desire to be to the Jew a Jew, to win the Jew, yet not only
pats him into the hands of his enemies, but takes him ofif the higher ground
upon which he habitually walked, and renders bis steps less certain. It is a
painful history all round.

1. The cause of Paul's arrest is traced briefly but clearly, and shown to rest

with the Jewish Christians. Before we come to this, it will not be amiss to note

that it cannot be for nothing that we are told of the place in which the apostle

at this time lodges: some meaning must certainly attach to this, whether or not

we are able to find the meaning; and some relation there must be also to the

narrative with which it is connected. Those also who believe in God's absolute

control of history, and that Scripture everywhere shows this control, can have

no difficulty in accepting a meaning flashed out of a name as a true, if hidden,

indication of the mind of God. Now Mnason, at whose house Paul lodges at

this time, is from a word which means "to sue for, court," and Paul is certainly

here as a suitor, and in a strange place for him: he is in a place not his own.
The man in Christ, which he has but lately told others it was all his boast to be

(2 Cor. xii. 5), is here in the guise of one walking orderly and keeping the law.

And it is the suit he has in hand that brings him down to this. He is really

lodging with Mnason, the disciple from the beginning, or early disciple, as the

term used is. Was it not, in fact, such early disciples, belonging to the time

when Christians could be reckoned but as a sect of the Jews, among whom
would naturally be found those of whom it was asserted as a nuivei-sal truth that

they were "all zealots for the law"? Mnason himself would be actually

included here. Could Paul be ranged among these? No one could imagine it.

But he certainly was laboring to make himself acceptable to these. No doubt,

the law was to him a thing iudiflferent, and that it was his acknowledged prin-

ciple to become to the Jew a Jew, that he might gain the Jew. But would they

not have understood by it something more? and does not " walking orderly and
keeping the law " imply that he belonged to the house of Mnason, rather than

that he was but lodging there ? There surely was not a selfish thought in the

apostle's heart. He was walking in the spirit of pure self-sacrifice, to win his

Jewish kindred to the Lord ; but if he had declared to them his exact position

with regard to it
—"to those under the law as under the law, not being myself

under the law^^ (1 Cor. ix. 20, R. V.), would it have been, could it have been, a

means of winning them ?

The meeting that is pictured for us as taking place is at James' house, and
with the elders. The apostles seem by this time to have scattered from Jeru-

salem, and nothing is mentioned with regard to them. Nor indeed does James
himself seem to take any prominent part, such as he took at the council to decide

the place of Gentile converts with respect to the law. It is more than possible

that those most fanatical as to Moses were the most forward, as they had indeed
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will hear that thou art come. Do therefore this that
we say to thee : we have four men who have a 'vow on
them ; take these, and purify thyselfwith them, and be
at charge for them, that they may shave their heads

;

and all will know that there is nothing in those things
of which they have been informed concerning thee, but
that thou thyself also walkest* "orderly, keeping the
law. But concerning those of the Gentiles who have
believed we have 'written giving judgment that they
should f keep themselves from things sacrificed to idols,

and from blood, and from what is strangled, and from
fornication. Then Paul took the men, and the next day
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• This is one word in the original, and suggests keeping rank.
t Many add, " observe no such thing, only to."

made their voices to be heard first on the former occasion. Panl himself, in the
natural progress of divine revelation, had doubtless made advance, while it

would be well if under the influence of their alarm at the steadily growing
questions involved by the increasing Gentile element in the assemblies, these
had not gone backward. There was a strong feeling abroad as to Paul, and a
multitude behind who must needs come together. While it was the nation still

in unbelief of which Paul was surely thinking, he is faced with this opx)osition
first to be encountered of the converted and Christian Jews. On their side they
must needs recognize also the wondrous work of divine grace which God has
been working by him among the nations. They will make no doubt that all the
reports that have come to them concerning him are but perversions. They are
ready to assume that he is really as good a Jew as ever; what they propose to
him then is not a concession : it is a justification of himself from calumny merely.
Let the Gentiles, as they have conceded, remain Gentiles; he could not have
taught the Jews to apostatize from Moses, and not to circumcise their children,
nor to walk according to the customs. Let him take then these four men who,
being believers like himself, could yet bind themselves with the Nazarite vow,
and presenting himself with them in the temple purified, take upon him the
expenses necessary for their completion of it, and that publicly, that all might
recognize clearly his own relation to the law.

Nothing is proposed to him, as many have thought, about taking upon him-
self the vow in question. He is merely to purify himself ceremonially, for his
appearance in the temple, and it was no new thing that they advised, but what
is known to have been done by others very near the time at which all this took
place. In fact there was nothing in all that was advised that the apostle could
not have done with a good conscience as a part of his privilege to give up his
own liberty in toleration of the ignornnt infirmity of others; but the question
returns, and will return : Was it to be understood in this way ? Here among
"zealots for the law," there was indeed ignorance on every side; could he then
adapt himself to this, raising no question, leaving them to grow into the truth,
as necessarily they would? not forcing any, as in fact he had never forced,

—

tolerant where Gk)d yet was tolerant? Could he not in such a case, without pro-
fessing anything where it was at present hopeless to bring round this mass of
prejudiced opposition to the higher truth, as he saw and followed it, simply go
through the ceremonial as they prescribed it to him, and remove out of his
way this hindrance to that upon which his heart was set, the proclamation of
Christ to his kindred by one whose very advocacy itself was evidence of the
truth that he proclaimed, who with his own eyes had seen Christ Jesus the Lord,
and had seen men bow before that sacred Name as he had ?

Yes, it was indeed vain to expect to quell in any other way the storm that
was beginning to manifest itself, though in its first zephyr breathings. He had
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purifying himself with them, entered into the temple,

notifying [his] 'completion of the days of purification,

until the offering were offered for every one of them.

2. And when the seven days were almost completed, the

'Jews who were from Asia, when they saw him in the

temple, stirred up all the multitude and laid hands on
him, crying out. Men of Israel, help ! this is the man
who "teacheth all everywhere against the people, and
the law, and this place ; and moreover he hath brought
Greeks into the temple, and hath profaned this holy

place. For they had before seen with him in the city

'Trophimus the Ephesian, whom they supposed that

Paul had brought into the temple. And the whole city

was "moved, and there was a concourse of the people

;

and they laid hold of Paul, and dragged him out of the

temple ; and immediately the ''doors were shut. And
as they were seeking to 'kill him, a report came up to

the chief captain* of the cohort,f that the whole of
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* Greek, "chiliarch," captain of a thousand: the military tribune
commanding the garrison of Antonia.
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seen the whirlwinds of Jewish passion atOHsed in the very midst of the Gentiles,

and able to carry with them the Gentiles themselves, otherwise cynical and in-

diflFerent. What would it be with such questions started here where the crowd

was one, and Christians too were in zealous opposition to whatever seemed to

touch the authority of Moses?
But what then did all this do but echo the words which shortly were to come

home to him with terrible confinuation as he faced the wild tumult from the

castle-stairs, "They will not receive thy testimony concerning Me"? The
apostle of the Gentiles must renounce all hope of being God's messenger to

Israel; and be who sought it, spite of the burning, uncalculating love that bad
brought him there, was necessarily out of the path to which God had called him.

The testimony to Christ indeed was to be permitted him, though it could but

demonstrate once more the hardness of heart to which they could only be given

up. The Lord would and does own His faithful servant in a testimony, to

which He would not nevertheless have sent him. Over it all He was ; and the

history of that which follows becomes, as has been said, the prophecy of long

centuries to come, in which such scenes would be in principle re-euacted upon a

larger scale. History is averred to repeat itself, and the reason is obvious: for

man repeats himself; and poor fallen man is in every generation but the reflection

of his father Adam. And where God's grace lias made a diflference, still there

remains even here a nature which maintains but too much of the likeness. God's

hand has overruled in this case to forecast the future for our instruction; yet

even this could not be so impressive and complete if it were not founded upon a

similarity of moral elements which in their inter-working present a more than

superficial parallel. It is a parallel of causes as well as effects,—fruits and con-

sequences which we can trace to roots and seeds which are in ourselves also, and

present grounds of real and profitable self-judgment.

2. The counsel of the elders is acted on by the apostle. He does not, for he

could not, declare himself under the law. He treats them all, one would say,

as those who were not riyie for disclosures of this nature, which must wait for a

fit season to be made. Enough that he can undertake this charge and perform

this purification in the same way in which he had circumcised Timothy some

time since. The shadows for him had passed in that which had fulfilled them:

these with their zeal for the law were in the shadow still, and he must wait
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Jerusalem was in a tumult ; who immediately took -^sol-

diers and centurions, and ran down to them ; and when
they saw the chief captain and the soldiers, they left

off beating Paul. Then the chief captain came up and
laid hold on him, and commanded him to be 'bound
with two chains, and inquired who he might be, and
what he had done. And some in the crowd called out
*one thing, some another; and he, unable to know
anything certain on account of the tumult, commanded
him to be brought into the castle. And when he came
to the stairs, so it was that he was borne by the soldiers

because of the violence of the crowd ; for the multitude

of the people followed, crying out, *Away with him

!

And as Paul was about to be led into the castle, he
saith unto the chief captain. May I say somewhat unto
thee? And he said. Dost thou know Greek? Art thou

not then the •'Egyptian who before these days made in-

surrection and led away into the wilderness the four
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upon God for their deliverance. Bnt it is evident, nevertheless, that here he is

in no position to help them, but that his present action must encourage them in

their own. But his heart presses him on to reach a place in which his voice may
be heard with acceptance by his people, and he stoops to the present sacrifice re-

quired: to what it will lead on he does not know.

In fact, the plan seems to be working well; the days are almost completed,

when that comes of which he has been warned. Some Jews from Asia find him
in the temple, having seen him previously in the city with an Ephesian Greek

—

one of his Gentile "nurselings," as they might tannt him, from the name.
Outside, they had endured him, as it seems, or at least had refrained from an
attack; but now this man with his disreputable tastes had dared invade the

sanctuary itself; doubtless the same man inside, as he had been out: he had
brought his Greek there, no doubt. Instantly there flashes out the wrath of

the impetuous, haughty race. The city is moved, and the people run together,

and dragging him out, shut to the temple-gates. Paul is in those well-known
hands that spare not; and only by the intervention of God the Romans become
his saviors from the violence of the raging mob! The plan which appeared so

reasonable has ended only in disaster: Paul need take no more trouble to ap-

pease tlie Christian Jews, and is in the very worst possible position to reach the

unbelieving ones!

It is significant that Lysias, the chief captain's name, means " one who looses,

or delivers," and that nothing but the Roman arms in fact accomplished the de-

liverance of the believing Jews from the legal system in which they were bound
up. It was not to be more than a decade, if so much, until that temple which
was its necessary centre and heart should be overthrown, according toour Lord's

prophecy, by the Roman power, and the people scattered over the face of the

earth. Their house, long bereft of the divine Presence, but where alone the

blood of atonement could be offered for their sins, and with which all their

ritual was connected, was taken from them utterly, and the system ended,
although nnbelief might still grip it with dead hands. In the rejection of the

grace which was now going out to the Gentiles, they had rejected that which
was their only possible salvation, and judgment in brief time followed; though
not before the last word should be uttered by him whom in fact, though not in

form, they had delivered to the Gentiles, bidding the true in heart amongst
them go forth out of the camp (Heb. xiii. 13). That he should have the last

word for them, who had sought them with such earnest desire, was the divine

recognition of him whom they had treated with unworthy suspicion, and be-
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thousand men of the assassins ? But Paul said, I am a
Jew of * Tarsus of Cilicia, a citizen of no mean city;

and I beseech thee, give me leave to speak unto the
people. And when he had given him leave, Paul stood
upon the stairs, and beckoned with his hand unto the
people.

3. And a great silence being made, he addressed them
in the 'Hebrew dialect, saying. Brethren and fathers,

hear my defence now unto you. (And when they
heard that he addressed them in the Hebrew dialect,

they were the more quiet ; and he saith,) I am a Jew,
born in *" Tarsus, of Cilicia, and brought up in this city at

the feet of "Gamaliel, instructed according to the "strict

letter of [our] fathers' law, being a zealot for God, as
ye all are to-day, one who 'persecuted this way unto
death,—binding and delivering up to prison men and
women; as also the 'high priest beareth me witness,

and all the elderhood, from whom also I received let-

ters unto the brethren, and ''journeyed to Damascus, to

bring also those that were there bound unto Jerusalem
that they might be punished.
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trayed, however undesignedly, into the hands of his enemies. " According to

the wisdom given to him," says the apostle of the circumcision, " our beloved
brother Paul has written to you " (2 Pet. iii. 15). The voice that had been
closed by their own folly while among them now spoke in all the majesty of the
truth which could no more be silenced.

3. Yet be is permitted also here one last appeal in behalf of his Lord and
Saviour. Won by the demeanor of his prisoner, the chief captain gives him
leave to address the mob from whom he has rescued him; and Paul uses his

liberty to relate to them the story of his conversion and of the revelation made
to him. He reasons with them, reminding them of his past, in which he too
had shown himself with as much false zeal for God as they were now showing.
As men do commonly, he had followed the belief in which he had been trained,

as both the high priest and elders could bear witness of him, persecuting to the
death believers in Christ, whether they were men or women, and even hunting
for them beyond the borders of the land. Nothing had stopped him but that in-

tervention from heaven itself which had revealed to him Jesus the Nazarene in

glory! Those with him had seen also the light, but had not heard the words*
that were uttered, which were for himself alone. He had heard the Lord declare

Himself the One he persecuted. Blinded by the glory of that light, he was led
into Damascus, there to await, as he was bidden, further revelations.

Paul narrates more fully than the previous history has done, the visit of An-
anias,

—"a pious man," as be remarks, "according to the law,"—through whom
at once his sight is restored to him, and he is declared to be one chosen by the
God of their fathei's to know His will and see the f Righteous One, and hear, as
a special witness for Him, a voice out of His mouth. Then he is bidden to be
baptized, and have his sins washed away, as he thus owns the authority of
Jesus. It is a clear example of baptismal remission of sins on entering the

•This is in effect the difference between the statement here and that in chap. ix. 7, in which
it is said that those with him heard the voice: this is the genitive case, and speaks a partial
hearing,—the sound of it but not the utterance, as the accusative in the present instance—the
voice al full length.
fit is striking that the apostle does not mention the name of the Lord Jesus but once in tbiB

entire address, omitting it even where, as in verse 18, it would most naturally be used. This
is due, perhaps, to a desire to avoid further inflaming the Jews.—B. R.
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Now it came to pass, as I was journeying and draw-
ing near unto Damascus, about 'midday suddenly there
shone from heaven a great light round about me ; and
I fell to the ground, and heard a voice saying unto me,
Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou *me? And I an-
swered, Who art thou. Lord? And he said unto me,
I am Jesus, the "Nazarene, whom thou persecutest.

Now they that were with me 'saw indeed the light,*

but heard not the voice of him who spake to me. And
I said, "What shall I do. Lord? And the liord said

unto me, Arise, and go into Damascus, and there it

shall be 'told thee of all things which it hath been ap-
pointed for thee to do. And as I could not see for the
"glory of that light, being 'led by the hand of those
that were with me, I came into Damascus. And one
•Ananias, a pious man 'according to the law, borne
witness to by all the Jews who dwelt there, came to

me, and standing by me, said to me, Brother Saul, 're-

ceive thy sight. And the same hour I looked up upon
him. And he said, The God of our ''fathers hath fore-

chosen thee to know his will, and to see the 'Righteous
One, and to hear a voice out of his mouth. For thou
shalt be ^witness for him to all men of what thou hast
seen and heard. And now, why tarriest thou ? arise,

and be 'baptized, and have thy sins 'washed away,
'calling upon his name.
And it came to pass that, when I had returned to

Jerusalem, and as I was praying in the temple, I be-

came in ecstasy, and saw him saying unto me. Make
haste, and get thee quickly out of Jerusalem, for they

*Some add, " and were filled with fear."
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kingdom: on God's part he who truly bows to Christ is absolutely forgiven; but
on man's part, as openly admitted by baptism, this can be but a conditional an-
nouncement, available, not for introdnction into heaven, but into the company
of disciples upon earth. As a kingdom of truth (Jno. xviii. 37) the kingdom
means discipleship.

The crowd listens to this yet, spite of the claim made for the Crucified One:
but we are soon to find that this is not acceptance. The apostle comes now to
what is pressing upon his spirit, as he looks upon those dark, upturned faces,

upon which one can imagine, however restrained aa yet, that he sees the storm
gathering. What can he presage else, as he repeats, emphasized as they are by
recent occurrences, words from the lips of truth itself which had long since

warned him, " Make haste, and get thee quickly out of Jerusalem, for they will

not receive thy testimony concerning Me." How he must have watched them
as he related his ineflfectual pleading at that time! "Lord, they themselves
know that I imprisoned and beat in every synagogue those that believe in Thee;
and when the blood of thy witness* Stephen was shed, I also was standing by
and consenting, and keeping the garments of those who slew him!" Was Paul
not just the witness now to be believed ?

• It is touching to remember that Paul is here making a definite confession, before the
people, many of whom had doubtless witnessed his mad zeal, of his own sinful persecution of
Stephen.—S. R.
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will not ^receive thy testimony concerning me. And I

said, Lord, they themselves *kno\v that I imprisoned
and beat in every synagogue those who believed in

thee; and when the blood of thy witness 'Stephen was
shed, I also was standing by and consenting, and keep-
ing the garments of those who slew him. And he said

unto me, Go; for I will "send thee to the nations*
afar off.

4. And they heard him to "this word; and they lifted

up their voice and said, "Away with such an one from
the earth! for it is not* fit that he should live. And
as they cried out, and threw off their garments, and
cast «dust into the air, the chief captain commanded
him to be brought into the castle, directing that he should
be examined by 'scourging, that he might know for

what cause they cried out so against him. But when
they stretched him forward with the thongs, Paul said

to the centurion standing by, Is it lawful for you to

scourge a man who is a 'Roman, and uncondemned?
And when the centurion heard it, he went and told the
chief captain, saying, What art thou about to do? for

this man is a Roman. And the chief captain came to

[him] and said unto him. Tell me, Art thou a Roman ?

And he said. Yea. And the chief captain answered, I
for a great sum bought this citizenship. And Paul
said. But I also was [so] 'born. They then who were
about to examine immediately departed from him ; and
the chief captain also was "afraid, when he knew that
he was a Roman, and because he had bound him.

» Or, " far oflF to the Gentiles."
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But He who spoke had broken off appeal:
thee to the nations afar off."

'Go," He said: "for I will send

4. For what then was he standing there? and what was in his mind as he de-

clared thus to their face their unrepentant stubbornness? Would he break them
down by it, even then, that they might show it to be bnt a thing of the past,

and no longer applicable? Or did it announce the hopelessness which had now
taken pos.se.ssion of him, the past and present linking themselves together

rapidly in his mind, as when focing death they are known often to come up? If

so, it was confirmed in a moment as he stood before them plainly avowed, the

apostle of the Gentiles.* At once the short quiet is over. All the arrogant
pride of an elect people, with which all that should humble man most may in

fact inspire him, burst out of that heaving and gesticulating human mass con-

fronting him, crying out madly for his death. The Roman captain, baffled by
the foreign tongue that had been made use of, and conceiving by theoutciy that
there must be some proportionate cause, commands to examine Paul by scourg-

ing. It was the custom of the day, and for many a day; bnt from which the

Roman citizen was exempted. Paul, as we know, was that; and his simple

* Both conclusions could be drawn, and both mav have been in the apostle's mind. Cer-
tainly it seems clear that the Spirit of God intended us to draw these conclusioDS. But it

looks, too, as if Paul were just entering upon an extended account of his work among the
Gentiles, in order to lead up to a defense of his course, and more particularly in explanation
of that for which he had been arrested. In his address before Felix he seems to resume the
defense just where it was broken oflFhere (Chap. xxiv. 11-19).—S. R.
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The head.

Subdivision 3. (Chaps, xxii, 30-xxiii. 35.)

Before the Special People of God.

1. ' A ND on the morrow, desirous to know the certainty
•^ of why he was accused of the Jews, he loosed

him, and commanded the chief priests and all the
"council to come together, and brought Paul down and
set him before them. And Paul, looking steadfastly on
the council, said, Brethren, I have lived in all good
"conscience before God unto this day. And the high
priest Ananias commanded those that stood by him to

*smite him on the mouth. Then Paul said unto him,
God is about to smite thee, "whited wall ; sittest thou
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question, "Is it lawful for you to scourge a man who is a Roman and uncon-
denined ?'' brings the chief captain to inquire, and ends the matter. That the

apostle was well within his legal rights, none can, of course, question; but it

has been questioned whether it was according to the height of the truth which
he proclaimed to plead such rights; but the governments of the earth have
always their place with Paul, and are recognized as a ministry of God for good
to His people; why not thankfully use them for that, wheu it needed only a
word of information to secure it, and there was not a thought of resistance?*
With the man in Christ, as such, the governments of the earth have nought to

do; nor is it to forget such a place to realize that as the creatures of God, still

upon the earth, we have other relations than those implied by this. All natural
relationships lie outside of it; while the peace and power and object of the man
in Christ are to go with us everywhere, through all.

SUBD. 3.

Paul still awaits his trial before the supreme court of Israel, which should
have been, and was professedly, the spiritual court, before the heads of the
people set apart from all others as the special people of God. The place and
title had been indeed long forfeited, but not the responsibility of being what
the claim implied. The trial becomes in fact that of themselves in this char-
acter. As a trial of Paul, it has no result, but breaks up in confusion: its own
trial is all the more perfect; its incompetence is absolute. The people have al-

ready manifested themselves; and they are what their leaders have made them;
not irresponsible on that account, but most guilty in yielding themselves to such
leadership. We have here the bead, Ananias; the body, disunited on every
essential point. In contrast with all this we have lastly the judgment of the
Lord Himself, who owns His faithful servant in his witness to Him. After this

he has to be once more saved by the Gentile power from a conspiracy against his

life; which at the same time shifts the scene to Csesarea, and brings him before

the tribunal of the world.

]. 'The court of Israel sits at the bidding of the Roman commander: a signifi-

cant sign of where they were before God. Lysias, unable to gather the cause of
so much frenzy and confusion, summons the Sanhedrin, that the charge against
Paul may be made clear. The latter, with his eyes fixed upon his judges, affirms

his having lived in all good conscience before God until that day. Conscience is

* And yet it is for his own protection that Paul speaks. He had not done so at Philippi,
having: submitted to the crupl indignity of being beaten by Roman magistrates (chap. xvl.
22). He seems only to have spoken of his citizenship on the next day for the purpose of re-

moving any stigma that might attach to the Christian name. The magistrates are compelled
tacitly to remove the stigma.
But here Paul claims Roman citizenship, even emphasizing his free birth, as he had already

declared he was a citizen of no mean city. In the next chapter he declares himself a Pharisee
and the son of a Pharisee. While this last is far worse than the others, we cannot fail linking
them together. The fact remains that the beloved and honored servant of Christ was in a
false position all through, and these various acts savor a little of that spirit of compromise to

which he had committed himself.—S. R.
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even to judge me according to the law, and in 'viola-

tion of law commandest me to be smitten ? And they
that stood by said, Revilest thou Grod's high priest?
And Paul said, I "knew not, brethren, that he was the
high priest; for it is 'written, Thou shalt not speak
evil of a ruler of thy people.

* But when Paul perceived that the one part were
•Sadducees and the other Pharisees, he cried out in the
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not the standard by which man is to be jndged; nor does the apostle mean there-
fore to aflBrm this. It is simply his nprightnesa of which he is speaking; and
indeed especially in those later and Christian days, in which alone they would
care to question it. There was no accusing voice within, from which he would
seek escape, which he bad (or had had) to silence. He did not come as a
criminal to throw himself upon their mercy, but as one pledged to the truth, to
maintain it. His unblenching look was fixed upon his judges as he said this,

confirming his bold words.

But the anger of the high priest is roused at once, and he commands those
standing by him to smite Paul on the mouth. It was the only answer he could
give, and showed, perhaps, the sting of his own conscience, which the apostle
embodied for him then, and which he was accustomed to treat only as an enemy.
Paul at once announces his judgment from God: "God is about to judge thee,

whited wall: for sittest thou to judge me according to law, and in breach of law
commandest me to be smitten ?" This is not an imprecation, as is plain; it is

the announcement of judgment on the part of God, and was fulfilled at the out-
break of the troubles which began the last Jewish war. Paul is here passed
from the place of the accused altogether, into that of judge; and he was not one
to take so solemn a place without realizing what he was doing. The high priests

of this time were in fact a sorrowful indication of the condition of the people,

as they were also their official representatives. Paul knew not in this case that
the " whited wall,"—the painted hypocrite to whom he addressed himself,

—

was the high priest; and he apologizes when he learns the fact; although with
the text he quotes he puts the man whom they call " God's high priest " upon
no higher ground than " a ruler of Thy people." It has been said, and rightly,

surely, that the Holy Spirit could not say, " I knew not;" yet the Spirit doubt-
less was in the judgment pronounced; and the indignation shown by Paul had
so much justification that, remembering his own words at another time, "Be
angry and sin not," and realizing that there is a necessary anger at iniquity,

which is sinless, one hesitates to say whether he had passed the limit.

Of much more importance it seems than to decide as to the apostle, it is to

realize that the Spirit must have used the very lack of knowledge on
Paul's part to lay bare the iniquity that was upon the head of Israel's

priesthood now, and the doom that was impending. If a shadow that priest-

hood was at any time, now it was but the shadow of a shadow. Out of these
forms all semblance of life had departed; and they must by the law of nature
vanish away.

"There follows the further testimony of a house divided against itself, and
that in the most important matters. Moreover that which was most contrary
to Grod—which indeed destroyed the very foundations—was in the ascendancy,
not indeed in regard to the number of its followers, who were few, but never-
theless possessed at this time of the chief places. The comfortless doctrine of the
Sadducees which denied all future life for man could never appeal to the masses,

but remained as the justification of those too rich and well satisfied with the
present to trouble about the future. It was the unbeliefof immortality; not a
faith, but a blight of faith. Between Sadducee and Pharisee the friction was
necessarily of the extremest kind, although they might band together for a com-
mon purpose, which was then sure to be of the most evil character.
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council, Brethren, I am a ''Pharisee, the 'son of Phari-
sees : * concerning the hope and •^resurrection of the
dead I am being judged. And when he had said this,

there arose a 'dissension between the Pharisees and
the Sadducees, and the multitude was divided. For
the Sadducees say that there is *no resurrection, nor
angel, nor spirit ; but the Pharisees confess both. And
there arose a great clamor; and the scribes of the
Pharisees' part arose and strove, saying, We find 'no
evil in this man ; and [what] if a spirit hath spoken to

him, or an •'angel ?f And when there arose a great
dissension, the chief captain, fearing lest Paul should
be torn in pieces by them, commanded the *soldiers to

go down and take him by force from among them, and
bring him into the castle.

' And the night following the Lord 'stood by him and

• Many read, " of a Pharisee."

t Some read, " If . . . let us not fight against God."
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None knew better than Paal this essential opposition. With the Pharisees
also he had a link, in all this doctrine which the Sadducee wholly denied. Of
this he now avails himself: was it to throw confusion merely among those who
were alike in hostility to the Name which was all his glory ? or had he the hope,
slight as it might be, of working upon the more orthodox by an appeal to the
truth they had? All that could be spoken of as "the hope," and which con-
nectetl itself more fully for the Christian than even for the Pharisee with the
resurrection of the dead, separated both from the chief men in the council there.

Aa between these, Paul's claim to be a Pharisee would certaiuly be justified; that
he would have made it in any other connection one can hardly believe. But we
are bound to impute, and with such an one as the apostle, the highest motive
possible for what he did. He is clearly not at his highest. Yet he might have
discerned that here there was no opportunity for his great theme, which must
have been well known to these his judges, even if they had not been amongst
the crowd that listened to him from the castle stairs; and he might have real-

ized that now the suggestion of the link between Pharisaism and Christianity
was the best seed he could sow on soil like that before him. In fact there seems
a certain success in it. Could they have been ignorant how much they were
admitting when they allowed that perhaps a spirit or an angel might have spoken
to Paul? We cannot follow this to any after results, but that does not justify
us in declaring that there were none, or in thinking even that this was not all that
could be done upon this occasion in testimony to Christ. Certainly we have no
right to suppose that that devoted love to his people which had made him in
face of all assurances as to the result put himself thus into their hands, had
failed him now that he was there, and that he was merely trying to throw his
foes into disorder as a means of escape for himself: he as to whom the Spirit in
every city bore witness that bonds and afflictions awaited him.

But the eflfect. as far as we are given to trace it, seems to be more to expose
the condition of things in Israel than to alter anything. The very men who
here are ready apparently to go far in admission of the divine claim of Chris-
tianity would soon repent their hasty speech. The council, having exhibited its

incapacity for righteous judgment, breaks up in mere confusion; Paul being
once more saved out of their hands by those who are thus allowed to show their
true title over them. Israel itself it is that is under judgment, and that in the
chief seat of wisdom and authority.

•The apostle has accomplished nothing by his earnest self-devotion; he is

manifestly out of his place, and the power realized in his labors among the Gen-
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said, Be of good courage ; * for as thou hast borne full

witness at Jerusalem of the things concerning me, so

must thou bear witness also at ""Rome,
2. And when it was day, the Jews banded together, and
put themselves under a "curse, saying that they would
neither "eat nor drink till they had killed Paul. And
they were more than fort}'^ who had made this conspir-

acy ; and they came to the chief priests and elders and
said, We have put ourselves under a great curse, to

taste nothing till we have killed Paul. Now therefore

do ye with the council signify to the chief captain that

he ^ bring him down to you,f as though ye would judge
more exactly of his case ; and we, before ever he come
near, are ready to kill him. But Paul's 'sister's son
heard of the lying in wait, and came and entered into

the castle, and reported it to Paul. And Paul called

to him one of the centurions, and said. Bring this young
man to the chief captain, for he hath somewhat to re-

port to him. So he took him, and brought him to the
chief captain, and saith, Paul the prisoner called me to

• Some add, " Paul." fSome add, "to-morrow."
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tiles is not with him here. All the more, now that this has been fully manifest,

does he find the divine arm thrown rouud him, and himself get the ministry
that he needs to sustain him in this failure of cherislied hopes. " The night fol-

lowing, the Lord stood by him, and said, Be of good courage; for as tbon hast

borue full witness at Jerusalem of the thiugs couceruiug me, so must thoa bear
witness also at Rome."
How beautiful the strong expression, " full witness!" It might have seemed

that he had not had opportunity for this. And how much cause of exercise and
sad questioning might there be in regard to this! That which he had been
warned of had taken place; the warning which he had not heeded. Whatever
might have been the motive, how vain to rnu contrary to the dictates of a Wis-
dom which was at the same time the perfection of Love! Yet He at least could
sympathize with His servant's sorrow who had wept His own tears over Jeru-
salem, and had to say too, as he was saying, " I have labored in vain, I have
spent my strength for nought and in vain." And the Lord gives him too in his

sorrow to have part also in His consolation, "yet surely my judgment is with
the Lord, and My work with My God." It might seem as if the I^ord were
even thinking of such reflections as we would be apt to make upon the disap-

pointed and sorrow-stricken laborer, and were throwing around him the shield

of Sis acceptance. He who has done worthily at Jerusalem shall have com-
mitted to him the same testimony at Eonie! How well He knows that this is

Paul's blessedness to bear witness for Him! How He assures him of strength

that shall be with him to carry him through; and that all the might of the

world is powerless against him! Blessed be God that this remains in its comfort
abidingly for those to whom the world will have the same Marah-spriug to oflfer,

which the '" Tree" alone can sweeten.

So he goes back to his old call as the apostle of the Gentiles, if he be now " an
ambassador in chains." Rome! what treatment will the proud city of the world
give to an ambassador in chains?

2. The council is not, however, the Jews' last answer to the gospel of God's
grace. Their moral state comes out still more in the conspiracy which follows

to lie in wait for Paul and kill him. The forty or more pledge themselves to it

by a religions vow, and then communicate their plan to the chief priests and
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him, and asked me to bring unto thee this young man,
who hath somewhat to say unto thee. And the chief

captain took him by the hand, and going aside, asked
him privately, What is it that thou hast to report to

me? And he said, the Jews have 'agreed to ask thee

to bring down Paul to-morrow to the council, as though
they would inquire something more precise concerning

him. Do not thou therefore be persuaded by them, for

there lie in wait for him of them more than forty men,
who have put themselves under a curse neither to eat

nor drink till they have slain him ; and now they are

ready, looking for the promise from thee. So the chief

captain let the young man go, charging him, Utter to

no man that thou hast represented these things unto

me. And he called to him a certain two of the centu-

rions, and said. Get ready two hundred 'soldiers that

they may go as far as Csesarea, and seventy horsemen,

and two hundred spearmen, for the third hour of the

night ; and [he bade them] provide beasts, that they

might set Paul thereon, and bring him safe through to

Felix the governor; and he wrote a 'letter in this

form :

—

Claudius Lysias to the most excellent "governor

Felix, greeting. This man having been 'seized by the

Jews, and about to be "slain by them, I coming up
with the soldiery rescued, having *learned that he was
a Roman. And desiring to know the ground on which
they accused him, I brought him down to their "coun-

cil, whom I found to be accused of ^questions of their

law, but to have nothing laid to his charge "worthy of

death or bonds. And when it was * disclosed to me
that there would be a plot* against the man, I imme-
diately sent him to thee, charging his * accusers also to

speak against him before thee. Farewell.f

The soldiers therefore, as it was commanded them,
took Paul, and brought him by night to Antipatris.

But on the morrow they left the horsemen to go with
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elders, without a thought, evidently of opposition on their part, nor that they

will do aught but help on their design. And plainly they are not mistaken,

although we bear nothing more about it, as God in His providential care for His

servant causes the whole to fall to the ground. At the right moment Paul's

sister's son, of whom we have not heard before, comes forward to declare what
has come to his knowledge; and Lysias, now thoroughly aroused, sends off his

prisoner, well protected by an escort, to the governor at Caesarea. That he seeks

to make capital out of his zeal on behalf of a Roman citizen, stretching the

truth considerably in order to do so, scarcely calls for remark, so thoroughly is

it the way of the world at all times. By this act Paul is transferred from the

Jews' tribunal to that of the Gentiles, though the Jews are still his accusers to the

end. If Jerusalem can no more put to death the prophets herself, she will use

the hands of others as far as she can influence them. We are now to see Paul

therefore at Caesar's judgment seat.
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him, and returned to the castle ; and they when they
entered into ''Caesarea and presented the letter to the
governor, presented Paul also before him. And when
he had read it, and asked of what 'province he was,
and learning that he was of Cilicia, I will hear thee
fully, said he, when thine accusers also are arrived.

And he commanded him to be kept in Herod's
praetorium.

Subdivision 4. (Chaps, xxiv.-xxvi.)

Before the world's tribunal.

1. ' A ND after five days the -^high priest Ananias came^ down, with certain * elders and an 'orator, one
Tertullus, and laid their information against Paul be-

fore the governor. And he being called, Tertullus began
to accuse [him], saying, Seeing that by thee we *enjoy
much peace, and by thy foresight things are set right

for this nation, we receive it every way and everywhere,
most excellent Felix, with all thankfulness. But that I

may not detain thee too much, I entreat thee to hear
us briefly in thine equity. For we have found this

man a 'pest, and moving insurrections among all the
Jews throughout the inhabited earth, and a 'ringleader
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1. Before the governor the Jewish charge is quickly estimated at its worth;
but that does not end it. Self-interest governs all; though conscience may feebly
make its voice heard. As before the Jewish council, the judges are really those
that are being judged, although there is no denunciation of judgment, as in the
high priest's case. Christ came not to judge the world, but to save the world.

Felix, the " happy," the first of the two governors with whom we have here
to do, does all that man's will combined with power can do to make good his

name. Man turned away from God, and disbelieving His love and care, neces-

sarily cares for himself, and counts it pleasure to do his own will. Violence and
corruption went together in him: the two characters of the world at large. His
wife Drusilla, who is mentioned presently, a Jewess, and the sister of Agrippa,
had been seduced by him from the king of Emesa, Iier former husband. "With
all cruelty and licentiousness," says the Roman historian, "he exercised the
authority of a king in the spirit of a slave." He was in fact a freedman of
Claudius, who had appointed him governor; and through his brother's influence

with the emperor was able to retain his place. By Lysias Paul is presented to

him as practically an innocent man; tor questions of Jewish law meant little to

the heathen. Still, if he were an object of interest to the Jew, the governor
might find his own interest in it. His record was not good, and to please the
people might be a point of wisdom; not, on the other hand, to give him up to

them too easily: there might also be advantage on the other side. This is the
way accordingly, in which we find him acting; and we are allowed to see hia

motives too.

• The importance of the prisoner is soon .seen by the high priest coming down
himself, with some of the elders, and a Latin orator to plead their cause; who
with fulsome flattery sets the matter before Felix. " A mover of insurrection "

is to appeal to the quick ears of the Roman; "a ringleader of the sect of the

Nazarenes " shows his importance to themselves. They repeat also the false
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of the sect of the Nazarenes, who also attempted to
*profane the temple; whom we also had seized, [and
would have judged according to our law ; but Lysias
the chief captain came up and took him with great
force out of our hands, commanding his accusers to
come to thee] * from whom thou wilt be able, by ex-
amining him thyself, to discover all these things of
which we accuse him. And the Jews also 'joined in

the charge, asserting that these things were so.
* And when the governor beckoned him to speak,

Paul answered. Knowing that for "many years thou
hast been judge unto this nation, I cheerfully answer
as to the things concerning myself: as thou canst as-

certain that it is not more than "twelve days since I

went up to worship at Jerusalem ; and neither in the
temple did they find me arguing with any one, or stir-

ring up a crowd, neither in the synagogues, nor
throughout the city ; nor can they "prove to thee the
things of which they now accuse uie. But this I con-
fess to thee that according to the way by them '^ called

a sect so serve I my fathers' God, believing all things
that are according to the law, and that are 'written in

the prophets ; having hope towards God, which these
also themselves look for, that there is to be a •resurrec-

tion both ofjust and unjust. Herein also do I exercise
myself to have always a 'conscience void of offence to-

ward God and men. Now after oome years I arrived
to bring 'alms to my nation and offerings ; whereupon f
they found me "purified in the temple, not with crowd
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charge of profanation of the temple,—a matter which he would know was quite
competent to cause grave trouble among a people as sensitive in religious ex-

ternals as were the Jews. By examination the governor might soon convince
himself of the truth of what they were saying.

* Paul, answering for himself, easily breaks through this web of sophistry. It

was but twelve days since he went up to Jerusalem to worship. He had been
neither disputing with any, nor making a tumult; and they had no witnesses to

produce for the substantiation of their charges! His belonging to what was in

their eyes a sect he owns, but a sect of the most perfect orthodoxy according to

the law; and he names especially the doctrine of the resurrection (with a probe,

perhaps, for the conscience of his judge) of the just and also of the unjust. And
with him this was not unpractical creert-holding merely: he exercised himself
always to have a conscience void of offence toward God and man.
What resurrection was for the apostle as the basis of Christian confidence and

position those that were before him could not be expected to understand. Nor
does he go on now to speak of Christ risen, but only urges the power of such a
truth as the Eoman and the Sadducean Jew alike knew nothing of. But the
unjust were to rise, as well as the just. With him it was a sweet and purifying
hope; for them what should be a warning of the most solemn character. But
what did any of them know about an exercised conscience?
Such however was he; and as they had no witness as to things charged which

they knew not, so as to what they did know—his conduct before the council,

what complaint could they bring but one that condemned themselves as Jewg,
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nor yet with tumult ; they were certain Jews from
"Asia, who ought to be present before thee, and to be
the accusers, if they had aught against me. Or else let

these themselves say what "wrong they found in me
when I stood before the council, except it be for this

one voice which I cried standing among them, "Touch-
ing the resurrection of the dead I am being judged this

day before you.
But Felix, having more 'accurate knowledge con-

cerning the way, deferred them, saying, when Lysias
the 'chief captain is come down, I will determine your
matter. And he ordered the centurion that be should
be kept in charge, and should have indulgence, and not
to hinder any of his "friends from ministering to him.

' And after certain days, Felix having ari'ived with
Drusilla his* wife, who was a 'Jewess, sent for Paul,

and heard him concerning the "faith in Christ [Jesus] .f

And as he reasoned about ''righteousness and "temper-

ance and the •'judgment about to come, Felix was »ter-
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that he had declared that with regard to the resurrection of the dead he was
called in qneslion?
There was thus no case to decide; except the accusation were itself the proof.

The only righteous jndgmeufc would be to discliarge the prisoner; but that was
too simple a solution of the matter for one who knew of nothing so simple as a
bribe, and wlio had heard of alms and offerings for his people that Paul had had
in hand. Spite therefore of his accurate knowledge of the " way," as men
styled Christianity (the way indeed of life and peace and holiness), Felix simply
defers the ca.se till Lysias should come down, though Lysias' judgment he well

knew already, and Lysias does not appear even to have been sent for. Delay
until on eitlier side some advantage to be gained by him should help him to see

better,—this is for him the only straightforward procedure.

Meanwhile, having no grudge against Paul, and a possible interest in his

friends' ministering to him, he has his captivity made as light as possible, and
would by no means prevent his friends doing this. God is plainly over it in

mercy to His servant, while yet the way out of his prison which Felix would
think so easy for him, is absolutely barred.

' Nevertheless there is with Felix also a certain desire to hear abont the new
teacliing: and he and Drusilla his wife send for Paul to learn about that faith

in Christ Jesus, of which at his trial he had said nothing directly. It were no
wonder if he with the life that he had lived should be willing to hear of any
way not too costly by which he could be given rest as to a future which for such

as he can hardly fail to be more or less a subject of disquiet. But it is no won-
der if he find in his quest something graver ilian he thought. Perhaps he had
heard that here was a hope lor sinnei-s, though without any real apprehen-

sion as to the meaning of sin. Here then is his need; and Paul reasons with

him of righteousness and temperance and judgment abont to come, until the

miserable man is frightened.* But he does not yield. The cost is greater than

• It Is hardly necessary to add that the subject matter of Paul's discourse here is personal

righteousness, not " the righteousness of God." Righteous was what Felix was not, nor tem-
perate—therefore judgment to come was all he could look forward to. Well might he tremble.

There is no account of what else Paul said, more specifically concerning the faith. It is enough
to know Felix refused this testimony; how could he receive the gospel?—S. R.
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rifled, and answered, For the * present go thy way ; and
when I can get an opportunity, I will call thee again.

He hoped at the same time that 'money would be given
him by Paul ; wherefore also he sent for him the
oftener, and communed with him. But when two
years had elapsed, Felix was succeeded by Porcius
Festus; and Felix, desiring to gain •'favor with the
Jews, left Paul bound.

2. Festus therefore, having come into the province, after

three days went up to Jerusalem from Csesarea. And
the *chief priests and the chiefs of the Jews informed
him against Paul ; and they besought him, asking as a
favor against him that he would send for him to Jeru-

salem, laying 'wait to kill him on the way. Howbeit
Festus answered that Paul was being kept in Caesarea,

and that he himself was about to set out shortly. Let
them therefore who are in authority * among you, saith

he, go down with me, and if there be in the man"anything
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he supposed; he must consider it well, and will not come to any hasty decision.

He had adjonrned Paul's case; he can adjourn his own: "For the present go
thy way," he concludes; "when I can get an opportunity, I will call thee

again:"—too common an escape to elicit much wonder, though Felix' words
have become an every-day quotation. Opportunities come and go; the preacher
is at his elbow, and he even sends for him, with an ulterior purpose in it of
winning a bribe; but, of course, in vain: the preacher is incorruptible, like

divine justice; for two years this goes on; at the end of which he is succeeded
by Porcius Festus; and desiring to gain favor with the Jews, he leaves Paul
bound

!

2. Another governor appears in Festus, a name singularly akin to Felix and
which means "festive, joyous." The world keeps holiday while the saints

suffer. More respectable in character than Felix, he is yet not above desiring to

do the Jews a favor at the expense ofjustice. The chief priests and elders would
still get rid by foul means of one against whom they can establish nothing, and
solicit Festus that he may be brought to Jerusalem for trial, intending to way-
lay and kill him on the road. But Festus, guided of God, whatever was his

own motive, decides that having been taken to Csesarea, he shall remain there,

and his accusers bring their charges against him there. The trial is a mere repe-

tition of the former one, with the same utter lack of proof. But here the

governor's anxiety to please the Jews is shown, even while he knows, as Paul
declares, that he had done them no wrong. Paul therefore appeals, according to

his right as a Roman citizen, to Caesar's own judgment and his appeal is ad-
mitted. The scene is to shift once more, and the Lord's words to him are to be
fulfilled: he is to testify to Him at Rome.
Another question, difecnlt to answer, has been raised here: Was this appeal

according to the mind of God ? It is certain that Festus and Agrippa unite to

declare a short time after, that it was the only thing that hindered his being set

free. This might be looked at as simply the excuse of one who did not want to

take the responsibility himself of setting him free, but that it is Agrippa says
it. Paul certainly had the assurance also from the Lord that he was to testify

at Rome; so that he need not have apprehended anything from the plotting of
the Jews. On the other hand, if he were to testify at Rome as at Jerusalem,
did not this appeal, in virtue of which he was in fact taken there, seem to him
perhaps only the acting in accordance with the divine will ? How shall we de-

cide that it was lack of faith, or lack of wisdom on the part of one who surely
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amiss, let them accuse him. And when he had tarried

among them not more than eight or ten days, he went
down to Csesarea ; and on the morrow sitting on the

judgment-seat, commanded Paul to be "brought. And
Avhen he was come, the Jews who had come down from
Jerusalem stood round about, bringing many and griev-

ous charges which they "could not pi'ove ; Paul an-

swering for himself. Neither against the ^law of the

Jews, nor against the «temple, nor against •' Caesar, have
I sinned at all. But Festus, desiring to gain 'favor

with the Jews, answered Paul and said, Wilt thou go
up to Jerusalem, and there be judged of these things

before me? But Paul said, I stand before 'Caesar's

judgment-seat, where I ought to be judged. To the

Jews have I done no wrong, as thou also very well

knowest. If then I am a "wrong-doer, and have com-
mitted anything worthy of death, I refuse not to die;

but if there is nothing of those things whereof they ac-

cuse me, no one can give me up by favor unto them : I

"appeal unto Caesar. Then Festus, when he had con-

ferred with the council, answered. Thou hast appealed
unto Caesar ; unto Caesar thou shalt go.

3. Now after some days had passed Agrippa the king
and Bernice arrived at Csesarea to salute Festus. And
when they had tarried some days there, Festus set
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exceeded any of ns in both respects, and who was in the circumstances as we
are not, with more perfect knowledge of all that was implied ?

If an appeal to Caesar were in itself contrary to Christian principle, then, of

coarse, to make it could not be rigiit under any circumstances, or whoever did

it. Nor have we any reason to conclude that it was impossible for an apostle to

go seriously astray, as we know Peter did. But, as already noticed, Paul else-

where fully accepts the "powers that be " as those appointed of God to be the

ministers of God for good to men, and there seems no diflSculty really in his

using them for that. If we know not his motive, in the case of one such as he
was, it is merely justice to accredit him with the highest.

3. Before the council of the Jews, and in the two presentations of their

charges against him, we do not see Paul free as usual to proclaim his theme.

He is hindered by the dogged opposition of tho.se he is meeting, and does little

more than repel the accusations made against him. We are now, however, once

more to hear him proclaim the grace of which he has been the subject, and
before a Jewish kiug also, the last that was to be before they should be scattered

over the fate of the earth.

Festus, who is in perplexity as to what to signify concerning him when he is

sent to Caesar, takes advantage of the coming of Agrippa to learn more than he

has yet been able to do of one about whom the heads of the nation are so much
excited, and yet whose main crime seems but to be believing that a man known
to have died is alive. Resurrection seems to him to be too foolish a superstition

for him to permit himself to say, "alive again."

Agrippa, a Jew, is expert in all such questions; and to him therefore he nar-

rates the ca.se that gives him dilficulty, which Felix has left upon his hands.

Agrippa is interested in another manner, and would be glad to hear the man
himself. Festus answers at once that he shall hear him; and a public audience

is given next day before which Paul shall plead his cause. Little they think of

what it means for all there, the heariug they shall give to this poor prisoner!
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Paul's case before the king, saying, There is a certain

man "left prisoner by Felix, about whom, when I was
in Jerusalem, the chief priests and elders of the Jews
laid information, asking for judgment against him. To
whom I answered, It is not the ''custom for Romans to

deliver up any man before that the accused have the

accusers "face to face, and have had opportunity of

defence regarding the complaint. When therefore they
came together here, I 'made no delay, but next day
sat down on the judgment-seat, and commanded the

man to be brought. Concerning whom, when the ac-

cusers stood up, they brought no charge of such "evil

things as I supposed, but had certain 'questions against

him of their own religion,* and of a "certain Jesus, a
dead man,f whom Paul affirmed to be alive. And as I

myself was at a loss as to an inquiry into these things, I

''asked whether he would go to Jerusalem, and there

be judged concerning these things. But Paul having
•appealed to be kept for the decision of Augustus,J I
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J This is a title and not a proper name—" The one to be revered." It

is not used by Paul, and seems to suggest that worship claimed by the
Roman Emperor which will end in the worship of the image of the
Beast.

Panl narrates his conversion, very much as he had narrated it to the crowd
before tbe castle-stairs. The vahie of it is seen in the threefold acconnt which
is thus given us iu this inspired book where every word is measured. The dif-

ferences in these several narratives are not great, and in the last two have respect

to the very different audience on each occasion. Agrippa is tolerant and not
uninterested, with an air of candor, and an expert in all Jewish questions.

Scandalous snspicions attached to his life; yet he was the guardian of the temple,

and the high priestly oflSce was in his appointment. Paul addresses him with
confidence in his knowledge, and in his belief also in the prophets, while the

issue shows a certain effect of the apostle's words upon liim, a certain accessi-

bility to conviction, of which he appears himself aware, while he shrinks

from it.

Behind him Festus is no bad representative of the Roman of his day, sceptical

as the mass were, and proud as they could hardly help being. These two not
inaptly stood forth as types of the world of that day, in which the cross was to

the Jew a stumbling-block, and to the Greek foolishness,—little as Festus
n)ight have in him of the Greek philosopher, whom the apostle in the passage
quoted had especially before him.

Behind these again were the heads in war and peace, the cliief captains and
magistrates, and all the parade and pomp which as needful to his dignity show
man to be so little. The prisoner before them is to answer for himself. With
him one soon sees that that is the least part of what he thinks of, thongh this

necessarily gives the form to his address; but his testimony as he tells them be-

fore long, is very different from any testimony to himself. He is heaven's am-
bassador, though in bonds; their own condition and not his is that which moves
him. Upon him the light has shone which transfigures all things; while they
are in the darkness, needing to be turned from it to light, and from the power
of Satan unto God. Not that there is menace upon his lips, but persuasion: he
is beseeching men in Christ's stead to be reconciled to God.
The form of his address only adds to its effectiveness; with the chain upon
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commanded him to be kept till I should send him to

Caesar. And Agrippa [said] unto Festus, I also would
•^desire to hear the man myself. To-morrow, saith he,

thou shalt hear him.
On the morrow then Agrippa came and Bernice with

great 'pomp, and having entered into the place of au-
dience, with the chief captains* and the *principal men
of the city, at the command of Festus Paul was brought.
And Festus saith, King Agrippa, and all men that are
present with us here, ye 'behold this man, about whom
the whole multitude of the Jews applied to me both in

Jerusalem and here, crying out against him that he
ought not to live any longer. But I, having found that

he had done •'nothing worthy of death, and he himself
having *appealed unto Augustus, I decided to send
him. Of whom I have no 'certain thing to write unto
my lord. Wherefore I have brought him before you,

and specially before thee, king Agrippa, so that after

examination had, I may have somewhat to write. For
it seemeth to me ""unreasonable to send a prisoner and
not to signify the charges against him.

*0r, "Chiliarchs."
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bis wrist, the guerdon that the world has given him for service done to it, the

vfitness to them all of how fully be has accepted the costs of his great oflSce.

They may count him mad, bat the fire in his eyes is true and steadfast, and
fed by no fuel that their world can furnish ;—a man who is beyond and inac-

cessible to them plainly; whose only wish for them—the highest he can wish
them—is that they may just be as he is, except those bonds!

He begins with what the Jews in general knew, if only they cared to testify-

as to it, that he had been himself a Pharisee, one of the strictest sect in Jud.-xism,

the zealots of their religion. Now he was being iudged, and by Jews! for

the very hope which was their national one, secured by the promise of God unto
their fathers, and which all their* twelve tribes confessed as their own; earnestly

serving God in this assurance! How full of self-contradiction is man, and
especially the religious man, in whom yet the power of the truth has not broken
down the pride of nature, so as to bring into real subjection to it. Christ was
indeed the fulfillment of God's glorious promise, and in a more wonderful way
than could have been anticipated by the firmest believer in what was the burden
of the prophets. They had slain Him for the very claim He made (in every

possible way confirmed) to fulfil this. And when, after the accomplishment of

their awful will, the issue proved to have been overruled of God for fullest

blessing, and His loving mercy, with increased evidence and miraculous attesta-

tion, was announced for their acceptance, they bad still met it with malignant
opposition, and slaughter of the messengers. Why but because they could not

humble themselves to receive grace as grace ?

Thus Paul the Pharisee was condemned by Pharisees for faith in the fulfil-

ment of their chiefest hope; his testimony also including that of resurrection,

which the Pharisees confessed, and yet refused. But " why," he asks, " should

* Paul includes all Israel. Faith never recosnizes anything short of God's thoughts, and
Paul here, as James in his epistle. Includes all the Israel of God. The nation, to be sure, was
scattered and to all appearances irretrievably destroyed, but as Elijah builds God's altar of 12

stones, so Paul here, speaking for the remnant, looks forward to the restoration of blessing to

the nation on the basis of resurrection :
" After two days will lie revive us ; in the third day

He will raise us up, and we shall live in His sight " (Hos. vi. 2). In the Revelation we see the

12,000 sealed from each tribe.—S. R.
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And Agrippa said unto Paul, It is permitted thee to

"speak for thyself. Then Paul stretched out his hand,
and answered for himself;—

*

Concerning all things of which I am accused by the

Jews, king Agrippa, I count myself "happy that I am to

answer for myself before thee to-day ; especially because
thou art acquainted with all ''customs and questions

that are among the Jews. Wherefore I beseech thee to

hear me patiently.

My 'manner of life then from my youth, which was
from the beginning among my nation and at Jerusalem,

know all the Jews, who 'know me from the beginning,

if they be willing to testify, that according to the

strictest sect of our religion I lived a 'Pharisee. And
now I stand to be judged for the 'hope of the promise

•Or, "made his defence."
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it be tbongbt an incredible thing by yon, if God raiseth tbe dead?" He ap-

peals against the unbelief which constantly assumes to ground itself upon reason,

to reason itself. Admit a God who once created all things, and the credibility

of resurrection becomes merely a question of satisfactory testimony to it.

God had overthrown in his own case an opposition which exceeded. With
him the cail of duty itself urged him against every follower of the Nazareue;
and beyond the land he pursued them in his madness to foreign cities. He was
the apostle of Jewish hatred, with commission from the religious leaders of the

people, when at midday, in the midst of bis company, and in active prosecution

of his self-sought mission, that took place which had changed all for him hence-

forth. Heaven from its home of light poured forth a radiance brighter than the
sun—brightness not darkness, and not a vision of terror, though human strength

collapsed under it; and prostrate on the earth, he heard from the glory revealed

One who spoke in the tongue of the old revelation, and to him with familiar

knowledge, Himself unknown: "Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou Met It is

hard for thee to kick against the goads."*
How completely is grace joined with the authority which manifestly belongs

to the glorious Speaker! and how unanswerable the question which might have
been a sentence, but which seeks only the soul's judgment of itself! Saul can
plead, what indeed he afterwards declares to be the only ground upon which
mercy could have been shown him, the ignorance which was nevertheless the

result of unbelief " And I said. Who art Thou, Lord ? And the Lord said, I

am Jesus whom thou persecutest."

How wondrous a revolution in a few moments of time, from the fanatic pride

of the legalist to the consciousness of one who is chief of sinners; from the

ardent hunter down of Christians to tbe earnest disciple of Christ! How must
the apostle have questioned, with his eyes upon the assemblage, whether the

Lord were not revealing Himself in like manner to some there who were travel-

ing with him as he spoke, to the place of unexpected meeting. And im-
mediately he goes on to declare his commission to all such, as servant of this

same Jesus, and witness of the things which then and afterwards he had learned
of Him.
The next words define the new place of the Christian, taken out from Israel

and from the Gentiles alike, to the latter of whom Paul is distinctly sent. It

This last expression seems to suggest that the goad had been long applied, and that Paul
had been resisting. Was not Stephen's address a goad which Paul had resisted, and his testi-

mony to the Lord's being at the right hand of God ? Surely these and doubtless the patience
and the testimonies of many whom he had persecuted were divinely intended as goads for
his conscience. But he had resisted all till this overwhelming testimony made it impossible
to do so any longer.—S. R.
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made of God unto our fathers ; unto which our "twelve
tribes, earnestly serving* night and day, hope to ariive,

for which hope I am accused by Jews, O king ! "Why
is it judged incredible by you, if God raiseth the dead?
I indeed "thought with myself that I ought to do many
things in opposition to the Name of Jesus the Nazarene

;

which too I *did in Jerusalem ; and I both shut up
many of the saints in prisons, having received the "au-
thority from the chief priests, and * when they were put
to death I gave my vote;f and often punishing them
in all the synagogues, I "forced them to blaspheme :

and being exceedingly *mad against them, I persecuted
them even as far as to foreign cities.

Whei-eupon, as I "journeyed to Damascus with ''au-

thority and commission from the chief priests, at 'mid-
day on the way I saw, O king, a •''light from heaven,
'above the brightness of the sun, shining round about
me and those who journeyed with me. And when we
were all * fallen to the earth, I heard a voice saying
unto me in the 'Hebrew language, Saul, Saul, why per-

secutest thou me ? itis^hard for thee to kick against

goads. And I said, Who art thou. Lord? And the

• The word suggests God as its object,

t This word suggests the character of the vole ;
" gave against."
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has been said that Paul was in fact takeu out of Israel only, and not ont of the

nations; and that the thought therefore must be, as in the common version, that

of delivering rather; but if he vsfere tal^en out from Israel, it was important to

say that this was not to give him the mere position of a Gentile. There might
seem to be but the one or other, but the Christian has another and heavenly
place, as on earth simply that of a pilgrim and a stranger. " They are not of

the world," says the Lord of His disciples, "even as I am not of the world;"

and how important for the one sent into it as the messenger of Christ to

maintain this.

The purpose of the message is " to open their eyes, that they may turn from
darkness to light." Light is come into the world; and although He who was
the Light of it when in it is gone out of it again, rejected by it, yet the light

streams now from an open heaven, in principle as Paul saw it. Thus men have
only to have their eyes opened to see it too. Here is their reaponsibilily, and
here too is their guilt, that they love the darkness as in our Lord's time, because

their deeds are evil. Evil ever craves the cover of darkness; and there is one
in the world,—alas, the prince of it,—who is ready eft'ectually to blind the

minds of those that believe not, lest the light of the gospel of the glory of

Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them (2 Cor. iv. 4). So the

Lord adds here, "that they may turn from tlie power of Satan unto God; that

they may receive remission of sins, and inheritance among them that are sancti-

fied by faith that is iu Me."
If there were a weary heart nnder any of those brilliant masks which the

apostle's hearers wore that day, the account with its appealing commentary, the

man himself, should surely have touched them. The glory of that grace, with
its remission and sanctilication—all man's need met at once by faith in Him
who had lifted this Saul the persecutor indeed into another sphere unknown to

Jew or Gentile, was a thins unique, and which as yet bad lost by repetition

nothing of its freshness. He goes on to the effect npon himself, which was as

lasting as it was immediate. He was not disobedient to the heavenly vision:

Damascus, Jerusalem, Judea, and the nations round were witnesses of that.
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Lord said, I am Jesus whom thou *persecutest. But
'arise, and stand upon thy feet ; for to this end have I

appeared to thee, to "appoint thee a sei'vant* and a wit-

ness, both of the things which thou "hast seen, and of

those wherein I "will appear to thee, ^taking thee out
from the people and from the Gentiles unto 'whom I

send thee, to 'open their eyes, that they may turn from
•darkness unto light, and from the 'power of Satan
unto God, that they may receive "remission of sins, and
'inheritance among them that are "'sanctified by faith

in me. Whereupon, king Agrippa, I was *not disobe-

dient to the heavenly vision ; but brought the message
"first to those at Damascus, as well as 'Jerusalem, and
"through all the country of Judea, and to the 'Gentiles,

that they should 'repent and ''turn to God, "doing
works worthy of repentance. For this cause the Jews
^seized me in the temple, and attempted to slay me.
Having therefore obtained the »help that is from God,
I stand unto this day, witnessing both to small and
great, saying nothing beside what the * prophets and
Moses said should come, [as to] whether Christ should
'suffer; whether he first by ^resurrection of the dead
should proclaim * light 'both to the people and to the

Gentiles.

* 'Titr]pErTj'i, an oflScial servant.
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The effect would be in souls repentant, turning to God, and in works answerable

to repentance.

Here was the whole matter for which he was accused; for this the Jews had
seized, and would have slain him. Yet what he witnessed was only the fulfil-

ment of what Moses and the prophets said should come: the decision of the

question of a Christ that was to suffer, and of His resurrection bringing light to

Israel and to the nations.

It should be evident that the apostle does not mean that the revelation made
to hiiu was merely within the bounds of the older one. The things that are in

his mind are summed up in the two points following, which he names. It is

certain that there were mysteries now being revealed which had been kept secret

during all time before, as that of the Church as the Body of Christ, which no
Old Testament scripture even hints at. Thessalonians, Corinthians, Galatians,

Eoinans, were already written more than two years when Paul said this. It is

not the truth that Christianity is but an illuniinated edition of Old Testament
revelation; nor is it the truth that the distinctive features of Christianity had
not yet been made known. It is not therefore the truth that the apostle means
to say this. Both things have been inferred from the closing words here; but
both are entirely wrong as to the foundation facta of which Paul is professedly

speaking; they are indeed borne witness to by all Scripture from heginning to end.

Festus at this point breaks in with the loud confident voice of one who has

beard enough, and is prepared with his verdict. With Roman haughtiness he
conceives all this to be the superstition of a Jew, the dream of a man addicted

to too much reading. Much learning, to his practical mind, when gained in such
by-paths of knowledge, might naturally lead to madness. But Paul replies

with a quiet and respectful appeal to the better knowledge of the Jewtsh king;
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And as he thus answered for himself, Festus saith

with a loud voice, Paul, thou art '"mad ; much learning

is turning thee around to madness. But Paul saith, I

am not mad, most excellent Festus, but speak plainly

words of truth and soberness. For the king is "ac-

quainted with these things, unto whom also I speak
freely ; for I am persuaded that none of these things is

hidden from him ; for it is not a thing done in a 'cor-

ner. King Agrippa, ^believest thou the prophets? I

know that thou believest. And Agrippa [said] unto
Paul, With 'little [effort] thou art prevailing to make
me a Christian! And Paul [said], I 'would to God
that with little or with much, not only thou, but all

that have heard me this day might become such as I

also am, 'except these bonds.

And the king rose up, and the governor, and Bernice,

and they that sat with them ; and when they had with-

drawn, they spake one to another, saying. This man
doeth 'nothing worthy ofdeath or bonds. And "Agrippa
said unto Festus, This man might have been set at li-

berty, if he had not appealed unto Caesar.
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in whose presence he bad been speaking therefore freely. Neither the scriptures

nor the facts of the life and death of Jesus could be hid from oue so well known
for his interest in Jewish affairs as king Agrippa. These things had been done
before the whole people, in Jerusalem their chief city, and not iu a corner. And
the prophets were there to answer for themselves. He concludes by a bold ap-

peal to the king himself to make known the belief which he is sure he has in

them: "King Agrippa, believest thou the prophets? I know that thou believest."

Doubtless the apostle saw that a powerful impression had been made upon the

king, whose words in answer, with all their lightness, seem to deprecate being

pressed further at this time. If on the one hand we cannot take them to be a
confession of even half-conviction, yet they do seem a half-apology for saying

no more. "With little effort thou art prevailing to make me a Christian,"

leaves it still doubtful what a further effort might accomplish. But the more
really touched he i.s, the more he would shrink from showing it before such an
assemblage as this, while yet he is not broken down to self-forgetfulness. He
seems not to have command enough over himself to say what an orthodox

Jew could easily have done, that he doe* believe the prophets. He puts the

whole question off in a way that most would think was simply banter, and which
he might be glad to have taken for it, and which yet might be but a nervous

plea for escape at this time. And the apostle sends after him in his retreat that

memorable sigh of prayer, large enough to enfold the whole company among
whom he would fain be hidden, " I would to God that with little effort or much,
not only thou, but all that have heard me this day might become such as I also

am,—except these bonds!"
No more effectual pleading could there be, with Agrippa as with all beside,

than just this overflow of a heart so full that it cares to hide nothing! so pledged

to and joyous in the truth to which it is pledged, that it need not and cannot

refrain from the outpouring of its delight, in the longing that all men might
share with him the plenteous blessing which chains could not restrain, though
he could not wish these to any! There is no need to come between it and the

reader with a comment which might rather lessen than bring home the power
of that which interprets itself as the spontaneous testimony to a heart that

divine grace has at once enlarged and filled to the overflow. The effect is im-

mediate. The king rises up, as if he would not care to face a longer audience;
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Subdivision 5. (Chaps. xxTii., xxviii.)

TJie way and the end : conditions atid exercises.

1. AND when it was "determined that we should sail

-^ for Italy, they delivered Paul and certain other

prisoners to a "centurion named Julius, of the Augustan
cohort. And embarking in a ship of Adramyttium,
which was about to sail to the places on the 'coast of

Asia, we put to sea, 'Aristarchus a Macedonian of

Thessalonica being with us. And the next day we ar-

rived at 'Sidon ; and Julius treated Paul kindly, and

and the whole company is dispersed. It is not saying too mach, certainly, ac-

cording to the evidence, but if the people are to be considered who pronounce
the judgment, it is yet a testimony to the truth, that "they spake one to an-

other, saying, This man doeth nothing worthy of death or of bonds." Agrippa
adds to Festns, '

' This man might liave been set at liberty, if he had not ap-

pealed unto Caesar." But who knows? Agrippa might safely say this: he was
not governor of a people so well able to make trouble for him, as the men of
Judea might prove to be for Festus; and if Caesar's judgment seat were more what
Paul calls it afterwards, "the mouth of the lion," than the abode of jus-

tice, all the more would the Roman desire that Paul should test this rather than
himself There cannot be a doubt that the safe and happy prisoner was better

prepared to do so than his judge; his case being after all in higher hands. The
appeal was for the governor a not unfortunate circumstance. Paul goes on in

peace whither God guides.

SUBD. 5,

With the apostle's voyage to Rome the book of the Acta ends. The strange-

ness of such an ending has been often commented upon, and naturally; especi-

ally for those who imagine a history of progress on to final triumph for the
Church on earth. We expect some correspondence between the history at large

and this its specimen page; and to end with a shipwreck and the apostle of the

Gentiles in a Roman prison gives an impression of an unfinished fragment in-

stead of the perfect workmanship of the divine hand. But this proceeds from a
wrong conception of what the Church's course was in fact to be, which all the

sorrow and disaster of near nineteen centuries has for many been incompetent
to remove. Allow the Scripture-statements their full weight, and the want of
correspondence will be no longer felt: for the history is really that of a ship-

wreck and a prison; and instead of wondering any longer at tlae apparent con-

trast, we shall perhaps suspect that the similarity may be closer than it seems,

and begin asking ourselves if the one is not indeed an allegory of the other.

The very name of Rome to us at the close of so many long years as have passed

is predictive of disaster. Rome has through all its existence as a dominant
world-power antagonized the gospel. Submit to it it never really did. It took
the name of Christian, but as a symbol of material conquest and political

dominion; and thereby dragged in the dust what professedly it exalted. As al-

ready said, it was judaized rather than Christianized, and with the Jewish spirit

of legality drank in its bitter animosity to the gospel. The spirit of Rome was
indeed always legal; but this legality now became ecclesiastical, sacerdotal,

hierarchical, and necessarily persecuting. Begin Paul's captivity it did not, for

it never knew him but as a prisoner. But keep him prisoner it did, until the
time of God's release came. The picture does not go as far as this; probably for

the reason that after all this never has been,—never will be—complete; while
what has taken place in this way is the mere mercy of God, and for us the in-

struction is in the causes leading to the disaster: causes which are still at work,
and in which we may have part, if we do not avert it by self-judgment.

1. There are two parts in this account, the first of which consists.of the voyage
and shipwreck, ending with the reaching land at Melita or Malta. Here also
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permitted him to go to his "frieuds and have attention
paid him. And putting to sea from thence, we sailed

under the lee of 'Cyprus, because the winds were 'con-
trary. And having sailed across the sea that is ofi'

Cilicia and Pamphylia, we came unto Myi-a, [a city] of
''Lycia; and there the centurion found a ship of 'Alex-
andria sailing for Italy, and put us on board. And sail-

ing slowly many days, and having with •''difficulty got
abreast of Cuidus, the wind not [further] suffering us, we
sailed under the lee of ''Crete abreast of Salmone; and
coasting it with difficulty, we came to a certain place
called Fair Havens, near to which was the city of
Lasaea. And much time being spent, and the voyage
being now * dangerous because the 'Fast was already
past, Paul -^admonished them, saying, Sirs, I perceive
that the voyage will be with injury and much loss, not
only of the lading and the ship, but also of our * lives.
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there are two parts: the first, that in the ship of Adraiuyttinm to Myra; the
second, that in the ship of Alexandria, wrecked at Malta. The conflict of man's
will with God's rule appears all tliroiijih, though most conspicuously in the
second part. The detail given all through should surely show us the interest

that it should have for us, and that there is more in it by far than appears upon
the surface.

All through Paul is a prisoner; and yet with the clear vindication of the

judge from any charge which should make hitn rightly this. Finally he is

shown to be the one to whom God has given the lives of all that sail with him.
If we see in him the representative of the truth for which he stands, tiiere can
be in this no perversion of fact; and the sorrowful fact is that the truth of the

gospel for which he stood has been, almost from the beginning of the Church'a
history until we reach the full development of the system which has Rome for

its liead, as it were shut up, without formal accusation periiaps, yet fettered,

and scarce permitted speech; professing Christians being its courteous guard like

Julius here, with a certain honor for Paul, but m)t freedom. Indeed Julius him-
self has not his choice in this: he is under authority, a centurion of the
Augustan cohort, an instrument of the world power simply, and to whom in

those interests with which he is identified, Paul is simply a stranger.

The meaning of his name maybe variously given; that which would have
significance of the kind that weave looking for, would be derived from "julua,"
a wheatsheaf, and might thus be "belonging to the wheatsheaf;" an enigma, no
doubt, as we might expect: all here is necessarily enigmatical; but it is not im-
possible to penetrate the disguise.

Christ in resurrection is the significance of the one sheaf of wheat which
stands out prominently in connection with the types. The sheaf of fii-stfruits,

presented to God between Passover and Pentecost, occupies a remarkable place

in that series of feasts which we easily see to be specially related to Christian

truths. Christ in resurrection was also, as we know, the basis of the gospel;

and in a pre-eminent way, of Paul's gosi)el. It is Paul's gospel that specially

identities all believers with that wheat-sheaf presented to God,—that is, with
Christ gone np to Him, If Julius in such an allegorized history as we are tak-

ing this to be, represents in fact, as has already been suggested, those who, even
while they might be true believers in Christ, yet were ignorant of those price-

less truths with which the apostle of the Gentiles was identified, and who could
thus hold the truth shut up, as it were in captivity, then the implications of the

name he bore would be indeed significant. They who themselves had that

Christian place of identification with the risen Christ which Paul's doctrine
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But the centurion believed the 'master and ship-owner
rather than the things said by Paul ; and the harbor

being ill-suited to winter in, the "majority advised to

put to sea from thence, if by any means they might
reach Phoenix to winter in, a harbor of Crete looking

north-east and south-east. And the south wind blow-

ing "softly, supposing they had gained their object,

they weighed anchor and sailed close in shore along

Crete. But not long after there beat down it a "tem-

pestuous wind that is called Euraquilo ; and when the

ship was caught and could not face the wind, we gave
way and were p driven. And running under the lee of

a small island called Clauda, we were able with diffi-

culty to secure the boat ; and when they had hoisted

it up, they used helps, « under-girding the ship; and
fearing lest they should be cast upon the Syrtis, they

lowered the gear, and so were driven. And as we

made so conspicuous, were yet in ignorance of the place and what belonged to

it; that is, of Paul in the truth he carried; and however courteous to himself

they might be, were but the instruments (yea, the imperial band) of the

enemies of the truth he lived and died for. Look at the imperial baud of the

chnrch fathers: do they not treat the apostle after this manner? Are they not

just so many courteous Juliuses in this way?
They are bound for Italy, all these; though it may well be, not by a straight

road. The first ship we find here is not going to Italy, but to the coast of Asia,

and is a ship of Adramyttium—a name of which there is doubt as to the nieau-

ing, but it seems as if it might mean that "one must not haste," while Asia

speaks of a "miry " shore. Spiritually at least, these things go well together.

A lack of earnest diligence in the way is apt enough to have a slough for its

terminus. Corinth had got so mired with the world at a very early date,

though they knew little of it: they were reigning askings, following their wills,

as such a coui-se implies, and not the guidance of the Spirit. The "best Euler,"

as Aristarchus means, was with them all the way through, but we hear of him
no more: he is a passenger and only that. Yet, as the Macedonian may remind
ns. He is the Spirit of worship, which putting God in His place is seen as of

Thessalonica too, the meaus of " victory over that which brings into commotion."
But so the start is made.
The next day they are at Zidon, still in what is properly Israelitish territory,

though in fiict in other hands. It means " taking the prey," and in Joshua's

time we find it coming into Asher's portion (chap. xix. 28, see notes), and there

with reference to victory over evil, which is indeed the portion of Asher, the

"happy" saint. But in fact, as we know, in the common failure of Israel,

Asher never did even conquer Zidon, which had many and great kings of its

own, some of whom were in alliance with Israel afterwards. The "taking of

prey." so connected, would come to have a different meaning, and imply such a

career of conquest as that upon which, when become conscious of her power, the

Church soon started. The victory over the world which faith in the Son of God
gives became exchanged for victory by which the things of the world became
the pos.session of the victors. Thus the parable of the mustard-seed began to be
fulfilled, and the church to take rank among the powers of the world. Friends

of Paul were still to be found, for whom victory over the world retained the

old and contrasted principle of separation from it, crucifixion to it by the Cross.

With these the apostle would still find communion, and hearts drawn to him.

But the ship of Adramyttium is bound for Asia; and starting again, the

winds are contrary, and she is forced under the lee of Cyprus. Cyprus means
blossom, especially of the olive and the vine, and became identified in the
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labored exceedingly with the storm, the next day they
began a 'clearance overboard; and the third day they
•cast out with their own hands the furniture* of the

ship. And when neither 'sun nor stars appeared for

many days, and no small tempest lying on us, at last

all hope that we should be saved was taken away.
And when they had been long " without food, then Paul
stood forth in their midst and said, Sirs, ye should have
•hearkened to me, and not have set sail from Crete, and
have got this injury and loss. And now I exhort you
to be of good "courage, for there shall be no loss of

life among you, "only of the ship. For an angel of the

God "whose I am and whom I 'serve stood by me this

night saying. Fear not, Paul ; thou must "stand before

CfiBsar; and behold, God hath * granted thee all who
sail with thee. Wherefore, sirs, be of good courage

;

for I 'believe God that it shall be as it hath been
spoken to me. Howbeit we must be ''cast upon a
certain island.

•Or, "tackling."
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Grecian mind with what is fair and lovely in nature, with Venus and her wor-
ehip, the soft influences which woo and win man's heart. And here indeed is

how the heart, realizing that after all the winds for the Christian voyager are

contrary, would shelter itself under what in nature it can plead, and with truth

also, God has made for man's enjoyment. So He has; and yet how easy to make
enticement of it, the ship using it as her shelter to reach the " miry " shores of

Asia bej'ond! How all this fits together in the picture here! Was not this in

fact the history of declension in the Church of God? a history so often

repeated in individual experience that we cannot but know it all too well!

Not difficult is it to understand that beyond this there are dangers, which
Cilicia, Pamphylia, Lycia, all in different ways express. Cilicia is said to mean
" which rolls, or overturns," and to play the Cilician is to be cruel and treacher-

ous like these. Pamphylia would mean a union of various tribes; and their

history seems to correspond with this. Lycia is from lycus, a wolf, which
whether referring to beast or man has no encouraging significance. In two of

these names the dangers following the thirst for pleasure may be fitly indicated

;

the relaxation which it implies exposing to such dangers as the apostle speaks

of to the Ephesians as the entering in of grievous wolves, not sparing the flock;

while the union of various tribes was truly what practically the church soon

came to be as mingling with the world's various interests affected and moulded
it, making the diversity as apparent as the uniting tie. How soon did the Body
of Christ cease to have visible expression; and the church nnited with the world
become divided within itself!

Striking it is that here presently the end is reached of the first voyage at

Myra, where the ship of Adramyttium is exchanged for another. If Pamphylia
has the import which we see in it, the breaches of nnity which it pictures would
have need of the "ointment" of which Myra speaks. How many salves have
been sought for this broken condition! And the change of ship for a ship of

Alexandria is still more plainly significant. Alexandria speaks of help given to

men, or better, of the warding off from them impending danger. The new ship

of the church is a human means adapted to that end, while openly pointing now
towards Italy.

Notice how well all of this agrees together: the perils have been shown us,

following self-indulgence and love of pleasure. The new vessel from Egypt,
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But when the 'fourteenth night was come, as we
were driven to and fro in the Adriatic, about midnight
the sailors surmised that we were drawing near some
country. And they sounded and found twenty fathoms;
and having gone a little further and sounding again,
they found fifteen fathoms ; and fearing lest we should
be •^cast away on rocky places, they cast four anchors
out of the stern, and wished for 'day. And as the
* sailors were seeking to flee out of the ship, and had
lowered the boat into the sea, under pretext of being
about to lay out anchors from the prow, Paul said to
the centurion and to the soldiers, Except these abide
in the ship, ye cannot be saved. Then the soldiers cut
away the ropes of the •'boat, and let her fall off. And
when day was about coming on, Paul *exhorted them
all to take some food, saying. This day is the fourteenth
day that ye wait and continue fasting, having taken
nothing. Wherefore I exhort you to take some food,

which stands all throngh Scripture for that independence of God, alas, how
natural, and from Alexandria,—a human device for warding off danger,—and
now with her course directly Romeward, towards which in fact, indirectly, they
have been going all the time,—all this surely speaks to us not uncertainly in

what we have upon other grounds concluded to be an allegory of the Church.
Most undeniably, for all who take their view from Scripture, tlie vessel of God's
testimony has changed much since it came from His hands at the first; and
there has been human shaping, taking its justification from expediency largely,

—

the warding off of dangers, real or imaginary. The simple eldership of the
apostles' days has grown into an episcopate, more and more monarchical; and
this into archiepiscopates and patriarchates, and from ministry to priesthood, and
all the ranks of a hierarchy conspicuously absent from the New Testament
original. The "best Ruler" is little seen, and a mere passenger: there would
be danger indeed in letting the blessed Spirit have that governing place which,
at the beginning, was Hia. We have taken a fresh start clearly, and our vessel ia

Egyptian—Alexandrian; and we are manifestly on our way to Rome.
But still the wind is contrary; heaven does not vouchsafe its favors for some

reason; and it is with difficulty, and after many days of sailing that the vessel

is got abreast of Cnidua. Cnidua means "chafing, nettling," and may be a bad
augury for the new regime; and here they leave the coast of Asia for Crete.

The wind, still contrary, forces them to take refuge under the lee of Crete
abreast of Salmone, a name which, like that of Salamis in Cyprus, seems to

be derived from the breaking of the waves upon it. That of Crete seems to
be derived from the Cherethim of the Old Testament, who in the judgment of
many were its inhabitants. The meaning in that case would not be doubtful.
The cherethim were the "cutters down, or cutters off," sometimes given aa
"executioners." But the word was also very commonly applied to the making
or " cutting " of a covenant, for which as a whole sometimes the one word stood.

That the covenant of the Lord should connect itself with the cutting off of evil

can be no mystery to us; and significant it is that it is in turning from the
"miry " shores of Asia that Crete presents itself to us. Self-judgment would
have been indeed the resource for the Church bemired with the world, and it is

no wonder that it should present " Fair Havens " to the buffeted ship, or that
the apostle's advice should be to winter there. Final rest indeed it could not
be, but yet quite helpful against winter storm; but the ship of Alexandria,
under the guidance of those belonging to it, will not stay there; and Julius of
the imperial band, while courteous enough to the apostle, yet approves their
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for this is for your safety ; for there shall not a 'hair per-

ish from the head of any of you. And when he had said

this, he took bread, and gave " thanks to God before all,

and brake it, and began to eat. And they all were of
good courage, and themselves also took food. And we
were two hundred and seventy-six, "all the souls that

were in the ship. And having satisfied themselves
with food, they "lightened the ship, throwing out the
wheat into the sea. And when it was day, they knew
not the land ; but they perceived a certain bay with a
^ beach, upon which they took counsel if they could
drive the ship. And casting off the anchors, they left

them in the sea, at the same time loosening the lashings

of the rudders, and hoisting the foresail to the 'wind,
they made for the beach. And falling into a place

whei'e ""two seas met, they ran the ship aground; and
the bow stuck fast, and remained immovable, but the

stern began to break up with the violence [of the

waves].* And the 'soldiers' counsel was that they
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choice. Alexandria seems a name peculiarly significant here, and the history of
the church shows here indeed how the notion of " Crete " that came from
Alexandria would be in grave enough contrast with the apostle's. " Cutting oflf

"

in the shape of asceticism, and even in acovenant form, had indeed its home there.

Monasticism in its pseudo-Christian form arose there: a direct descent from
heatheu principles and practice. "Fair Havens," with its city of the Rock (as

Lassea seems to mean) near by, did not suit with the ideal of the Alexandrians
as Pheuice did. Phenice means "palm," the constant figure of the righteous.

Righteousness is not after all found in cutting off, and the city of the Rock in-

timates the corrective truth, distasteful naturally to the true ascetic. Ita ideal

is in this way unattainable; and when, mocked by the softness of a favorable

south wind, the vessel leaves the harbor that would have saved it, the storm-
blast Euroclydon descends upon it, and it is blown out irrevocably from
all land.

The wind that now assails the ship is called in most manuscripts Euroclydon,

but in the oldest Euraquilo. The one term means "the eastern wave," refer-

ring to the effect upon the water. The latter, the "north-easter;" which has

the sanction of most of the editors. The east, as we have seen elsewhere, is the

quarter that speaks simply of adveraity; the north is that which speaks of dark-

ness, mystery, and spiritual evil. Taking Euraquilo as the best-attested reading,

we find it also to be the most significant. It speaks not merely of adversity,

but of Satanic influence: in the case of the Church, besides persecution, of evil

doctrine; and such were in fact the influences which assailed the early Christians.

In the epistle to Smyrna, which stands second in that apocalyptic series in which
many have learned to trace the successive stages of tiie Cliurch's history, we
have on the one hand the ten days of tribulation, the persecution under the

Roman emperors, and on the otiier the blasphemy of the synagogue of Satan,

who say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie. Doubtless these work together,

as the shout of the hunters, which drives the deer into the trap prepared.

Judaism, as we know, favored that fusion with the world as well as those de-

fensive methods which promised best for protection from outside attack; while it

•was itself the most complete attack upon the vitals of Christianity. And the

same two influences are, no doubt, to be seen here in the storm that hunts the

Alexandrian vessel to its wreck. We must distinguish, of coarse, carefully,
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should kill the prisoners, lest any one should swim out

and escape; but the centurion, 'desiring to save Paul,

stayed them from their purpose, and commanded that

those that could swim should cast themselves over-

board, and get first to the land ; and the rest, some
on "planks, and some on things from the ship. And so

it came to pass that all got safe to land.
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between that worldly prosperity into which, through all the assaults upon it,

the church was steadily vising, and the spiritual wreck to which in this very

way it was going on; until under Constantine its pilgrim and heavenly character

was exchanged for an opposite one; aud the gospel of grace, except perhaps with

a few hidden and hunted men, was well nigh gone from the earth. We have the

creed of these orthodox Niceue days, and the faith of their most eminent men
in various expression, and we know with exactness what they held and taught;

their doctrine as to Christ, in general orthodox enough,—as to the gospel, what
the extremest ritualism may permit of it: baptism to wash away past sins, and
make children of God; penance and priestly absolution, to take away sins after-

ward; helped, and needing to be helped, by the virtues of the saints, and even

their dead bones! That was for the people of ordinary lives; but the religious

life, which alone made saints, was to be found in following out what Scripture

calls " the doctrines of demons, . • . forbidding to marry, and commanding to

abstain from meats, which God has created to be received with thanksgiving of

them which believe and know the truth." (1 Tim. iv. 1-3.) This life too was
to be spent in deserts, or between monastery or convent walls; aud then might
attain merit which would help to save other people,—the merit of doing more
than it is one's duty to do.

If scripture in hand we place ourselves in the midst of that flourishing church

of the Nicene period, which the hand of Constantine has just liberated from the

dungeon to put it upon the throne,—aud look at it with the eyes of him who
said to the Corinthiaus, "Now ye are full, now ye are rich, ye have reigned as

kings without tw " (1 Cor. iv. 8), we shall no doubt see that, spite of all the

seeming prosjierity, there has been in fact a change and a loss, such as would
imply no less than a shipwreck; while the "honey" of nature's sweetness en-

joyed might make a Melita for the released sufferers. Into tiie details of the 14

days of storm and drift it is harder to enter by way of exposition. The lack of

food we can understand, while yet the wheat was in the ship; the fact of the

safety of the voyagers depending upon that Paul whom yet they knew so little;

his voice being heard once more as the storm worked on to imminent disaster:

surely ears must have been opened to hear it! The shore was won, though the

ship had gone to pieces; there was a pause in the progress towards Eome, and a
new ship must be found to get there, though of the same Egyptian, Alexandrian

build; and then by easier stages, and with fairer weather the end will soon be
reached.* f

• The details of " the Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul " have been fully examined by
Mr. Smith, of Jordanhill, in a well known volume, from which all commentaries siuce have
necessarily borrowed. On this account, and because detail of this kind is outside the purpose
and scope" of the present work, I have omitted mention of it. He has fully shown the exact-
ness of Knowledge which the whole narrative displays, both of the topography of the voyage,
and of the navigation of the Ancients. I pass it over with this reference.

t There are many details in the narrative which are doubtless as suggestive of spiritual

meaning as those given in the notes. What was the boat, which there was so much diflSculty

in getting at? What was the small island which proved a temporary shelter? No doubt the
helps with which the ship was undergirded suggest the similar means which have been so
popular in all ages of holding together from the outside that which has not strength in itself

to withstand the storm.s. Human methods may hold the ship together for awhile, but they
are but human expedients and tell the tale of weakness most unmistakably. The tackling of
the ship points to what might be called the machinery of church life. How often in storms
must this tackling prove itself but a menace to safety. No light from heaven shines upon the
stormtossed ship, for they had embarked upon a course of disobedience.—B. R.
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2. And when we were escaped, then we knew that the

island was called Melita. And the barbarians showed
us no common "kindness; for they kindled a fire and
received us all, because of the "rain that had come on,

and because of the cold. Now when Paul had gathered

a bundle of sticks and laid them on the fire, a * viper

came out by reason of the heat, and fastened on his

hand. And when the barbarians saw the beast hang-

ing from his hand, they said one to another. No doubt

this man is a >' murderer, whom though he hath escaped

the sea, yet Justice hath not suffered to live. He, how-
ever, shook off the beast into the fire, and 'suffered no
harm. But they expected that he would have swollen

or fallen down suddenly dead; but when they had
been long in expectation and beheld nothing amiss

come to him, they "changed their minds and said that

he was a god.
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2. The incidents of Paul's stay at Melita have all one character. They show
us how the favor of the islanders was won by the display of divine power acting

through him in the setting aside of what was in fact the power of the enemy,

but in their minds divine, and in the relief of human sufl"ering. The chief man
receives and entertains all Paul's company. The bearing of all this upon the

allegorical meaning is as plain as need be. If we have indeed arrived at that

period in the Church's history when Christianity became the religion of the

empire, and the emperor its official head,—when in the thoughts of men it had
reached the land of milk and honey, which by the application to themselves of

Jewish prophecies they could believe also to be their land of promise, then there

is little difficulty in what is before us now. The very acceptance of this new
head changed everything, however much the old forms might be maintained,

and declared to all who had heart to understand the wreck of all true church

principle. It was decisive enough that the first who took this place of ecclesi-

astical head was a man unconverted, and (what was still more decisive according

to the doctrines of the day) unbaptized; baptized at last by a denier of the deity

of Christ; the slayer also of his son and of his wife. They had afterwards to

invent the fiction of the bath of Coustantine to cover what was ecclesiastically the

sorest disgrace. Yes, the ship was wrecked, but they had reached nevertheless

the land of honey, their Melita, By and by a new ship also would be found to

carry them to their destination.

Yet had not in fact the serpent's power been overcome when the Pontifex

Maximus, the head of heathen power, the head that had so recently and fiercely

bit at Christianity, and not in vain, was now itself Cliristian, and putting down
heathenism? According to many since, it was the fulfilment of the Apocalyptic

story of the Dragon and the Woman, and the Dragon's being cast out of heaven.

Was it not indeed a good that in the seat of widest earthly power the malignant

forces of evil should be dispossessed by the healing and life-giving influences of

heaven's sweetest grace ? That is what captivates the people of Melita, who see

the viper harmless and cast into the fire, and presently experience the mercy
of God in the undeniable signs of divine working. Who can deny the blessings

thus coming in through .'that wonderful change which we have been contem-

plating ? So Paul is in the house of Publius, and the new ship is laden with

things which are the thankful acknowledgment of benefits received. Yet is

Paul after all a prisoner still, and the vessel's head, at mach less distance than

before, is pointing towards Rome!
So again we have a ship of Alexandria, and the fresh start is but a continua-

tion of the former voyage. The vessel went under the sign of the Dioscuri, the
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Now in the neighborhood of that place were lands
belonging to the 'chief of the island, by name Publius,

who received and entertained us three days courteously.

And it was so that the father of Publius lay ill of fever

and dysentery ; to whom Paul entered in, and prayed,
and laid his hands on him and* healed him. And when
this was done, the rest also who had diseases in the
island came and were healed; who also ''honored us
with many honors ; and on sailing laded us with things

for our need.
And after 'three months we set sail in a ship of

•'Alexandria which had wintered in the island, whose
sign was the Dioscuri.* And landing at Syracuse, we
tarried three days : and from thence we made a circuit,

and arrived at Rhegium ; and after one day a "south
wind having sprung up, we came on the second day to

Puteoli : where we found * brethren, and were intreated

to tarry with them seven days; and so we came tof
Rome. And thence the brethren, having heard about
us, came out to *meet us as far as Appii Forum J and
the Three Taverns ; whom when Paul saw, he thanked
God and took •'courage.

Literally, "sons of Jupiter." (Castor and Pollux),

t Or, " toward." J Or, " Forum of Appius."
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"sons of Jupiter," Castor and Pollux, the patron divinities of sailors. Perhaps
we may interpret this as showing what is certainly true, that while Jupiter

himself may have passed away, the ideas born of heathenism remain to preside

over the course of the state-church. The very title of Pontifex Maximus to

which reference has been made, was retained by the Christian emperors for some
time, and when dropped by thera was revived, and at the present time is borne

by the pope! It carried with it the claim of chief authority in matters of religion,

and it is intended to announce this claim to-day.

At Syracuse they land and tarry for three days. Syracuse means "dragging
unwillingly,'' and speaks sufiSciently of the exercise of arbitrary power; which
Rhegium, a "forcing the way through," intensifies. It is singular at least, that

here the Dioscuri, who presided over the vessel's course, were again the patron-

divinities. Puteoli ends the voyage, and takes its name from the thirty-three

mineral "wells" that were there, or else from their ill-odor. Puteoli was the

chief harbor of Rome, although some distance from the city. Here they found

brethren, with whom at their solicitation Paul was able to stay seven days;

"and so we came to Rome." The market place and the taverns complete the

journey—morally, as in fact; though here also we have the meeting of the

apostle with the Roman brethren.

In all this the tracing of historical fulfilment may be little detailed, but the

general character of the period between the state-church and the church-state is

suflBciently shown. Violence, breach of faith, pretentious assumption, charac-

terize it; the mal-odorous wells (of error introduced) bring us nearly to Rome
itself, though the traflSc of the market and the dissipation of the tavern are

needed touches to the picture. Even here Paul's heart is cheered as he looks

upon the brethren; and prisoner as he is, he thanks God and takes courage.

This is always the style of God's precious book: His " I will never leave thee,

nor forsake thee," rings throughout it. The head hung down means only un-

belief, and it is not in this way that Paul enters the miscalled "eternal city."

All things that are seen are temporal; " things which eye hath not seen, nor ear

heard, God hath revealed unto us by His Spirit."
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S (xxviil. 16
-31 j: The
special
People

ODc« again.

3. And when we came to Rome,* Paul was *permitted
to abide by himself with the soldier who guarded
him. And it came to pass that after 'three days he
called together those that were chief of the Jews ; and
when they were come together, he said unto them,
Brethren, I, though I had ™done nothing against the
people or the customs of our fathers, was yet delivered

a prisoner from Jerusalem into the hands of the Romans,
who when they had "examined me desired to set me at

liberty, because there was no cause of death in me. But
when the Jews spake against it, I was 'compelled to

appeal unto Caesar ; not that I had aught to accuse my
nation of. For this cause, therefore, did I call for you,
to see and to speak with you ; for on account of the
'hope of Israel am I bound with this chain. And they
said unto him, We neither received letters from Judea
concerning thee, nor did any of the brethren arriving

report or speak any evil concerning thee. But we
think right to hear from thee what thou thinkest ; for

as concerning this sect, it is known to us that « every-
where it is spoken against.

A: vers.30,31.

I e/. Col. 3.1.

m ch, 2S. 8.

neb. 26.30,
31.

o ch. 25. 10-

12.

pch.26. 6,7.

q cf.l Jno.3.
13.

cf. 1 Pet. 3.

16.

* Some add " the centurion delivered up the prisoners to the praetorian
prefect; but.''

3. There is yet a brief closing portion, which has a sorrowful yet tender in-

terest for us. Once more we are made to see how, spite of all that he has
experienced at their hands, the heart of Paul—in this not unlike his blessed

Master surely—clings still to Israel. Three days only elapse after he has reached
Rome when he sends lor the chief of the Jews, to explain his position to them.
They have forced him to appeal to Caesar; but he has no thought to appear be-

fore him as the accuser of his nation. Accuse them he cannot, while it is their

hope of which he is partaker; and on accoant of that hope he is bound with
that chain.

To which they reply that they have heard no evil of him; but that they Tiave

heard of the Christian sect as that which everywhere is spoken against. Tliey

would fain hear therefore from his lips an account of what he believes. Upon
which a day is set, and they come to his lodging; and there from morning to

evening he expounds, as only he among men perhaps could, the whole matter
from their own scriptures, law and prophets. The result is the same as ever:

"some assented to the things that were said, and some disbelieved." On the

whole there is clearly rejection, and Paul has to leave them under the burden
which the Spirit through Isaiah had long ago pronounced with regard to them.
Alas, they would not be healed, but deliberately sealed up their eyes and ears

against conviction. Yet they cannot prevent the outflow of a grace which will

not be content to have no response from men to His long labor of love. Nay, if

Israel values it not, there are others who need it. "Beit known to you therefore

that this salvation of God is sent unto the nations; and they will hear it."

Yet his position at that moment was, as we have seen, a sad prognostication

that as to the Gentiles also their reception of the divine message will allow no
boast over the insensate Jew. Rome is the fatal word that epitomizes their his-

tory; and not Rome pagan, but Rome papal. We may refuse in our pride to

accept such a sentence,—we with our three hundred years since for us Rome's
yoke was broken. Yes, and whither are we tending now ? But the true answer
is, not in any prophesying of our own, but in the statement of the conditions

which we are under as those who have taken place and responsibilities of Israel's

broken off branches as the people of God to-day; and these conditions the
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Aud having appointed him a day, many came to him
to the lodging, to whom he expounded, 'testifying of

the kingdom of God, and persuading them concerning
Jesus, from both the 'law of Moses and the prophets,

from morning to evening. And 'some assented to the
things that were said, and some "disbelieved. And in

disagreementamong themselves they departed,Paul hav-
ing said one word, "Well spake the Holy Spirit through
Esaias the prophet unto our *fathers, saying, Go unto this

people and say. Hearing ye shall hear and not under-
stand, and seeing ye shall see and not perceive. For
this people's ""heart is become fat, and their ears are
dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed, lest

they should see with their eyes and hear with their

ears and understand with their heart, and return, and
I should heal them. Be it known unto you therefore

that this salvation of God hath been "sent unto the
Gentiles ; and they will hear it.f

And he abode two whole years in his own hired lodg-

ing, and received all who came unto him, "preaching
the kingdom of God and teaching the things concerning
the Lord Jesus Christ, with all openness 'unhindered.

* Many read, " your."

t Some add :
" And when he had said this, the Jews went away, and

had great reasoning among themselves."

r ver. SI.

c/.cb.20.21.

*c/.ch.24.14.
c/.Lk.24.44.

<c/.ch.l3.4S.
u rj. ch. 17.

13.

ef. 2 Cot. 2.

14-16.

V Is. 6. 9, 10.

Matt.13.14,
15.

u>Jno.l2.40.
c/.Rom.ll.
8.

X cb. 13. 46,

47.

y cf. ch. 20.

26.

cf. Phil. 1.

12, 13.

z cf. 2 Tim.
2 9

qr. ch.20.24.

c/.2Tim.4.
7.8.

<sf.\ Cor.U.
1.

ef. Heb, 13.
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apostle Panl himself has stated for ns (Kom. xi. 18-22): "Boast not against the
branches; bat if thou boast, thou bearest not the root, but the root thee. Then
•wilt say then, The branches were broken off, that I might be graffed in. "Well;

because of unbelief they were broken off, and thou standest by faith. Be not
high-minded, but fear: for if God spared not the natural branches, take heed
lest He also spare not thee. Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God

:

on them which fell, severity; but toward thee goodness, if thou continue in His
goodness; otherwise thou also shalt be cut off." Now Rome with its claim to
be the Catholic Church to-day, whatever abatement we may justly insist on as

to this, is at least a positive proof that the Gentile body as such has not

"continued " in the goodness of God. It is useless to talk of reformation and
recovery: all that is but confession that the body has not continued. It is useless

to plead that Rome is an apostate: apostasy is the plainest possible non-con-
tinuance. Thank God for all whom His mercy has saved from complicity with
its wickedness! but the salvation of individuals, however much it may mean
for them., is by no means the salvation of the Gentile body, which has had its

trial, and is to be set aside. This is, I doubt not, why the Acts ends with Rome:
it is the complete forecast of the issue in responsibility; although we have for

this to look beyond the literal history which is but the foreshadow, to that which
it has been overruled to express. It is thus like the epistles to the seven churches,
which were, as we know, actually existent, and in the condition which the epis-

tles depict at the time when these were written, yet were similarly overruled
to give us the full-length history of the Church till Christ's coming again.

We are left with a touching yet cheering picture of the apostle's position in a
hostile world in which nevertheless God acts still as He will, making the wrath
of man to praise Him and restraining the remainder of it. The minister of
Christ is fettered; the word of God not bound. Aud yet to common eyes this

too might seem to be. Faith is needed everywhere, for God seeks and delights
in faith; yet " of Him, and through Him, and for Him are all things; to whom
be glory for ever" (Rom. xi. 36).
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THE EPISTLES OF PAUL

THE Epistles of Paul have been already characterized as the

Levitical division of the New Testament Pentateuch, They
are this as bringing into the sanctuary—into the presence of

God ; and for this declaring the power and value of the work which

opens the sanctuary and gives the soul its ability to stand before Him.

So the sacrifices are in the forefront of Ijeviticus ; the opening of the

sanctuary by them on the day of atonement occupies the central portion

of that book. But at that time it could be but for a moment : sacrifices

and sanctuary alike were only "the figures of the true;" the dispensa-

tion was that of law, and even the high priest who alone entered the

holiest, could not draw nigh ; the true way in to God could not yet be

made manifest. Paul was from the first, as the Acts has shown us, in

the light of the opened heavens—opened really now ; and the gospel of

the glory of Christ was that by which he was converted, as it was that

glory that drew him on, and gave him as his one purpose to win Christ

and to be found in Him. For all else his desire and aim were this, to

present every man perfect in Christ Jesus.

As a minister of Christ, there were two special spheres assigned to

him : he was in a distinct and peculiar sense " minister of the gospel

"

(Col. i. 23), not " a" minister, as the common version reads
;
just as he

was also in a specific sense " minister of the church " (ver. 25). On the

one hand, none besides of the inspired writers declares the truth of

justification and the place in Christ; though John does indeed approach

very near to him in both respects, and the parable of the publican

intimates the former, without developing it (Luk. xviii. 13, 14). We
find these as foundations in the first of Paul's epistles. As to the

Church, it is only Paul who speaks of it as the Body of Christ, or de-

velops its relationship as Bride to Him.

The Epistles group themselves in two series. They are fourteen in

number ; which, of course, has its significance, as everything else in

regard to the word of God, and shows in the double seven what has

been already said to be characteristic of his testimony : he is the vntness

of the perfection of the accomplished work. Yet this does not mean that

his writings will necessarily arrange themselves in this septenary way,

and in fact they do not. They really partake of the pentateuchal form

which runs so through the structure of Scripture, falling into two
divisions of five parts each. The first division comprises what we may
designate as the positional epistles, treating for the most part of indi-

vidual position with its consequences ; while the second division treats

of associative or collective relationships. There stand thus in the first
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series, Romans, Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians (with Philemon as a

supplement), and Philippians. In the second we have, the two epistles

to the Thessalonians, the two to the Corinthians, Hebrews, the two to

Timothy, and Titus. It may seem at first sight as if Ephesians were
connected as much with the second division here as with the first, seeing

that the Church occupies so large a place in it, and the truth concerning

it is even in some respects more fully developed than elsewhere. Yet,

while we must admit a strong link in this way with Corinthians, the

difference between them is just as plain, and will illustrate that between
the two divisions, just where they approach most nearly to one another.

Corinthians, it is plain, speaks of the Church in its order and activities

on earth ; Ephesians gives it as an object of faith simply, in its heavenly

character. Thus it is really an individual position with regard to it that

we take in this epistle. That there is everywhere in Scripture a con-

nection of the various truths (or parts of truth) with one another, is of

course evident, and that links between these various parts may be found

everywhere therefore. Scripture itself is thus, as being the living thing

it is, an organism ; and we cannot wholly separate any book of Scrip-

ture from the rest. It will be our constant aim to show and rate at their

value these living links ; while even for this very purpose the indi-

viduality of each book, and every real division that Scripture manifests,

must be maintained
;
just as in all physiology, the organs, and the

tissues also which make up the organs, must be first demonstrated, be-

fore we ti'ace these living interdependencies at all. The application of

this to Scripture is not yet finding the full and hearty recognition that

it ought to have in order to the experience of its value aright.

We shall confine ourselves for the present to Paul's first pentateuch,

as this will occupy us for a good while to come. The central thoughts

and relations of the books must be briefly stated—quite briefly in the

first place—in order that a nearer view may be a real enlargement of

thought, and not an entanglement or a perplexity. And here, however
foolish would be the idea of studying Scripture in the concordance,

every true student of it will gladly own the help which the concordance

gives to clear discernment of the central thoughts of its divisions ; and
most of all, perhaps, in the Epistles. "We must, of course, be here as

always taught by the Spirit, in order not to go astray, and must use a

just discrimination as to the material which it puts into our hand.

There is no way of knowledge which will enable us to escape the need

of labor : labor is a condition of all fruitfulness which a wise and holy

God has given us as a yoke most helpful in our fallen state, but which
has also its abundant recompense in its gains along the road, and in the

joy of an activity, which is as it were the very buoyancy of life itself,

and maintains this.

1. A mere glance at a concordance*will assure us how large a place in

Romans the thought of righteovsness has. Conspicuously absent from

the practical and preceptive fourth division, in the rest of the epistle it
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is occurring constantly; wliile justification, the declaration of righteous-

ness as against accusation made, has proportionately almost as large a

place.* Thus the foundation character of the epistle is fully manifest

;

and the foundation is, one may say, of squared stones. These words
occur in various applications but in the same interest, that of the salva-

tion of the sinner who believes in Jesus. Thus we have man's lack (and

hopeless lack) of righteousness fully proved against him ; but with this

the righteousness of God in justifying ; that righteousness is imputed

without works ; that it is a righteousness of faith ; a justification by the

blood of Christ ; and how righteousness of life is secured by it. Romans
is thus a full and exact gospel treatise ; but it goes further than many
Christians are able to follow it, even to a place in Christ attached to a

new life in Him, of whom Adam was but the contrastive type. These

two things then, righteousness and a place in Christ, may be said to be

the twofold theme of the first epistle. The righteousness of God in the

present rejection of Israel as a nation (chaps, ix.-xi) is an argument
appended very naturally to the main topics ; though here also righteous-

ness is the keynote still, and of course in harmony with the numerical

place of the epistle.

2. Galatians is in closest connection with Romans, being a buttress

to its doctrine of justification by faith ; but essentially, in accordance

with the second place in which it stands, it is a controversy. Judaism
and Christianity, law and grace, are shown to be in absolute opposition,

now that faith is openly avowed to be God's principle, the schoolmas-

ter's reign over, and the children of God at home with God, having re-

ceived the Spirit of adoption. The "cross," "crucified,"! "curse of the

law," are characteristic words : the law as a principle lay in the way of

blessing, and to be a Saviour Christ must take its curse, to remove it

from us. Thus alone could the spirit of bondage be removed, and the

liberty attained with which Christ has made us free. But also this de-

liverance is from the world, as well as law : the cross is the stamp of the

world's enmity to Christ ; and we, as crucified with Him, are crucified

to the world. Nothing counts for God now but that new creation, to

which as in Christ we belong.

3. Ephesians is characteristically the epistle of the heavenly places.

In it the sanctuary is opened, not merely to let out the light of the

glory, wonderful as the blessing of that is, but a risen and glorified Man
has entered and sat down there, and He the Representative of men His
people. We therefore are quickened together with Him, risen, and
seated in Him in the heavenlies where He sits. That is the height of

Christian position : no higher can be imagined.

•"Righteousness" [StHaiodvvTf] occurs thirty-six times; nearest to it comes second Cor-

inthians, seven times. "Righteous" (StHfitoi) seven times; which is only exceeded by
Matthew and Luke of the Gospels, while in the Epistles first John comes next with five oc-
currences. "Justify," "justifacation," occur eighteen times; Galatians coming next with
eight.

t "Our old man was crucified with Him" is found once in Rom. vi. 6.
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But there is more that follows, nevertheless ; for by the indwelling of

the Spirit, the fruit of redemption, we are joined to Him as members of

a Body of which He is Head, the Church being thus His Fulness (or

complement), who Himself filleth all in all. This is a mystery, long

hidden, now told out ; besides which the Church is shown to be the Eve
also of the Last Adam, the fulfilment of the earliest type of these re-

lationships, with which at the very earliest moment for expression of it

the divine heart overflows ! Again the Church as indwelt of the Spirit

is the habitation of God, and growing unto an holy temple in the Lord
;

to God is glory in the Church by Christ Jesus unto all the generations

of the age of ages ! In every truth here, Ephesians without doubt fills

its numerical place ; and what an unrolling of glories it is ! Must not

the mere naming them fill our hearts with adoration ?

4. Colossians doctrinally follows Ephesians. Some would have it

precede it ; but its connection with it, which cannot be doubted, is really

on the other side. It has the character of its fourth place, and speaks

of the walk on earth in the power of the truths that have been already

unfolded. For this reason it is that on the one hand the sitting in

heavenly places is not mentioned, and on the other we have the links

with Romans and Galatians which have been urged in behalf of its in-

termediate position. The heavens are where the hope is laid up ; while

we are cut loose from earth in order that we may be unhindered in our

course thither. This position of the Colossian epistle may account also

for what at least would seem unaccountable in the intermediate one,

that the Spirit of God is only once mentioned. In the first three epistles

it is quite otherwise ; and here also we must probably take into account

the objective character of the epistle to explain the omission. It is not

the power working in us that is in question, which has been already

sufficiently attested, but the objective truths that rule the heart and
possess it. It is the furnishing for the way that is before us here—the first

part of Numbers, and not the experience of the way in the latter part.

And here a beautiful character of the epistle comes out, that it is Christ

and His fulness that is the furnishing. Thus the central text is surely

here (chap. ii. 9, 10), " For in Him dwelleth all the fulness of the

Godhead bodily ; and in Him we are filled up." We see this variously

applied and amplified throughout the epistle.

A singular-looking supplement to Colossians is found in Philemon

;

but even the historical connection is very close. " Onesimus is men-
tioned in Colossians, and was sent back at the very time of that letter,

Philemon himself also belonging to Colosse. It is strange, in fact, that

it should be separated from that epistle, except from its being written

to an individual, not an assembly, as in the latter case.

" The subject, too, no doubt seems different. It is nevertheless most
beautifully connected as an appendix, as we shall easily see. For it is

striking that addresses to masters and servants are found (along with
other relations in life,) in both Ephesians and Colossians ; to masters, in
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Paul's epistles, nowhere else; thus this address to a master fittingly

follows.

" A reason, too, for these addresses in these two epistles is surely this,

that the thought of the place in Christ, and of the new life of which

they speak, should not be taken enthusiastically to do away with the

relationships of the present : a real danger, as it has proved, for some.
" Now Philemon demonstrates practically how for the apostle these

relationships remain. Onesimus is by his conversion ' much more than

a servant, a brother beloved ;' yet Paul sends him back to his master^

though he would gladly have retained him, but without his mind he

would do nothing. The epistle shows thus strikingly the true exalting

power of Christianity, not intended to release from the duties or disad-

vantages of an earthly place,

—

not to be a lever to lift into earthly

position or ease,—but to fill with a competency to serve in the lowest

and lowliest, like Him whom we all serve." (Numerical Structure of

Scriptui'e.) Philemon thus clearly connects with the subject of

Colossians, the earthly path of the heavenly people.

5. Finally in this series, Philippians takes its place as a grand and

blessed Deuteronomic review of conditions and results. The way and

the end are put together in a glorious fashion, as found in the experience

of the apostle himself; none surely more competent to give them to us

!

It is that experience side of things which we have noticed as absent in

Colossians, but which is now developed in a practical summing up of

all that is gone before it. The lesson of Romans is shown as learned in

the ability to go on in freedom from the law of sin, the flesh being dis-

missed as having no confidence in it. It tells of the Cross as for Christ

the end of a path of humiliation, which leads out of the world, and

into the highest place with God ; in all which we are exhorted, as

having His mind, to follow Him : which is the lesson of Galatians. It

speaks also of Christ as in the place He has reached, a heavenly Object

for the heart, as in Ephesians and (especially) Colossians. Then in con-

clusion it tells us of the practical result for one who has fully tested

it,—of the competency of Christ so known and lived for, amid all exer-

cises and all circumstances whatever :
" I know both how to be abased

and how to abound ; everywhere and in all things I am instructed both

to be full and to be hungry, both to abound and to suffer need : I can

do all things through Christ who strengtheneth me." That is not a

theoretic conclusion, but a conscious experience.

In their relation to one another it is plain that these epistles are a

progressive series, with the pentateuchal seal fully upon them. They

give us position and the outcome of position known and enjoyed. There

is no need to enter more at present into this, which in its details can

only properly be realized as we take up the books in succession.
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF KOMANS

ROMANS has more plainly the regularity of a specific treatise

than perhaps any other epistle. Everything advanced in it is

reasoned out and vindicated from the objections that could be

brought against it ; for the more precious and fundamental the truth

the more will the unbelief and pride of men summon all the forces of

their intellect to overthrow it; the god of this world blinding the

minds of those who believe not, lest the light of the gospel of the glory

of Christ should shine into them. The theme of Romans is pure

gospel ; to make way for which, the apostle calls creation and law

(man's own conscience also bearing witness) in evidence that both Jew
and Gentile are alike under sin and unable to stand in the judgment.

He then shows that the righteousness of God, the very thing of which the

convicted sinner is afraid, is on the contrary, as manifested in the sacri-

ficial work of Christ, now the refuge and shelter open to men as sinners,

and the shield over all who believe in Jesus, It is faith then by which

we are justified, not law, though this confirms the law : which witnesses

to it in Abraham the father of the legal people of God, and in circum-

cision the seal of the righteousness of faith in him, and the token of the

covenant made with him. Another thing : God showed Himself in him

as the God of resurrection, the fulfilment of the promise depending

upon that. We, too, believe in the God of resurrection, upon which all

for us depends : He having raised up Jesus, delivered to death for our

offences, and whose resurrection therefore is our justification. Peace

with God, an unchangeable standing in grace, and the glory of God as

our hope, are the fruits of this, able to turn to blessing all the trials of

the way, our hope secure in the love of God revealed to us in Christ

when enemies, and who has reconciled us to Himself through Him,
Thus God Himself becomes our Joy.

The power of the blood of Christ for the sinner is thus shown in the

first part ; in the next we have the place in Christ risen which is the

portion of the saint, and the blessings which in this way are made his.

We are carried back here to the first Adam and the consequences of his

fall, in corruption of nature, with death and impending judgment, for

his posterity ; law coming in, not as deliverer, but to reckon up sin and
turn it into open transgression. On the other hand^Christ upon the

same principle of the one involving the many, has become a new Head
for deliverance, of whom Adam was but the type in contrast, and in

whom we have blessing greater than was lost,—a new life to which
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justification is attached, as condemnation to the former one; grace

reigning now where before sin reigned. Thus before God we are in

Christ, and not in Adam, the death of Christ having been for us the

crucifixion of the old man, so that the body of sin might be annulled,

that we might serve sin no more. Dead with Christ to sin, in His

death to it once for all, we are alive in Him to God for evermore. This

is position, not experience ; but the result is, if faith has accepted this,

that we cannot live in sin. But still the question of power has to be

met ; and this involves another—that of law. By the death of Christ

we have died to law as well as to sin, and that we should bring forth

fruit to God. Experience under the test of law shows that what forbids

lust as sin yet provokes it, revives sin and is death to me, discovering

in me a law of sin to which I am captive. God's deliverance is by

the Spirit's law of life in Christ Jesus, which fulfills in us the righteous-

ness of the law, impossible to the law itself. Thus a walk in the Spirit

becomes possible, though the body is still dead because of sin. Led by

the Spirit, we mortify its deeds and expect its redemption, already con-

sciously children of God, and awaiting the manifestation of His sons,

for which the whole creation, groaning, waits. But our hope is sure,

and we wait in patience : if God be for us, who can be against us ?

This closes the doctrine as to position. There follows the question of

the promises to Israel, and how they are affected. Paul argues that

they have always been fulfilled according to the sovereign pleasure of

God, to Isaac and not Ishmael, to Jacob and not Esau. Will they com-

plain ? In the wilderness they would all have been cut off but for this

principle ; and sovereign mercy is man's only hope. Israel have stum-

bled at the stumbling-stone, and rejected the way of righteousness by

faith for the impracticable righteousness of law. Israel's failure had

been announced by their own prophets, though they have not been

altogether set aside. An election of grace always remains, and God has

overruled their fall for blessing to the Gentiles. But let the Gentiles

also take heed : if they continue not in His goodness, they too will be

set aside, and Israel brought in ; and this will be again for wider bless-

ing still to the whole world.

Practical exhortations close the epistle.

The divisions then are these four :

—

1. (Chaps, i.-v. 11) :—Righteousness of God in Christ tow£vrds all.

2. (Chaps. V. 12-viii.) :—Deliverance from sin and law, as dead with

Christ and in relationship with the Deliverer.

3. (Chaps, ix.-xi.) :—Israel's special promises and their fulfillment.

4. (Chaps, xii.-xvi.) : The ways that suit the mercies shown us.
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1 (1-7):

Promised
before, now
given in
Christ.

THE

EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS.
DIVISION 1. (Chaps, i.-v. 11.)

Righteousness of God in Christ towards ally and over all

believers.

Subdivision 1. (Chap. i. 1-17.)

This the power of God to salvation in a gospel all of Sim.

1. " 1 JAUL, *bondxnan of Jesus Christ, a "called apostle"^
''set apart to [the] gospel of God, which he

-*- 'promised before through his prophets in holy
scriptures, concerning his Son Jesus* Christ our Lord,
come of the -^seed of David according to the flesh,

marked out [as] 'Son of God in power, according to

* The order in the original puts this clause at the end of the sentence,
afler the word " dead."

NOTES.

acf. Acts?.
58.

6 c/.lTim.l.
12.

e 1 Cor. 1. 1.

r/.GaL1.15,
16.

d cf. Acts 9.

15.

cf. Acts 13.

2.

e cf. ch. 3.21
with Acts
17. 2, 3.

/c/. Matt.l.
1.

c/.2Tim.2.
8.

g cf. Acts 9.

30.

(^r. Heb.1.2.

DiV. 1.

The righteousness of God in Christ is the theme of the first division of
Romans; the forensic character of the epistle suiting as well the people ad-
dressed as it does the subject. Rome means "strength," or "force;" and to

the many sufferers under its sway, it might seem to represent brute force only;
but it never could have attained the supremacy in which it stood so long, had
not that force been a disciplined, law-governed one: to law it must needs sub-
mit as first condition of any great success. Roman law accordingly still stands
for us as almost the ideal of law; and this means necessarily the ideal of right
also,—at least in certain respects: for though the blunders (or worse) of legis-

lators may make us sometimes have to put in contrast law and equity, yet if the
two were not in the main one, the purpose of law could not be accomplished.
Error and evil are but revolutionary forces—divisive and unstable: no will of
man can make them other. Because the world is under moral government,
homage must be paid to it by some sort of submission; and thus it can be said
of any of the powers of the world, "be is the minister of God to thee for good."
Corrupt and evil as any governor on earth may be, he knows that he must pay a
certain tax in this way to the right; and those most without law are, as judged
in the court of their own conscience, a "law unto themselves."

According to a consent which may be held for universal therefore, in God is

the fount of righteousness; and if in their highest deities the heathen world did
not find a satisfying expression of this, they had to invent other, special gods to

fill the gap. Thus Paul preaches to the conscience of the mass when he pro-

claims the righteousne.ss of God. But when, under a conviction wrought by
the Spirit, the general persuasion of man's sinfulness becomes an agonizing
realization of personal guilt, then with the apprehension of this character in

Him there comes a need for the preaching of the righteousness of God for com-
fort and not for alarm : the Righteousness of God as revealed in the gospel

!

Here is the key to the meaning of a term about which there has been so much
perplexity, and so great a variety of thoughts. God Himself is limited in a
certain way, as we all realize. He cannot lie; He cannot repent. This is no
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the * Spirit of holiness by 'resurrection of [the] dead;
through whom we have received •'grace and apostleship
for * obedience of faith among all the 'nations for his

Name's sake: among whom are ye also, "called of
Jesus Christ:—to all that are in Rome, "beloved of
God, called "saints, ^grace to you and peace from God
our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

h cf. Lk. 1.

35.

c/. Matt 3.

16, 17.

i cf. Kph. 1.

19, 20.

c/A Cor.l5.
20,21.

cf. Jno. 11.

43, 44.

j cf. Eph. 3.

2, 8; cf. 1 Cor. 15. 9, 10. k ch. 16. 26; cf. 1 Pet. 1. 2. I rf. ch. 11. 13; cf. ch. 15. 9 21. m 1 Cor. 1. 2;

cf. ch. 8. 30. ncf. 2 Thess. 2. 13, 14; t/. ch. 8. 39. o 1 Cor. 1. 2; cf. Heb. 13. 12. p 2 Cor. 1. 2,etc.

limit indeed, save that of His own perfectious: He canuot act in contradiction
to His attributes. Thus, though He be Love itself, yet love caunot with Him,
even in the least degree, overbalance justice. "He that justifieth the wicked,
and he that condemneth the just, even they both are abomination to the Lord "

(Pro. xvii. 15). So His own Word declares, and how can He tlieu clear the
guilty? Did He not, when He gave the law, say distinctly that He could not?
(Ex. xxxiv. 7.)

Thus the righteousness of God is what is of fii-st moment in the gospel; and
we can see that it is His attribute of righteousness that is in question: *' that He
may be just and the Justitier of him that believeth in Jesus," as the apostle
shows us (chap. iii. 26), states the diflSculty which the first part of the epistle
meets triumphantly. That the gospel can set the very righteousness of God
itself upon our side, and make it the peaceful assurance of the anxious soul, is

a marvel of divine love and wisdom.

SUBD. 1.

At the outset therefore the apostle sets forth this as the very power for salva-
tion: a gospel which is entirely of God, as it is Christ who is the substance of it.

Only one Man is competent to be our Saviour, who in His own Person has
united God and man. We, to whom it is the gospel, have but to hear, to bow to
God's wondrous grace, and be made glad; for the gospel is "glad tidings."

1. To tliis gospel Paul had been set apart, an apostle of it by the call of Him
to whom he thankfully owns himself a bondman. For the grace that Iiad set
him free had made him His for ever. The peculiarity of his call we have seen
elsewhere; he does not now speak of it, nor of where he had seen His glory of
whom he speaks. He carries us back, rather, to His revelation of Himself on
earth; for his purpose is to show how in His own Person He to whom the ages
had been looking forward had bridged over the distance which the tall bad
brought in between God and man. Not that this alone could have removed the
distance for man. It made God's purpose apparent to do so, and showed the
strength of the hands to which this purpose was entrusted.
The promise had be§n in the mercy of God given from the beginning. The

broken echoes of it are heard far and wide among the traditions of the nations:
broken indeed, for man cannot be trusted to keep what is of most vital impor-
tance to him without corruption. Thus the prophets—themselves as the special
men of God in their days the witness of general departure—had preserved it in
scriptures which bore in their character as "holy " scriptures the evidence of
their origin from the Holy One; and the "prophets" vindicate their title by
the fact that they "speak forth " what is a message from God.
How great the mercy of a written Word, and how plainly hag this been

always in the mind of the All-wise for men ! None the less surely that, to keep
it for them, God had to separate to Himself a people from the idolatrous mass,
and make them the depositaries of it. There it was as the voice of divine
Wisdom in the highways of the nations, available for those who sought at least,

little as men might seek or care.

Now the One so heralded had come, of the seed of David according to the
flesh,—His line marked out more precisely as the yeare went on, the stream of
prophecy becoming wider and fuller as the years lengthened, and deferred hope
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2. First, I 'thank my God through Jesus Christ concern-
ing you all, that your faith is being proclaimed in the
whole world. For God is my witness, whom I serve

in my spirit in the gospel of his Son, how 'unceas-
ingly I make mention of you at my prayers, always
beseeching if any way now at least I may be prospered,

2(8-17):
Which he
desired to
preach to
them for
tlie confir-
mation of
their faith

;

being
through

faith for salvation, according even to Old Testament Scriptures.

g 1 Cor. 1. 4.

Phil. 1. 3.

rf. 1 Thess.
1. 8-10.

r rf. Eph. 1.

15, 16.

<^. Col. 1.9.

Cf. Phile.4.

might make the heart grow sick. Of royal seed. Himself a Kiug,—such a
" Kuler over men " as David's,o\vn last words foretold; yet that Avas His lesser

and lower glory: that was "according to the flesh," and the word is used which
iutimates all the weakness of humauity iu its lowest part; not that which de-

clared man's place iu creation as the offspring of God, but which linked him
with all the life of which he was the head. And this, just as such, has for us
bow much blessing: it is the end of the Bethel ladder let down to earth; and
bringing with it blessing and lifting up for the whole system with which man
is connected ! With flesh comes what love covets and could not find in any
sphere above it: by that will which He came to do, " we are sanctified, through
the offering of the body of Jesus Christ." (Heb. x. 10.)

But He is also Son of God in a way that Adam unfallen could not have
claimed to be. Amid all the lowliness of a real humanity such as flesh would
argue, He is marked out as Son of God in power according to the Spirit of

holiness by resurrection of the dead. "A Spirit of holiness" (there is no
article to "Spirit") is taken by many as the Lord's divine nature, which, they

urge, is the proper antithesis here: "according to the flesh," "according to the

spirit;" but there is no similar language used elsewhere in Scripture for the

divine nature of our Lord, and the passages appealed to (2 Cor. iii. 17; 1 Tim.
iii. 16; Heb. ix. 14; 1 Pet. iii. 18) do not apply. If exact definition were in^

tended, "a spirit of holiness" would not even really distinguish a nature truly

divine, which the title "Sou of God," in contrast with "come of David accord-

ing to the flesh," sufficiently indicates. Paul from the beginning of his minis-

try, and in distinction from the first apostolic preaching given us in the Acts,
" preached Jesus in the synagogues, that He is the Son of God " (Acts ix. 20).

Here we shall find what the apostle refers to, if we remember how at Jordan
after His baptism, the Spirit came upon our Lord as the Father's voice pro-

claimed Him His beloved Son, to anoint Him for the work to which His baptism
in the river of death has pledged Him. The Baptist saw it, as he tells us, and
bore twofold testimony that He was both the Lamb of sacrifice and the Son of

God (John i. 29-34). From this His ministry among men publicly begins, with

works of power which show Him master of death itself, into which He went
but to dispel it. Thus He raises the dead: Lazarus comes forth at His call, in

attestation that He is the Son of the Father, whom the Father always heara

(John xi. 4, 41-43). And this power to raise the dead, exercised in this way, is

power over the sin which has brought in death, and which by and by His own
resurrection fully manifests. He has taken our sins upon Him, and rises free

from all the burdens He has assumed; the glory in His Face that which is now
gospel for us all, and which characterizes in a special way Paul's gospel.

This then is He of whom the gospel speaks; a message which for its impor-

tance must have messengers devoted to it to make it known in all the world,

and press it upon the attention of the mo.st unwilling. Under the law there

had been nothing of this kind outside of Israel; inside only exceptional pro-

phetic voices, the call of solitary watchers in the night, for long silent, till re-

newed by the voice crying in the wilderness. But now it is a message of the

morniug passing on from lip to lip, where one who wakens, wakens up his

fellow to repeat it. To start such music Paul "received grace and apostleship

for obedience of faith among all the nations for His Name's sake;"—obedience

not legal, but springing out of faith: for faith is the great worker, and if it
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by the will of God to 'come to you. For I long to see

you, that I may 'impart to you some spiritual gift, for

your establishment ; that is, to be "mutually comforted
among you by the faith that is in each other, both
yours and mine. And I would not have you ignorant,

brethren, that I often "purposed coming to you, and
have been hindered to the present time ; that I might

»c/.lThes8.
2. 17, 18.

r/.ch.l5.2J,
24.

t q/*.! Thess.
2, 8.

cjr. coi.2.1-
3.

c/.2The3S.
2. 16, 17.

w c/.lXhcss.
3. 7, 8; <^. Phile. 20. v <^. Acts 19. 21.

have not works, is dead, not living faith. This faith the grace of the gospel

aveakens iu the soul which God opens to it; he who had received grace in its

most perfect expression was the suited apostle of it, and that iu its widest range
of blessed ministry. All nations were now to be the recipients of God's salva-

tion ; among whom already were these at Rome—saints by the call of grace.

Everywhere we see in the very forefront of the epistle—in this opening saluta-

tion, the stamp of divine sovereignty, which is nothing else than divine love

that will not be restrained by all the obduracy of man's heart. This call is the

voice of the Creator: " I call unto them, they stand up together" (Isa. xlviii.

13); but now bringing forth a new creation, which with gladness proportioned

to the pains He has taken to produce it. He claims and declares His own. Those
called are therefore saints by calling—a people sanctified to Himself. This is

the fundamental meaning of "saint," which therefore all His people are, set

apart to Himself. This the blood of Christ has made us as redeemed to Him;
this the work of the Spirit makes effective holiness. Let us notice the "beloved
of God," which precedes and accounts for this: God has set His heart upon us;

therefore He will have us lor Himself To these at Rome tlierefore the apostle

sends his salutation of grace and peace:—not a mere wish, nor even a prayer,

but a comforting assurance of blessing from God revealed as Father, and from
the Lord Jesus Christ upon the Father's throne.

2. He hastens to let them know, writing to them of the gospel as he is, that

he means no possible discredit of their faith. On the contrary, he thanks God
through Jesus Christ, who had drawn them to Himself, that their faith was
being everywhere spoken about. Such a report, contrary to the custom, perhaps,

with most of us, seems always to have engaged the apostle's prayers in an
especial manner for those of whom he heard it. Accordingly, as one serving

God in his spirit in the gospel of His Son, he was continually making mention
of these Roman disciples when he was in prayer, not merely that they might be
blessed, but as himself desiring to come to them. Indeed it was the longing of

his heart to see them, that he might impart to them some spiritual gift, for

their establishment. He speaks in the consciousness of that with which God
had endowed him, and as realizing that the sincerest faith was never beyond the

need of help. And indeed he rejoiced in and would be comforted by their faith

as they by his.

Besides, there was a special link between all Gentiles and himself as the

apostle of the Gentiles. He would not neglect any part of the field which, as

that, was committed to his care; and had purposed often to come to them that

he might have fruit among them as well as elsewhere. We see that the assem-

bly at Rome was essentially a Gentile assembly, and thus was reckoned to belong
to his sphere of labor. Rome herself, long after this, and to the present time,

claims the apostle of the circumcision as its own, making nothing of Paul's

assertion here. It is characteristic of those who "say they are Jews, and
are not" (Rev. ii. 9), and natural for those who after the Jewish manner cling

to succession from apostles, which Paul's call aud mission so decisively broke

through. Had it been Peter who had written to the Romans, how this would
have been urged ! The incontrovertible fact that Peter left the Gentile field to

Paul (Gal. ii. 9) goes for nothing with them.
As for Panl, it is as a responsibility that he recognizes the place in which he

has been put, an obligation to all classes to declare to them the gospel. Before
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have some "fruit among you also, even as among the
rest of the nations. Both to Greeks and barbarians,
both to wise and unintelligent, am I * debtor: so, as far

as may depend on me, I am "ready to preach the gos-
pel also to you that are in Rome. For I am not
'ashamed of the gospel:* for it is the "power of God
unto salvation to every one that *believeth, to the *Jew
first, and also to the Greek. For therein is ''righteous-

ness of God revealed, «by faith, •''to faith: according as
it is 'written. Now the just shall live by faith.

• " Of Christ " is omitted now by all editors.

J8, 24; c/. 1 Pet. 1. 5. b ch. 4. 5; ef. Acts 16. 31. c ch. 2. 9; cf. Lk. 24. 47. d ch. 3
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20.
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16, 17.
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God there weie in fact but two classes, the believer and the unbeliever. The
Jew had the offer first, but if salvation be by faith in it, the believing Gentile
was on as sure ground, and in blessing as full as ever the Jew could be.

But he comes here to what is now the great theme before him. He was not
ashamed of the gospel: he had no reason to be of that which was the power of
God to salvation for men. (What a contrast of the " power " for which the very
name of Kome stood, and with which as mistress of the world it was identified !)

Faith, which the grace of God invited on the part of all, was the common prin-
ciple of blessing for all. But what made the gospel to be so divine a power?
The revelation of the righteousness of God in it. He does not say, the love or
the mercy of God, but His righteousness : because, as we have seen, without
permission of righteousness love and mercy cannot act; every act of God must
be justified by all His attributes. No sinner was ever afraid of the love of God,
or of His mercy; His righteousness is another thing. Consequently it is just
the righteousness of God which, if it can be revealed in gospel—in good news to

sinners—then we have what indeed has power to save.

But what then is this good news? a gospel of works? there can be none; and
that for a very simple reason. " All have sinned;" and " if we say we have not
sinned, we make Him a liar, and His word is not in us." But, if then, we could
henceforth yield Him unsinning obedience, that is due to Him already, and
cannot atone for the sins of the past. Yet who could promise this even for the

future? who would dare? Men would compromise with doing their best; but
here again they do not mean just what they say. Who ever did his best ? Who
would dare to meet God on this ground that he had done his very best, even for

a week? It would be folly indeed to think of doing so. But shall we ofier Him
less than this ? How much less, then ? That would necessarily mean the trusting

to mercy without knowing how far mercy could be shown; and in no sense
would righteousness be revealed in it at all.

Man cannot furnish, then, for God what would be righteousness before Him;
good news there cannot be for man upon that principle; good news there cannot
be, founded upon man's doing. God has another, and a very different one; the
righteousness of God is revealed in the gospel, not the righteousness of man in

anywise, save the Second Man; and the gospel being all about Christ, we need
not doubt, even if we knew no more, that it is consistent with righteousness.

What is left for man to do is to justify God in all this by bowing to receive His
grace as grace. Faith is thus the principle upon which His grace can be shown,
or (what is the same thing) His righteousness be revealed in good news to

sinner.s. " By faith, to faith," is here the manner of the revelation. The good
news is all about Christ, as the apostle has declared; faith is that in which the
soul turns away from self to Christ, and the revelation being made to faith, the
believer has full title to that which is revealed. Here the Old Testament adds
its confirmation also to the New: if according to the law, "the man that doeth
(the commandments) shall live in them," the prophet announces the contrary
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1 a. 18-32):

With the
knowledge
of God, not
choosing to
retain it.

1 (18-20):

Sufficiency
of the

knowledge.

Subdivision 2. (Chaps, i. 18-iii. 20.)

Creation and Law witnessing against Gentile and Jew.

Section 1. (Chaps, i. 18-ii. 16.)

The Gentile, left to himself, in lawless independence.

1. ^ T70R [the] * wrath of God is revealed from heaven
-1- upon all 'impiety and ^unrighteousness of men

who hold* the * truth in unrighteousness. Because
what may be known of God is 'manifest among them;

* R. V. renders this " hold down," but the general thought is of " pos-
sessing" or "holding fast," while the other is not incorrect. We have
the same word in 2 Thess. ii. 6, 7, where the thought is evidently " hin-
dering."

A ch. 2. 8, 9.

1 Thess. 1.

10.

2 Thess. 1.

8,9.

i ch. 3. 18.

j ch. S. 10.

* rf. ver. 32.

ctr. Eph.4.
15.

I c/.ActS 14.

17.

cf. Acts 17.

24.

principle as in fact the way of blessing, "The just shall live by faith." (Hab. ii,

4.) Thus there is nowhere any real contradiction iu God's ways with men, any
more than between the plowing and the sowing. The plow of law had to do its

very different work before the sowing of the gospel seed coald be. Tliat the

plowing should give way to the sowing does not make light of the plowman's
work. If the seed be once sown, the work of the plow will be merely
devastation.

StTBD. 2.

"We have now reached the body of the epistle, which proceeds in orderly pro-

gress to the full exposition of what has just been announced. If the righteous-

ness of God is what the gospel reveals, and this on the principle of faith, then
it has first to be shown, in the fullest and most careful way, that on man's part

nothing else could at all avail for him. God had been working this out in the

loug ages preceding Christianity; and His slow, patient manner of work shows
the importance of the question, as it shows also how obstinately man cleaves to

some righteousness of his own, and how hard it is to bring him to repentance.

Nay, the greatest pretension to righteousness that could be made was tliere

where God had labored most. The Pharisee has l)econie for ns the very symbol
of it. Everything that God had done for Israel, from the taking np of Abraham
himself, in whom God's principle of faith was fully announced, when as yet there

was no law to burden it with conditions, the Pharisee turned to his own account

as based upon human merit; while the law, interpreted as applying merely to

external conduct, could be made to serve an opposite purpose from that for

which it was given. But in the law itself was the remedy for all this, aa the

apostle shows.

His argument covers the whole ground, bringing Gentile and Jew, with reve-

lation and without, alike as hopeless, save in God's mere grace. His judgment,
while taking account of all differences, will yet leave all without excuse; the

Jew, most favored, guiltiest of all, and with an accuser jast in that in which be
most confidently trusts.

Sec. 1.

The case of the Gentile is that which Panl first reviews. The witness of
creation to the glory of God is sufficient to condemn him for the gross idolatry

to which he has turned from the actual knowledge of the true God, with which
he started. The story of heathenism is that of men who with their back to the

light walk neces.sarily in their own shadow. The moral obliquity which mani-
fests itself in their ways is but the sure result of this departure. The fine pic-

tures which men could draw of virtue were competent enough to show only the

wilfulness of the evil which disgraced their lives, and for which their own con-

science threatened them with judgment to come,—a judgment which the gospel

did not ignore, but declared plainly; where the Jew would be first, as he was
in privilege, but all would receive the exact award of righteousness.

1. The apostle does not overlook the difference as to light therefore; his argo-
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for God hath manifested it to them ; for the invisible

things of him from the "creation of the world are per-
ceived, being understood by the things made, [even]
his everlasting "power and divinity, so as to make
them "inexcusable.

m ef. Ps. 19.
1-6.

n c/. Job
cha. 3S-41.

o cf. ch.2.14,
1&.

ment is, that the light man has be is not trne to. The knowledge of the
heathen is ample to test which way his heart inclines. He is not judged by the
darkness which he cannot help, but by the light which he refuses. How can he
plead his lack of that from which he turns wherever he finds it? Man's course
has not been, as he would vainly have it, the evolution of a creature whom
God has burdened with difficulties, yet who struggles upward under the burden,
but of one whose struggles are with the God who made him, and against the
Hand that would even now relieve him of a burden self-imposed.

* Thus the wrath of God is revealed from heaven upon all impiety and un-
righteousness of men who hold the truth in unrighteousness. If one can find a
person then who has no truth to hold, he cannot come under this wrath revealed.

"Impiety" is the characteristic of that for which men are condemned: a heart
away from God, and which on that account deals perversely with whatever
truth it has. That is the indictment; and it is broad enough to cover the whole
race of fallen man. There are not two classes in this statement, as some have
thought: for the express argument of the apostle here is that Gentiles who have
not revelation have truth sufficient to make them without excuse. Wrath is

thus upon all; though love may seek and act at the same time: "we," says the
apostle, speaking of himselfand believera in general, " were . . . children of wrath,
even as others" (Eph. ii. 3). Thus he immediately goes on now to say of the Gen-
tiles outside of revelation that they have nevertheless a constant manifestation of
God before their eyes. Thus they "hold the truth in unrighteousness; because
what may be known of God is manifest among them: for God has manifested it

unto them." And he proceeds at once to speak of creation. It is a testimony
that we think too little about, even as Christians, and naturally do not credit it

with much power of appeal to heathen minds. The very glory of the Christian
revelation makes all else seem dull indeed. We argue back also from the con-
dition of the heathen into which, whatever the testimony of nature, they yet
lapsed, to depreciate that which could not keep them from lapsing. But this,

forcible as it may appear, is no real argument. It is exactly the same as that
which the heathen might and do urge against Christianity itself from the condi-
tion of numbers under the light of it. In this way what bears witness of the
evil in man is made to discredit the wisdom and goodness of God. The apostle
would say, "Let God be true and every man a liar." Surely that is the proper
view, which nature itself confirms: the clouds are from the earth which conceal
the brightness of the heavens. Allow that there is sin in man which could
make him reject and crucify the Son of God Himself, you cannot accept an
argument which would equally deny the glory of God in Him because men
"saw no beauty in Him, that they should desire Him."

Yet "the heavens display the glory of God, and the firmament showeth His
handiwork." So said the psalmist; and the apostle is not a whit behind him
here: "For the invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are per-
ceived, being understood by the things made, even His everlasting power and
divinity, so as to make them inexcusable."

And indeed there are testimonies enough of what the natural effect of these
things is upon men brought face to face with them, before yet they have hard-
ened themselves by long opposition. In the infancy of the nations, though we
cannot reach back by tradition to their true beginnings, we know enough to
know (what the infidel man of science often enough reminds us of) that the
tendency was rather to see God in everything than to see Him nowhere. Even
idolatrous Greece peopled the fountain and stream, the mountain and forest,
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hearts unto uncleanness, so that their bodies were dis-

honored among them; being such as "changed the

truth of God into falsehood, and honored and served
the 'creature more than him who created it, who is

"blessed throughout the ages. Amen.
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with its multitudiuous gods; and the common nature worship which so infected

the nations testifies at once to tlie power of nature to preach of the divine, and
the perversion by men of that which they could not ignore.

The apostle's words by no means intimate that this witness of nature could
ever do the work of the gospel: that is not the point. Nature does indeed bear
witness to the gospel; but in that parabolic form for which is needed an inter-

preter outside itself. And the traditions of the nations show, spite of all their

corruptions, that God had not left them without the knowledge of Himself,

which might have in the main interpreted nature to them, if they had cared to

go on with the Divine Teacher; but they cared not. The knowledge of the
everlasting power and divinity of their Creator should have made them at least

turn to Him; but they turned away.
* And thus the idolatry which had overspread the nations was explained, and

could only be explained, by this in.sane desire to forget God; which hid Him in

His works, instead of discovering Him in them. Rejecting the true God, they
pictured one according to their tastes, likening Him to corruptible man himself,

and even to the animals below man. lu which their folly, they yet imagined
themselves wise; all their reasonings being made vain by a senseless and un-
thankful heart. They had an "occult" wisdom, as men style it now, upon
which they prided themselves, and which was confessedly a groping in the dark,

ignoring the plainest facts. Such is heathenism: a worship of bestial and de-

graded forms, the imaginations and manufacture of their worshipers. Reason
and cons(;ience unite in the condemnation of that which nevertheless under the

light of Christianity is ever coming in afresh in winking Madonnas and the

virtue of dead men's bones, &nd wafer-gods, transformed by a few magical words
into soul, body, and divinity of Him whom they call their Saviour!

' In this dishonor done to God they must necessarily degrade themselves also.

The worshipers must become assimilated to what tliey worship. As their lasts

had turned them away from the Holy One, so their new gods were made to

sanction the lusts which had created them, and to which He whom they had
forsaken gave them up. Man witliont God, whom it is his distinctive glory to

recognize, becomes as the beast which has none. But the beast is therefore not

a moral creature; man degraded to the beast becomes immoral. It is a necessary,

but righteous retribution, in which man inflicts the punishment upon himself.

His service of the creature is but his own gratification; which is but of the lusta

which war against the soul. He feeds bat the serpent-brood, which sting and
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were inflamed in their lust towards one another ; males
with males working indecency, and receiving in them-
selves the recompense of their error which was meet.

And even as they did not think fit to have God in re-

cognition, God gave them up to a 'reprobate mind, to

do things unmeet, being filled with all ''unrighteous-

ness, 'wickedness, •'"covetousness, 'malice ; full of *envy,
'murder, •'strife, *deceit, 'malignity; "whisperers, "back-

biters, "hateful to God, ^insolent, 'proud, 'boasters,

•inventors of evil things, 'disobedient to parents,

"without understanding, "covenant-breakers, without
"natural affection, 'merciless; men who, "knowing
the righteous judgment of God, that they who do such

things are worthy of death, not only practise them, but

also have sympathetic 'pleasure with those who do
them.

2. * Wherefore thou art "inexcusable, O man, every one p^^Ex.5.2
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torture him; and the world becomes thus a dreadful scene of suicidal warfare,

the secret heart of which is blacker than its deeds declare.

* The ways ofmen in this condition the apostle* pictures: disgraceful violations

of nature, and crimes that walked opeuly in the heathen darkness; while men
who realized the judgment of God upon their abominations, not only walked

defiantly in them but had sympathetic pleasure in those who did so.

2. * Such then was the condition of the Gentile world: one to which the Gen-

tiles themselves bore witness in strong decisive words; but to witness against it

was one thing, to escape or deliver from it quite another. In the day of judg-

ment, says the apostle, the ability to judge another will be of no avail in behalf

of him whose own deeds will be in question, when conscience, kept down by

self-interest in the present time, will as in a moment resume its sway over the

terrified and convicted soul, and it will be searched out under the light ofabso-

lute holiness.

It is a strange and startling fact, the ability we have to see and condemn the

evil in another, while yet in ourselves, where we should know it best and recog-

aize it most readily, we can ignore it as we do. But this self-ignorance is a

voluntary one; and when the conscience is allowed to act, we at once discern it

to have been so, and our guilt in this voluntariness.

The ability to judge is only a testimony to the responsibility which attaches

to US. The inexcnsability ofjudging proceeds from our own inability to stand

before God in judgment. It is our Lord's reproof of those who brought to Him
the adulteress, that he who was without sin should cast the first stone at her.

To judge sin is, of course, always right, and we should not be in a right condi-

tion if we did not do it. Nor is the apostle here touching the question of the

magistrate's duty as such, any more than that of the Christian assenibly to

"judge them that are within" (1 Cor. v. 12). He is not dealing with the rela-

tion of Christians to the world, but with that of men as men everywhere under

* The apostle gives in the plainest language the moral corruptions re.'nilting from this turn-

ing away from God. He gives the extreme results of moral degradation, not as exceptional,

hut as showing the legitimate consequences of idolatry. There were abundant examples of

it in ancient times in the unspeakable vices of Sodom and Gomorrah and those made familiar

to us bv the historians and satirists. Such crimes were well known to those to whom Paul
wrote. *Nor must we suppose that the light of Christianity has changed the heart of the nat-

ural man. Vice may hide itself in the dark when the light shines, but it is there, and the

marks of the apostasy are similar in many ways to this picture of the natural man (2 Tim.
iii. 1-6).—S. E.
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who judgest; for wherein thou *judgest the other, thou
condemnest thyself; for thou that judgest "doest the

same things. But we know that the ''judgment of God
is according to truth against those who do such things.

And reckonest thou this, O man, who judgest those

who do such things, and practisest them, that thou

shalt 'escape the judgment of God ? Or ^despisest thou

the riches of his goodness and forbearance and 'long

suffering, not knowing that the *goodness of God lead-

eth thee to repentance? But according to thy hard-

ness and impenitent heart, thou Hreasurest up for

thyself wrath in a day of wrath and •^revelation of the

righteous judgment of God, who will *recompense to

each one according to his works : to those w^ho with
*endurance in good work seek for "• glory and honor
and "incorruption, "eternal life; but to those who are

^contentious, and disobey the truth, but obey 'unright-

eousness, wrath [shall be] and * indignation, tribulation

and anguish, upon 'every soul of man that worketh

evil, 'both of the Jew first, and of the Greek: but glory

and honor and peace to every one that worketh good,

both to the Jew first, and to the Greek: for there is

"no respect of persons with God.
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the eye of God, where none can stand in the judgment—to strip every one of

the vaiu thought of establishing his ovrn righteousness by some fancied superior-

ity over his neighbor. It is one of the strangest, and yet one of the commonest
of excuses. Even the comparative estimate is sure to be wrong,—for without

the knowledge of the secrets of the heart we have not the means of making it,

while in his own cause no hnman law could allow a man to be his own judge.

If the comparative estimate also could be truly made, it would avail nothing

before Him whose standard of right is not a relative but an absolute one. The
soul also who was honestly seeking to get into God's Presence as to its own con-

dition could never think of another than itself. The occupation with another's

evil is therefore one of the surest signs of being oneself away from God.

Judging another and judging sin are in the way the apostle is speaking here

incompatible things. The judgment of God is against every one who practises

evil; and there is no remedy but in turning to God, whose goodness is continu-

ally inviting to repentance; while yet His forbearance how often causes men to

despise the riches of that goodness; so that if judgment against an evil work is

not speedily executed, the heart of the sons of men is thoroughly set in them to

do evil (Eccl. viii. 11). With Pharaoh that which hardened his heart was just

God's forbearing mercy (Ex. viii. 15; ix. 34); and so that which should be for

good is turned again and again to evil through the revolt of man's will against

his Maker; treasures of mercy are stored up for futurity as treasures of wrath,

and a day of wrath must come for those upon whom all His goodness has been

ineffectual for good.

That wrath will be a revelation of righteous judgment—a measurement of

good and evil divinely perfect, according to the principle upon which men in-

sist, of works. Those who in a path of righteousness persistently seek for glory,

honor, and incorruption, shall obtain eternal life; those who in contentious con-

troversy with God disobey the truth, upon them shall be wrath and indignation,
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tribulation, and anguish. To the workers of good, it is emphatically repeated,

shall be glory, honor, and peace. In all this the Jew comes in along with the

Greek (or Gentile); and his especial privileges may even give him a first place;

but the same exact award will be to each. There can be no favoritism with the

righteous Judge.

What a day to test all the pretension of man, and show the consistent, equal

ways of God with him, which now he so bitterly arraigns! Who could face it

steadfastly without terror, if that were all ? These then are the principles of

the judgment; nothing is said as yet of results, nor has the gospel been as yet

brought in: God's way is not to mix together things so diflerent. The day
spoken of is a day of wrath and judgment, the reward of righteousness being
introduced without any intimation whether righteous there shall be found in

the way indicated. We shall have directly all possible assurance with regard

to this.

^ Notice then that while we have not as yet come formally to the case of the

Jew, the mention of God's equal dealing with all has brought him in. Nay, he
appears in a prominent place, though with a solemn reminder for the self-confi-

dent. If first in privilege, he will be first in judgment too: can he face the

responsibility entailed by the wonderful things which God has done for him ?

He will be judged by that law which it is his privilege to possess. Not only

so, but the law has actually pronounced sentence, though that is not referred to

here. But the Gentile without law shall be judged apart from law: he will not

be held responsible for a knowledge he has not possessed. Is that therefore a
kind of gospel as to him? Will he be considered as in a sort of irresponsible

child-state and be let off easily? The case of the heathen, as the apostle has

presented it to us does not encourage any such expectation, and he now adds a
word which positively forbids it. He does not simply say that as many as have
sinned without law shall he judged apart from law. People are prone to imagine
that even the judgment of God can acquit a certain class of sinners, and that to

be judged is by no means necessarily to be condemned;—a view which the

psalmist has long ago repudiated. "Enter not into judgment with Thy servant,

OLord," is his cry; "for in Thy sight shall no man living be justified" (Ps.

cxliii. 2). And here the apostle puts in a word which as to the outcome of

judgment cuts off hope: "For as many as have sinned without law shall also

perish without law." Just there where one might expect a less rigorous dealing,

and where, in fact, the responsibility of the Jew who has the law is not to be
supposed, just there he yet iuserts a word which with regard to the Jew he does

not use: the Jew, he says, shall be judged by the law; but the Gentile who sins

apart from law shall perish.

Does this then justify the Jew in his thought of a different issue as to himself
from the condemnation which he readily accords to the Gentile ? The apostle's

purpose in all this is oue quite opposite: it is to bring in all men guilty before

Grod. And here he goes on to show that a Gentile may be comparatively in a
better position than the Jew. The law does not justify hearers (in which case a
Jew might indeed congratulate himself) but doers: " the doers of the law shall

be justified." By and by we shall hear the sweeping sentence of the law as to

all, and that "by works of law shall no fiesh be justified in [God's] sight: for by
the law is the knowledge of sin," Here he does not as yet say this; but he
appeals to the conscience of the Jew, priding himself upon the mere knowledge
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and possession of that which he had no care to keep, against any comparison of

himself with the lawless Gentile such as he was prone to make. "For when
the Gentiles who have no law practise by nature the things of the law, these,

having no law, are a law unto themselves, being such as show the law's work
written in their hearts, their conscience bearing witness therewith, and their

thoughts one with another accusing or else excusing."

We must distinguish carefully in these words " the law's work written in the

heart " of a Gentile, from the law written in the heart of a converted Israelite, ac-

cording to the new covenant (Heb. viii. 10). The confusion here is only part of a

system widely held, which would, in direct contradiction to the words of the

apostle here, put the whole of mankind from the beginning, with Adam their

first father also, under the law of Moses, writing up, "This do, and thou shalt

live" over the gate of heaven, and bringing in Christ as also under law, to do
that which Adam failed to do, and justify us by His obedience in life, rather

than solely "by His blood," as this epistle teaches. It would take us far out of

our way to examine this at the present time, and anticipate that which will

come in the scriptural order before us, as we proceed with our subject. As to

the point now, the Greek shows conclusively, as our common English version

does not, that it is the "work" that is said to be written, not the law itself

The Gentile here is said to have—that is, to be under

—

no law. It is only put

in another form when it is said that he is a law to himself: he defines for him-

self what his duty is; (it does not mean, of course, that he has none, or has no
thought of any, but) he has to gather the intimations of it from his own moral
instincts or from his observations of others about him, perhaps also learns by
more direct teaching; but precisely the thing which is lacking to him is that

code of authoritative precepts which the Jew had in the law. As a law to

himself, he recognized himself as under authority, as the Jew did, and under

divine authority, for that is all that the apostle has in view, as is plain, just

now; but he is under no yoke imposed by God as the Jew was; whatever be the

cause of it (which we have seen in part, but which we are not investigating

here,) he is a man left to himself Yet there is that in him which does the

work which the law was designed to do in giving the knowledge of sin (chap.

iii. 20); not indeed in the perfect manner of the law, yet so that he who listens

to the inward monitor may well condemn the Jew with his higher privilege and
his lower practice.

The conscience also of the Gentile bears witness with his works, which are not

fortuitous and arbitrary in character, but such that his thoughts argue against

or for him, as he violates or follows the injunctions of his guide, just as with

the Jew his con.science. Thus while as to the whole neither of them can plead

righteousness, the Gentile may stand comparatively higher than the Jew.

In neither case is the law written on the heart naturally, as the promise of the

new covenant conclusively shows: if it were true of all men naturally, it could

not be a special promise to a certain class. The law written on the heart by

God implies that those of whom He speaks will have hearts that forbid their

forgetting what He has commanded any more; and this surely is not the natural

condition of any: it belongs to those only of whom He can further say, "Their

sins and iniquities I will remember no more." The hundred and nineteenth

psalm is the fervent expression of a heart so blessed.

The three verses closing with the fifteenth are a parenthesis, the apostle

returning in the sixteenth verse to announce a day when God shall judge.
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according to the principles he has stated, the secrets of men. "God," says the

Preacher, "shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret thing,

whether it be good, or whether it be evil " (Eccl. xii. 14). Darkness suits men
now, and clouds and darkness compass often the throne of God; His ways are a
mystery that we cannot fathom; but while He looks for faith now, He will

bring to light the hidden things of darkness, and make all manifest in the day
that is at hand. This is as true with regard to saint as sinner, and sinner as

saint; although the common thought of the two being judged together, as well

as that of the saint coming personally into judgment, confounds what God has

separated, and can find no scripture-justification. In what is before us here we
must remember that, except in the brief glance in the introduction, the gospel

has not yet been considered, nor the place therefore which it accords the be-

liever. The day ofjudgment of which the apostle speaks is indeed "according
to the gospel;" but is the dark background of wrath upon the sinner against

which the glory of the gospel shines so wonderfully out. We must accept this

judgment, to know what grace is; for God's only salvation is byjudgment borne
for us; and we cannot know the mystery of the Cross, until we know the

penalty which the Cross has met.

It is the consideration of the principles of the coming judgment which has
made it necessary to anticipate in some measure the case of the Jew, while it is

that of the Gentile which is in fact before us. But it is in that which follows

that the Jew comes fully up. He cannot be judged like the Gentile, upon
natural grounds simply: we mnst take into account also his relation to the law,

and finally to the promises of God; although this last comes in in a supple-

mentary way, and after the doctrine of the gospel itself, and the position of the

believer before God, have been fully established.

Sec. S.

The apostle turns now, therefore, to the Jew, to show that he too comes under
the universal sentence. The one whc has sinned without law perishes without
law; the one who has sinned under law is judged by the law: will the law then

be favorable to him ? will he be able to stand while the other is condemned ?

Here the apostle shows, what the Lord had before declared to them, that the

very one who accused the Jews was that Moses in whom they trusted. They
knew God's will indeed, only the more defiantly to set it aside: for as the peo-

ple of Grod His Name was blasphemed among the Gentiles through their mis-

conduct. In comparison with them, circumcision and uncircumcision must often

be accounted the reverse, if the heart were what God valued. After guarding
which from the abuse that might be made of such an assertion, Paul goes on to

produce the very sentence against them of the law they claimed as theirs; which
proved indeed the whole world under sin. Moreover, this was not the failure

of the law, but its entire success in what it came to do: for by the law was to

be the recognition of sin.

1. The Jew with his knowledge of the will of God did no better than the

moralist among the Gentiles. Very far from being outwardly a rebel, he yet
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the law,—thou then who 'teachest another, teachest
thou not thyself? thou that preachest not to steal, dost
•'thou steal? thou that sayest [one must] not commit
adultery, dost thou ^commit adultery? thou that ab-
horrest idols, dost thou 'commit sacrilege? thou that
gloriest in law, through transgression of the law dis-

honorest thou God? for on your account is the "name
of God blasphemed among the Gentiles, as it is written.

2. For circumcision indeed profiteth, "if thou keep* the
law ; but if thou be a transgressor of the law, thy cir-

cumcision is become "uncircumcision. If then the ^un-
circumcision keep the requirements of the law, shall

not his uncircumcision be "reckoned for circumcision?
and shall not uncircumcision which is by nature, fulfil-

ling the law, judge thee who art with 'letter and cir-

cumcision a transgressor of the law ? For he is not a
Jew who is one 'outwardly, nor is that circumcision
which is outward in the flesh ; but he is a Jew who is

one inwardly, and 'circumcision is of the heart, in

spirit, not in letter; whose "praise is not of men, but
of God.

3. What then is the "superiority of the Jew? or what

Literally, "do."
51. u cf. Jno. 1. 47; ctr. Matt. 6. 2, etc. t» ver. 9; c/. Matt. 21. 38, etc; <y.

ic/.MaU.23.
3,4.

j cf. Mai. 3.

8 9
cf. Lk. 20.

47.

k cf. Jno. 8.

7-9.

cf. Matt. 5.

27,28.
Jc/.Matt.23.
16-22.

c/.Jno.2.19.

m Is. 52. 5.

c/.Ezek.36.
20-23.

<^. 2 8a. 12.

14.

C/.2 Pet.2.2.

ctr.Matt.S.
16.

n c/.Gal.5.3.

o cf. I«v.26.
41.

{/.Jer.6.10.

p cf. Eph. 2.

11.

q c/.ch. 3.30.

cf. ch. 4. 9-

12.

r cf. ch. 7. 6.

<-/.2Cor.3.6.

scr.ch.9.6-8.
c/.Gal.6.16.

ctr. Kev. 2.

9.

t cf. Acts 7.

Deut. 10. IS.

completely misnnderstood his own condition, and therefore the character of that

law on which he "rested,"—where no true rest was possible. So too in God
he gloried, as One who had made the Jew the depositary of all the light and
knowledge in the world. Grod and His law were owned by him, but not in

subjection of heart to render Him the obedience due, but as contributing to the
loftiness of his position in comparison with all other men. The Gentiles were
but for him the blind, walking in darkness, foolish as undeveloped babes. The
Jew was the full treasury of all that the Gentile lacked. In fact, he had the form
of knowledge and of the truth as the law gave it; but the breath of life was
absent from the form: in morals he contradicted his own teaching, glorying in

law and transgressing it, so that the light he held but the more clearly showed
his misdeeds, and dishonored the name of his God among the Gentiles, as He
Himself by His prophets had declared (Isa. lii. 5).

2. What was the necessary result in His estimate who could not be content
with the mere outside of things, but looks upon the heart ? Was circumcision

of no use because of the dishonor put upon it ? No, but that could not l>e

counted such which was united with the transgression of that which it pledged
one to keep. And the uncircumcised person keeping the commandments of the

law would before Him l>e counted as circumcised. Israel, in fact, never con-

tained all the sheep of the Lord's flock, as we know; and the apostle will

presently remind us that Abraham himself was an example of the faith that

might be in one uncircumcised. How indeed would the obedience of the un-
circumcised condemn the man who, having both the letter of the law and cir-

cumcision also, yet violated the law! Plainly then, one must place what is

internal and spiritual before what is external in the flesh. The true circumci-

sion is spiritual and of the heart, and constitutes the true Jew, whose " praise "*

is found with Him who sees the heart.

3. All this to ns seems simplicity itself; but it was not so simple to those

whom it seemed to strip of all their special, divinely-bestowed privileges. Tlie

* " Judah " means " praise "; and this is, no doubt, an allusion to it
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profit is in circumcision ? Much every way, chiefly in-

deed that to them were "entrusted the oracles of God.
For what if some believed not, shall their 'unbelief

make void the faithfulness* of God? Far be the

thought : but let God be " true, and every man false

;

as it is 'written, That thou mightest be justified in thy
words, and overcome when thou art judged. But if

our unrighteousness "commend the righteousness of

God, what shall we say ? Is God unrighteous who in-

flicteth wrath? I speak after the manner of men. Far
be the thought: for how then shall God 'judge the

world ? But if the truth of God hath more abounded
by my lie unto his glory, why am I still judged as a
sinner? and not, as we are 'slanderously reported, and
as some affirm that we say. Let us practise evil, that
good may come? whose ''condemnation is just.

•Or, "faith."

w rf. Deut
4.8.

cf. Ps. 147.

19,20.
c/.Acta7.38.

cf. 2 Pet. 1.

21.

a; ch. 10. 16.

c/.Heb.4.2.

J/ </. Num.
23. 19.

e/. Tit. 1. 2.

<y. Jas.1.17.

z Ps. 51. 4.

oc/.ch.2.24.
c/.ch.6.1,15.

6 Acts 17.31.

cf. 1 Pet. 2.

23.

c/.ch.2.6-16.
crj.l Pet.2.
12.

cf. 1 Pet. 3.

16.

ctr. Eph.2.
9,10.
d cf.l Pet.4.
4,5.
cjf. Jude 4.

apofitle therefore here notes the objections that might be raised to it—objections

which purported to be founded on Gk)d's own character: for if there were indeed,

as this appeared to say, no superiority in the position of the Jew, what then did

all that He had done for them amount to ? for why had God separated him
from the nations, and guarded this separation in so many ways? The apostle

asks therefore the question on his own part. What is the superiority of the Jew ?

and what is the advantage of circumcision? Truly a strange question, which
would argue how little, save material for self-importance, the questioner had
found in it. But Paul answers with his whole soul that there was "much
everyway"; but he mentions emphatically one chief advantage that the Jews
had, and that was a trust committed to them, and not for their own sake only,—"the oracles of God," His own words uttered by a human mouth-piece. The
mass of men had wandered off into those various forms of idolatry which were
continually tempting Israel also, and from which nothing but divine power and
goodness preserved them too. Thus the divine Word, if it were to be preserved

for the blessing of men, must be kept apart from these destructive influences,

there whence its virtue might flow out around, and yet it might be secured from
the prevalent corruption. Israel was in the place where these oracles were
heard: how could any one ask. Where was the profit?

Faith, alas, did not prevail among the professing people of God: it was a
matter of public history that it did not. But what then ? Would that make of
no effect the faith that was found? Would God be untrue to those who counted
on Him, because of the lack of faith in others? Such questions scarcely merit
answer. No; " let God be true, if every man were to be accounted false;" for so

David wrote of his own sin, that God was only justified by it in His words, and
man, so prone to judge Him, would be overcome by Him in judgment. In fact

God permits sin to appear in this way to bring men low, and make them own
His righteousness in whatsoever He may bring upon them.
But this only starts another question: if our unrighteousness so commends

the righteousness of God, does this then make Him unable to execute judgment
for that which has glorified Him? Nay, surely; for if that were so, since He
makes all sins to glorify Him, restraining that which will not, no judgment
could be executed on the world at all. Nay, i f this were so, the principle would
be just, of which Christians through their magnifying of grace were slanderously

accused, that they might then do evil, so that good might come; but the just

judgment of God would be in fact on those who could adopt so terrible a lie as

truth. It is merely noticed here to show the folly and wickedness of what
would involve such a consequence as this.
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4 (iil. 9-20):

Tested by
law, the
world
proved

under sin.

4. What then? are* we 'better? No, in no wise: for

we have before charged •'^both Jews and Greeks, that
they are all under sin ; as it is 'written, There is none
^righteous, not one; there is none that 'understandeth,
there is none that 'seeketh after God. All have gone
* aside, they have together become 'unprofitable; there
is "none that practiseth good, there is not as much as
one: their "throat is an open sepulchre; with their

tongues they have used "deceit; ''venom of asps is

under their lips; whose mouth is full of 'cursing and
bitterness; their 'feet are swift to shed blood; 'ruin

* R. V. renders this clause, " Are we in worse case than they ? " giving
the verb its usual passive meaning—"are we surpassed?" But this is

entirely out of the connection of the passage, and the verb may be a
middle,—" do we surpass? "

cf. Matt. 23. 27, 28. o cf. Ps 62. 9. p Ps. 140. 3; c/. Jno. 8. 44 with Gen. 3. 1. q Ps. 10. 7.

69. 7, 8; Prov. 1. 16; ctt. Is. 52. 7. s cf. Gen. 6. 11; cf. Tit. 3. 3.

e cf. ch.2.17,

/ vers.22,23.
c/.Gal.3.22.

g Pa. 14.1-3.

h r/.Gen.l8.
23-32.

r cf. 1 Cor.l.
21.

} r/.Act8 17.

27.

k cf. Ps. 78.

57.

cf. Eccl. 7.

29.

Jr/.Matt.25.
24 30.

m ver. 10.

ch. 5. 12.

cf. EpU. 2.

1-3.

cr.Ps.130.3.

n Ps. 5. 9.

r Is.

4. The apostle returns to the comparison of the Jew with the Gentile: could
the Jew boast of any moral superiority to the Geutile? No, for the charge
against both alike was that all were under sin. For this their own Scriptures,
written under a dispensation of law, and addressed to those under it, were in

unmistakable evidence. In them what the law could not do was seen; and the
passages quoted give a survey, as wide as minute, of the facts of the case. The
first passage, from the fourteenth psalm is connected with the statement that " the
Lord looked down from heaven upon the children of men, to see if there were
any that did understand and seek God." The result is what the apostle quotes:
"They are all gone aside; they are together become unprofitable: there is none
that doeth good." The previous words plainly are an adaptation from those
which speak of the search itself, changed to a declaration of the result; "there
is none righteous" being again an equivalent for "there is none that doeth
good," which is repeated later. In other quotations the apostle gives the detail

of a corruption manifesting itself in every point. Throat, lips, mouth, feet, are all

the instruments of various wickedness. In the whole path are ruin and misery;
—nowhere peace: before their eyes there is no fear of God. What a picture of
man in nature and practice! Of course it is not meant that in every one of the
children of men there is an exact similarity; or that they will necessarily be all

found in any one: and God has many ways of restraint, so that what is in any
of us should not all come out; but this is the race to which we belong, and any
of these marks are suflScient to make plain our lineage. It is not of the Jew
simply that such passages speak; it is among the children of men that the Lord
is looking and making investigation, and one cimnot plead that he is no child
of man. The law which he has got has no plea to make in his favor, but the
very contrary. It is to the people under law that all this is said; and in the
Psalms and the Prophets the voice of the law is still heard, and what things so-

ever the law saith itsaith to them that are under the law: for this very purpose
also, that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world may be guilty before

God. If the Jew, after all that God has done for him, can yet plead no righteous-

ness that will avail before the Judge of men, then all the world is surely guilty.

A poor end, yon may say, to all this long education upon God's part,—all

this painstaking discipline,—all these interventions and miracles! Yes, as the
apostle says elsewhere, it is all a ministration ofdeath and ofcondemnation (2 Cor.

iii. 7, 9). But poor as the result may seem, it is to issue in that which will dis-

play the riches of God's grace to all eternity. The truth as to man's condition
must come out, and he must be made to realize and accept it. Guilty and with
his mouth stopped before Him, he will then find what God can be for him in so

desperate an extremity. The law has not failed in its purpose when it has
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and misery are in their ways; and a 'way of peace
they have not known ; there is no "fear of God before

their eyes. Now we know that what things soever the

law saith, it speaketh to those that are "under the law,

that ""every mouth may be stopped, and all the world
be 'guilty before God. Therefore by works of law shall

"no flesh be justified before him : for by 'law is the
recognition* of sin.

* Or, "full knowledge."
31. y cf. Job 9. 2, 3; cf. Job 15. 14-16; cf. Vs. 143. 2; cf. Acts 13. 39.

3. 19. tf. ch. 4. 15; cf. cb. 7. 7; cf. 1 Cor. 15. 56.

X cf. ch. 6,

t ctr. Is.57.2.

C/.I3.48. 22.

u Ps. 36. 1.

cf. Ex. 5.2.

c/.Lk.23.40.
vr/.ch.2.12.
w cf. Kzek.
16. 63.

cf. Matt. 22.

12.

c/.r8.5. 4-7.

X cf. ver. 9.

cf. Heb.ll.
7.

cf. Jno. 12.

20; cf. Gal.

brought him to this: that "by -works of law shall no flesh be justified before

Him: for by law is the recognition of siu."

Alas, in all this, man is completely at issue with God. All natural religion

so called is the attempt in some way, with various modifications, to make good
one's righteousness in whole or in part, before Him. Justification by works, by
moralities or by ritual observances, is all that the mind of man is able to con-

ceive as of eflScacy to accomplish a salvation which God has wrought out and
offers freely to him. This struggle on man's part, ignorant of the righteous-

ness of God, to establish his own righteousness is the history of the 4000 years

preceding Christ's coming, and the secret of the long delay. With the recogni-

tion of sin as the law is competent to declare it to him, the struggle is over, the

old covenant has done its work, and we are ready for the gospel of "the glory of
God, which is in the face of Jesus Christ," and not of Moses (2 Cor. iv. 6).

SUBD. 3.

We come therefore now to what is essentially Paul's gospel, which, though it

is based on what has been done on earth, was revealed to him from the opened
heavens. In his ministry of it we are continually made to realize the manner
of his conversion, Avhich, spite of the exceptional miracle which was in it, he
assures us to have been a pattern one (1 Tim. i. 16). The risen Christ is the

central object before our eyes in all his presentation of it. Our justification, our
acceptance, are in Him; and in Him God is manifested as the Saviour-God in

raising up Jesus. He who was delivered for our offences has been raised again

for our justification. It is just this resurrection side of the gospel—and there is

no true gospel short of resurrection—which has been so much obscured in gene-

ral, even in what is commonly known as evangelical doctrine; and this is what
has made the epistle to the Romans itself to be accounted so diflScult a book,

which, as confessedly laying the foundations of our position before God, we
should not expect it to be. Here everything should be fully ascertained and
assured; and we cannot but notice how careful Paul is to establish all he says,

and to answer every gainsayer. In no other epistle is the appeal so constant to

the Old Testament ; and the objections from the side of experience are as

carefully reviewed and answered. It is indeed as a wise master-builder that he
lays the foundation (1 Cor. iii. 10), and if we are not able to realize this wis-

dom, it must be greatly to our loss. Without a firm foundation, we shall en-

danger all that is built upon it.

Sec. 1.

The righteousness of God we have seen to be the power for salvation in the

gospel. It is just that of which the convicted sinner is most afraid. He can
believe that God is good; he can believe in His love to man; but that is not here

the question. While careless himself, he could believe or hope that God would
be found equally careless as to sin; but now the question of righteousness cannot
so easily be settled; and God must be righteous in all He does. It is indeed the

wonder of divine grace that it should reign through righteousness—that right-

eousness itself should provide and secure blessing for the lost and hopeless. And
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Subdivision 3. (Chaps, iii. 21-v. 11.)

God manifested for ua in Christ risen.

Section 1. (Chap. iii. 21-31.)

A prapiiiation, for grace in righteousness towards aU.

L T)UT now "apart from law 'righteousness of God is

-L' manifested, being 'witnessed by the law and the
prophets,^-even righteousness of God through ''faith of
Jesus Christ unto 'all, and over all* them that believe:

for there is ''no difference: for 'all have sinned, and
come f * short of the glory of God, being 'justified ^freely

but the

a ver. 28.

r/. Gal.2.19
-21.

6 ch 1. 17.

ef. ver. 26.

c cf. ver. 31.

ef. l,k.9.80,

31.

cf. Acts 10.

43.

d ch. 1. 17.

e <^. cU.4.16.

/ch. 10. 12,
13.

</. ver. 9.

g vers. 9,19.

Gal. 3. 22.

h cf. Rev. 4.

11 with eta.

1.21.

cf. Matt.l9.

* Or, "upon all." The earUest MSS. omit "and upon all'
earbest of all is corrected, and most MSS. have it.

+ Or, " fail." It is a present tense.

16-22. i ch. 5. 1. j ch. 4. 4, 5; cf. Lk. 7. 42; cf. Is. 55. 1; <y. Rev. 21. 6,

this is what we are now called to consider,—a righteonsness which not only
makes possible the security of all who flee for refuge to it, but absolutely en-
sures it. The procuring cause of this is a propitiation which displays fully God's
righteousness as to sin, so that there can be uo more question of it when He re-

ceives the sinuer, but the opposite: "He is faithful and just to forgive him his

sins " (1 Jno. i. 9).

1. Law then is confessedly unable to produce any righteousness on man's part
which can be accepted of God, or enable him to stand l)efore God. It has done
its work in convicting of sin; and that in such sort that it is proved that man's
way of works can never avail for hira: he can bring nothing that is not soiled

by the bands that bring it. Thus his month is stopped: he cannot perform, nor
therefore promise; he is helpless and hopeless; the account as to man is closed;

he is simply in the bands of God, to do with him as He will.

If there is to be gospel, therefore, that is, "good news" for man, "apart from
law " it must be. The law may witness to it, as it did, in its many types and
shadows, in sacrifices which, as of bulls and goats, could never take away sin,

but which thus by their own inefficacy pointed away from themselves to what
they represented. The prophets amplified and made clearer these types of the
law ; and the hope of a Saviour to come grew through the ages of suspense.

But the time of expectation merely is over: " righteousness of God is now
manifest through faith of Jesus Christ towards all, and over all them that be-

lieve." In the salvation of Israel yet to come, the Lord speaks through Isaiah

of His righteousness as to be revealed (Isa. xli. 10; xlvi. 13; li. 5, 6, 8; Ivi. 1).

For a Jew, therefore, these thoughts could not be strange to bring togetber; and
we must not fail to connect with such passages those which declared their right-

eousness to be of the Lord (Isa. xlv. 24; liv. 17). These are not at all equivalent
things, though they are things that would fit well together, to enable truly

convicted souls to think peacefully of a day when Grod would act in righteous-

ness and for the salvation of His people. But the salvation of Israel in the day
to come is nevertheless very different from the gosjiel salvation with which we
have here to do. Kighteousness will be then displayed in judgment upon the
foes of His earthly jieople; in the salvation here, though it act in judgment, yet
only contrast is seen in this "strange work " indeed to which the Cross is wit-

ness. Here is a judgment upon sin which is the salvation of sinners ! The
apostle has already spoken of righteousness of God revealed in good news to

man; here also, as there, it is through faith or upon that principle, that such a
thing can be. It is thus towards all men, and therefore where faith is found, it

is over all such as have it: that is, it becomes for such like the roof that shelters

from the storm, or like the shield that turns oflf every arrow of the enemy.

That this is the true force of the statement will be clear, I think, if we take
into consideration what it is connected with, as the apostle goes on to explain
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by his grace through the *redemption that is in Christ

Jesus; whom God hath set forth a 'propitiatory,

through faith, by his "blood, for the showing forth of

"his righteousness in regard to the "passing by of sins

done aforetime in the ^forbearance of God; for the

AEph. 1.7.

cf. Heb. 9.

11-14.

I cf. Heb.l3.
11 with
Lev. 16. 14,
15.

e/. Heb. 4.

16. TO cf. Heb. 10. 19-23; cf. 1 Pet. 1. 18, 19; cf. 1 Jno. 1. 7. n ver. 21; cf. Job 33. 23. o c/.Acts

17. 30; cf. Ex. 34. 6, 7; cf. 2 Sam. 12. 13. p cf. Mi. 7. 18; cf. ch. 2. 4.

himself in what immediately follows. "Being justified," he says, "freely by
His grace, through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus." Thus it is of justi-

fication that he is speaking, as plainly through all this part of Eomans. This

justification is by blood, or what is equivalent, "through the redemption that is

in Christ Jesus; " and here is that in which God's righteousness in justifying ia

declared. But justification is acquittal: it is from sin—from any charge of it

—

and it is divine righteousness that acts in justifying, righteousness is just that

attribute of God which is concerned in it: thus it is like a broad, effectual shield

stretched over the believer, and for all like a house that with its open door in-

vites men to take shelter from the coming storm ofjudgment.

"We must not make any confusion between this and the righteousness which
is ours in Christ. The righteousness of God is not the robe that is put upon ns,

nor is that the theme in this first division of the epistle. In its nature also, the

righteousness of God cannot be imputed to us; righteousness is imputed, as the

apostle afterwards says, but that is another thing. "Over," therefore, rather

than "upon," seems the proper rendering in this passage, which also seems
preferable because it better implies the activity of God's righteousness in justifi-

cation. It is this that is directly and specifically concerned in a question of this

nature. "We hear it often put as if God's l)eing just and justifying meant His
being just, fAowgrA justifying; but that comes short of its proper force. For, as

already said, in acquitting it is righteousness alone that has the case in hand.

In forgiving love may act; but in justifying, righteousness. And this is what
makes the question of such intense importance for the convicted soul, and sets it

so perfectly at rest when the divine sentence is pronounced.

As to men in general, there is one need, and one gospel: " All have sinned,"

says the apostle; and then he brings forward once more the verdict of the law,

which Israel so well knew: "all come short of the glory of God." That was
what the veil hanging ever before the holiest, where God in very mercy to man
must hide His glory from those who could not stand before Him, proved for

those very people among whom He was pleased to dwell. Love came as near as

it could come, and he love. And even to Moses, the mediator of the covenant, it

had been said, " Thou canst not see My Face." Such was man at his best under
the measurement of law, which, chosen by man in his self-confidence, darkened
the glorious Face that longed to shine npon him. But now, when the full object

of law has been attained, and its tale of man has been told out, the grace to

which after all the law was meant to minister is free to show itself; condemned
by law, we are "justified freely by His grace through the redemption that is in

Christ Jesus." Redemption, a "ransoming from," owns and meets the require-

ments of righteousness, delivering us from the condition of convicted men. The
price is not yet stated, but being accepted and paid, righteousness has no further

demands upon us, but is henceforth on our side: it now demands our discharge

from every accusation, and in Christ Jesus is this redemption found.

Notice that it is already the risen Christ who is before us, as the order of the

names distinctly indicates. Jesus was, as we know, the name given to Him at

His birth, and is therefore His personal name as man; while Christ is His name
of office upon which, His work of atonement being accomplished. He has now
fully entered. Thus the precedence of either shows which is the predominant
thought, whether Person or oflBce. "We are never said to be in Jesus, or in Jesus

Christ; always in Christ, or in Christ Jesus. Here redemption is found for us
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showing forth of his righteousness in the 'present time,

that he may be 'just and 'justifying him who is of the

faith of Jesus.

2. Where is 'boasting then? It hath been excluded.

Through what kind of law? Of works? Nay, but by
a "law of faith. We reckon therefore that a man is

•justified by faith, "apart from works of law. Is he the

Eph. 2. 8, 9; etr. Lk. 18. 11, 12. tt <^. ch. 8. 2. v ch. 5. 1. w ver. 21; <V. Gal. 2. 15, 16; cf. ch. 11.6

in the Christ, who is Jesns,—in Him who has accomplished His work, and is

iu possession of the fruits of it.

Him has Gqd set forth a propitiatory, through faith, by His blood; this, as

the Eevised Version has it, is no doubt preferable to the common cue, which
reads, "through faith in His blood." The word "propitiatory" is that nsed

in the Septuagint for the " mercy-seat," as it is also in the epistle to the Hebrews
(ix. 5), the only place in which it is found again in the New Testament. The
mercy-seat was the place in Israel in which atonement, or propitiation, was
" set forth " as the formal basis upon which God dwelt in relation with a sinful

people. It was the throne of God, where He dwelt between the cherubim, and
was made a "mercy-seat " by the blood sprinkled upon it. Thus " a propitia-

tory by His blood" is right; faith being that by which it is available to us, who
now have such a throne of grace, the antitype of that ancient one, really accessi-

ble, as for Israel that ancient one was not. We have boldness to enter into the

holy places, (where the mercy-seat stood), and Christ gone in to God is He
through whom "grace reigns through righteousness." The rent veil is here

implied as the characteristic of Christianity, though the theme in Eomans is not

worship, as in Hebrews, but that acceptance with God which is fundamental to

it. The gospel of the glory (Paul's gospel) is tlms in fact here.

The typical blood upon the mercy-seat had to be renewed year by year; for

the past year it manifested God's righteousness in having gone on with the

people as He had done; while it displayed for the future the basis upon which
He could still go on. This aspect of the day of atonement is surely that to

which the apostle now refers, though the survey now is as much more extensive

as the blood of this one offering goes beyond all merely anticipatory ones. The
propitiatory now set forth declares God's righteousness "in regard to the passing

by of sins done aforetime, through the forbearance of God;" as well as His right-

eousness in the present time, "that He may be just, and justifying him who is of

the faith of Jesus." That is, faith which has Jesus as its object.

The Cross stands thus among the ages with its light shining over the genera-

tions past, and more brightly in the present time. It is strange that the apos-

tle's words should have been taken, with the help. of the misleading "I say,"

preserved in the Eevised Version, to define the gospel justification as simply

from past sins, leaving the future unassured to take care for itself. It is true,

indeed, that one cannot speak of sins put away tefore they have been committed,

and that the question of the future is not taken up as yet. But "the sins done
aforetime " are not the sins of a man's past life, but those of bygone ages, when
yet the gospel was not, as now, declared, and sins for which the legal sacrifices

had no provision could only be met by what was truly uncovenanted mercy. At
the best also, there was and could be no inherent value iu the blood of bulls

and goats to take away sin. But how many questions did all this imply! How
dififereut from a sentence of justification, the hope of mercy ! But now every

question is answered, every shadow gone: Christ's sacrifice has proclaimed God's

righteous judgment upon sin as nothing else could do; and enabled Him at the

same time to justify him who is of the faith of Jesus.

2. Truth has wrought with grace: God could not justify man upon any ground
which would give him opportunity for boasting. His principle of faith gives God,

not man, the glory. That pride which is the devil's own sin, and into which he
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has led mankind to imitate him, is broken down, not fostered, by a blessing so
gained. A law, or principle, of works, if it had been possible in' the nature of
things for him to have been justified by it, could only have wrought disaster for

him morally. Merit is not possible to a creature, from whom obedience is his
constant due. "When ye have done all," says the Lord, "say, We are un-
profitable servants: we have done that which it was our duty to do." No lad-
der of works, if it were long enough to reach to heaven, could give the spirit of
worship which is in heaven, and which alone could make it heaven at all.

Faith has a moral quality which makes it worthy to be God's principle: it glori-
fies Him and blesses man, while the ruin of his self-confidence prepares him for
it. It suits also a GJod to whom all His creatures are alike a care. A faith which
can grow out of one's own nothingness, the babe characteristic, needing not the
wisdom of the wise, nor power of any kind, but according to which are chosen
the foolish things, and the weak, and the base, and the despised, manifests One
before whose greatness, and to whose love, the lowest is as the highest. In the
adoption of such a principle none that do not banish theujselves are banished
from Him: for the highest can come down to the lowest level, when it would be
impossible for the lowest to rise up to the highest. Man naturally thinks that
God should be found most on the mountain tops; but the sun warms most the
lower plains upon which men build their cities and live their daily lives. How
would the most expert climbers of the peaks enjoy having these things reversed?
Nay, the highest peaks send down their tribute of enrichment to the plains, and
nature is in harmony with her glorious Maker.

So says the apostle here: "We reckon therefore that a man is justified by
faith apart from works of law." The very exclusiveness of the law, which was
the boast of the Jew, was thus the witness that it was not after all the way of
blessing. Could God have thus forgotten the Gentile? "Is He the God of Jews
only? is He not also of the Gentiles?" What can one answer? what but with
the apostle: "Yea, of the Gentiles also; since it is one God who will justify the
circumcision by faith "—upon that principle; and then, and thus, if he be found
possessor of it, the " uncircumcision through " that "faith " which he possesses.

God is drawing near to men: would it be a greater and better thing to say, to
the Jew? One might better plead for him the exclusive right to sun and rain,
or to those blessings which the more necessary they are, the more widely they
are found diffused.

But then, says the objector, yon are making the law to be of no effect through
this advocacy of faith. As if the sowing of the field showed the plow to have
been vainly used! "Far be the thought," says the apostle: "nay, but we
establish law." For the real purpose for which God gave it, the law still abides,
and its use is clearly manifested.

Sec. S.

The apostle, not satisfied with this, turns round upon the Jew, and asks,
Has he read carefully those precious books which God has given him ? Of whose
history ought he to know more than that of Abraham his father? With whose
writings ought he to be more familiar than with those of David, Israel's sweet
psalmist? Yet God has given His testimony as to that principle of faith to
which he demurs, right there where the eyes of His people would be most con-
stantly directed! What a reproof of legality, coming from such a quarter! For
ns also, what a warning as to truths which may be under our eyes in the pages
of Scripture, which yet we have never seen there! not because they are not
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plainly to be read, but because our eyes have been dimmed by unbelief and
worldly prejudice and pride of heart, as Israel's were! May we seek to have all

films of this sort purged away. Were every veil removed, how would the glory

of Scripture break upon us!

1. The first witness which the apostle brings from the Old Testament books is

complete in itself: it is in fact that of God Himself, and in connection with him
whom they all acknowledged as under God the head of blessing for them. "Were

they to be blessed in another way than Abraham? Forefather he was according

to the flesh, and the claim they had to him in this way they pressed to its full

extent. Be it so: to them then, above all, should the lessons of his history

have significance. How then was Abraham justified before God? They might
plead perhaps his separation of himself from all that had natural claim upon
him, in order to walk as a stranger in a land which, though God had promised
it to him, he never got in possession. Was he then justified by works whose
merit the rabbinical teachere so constantly brought forward? It is in fact just

here that God had interposed with a remarkable and precise statement. If

Abraham were indeed justified by works, then plainly he has something in

which to glory; but, adds the apostle, "not before God." He has told us al-

ready that "by works of law shall no flesh be justified before Him;" Abraham
cannot therefore be an exception: but iu his case Scripture itself can be appealed

to; the head of the people to whom the law was given was in the wisdom of

God chosen to have a specific testimony, not merely of his being righteous before

God, but also as to the ground of it: it is distinctly declared that "Abraham
believed God, and it was reckoned to him for righteousness." This then was
his justification; but it was not work of any kind that was reckoned to him for

this: it was his faith; the principle of his justification is distinctly recorded for

us in the Word to have been faith, not works.

This is the only example explicitly announced in the Old Testament of a

person justified by faith; but here it takes precedence, as the apostle reminds
US in Galatians, of any legal announcement whatever. Faith being reckoned

for righteousness is clearly the same as being justified (or declared righteous)

by faith. Faith is the ground upon which he is reckoned righteous. There
being no actual righteousness to be found among men, God declares what
he can accept as putting one among the righteous. He does not and cannot say

that it is actual righteousness; which yet He must have indeed, but which man
cannot furnish. For this He must look elsewhere, and we know, thank God,
where He has found it. But here He simply declares what on man's part He
can take as evincing that. How beautiful an announcement it is, at so early a
time, and in relation to such a person! How completely is law set aside in this,

although it is not a general announcement as yet, but only as to an individual.

Still how easy for one realizing his need, one might think, to make the infer-

ence. For those to whom Abraham was to be a covenant head of promise, how
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striking a figure should he be! But the apostle goes on to enforce still further

the contrast between the principles which he has been comparing: "Now to

him that worketh is the reward not reckoned as of grace, but as of debt." And
the greatness of the reward does not alter the principle involved: if you buy
heaven cheap, still you buy it. "But to him that worketh not, but believeth

on Him who justifieth the ungodly, his faith is reckoned for righteousness."

Here tlie meaning of grace is brought out in the clearest way: God justifieth

the ungodly; if it be through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus—through
the Cross—then it is plain that the Cross is penalty for sin; it is not even for the

comparatively righteous. But if God justifieth the ungodly, what work have I

to do to he "ungodly?" And further, if I believe that He justifieth the un-
godly, it will be part of the evidence that I believe this, that I drop all working
to find justification at His hands. Here is the man whose faith is reckoned for

righteousness.

There can be no possible mixture of contradictory things. The character and
the quantity of work are not at all in question. "Worketh noV suits exactly,

and only suits, a justifiaition of the ungodly. And here also the grace of God
acquires its power to subdue the soul to God, and win the feet from every evil

way.
It is faith that is the true worker for God, as it is grace that breaks the

dominion of sin. To modify grace is to destroy its power; to balance faith with
works is to make men workers for themselves instead of God, and thus destroy

that very fruitfnlness of faith which it is desired to secure. The law-gospel is

neither law nor gospel.

2. The apostle passes for the moment from Abraham to David. David also

speaks of "the blessedness of him to whom God reckons righteousness apart from
works;" and Paul quotes as to this what is significantly the first " maskil " psalm
or "psalm of instruction." The blessedness is of them whose iniquities are
forgiven, and whose sins are covered, to whom the Lord will in no wise reckon
sin. This is indeed the beginning of instruction when we have learned this

lesson. And the psalmist gives it us as.the personal experience which we know
it was for him: while he kept silence, his bones waxed old through his roaring
all the day long; he confessed his sin to God, and did not hide his iniquities;

nay, but sairf, "I will confess my transgression to the Lord;" and divine grace
anticipated even the confession (Ps. xxxii., see notes).

This is not all; for presently we find that this is no exceptional mercy to a
David; nor again is there any who has no need of such a confession, and snch
mercy as is here shown. Nay, for " for this cause shall every one that is godly

pray unto Thee in a time when Thou mayest be fonnd." He therefore who lias

never known this way of drawing near to God is not the godly but the ungodly!
such is the need of grace on the part of all!

3. The apostle turns back again to Abraham, to raise another question very
important to the Jew. This blessedness then, whicli is of grace and to sinners,

can circumcision give a claim to it which the uncircumcised have not? Well,
look once more at the history: faith was reckoned to Abraham for righteousness;
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when was it reckoned then ? iu circumcision, or in uncircumcision ? How over-

whelming an answer in the simple fact to all the high and exclusive claims

made by the Jew! His own father Abraham was an unciicumcised man when
he possessed the faith by which he was justified, and of that faith circumcision,

the sign ol" God's covenant with him, Avas the seal! As to Abraham none could

deny that circumcision could not contribute to that righteousness which was his

before it, and that to get his argument, the Jew mu.st invert the facts of history.

Standing as they do, Abraham appears as the father of all that believe, although

uncircumcised, that God may consistently reckon righteousness to them also,

and the father of circumcision (the one iu whom began that separation to God
implied in it) to those who not merely had the mark in the flesh, but who also

walked in the steps of that faith of their father Abraham which he had while

yet uncircumcised.

Sec. S.

How plainly then has God made the history to speak to him who has ears to

hear! But there is more yet to be drawn from it, which if not so plain upon the

surface, all the more convincingly declares the purpose of God toward which all

history moves. Abraham is here to bear witness to another principle which in

the time to come was to be more fully unfolded, and to attaiu a deeper signifi-

cance. We have seen already that Paul's gospel begins with a risen Clirist,

from whom he himself learned it; but he would show us now that resurrection

was always in God's mind as the way of blessing, and that Abraham had to

learn this also; no doubt in a difierent way from that in which the gospel de-

clares it, and yet with the same wrapped up in the germ as is now unfolded

for us in the developed fruitage. We believe in the God of resurrection: well,

so did Abraham; and in spite of an immense difference in the application, the

identity of principle is as apparent as it is important.

1. To Abraham and to his seed was the promise made which constitnted him
heir of the world spiritually. The apostle reminds us that this promise was
not given by law, which therefore could not burden it with conditions that in

fact would nullify it. For the law (as the Jew so little realized) only brought

in wrath: where no law is there is no transgression. If sin were, as is so gene-

rally asserted from a false rendering of a familiar passage, "the transgression of

the law," * the apostle's words would be wholly unintelligible, and perfect moral

* 1 John lii. 4. The Revised Version has set this right,

doeth sin doeth also lawlessness : and sin is lawlessness.^'
It translates, " Every one that
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confusion would result. Then the law would be chargeable for all the sin in
the world; and the law must have existed from the beginning: a conclusion
which many frankly accept, but which would utterly destroy the apostle's argu-
ment here as it is expanded in the epistle to the Galatiaus. There he builds
upon the fact that the promise was 430 years before tlie law, which conld
not be therefore added as a condition to a covenant made so long before it (Gal.

iii. 15-17). This would of course be necessarily set aside if it were proved that
the law was antecedent to the covenant, instead of following it at so long an
interval. But there was yet "no law," says the apostle, to make the promise
void—no condition attached to it to be violated, no line drawn to be overstep-
ped: which is exactly what transgression means, the overetepping of a line

drawn. Sin is a deeper thing: it is the lawlessness, the spirit of independence
and revolt, which underlies, of course, every transgression, but which may and
does exist apart from any law given to overstep; but this we shall come to later.

The promise then was entirely apart from law or condition: it was God speak-
ing out of His own abundant goodness,—a covenant with one party to it only,
and that One who cannot fail: He who accredited to Abraham righteousness by
faith, in the same way gave him the promise also. For what is faith but the
confession of having and being nothing, so that we turn to God of necessity for

all? Righteousness came thus to him who consciously had none; and the
promise to him who on his own part conld promise nothing. Grace after this
manner made it sure to all the seed; and those of the law could not deprive
those of it who have the faith of Abraham, nor claim it, save as of faith them-
selves. " A father of many nations" went out certainly beyond Israel; and for

all alike must He who spake be Quickener of the dead.

Here the true condition of man is reached, and the principle comes out in full

reality upon which God must be with him to be with him at all. The dead,
and things that are not! how thoroughly does this set aside the legal principle,
and enthrone God in the supremacy of resources which are His alone! Man in
himself is heir only to the penalty which attaches to the failed old creation;
God must come in beyond the failure in the plenitude of a power which is no
less grace to bring up into a life which, being His own redemptive gift, cannot
again be forfeited, so as to make the failure His. Resurrection out of death is

the bringing into life subject henceforth to none.
2. Here Abraham again helps us, made to learn in his body the lesson of the

divine ways such as undoubtedly in those primitive days men were quicker to
read in nature than we are to-day. With few books or none, the book of nature
was more naturally their resource than ours ; not certainly in this leaving us the
gainers whatever we have gained besides. For God met them there with living
parables of precious meaning, and the material world became, who can doubt ?

more like the friend it should be than the slave that we have made it.
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So Abraham was made to face in his own body the impracticability of natural

eflFort as night by night those pendant lamps of heaven shone down over his

whitening head, and tlie word of promise whispered in the stilhiess, "So shall

thy seed be." Faith though he had had, he too, with us all, had thought that

that promise was not quite uncouditioued, as Hagar and Ishmael were witness;

and Sarah had had fully her part in that which had introduced the bondmaid as

heir to her mistress. Did we ever try to help God but to our own shame? So

Abraham had at last to walk before an Almighty God with a body now dead,

which he could reckon upon no more, and there learn in experience what, having

learned, we wonder we could be so slow in learning, that faith in ourselves is

only so much unbelief in Him, a hindrance to the blessing He would give us.

God leaves him till his case is hopeless enough for Him to be glorified aright in

meeting it, and for us to see, as else we could not, the glory of His power.

Man then is put in His place, and God in His ; God is glorified and man is

blessed; his ruin is owned and his redemption found: and the faith that brings

us there can suitably be reckoned therefore for righteousness; it is a faith that

makes God all, man nothing; ^^ wherefore also it was reckoned to him for

righteousness."

3. The principle applies still for us: the faith is, of course, in its character-

istics essentially the same. In its object it is here quite difierent. '* It was not

written for his sake only that it was reckoned unto him, but for ours also, to

whom it shall be reckoned, if we believe on Him who raised up Jesus our Lord

from among the dead; who was delivered for our offences, and raised again for

our justification.

God is indeed in the faith of Abraham as given here and in our own the same
God, the Almighty God of resurrection; but His power is now seen as displayed

for ns, and not in us. Yet it is displayed in regard to Another who is in the

most wonderful manner identified with us, so that what has been done to Him
has indeed been done to us in the best and most precious sense. It is Christ

seen as our Substitute who was delivered for our oflences, and who.se resurrec-

tion therefore testifies the acceptance of that which has removed them from the

sight of God. It is therefore for onr justification: that is, it is, in a true and

simple sense, our justification itself. The meritorious cause is, of course. His

blood, and so it is stated a little later that we are justified by His blood. But

the resurrection is the justifying sentence—the act of God on our behalf, as the

Lord's work on the cross was what was presented to Him,—the work of the

Saviour. And thus it is that we believe on Him who raised up Jesus: God in

this showing Himself now upon our side in righteousness through the work
accomplished, so that we know Him as toward us, and always so.

There are thus three ways in which justification is spoken of here. We are

justified by His blood: the penalty that was upon us having been borne for us.

We are justified by His resurrection, as the sentence in our favor which assures
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SEcnoN 4. (Chap. v. 1-11.)

Experience on the way.

1. Therefore having beeii 'justified by faith we* have
'peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ

;

through whom also we have had our "access by faith

into this "grace wherein we stand and "boast in hope
of the glory of God.

2. And not only so, but we boast in 'tribulations also,

conscious that tribulation worketh ** patience, and pa-
tience 'experience, and experience "hope; and hope
maketh *not ashamed, because the 'love of God is shed

* Many read, " let us have," but the connection is all against it.
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t cf. ver. 10.
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19, 20.
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24.

cf. 1 Pet. 5;

12.

w ctr. ch. 3.

23

; cf. 1 Pet 1.

ITiesa. 1. 2.

of the value of His blood, and its acceptance in our behalf. Finally, -we are
justified hy faith, as that which puts us among the number of those whose
Representative Christ was, and is. So that, while for the sentence and the cause
^ve look back through the centuries to the work long since done, yet we are not
actually justified till we have believed on Christ. The hyper-calvinistic thought
of men justified before they are bora is a dangerous fantasy, which is as un-
scriptural as it is hurtful.

Sec. 4.

As the result of all this, the experience of the justified believer is now set

before us; which is, let us note, the experience of faith, and may vary in energy
of apprehension, as the faith itself is clear-sighted and intelligent. Yet all the
features should be found, and the faith itself as seen here go on to the full day
of open vision: it is a brief but blessed " pilgrim's progress," until the pilgrim
"stands within the gate."

1. First, we have a look backward, round, and forward. Justified by faith

contemplates the past; though it abides as something that ever characterizes our
condition. The precious blood of Jesus necessarily abides in its value for God,
and in its unchanging efficacy for every believer. "By one offering," says the
iepistle to the Hebrews, " He has perfected for ever" (or " in perpetuity," as the
phrase means) "those that are sanctified" (chap. x. 14). The result is, "we
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ." "He has made peace
for us through the blood of His cross" (Col. i. 20). The constancy of our enjoy-
ment is thus provided for; but we must not confound our experience of it with
the blessed reality itself of what Christ has secured to us. He has not made the
feelings, but has made that which entitles us to Jiave the feelings.

Peace with God has been secured to us then in a way which never can be dis-

turbed: faith has given us access into a place in which we stand in grace—the
free favor of God, which as such cannot be forfeited. As a consequence, the
future also is absolutely clear: "we boast in hope of the glory of God." It is

not a doubtful hope that one can boast in. That out of which, even in its repre-
sentative on earth, man under law had rigidly to be kept, is now wide open in

its own heavenly dwelling-place. Saul of Tarsus saw it, as Stephen had seen it,

with the Son of man standing in it; and that which goes out now, as we have
seen, is "the gospel of the glory." We have not indeed, as far as we have yet
reached in Romans, what is ours in its fulness in that central Figure standing
there; yet we know that He is gone in, and the way thither is henceforth open.

2. Along the road there are tribulations: this is what the Lord has foretold,

but with the assurance of the antidote that He has provided for us in the peace
we have in Him. The apostle speaks in the light of experience, and as realiz-

ing the needs to which G<)d ministers in this very way. " We boast," he says,
" in ti'ibulationS also, conscious that tribulation worketh patience, and patience
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abroad in our hearts through the Holy * Spirit that was
given to us. For when we were yet 'without strength,

in -^due season Christ 'died for the ungodly. For
* scarcely for a righteous man will one die ; for a 'good
man certainly, someone might even dare to die ; but
God -^commendeth his love unto us, in that while we
were *yet sinners, Christ died for us. 'Much more,
therefore, having been now justified by* his blood, we
•"shall be saved from wrath through him.
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experience, and experience hope." Here is how that which is against us works

for us; and notice that the very first thing efiected is the breaking down of our

own wills, those wills that Jacob-like struggle so much with the will of God.

Sovereign He must be; and spite of all that we have known of Him, it is what
in practical detail we so little want Him to be. Amid the clouds and darkness

that encompass Him in His providential dealings faith that should find its op-

portunity finds oftentimes bewilderment and perplexity; yet in it we are forced

to recognize our nothingness, and creep closer to the side of Him who yet goes

with us. Forced to let God be God, it is then that we get experience of a moral

government which is that of a Father. The: forcing of outward things comes to

be read as drawings of Omnipotent Love that seeks us for its own delight. His
ways, if still they may be beyond us, are not strange and still less adverse.

They beget, not fear or misgiving, but a brightening hope, that steadies as it

brightens. We realize how much rather the darkness from which we suffered

was moral and within ourselves than from the mystery of things around.

There 18 a mystery: this Caesar who commands that all the world should be
taxed to pay him tribute; thnt made the noise and seemed to give the portent;

underneath and yet alx)ve it all, a woman is brought by it—a lowly woman to

a poor Judean town—that a little Babe may be born in Bethlehem.

Here truly is the mystery that endears all mysteries, and with which the

Spirit giveu'to us builds firmly up the hope that maketh not ashamed. This hope
is not something less thau certainty, as mere human hopes are: the love of God
tons is its foundation, is its inspiration and the energy within which lifts and
carries us; love that has long waited, kept back by the stubborn haughtiness of

heart which had to be beaten down into the dust ere it could have its will. So
the "due season " tarried until at last, when we were yet without strength, all

self-effort vain, Christ died for the ungodly.

The peculiarity of divine love is here emphasized that, while for a merely
righteous man scarcely would any one be found to die, and for a good man—one
with a heart to attract other hearts—some might even dare to die, God has

shown His love in this, that when we were yet sinners (neither good nor
righteous) Christ died for us.

Such Ijeing the love of God, and this the condition in which it met us, and in

Christ His marvelous gift for us, the argument is complete that the hope con-

nected with it cannot leave us at last ashamed: God will surely carry through
what He has begun in our behalf, and save eternally those who are already jus-

tified by the blood of Christ. Love like this will not relax its hold upon ns,

nor power be lacking where righteousness has been in such a manner put upon
the side of love. Thus the sure coming glory brightens all the clouds that bang
over the road that leads there.

3. The work within us corresponds to the work done for ns in sustaining such
an assurance. The work of Christ has done more than put away our sins: it

has reconciled ns to GJod. His Son dying for our sins, when brought by the

Spirit home to ns in its persuasive power, wins effectually the heart to God. If,
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3. For if, being "enemies, we were reconciled to God
through the death of his Son, much more, having been
reconciled, we shall be saved by* his "life. And not
only so, but we ''boast in God through our Lord Jesus
Christ, through whom we have now received the 're-

conciliation.

• Or " in the power of."
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when we were enemies, He could so reconcile ns, how mnch more will He bring

through in spite of every difficulty, those so reconciled ? We see here that

reconciliation is not an after-etfect upon the saint, as some would make it, but
that which brings hira out of his enmity, in heart to God. The apostle has not
the idea of an nnreconcileti Christian, any more than he would have of an un-
justified one. " We have now received the reconciliation " is said of all.

Moreover the "death" of His Son does not as yet imply what is presently

deduced from it, our death with Him, but is put in contrast with His "life "

by which we shall be saved, but obviously also to emphasize the love of God in

giving up His Son to this. " His blood," spoken of in connection with justifica-

tion, would not have been at all suited to the connection here. The point here
is the effect for the heart; and therefore the closing words which bring before us
the "joy in God " which is the consequence in the reconciled soul.

But the mention of His " life" is, doubtless, a link with what is to follow.

To take it, as some do, as referring to the Lord's life on earth before death is

out of harmony with the whole doctrine of these chapters, in which from the
beginning to the end, in perfect relation to Paul's gospel of the glory, it is the
risen Christ who is before us. In the gospel of John also, who, as has been
often noticed, comes so near to Paul in truths peculiar to him, the Lord dis-

tinctly says to His disciples, " Because I live, ye shall live also " (John xiv. 19).

No one will dispute that these words refer to His life in resurrection; and the

thought is entirely similar to what we have here. We are "bound in the

bundle of life" with the Lord of glory; and this assures us of our eternal

salvation. This doctrine we shall have in the second part of the epistle.

Here then the first division of the epistle ends. We see that the righteous-

ness of God in the justification of the ungodly by faith in Christ, and through
His blood shed for sinners, is the great subject of it. The position of the be-

liever, except so far as his security from the wrath to come is concerned, is

scarcely touched upon as yet. There is no question as yet of his nature as born
of Adam, but simply of his sins. We have nothing as yet of the flesh nor of
the old man; nothing about life in Christ; nothing about the facts or fruits of
the indwelling of the Spirit. All this remains to be considered in the second
part of the epistle, which treats of our place in Christ, and of the results of
this glorious truth in blessing for the Christian.

DiV. 2.

We enter now upon the most difficult part of the epistle; the right apprehension
of which, moreover, is of fundamental importance in regard to the whole char-
acter and power of the Christian life. We must seek therefore to give it the
most earnest attention, Avhile assured that here as elsewhere the Spirit alone
can enable us to know the value and blessedness of what is unfolded to us.

The basic truth all through is that of our new relationship to Christ as the
new creation-Head, in whom it abides before God in unchanging acceptance and
favor with Him. As the old creation fell in Adam, so the new creation stands
in Christ; and as our part in the old creation was through the life transmitted
to us from Adam, so the life received from the Last Adam brings us into the
new, and gives us a place in Him. "In Christ" means identification with
Christ as our Representative in glory. By this also we are identified with Him
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Deliverance by our new relationship to Christ, in whom we

are dead to sin and law.

Subdivision 1. (Chap. v. 12-21.)

Christ our new creation Head.

1. TT7HEREF0RE [this is] as by 'one man sin entered
VV into the world, and 'death through sin, and so

death 'came through to all men, for that "all have sin-

ned. For "until law sin was in the world, but sin is
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in His death, and are thus judicially freed from all that attached to us as men
of a fallen race. We have died out of it in our death with Christ; our old man
is crucified with Him; we are dead to siu, as He died to it once for all, and are

alive to God in Him.
For practical deliverance however we need the settlement of a farther qnes-

tiou, and the realization of a new power. We are dead with Christ to law also,

that we may be united to another husband, and so bring forth fruit to God.

Here, as soon as we speak of union, we must have more than life in Christ, and
there comes in the new power, that of the Spirit. We are not in the flesh bat

in the Spirit, as indwelt by the Spirit, and the law of the Spirit, which is at

the same time that of life in Christ Jesus, delivers us from the law of sin and
death. In this connection all the working of law while we are under it as a

principle is shown ns in the experience of an undelivered man; which works on

to entire self-despair, and thus to the end of self-occupation: he learns in this

way his freedom to turn from himself and be occupied with Christ, and so

ability to bring forth fruit.

The walk in the Spirit is shown us in what follows, though still through a

groaning world, and in suffering therefore, while in expectation of the glory of

the children of God, for which the whole creation groans together. For our

need meanwhile the Spirit becomes our effectual intercessor, and all things work
together for good to those who love God. This part ends with a glowing utter-

ance of triumph in the omnipotent supremacy of the goodness of God in behalf

of the objects of His eternal purposes.

Stjbd. 1.

We begin then with Christ as Head of new creation, in contrastive parallel

with Adam and our heritage of evil from our first father's fall. There are here

many questions that have arisen and will arise: it is a much trodden ground of

debate and controversy. Happily for us, we have not the responsibility of clear-

ing up all the difficulties of divine government, but only of seeking the mean-

ing of what is here before us. Faith's part is not to say there are no mysteries,

but to wait in quiet confidence for the due time of their revelation. We know
in part, and we prophesy in part; but the veil which is ofttimes over the face of

His dispensations is not, thank God, therefore over His own face. The God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ is not and cannot henceforth be in the darkness,

but is Light and in the light.

1. We have first, what is too plain a fact, that sin and death are here. That
death is, no one can dispute; that sin is, if any one denies, the common con-

science of men will everywhere rebuke him. Sin, too, is something peculiarly

man's own; man has a power for self-debasement which the beast has not, and

which can hardly be an acquisition he has made, seeing it is manifestly a de-

generacy. It is a principle born with him also, a universal heritage, early and

quickly developing. All the evidence we can expect then is in proof of the

statement here, that by one man sin entered into the world; while the shadow

of it over man, which the beast feels not, confirms the further one that death
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came in for him as penalty with sin. If geology can appeal to facts which show
that death existed before man npon the earth it in no wise touches the truth of
this at all. Scripture never asserts that death came in for the beast through sin

or through man. Nor does it assert that there was no death in the beginning,

which is a mere mistaken inference from the green herb assigned to the living

thing for food. The " world " of which the apostle speaks here is doubtless

the world of men alone: it is " to all men " that death came through, as he says.

He adds even as to men as the ground of the penalty, "for that all have
sinned;" and here the main discussion immediately begins. There are a num-
ber of dififerent explanations of these words, but most of them really alter what
they would explain. To read "in whom all sinned " is impossible as a transla-

tion; nor can one say "all have become sinful," or "all have been treated as

sinuei-s:" it is exactly the statement of chap. iii. 23, where "all have sinned"
speaks of literal, personal sins committed. In complete opposition to the

thought of sinning in Adam, nothing can surely be intended but that men have
come under the dominion of death on account of their own sins. The contra-

diction of fact is, of course, the main, if not the only reason why this is not at

once accepted. How could this be true of infants? is naturally asked, and
might at first sight seem unanswerable. But the passage just now referred to

has exactly the same thing to be said of it, but where it is no difiSculty at all.

If it be a question of salvation, infants cannot be saved as sinners, nor can be
justified by faith; yet no one would contend on this account that this could not
be God's way of salvation because it did not take in infants. The apostle speaks
there simply of those standing in their own responsibility before God. Infants

are therefore understood as excepted, and that applies to both statements. As
soon as yon can speak of accountability at all this becomes true that all sin;

and that shows of course the ruin of the race. Death has come in through the

one man Adam, as has been said; and yet not because of any such formal
covenant with Adam on behalf of his posterity as many plead, but because
through that mysterious oneness of the race which, whatever question may be
raised about it, cannot be denied, the fall of Adam did involve the corruption of
his posterity. "Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean?" asks Job;
and answers himself, "Not one." Thus the "all have sinned " in this place

demonstrates the fitness of God's sentence of death passed upon all. For, if

yon plead the exception of infants from the penalty on Adam, yonr exception
ought to plead for them as much as to their exemption from the inheritance of
corruption, which is a more terrible fact, and from which yet the justice of Grod

does not exempt them. The greater fact of the general corruption proved so

sadly as each emerges into the common world of men, implies the parallel fact

of death as its accompaniment. But in this very way the consideration of the
case of infants may be omitted from the statement before ns.

It is thought by many that at this point the apostle breaks off bis argument,
to introduce a long parenthetical explanation as to the relation of law to sin,

and as to the parallel between Adam and Christ, returning to complete his

thought in the eighteenth verse. This (which is what we find in the common
version, and which has been exchanged in the revised for the worse hypothesis
of a mere broken statement which never reaches an orderly conclusion) seems,
however, only to derange the trne relation of parts to one another as expressed
in ebe structure. The parenthesis seems too long and too important in what it
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contains, as well as too anticipative of the after-conclusion. The twelfth verse,

moreover, ia not broken off in the manner supposed. The proper view seems

rather, as others have suggested, that the introductory " wherefore," referring

clearly to what has gone before, teaches us to look back for the true commence-
ment of that to which the twelfth verse becomes then itself the conclusion;

though this is not fully reached without a more explicit disclosure of what was
in the apostle's mind, that Adam was in fact the "figure," or " type, of the

One that was to come." For in the gospel npon which he had been dwelling was
already announced that principle of the One st.^nding for the many, to which he

now explicitly calls attention. We may supply "Wherefore this is"—this

coming in of peace and reconciliation through Christ—in the same way "as by
one man sin and death entered." This meaning, the words as to Adam, "who
is the type of the One that was to come," bring into full day, without there

being formally the conclusion.

There is, therefore, no parenthesis here; but the apostle goes on to say that

sin existed before law. This the Gentile needed to consider, rather than the

Jew, who would easily admit it; but the Gentile might say, " We had not the

will of God made known to us, as the Jew had." In fact Paul had spoken to

the Athenians of a time of ignorance at which God winked. The law had put

sin into account in the way the Gentile had nothing like. Adam in paradise

had a law indeed, though a very simple one, and which after his expulsion from

the garden could have no further application. From Adam to Moses there was
no law. Yet (with one gracious exception only) from Adam to Moses the uni-

versal reign of death proved fully the presence of sin which God reckoned to

them. Yet there was no law, and therefore no transgression: for where no law

is there is no transgression, as has been already said (chap. iv. 15). Adam iroms-

gressed: he had a limit imposed which he overstepped; but those who had not

sinned in the likeness of that open transgression of his, yet died, as he had died:

sin universal was proved in the fact of universal death.

In all this the darkness is unrelieved; but it is but the background upon
which the glory of divine grace is to be displayed: even from the centre of the

darkness now the light shines: this very principle which seems only to have

worked ruin, God can transform into one of complete triumph over the evil that

has come in. Another Adam shall replace the failed first man, and a fairer

creation arise in unfading beauty out of the ruin of the old.

2. A type, by the very fact that it is a type, must be in contrast with its anti-

type: the shadow cannot be the perfect image. Here, however, at first sight,

the contrast is more evident than the resemblance; and the apostle at the outset

emphasizes the contrast. ''Not as the offence," he says, '*^so is the gracious

gift." In the fact of representation of their respective companies, the two
Adams are alike. Each is the head of a race, which stands or falls with its

respective head. In the first epistle to the Corinthians (chap. xv. 45) these

heads are themselves put in contrast with one another: " The first man Adam
was made a living soul; the last Adam was made a quickening Spirit." This

gives us the key to the respective races with which they are connected: the

first is a natural, the last a spiritual race. And so it is said in the epistle to the

Hebrews (ii. 16), "He taketh not hold of angels, but of the seed of Abraham
He taketh hold." These the apostle speaks of indeed in this place as His

brethren, rather than His seed; as in the present epistle also He is seen as " the

Firstborn among many brethren " (viii. 29). And because He that sanctifieth

and they who are sanctified are all of one, He is not ashamed to call them
brethren " (Heb. ii. 11).
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Here the identity of the Head with the race is affirmed : and in this sense
Adam, though the father of all, would also be the firstborn among nianj
brethren. As to the Lord, it is with the seed of Abraham that He is allied;

that is, with the family of faith, the spiritually born. And because the chil-

dren God has given him are partakers of flesh and blood, He also Himself
likewise took part in the same (ver. 14).

But He is truly also the Last Adam of this spiritual race, Himself the Quicken-
ing Spirit to them all, Himself their life; " for as the Father raiseth up the
dead and quickeneth them, so the Son quickeueth whom He will " (John v. 21).

Thus here are two Adams, alike in this, yet how unlike ! the Adam of the
old, and the Adam of the new creation ! In connection with the one, spite of
the beauty and uprightness in which he first came forth from under the Creator's
hands, his personal history was little more than that of the "offence," the fatal

effects of which he transmitted to his seed. With the other comes, not penalty
or requirement, but "gift." How great must be the contrast then! If God is

inflicting judgment, this must be executed according to the demand of divine
righteousness; but here therefore can be no overplus. But if God be giving,

what shall limit Him as to the gift He chooses to bestow ? Any gift to fallen

creatures must be of His grace; but if it be grace upon grace, who shall say
Him nay? Has He in fact come in in Christ simply to undo the effect of the
fall, and set man where he was before it? Nay, if the offence was disastrous,

and the many died, much more has the grace of God and His gift in grace,
which is by the One, Jesus Christ, abounded towards many! Innocence has in-
deed been lost, with the continuance of life on earth, and the Eden paradise;
but righteousnes and holiness have been gained, eternal life, and the paradise
of God! Here is the divine balance-sheet: it would not suit God to have a
poorer exhibit; it would not suit Him to have no gain in glory: and this is what
the Second Man has toiled for, as the first wrought the shame.

And there is another contrast: one sin committed brought in condemnation;
such was the holiness of God, a holiness still unchanged; yet now after many
offences having been committed. His gracious gift is of a state of accomplished
righteousness.

Again, if the men through whom those diverse effects are wrought are thus in
contrast, and if the present effects themselves carry on the contrast, how will
the future bring this out in full result! If the work of the one man has brought
about the present reign of death, much more shall they who receive abundance
of grace and of the gift of righteousness reign in life through the One Man,
Christ. It is not merely that life will reign instead of death, but that the re-

cipients of this grace themselves will reign in an unending life.

Thus we see, all through, that the parallel here is one of contrast, and that
Christ having come in to undo the work of the fallen first man, in a grace which,
though ever righteous, cannot be measured by righteousness simply, as the
judgment is, there must be as the result a plenitude of blessing which shall
glorify God where sin has come in to dishonor Him, and thus shall raise up
the fallen creature also to a height far above the level of his original condition.
These things are necessary concomitants: God is going to "show the exceeding
riches of His grace in His kindness toward us through Christ Jesus" (Eph. ii. 7).

This is indeed directly contrary to some thoughts which have been largely
held and thought to be favored by the well-known phrase used by the apostle
Peter in his address to the Jews soon after Pentecost, in which he speaks of a
restitution of all things to be brought about at Christ's reappearing, and "of
which " he says, "Grod hath spoken by the mouth of all His holy prophets since
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the world began " (Acts iii. 21). This has been thought decisive that eteraity

-will be but a final return to what were God's first thoughts when He created

man, and which He could not peruiit the entrance of sin to set aside. Or else,

it is contended, Satan would really have gained a victory in compelling Him to

change His plan about Eden and the earth. And this has been carried so iar by
some that the " new earth " of which the prophets speak has been supposed to

be indeed a "Paradise regained," in which generations of men would in the

ordinary way of nature but without death, replace one auother to all eternity.

Adam, instead of Christ, is thus made to have been God's first thought, Ciirist

an expedient when the first man failed; the paradisaic state is unscripturally

exalted, and the work of Christ and its consequences really, however uninten-

tionally, degraded. For it should be plain that as the Person is far greater, so

His work must be, and so the fruits of it. Where the original creation is taken

as the perfection of what was in the mind of Hira who created it, Adam is con-

sidered to have been a creature made for heaven, to whom it was secured by
covenant that he would receive it as the reward of his well-doing; and the ten

commandments are carried back some two thousand five hundred years before

they were given, to be the measure of what he was required to fulfil. Thus
when he failed, Christ is supposed to have taken up the broken contract, and to

have gained for us, by his fulfilment of it, what Adam lost.

All this is in complete forgetfaluess of what Christ is, and of the work which
lay before Him; it is to forget that almost throughout what we have been look-

ing at, the parallel between the two Adams is one of contrast. Here let the

pregnant figure of the trespass-offering speak—which is the divine thought of

restitution given to us. Plainly, had man in that case fulfilled the law as re-

gards Grod and his fellow, there need have been, and would have been, no offer-

ing at all. If Christ even had taken up Adam's broken contract to fulfil it,

death would have had no place in such work, because death was the penalty of
the breach of it. If He could thus have fulfilled the work for Adam, and given

to God the obedience in which Adam failed, and in Adam's behalf, the punish-

ment of the breach of it could not have been required of Him. What was
wi'ong would have been set right without the shedding of blood. But " with-

but sliedding of blood is no remission;" and " if righteousness come by the law,

then Christ is dead in vain " (Heb. ix. 22; Gal. ii. 21),

But fnrthermore, in this matter of the trespass-offering, after the injury inflicted

had been duly estimated and made up, still restitution in God's thought of it,

was not complete until there had been added to it a " fifth part more." Thus
the person who offered the offering did more than could have been required if

the trespass had not been committed, and the injured person was now a gainer

to that extent. In the trespass-offering two aspects of it are distinguished which
would not come together in the ordinary use of it; there was a God ward and a
manward side, which in Christ's fulfilment of it did come together. God and
man are both considered as suffering through sin, and are both now gainers

through the work of Christ; and this is the " much more " of the apostle in the

fifth of Romans, and this is the " fifth part more " of the book of Leviticus.

To see it in anywise, we must have clearly before our eyes the contrast

between these two of whom we have been speaking: what did God gain, to

speak humanly, by Christ's work? what could He have gained, at the best,

by Adam's?
What was the first man, Adam ?

Not, if we are to take Scripture, a being formed for heaven, but in express

contrast with heaven, "of the earth, earthy." If I open Genesis, I find no hope
of heaven held out to him there, no idea of being raised above the estate in

which he was created. I find no Works enjoined, for which he was to be
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rewarded; one prohibition only of a thing which would have had no moral
character attaching to it, had it not been forbidden. Cieated very good, he was
to keep his first estate, not seek a new one. Nor, until sin had made our estate

evil, and only with fallen man, do we find a thought of a creature quitting its

estate, except as sin. So with "the angels who kept not their first estate," of
whom Jude speaks. Not made to toil at working out a righteousness, but to

enjoy the bounteous goodness which had provided richly for him, one test of
obedience, and of the easiest, was given: if he ate of the tree, he died.

What did God gain by such obedience ?

Save as one of the countless creatures He had made, whose happiness bore
witness of creating goodness and wisdom— nothing. Had he obeyed, what
marvel ? Had he obtained witness that he was righteous, it would have been
creature-righteousness, not divine. With Eliphaz, we might have asked, "Is
it gain to God that thou makest thy ways perfect?" And had he been obedient,

as angels were, would the fitting reward for it have been a place in glory and at

the right hand of God? Would he have inherited all things? Would he have
been where Christ as Man is, and have shared what the saints will share, as

joint-heirs with Him ?

Simple questions, yet needful. For if they are to have adverse answer, after

all the plan as shown in Adam must be so far altered ; and how much does this

imply ?

But Adam fell: that wrong was done to God, of which the trespass-offering

speaks. Sin had spoiled the old creation, and (again to speak humanly, as we
must,) raised the question of God's character. If He cut off the offenders in

righteousness, love would not be shown; if mercy spared them, how could He
be holy? Slowly and patiently was the answer given, Christ was that answer.

Not simply the taker up of man's cause. Not the worker out of mere human
righteousness. But the brightness of the Father's glory; the Wisdom and Power
of God: the FulfiUer of divine righteousness, and the Eevealer of divine Love.

The glory of God is in the face of Jesus Christ. There we see it. If the en-

trance of sin into the world had in anywise raised a question about God, not

only are such questions for ever at rest, but the way in which it has been dealt

with in the Cross of His Son becomes the very way in which His attributes shine

out. Christ is not merely "the Lord our Eighteousness," He is the very
"Righteousness of God." Could Adam have been that, or wrought it? We
are in another sphere altogether, plainly. Inseparably connected with man's
worst wickedness, is the display of God's righteousness, and not in wrath, but
through which He justifies the ungodly.

Thus Christ's work is different both in its character and results Godward
from anything that could be of Adam, asked or had. It was such as the Only-
begotten Son in the bosom of the Father alone could accomplish, and must have
corresponding results for man also, for here also the " fifth part more" applies.

Things are restored, but not to tlie primitive condition before the fall. They
are "'made new," in a "new creation," not the old, and whose Head is "the
beginning of the creation of God."

3. It is the gain manward of the work of Christ with which the apostle here

is occupied; although the Godward side must be disclosed in connection with
this; but the point here all the way through is the effect with regard to the

many with whom the Head is connected. In the last three verses we had the
contrasts between the judgment and the grace; now we have the actual realiza-

tion, along with the declaration of the sufficiency of Christ's work for all, which
renders all inexcusable who do not receive it. The purpose of the law added at
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the close shows the earnestness of God's grace in pressing upon men their need;

law being thus a true handmaid to the gospel as is shown elsewhere. The pro-

vision for man's sinful condition is also dwelt upou, which the very idea of an
Adam-head implies, a life iu Christ, which prepares us for the doctriue of the

chapters following, iu which this comes to the front in the consideration of

practical qnestions of the deepest interest and importance. It is characteristic

of all this second division of Romans that life and nature come up in it, as in

the first only actual sins, which are the ground of final judgment, as has already

been shown. The conviction of a sonl before God is not to be effected by press-

ing upon him Adam's sin, or the evil nature which he has thus derived from

Adam. These he will turn into pleas in his own favor, rather than against him;
and it is in this way that Job actually pleads that one canuot bring a clean

thing out of an unclean: humiliated he is by it, but not condemned. On the

other hand, spite of such pleas, conscience will bring him iu guilty for every

actual sin, and from its decision there is no appeal. Whatever man's nature

may be, he, unlike the beast, is responsible to control it morally, and not be

controlled by it. In the power of the will, in which lies man's true manhood,
his accountability to God is found as well.

It is when one is converted and the bent of the will is Godward, that the hin-

drance of a fallen nature is proved in bitter experience. This we shall have to

consider in a little while. At present it is only the presence of such a nature

that is recognized, along with the parallel communication of a new nature from
the new source of life to a believer, the new Adam-Head, the Lord Jesus Christ.

Hitherto we have had the fruits of the old nature, the actual sins. Now we are

to look deeper; remembering all the time what we have spoken of as to human
accountability being due to something beside nature. We never speak of nature

acting indeed, except as implying a certain passivity in the man himself, and
not the man in his full manhood energy.

The contrast now is only that necessarily involved in the two heads that are

before us; although in the statement of the general bearing of accomplished
righteousness "all men" have not the same relation to the Second that they

h£^ to the first. This is of them, however, aud not of Him; the express pur-

pose of what is said here being to show that it is not from any lack of sufficiency

for all that the effect of the work of recovery does not reach to the full extent of

the fall. God is not willing that any should perish (2 Pet. iii. 9), and therefore

could not leave any without provision made: "as by one offence (the bearing)

towards all men was to condemnation, thus also through one accomplished right-

eousness (the bearing) toward all men is to justification of life." Besides the

universal aspect, there is only the last expression that is new. "Justification

of life " is not found anywhere else in Scripture, and in itself it may have more
than one significance. What is commonly underatood by it is "justification to

life,"—^a clearing from charge which entitles the justified man to life instead of

the death that would have been his due. This is not unfitted to stand over

against condemnation also, though justification alone would sufficiently do this.

But "justification attaching to life" introduces an important thought that is

not found in the former way of reading it, and which connects moreover with

what is soon to follow. If Christ be really another Adam, a life communicated
to those who are of His race forms a necessary part of this idea. The Last Adam
is thus a " quickening Spirit," a communicator of life in a way transcending all

that could be attributed to the first. The life, as the Lord has taught us, is

eternal life, and thus we are born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor

of the will of man, but of God. All this we have had fully in the Gospel of
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John, and need not repeat here what is indeed simple and familiar trntb. But
this life, in Him who is the Resurrection and the Life, is resurrection life.

"Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die," He says, speaking of it,

"it abideth alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit" (John xii. 24).

And so agaiu He speaks of him that believeth in Him as one -with death now
behind him, and never to know it (chap. xi. 26). Thus the life being resurrec-

tion life, the virtue of His death is in it for ns, and His resurrection is our
justification: we have justification attaching to the life we Lave in Him

—

"justification of life." Brought into a new creation by onr part in the Last
Adam, His death is our severance from all that judicially attached to us in the

old; "if any man be iu Christ, (it is) new creation: old things have passed
away; behold, all things have become new" (2 Cor. v. 17). Thus the "one
accomplished righteousuess " has wrought for us.*

This is its bearing towards all men—most important to be stated to vindicate

the grace of God from what men's unbelief might bring against it. In the ac-

tual result the apostle cannot speak any more of " all men," but once more of
"the many." "For as through the one mau's disobedience the many were
brought into the state of sinners,"—there is the sinful state, the heritage of un-
cleanness derived from the uncleanness of our fallen parents,

— "so through the

obedience of the One, the many shall be brought into the state of righteous."

This last, no doubt, includes both the justification and the life. Notice here

that "the obedience of One" brings in the burnt-offering aspect of Christ's

work, the full sweet savor. To stand in Christ is not merely to have our sins

put away, nor even (what we have not yet come to) our old man set aside, but
it is to be accepted in all the preciousness for God of His obedience.

Thus there is a growing fulness in the statements here. They are not mere
repetitions of the same, however blessed, truth. They go on swelling in an in-

creasing triumph of divine goodness overmastering evil. In the closing strain

the law takes its place and acta its part, only apparently to make the tale of sin

more disheartening, and yet in the end to make victorious grace manifestly

supreme and lift it to its throne of glory. "Law came in by the way that the

offence might abound:"—did that need? one might ask; was it not to add
difficulty to difficulty—to make greater the distress that it could not relieve ?

So it would indeed seem, and not only seem, but so it really was: law, as we
shall see fully in the argument of the seventh chapter, by its very opposition to

the innate evil only arouses it to full activity and communicates to it new
strength: "the strength of sin is the law" (1 Cor. xv. 56). This was indeed

its mission; which if that were all, would be but disaster—a ministration of

death and condemnation indeed! (2 Cor. iii. 7, 9); but it came in by the way,

says the apostle,—to fulfil a temporary purpose, in making manifest the hope-

less condition of man apart from grace, when every command on God's part

arouses the hostility of mau's heart against it: "the law entered that the offence

might abound"! Yes, but that man learning himself by this, grace maybe
known as grace, and so received; "that as sin reigned in death, so might grace

reign through righteousness unto eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord."

How suitably the ascription of Lordship to the glorious Conqueror closes this

wondrous recital of what we owe to Him! It is this heart-homage to Him which

* This " one accomplished righteousness " corresponds to the obedience of One, spoken ofjust

below, and is in contrast with the offense and disobedience of the first Adam. It would seem
to include the Lord's death and resurrection, in which God's righteousness was declared. It

has nothing to do, directly, with our Lord's own personal righteousness, save as that fitted

Him to be the unblemished sacrifice. In His death righteousness in grace toward man was
fulfilled and in His resurrection it was proclaimed.—S. R.
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is of the essence of the blessing bestowed. The reign of grace is that in which
Christ reigns, and subjects all enemies; the heart entirely subdued to Him, that

subjection is its deliverance and freedom.

SUBD. 2.

We come now at once to that deliverance, which is detailed for na in two
parts, which are taken np in perfect order,—first from sin, and then from law;

the first positional, the second, practical deliverance. Necessarily deliverance

from sin comes first, in order that deliverance from law may not mean lawless-

ness, but freedom to serve in newness of spirit. And yet deliverance from law
must be, in order that there may be practical deliverance from sin. The posi-

tional \s judicial clearing, as the use of the word "justified" (ver. 7)
—"he that

hath died is justified from sin"—sufficiently shows. This is not the same as

from "sins," let us note, but goes beyond it. We are in Christ, who has died

once and for all to that which He took upon Him, so that no question as to it

can be ever raised again. We too, therefore, as in Him are once for all cleared,

because He, our Kepresentative, is. We have a place in absolute perfection be-

fore God unchangingly. And this by and by we shall find to be the " law of the

Spirit," even that "life in Christ Jesus," by which we are practically "deliv-

ered from the law of sin and death" (chap. viii. 2). It is the delivering prin-

ciple which the Spirit uses; but the question of law must be settled also, that

it may practically avail us.

Questions at once assail us here, and these the apostle deals with, as we shall

see, continuously. To be freed at once from all po.ssible charge of sin, and with
this from law also, would seem in the eyes of more than natural men unholy
from first to last, while sin is nevertheless admittedly within ns still, and the

devil and the world are both around to incite and allure us. But grace really

reigns; and "sin," says the apostle, "shall not have dominion over yon, because

ye are not under the law, but under grace" (ver. 14). It is strange, yet true,

that even the Christian is slow to recognize in all the length and breadth of it,

the truth of such an assertion; yet it is the thesis which Paul sets himself to

maintain all through, and against all who may gainsay it. Let us watch his

argument as having that personal interest in it which indeed we have.

1. He starts at once with the argument of an objector, of course, founded on
his previous declaration that "where sin abounded grace did overabound."
"What then?" he asks; "shall we continue in sin, then, that grace may
abound?" Spite of the answer given to it here, that question is substantially

raised to-day, as if there had been none; as if, in fact, it were really unan-
swerable. But it is true that the apostle's answer is very little understood; and
even by those who are quite satisfied with it. Rejecting utterly the thought,

he puts it away with another question. "We who have died to sin," he asks,

"how shall we still live in it?" The putting that as a question shows how
unanswerable he deems it; and unanswerable it clearly is, if only the premise

is rightly taken. If we are dead to sin, then it is an undeniable conseqnence
that we cannot live in it.

But the difficulty is with the assertion itself, that we are dead to sin. Most
Christians are content to say, that they ought to be dead to sin, but wince as

they look into the book of their experience, and are ready to declare that there

never was more than One on earth, who could truly affirm this of himself.

Yet it is as plain as possible that, whether from his experience or in some
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other way, this is jnst what the apostle does affirm; and that not only of himself,
or of some people of special attainment, but of Christians as a class—of aU
Christians. It is true as to all Christians that where sin abounded grace
did much more abound, and that is the ground of the objection taken, and of
course, of Paul's answer too.

This at once settles it against the so-callert perfectionists, that he is not affirm-

ing as to any one's experience, that he is dead to sin: for Paul is certainly speak-
ing of all Christians, and it is not the uuivei-sal experience, and is not claimed
that I am aware, that it is that, that all are in this sense "dead." And we
shall see in a little while that this is not given as an experience of any, but as a
faith. His words later on are, " Reckon yourselves dead indeed unto sin; " and
the reckoning is from this that "Christ died nnto sin once." This therefore is

a reckoning of faith, as is clear, and not an experience. It is plain, without
need of looking further, that in this being dead to sin, however little as yet we
may grasp the full meaning of it, we have another example of our identification
with our Representative Head. It is necessarily true therefore of every one of
us, however great the need also of having it believiugly realized, as the apostle
urges.

He goes on to press the truth as conveyed in baptism, which as that which
brings into the ranks of Christian discipleship, has been given as a picture-lesson
of what discipleship implies. "Or know ye not," he asks, "that so many of
us as were baptized unto Christ, were baptized unto His death? We were
buried therefore with Him through baptism unto death, that as Christ was
raised up from among the dead by the glory of the Father, so also we should
walk in newness of life."

"We need to go slowly here, so many things being in question. It is a sad
sign of the confusion of the day that thus in the very rite of initiation into what
is our common profession, we should yet be so little able to agree as to what is

meant by it. Happily, neither mode nor subjects are before us here, though
doubtless we may find what will have its implication in both these directions.

But we are in company with one of those who could say, " He that is of Grod
heareth us; he that is not of God heareth us not;" and we must surrender our-
selves to his guidance absolutely.

"Baptized unto Christ Jesus" is certainly correct, instead of "into," though
the Greek words, as words merely, might mean either. But the parallel "bap-
tized unto Moses" is absolutely decisive. The Israelites were set apart to

Moses in the cloud and in the sea,—to be Moses' disciples; where we plainly
could not say, "into." The phrase is thus freed from all suspicion of such a
ritualistic force as in very opposite interests it has been made to bear,—as if the
wondrous place in Christ were conferred in baptism. "So many of us " again
does not imply a smaller out of a larger number, but is on the contrary an em-
phatic way of saying "every one; " or as if one said, "If we were baptized to
Christ at all, we were baptized to His death."

To see the force of it clearly, we have but to go back in our minds to John's
preparatory baptism in Jordan, the river of death, in which men took their
place as confessing their sins, and owning their rightful condemnation. Thus
he baptized unto death; but it was not Christian baptism—it was not "to
Christ's death," which is the distinctive feature of the present time, but simply
to the acknowledgment of its being worthily their own.

Nevertheless it was for remission—"the baptism of repentance for the remis-
sion of sins": not present yet, so that it could be a testimony of sins actually
remitted, but in view of the One coming whose forerunner John was. Nor did
John close without the fuller witness that, in fact. He had come. Come! and to
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the very place of that which these penitents acknowledged as their due! The
Lord's baptism in Jordan was for Him no baptism of repentance, but the solemn
pledge to what He afterwards called *' the baptism that He was to be baptized
with" (Luke xii. 50). Thus alone could deliverance be achieved for men who
were under death, and the virtue of that death abides; so that now convicted
sinners such as these in John's day, brought to own their place in death before
God, find all changed for them; tliey learn that He has been in death for them,
and find a new life for them where death was. Thus Christian baptism is still

to death but to His death, a death which is life to all that come to Him; and
here we have the key to that which baptism expresses.

Baptism has in itself no reference to life: it is burial, and burial has to do with
death, not life,—it is the dead who must be buried. Now comes the necessary
question: in what sense are we dead, to be so buried? Notice that in the idea
which baptism presents, we are baptized to Christ, not with Him. We are not
baptized because we have touched Him, but, so to speak, we touch Him in it—
as to what is intended. In other words, baptism is a gospel picture acted out.
As we have seen in the words of Ananias to Saul (Acts xxii. 16) it is itself in
some sense, the washing away of sins: we are not baptized because they have
been washed away, but we wash them away in it. And this agrees perfectly
with Peter's words in his first epistle (iii. 21) that in a figure baptism saves;
not marks out the saved, as so many put it, but saves. And this again agrees
with what John's baptism speaks of, and which the thought of baptism as burial
confirms. It is as sinnere we come to it, not saints; and in it we find remission
of sins and salvation. These are things, as we know, upon which ritualism
builds; and they are facts, but of no use to ritualism. Its followers might as
well try to support life upon a picture of food, or to take names for things and
prove to us there is no difference between them.
There is an illustration from the Old Testament which may more vividly

present to us the truth that we have here: "Elisha died, and they buried him.
And the bands of the Moabites invaded the land at the coming in of the year.
And it came to pass, as they were burying a man, that, behold, they spied a
baud of men; and they cast the man into the sepulchre of Elisha; and when the
man was let down, and touched the bones of Elisha, he revived, and stood up
on his feet" (2 Kings xiii. 20, 21).

Elisha, in the miracles done by him, answered to his name, which means "My
God is salvation." We have in this one a beautiful illustration of baptism, just
because it is a vivid and beautiful picture of salvation through the gospel. The
man is dead, and so they bury him: burying is but putting the dead into the
place of death. He is let down into the grave of one who had died before: he is

buried with Elisha. So buried, he touches the one who had preceded him in

death, and is quickened out of it: he stands upon his feet a living man.
Here we have two deaths brought together, and the one the cure of the other.

The man that you bury must be dead; and this, of course, must apply to bap-
tism; but in what sense then dead? dead with Ciirist, since it is burial with
Christ? That is the contention of some, and is plausible at first sight, but only
at first sight; for, as we have seen, it is only the one already alive in Christ that
can he dead with Christ, and the man buried in baptism is buried to touch the
dead Christ and to live. Dead with Christ means dead to sin, as we have heard
already, and as is to be more fully shown us; but none can be dead to sin who
is not spiritually alive,—who has not already touched Christ so as to live.

Buried with Christ does not then imply dead with Christ, as might be thought.

Buried because dead in sins, then? That is nearer to, but is not yet the
truth. The death that we see pictured in John's baptism is the death which is
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2. For if we have become 'united* with [him] in the
likeness of his death, we "shall be on the other hand
[in the likeness] of his resurrection ; knowing this,

V (J. Col. 2.

11,20.

wc/.ch.8.11.

Cf. C!ol. 3.1.

* " Grown together ": " planted together " is not correct, and " identi-

fied," which some give, seems too free ; while it indicates the eflfect

rather than the production of this. See notes. There being no "him,"
some would say " united with the likeness of His death '' but this creates
needless difficulty. That it is with Christ is bhown clearly by the context

the due of sin, and not tbe inward condition, which is bnt the inveteracy of the

sinful state itself. The death here is that into v?hich Christ came; but He did

not come into any sinful condition, but under its penalty. Hence burial with

Christ is the owning of the penalty, which the conscience anticipates before it

comes, Christ having also anticipated that place for us, that we may live.

Baptism, as before said, is but a typical or acted out gospel; with a significant

protest against ritualism also: for the baptism is, as the word itself shows, and
the argument also, but immersion—burial, Christ alone as the quickening Spirit

giving the life. It does not go on, as Colossians in our common version teaches,

to resurrection.* It is the confession of death, for which we are put into Christ's

sepulchre, that we may live. What is contemplated here is power for the new
walk; it cannot itself give this: it is a baptism to death, and not to life.

This corresponds exactly also with the true rendering of 1 Peter iii. 21, which
really speaks of baptism, not as the answer of a good conscience, which from all

that we have seen it could not be, but rather "the demand f of a good con-

science," not the declaration that we have found it. The baptism, not as an
ordinance, but in the idea tiiat it conveys, ends with effecting this. It is but
the introduction of the soul to Clirist, with whom all satisfaction of the con-

science lies. The doctrine of Scripture is as to this consistent throughout, as it

must always be.

Christ, then, was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father. That for

which He had come into the world demanded for Him deliverance from death,

into which He came for this. But such acceptance of His work for sinners

means necessarily their deliverance from the power as well as penalty of sin.

Thus the practical eflfect for those who are His is a "walk in newness of life."

The old man, as we shall presently see, is not to revive out of this burial. The
"newness," as the word implies, is a newness of kind (kainotees), another sort

of life. The river of death has swept over the old one.

2. The apostle goes on to show how the cross of Christ as the crucifixion of

the old man becomes in the wisdom of God a means to the sin still in us being

overcome. But we have to ask ourselves the question in the first place, what
the expression "our Old man" means. The common thought is, perhaps, that

it is the sin in us personified; thus what is called afterwards the flesh: a term
which we may note has not yet been used in Eomans, in this sense, and the

proper place to examine which will be in the next chapter. But there is one
thing which is important to take into account, as to the old man, the signi-

ficance of which, if not the fact, is largely overlooked, that it is never spoken of

as existing in the Christian, but always as crucified or put oflf. It is so even in

Eph. iv. 22, where the common version is at least ambiguous, but where instead

of "that ye put oflf" should be read "that ye did put oflf." Thus it refers to

what for us is past, not present, and this is so far against the tliought of its be-

ing the sin in us, while the fact of there being as to the Christian a "new man,"
whicli he has put on, replacing the old one, really demonstrates this from the

other side. Always the putting oflf is connected with the putting on, and the
two men are not co-existent bat exclusive of one another.

The necessary conclusion is that the new man is characteristic of the Chris-

* Col. ii. 12 should be read, " buried with Him in baptism, in whom also ye were raised
together."

t The R. V. has " interrogation," or " inquiry."
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that our "old man hath been crucified with [him], that

the body of sin might be 'annulled, that we should be

•slaves to sin no longer. For he that hath died is

•justified from sin,

z ef. Oal. 2.
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22.
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tian; and converaely the old man is the man before his Christian conrse began.

There is no personification in either case: it is the person that was and the

person that is, each characterized morally; while, of course, the same individual

persists all through. But in this way "our old man" is surely as easily read

as it is significant. It is the peraon that was, with evident allusion to the first

fallen man, the repetition of whom in all his natural descendants may account

for the plural with the singular {^^our old man"), the self-same man with each

and all of us! For this "the one" and "the many" of the last chapter has

prepared us; it is evident that the transmitted image of the first man in the

many must for those to whom Christ is Head and Saviour be met and cancelled;

while the new man is just the man in Christ, a new creation.

Let ns now go back to the beginning of what is here. "For if," says the

apostle, continuing his reference to the truth in baptism, "we have become

nnited with Him in the likeness of His death, we shall l)e also in that of His

resurrection." The likeness of His death is, of course, baptism itself, and the

being united* to Him in His death, is that which we have seen baptism to rep-

resent. If therefore that which baptism represents is fulfilled in us, then on

the other band, we shall be in the likeness of His resurrection. This may, no

doubt, go on to complete realization in physical resurrection, yet surely is in-

tended to have a present practical application, according to the whole tenor of

the thought here. "We shall be" is only necessarily future from the stand-

point of uniou with Him in His death, and its argumentative force for the

present is blunted by an exclusive physical reference. The contrast between

"become" and "be" favors also the present application: "if we have become
nnited, then we shall as the result be (now) in this likeness." For as Christ

was not left in the grave, so lor us also the power of His resurrection must
approve itself It is contended indeed that resurrection with Christ is not found

in Romans in this way. It is true that it is not dwelt upon, as in Ephesians

and Colossians; yet there are references to it which can hardly be mistaken:

what, for instance, does "yield yourselves unto God, as those alive from among
the dead " mean? And how could the thought l)e absent from the "newness of

life" in which we are to walk? Does not the being by the Spirit united to

Christ, as in the next chapter, necessitate it? or may we have the full thought

of alive in Christ, and even as a means of deliverance from the law of sin and
death (chap. viii. 2) apart from this? The trnth will be developed more and
more as we go on with it; nevertheless the germ of all that relates to our posi-

tion individually is already here.

And in connection with this it is that the crucifixion of the old man, of which

the apostle goes on to speak, comes to be delivered from all ascetic monrnful-

ness, and attains its proper character as that which annuls (or brings practically

to nothing) the body of sin. It is sin as dwelling in us, acting through the

body in the lusts arid passions which reflect themselves in it, which in its en-

tirety needs to be annulled. Similarly, in the next chapter, the man who has

come to despair of self-mastery groans aloud for deliverance from the "body of

this death;" while in Col. ii. 11 we have the parallel term, the "body of the

flesh." By and by we shall be warned that the "body is dead because of sin "

(chap. viii. 10), and that we are to "mortify the deeds of the body " (ver. 13).

All this it is not yet the place to enter into, yet it enables us to realize suffi-

ciently what is meant here.

• We must di-stinguish between being united to Him in Bu death, and union by the Spirit

with Him as risen from the dead, to wnich we come only in the next chapter.
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3. Now if we *died with Christ, we believe that we shall

also live with him ; conscious that Christ being raised

from the dead, *dieth no more : death hath no more
dominion over him. For in that he died, he died unto
sin •'once for all ; but in that he liveth, he 'liveth unto
God. Thus do ye also •'^reckon yourselves to be dead
indeed unto sin, but alive unto God in Christ Jesus.

cj. Heb. 10. 12. e cf. Jdo. 14. 19; «/. ch. 14.7-9. / ver. 2; cf. Col. 3. 3; cf. Heb. 11.1; cf. 2 Cor.5.';

The crucifixion of the old man is the inflicting penal sentence npon it; and in

this we mnst remember that it is not man's part in the Cross that is before us,

but that the lifting up from the earth was that which in the law of Moses in-

dicates the awful sentence of God upon sin: "he that hangeth upon a tree is

accursed of God" (Deut. xxi. 23). Thus the cross was God's judgment npon
fallen man, with whom each one of us had his place naturally. The sentence is

here, not merely upon our sins but upon ourselves, and here is a meaning of the

Cross most important for us to realize and take to heart. The thoughts of man's
heart, his wisdom and his will, received in it their condemnation; thank God,
they were put away from before Him by our glorious Substitute; so that we
have our deliverance judicially and practically at the same time. How immense
a gain to have learned God's estimate of ourselves in nature, so as to have
learned the renunciation of our wisdom and our wills; while finding the com-
plete fating aside of all from before God as in a dead man they are necessarily

set aside: for you can charge nothing against a dead man; whatever he may
have been, as now dead, "he that hath died is justified from sin." It is plain

in the way the apostle is speaking, crucifixion in this case does not come short

of death, as many would argue: it gives character to it as divine condemnation,
and this is for the breaking of our thraldom to sin, and the annulling it in its

totality. Divine righteousness has branded it,—divine love has removed its

burden from me, so that I should be its slave no more.
3. But if we do not stand any more as identified with what we were in nature,

or under the doom of sin,—if it is with Christ that we have died, this means for

faith that we shall also live with Him. Touching Him in faith, we are hence-

forth identified with Him. As we have seen, He is the living Head and Ee-
presentative of His people, and in Him our life is. Thus we have the assurance

which He has given to His own, "Because I live, ye shall live also" (John
xiv. 19). The future tense in both passages simply affirms, of course, the per-

petuity of what has already begun, and that is founded on what is a matter of

Christian consciousness, that "Christ being raised from the dead, dieth no more:
death hath no more dominion over Him. For in that He died, He died unto
sin once lor all; but in that He liveth, He liveth unto God." Thus that which
was the burden upon Him has been for ever rolled away, and that burden was
our burden. It is not partly removed, but wholly; there is no such thing as

partial removal for any of His own. We are to reckon ourselves dead to sin as

He is; and alive to God for ever in Him who is eternally alive to God, His glo-

rious work achieved.

We reckon this so, not feel it to be so. It is an entire mistake, and fiaugbt
with important con.sequences, to imagine this being dead to sin to be feeling or

experience. We cannot feel Christ's death on the cross, and it was there He
died to sin, and we because He died. If it were experience, it would be an
absolutely perfect one, no evil thought, feeling, or desire, ever in the heart; aud
this not true of some of the more advanced, but of all Christiana always; but
this is contrary to the experience of all. The attempt to produce such a condition
in oneself ends in the misery of utter failure, or, still worse, in self-satisfaction,

indeed, the well-nigh incredible delusion for a Christian man, that he is as

impassive to sin as Christ Himself! The words do not, as already said, express
such an experience; as indeed, in any such sense as this, Christ never died to

sin: what for us might be the expression of perfection would be the denial of
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4. Let not sin therefore 'reign in your mortal body to

obey its lusts. *Neither yield* your members to sin

as instruments of unrighteousness, 'but yield f your-

selves unto God as alive from among the dead, and
your members as •^instruments of righteousness to God.
For sin* shall not have dominion over you, for ye are

not under law but under grace.

* Literally " be yielding." Present,

t Literally, " Be yielded." Aorist. A definite past act.
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such perfection as was His. In every way, then, in which we look at it, it is

plain that it is not an experience of which the apostle is speaking here. We
could not be told to reckon that we experience: what we reckon is a fact for

faith, the fruit of the work done for us, uot of that done in us: because Christ

died unto sin once for all, and in that He liveth, liveth unto God, thus also do
we reckon ourselves dead indeed unto sin, and alive unto God in Christ Jesus.

These last words carry us back, as there cau be no right question, to those

which we have heard from the Lord's own lips in the Gospel of Joiiu. Thus,

looking forward to the present time, the time of His absence from His own, as

gone back to Him from whom He had come, He says, "In that day ye shall

know that I am in the Father, and ye in Me, and I in you" (John xiv. 20).

He has prefaced this with the assurance, "Because I live, ye sliall live also."

His parable of the Vine and its brandies, which shortly follows, gives us the

fundamental thought in these expressions so often repeated, " we in Him and

He in us," and we see it to be life in Him that is all throngh at the root of

them. The epistle of John afterwards gives it more precise doctrinal statement,

that "God hath given unto us eternal life, .and this life is in His Son " (1 John
V. 11). It is a life which, all throngh the Gospel, we are shown that He com-
municates to us, and which we have abiding in us. Thus we are " in the Son; "

and because the life is divine life, we can be said, not only to be in the Son, but
in the Father also (John xvii. 21; 1 Thess. i. 1; 2 Thess. i. 1; 1 John ii. 24),

But this at once distinguishes the doctrine of Romans here from that of John.

John speaks of life and nature only—what we have as children of God and
born of Him; it is condition and not position, as is plain, for the thought of *"in

the Father," and "in the Son " alike exclude position. But Paul, as we have

seen, while his doctrine is based upon a life which we have received, a life eter-

nal, in no wise different in this way from what is revealed to us in John, yet

developes in another manner this truth, and shows us other implications of it.

For him the life is in Christ, the new Adam of a new creation, which rises out

of the fallen one, to stand in the perfection of its Head before God, and in the

value of the glorious work which has much more than redeemed us from the sin

and ruin in which we were involved, and made us partakers in an infinite

wealth of blessing. Thus it is "in Christ" that we live,—in Him who is be-

fore God, not simply in the right, which was always His, of the Only begotten

of the Father, but as Christ, in the place He had taken for men, and as having

accomplished the work by which they are brought to God; and the pentecostal

anointing of the gathered disciples was but the overflow of that upon the

priestly Head, which was thus flowing down to the skirts of His garments (Ps.

cxxxiii. 2). So was He now in the fullest sense the Christ—the Anointed.

Life was now in One who was the Representative Head of His people, and
"alive unto God in Christ Jesns " puts together condition and pasition. If " in

Christ" brings in the thought of new creation, as the apostle declares (2 Cor. v.

17), the new creation stands in the New Man to whom it has been committed

—

the Antitypical Adam of the race to whom He has become a "quickening
Spirit." All this must faith reckon in, to have the fulness of the blessing here.

4. Now then the apostle can exhort to a walk suited to such a place. We see

at once that he has no thought of sin having been done with in such sort that
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5. What then? Are we to 'sin, because we are not
under law but under grace? Far be the thought.

Know ye not that to whom ye "yield yourselves as

bondservants to obedience, bondservants ye are to him
whom ye obey, whether of sin unto death, or of obedi-

ence unto righteousness? But thanks be to God that

ye "were bondsmen to sin, but ye have "obeyed from
the heart that form of teaching to which ye were de-

livered. Now having been set free from sin, ye have
become ''bondservants to righteousness. I speak 'after
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there shall be no danger from it any more. The believer is, indeed, set free

from subjection to it, but therefore in a place in which the full responsibility

is his of manifesting that freedom. He is not beyond the need of the warning,

"Let not sin, therefore, reigu iu your mortal body, to obey its lusts." These
bodies, though with the sign of the fall still upon them iu their evident mortal-

ity, can yet be yielded* up now to God by those who are now alive from the

dead, and their members as instruments of righteousness to God. And it is to

this that grace enables and constrains. No need of weakening the sense of it,

then, or qualifying it with some other and therefore opposite principle! Nay,
"sin shall not have dominion over you, because ye are not under law, but under
grace." Shall the delivered soul call in again its jailer to make good its de-

liverance. Nay, it is grace alone in which there is any help whatever, or ray of

hope. And, tliank God, it is all-suflScient also. Sin shall not have dominion
over the subjects of divine grace, is the apostle's assurance: grace reigns through
righteousness unto eternal life.

5. Everything here will be questioned, however, by the soul ignorant of itself

and of God; and such questions, because of their importance, must have careful

answer. Again therefore we have the objection of the mere moralist taken up
to be indignantly set aside: "What then? Are we to sin, because we are not

under law, but under grace? Far be the thought." Yet the heart of man is in

fact capable of such abuse of divine goodness; yes, but what would such an
argument mean? A soul set free willingly yielding itself to that from which
God has delivered it? Is this deliverance when the heart is still deliberately

seeking that from which it assumes to be delivered? Well, says the apostle, if

I am addressing any in such a condition, let me remind them that here the

whole nature of God is in question. Does not then the way of sin deliberately

pui-sued, end in death? Does the gospel change this relation of sin to death?
does it not manifest God, and in all His attributes? His holiness being more
shown indeed in the agony of the Cross, than even the uttermost punishment of

the sinner could have shown it. Thus then, if one freely yields himself to obey
a master, he cannot but be reckoned as belonging to the master he has chosen,

whether on the one hand to sin with its terrible wages, or of obedience to God
for righteousness. In all this there rules a fundamental necessity, which the

gospel could not subvert and be still a gospel.

It was necessary, therefore, to give this the clearest expression; but, while

the apostle does so, he has a joyful conviction with regard to those whom he is

addressing, that their own experience well interprets that which he is saying.

With them he is assured, their bondage to sin is indeed past, and with heartfelt

appreciation of the glorious change, they have entered upon the new service to

righteousness. Melted and subdued by the power of the Word, they have been

* The reader vrill observe, as has often been noticed, that in speaking of yielding to sin and
to God the apostle uses different tenses of the verb, which while difiBcult to render in English
give distinct shades of meaning in Greek. He uses the pre.sent tense of the imperative in
sp>eaking of yielding to sin. It is never, at any time or during any period to be obeyed. In
speaking of obedience to God, it is the Aorist imperative that is used. It is a definite act,

once for all, as marking the beginning of the walk in newness of life.—S. R.
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the manner of men because of the infirmity of your
flesh ; for as ye did yield your members 'bondservants
to uncleanuess, and to lawlessness unto lawlessness, so
now yield* your members 'bondservants to righteous-

ness unto sauctification. For when ye were bondservants
to sin, ye were 'free in respect to righteousness. What
"fruit had ye then in the things of which ye are now
ashamed? for the "end of those things is death. But
now being ""freed from sin and being made "bondserv-
ants to God, ye have your "fruit unto sauctification,

and the * end eternal life. For the " wages of sin is

death, but the gracious *gift of God eternal life *in

Christ Jesus our Lord.

• Aorist.
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as ductile metal run into the mould, and taking form in the pattern of their

present life by the doctrine to which they are surrendered, so as, being set free

from sin, to become bondservants to righteousness. Strange phrases these might
seem still to use in connection with the redeemed and enfranchised children of
God. The apostle in some sort apologizes for them; yet that divine love has
had to conquer us for itself, we surely know; and having conquered, that it has
made us bondservants to it for ever,—bound by the grace that has enfranchised
us more tuUy and securely than any slave as such could be. Yet, alas, of this

bond we need to be remiuded, strangely as we are often in contradiction to our-
selves: we are not beyond the exhortation to yield our members bondservants to

righteousness for sauctification,—righteousness which has in it the apprehension
of God's peculiar and double rights in us,—redemption more than doubling His
creative claim. From the opposite side, as boudservanta to sin, we were indeed
free in regard to righteousness. Can we not vividly remember those shameful,
barren days as to good ? and the end of those things is death ! How great the

contrast now! "But now being freed from sin, and being made bondservants to

God, ye have your fruit unto sauctification, and the end eternal life. For the
wages of sin is death, but the gracious gift of God eternal life in Christ Jesus
our Lord."
This is the summing up in contrast of the two sides already set before ns.

The end on the one side is what man has earned ; the end on the other is the

full realization—the entering into—of that which is, not simply at the end, but
now also, God's gracious gift to us. This has been shown us abundantly; but
notice bow again here "our Lord"

—

"in Christ Jesus our Lord "—closes this

subject with the glad witness of what brings all the life into that harmonious
order which is the result of the deliverance from sin. The Christ whom we
have known in His lowliness as Jesus, now in the place of exaltation which
has given us a "gospel of glory," has bowed our hearts in obedient homage to

Himself. As the unwilling prophet testified of a people of other days, "the
shout of a King is among" us, the pledge of victory over every foe,

—"higher
than Agag" with all his rebellious rout. There can be no deliverance where
Christ is not enthroned; there can be nothing else, where He has His due place

and acknowledgment. Put Him only in His place, and He cannot but manifest

His power; and that will be more and more simple as we proceed with what is

before us now.

suBD. a
We come to the working all this ont in experience, then. What we have had

already is complete enough indeed as to our iiUe to be free: it is the making
good to us, with its blessed consequences, of that "life in Christ Jesus," which
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ARE ye ignorant, brethien, (for I speak to them that
know law) that the law hath dominion over a man

as *long as he liveth? For the woman that hath a
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is the very "law of the Spirit" which delivers us from the law of sin and death
(chap. viii. 2). But as the law of the Spirit we are yet to see it, and how Christ
comes to have experimentally the place He mnst have for such result. For the
whole aim and work of the Spirit is to exalt Christ; and alas, for the Christian
also there needs for this a weaning from self which is apt to be a terribly slow
process,—self hiding under the most specious forms of self-renunciation and the
quest of holiness. And here is found one of the great mysteries of the divine
ways, by an unsubduable self to turn one from self, and bring the sweetest and
most effectual remedy out of incurable evil, strength out of weakness, and hope
out of despair. It is here that, for the first time we learn what "flesh " is, and
conscious captivity to a law of sin in the members brings us to the experience of
a liberty which is the assured privilege of the "man in Christ."

It is here also that we find the true character of the law and our need of de-
liverance from it, in order that we may bring forth fruit to God; the death of
Christ being our death to it, as truly as we saw it to be our death to sin before.

The law is no more dead than sin is, but we are dea<l to it—a wholly diflferent

thing. The first husband mnst go, that we may rightly belong to the Second

;

for we cannot be joined to the two at once. And it is by the Spirit that we are
united; the Spirit being as much the seal of Christ's claim to us as it is the
Father's acknowledgment of His spiritual children.

As through the previous subdivision we had the reckoning of faith, so in the
present we have this put in connection with experience, which is firet of all

made to bear witness to the need one has of this, and then becomes the joyful
experience of faith itself.

The relation of the law to a sinner has already been fully shown. Here it

makes known sin, and charges man's guilt against him, but has no remedy.
There were types and shadows, as we know, that looked on to the coming De-
liverer, but in this very way pointed away from themselves. In itself it brought
upon men wrath only, reckoning np sin in detail, and bringing to an end the
ignorance of former times at which God winked, and thus making the offence

abound. Justification, peace with God, the glorious righteousness of God which
now is manifested in favor of every one who believeth in Jesus,—these things
have been fully declared as the fruit of the gospel only, and we are no longer
engaged in the discussion of them. It is not the approach of the sinner to God
which is before us now, but the walk of the saint—a totally different thing, and
which we mnst not mix up with it, or all lines will become blurred, and the
truth no longer distinguishable. Doubtless there are principles which run
through both: for the Christian guided by his own reasonings merely argues
very much after the manner of the natural man, and God's thoughts will not be
his thoughts until he is content to have these revealed to him as Scripture has
revealed them, and accepts them humbly without the modifications which he is

so prone to impose on them. That righteousness is not by the works of the law
he may be now convinced, and rejoicing in the realization that Christ alone is

this to him, while yet in the matter of holiness he is well-nigh as legal as ever.

God's way is to proclaim Christ for both, but often to deaf ears on the part of
believers themselves, who having begun in the Spirit, would yet be perfected by
the flesh. For saint as for sinner before, it is hard to accept in simplicity the
mortifying trnth that "no flesh shall glory in His Presence." Thus for long, it

may be, in the conflict between God's thoughts and his own, both his own ex-
periences and the word of trnth are shrouded in darkness to him ; and preferring
the way of experience, he finds it the hard teacher which proverbially it is, and
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at last, if tanght truly by it, is only forced to turn to that which he bas been
unwittingly, yet not the less really, resisting, to learn what it alone can teach
him, and that, after all, the moral of his disappointment and misery is to be
found in his controverting the way of the Spirit to make Christ as much sanc-
tification as righteousness to him, and to have no flesh glory in the presence
of God.
But whatever the sameness of the principle involved, it is of all importance to

realize, as already said, that here there is no question of peace or acceptance,
but of fruit and the ability to produce it. If we mix these things tojjether, and
say, here is a soul not at rest as to actceptance, then it may at once be pleaded
that the reason for the fruitlessness he finds is simply on this account! Thus the
lesson in its breadth will not be learnt, and those who realize in themselves the
impotence confessed in the experience here will be tempted to deny the reality

of what is theirs, because of the barrenness of the life over which they groan.
It is one thing to find no ability to make or assure oneself of peace with God
through one's works, and quite another to find, when the question is one of
producing the holiness which God claims, and which it is the instinct of the
Christian man to crave, that still there is an impracticable obstacle in the way
—a "flesh" in which dwelleth no good thing—which renders futile all his
efforts!—to have to say, not when I would find evidence of my salvation, still

less when I would make my peace with God, but simply, "when I would do
good evi\ is present with me," and "the good that I would I do not, but the
evil that I would not, that I do"! when consciously "I delight in the law of
God after the inward man," then to "find another law in my members warring
against the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin
which is in my members! "

There are two views as to these expressions into which it is well known that
Christians have got, which equally, but in opposite ways, destroy their proper
meaning. The one, which used to be considered, strange as it may seem, the
evangelical one, simply accepts the misery of the experience here described, as
the ordained and normal condition of the child of God. Ignoring the fact that
it is a state of captivity which is ascribed to a law of sin, from which the law
of the Spirit is expressly stated to deliver ns, it separates, as the division of the
chapters does, the bondage from the freedom only by some strange process of
thought to identify the one with the other; the experience is taken to be the
actual experience of the apostle at the time he was writing, and naturally it is

not to be supposed that the state of Christians in general is beyond that of the
apostle. The deliverance is, of course, in this case incidental only to special
crises of the conflict, and does not affect tiie general conclusion which is reached
at the end of the chapter, that "with the mind I myself serve the law of God,
but with the flesh the law of sin."

Against such a view the reaction of the Christian instinct has led many to an
opposite extreme, which asserts not only a permanent deliverance from the law
of sin for the believer, but a complete removal of the flesh itself, an absolute
and experimental death to sin. This does not so much concern us at the present
moment; and the misapprehension as to the latter term we have already
considered.

1. The apostle first of all shows that the law itself declares the limit of law.
And notice that this applies as much to the law of Moses as to any mere human
code. The law has dominion over a man as long as he liveth; so long, but no
longer: death ends its claim. He brings forward the law of marriage in illns-

tratioD of this; and here, of course, every one who knows law would admit it at

once. But nsing marriage as he does immediately, simply in a figurative way,
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it would not soflSce for his argument as to the believer's relation to the law (of

Moses) except the principle fully applied to this. We have elsewhere looked at
this, and most important every way it surely is. Moses' law has to do with the
present life, and not beyond. (See notes on Ex. xxxiv. 1-7, ante). How neces-
sai-y and how blessed that it should be so! For if "the man that doeth these
things shall live in them," and "the soul that sinneth, it shall die," really de-
fined for all eternity the conditions of life and death, who that was under it

could escape eternal condemnation? But God could not bind His own hands in
such a fashion. The law being intended to give the knowledge of sin, and to

cut off from self-righteousness, tested man where he was, and before the eyes of
men. The death it threatened did not appertain to a scene outside man's ken,
where unable to know the facts, he might dream as he pleased of the issue of his
trial, but it faced him here and now. "Die!" did he die? Universal history,

with every grey hair upon his head, relentlessly gave verdict against him. Yet
lost and hopeless as he was on this ground, it did not cut him off from the hope
of eternal mercy. Much depends then upon the truth of the apostle's words
here, that the law's dominion over a man is as long as he liveth, but no longer.
When he applies his figure of marriage to illustrate the previous relation of

law to the people of God, it would not have answered his purpose at all if the
Jew after all could say to him, "Well, but this is only a figure; aud you are
not really entitled to argue from it as if it were a fact!" But not if he could
say, "The figurative purpose for which I use it does not prevent its being a true
illustration of the scope of the law; and death really does break the link of re-

lationship between the believer and the law just as my figure intimates,—call it

marriage or what you please."
The term "marriage" does, however, snit his purpose here in a remarkable

way, as we shall see directly; for it expresses such a relation as might be abused
to very galling lordship, while it none the less allows comparison with the sweet
and peculiar, exclusive relationship of the Church to Christ, and gives at once
the opportunity to raise the question, which here is so important, of fruitfulness

or barrenness in these contrasted conditions.

It is plain that, while addressing himself to all believers now, and not to Jews
only (for the lesson remains still for us. and for all time), Paul yet looks back to
the old dispensation—to the people of God under it, raising no question of other
differences which are not in point, but treating all as one continuous history,

—

a history which in principle is the history of individuals still. For the law,
though God is no longer putting people under it, is that which naturally men
accept everywhere as from Him, being indeed unable to think out for themselves
any other than a legal system. This is, of course, the immense importance for

us of this dreary detail of human experience. For the mass of us repeat the
history of Israel in this respect, and have to be allowed to learn in this way
what we will not learn from the word of God alone. Gentiles as we may be,

the Jew is in us all, and we have as a rule to plod on under the yoke which
they found so heavy, and yet would not exchange for the easy yoke of Christ.
The deliverance must in a sense come to us through the law itself, as the apostle
says: "I through the law am dead to the law, that I might live unto God"
(Gal. ii. 19).

2. Deliverance for us is accomplished in the self-same way as we have before
seen with regard to the deliverance from sin: "Wherefore, my brethren, ye also

were made dead to the law by the body of the Christ, to become Another's—His
who was raised from among the dead, that we might bring forth fruit unto
God." A hard thing this to realize, that for iroitfuluess also, and not merely
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for justification, we mnst be delivered from that law the holiness of which is so

absolute, and the severity of which against sin we have had to learn in the cross

on which Jesus died to redeem us! But how natural to think that in this view of

the Cross we have exhausted its meaning; and even when such a scripture as

the present is before us, to seek escape from its plain significance. Even here

many see nothing else than deliverance from legal curse: "that is, freed from

the law as a rule of justification, we are at liberty to accept of the offers of gra-

tuitous acceptance made to us in the gospel" (Hodge). On the other hand, we
are familiar with the distinctions drawn between the moral and the ceremonial

law, the ordinances, which, it is allowed, have passed away before the fulness

of Christian light, while the ten commandments are asserted to remain as what
was graven upon the tables of stone, as of permanent obligation,—the perfect

rule of life for believers still.

But neither of these interpretations will stand the test of a fair analysis of the

words of the apastle. The question of justification by law has long been settled,

and there is here nothing which would indicate any return to it. In all this

part, at least until the beginning of the eighth chapter, there is not a word
which could even be imagined to be equivalent or akin to justification. The
purport here, as we are definitely told, of deliverance from the law is that we
may bring forth fruit to God. We are set free absolutely, not from the law in

this or that aspect, but without any such reserve at all; and as for the law in its

ceremonial part, it can be easily seen by any one who cares to look that there is

no reference to it all the way through the experience which is detailed to us. It

is not the ceremonial law that says, "Thou shalt not lust," nor which reveals a
law of sin in the members!*

No, it is from the law as a whole that the deliverance mnst be. "Holy, just

and good" as it surely is, it is not the less on that account, as the apostle elsewhere

declares, "the strength of sin" (1 Cor. xv. 56); and that which is such can no
more be the means of sanctification than ofjustification. Hoto it ia the strength

of sin the experience to which we shall presently come will make abundantly
clear to us. We have but the statement as yet—the text upon which the com-
ment is to follow immediately.

The statement is in itself absolutely plain, that if, as has already been shown
us with regard to sin, the believer is dead with Christ through Christ's substitu-

tionary death for him, and if the law has dominion over a man only "so long as

he liveth," then over him as in the value of the death of Christ before God, law
has ceased to have dominion: he is "made dead to the law by the body of
Christ." Thus, and thus alone, is he free to become Another's, as part of that

Church which is the Bride of Christ. This is a peculiar, exclusive relationship,

the apostle would tell us, which forbids the old relationship to the law. That
was barren; this is to be fruitful: or rather, that, as long as one abides in it,

forbids fruit. Its profes.sed aim was fruit, and thus it claimed the husband's
place; and this, for purposes of perfect wisdom, was for a time, and tentatively,

allowed,—a relationship too, which only death could sever: not that the law is

• The distinction so often pressed between moral and ceremonial law Ig one which Scripture
does not make. Law is the expression of the will of God, whether it be in some moral com-
mand or some outward ceremonial. Is not this suggested by the presence of the fourth
commandment? While the olxservance of a day of rest is of the greatest benetit to man, yet
the special day to be observed and the nature of the observance are, as we might say, arbi-
trary. There is nothing intrinsically immoral in the disregard of the seventh day, as there
would be in the violation of the sixth or seventh commandments. And yet the fourth com-
mandment was as binding as any of the others, because it was the expres,sed will of God. So
all the ceremonial law was His will for His people. But all is done away in ('hrist, and we
are told that the very law " written and engraven in stones "—the ten commandmenta—haa
been done away (2 Cor. iii. 7, 13).—S. R.
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dead—that is nowhere said—bat we are; it was a relaiiouship to men in the
flesh, but "they that are in the flesh cannot please God." A man in the flesh

is jnst a living man; and the cross of Christ is the death sentence, under which
he lay, executed upon him, which faith owns, while it finds its deliverance in it,

and in Him raised from the dead the One to whom now its every tie is; in a new
and blessed life which is not of the old creation, but of the new. But, as has
been said, this yet remains to be worked out practically for us in that which
follows: as yet we have but the statement, of which we are now to see the
meaning and value.

3. The apostle goes on at once to the experience,—though at present only the
brief statement still; but he shows the nature and cause of the barrenness of the
law, which while to God it is that, is not merely that. Fruit there is, but not
to God; it is "fruit unto death." "For when we were in the flesh, the passions
of sins, which were by the law, wrought in our members, to bring forth fruit

unto death." We see why the law is fruitless, or worse: it produces the pas-
sions of sins

—

& strange alliance as it might seem between sin and law, but it is

not that, but opposition, as must surely be, and as the detailed experience will
fully show: the holy requirements of the law are to the man in the flesh but the
presenting of claims in contradiction to the "mind of the flesh," which is en-
mity against God (chap. viii. 7). It is merely chafed and irritated, its state
brought out, not altered, the knowledge of sin produced, which we have seen to
be the characteristic effect of law, but with the result of the aggravation of the
whole condition. But we must pause here, to look more closely at all that is in
question.

The man in the flesh is in its primary sense, as should be evident, just the
living man. Here there may be no moral implication Avhatever, as we are well
aware; but it is important to realize, when we come to the meaning of the ex-
pression as we find it now employed in that part of Eomaus upon which we
have entered, the original force, upon which the moral one is based. The man
in the flesh is in this sense the living, natural man, who has never yet known
the death of Christ for sinners, and is, therefore, but identified with the old
creation and the flesh; as the Lord says, "That which is born of the flesh is

flesh." Flesh is all that he is. Spirit and soul are hidden, as it were, in this,

from which they now take their character. Their life is in the world of sense,

in the old creation; there is no real outlook beyond. "When we were in the
flesh" applies thus solely to those not in Christ; and the effect of law upon
such is what is here described. It is true that there is a mingled experience be-
tween this and the proper Christian one, which is presently shown us, and
which must be carefully distinguished from either; but for the proper under-
standing of this mixed condition we must realize the two conditions apart,
which are thus mingled. No Christian can be in that state of which it is said
that "they that are in the flesh cannot please God." But it is just the misery
of these that the Christian heart and the unchristian experience are seemingly
joined together, although not without a certain modification of one by the other.
Of this we shall have presently to speak; but as yet it is not considered, but the
two opposite conditions are put in sharpest contrast, so that we may learn them
aright. "When we were in the flesh" and "fruit unto death " mark the first

of these, that of the natural man; whereas the sonl in the experience of bondage,
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soon to be before us, can yet say of the sin from which he has not fonnd deliver-

ance, " It is no more I that do it," and " I consent unto the law that it is good."
The Christian condition is now put in contrast with that of the natural man:

" but now we are set free from the law, having died in that in which we were
held, so that we should serve in newness of spirit, and not in oldness of the

letter."

As already said, it is not the law that is dead, but we: but death having come
in on either side cancels the tie. That was to the man in the flesh, but the man
in the flesh is gone; we are dead in the death of Christ, and so in the flesh no
longer. Hagar the bondwoman, as the apostle says elsewhere, is the law that

gendereth to bondage, and we are set free to enjoy a true and blessed freedom.
The law is the ministration of death, and we died in that in which we were held;

but thus we found Christ who has died, and under the cnrse of the law, go that

we are set free in a new resurrection life,—still to serve, for Christ our Lord has
served and still serves—would we be set free from that?—nay, but to serve in

newness of spirit, serving in joy of soul, and no more in the old drudgery yet
superficiality of the letter, pressed from the outside upon unwilling hearts.

This closes the doctrine of the deliverance; which we cannot, however, fully

learn save in the experience of it as practically wrought out in the soul. For
this, therefore, we go back of the deliverance to realize the state out of which
we are delivered.

4. The apostle carefully leads us on step by step. After the doctrine we have
the experience which illustrates and enforces the doctrine. This also is first

given us in brief, and then we have the exercises which spring out of the ex-

perience, and which make us to realize its meaning and importance. The law
of sin in the members is then finally seen as the insurmonntahle barrier to man
which shuts him off" from the attainment of the holiness which divine grace has
taught every one born of God to long for; and then, as in a moment, the groan
of self-despair is cut short by the shout of victory; that which he seeks for is

attained, though in a manner how diflxirent from his expectation; the law of the
Spirit has delivered him from the law of sin and death.

With the experience indeed, questions begin at once in the soul, which press
for an answer. What means this strange, perpetual connection between sin and
law? "Is the law sin?" This connection is not now that of a doctrine, about
which one might go astray; it is a fact of consciousness far too manifest to be
denied or evaded; but the attitude of the one towards the other is equally un-
mistakable. Law is the detective under divine government, continually searching
out and manifesting it in the light of infinite and omniscient holiness. How
startling a revelation as to man, that to provoke lust in him, God has only to

forbid it! Sin in its essential character is rebellion against God! Sin takes
occasion by the commandment itself to awake all manner of lust against it. And
who is not conscious of this tremendous fact that there is a pleasure in sin just
as sin—in one's own will and way, as that? And think of God having forbid-

den, not merely a step in the direction of my own will as against His, but even
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a desire to take that step! How entirely this last commandmeDt of the ten re-

moves the question of true rigbteonsness from being that of the outward life

simply, and makes it impossible to think of any righteousness on our part fit for

Him! What a new light it throws upon the words, "The man that doeth these

things shall live in them"! Yet how simple it is, that a heart set upon that

which is not in the will of God for me is moral distance from Him to that ex-

tent: for God's will is never arbitrary merely, but is the expression of His
nature; His way maybe in the sea, and hidden from me, but it is always
in the sanctuary too.

If, then, there be in me one bit of self-seeking, how must this inexorable, all-

embracing law search it out and awake it into vehement life! No wonder that

the ajwstle says that "without law sin is dead!" This is its eflBcacy, in fact,

while it may seem, when we are seeking help from it, its impotence rather (its

impotence is indeed one element of its power), that under its rule sin revives,

and we die. It is the ministration of death, though on its face proposing life:

what is avowedly for life, is found (and invariably found) to be unto death.

And behind all this, though at present quite unseen, divine love and wisdom
work; so that death itself is really a "ministration"—the death of self-confi-

dence, and so of self-occupation also, that Ciirist may in result be all in all.

Meanwhile, sin is but discovered by the law, as roused and having strength
given to it by the commandment. It should be quite plain that the apostle is

not speaking of his present experience in all this, for we shall find him go far

beyond it. His "I was alive without the law once," looks certainly like what
was personal to himself, although, of course, it would in fact be the experience
of others also, or there would be little use in recalling it. In all the rest that

we have here, the "I " is evidently merely illustrative. It is a pronoun signifi-

cant enough in its constant repetition through all this part, while Christ and the

Spirit are not mentioned. The language of self-occupation cannot be mistaken,
and it is only God's mercy when in such a condition there is little else to speak
of but sin and misery. Good self is a worse advei-sary to Christ than bad self;

and it is a good thing if, when with our backs to the sun, self becomes but a
shadow darkening all we look upon. Law is as we have seen, in its place

of service here, and if honestly listened to, the service it will do is excellent.

It is a teacher, however, whose work is to make itself unnecessary, and like the

plow to which we may compare it, when once the precious seed has taken root

and is growing up to harvest, its use would be as disastrous as before it was
beneficial.

5. But we have now to look at the exercises and reasonings incident to such a
transitional stage as we cannot but here recognize. It is, as we see, the experi-

ence of a soul converted truly to God (for no other could say truthfully what is

here said), but as yet unconscious of God's way of power and sanctification;

taking up the law in all sincerity to work out holiness by it with God's help, as

before it liad sought to work out peace and justification. The necessary result

is that self-occupation which the law entails upon all under it. The end sought,
whatever the plea of holiness, is necessarily self-satisfaction, if in the most
plausible form, and that is the element which spoils as holiness everything into

which it enters. Pride was the form in which sin entered first among the an-
gels, where there could be as yet no temptation from without; and it seems the
only conceivable way of failure and apostasy under such conditions. Ezekiel
describes it in words which, while openly addressed to the king of Tyre, picture

surely no mere earthly king. There is but one who could fit this description.
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I would not, I 'consent unto the law, that it is right.

Now then it is ''no more I that really* do it, but sin

that dwelleth in me.

* HaTsp}^dZojiiat--one word. It suggests the actual result, what is

really accomplished.
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and be the prince of all x>otentates in a world which has rejected the true

Prince. Here then is the description :

—

"Thus saith the Lord Grod, Thou sealest up the sum, full of wisdom, and
perfect in beauty. Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; every precious

stone was thy covering, . . . Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth; and I

have set thee so: thou wast upon the holy mountain of God; thou hast walked
up and down in the midst of the stones of fire. Thou wast perfect in thy ways
from the day that thou wast created, until iniquity was found in thee. By the

multitude of thy merchandise they have filled the midst of thee with violence,

and thou hast sinned: therefore will I cast thee as profane out of the mountain
of God, and I will destroy thee, O covering cherub, from the midst of the stones

of fire. Thy heart was lifted up because of thy beauty; thou hast corrupted thy

wisdom by reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground." . . .

(Ezek. xxviii. 12-17).

How unutterably solemn is such a fall! and how deeply instructive for us,

with whom Satan's attempt is constantly to animate us with the same spirit,

while God's desire and design cannot but be as earnest to "hide pride from
man" (Job xxxiii. 17). "Ye shall be as God," was the first temptation, the

success of which has left its poison in the depths of our being. Take the apostle

as a pregnant example, whose very exaltation to the third heaven, instead of

quenching for ever any remainder of such a spirit, necessitated, as he himself

has told us, a thorn for him in the flesh, lest he should find in it the incitement

to a spiritual exaltation! (2 Cor. xii. 7). What a demonstration for us all of

the existence of the flesh still in the most advanced Christians, and of the way
in which pride may come into the holiest things! The work of the Spirit is

certainly not to comfort us in any self-satisfaction,—too perilous a thing at the

best! yet it is here that even the necessity of self-judgment will be urged to

keep us occupied with that which true self-judgment would make us turn away
from altogether! but to our next:

—

^ Once again the apostle emphatically affirms the holiness of the law, and more:

the law is not only holy: the commandment is holy, righteous, and good. What
is the great principle upon which it insists, but love? "Love," he says else-

where, "is the fulfilment (or full measure) of the law" (chap. xiii. 10). In the

very giving of the law, disastrous to men as its first consequences may be, love

reigns; the law itself is the handmaid of grace. Yet to a soul in the confusion

which we find here, at cross purposes witli God, and unable to see the end to

which ife is approaching, this goodness of the law seems only itself confusion in

view of the death-sentence which it has brought in. "Did then that which is

good," he asks, " become death unto me?" But conscience answers at once. No,

the goodness of the law only makes the character of sin the more manifest and
moife hateful. The law is right in issuing these commands, against which the

evil in me thus rebels. They only establish the authority of Him who only h.ns

authority. This spirit of rebellion is against Him who is all that that word
"Grod" implies; and if it be in me. He is right in laying it bare, as well as in

the condemnation of it.

* A further consequence:—I am in contradiction to my.self; I am, spite of my-
self, in bondage to the evil. We know—all Christians do—that the law is
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8 (18-20):

the flesh
unveiled.

6 (21-23):

Fettered
by a law of

sin.

' For I am conscious that in me (that is, in my flesh)

•good doth not dwell : for to ''will is present with me,
but to work out the right is not. For the good that I

would I do not practise, but the evil that I would not,
this I do. Now if that which I would not, this I prac-
tise, it is no more I that really * work it, but sin that
dwelleth in me.

6. I find then the law with me, that 'when I would

* HarepydZoMat—one word. (See previous note.)
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spiritnal; but I—he cannot say "we" there; it is an exceptional state in hira,

and terrible in its exceptionality—"Jam carnal, sold under sin." The bondage
is clear, in that he cannot sanction, bnt hates, the very things he practises. He
wishes to do the thing he cannot do; but his efforts only make apparent the
fetters with which he is bonnd. His heart and will consent to the law that it is

right. Mournful as his condition is, yet he himself, lie affirms, is not tlie real

worker of the evil. He is in the grasp of that from which he cannot escape, but
yet can separate himself, and which he personifies, to enable him to separate
himself the more clearly from it; a horrible, false self which fettei-s and op-
presses what is now through grace his true self. It is evident that here is the
converted man, conscious of what divine grace has wrought in him, and not
doubting that he has right to disclaim and cast from him what nevertheless
dwells in and masters him. It is a question of power all through, and not of
peace:—that is never raised. To raise it is to introduce what confuses the
wliole; for if peace with God is not yet known by him who is going, through
this conflict, then it is impossible not to draw the conclusion that, for one who
has peace, no such experience is possible: which is against the abundant witness
of many who are passing through it.

It will be said that the possession of peace will necessarily modify the experi-
ence, and there is no doubt that the experience as we have it here must, in any
case, be modified. It is given us, as it were, in downright black and white,
without shading. No one exactly and always does what he does not approve,
but the absolute way in which this is given helps us better to undei-stand tlie

condition; but to introduce the question of peace with God does not merely
modify the experience, but alters the whole character of it. As it is plain, the
apostle never raises that question here. It is simply power which he has not,
and a bondage to the evil which perplexes and harasses him when he would see
fruit of his life for God.
'The result is the manifestation of what Scripture calls "the flesh." The

meaning of the term, as already said, is not difficult to comprehend. The man
in the flesh is, as to his higher part, his spirit and soul, immersed, as it were, in
the body. He lives a sense-life in the world around him, not drawing his mo-
tives from eternity or from the presence of God, which, in fact, he does not
recognize. The man before us is not thus. God, and what is pleasing to Him,
has become for him the qnestion of his life; but the flesh Itself is not, as we see,

removed by this. He has not merely to struggle with it, but is rather captive
to it, until he has found the secret of deliverance. He is seeking this at present
in a wrong way. He is seeking in himself a better state, in which he can find
satisfaction. He puts it, of course, as a question of holine.ss. Does not Grod re-

quire holiness? Must he not produce it (or Him then? God suffers him to be
met with this impracticable body of sin over which he is not really master and
cannot be. In the flesh good does not dwell. To will is present with him; to
work out the right, is not. The good that he would he does not practise. The
evil that he would not, that he does. He repeats this over again as the distress
that weighs upon him, and his own personal abhorrence of it, and right to reject
it as not himself.

6. This, then, ends the experience. There is nothing more to be said about it.
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7(24-vl5i.4):

Deliver-
ance fully
reached.

1 (24-25):

ofGod in
Christ.

« (25-viii.l):

the way
out of

bondage.

practise the right, evil is present with me. For I * de-
light in the law of God according to the inner man

;

but I behold 'another law in my members, warring
against the law of my mind, and making me captive to

the law of sin which is in my members.
7. ^ O ^wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me
from the body of this death? I * thank God through
Jesus Christ our Lord.

* So then, with the 'mind I myself am bondservant to
the law of God, but with the "flesh to the law of sin.
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It is simply .summed up iu the words that close this part. There is a law of siu

in the members. We must carefully distinguish this from the presence of sin

itself. Sin remains in us as Christians. We have always to watch, always to

guard against it, but a law of sin is a very different matter. A law of siu sets sin

in authority and that is surely a wholly unchristian state, although Christians
have to pass through it iu order to find the freedom which is proper to them. " I

delight," he says, "in the law of God according to the inner man, but I behold
another law in my members warring against the law of my miud and making
me captive to the law of sin which is in my members." That ends the whole
matter. Deliver himself he cannot. Find strength for this from God, still he
cannot. He must come to that point in which he cries out to Another, and de-
liverance is really found in a way which no man could ever think out for him-
self or realize, except as taught of God.

7. ' It closes then with a groan, the groan of absolute despair as to one's self.

It is not, "How shall/.?" any more, but, *^ Who shall deliver me from the
body of this death?" Immediately thereupon the answer comes: "I thank
God through Jesus Christ our Lord." It is the firat time that that blessed Name
comes into the whole experience. Experience it is still, but of the power of a
Deliverer. There is no explanation, however, further. A great mistake has
been made by interpreters generally iu supposing that the verse that follows

describes, in fact, the delivered man, whereas, upon the face of it there is

no deliverance. It is a man in bondage and not a free man who is described
there. But, in order to find the deliverance, we must ignore entirely the divi-

sions of the chapters and take in the first verses of the eighth chapter, which, in

the common version and in the minds of most, are cut off entirely from it.

Thus, the deliverance and the bondage are strangely confused. A man who is

bondservant to the law of God, that law which gendereth to bondage, is taken
to be the man who is consciously dead to the law by the body of Christ and over
whom it has no more dominion; and the man who, with the flesh still serves the
law of sin, is taken again to be the one who is free from it! The law of sin is

that which the law of the Spirit delivers from. There is no "law" of sin when
the law of the Spirit has thus delivered. Thus it is plain that on neither side

does the last veise of the chapter describe the freeman. It is a going back,

rather, to the old experience, in order that now there may be the full explana-
tion of the way of deliverance. That has not yet been given. To say that

Christ is the Deliverer does not describe the deliverance, and it would be indeed
a poor conclusion, after all the misery of this experience that we have been
through, to find absolutely no account of the way out.

* The last vei-se, therefore, is still the bondage. The man distinguishes in-

deed himself from himself, but we have seen that he was able to do that before

this. That, in fact, is not a deliverance. He is still, as he says, a bondservant in

both respects, as to the law and as to sin. The answer comes iu the assurance
which immediately follows now, that, "There is now, therefore, no condemna-
tion to them that are in Christ Jesus." That may seem to lead us back to the
question ofjustification, but there is more than that here. Justification may be
indeed the basis, as it is of necessity all through, but the law which delivers
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1(2): real-
ized

through
the Spirit.

4 (3, 4):

a practical
result im-
possible

under law.

There is therefore now no "condemnation to those 'in

Christ Jesus,*
* For the ^ law of the Spirit, of 'life in Christ Jesus,

hath set me 'free from the law of sin and of death.
* For what the law 'could not do in that it was weak

through the flesh, God sending his own Son in 'like-

* The last part of the verse in the common version is rejected by the
editors. It follows at the close of verse 4, in its true connection.
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him is fonud in the principle developed for us in the sixth chapter, as already
stated, the law of the Spirit, of life in Christ Jesns. "In Christ" means identi-

fication with Christ, and it is manifest that when a soul is able to identify him-
self in a full, practical way, with the Christ who is before God for him, he is at
once out of the condition which has just made him utter the groan of despair.

If he can find his true self in Christ, Christ is not in the bondage; there is in
Him no body of sin, no sin at all, much less a law of it, and he is in Him before
God. That may not seem at first to settle the diflSculty. If it be a question of
power, it is still the man down here who has to possess this power, but in the
state of self-occupation in which one under the law necessarily is, there can be
no possession of power. In the vain attempt to find complacency in a spiritual

condition of his own, his eyes are really off Christ, and, as we have said, he sees
but his own shadow. God allows this, in order that Christ may be indeed a
constant necessity to him and that he may cease to think of himself, good self or
bad self, to rejoice in the One who is made all things to him. Thus we .shall

find in what follows, that there is this singular result. In the conflict which
still may be, as we find it in the eighth chapter, the adversaries are no longer
one self to another self, hut the Spirit to the flesh. Strange it may seem that the
flesh remains while the very one of whom he speaks as himself, through this ex-
perience which has just been recited, now, nevertheless, drops out entirely. It
is not self at war with self any more. The self that would have gained the
battle is really out of the battle. It is the Spirit who leads, and who alone can
lead in the path of victory, and where we have the Spirit, it is of necessity
Christ who is before the soul, and not self in any wise.

' The words of the second verse have, I doubt not, been also read without
their due emphasis. It is not simply "the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath set
me free," it is not "the lato of the Spirit of life," but there is the clear state-

ment now of what the law of the Spirit, that is, the ruling principle which has
come to displace the law of sin, in fact is. The law of the Spirit is that of life

in Christ Jesus. We reckon ourselves "dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto
God in Christ Jesus." Our life is only there, in Him. This is not a mere
principle of truth embraced. It is a change which enables the Spirit of God
now to be freely upon our side. Through all that we have had in the past
chapter, the Spirit most evidently has no place in the experience. The Spirit's
law is that we are, for power as well as tor peace, for holiness as well as for

justification, in Christ wholly. Life in Christ Jesus is the answer to the death
which the law preached, and I am free to forget myself entirely in Him. This
self-forgetfulness the legal man dreads, as being almost the same as nnholiness.
Are we free to forget ourselves after this manner? But, in fact, self-conscious-
ness is that which spoils every Christian grace. To remember Christ, is of neces-
sity holiness. To identify ourselves with Him as God has identified us, is to give
us the highest possible rule of practice, but not merely that; it is to give us also
the power which we seek. Christ becomes in it the object before us. We live
not to glorify ourselves, but to glorify Him. Here, therefore, we are in full

accord with the Spirit, and the result is absolutely sure.

* This is explained directly. It was impossible for the law to help us. It
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ness of sinful flesh, and "for sin, 'condemned sin in

the flesh, that the righteousness* of the law might be
"fulfilled in us, who "walk not according to flesh, but
according to Spirit.
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• This is a different word from the usual one for righteousness, and
means, the righteousness of life aimed at.
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was weak throngb the nnconquerable flash. It required from ua that which we
could never furniah, and the end in this direction, as we have seen, is simply
and rightly the despair of self altogether, but God has effaced self for Another;
He has sent His own Son in " the likeness of sinful flesh " as the cross mauife.sts

Him, but there for sin, our sin, patting it completely away, while, at the same
time co:idemniu<i it utterly. Sin in the flesh is condemned,—I myself, with all

that is in me, my own thoughts, my will, my wisdom, my ways,—in the cross,

I see the end of it all, but the end of it in the love which has come in fully for

me and which now fulfils in me the righteous requirement of the law when it is

no longer simply requirement, bat the Spirit of God has filled my heart with the
joy of Christ. "The joy of the Lord is your strength." I am free to give my-
self up to drink in this love which God has shown me and which rests upon me
in Christ, in all the fulness of God's delight in Him. I have no cause now to

ask: Must not God condemn the evil in me? He has condemned it, and I read
the condemnation there where I find also Himself for me in a grace which
knows no conditions, and which holds me fast, therefore, forever. The Chris-

tian walk is not according to the flesh, therefore, but according to the Spirit.

Self-occupation is of necessity fleshly. The Spirit of God ignores even Himself
to glorify Christ. Thus, we may speak of the Spirit even, in a way which is

not spiritual. We may seek in ourselves the fruit of the Spirit, M'heu, after all,

we are not in the line of the Spirit's testimony, and therefore not in the path of
the Spirit at all. The righteousness which the law required cannot be forgotten

in the presence of Christ. I am to walk in His company now, and never part.

Self-judgment is, in fact, only possible in His presence; and in His presence it

is impossible not to exercise it. We have only to remember the scene which
has been given us by the apostle in which we find the Lord girded for service,

and the water and the towel in His hands. Has He not said: "Except I wash
thee, thou hast no part with Me?" " With Me," of course, not "in Me." If

we are to have part with Him, we must be cleansed indeed, not according to

our own thoughts of what cleanness is, but according to His thoughts, and He
alone can cleanse us after that fashion. If, on the other hand, the need of
cleansing is discovered, I find in it the assurance of my having been thus far not
with Him as I should have been. If my eyes are off Him still, other things may
attract me. I must get back to Him in order to find deliverance from the power
of all else, in the presence of a love which has purchased me for itself and which
has the fullest title over me.

SUBD. 4.

The principles of a walk in the Spirit are now set before ns. As already
said, we shall .still find the flesh present and in opposition. Conflict there is

still, but captivity no more, and even conflict is, if I may say so, no more the
normal condition of the Christian in this respect. Enjoying my own things, I
find a sphere into which flesh cannot and will not enter. It was not in the
third heavens that the apostle needed a thorn for the flesh: it was when he came
down out of them. And true it is that we thus find ourselves in conflict, how
ranch I need not say, but the Spirit of God has not set before us. as it were, the
duty of conflict with the flesh or with its lusts. We are to ^^ abstain from fleshly

lusts which war against the soul." That is not the same as warring with them.
If we are entangled, if our eyes have been allowed to rest upon something not of
God, which has attracted them, then indeed there will be of necessity a strug-
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1 (5): The
governing
power.

2 (6-8;: The
Spirit in
contrast

with flesh.

3f9-in:
The body
dead, but
the Spirit

lU'e.

Subdivision 4. (Cliap. viii. 5-27.)

The walk in the Spirit.

1. For they that are according to "flesh, mind the things

of the flesh, and they that are according to Spirit, the
things of the Spirit.

2. For the *mind of the flesh is death, but the mind of
the Spirit is "life and peace: because the mind of tlie

flesh is 'enmity against God ; for it is not subject to the
law of God, neither indeed "can be ; and they that are
in the flesh cannot please God.

3. But ''ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be
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gle, but the being entangled was not a necessity, and it is a totally different

thing to be reckoning oneself dead to sin and to be fighting it. We fight it

when we have allowed it, when we have not been reckoning ourselves dead to

it. There is, of course, a conflict with sin in the world around, a conflict which
the Lord Himself had of necessity, because of what He was, but of wbich we
are not speakiug here. '' Ye have not yet resisted unto blood," says the apostle

to tiie Hebrews, "fighting against sin;" but tliat, of course, is not the sin in

us, it is the sin which characterizes the world around us, the corruption which
is in it through lust.

1. The first thing, therefore, that is now put before ns is the governing

power. "They that are according to flesh, mind the things of the flesh, and
they that are according to Spirit, the things of the Spirit." The flesh seeks what
is according to its mind, and the Spirit seeks what is according to His mind;
but notice now, that these two are two companies. "They that are according

to flesh" cannot, of course, be confounded with those that are according to the

Spirit. The Spirit is for the Christian the One who has come to possess ns in

Christ's name and for Him; and in Him we find a power which is not of our-

selves, and which leaves us still and all the way through, in conscious weakness.

This is a great necessity for us, that the power should be power which is fully

available for us and yet which is not our own, for the realization of which we
have to lean upon Another. It is when we are weak, then we are strong. The
sense of weakness is most helpful to us every way. It not only checks all self-

complacent thoughts, but it makes us realize in the strength which is constantly

ministered to us, the continual care and love of God. We can promise ourselves

nothing even yet as to ourselves, and we need not promise anything. We need

only the assurance that the love which holds us fast has all things in its control,

and that in Christ there is fulness for us from which we can draw at all times.

Thus, as has already been said, the "I myself" has really disappeared. The
knowledge of the new man is that Christ is all. Faith does not know itself,

and its object is never self

2. The opposition between the two, the Spirit and the flesh, is now put before

us. "The mind of the flesh," not "the carnal mind" as if it were a fleeting

condition, but what the flesh is in its character at all times, "is death." "The
mind of the flesh is enmity against God"; that is death truly. Death is sejia-

ration from the source of life, and the flesh is willingly separate. Thus then, it

"is not subject to the law of God neither indeed can be," and "they that are in

the flesh cannot please God." "In the flesh " we find here, therefore, to be a
spiritual condition, although it is related to the old creation place out of which

we have passed. One who is in Christ cannot be in the flesh. On the other

band, the mind of the Spirit is life and peace. How blessed a thing is such

peace! At one with God, everything else is at one with us. All things of ne-

cessity, therefore, "work together for good to them that love" Him. "If Grod

be for ns, who can be against ns?"
3. Bat immediately we are assured, "ye are not in the flesh, bnt in the
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that the Spirit of God dwell in you; but 'if any one
have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. And if

•^Christ be in you, the 'body indeed is dead on account
of sin, but the 'Spirit is life on account of righteous-

e e/. Eph. 1.
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c/. lCor.3.
23.

/q/". Jno. 17.

23.

Cf. Eph. 3. 17. cf.2. Cor.4. 10. hcf.i Cor. 4. 16; <^. ch. 6. 11; cf. ver. 2.

Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in yon." This which has put ns in

the condition here is not to be looked at as if it were possible to be absent from
the child of God. We are immediately warned "if any one have not the Spirit

of Christ, he is none of His." There are iio Christians that are not Christ's,

and here, in fact, we are assured that the Spirit of God is found in all who are

such. He is the seal upou those who belong to God.
The word is not found here: we must look for it in Ephesiaus; but the idea is

clearly expressed. A seal is the mark put upon what is one's own, with the

idea of inviolability attaching to it. The 144,000 sealed out of all the tribes of

Israel in the book of Eevelation are a sample of this. They are sealed on their

foreheads, and we find afterwards that the Name of the Lamb and of His Father

is written there, evidently the effect of the sealing. This Name is their preserv-

ative from the power of the locusts in the ninth chapter. " Seals were em-
ployed," says Kitto, "not for the purpose of impressing a device on wax, but
in place of a sign manual to stamp the name of the owner upon any document
to which he determined to fix it." The Lord expressly speaks of the descent of

the Spirit upon Himself as His being sealed of God the Father. It was then,

we know, that His being the Son was fully declared. The seal was the witness

of emphatic approbation. In us it is also the token of sonship. The Spirit

bears witness with our spirit that we are the children of God, but with us there

cannot, of course, be the approbation of a condition in us, but rather of Him in

whom we are recognized as standing before God. Thus, it is not by sealing

that we are made to l)e in Christ. We must be in Christ in order to be sealed.

God could not put His seal upon the least evil, the least taint of sin. We are

in Christ, moreover, as the apostle says in the epistle to the Corinthians, by new
creation. "If any one be in Christ, it is new creation"; and he adds, as what
connects itself with it: "Old things are passed away, behold all things are be-

come new." As soon as ever the work begins in ns, we belong to that new
creation which abides in the value of its blessed Head before God; and thus

alone could it be said that "old things are passed away." In Ephesians we
find also that we are "created in Christ Jesus." Creation speaks of the divine

work in us from the very beginning.

It is, however, said that in this case, the "none of His" should be rather

"not of Him," which is confessedly the literal rendering; and that this refera

to a condition not attained by all in whom divine work has begun. The way
in which simple belonging to Christ would be expressed, it is said, would be,

"He is not to Him" instead of "of Him"; but iu the second chapter of the

second epistle to Timothy, we find the same expression exactly where most cer-

tainly the whole extent of those belonging to Him is intended to be expressed.

"The Lord knoweth them that are His," "those that are o/J3i'm"; where,

amid all the confusion of a day iu which profession and reality are inextricably

confused for us, the Lord yet unfailingly recognizes His own. Thus, in every

way, it is clear that the seal marks out those who are children of God, and that

therefore it can be fully said that if any one have not the Spirit of Christ, he ia

none of His. There is no middle condition, however confused the experience

may be, or dull the faith in a child of God.
Let us notice the way in which the Spirit is set before us here. First, it is

the Spirit of God that dwells in us. Divine power thus keeps us for Him; but
next, we have the Spirit of Christ, the One who glorifies Christ and Avho produces

in us also a likeness to Him. Following this, we have, "If Christ be in you";
for the Spirit, in fact, as glorifying Christ, does not testify of Himself It is

not, therefore, the Spirit in you, but Christ in you. This, however, is the ex-
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ness. But if the Spirit of him who 'raised up Jesus
from among the dead dwelleth in you, he who raised up
Christ from among the dead shall also •^quicken your
mortal bodies on account of* his Spirit who *dwelleth
in you.

* MS. evidence almost equally favors " through ; " but critical author-
ity decides in general for " on account of."

i c/. Acts 2.

24, 32, 33.

ic/.lCor.lS.
51-54.

c/. ver. 23.

c/. Eph. 1.

13, 14.

* c/.l Cor.6.
19.

pression of life itself, as we have already seen abundantly in the Gospel of John.
The Lord's parable of the vine and the branches conveys to us fully the relation

betveeen one in Christ and Christ in him The branch is in the vine; as a con-
sequence, the sap is in the branch. The sap is the life derived from the vine

stock. So here, "Christ in you" is the expression of life; but then to this the
Spirit alone gives its proper energy. We have already seen this fully in the
experience of the seventh chapter, where, although life in fact is, yet it is not
in its proper power. Thus, it is said here, that the Spirit is life. As we have
seen all the way through here, the "I myself," as it were, drops out. It is the
Spirit who is the governing power, the Leader; and the attitude of faith is that

of entire dependence upon Him.

"If Christ be in yon," then, the apostle says, "the body still is dead because
of sin, but the Spirit is life because of righteousness." The body has not yet
the effect of redemption manifested in it. It is not yet quickened. Quickening
is to come. "If the Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in

you, He who raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal
bodies on account of His Spirit who dwelleth in you." That is the redemption
for which we wait. In the meanwhile, the body is to be reckoned simply as an
instrument in the hands of the spiritual man. If it manifests its individual life

that will be seen, and so the apostle speaks directly of our mortifying the deeds
of the body. Not that the body and the flesh are the same thing: the flesh may
include, as we have seen, spirit and soul, the whole man; and moreover, neces-

sarily describes an evil condition. The body is not in itself evil, and spite of
tlie condition in which it is yet found, it is in the body that the Spirit of God
dwells. (See 1 Cor. vi. 19.) Our bodies are the temples of the Holy Spirit. We
see fully how the work of Christ enables thus the taking up of that in which
there is not yet the power of redemption. This will reflect again upon the ex-
perience that we have had in the previous chapter. If the Spirit can dwell in

a body that is dead and that clearly through the work of Christ alone, in the
same way the Spirit can dwell surely in one who is not yet in the mind of
the Spirit, who needs to be delivered from the power of evil, the law of sin in

his members. But "the body is dead on account of sin, while the Spirit is life

on account of righteousness,"—evidently the righteousness which the Spirit

produces. Nothing but that which is righteous before God could possibly be
counted "life." We go on to the coming of Christ for the deliverance: "He
who raised up Christ from among the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies
on account of His Spirit who dwelleth in you." The pledge has been given us
in Christ's own resurrection. Notice, however, that it is not exactly resurrec-

tion as to ourselves that is spoken of. Our mortal bodies" implies a stage
of the living and not of the dead, and quickening is that which delivers them
from the state of mortality. The reason of this is plain. We are not taught,

as people commonly put it, that we must all die. On the contrary, our proper
state is to be waiting for the Lord. Thus here, the quickening of the mortal
body refers distinctly to those who shall be living when He comes, and for them
the Spirit who already dwells in the body, makes good His title to it in the most
absolute way. The Spirit is, as we see all through, the earnest of that which
is to come. Here then, is the complete answer to the question: "Who shall

deliver me from the body of this death?" Complete deliverance is what we wait
for and yet that does not in the least imply any necessity of sin in the present
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4 (12-14):

The practi-
cal test of
Uie sotis of

God.

5 (15-17):

The way
with God
and the end
ia view.

4. So then, brethren, we are 'debtors, not to the flesh, to

live according to flesh: for "if ye live according to

flesh, ye are on the way to die ; but if by the Spirit ye

"mortify the deeds of the body,* ye shall live. For as

many as are "led by the Spirit of God, they are the

sons of God.
5. For ye have not received a spirit of ^bondage again

to fear; but ye have received the Spirit of 'adoption.

* Some MSS. and many " fathers " have " flesh."

1-3. o c/. Ual. 5. 18, 25; c/. Ex. 13. 21, 22. p cf. 1 Cor. 2. 12; (^. GaL 4. 21-31; cS.

c/. Ex. 14. 30, 31. q cf. Gal. 3. 26; cf. Eph. 1. 5.

I cf. ch. 6. 2.

c/.ch. 13.14.

cf.\ Pet.2.1.

7n(!/.ch.6.16,

21.

cf. 1 Cor. 6.

9,10.

cf. Eph. 5.

5,6.
c/.Gal.5.19-
21.

n cf Col. 3.

5-10.

c/.Gal.5.24.

cf. 1 Pet. 4.

IJdo.4. 18;

time. The presence of the Spirit in us is, of conrse, fulness of power over it,

and the delivered man who is in the power of the Spirit works out the righteous-

ness of the law. Whatever we may have to say with regard to ourselves, in fact,

we have ever the responsibility of walking in the power of the Spirit, and there-

fore, as those free from the power of sin.

4. The practical test is now fonnd here again. As we have seen, it is freedom

that tests, not bondage. The slave does his master's will; the freeman does his

own; and yet even in the state of liondage which has been desciited to us, the

will of the converted man is testified to be for God and good. Freedom is the

only thing that is needed by him. The heart to serve God and to please Him he

already has. Thus, amongst the professing people of God, freedom, as already

said, is the test of reality. There is a way of life and a way of death. The gospel

does not alter that, bnt, on the contrary confirms it. "So, then, brethren, we are

debtors not to the flesh, to live according to the flesh, for if ye live according

to the flesh, ye are on the way to die." That i.s spoken absolutely: vee have no

need to qualify it in the least. If a man lives "according to the flesh," it does

not say, "acts" at a given time, but if he lives., if that is the tenor of his life,

"according to the flesh," then he is on the road to death. On the other band,

if a man has the Spirit, by the Spirit he mortifies the deeds of the body. The
body is held for dead. It is used and can be fully used for God. There is not

the least thought of asceticism in the apostle's language here. God has no

pleasure in a man's ill-treating his body. On the contrary, it is meant to be

maintained in vigor for the Lord who owns it, and yet it is to be the mere dead

iustrnnient, so to speak, of Another's will. "If j'e through the Spirit mortify

the deeds of the body, ye shall live." There is no other way. That marks out,

as alone this can mark out, the sons of God.

But, notice the beautiful difference between what is said here upon the one

side and upon the other. If men live according to the flesh, they are on the

way to death. It does not say that they will die. God's grace is always free

to come in, but then if it comes in it takes one off the road to death; it does not

speak in such a manner as if sin were of no consequence. On the other hand,

if, by the Spirit, you mortify the deeds of the body, not, yon are on the way to

life, because there is no uncertainty about the resnlt, but "you shall live." Of
course, the full and final result is intended there. We live at the present time

and we shall go on to live forever. Thus then, the sons of God are marked out.

We are called to enforce the condition which the apostle has made so absolute,

whatever we may speak of grace or of faith,—and we cannot enforce these too

absolutely when we are speaking of them,—yet, on the other hand, we must be

just as absolnte as to the way of life and the way of death. We have no right,

whatever the profession may be, to consider any one as a son of God whose life

does not mark him out as devoted to God.

5. But then the spirit of all this has to be carefully kept in mind. Wliat the

apostle has said might tend to produce a spirit of bondage—the fear of the re-

sult, of the issue, in nnestablished souls —bnt he says: "Ye have no/ received the

spirit of bondage again to fear." Legality is not at all what is implied here,
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whereby we cry, 'Abba, Father. The Spirit* itself

•beareth witness with our spirit that we are children f
of God ; and if children, then 'heirs; heirs of God and
"joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we "suffer with
[him], that we may be also glorified with [him].

* The word for Spirit is in Greek neuter, which accounts for the pro-
noun being neuter. In John xvi. 8, the pronoun and participle refer-

ring to the Spirit are both masculine. It might well be " Himself" here.

t " Children " here, not " sons " the usual word in Paul's Epistles.

t; ch. 5. 3; cf. Eph. 3. 10-13; c/.

r cf. Gal. 4.

1-7.

cf. Mk. 14.

36.

s cf.X Jno. 5.

7,8.
cf. ch. 5. 5.

t c/'.Gal 3.29.

c/.l Pet. 1.4.

u rf.ino. 17

22.

cf. Eph. 2.

5-8.

1 Pet. 1. 6, 7.

and it does not and cannot produce the holiness which it claims and seeks; nor
can it secure for itself the final result. Take our Lord's words, for instance, in

proof of this. "Whosoever will save His life shall lose it, but whosoever will

lose his life for My sake, the same shall save it." There is the condition, the
marking out, as here, of the way of life and the way of death. But it is not
simply, whosoever will lose his life shall save it, but "whosoever will lose his

MfeforMy sake." Clearly that is not the legal principle. As long as a man
doubts his final security, he will, of necessity, be working for himself, but that

is not "for My sake." The legal gospel, whatever spice of legality may come
into it, is so far unholy, and can be nothing but unholy. We live as Christians,

not to oureelves, but " to Him who died for us and rose again " ; but there is a re-

ligious way of liviug to one's self which is just as fully that as any course of sin

and self-indulgence. Thus here, therefore, we are expressly told that there is

no spirit of fear for the Christian, but, on the other hand, we have received the
Spirit of adoption, by which we cry, "Abba, Father." It is the heart renewed
and realizing the power of the grace of God which " teaches us to deny ungodli-
ness and worldly lusts and to live soberly, righteously and godly in this present
world." The witness of the Spirit with our spirit, therefore, is dwelt upon here.

A double witness; there is the witness of our own spirit, and that is implied
here in the first place. The spirit of man is that which makes him an intelli-

gent being. "No one kuoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man
which is in him." Here, therefore, the testimony of the Word, as understood
and received is that which is really implied. The apostle has been in the full-

est way unfolding to us this testimony, and we are not left merely, as it were,

to reasoning out things; we are not left merely to our own intelligence in the

matter; nor even simply to faith. We need that which is more powerful than
this, and we have it in that witness of the Spirit with our spirit, which indeed,

we may be little able to distinguish from the witness produced by faith in the
gospel, but which gives divine power to this witness. The witness of the Spirit

in this way produces a full consciousness of what God is to us, while, at the
same time it is founded and must be founded upou the word of God itself. We
must have the Word in proof, or we are entitled to nothing. The Spirit of God
acts from and with the Word, never sets it aside, and therefore whatever "feel-

ing " there may be, as people are accustomed to say, all this can be questioned.
If it is not justified by the word of God itself, it will not do to talk of the wit-

ness of the Spirit. The two, therefore, come together, the Spirit of God and our
spirit. Faith receives God's testimony in the Word, and the Spirit of God joins
to this a divine power which otherwise it would not have. We cry, "Abba,
Father"; we serve with the joyful consciousness that we serve as children,

—

the most absolute service that can possibly be; for the Father has entire claim
to His child; but at the same time where there is, as in this case there must of
necessity be, the true affection of children, the service is itself liberty.

Thns then, the Spirit bears witness that we are the children of Grod; but im-
mense consequences follow. If children, we are heirs. As with regard to God,
this might be even thought to be out of place. We inherit from our parents
that which is left ns when they pass away; but God never passes away. How
are we to be His heirs? Only He, Himself, could have inspired such a thought as
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6 (18-25):
Travail-
time DOW.

6. For I reckon that the " sufferings of this present time
are not worthy [to be compared with] the glory about
to be revealed to us. For the earnest expectation of

the creature 'waiteth for the revelation of the sons of

God. For the creature was made subject to 'vanity,

not of its own will, but by reason of him who subjected

it, in hope that the 'creature itself also shall be deliv-

ered from the bondage of corruption into the "libertj'

28; </. Rev. 21. 24-26; cf. Rev. 22. 1, 2 with I

M)rr.2Cor.4.
16-18.

cf. Heb. 12.

2.

X ver. 22.

y cf. G«n. S.

17, 18.

z cf. Ps. 98.

4 9.

c/.Is.35.1,2.

c/.Ia. 55.12,

13.

a cf. Gal. 4.

iek. 47. 1-12.

this. If we want to realize what it means, we have a beantiful example of it in

the case of Israel, whose land is expressly claimed to be God's land. They are

to be pilgrims and sojourners with Him, thus put into possession on His part,

to hold that which is nevertheless His. How perfect the security that is given
in this way to their possession of it! When they shall hold it after this manner,
how impossible for them to lose it again, and even now the land being Grod's

renders it absolutely impossible that any failure on their part can disturb His
purposes with regard to it. They might forfeit it. If it were left to them, they
surely would, altogether; but God cannot forfeit it, and if He puts them in

possession of that which is His own, then they have an unfailing right to that

possession. So with regard to our higher and more wonderful inheritance. We
are heirs of God. The things that He has created. He has not created for Him-
self. He has no need of them. His whole heart goes with the gift of them to

His people, yet so that in the sense in which we have spoken, the things in-

herited remain always God's, while we possess and enjoy them fully. There is

another thing added here. We are joint heirs with Christ. How wonderfully
does this certify to us the extent of the inheritance! Christ is the heir of all

things, and to be joint heirs with Christ gives, as one may say, the thought of a
limitless inheritance; but not merely so, it assures us of the perfect way in
which Christ abides still and ever the Man Christ Jesus. He means to associate

us with Himself for ever. The joy of the inheritance will be the joy of being
associated with Christ in it.

But then immediately there comes in what may seem to be a condition; "If so

be that we suffer with Him, that we may be also glorified with Him." Suffer-

ing then is necessary to glory, but surely not in any sense as a legal condition,

—

the suffering with Bim,., not mere suffering in itself, but suffering with Him,
suffering as He suffered in the world which was contrary to Him entirely, suffer-

ing because of the knowledge of God and joy in Him which were His ever, in

view of evil and all its consequences: this, on our part, is the necessary training

for that association with Him, of which our being joint heirs speaks. We are

preparing to have fully His mind, learning in the midst of evil, learning what
evil is in its full character even in ourselves, as we have already seen. In our-

selves we are brought into the closest possible connection with it, surely that we
may realize forever its nature, that we may hate it as God hates it, and that we
may be fully competent to walk with Him who has solved in His own person

the whole question of good and evil, and who is the glorious Conqueror over sin

by suffering. Thus then, our present lives have a meaning with reference to

the future which we must never lose sight of. The suffering by the way is part

of our very need, in order that we may be fit for the coming glory. But, as

already said, we must not think of this as mere suffering, but, as with Christ

Himself, that which was most truly such to Him sprang out of the very joy that

He had in God (we are not speaking of atonement now, or that which was nec-

essary for it),—so for us, suffering must have this character. It mast put us
ever in fellowship with Him in order to be of any value.

6. Immediately npon this, the apostle goes on to speak more at lai^ of the
character of the present time for ns. It is a time of travail. Creation itnelf is

groaning in the bondage of corruption. It waits for liberty. It waits for the
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of the glory of the children of God. For we know that

the whole creation* 'groaneth and travaileth in pain

together until now ; and not only so, but we ourselves

even, who have the 'firstfruits of the Spirit, •*groan

within ourselves, awaiting the adoption—the *redemp-
tion of our body. For we have been saved in •^hope,

but hope beheld is not hope ; for what any one behold-

eth, why hopeth he for it ? but if we hope for what we
behold not, then do we with 'patience wait for it.

* The words " creature " and " creation " in this section are the same
in the original.

Qcf. 1 Thess. 1.

3

bi^Jer.aiO.
ef. Jer. 23.

10.

cc/.2Cor. 1.

22.

c/. Eph. 1.

13, 14.

d C/.2 Cor.5.
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c/.lCor.l5.
31, 32.

e cf. Eph. 4.

30.

cf. Phil. 3.

21.

/ e/.ch.5.2,5.

c/.l Pet.1.3.

c/. Jas. 5. 7,

manifestation of the sons of God. Connected with man as its head, the fall of

man has brought about this groaning condition. Notice that in himself man is

a microcosm. He has the soul of the beast. He has the very dust of the earth

in him. He is linked in the fullest possible way with creation throughout, and
how blessed it is to realize that in this way Christ, in taking humanity, has

linked Himself even, one may say, with the very material universe. How this

assures us that it cannot lie under the condition which the fall has produced.

There is yet to be a liberty for it. The liberty of grace it could not enjoy, but

the liberty of the glory it shall enjoy.

The typical character which we find everywhere in nature connects itself with

all this. It is a remarkable thing that even before man was upon the earth,

death seems to have reigned in it, and that this for the lower creation is in no
wise (chronologically) the eficct of the fall. Man was created in a world which,

so to Speak, prophesied of that fall itself and was prepared for him by the good-

ness of God in view of it. Thus, if you look at nature, you will find not a

condition such as we would imagine. Strife and evil (not moral evil, surely)

are in every part of it; and thus alone could it present to man the lessons which
he needs, but of which, alas, he is so little heedful. The witness of Christ in crea-

tion comes in in this connection. God has given us, in the most abundant way
thus, a testimony of nature itself, which does not leave out His purposes of

grace, but, on the contrary, bears fullest witness to them. Natural theology has

been, alas, but too much divorced from this. Nature has been supposed simply

to bear witness in the characters of design which are everywhere in it, of a

Maker, a Creator. A Saviour has been supposed to be what lies beyond its

testimony; but thus it has been made, if one may so say, more pagan than

Christian. How could God Himself be rightly expressed in it, if Christ be not

expressed? But this, as already said, involves the very evil and strife which
we find in it. God has in all this, wrought for us, and nature is linked with

us in its present groanings, as it will by and by be linked with us also in its

redemption.

"For we, who have the firstfrnits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan

within ourselves, waiting for the adoption," that is, the full manifestation of

what we are as sons of G^d, now hidden. That involves the body being glori-

fied. We wait, therefore, for the adoption, that is, the redemption of the body.

The firstfruits of the Spirit would seem to imply that after all what we possess

in this way is but a pledge in anticipation of that which is to come, and we who
have the first-fruits of the Spirit, on that very account, are made to groan. The
hope we have of a condition so different from the present makes us only the

more groan over the present. Our salvation is in hoi>e, as to the full character

of it. Of course, there is a salvation of which we can say already that God hath

saved us. If it be a question simply of guilt and condemnation, then we are

already completely saved ; but salvation is very commonly looked at in a very

different way from this, and it implies deliverance of the body itself and the

fulfilment of all God's purposes as to us. We are saved now in hope, but then
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7. And in like manner the Spirit also joineth help to our
*infirmity ; for we know not what we should pray for

as we ought ; but the Spirit himself maketh 'interces-

sion [for us]* with groanings that cannot be uttered

;

but he who •'searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the

mind of the Spirit, because he maketh intercession for

the saints according to God.

* Many omit.
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that means that we have not got before us that which we hope for. If we be-

hold it, how can we still hope for it? "If we hope for what we behold not,

then do we with patience wait for it." How beautiful a thought it is that this

hope is so perfect, there is such complete assurauce with regard to it, that the

not having it only produces patience in us,—not doubt, but patience! All hu-

man hopes may possibly disappoint, but the hope which God has given us is as

sure as if we already possessed it. We wait with patience, and the patience it-

self is holy discipline for us. We wait upon His will, but all that He can give

us in the way of assurance is already ours.

7. We have now finally, in this part, the Spirit Himself entering into thjs

groaning condition. The Spirit joins His help to our infirmity. In such a con-

dition of trial and sorrow, our weakness is made fully evident, but that only

opens to us more the heart of God and produces in us a healthful dependence
npon Him every step of the way. Notice, therefore, that in connection with the

Spirit helping our infirmities, prayer is that upon which the apostle dwells.

Prayer is the expression of dependence. It is the expression of the creature-

place which we have with God. It is the expression, also, if it be that which
can rightly be called prayer, of our confidence in God. Prayer is thus, as one

may say, a large part of the Christian life, or rather, it is that which links itself

with every part of it. If the Lord, in the sermon on the mount, would give ns

a special example of righteousness Godward, He illustrates this by prayer; but

the very prayer itself manifests our infirmity. We do not know even what to

pray for as we ought. How blessed to know that here we have a divine Inter-

cessor; as we have Christ before Grod for us, so we have the Spirit of God in us,

and He makes intercession for us according to God. The prayer that He makes
is, of course, absolutely according to God; yet as wrought in our hearts it may
be on that very account simply a groaning which cannot be uttered intelligibly,

—^a wonderful thing to realize that these groanings which are the evidence of

our own infirmity may, nevertheless, be the fruit of the Spirit within us; that

in tlie ear of God they may speak intelligentlj', and in absolute accordance with
His mind concerning us. We do not know what to pray for, and yet we pray;

and God who searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, little

as we may know it and blunder as we may. "He maketh intercession for the

saints according to Grod." That does not mean simply that it is God's will that

He should make the intercession, as our common version might lead some to

suppose, but that the intercession itself, as being His, is of necessity in complete

accordance with His thought and character. We are not, however, to suppose

by all tiiis, that the Spirit's prayer is simply groaning. The groaning accom-

panies the prayer and is part of the prayer. "With groanings that cannot be

uttered." Nevertheless, these groanings express, as it were, after all, that

which is higher in character, it may be, than the very prayers themselves, how-
ever intelligent. Our intelligence fails to accompany them. They go beyond
it. But if they go beyond it, all the more they express the power of the Spirit

in them—of Him who has come to join His help to our infirmities, and to carry

ns along the lighted road which leads to God.

SUBD. 5.

The apostle concludes herewith the assurance of the result for ns of being
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cording to
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Subdivision 5. (Chap. viii. 28-39.)

The weak with the Strong.

1. A ND we know that to those who love God *all things
-^ work together for good, to those who are called

according to purpose. For whom he 'foreknew he also

"foreordained [to be] conformed to the image of his

Son, that he might be a "Firstborn among many breth-

ren ; and whom he foreordained, these he also "called
;

and whom he called, these he also ''justified ; and whom
he justified, these he also 'glorified.

6; c/. Col. 3. 4;

k cf. Phil. 1.
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thns with God, the weak with the strong. His purpose is being carried ont in

ns and with us, and who shall gainsay it? Thus with the boldness which is

simply that of faith, he can challenge everything, the whole universe, to disap-

point this purpose.

1. The purpose itself is put clearly before us. Christ is of necessity in the

forefront of it, and thus its justification, and the full assurance that it will be
carried out. "We know that to those who love God all things work together

for good, to those who are the called according to purpose." The present is

linked with the future in a most absolute way. From God's foreknowledge of

us in tlie past eternity to the accomplished glory of the future, there is a per-

fectly linked chain of blessing, no link of which can ever be sundered. God's
purpose is that Christ His Son, should be a Firet-born among many brethren.

How blessed to see the grace which is necessarily manifested when Christ is

thus in the forefront! It is not here, therefore, the " Only-Begotten, " of whom
the apostle speaks. The Son iathat; but He is here in human guise, a "First-

born," which implies others, and that is clearly expressed. He is found thus
with those whom He is not ashamed to call His brethren. God's purpose,

therefore, includes, of necessity, these. If it failed as to the brethren, it would
fail as to the Son of His love. They are bound up together in His tlioughts.

We have, therefore, strong words here, words that are often somewhat too

strong for the faith of His people. "Whom He foreknew, He also fore-ordained

to be conformed to the image of His Son." If Christ is, on the one hand, the

image of God Himself, (and He alone can be that in the reality of all that is

implied,) yet Ave are to be conformed to His image. That is God's purpose as to

us. He could not surely be without a purpose, and having the purpose, He
could not be without the power of carrying this through. What coiufort would
there be for us in the midst of such a world as this, if it were not so? if

God had not a purpose, or if He had one which could be set aside by man's self-

will? How blessed, when we know Himself, when we realize that His will is

but the expression of His perfect nature, how blessed then to see His will in all

its sovereignty! We may be sure, too, that He will respect all the powers with
which He has endued His creatures. He will do violence to nothing, but while
this is surely so, He will carry out in the most absolute way every part of His
purpose. This is definitely asserted here. "Whom He foreordained, these He
also called; whom He called. He justified; whom He justified. He glorified."

It is remarkable here that there is one thing left out which we should expect
perhaps to have a foremost place. After justification, we are accustomed to say,

comes sanctification, but where is sanctificatiou here? We are indeed to be
conformed to the image of His Son, and that, one may say, implies it fully; but
in the chain of blessing which we are looking at now, sanctification seems,
surely purposely, to be omitted; for it is just here that, alas, we perplex our-

selves with all sorts of questions. We make of a condition, a doubt; and the
legality natural to us will seek to intrude at any possible point; but between
justification and glory here, there is absolutely no room left for it to come in.

Notice that we begin with fore-knowledge. None surely can deny this to Him.
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2 (31-39):
What can
be against

U8?

2. What shall we say then to these things ? If God be
'for us, who [shall bej against us? He who 'spared

not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how
shall he not also with him freely give us 'all things?

Who shall "lay anything to the charge of God's elect?

It is God who "justifieth : who is he that shall con-
demn? It is Christ* who "died, yea, rather, who was
'raised up, and who is at the "right hand of God, who
also maketh 'intercession for us: who shall "separate

* Some early MSS. add "Jesus."
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He conld not create, plainly, not knowing the future of what He was creating.

If He foreknew, theu He could not possibly be without a will with regard to the

future of that which He had created. Fore-ordination follows, therefore, fore-

knowledge. He will have things to be according to His own mind. From this,

our calling follows, which is here, of course, not the general call of the gospel,

not a call that can be refused at all, but on the other baud, the creative call, as

God says by the prophet: "I call them, they stand up together"; and, as we
see here, those who are called are justified. No one drops out. Justification

follows the call. Identified as it is, and as we have seen, with the life which fol-

lows this, if one is called in this way to spiritual life, justification can never be
apart from this. We are justified from the first moment, with the first breath

that we draw of true life from God. Then notice that "glorified" seems to be
put in the past, just as much as "justified." It is the style of the prophets,

—

everything contemplated from God's side, and, therefore, although in fact to be
accoiuplished, yet seen as if it were already so. , If God calls that which is not

as if it were, its existence is by that absolutely pledged. This then is the

purpose, and already He has said that, "All things work together for good,"
let us remember, according to that purpose. If we have anything else before

our eyes, it is no wonder that we question very much how things are working
for good to us. If we fail to keep in mind that which is present to God, we fail

to understand what He is doing; for the fulfilment of His purpose, not one
thing necessary can possibly be absent.

2. Naturally, if this be so, the challenge with which the apostle closes is yet,

after all, simple: "What shall we say then to these things? If God be for us,

who shall be agaiust us?" What He has already done is the assurance that He
will leave nothing undone. He has not spared His Son but delivered Him up
for us all. God's holiness has been fully satisfied and God's love has not shrunk
from that which is needed to give it satisfaction. If He has not spared His
Son, "how shall He not also with Him freely give us all things?" A limitless

blessing there, but what else could rightly measure the love which has given

His Son? Then, what can be against this? "Who shall lay anything to the

charge of God's elect?" As we see in the prophet, if Satan stands at the right

hand of Joshua, clothed in filthy garments, his sins upon him, to resist him, the

word which settles all is, God has chosen to pluck a brand out of the burning.

Certainly it is a brand. Certainly it was just the thing for burning. If God
chooses to pluck it out, who shall say Him nay? How completely onr sinful

condition is passed over in this, or rather, it is made the means only the more
of glorifying the grace which comes in for us! If, then, God has His chosen
ones, who shall lay anything to their charge? It is God Himself who justifies.

Who, then, shall condemn? That is the proper connection of these expressions.

God is the only One who has title, in fact, to justify. He will do it, of

course, according to absolute righteousness, nay, as this epistle has shown us,

His very righteousness is displayed in doing it, and in heaven those that are in

Christ will thus be made "the righteousness of God in Him." But just on this

very account, the thing is sure. "Who shall condemn when God is He who
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US from the love of Christ? shall * tribulation, or "an-
guish, or ''persecution, or 'famine, or •'"nakedness, or
'peril, or ''sword? as it is 'written. For thy sake we
are put to death all the day long; we have been
counted as sheep for slaughter. But •^in all these things
we *more than conquer, through him who 'loved us.

For I am "'persuaded that neither "death nor "life, nor
^angels, nor 'principalities, nor things 'present, nor
things to 'come, nor powers, nor 'height, nor "depth,
nor any "other creature, shall be able to "separate us
from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.
8, 9. jef. 2 Cor. 12. 7-10. k cf. 2 Cor. 2. 14. I cf. Jno. 16. 33. m cf. Phil. 1. 29.
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justifies?" Then "it is Christ who died, yea, rather, -who was raised np and
who is at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession (in the place of
power) for us." Who then shall separate us from the love of Christ? The
question speaks for itself. Put as a question, it is put in the strongest form.

It is a challenge, as already said, that whoever or whatever can do this be pro-

duced. Yet there are many things that seem against us. So then, "tribulation
or anguish or persecution or famine or nakedness or peril or sword?" can these?
Nay, that was written and true of God's saints of old; of them it was written:
"For Thy sake we are put to death all the day long, we have been counted as

sheep for slaughter." Can we separate these suflfering ones from Him for whose
sake they suffer? Nay, in all these things we more than conquer through Him
who loved us. "Conquer" by itself is too little to express it. We more than
conquer; conquer in result, conquer in the endurance of the very sufferings

which cannot prevail unless to bless and brighten us. Christ, though He may
seem absent, is superintending it all in a love which mixes the whole cup for

ns, and every ingredient is blessing.

"For I am i)er8uaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principali-

ties, nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth,
nor any other creature :"—all these things are creatures. A promiscuous look-
ing assemblage it may be, but he wants to sum up everything that could possi-

bly be thought of. Nothing, then, shall be able to separate us from the love of
Crod which in Christ Jesus our Lord has found a perfect title for its expression,

and which in Him, as we look at Him, has found already perfect expression.

Christ Jesus, our Lord, the Man Christ Jesus, already shows ns God with man
in the fullest possible and absolutely unchangeable blessing.

Div. 3.

The grace of the gospel has now been carried to its issue in glory. The doc-
trine of the epistle is so far concluded; but we have yet to see the bearing of all

this upon Israel and the special promises given to her of God. The sin of man at

large and of Israel, we may say especially, has been fully proved. "There is no
difference, all have sinned and come short of the glory of God;" but that does
not affect at all the question of the faithfulness of God to His own Word. Let
man be what he may; if God has spoken. He will surely fulfil what He has
promised, and here we have to remember that the promise to Abraham was a
very difl'erent one from the conditional one of law. The promise to Abraham
was indeed not directly to the nation at all, and therefore the standing or fall of

the nation could not affect it. It was absolute grace in its nature, and as we see
in the fifteenth chapter of Genesis, if trial and suffering, if the furnace were
needed as well as the lamp, the covenant included both, in order to work out
the purpose of God. When law came in, it was exceptional entirely, as the
apostle says, "It came in by the way," and for the purpose, not of putting
Israel's title to the inheritance npon a new foundation, bat really in order to
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1(1-13):
The chil-

dren of
promise
the true
seed.

DIVISION 3. (Chaps, ix.-xi.)

IsraeVs fecial promises, how and when to be fulfilled.

Subdivision 1. (Chap, ix.)

The election of Grace.

1. T SAY the truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience
-L bearing witness with me in the Holy Spirit, that

I have great 'sorrow and unceasing pain in my heart

:

for I have "wished, I myself, to be anathema from

Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the
' flesh ; who are Israelites ; whose are the 'adoption, and

X e^.ch. 10.1,

y cf. Ex. 32,

32.

2C/.EX.4.22,
q/'.Hos.ll.l,

show that nothing but absolute grace could be the foundation of such promises

as hers. The law was the ministration of death and condemnation, as we have

fully seen, and if the inheritance were of law, as the apostle tells us afterwards,

it were no' more of promise. Law and promise are in absolute contrast, in con-

tradiction, one may say, to one another. Israel chose the law, and so far, there-

fore, as she could do it, gave up the grace in which God in fact had been hitherto

dealing with her, to accept the recompeuse of her own desert. She found this

in result; and it was seen from the beginning that it would be terribly against

her. The new covenant, which still remains to be fulfilled, provides for the

fulfilment of the Ai)rahamic covenant, but to a people who have sinned, and

expressly iu view of their sins; but it is absolute grace once more. It is all

God's "I will," not the legal "Thou shalt." Thus, these unconditional prom-

ises must be fulfilled. The prophets fill them out and show us Israel on their

convei-sion as a nation not lost iu the midst of the Gentiles, but, on the con-

tniry, the centre of the divine rule for the earth and in special nearness to the

divine King. The promises of the Old Testament have nothing to do with

heaven, no thought of any one going there. They concern the earth; and here

the blessing for the eartii of necessity implies the blessing for Israel. Isaiah

aflirms the eternal perpetuity of their seed and name, not merely for the niillen-

ninm but "as the new heavens and the new earth," says God "which I will

make shall remain belbre Me, so shall her seed and her name remain." Thus

Israel's distinct existence, and as it is implied, distinct privilege, remains eter-

nal. There is no escape from this, except into the utter confusion in which

so many are, between the earthly people and the heavenly, Israel and the

Church. If we will only read Scripture with the simplicity wbich belongs to it,

if we will only allow that God means exactly what He says, there will be no

difficulty at all in discerning that Israel's promises abide in spite of all that has

come in apparently to set them aside, and (for a time,) in fact has done so.

Sued. 1.

The first part of that which we find here shows us Israel as the elect of God,

but election necessarily means grace. It is God acting in grace from Himself

and without claim on man's part. Thus, in the very way in which it ia carried

out, we may be sure that we shall have the manifestation of this. Man will

never be able to use the fact of God's election in order to get credit for himself

or to establish a fleshly claim.

1. But, in the first place, before the apostle proceeds to this, he affirms, in the

strongest way, his sorrow over and devoted love towards Israel. He had not

been behind Moses in his desire, if it were possible, to sacrifice himself for the

blessing of the people. "He Jiad wished" (it is not as if it were indeed some-

thing that could be deliberately entertained or something which was thought

possible in itself to be realized) that he himself "were accursed from Christ on

account of his brethren, his kindred after the flesh." He does not say: "I
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the "glory, and the * covenants, and the giving of the

*law, and the ''service, and the "promises; whose are

the -^fathers, and of whom is the Christ, ^according to

the flesh, he who is *God over all, blessed throughout
the ages. Amen. It is not, however, that the word of

God hath come to nought : for they are not 'all Israel,

who are of Israel ; neither because they are Abraham's
seed, are they all children; but in •'Isaac shall thy seed

be called. That is, not they who are the children of the

flesh are the children of God, but the children of the
*promise are counted as the seed. For this word is of

promise, 'According to this time will I come, and Sarah
shall have a son. And not only so, but when "Re-
becca also had conceived by one, [even] by our father

< cf. ch. 2. 28; rf. Jno. 8. 33, 37. j Gen. 21. 12; cf. Gal. 4. 23. k cf. Gal. 4. 28

Gen. 18. 10, 14. m Gen. 25. 21-23.
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17.

I Gen. 17. 21;

eovXd wish." It was simply an uncalcnlating, unreasoning longing, if yoa
please, for their blessing. It was the agony of a soul beside itself with the

thought of their loss of all that Grod had made their own. He shows ns, there-

upon, the ground of their endearment to him, a people connected with the whole
history of God's dealing with man hitherto. To them, as he says, belong, the

adoption and the glory and the covenants and the giving of law and the service

of God and the promises. To them belong the fathers, and Christ too, as con-

cerning the flesh, but He is much more than what this implies: He is "over all,

Grod blessed for ever."

Let us look at these separately. First of all we must not confound the adop-

tion of Israel with that which we know in Christianity. It is the peculiar

privilege of the Christian dispensation, as we call it, that we both have the

adoption, the open acknowledgment that we are sons of God, and the Spirit of
adoption to seal and manifest this. Israel had nothing of this kind. Nationally

Israel indeed could be called God's son, and, as in relation to the nations of the

earth. His first-born, for the blessing of Israel implies the blessing of the nations

of the earth also,—the first-bom implies the later born. Nevertheless, the char-

acter of this is entirely different from Christian adoption. "You only have I

known," says the Lord, "of all the families of the earth." They were still a

family of the earth and never ceased to be that. Their adoption does not in the

least certify the salvation of one single soul among them, nor the spiritual rela-

tionship to God on the part of any one. Nationally, they might call God,

Father, and He says: "I am a Father to Israel," but the very fact of His say-

ing that implies, as the apostle tells us, that at the time He says it, the true

children of God are scattered abroad. God is not owning His children as such.

The owning of the nation is in distinct contrast with this. In the time to come,

as we know, Israel will be a nation all holy, but up to the time in which the

apostle writes, up to the time in which we are now, the condition of the nation

has ]>een a very diff"erent one from this. The adoption, as we have seen, is an
adoption of a family of earth and for earthly privilege and blessing.

Next, we have the glory; and here it is manifest that we have to think of

that which dwelt in the midst of them, their peculiar privilege, the presence of

God, whether in the tabernacle or in the temple, a presence manifested amongst
no other people.

Thirdly, the covenants all belonged to Israel. There was no covenant with
the Gentiles, except indeed, that Abraham was to be a blessing finally to

all the families of the earth. Indirectly they come in there; but, as expressly

made to them, there was no covenant, and with regard to ourselves also. Chris-

tians as we are, and in the fulness of a blessing which Israel could know nothing

of, the new covenant is still not made with us, but ministered to us,—a very
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Isaac, (for [the children] being not yet born, nor hav-
ing done any thing good or bad,* that the "purpose of

God according to election might stand, not of works.

* A few of the most ancient MSS. read " worthless.'
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80.
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11.

different thing. The foundation has been laid, as the Lord refers to it when He
institutes His memorial least. The cup was the cup of the new covenant in His

blood. The foundation of all blessing, as we know, was in the cross, and thus

if Israel for the time, or, as to the mass of them, have rejected God's grace, the

provisions of the covenant can, nevertheless, be ministered far and wide, and
that is what we have distinctly in the New Testament. The covenants then be-

longed to Israel alone.

Then we have the giving of the law; and here the "ten words," as they are

called, the ten commandments, are expressly declared to be a covenant with

Israel. The lesson of the law was for all, the conviction of human unrighteous-

ness was the conviction of all the world; but the law itself, which was, in fact,

one of Israel's covenants, was expressly and exclusively their own.

Next, we have the service, the ritual service which God instituted in Israel.

He has never instituted another yet. He has brought ns indeed into the place

of worshipers and given us the Spirit, that we might worship acceptably and in

the nearness which divine grace has given to ns; but just on that very account

a ritual is not that which God has provided for us. We have nothing that an-

swers even to the book of Psalms. The joy with which God has filled our heart

and the truth which He has made our own, enable us to use all the assurances

of blessing which we find there or elsewhere. We are "blessed with all spiritual

blessings" in Christ, and therefore we can freely claim as ours anything that can

be called a "spiritual blessing." If God says to Joshua: "I will never leave

thee nor forsake thee," the apostle assures us we can claim tJiat; although if

there were any promise which could be thought of, perhaps, as special to the

individual, it would be that. But all spiritual blessings are ours. That does

not in the least take them from those to whom they were made. It does not

deprive Israel of any part of her inheritance or of her privileges. God simply is

the same God to ns, only more fully known, and therefore in greater fulness of

blessing for us. The greater includes the less, and the blessings spoken of

Ihrougliout the Old Testament, so far as they are spiritual blessings, are, there-

fore, fully oui-s.

We would need a large service book to be able to put them into voice aright,

but in fact anything of this kind would be contrary to that which we have as

our peculiar blessing, the presence of the Spirit of God amongst us. Are we to

put words into His mouth? He is with us, as we have seen, to give full ex-

pression to those prayers even, which may be expressed only by a groan, but it

is a groan intelligent in the ears of God; but the service of God, the ritual serv-

ice, was Israel's alone.

Then we have the promises; and these are in the same absolute way claimed

for Israel. It is plain, of course, that the Old Testament promises are meant,

those which any one in the apostle's time would recognize to be the promises.

The Christian ones were still a mystery,—and the apostle shows ns what is

meant by this, namely, that they were things hidden from ages and generations

and now made manifest to the saints. Thus the new covenant it-self, as ought

to be most plain, if we consider the terms of it, does not and cannot cover the

fulness of our blessing. The ministere of Christ are "stewards of the mysteries

of God " (1 Cor. iv. 1). What is characteristic of Christianity is jnst that wnich
ia beyond even the new covenant itself,—the opened sanctuary even is not^ but

it is not here the place to look further.

"The fathers" present to ns the venerable forms that we are familiar with in

Old Testament history; but Christ, again, as concerning the flesh, belongs to Is-

rael also; that is, He came of them; while at the same time it is carefully
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but of him that calleth,) it was said unto her, The
•elder shall serve the younger. As it is 'written, Jacob
I loved, but Esau I hated.
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gnarded here that there was in Him that which of necessity made His manhood
of much deeper significance than conid be implied in the fact of His coming of

Israel. The title which He constantly nses with regard to Himself in this con-

nection is that of the Son of Man. Israel conld have, in this sense, no exclusive

title to Him, and, in fact, not even a special fcitle. He is, of conrse, mnch more
than Man, One over all, ''God blessed forever." The distinct force of this has

been attempted to be set aside by many, and in different ways, which it does

not need to consider here. The words as we have them in onr version perfectly

express the original, and affirm in the strongest way that Christ is God in the

highest sense, the God who is over all. That does not conflict in the slightest

with the supreme title of the Father, but assures us that Christ is one with the

Father Himself, in the same way, supreme.

All this belongs, says the apostle, to that Israel, his kindred according to the

flesh: expressly cutting off in this way any spiritual application, so-called, as to

the Christian Church. It still belongs to, and cannot be taken from them,
notwithstanding their present condition, so long existent. God is strong and
patient.

This, then, is the people over whom the apostle mourns, and no wonder. How
is it possible for us to forget Israel's claim to the most affectionate remembrance?
But if they have failed and, as to the mass, been for the present set aside, the

word of God has not failed on that account. "All that are of Israel," says the

apostle, "are not" therefore "Israel." A nation in the flesh, there were
amongst them (scattered by the system, as already said,) the true children of

Gk)d; but outside also of Israel were cliildren of God, as we know. To belong

to the nation could not deprive any one who sought God, of the blessing of that;

and on the other hand, the belonging to Israel could not confer blessing upon
those whose backs were really towards Him. But God had taken care expressly

to show, in the very history which they had in their hands, that the seed of

Abraham were not, as they constantly assumed, the mere seed after the flesh.

These were not necessarily the children of Abraham in any proper sense. Thus,
the history itself marks out, and from the beginning, that in Isaac the seed shall

he called. Isbmael was, as to that, as much a child of Abraham as Isaac, but
Ishmael is not reckoned as of the seed, as Isaac is. His being the child of the

bondwoman might seem, perhaps, to account for that; therefore we have
another case, and a plainer one, which God has taken abundant pains to

make plain to us. Jacob, the younger, was in this the one chosen of God, and
not Esau. Yet they were both children of Kebecca; according to the flesh they

had both an equal title, if indeed the fullest were not Esau's, but here God
Himself .speaks out in the fullest way. Before the children were born, before

anything had been done by either of them, either good or bad, God says: "The
elder shall serve the younger." He does not base this upon any conduct of
theirs. He simply affirms it to be His will, and thus if Israel will maintain
that the seed of Abraham according to the flesh have rights based upon the

flesh, they must admit to these rights the Ishmaelites on the one hand and the

Edomites on the other; that election is of grace, therefore, that is of God's will

alone, is settled by history. But let us remember here that the moment we
speak of God's will, it is not merely, as we say, an arbitrary thing. In God's
will, His whole nature speaks. Yon cainiot find anywhere the will of God ex-

pressed in which yon will not find His character expressed also. In fact, where
this is manifested in the fullest way, just there we may expect the fullest and
sweetest manifestation of what God is. We must never lose sight of this when
we speak of the absolute will of God.

God's love is free: when He pleads with His people in Malachi the love He
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2. What shall we say then? Is there » unrighteousness
with God? Far be the thought. For he 'saith unto
Moses, I will have mercy on whom I have mercy, and I

will have compassion on whom I have compassion. So
then it is 'not of him that willeth, nor of him that run-
neth, but of God who hath mercy. For the 'scripture

saith unto Pharaoh, For this very purpose did I raise

thee up, that I might show in thee my "power, and that
my "name might be declared in all the earth. There-
fore on whom he willeth he hath mercy, and whom he
willeth he "'hardeneth.

V cf. Ps. 83. 17, 18; cf. Josh. 7. 9; ef. Neh. 9. 10. w cf. Ex. 4. 21; tf. Ex. 7. 18; <^.

Cf. Heb. 3. 13; cf. ch. 2. 4, 5; cf. Is. 6. 10.

q <^.Oen.l8.
25.

cf Gen. 15.

16.

r/. ch.S.5,6.

r Kx. 33. 19.

i cf. Deut.7.

</.Ja8.1.18.

<y.Jno.l.l2.
13.

t Ex. 9. 18.

cf. Acts 13.

22.

u cf. Jer. 10.

7.

ef Josh. 2.

9,10.
Ex. 8. 15, 32;

had shown to Jacob, He uses the name which reminds them of the natural charac-

ter of their father, stamped so upon his descendants also, before divine grace had
made him Israel. These names are used according to their different significance,

in application to his seed, as one may see conspicuously in Balaam's prophecy.
Here it suitably points out how little the "worm Jacob" had merited divine
love. On the other hand, if He has to say in contrast, "I hated Esau," He
carefully marks the wickedness on their part which had called forth His anger
against them. "They shall call them the border of wickedness, and the people
against whom the Lord has indignation for ever." This was not, as in the
former case, before the children were born, or had done good or evil; and the
free love of divine grace has no corresponding free hate, but longsufferiug pa-
tience toward the creatures He had made. Esau have I hated" was said at

the close of the Old Testament, after long trial extending over many centuries.

2. Bo J here immediately a question is raised by men. Is this righteousness?
It was the very question which the law that they had was meant to settle for

them and which it does eflfectually settle, that on man's part he has none; that
therefore he cannot claim anything from God on that score. If God set him
aside wholly from blessing, it is no question of righteousness in God. If we
speak of righteousness in that way, we ignore our own condition. The apostle
appeals to the history with regard to this. When they made the golden calf at
Hoieb, all was gone as far as tliat generation was concerned. God retreats into

Himself. He says: "I will have mercy upon whom I will have mercy and I

will have compassion upon whom I will have compassion." It is upon this

ground alone that He can take them up again. The Israel of Paul's time owed
thus, in fact, their very existence to this compassionate will of God.

The case of Pharaoh is another which men speak of much. God says of
Pharaoh: "For this same purpose I have raised thee up, that I might show in
thee My power and that My Name might be declared in all the earth." But
what does He mean by this? If God is going to declare His Name, for what
purpose is it? In fact, when God did thus raise up Pharaoh, the world at

large was sunk in idolatry. Pharaoh was the head of the most idolatrous na-
tion, probably, upon the face of the earth. He was also in a place in which
that which was done to him, the manifestation of God's sovereign power in his

case, would go far and wide amongst the nations. Was there no goodness mani-
fest in that very fact, that "against all the gods of Egypt" He was executing
judgment? We find that it did indeed speak, and the song of Israel at the Red
Sea shows what was the eflfect amongst the nations. Not indeed, that they were
brought to God by it; not necessarily that any were. Of this we have no knowl-
edge. Yet in the case of Rahab, supplemented, no doubt, by other testimonies,

we see how much it wrought. Tlius, if God raised up Pharaoh and made him a
monument of His judgment, it was mercy, nevertheless, that made him so, and
that mercy had been displayed with regard to Pharaoh himself, as it is very
easy to see. Nay, the hardening of Pharaoh's heart was largely wrought by the
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3. Thou wilt "say then unto me, Why then doth he yet

find fault ? for who hath resisted his will ? Nay, but,

O man, "who art thou who repliest against God? Shall

the thing 'formed say unto him that formed it. Why
hast thou made me thus ? Hath not the "potter power
over the clay out of the same lump to make one vessel

unto 'honor, and another unto dishonor? What if

Grod, willing to show his wrath and to make his power
known, endured with much 'longsuffering vessels of

</. Jer. 18. 1-12. 6 cf. Prov. 16.4; cf. 2 Tim. 2.20; cf. Acts 9.15. c cf. 2 Pet. 3. 9; cf. Prov. 1.22-32.

very mercy shown him. " Because judgment is not speedily executed against aa
evil work, therefore the heart of the sons of men is thoroughly set in them to do
evil." But shall not God show mercy then? He does show it, again and again,

removing the judgment threatened or brought about in the case of Pharaoh, and
when the king finds relief from that which had for the moment terrified him,
his heart hardens itself against God. One may say that we are told that it was
God who hardened it; certainly not by any putting forth of His power to do
this. It was rather the very mercy that was displayed, by which the hardening
was effected, and thus God's goodness remains all the way through, whatever
might be the effect upon a human heart in opposition to Him.* The sun which
melts the ice may harden the clay. It is the same sun that does both. Thus,
while it is true that "on whom He will He showeth mercy, and whom He will

He hardeneth," and although we may be little able to follow out in detail the

mystery of God's ways in this, we are not in the least called to justify Him.
The day will come when everything will be fully manifest ; and then He will

be "justified in judgment and clear when He is judged."
3. We are next told that in all these things, in the judgment, as well as in

the grace, God is manifesting Himself The apostle first of all indeed, rebukes

the thought of a man replying against God, whatever God may be pleased to do.

Such replying must necessarily be in vain. Could one succeed in establishing

his cause against Him, what could it be? It would be the ruin of everything.

Think of being able to show that God was not the righteous, holy, gracious God
He is! Think of the disaster everywhere which would result from such a thing.

The moment we speak of God, we must be still and know that He is God; and
the apostle insists upon this in the first place. If He be the potter. He has

power over the vessels to make one vessel to honor and another to dishonor.

Who shall deny Him that? How He will use His power is another matter. He
never says that He makes vessels to dishonor, but as a mere question of power
and wisdom, as merely the question of His Godhead, are we going to dethrone
God? As a fact, when the apostle comes to the different character of vessels, he
shows us that if God was minded to show His wrath and make His power
known. He did it, as in Pharaoh's case, while He "endured with much long
suffering the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction." That was exactly Pha-
raoh's case ; but he never says that God fitted the vessels for destruction. On
the other hand, if He would make known the riches of His glory upon the ves-

sels of mercy. He carefully adds : "Which He had afore prepared for glory. "f

* Three expreasions are used to describe the hardening of Pharaoh's heart :
" Pharaoh hard-

ened his heart"; " God hardened Pharaoh's heart"; "Pharaoh's heart was hardened." We
have in these the responsible person, Pharaoh, steeling his heart against the mercy and
judgment of God ; then, God's acts of mercy and judgment were His own, and by these,

m divine forbearance, the heart of the stubborn ting was fully manifested. It was the
judicial hardening which can thus be regarded as a divine infliction, as with Israel in Isa.

vi. Lastly, the circumstances are looked at as having the effect ; the result is simply men-
tioned.—S. R.

t Similarly, in the judgment of the nations in Matt, xxv., our Lord speaks to those on the
right of " the Kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world," but those on the
left He sends to "everlasting fire prepared"—not for them but, " for the devil and his angels."
That any are saved is due alone to grace, but men cannot blame God for those who are lost.—
S.B.
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wrath fitted for destruction, and that he might make
known the "* riches of his glory upon vessels of mercy,
which 'he had before prepared for glory? [even] us
whom he also called, ''not from the Jews only, but
also from the Gentiles? As he "saith also in Hosea,
I will call that my people which was not my people

;

and her beloved who was not beloved. And it shall

be that in the place where it was said unto them, Ye
are not my people, there they shall be called sons of
the living God.

4. But '^Esaias crieth concerning Israel, Though the
number of the children of Israel be as the *sand of the

sea, [it is] the •'remnant shall be saved : for he is

bringing the matter to an *end and [cutting it short in

righteousness, because]* a cutting short of the matter
will [the] Lord effect on the earth. And according as

Esaias said before, 'Unless [the] Lord of hosts had left

us a seed, we should have become as Sodom, and been
even made like to Gomorrha.
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* Many leave out the bracketed words, which complete the quotation
from the Septuagint.

cf. Is. 30. 12, 13; </. Dan. 9. 26, 27. I Is. 1. 9; cf. Lam. 3. 22, 23; <y. Mai. 3. 6; cf. Am. 4. 11

Gk)d's intervention in the one case is as carefully noted as it is positively absent

in the other, and this is the character of all His ways; His wrath needs to be
made known, and His power. The necessity of that in such a world as is

arouud us ought surely to be manifest. God's judgments tlius have a character

of mercy which we must never forget in relation to them, but if He comes out
in that which most fully expresses His will, as election does, for instance, here

we find all His heart conveyed in it. If election be of grace, then grace is that

which we must in the fullest way ascribe to God. "We," says the apostle, are

a sample of this: "We, whom He hath called not only from amongst the Jews,
but also from amongst the Gentiles." We are upon the same ground, and thus
it is that the apostle quotes Hosea here in two passages which manifestly apply
directly to Israel only: "I will call them My people which were not My people,

and her beloved which was not beloved;" and again: "It shall come to pass that

in the place where it was said unto them. Ye are not My people, there shall

they be called the sons of the living God." Both passages, as I have said, refer

to God's purposes with regard to Israel in the time to come, but as a principle

they equally show how He is acting and how He has title to act in His present

grace. The men of the Gentiles, who were not His peojile. He is calling His
people; and where He had said unto tliera, "Ye are not My people," there they
are now called of Him His children. The apostle does not say that this is an
exact fulfilment of Hosea's words. It is a fulfilment in principle, and that is all

that is implied in his quotation.

4. Mercy then, in fact, is Israel's only hope, and here everything has been de-

clared already and her own sins by the prophets. Isaiah crieth concerning Israel:

" Though the number of the children of Israel he as the sands of the sea, a rem-
nant shall be saved." It will be a remnant only out of many, and this applies

to the time not yet come, when " He will finish the work and cut it short in right-

eousness," when He is making a short work upon the earth. In the fourth

chapter of his prophecy, Isaiah has shown us how this will he carried out and
how the nation will become at last a holy nation, when "it shall come to )>as3

that he that is left in Zion, and he that remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be called

holy, even every one that is written among the living in Jerusalem: when the

Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall have
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5. What shall we say then ? That the Gentiles who fol-

lowed "not after righteousness, have attained to right-

eousness, but a righteousness which is of faith; but
Israel, pursuing after a "law of righteousness, hath not
attained to the law [of righteousness] *. Wherefore ?

Because it was not of "faith, but as of works.f For
they ^stumbled at the stumblingstone, according as it

is 'written. Behold, I lay in Zion a stumbling stone and
rock of offence, and he that believeth on him shall not
be ashamed.

* Many omit. t Many add, "of law."

(jr. Ps. 118. 22; cf. 1 Pet. 2. 6, 7;
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9 Is. 28. 16.

Matt. 21. 42.

purged the blood of Jernsalem from the midst thereof by the spirit ofjudgment
and by the spirit of burning." It is the time of which He says again that,

"When God's judgments are in the earth, the inhabitants of the world will

learn righteousness"; and this principle applies to Israel also. Judgment must
do its work, but in order that at last grace may be able to be manifested. But
thus, in contrast with the proud expectation of blessing from God as a whole, a
remnant only will remain to enjoy it. The remnant of that time will become
the nation for God. He quotes another witness from the same prophet, that
"Unless the Lord of hosts had left us a seed, we had been as Sodom and been
made like unto Gomorrah." The judgment of the cities of the plain would be
their judgment, except divine grace had made a difference.

5. But if there were no escape, except in God's mere mercy, from such an
issue as to Israel, a plain reason can be given for the rejection of the many
which was now taking place, although it was at that very time that Israel

manifested, as we know, their zeal for the law, in a certain sense therefore, for

righteousness. How strange a fact that while the Gentiles, largely men who
had never followed after righteousness, who were mere sinners of the Gentiles,

attained rigliteousness as believers in Christ, Israel, pursuing after the law of
righteousness, did not attain to it; but why? Because it was by law that they
sought it, in the way in which there was utter impossibility of ever finding

what they sought. This has been shown us already, again and again. They
rejected distinctly God's principle of faith, and thus they stumbled at the

Stumbling Stone,—Christ in His grace come low enough to be stumbled over, in

that humiliation which was the expression of His perfect grace, as well of the
need which that grace was to meet. It was the very thing which in their con-

dition became a stumbling block to them, and God had declared tiiat this wonld
be so. He was to place in Zion a "stone of stumbling and rock of offence."

The fulness of God's love exhibited in Him could be no other to men filled with
the Pharisaic self-righteousness whicli cliaracterized the nation. They knew not
their need and therefore the very goodness which ministered to that need—grace,

was rejected because it was grace: the lower it had come to minister to men,
the more ground had they in their thought for rejecting it.

SUBD. 2.

The contrast is now drawn between the law and the faith of the gospel.

This might seem to have been sufficiently discussed; but the law is so thor-

oughly according to man's mind, that it is hard indeed to divorce one from it.

After all the treatment which is given to it in this epistle we shall find, in that
to the Galatians, how the soul even that has learned to rejoice in the grace of
the gospel may still go back to what is the entire opposite of this, and we shall

have to take up again the question of this opposition there, though from a dif-

ferent point of view to that which we have at present. Yet the very word
"salvation," in the sense in which the gospel has made us to know it, is not
found in connection with the law; which, at best, puts it on the wicked man to
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Subdivision 2. (Chap, x.)

The contrast between law and the faith of the gospel.

1. "DRETHREN, the delight of my heart and my 'sup-
-t) plication to God for them is for salvation. For

I bear them witness that they have a 'zeal for God,
but not according to knowledge. For they being ' ig-

norant of God's righteousness, and seeking to establish

their "own [righteousness,]* have not "submitted to

the righteousness of God. For "'Christ is the end of
the law for righteousness to every one that believeth.

2. For * Moses describeth the righteousness which is of
law, that the man who hath done these things shall live

by them.f But the righteousness which is of faith

* A number omit.
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t Some read, " by it." f^^''
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X Lev. 18. 5; OaL 3. 12; cf. Lk. la 28.

save himself, and that by taming from his wickedness and doing what is lawful
and right, a thing which all his past has proved impracticable.

1. Here it is for the salvation of Israel that the apostle longs and prays. He
testifies that they have a zeal for Grod, a thing which reminds us of the terrible

fact that there is a way which seemeth right to a man, where yet the end may
be the ways of death. This is a thing which men would gladly forget. The open
ways of death are many enough, and every one recognizes that men do not get

to heaven by drunkenness or violence; but that there should be a way seeming
right to a man and in following which, therefore, he may be perfectly sincere,

yet proving in result to be the way of death, this is indeed a startling matter to

face. Let all consider, therefore, that the "broad way which leadeth to de-

struction, and many they are which go in at it," is not of necessity a way
of open wickedness; on the contrary, while sinful self is indeed and necessarily

against God, yet righteous self is a more universal and a worse antagonist. The
publicans and sinners followed Christ. The Pharisees and religious people
could not believe in Him. The apostle reminds us here that the whole effort of
the heart characteristically in Israel was to establish their own righteousness,

and thus the righteousness of God was ignored. The effort proves that men
have not measured themselves in the presence of God. Christ is now proclaimed
for righteousness "to every one that believeth," and that is the opposite of law.

The law says: " He that doeth " ; the gospel says: " He that heareth. " "Christ
is the end of the law," replacing and setting it aside, and bringing in a totally

contrastive principle.

2. The contrast with living by doing is plain. That is not faith, nor ia it

salvation. For the righteousness of faith, the apostle quotes, however, in what
ma^ seem a very strange fashion, Moses too. He puts into his words clearly

what is not in Moses; and the language of Deuteronomy the thirtieth, which he
uses, unquestionably speaks of the law itself "This commandment which I

command thee this day " could be nothing else but this. It was of this com-
mandment that Moses says: "It is not hidden from thee, neither is it far off; it

ia not in heaven, that thon shouldst say. Who shall go np for us to heaven to

bring it to us, that we may hear it and do it; neither is it beyond the sea, that
thou shouldst say, Who shall go over the sea for it and bring it to us, that we
may hear it and do it; but the word is very nigh unto thee, in thy mouth and
in thy heart, that thou mayest do it." Yet, in principle at least, the apostle

seems to find the gospel in this. Can it be implied, where not expressed? The
beginning of the chapter shows that Moses has been speaking of the time when
the predicted blessing and the curse shall have been alike fulfilled, and when,
scattered in every land, Israel will return in heart to what was then commanded
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speaketh thus : 'Say not in thy heart, Who shall as-

cend into the heavens?—that is, to 'bring Christ down

;

or, Who shall descend to the abyss?—that is to "bring

up Christ from among [the] dead. But what saith it?

The word is *nigh thee, in thy *mouth and in thy
''heart, (that is, the word of faith which we preach,)

that if thou shalt 'confess with thy mouth Jesus as

Lord, and shalt •^believe in thy heart that God hath
raised him from among [the] dead, thou shalt be saved.

For with the » heart one believeth unto righteousness,

and with the *mouth confession is made unto salvation.

For the scripture saith, 'Whosoever believeth on him
shall not be ashamed. For there is •^no difference as to

Jew or Greek : for the same Lord of all is rich unto
all who call upon him; for *whosoever shall call upon
the name of [the] Lord shall be saved.
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them. This explains the words "not in the heavens." The law had been given

them in the first place from heaven, God speaking to them thence; and again,

"not beyond the sea" refers to their scattered condition far away from their

land, and yet with the word in their hands, and now through grace in their

hearts also, for through grace it is. When they return in heart to God at that

time, GxKi will have compassion on them. They will be no more able to keep
the impossible terms of the law than they ever have been, and if God takes

them up at the end of their wanderings, it can only be in grace after all, al-

though by that grace itself the law is now written in their hearts. This reminds
ns at once of the new covenant, for the terms of the new covenant are: "I will

write My laws in their hearts"; yet how different is this "I will write" from
the legal compact, "thou shalt do" so and so! Thus the light dawns on us.

The apostle really makes explicit what is implicit in Moses' words; but then
again, for this, Christ must come in. With Moses that is yet a secret thing
which at least does not come into the pa.ssage quoted, but the apostle puts it in

as, in fact, indispensable. There could be no grace apart from Christ. There
could be no salvation apart from grace, and we are familiar with the new cove-

nant as that which, of necessity, must have Christ for its fulfilment. When
once we see this, we need have no difficulty about what is said here; and for us

"Who shall ascend into heaven, and who shall descend to the abyss?" can only
refer to Him. It seems strange at first sight that he should put it, "Say ye not
in thy heart, who shall ascend into heaven," and for the purpose named; who
ever did say that? No one, assuredly, ever thought of bringing Christ from
heaven, as no one ever thought of raising Him from the dead. These are things

outside of the range of man's natural expectation, much more of any accom-
plishment on his part; but this is, nevertheless, what was absolutely needed,
and thus the hopelessness of any effort on man's part is confessed at once. If

we cannot ask, even. Who shall do this? this after all is what has secured salva-

tion for ns and nothing else could secure it. Thank God, it is an accomplished
thing; and therefore still more, no one could need to ask the question. Only
the word of it remains, the report which awakens faith and of which faith lays

hold. There is simply the word in the mouth and the heart, a word of confes-

sion for the mouth, and of faith for the heart. The apostle does not hesitate to

put these together. He does not think of the possibility of a faith without con-

fession. He does not own such a thing to be faith. "Faith if it have not works,
is dead, being alone." It is, of course, the basis of all, necessarily. One must
believe that God has raised Christ from the dead or there will be no confession
of Him as the Lord of all, and the apostle joins confession with salvation surely.
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3. How then shall they 'call on him in whom they have
not believed? and how shall they "believe on him of
whom they have not heard ? and how shall they hear
without a "preacher? and how shall they preach unless
they have been "sent? according as it is ^written, How
beautiful are the feet of those who bring good tidings
of peace,*—of those who bring good tidings of good
things! But they have not all 'obeyed the gospel: for

'Esaias saith, Lord, who hath believed our report? So
then faith is by a 'report; and the report through the
word of God.f

4. But I say. Have they not heard? Yea, truly, 'Their
voice went out into all the earth, and their words unto
the ends of the habitable world. But I say, Did not
Israel know? First, "Moses saith, I will provoke you
to jealousy through [those who are] not a nation;
through a nation without understanding will I anger
you. But "Esaias is very bold, and saith, I was found
by those who sought me not; I was made manifest to
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as looking on to tliat time when Christ will confess in His tnra those who have
confessed Him upon earth. That is the time when salvation will be complete.
The calling on Him as to which he quotes from Joel, in the same way as Peter
at Pentecost, necessarily implies this. " Whosoever sliall call upon the Name
of the Lord .shall be saved." Notice how fully the deity of Christ is recognized
here, for " the Lord " in Joel is Jehovah; and notice, too, that by the words of
Joel himself the Gentile cannot be excluded. If it be "whosoever believes"
and "whosoever confesses," the Gentile, of necessity, may come in here upon
the same footing as Israelites themselves.

3. Here then is tlie gospel. To fulfil its purpose, it must be published, sent
out. Here is the wide-spread mission call of Christianity, and of such a call the
law knew nothing. It had a special priesthood, but no recognized ministry
outside the bounds of Israel itself. That special priesthood proved, in fact, that
those who were outwardly nigh were still, as to tlie mass, i'ar off, and the priest-

hood themselves, as we know, could not really draw near to God. How little,

therefore, was there for a gospel to the world! The exclusive position of Israel,

of which Pharisaism boasted so much, was, in fact, the confession that the time
was not yet come for the proper revelation of God. God was not yet in the
light, the way into the holiest was not manifested. When this takes place,

immediately the question is raised which the apostle puts in this epistle: ''Is

He the God of the Jews only? is He not also of the Gentiles?" Could He
possibly reveal Himself, and yet hide that revelation from any of His creatures?
On the contrary, it must now everywhere be pressed that God has drawn near
to man, and the claim for answer must be pres.sed along with it. There is still

an obedience requisite, an obedience of faith, without which there can be no
blessing; and this comes nearer home to every man than any call under the law
could possibly do; for let a man hear the law as he might, it was not the man
that heard, but the man that did, that was accepted. Now, on the other band,
if a man hears, truly hears, he is accepted at once, and thus the question of
obedience to such a call is urged at once. There is no reservation of it to a pos-
sible future, when he shall have fulfilled impracticable conditions.

4. The apostle goes on now to Israel's rejection. The call had been given
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those who inquired not after me. But unto Israel he
saith, "All the day long have I stretched out my hand&
unto a disobedient and gainsaying people.

SuBDivisiOK 3. (Chap, xi.)

How Israel's portion will be made good to them,.

1. T SAY then, hath God 'cast away his people? Far
J- be the thought. For ''/also am an Israelite, of the

seed of Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin. God hath
not cast away his people whom he 'foreknew. Know
ye not what the "Scripture saith in [the history of]

Elias? how he pleadeth with God against Israel : Lord,
they have killed thy prophets, they have dug down
thine altars; and I am left alone, and they seek my
life. But what saith the divine answer to him? I have
lefl to myself seven thousand men who have not bowed
the knee to Baal. Even so then, in this 'present time
also, there exists a remnant according to the election

of grace. And if it be by "grace, it is no longer of
works; otherwise ''grace becomes grace no longer.*

* Some add, " And if of works, it is no longer grace ; otherwise work
is no more work."
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her. The apostle quotes for this the words of the nineteenth psalm. The voice

of the heavens in creation, of which it speaks, is that which corresponds to

the world-wide call, now that the heavens are indeed speaking; but the prophets
had foretold what, in fact, has now taken place. God had said that He would
anger Israel by a foolish nation, that is, by an idolatrous one, for this is the

thought of "foolish " constantly in the Old Testament. "The fool hatli said in

his heart, there is no God," or, at any rate, has wandered from the right One.
Thus Israel's rejection was not only a present fact, but a fact that had been long
before announced. If there was a remnant at all, it was a remnant according
to the election of grace.

SUBD. 3.

We are now to see how Israel's portion is yet to be made good to them. "We
have seen already, that, in fact, the promises of God must be fulfilled. They
are not, if we think of those to Abraham, conditioned upon any response on
man's part. God alone is the Speaker in them, and as the apostle tells us in the

next epistle (Galatians) the law which was 430 years after could not be added
as a condition to what God had already unconditionally declared. Israel's por-

tion is then, yet to be made good to them; but this involves another tiling. If

the special place and privileges of the nation are to be restored, the church sub-
sists only by the breaking down of these very distinctions. In it there is neither

Jew nor Gentile, but it is composed of both, united by one Spirit in the body of
Christ. Thus, then, the Church must have passed away from the earth before

Israel's promises can be fulfilled. The two conld not exist together at the same
time, and so it is stated in this chapter; as concerning the gospel, with regard
to that, Israel, although always beloved for the fathers* sakes, is yet treated na-
tionally as an enemy, and it is not, therefore, by the gospel as it goes out at

present, that Israel as a whole can be brought hack to God.
1. The apo.stle dwells first of all upon the fact of this present election of grace

as declaring God's unchanged favor towards them. "God," he says, "hath not
cast off His people whom He foreknew." That foreknowledge embraced, as-

suredly, all the history of the people of His choice. He at least could not be
disapiwinted, nor could the evil in them work cliange in Him. He conld cer-
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2, What then? Israel hath not 'obtained that which he
seeketh after; but the election hath obtained it, and
the rest were blinded, according as it is '"written, God
hath given them a spirit of slumber, eyes so as not to see,

and ears so as not to hear, unto this day. And "David
saith. Let their table be made a snare and a trap and a
stumbling block and a recompense unto them ; let their

eyes be darkened that they see not, and bow down
their back alway.

3. 1 say then, Have they stumbled that they might *fall?

Far be the thought; on the contrary, 'by their fall sal-

vation [is come] to the Gentiles, to provoke them to

^jealousy. And if their fall be the * riches of the world,

and their loss the riches of the Gentiles, 'how much
more their fulness? For I speak unto you Gentiles,

inasmuch as I am "apostle of the Gentiles, I glorify my
service; if by any means I may "provoke to jealousy

[those who are] my flesh, and may save some out of
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tainly never be deceived. The heart of man, which man indeed is incompetent
to fathom, He Himself claims to know iierfectly. If there is a remnant pre-

served among them at all, it is an election of grace, and therefore independent
of works, as the apostle says here,—of works of any kind. Grace, he adds, be-

comes grace no longer if works are mingled with it. Through all their history,

even at the time of most complete national apostasy, still, as he reminds us here,

there was ever a remnant. Elias, even, could make intercession to God, alas,

against Israel. "Lord," he says, "they have killed Thy prophets and digged
down Thine altars, and I am left alone, and they seek my life"; but it was a
mistake in every way. God had still reserved to Himself, as He says, 7,000
men who had not bowed the knee to the image of Baal. That was His work,
and therefore no power of the enemy could overthrow it. The remnant in Israel

is, according to the prophet, the sap of the tree, which, though the tree be cut
down, shows nevertheless that there is life in it. If there were no sap, there
would be no life; but as long, therefore, as there is a remnant according to the
election of grace, Israel still in that sense lives before Grod.

2. Blindness in part, however, has happened to them. Tliat which Israel

sought for, they have not obtained. We have already seen that the most zealous
seekers were apparently those farthest from fulfilling the conditions of success-

ful search. "The election hath obtained it," says the apostle, "and the rest

were blinded." They have fallen under the judicial sentence of God, as again
their prophets witnessed. God had given them such eyes as did not see, and
such ears as did not hear.

3. They had stumbled confessedly over the Stumbling Stone. They had not
eyes for Christ. They saw "no beauty in Him, that they should desire Him."
They had stumbled, but not that they might utterly fall, as is plain from the
fact that the salvation of the Gentiles was in order to provoke them to jealousy.
Gtod still then was expecting from them what His own grace alone could pro-
duce. But then, if such consequences and blessings were the result of their fall,

would not their fulness, when it should take place, be for still greater blessing
to men at large? If their casting away nationally resulted in the message of
reconciliation going out to the world, will not their being received back again
be life from the dead? This, as we know, in fact, has been abundantly pro-

mised. There is no blessing for the earth apart from the blessing of Israel.

There could be no fulfilment of the prophecies of that time of the earth's bless-
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them. For if the "casting away of them be the recon-
ciling of the world, what shall their reception be but
''life from among the dead?

4. Now if the 'firstfruit be holy, so is the lump; and if

the root be holy, so also are the branches. Now if

•"some of the branches were broken off, and thou, being
a 'wild olive-tree, wast grafted in among them, and
becamest a 'jointpartaker of the root and fatness of the
olive-tree, "boast not against the branches; but if thou
boast, it is not "thou bearest the root, but the root thee.

Thou wilt say then, The branches were broken off, that
I might be grafted in. Well; through "unbelief they
were broken off, and thou *standest through faith: be
not 'high-minded, but fear, if indeed God hath not
'spared the natural branches, lest he also spare not
thee.*
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ing without Israel being in the centre of it, as every picture shows. Of course,

if, for Israel in the prophet we are content to read the Church, then everything
will be changed indeed, but God's word, read iu the simplicity of its ample
statement, cannot possibly allow of this.

4. The present mercy to the Gentiles is, however, (and that of necessity,) the

testing of these also. The witness of what man is must surely go on throughout
the ages as man himself goes through them. Solemn it is to realize this in the

case of Christianity, with all its fulness of blessing. Men are willing enough to

forget what Scripture, however, so thoroughly assures us of. In Paul's day,

the mystery of iniquity was at work; and this was to go on to its end in an
apostasy out of which the man of sin, to be destroyed at the coming of Christ

Himself, will arise. Grace indeed reigns in the gospel; but if we argue that

this means that it is to conquer the world, this is directly denied by Scripture

itself "Let favor (or grace) be shown to the wicked," says Isaiah, "yet will

he not learn uprightness." "When Thy judgments are in the earth, the in-

habitants of the world will learn righteousness." It is that which we find in

Judges with regard to Israel, the King must come. Nothing will do but the

coming of the King; and this not because of the power of the enemy simply, for

the power of God is with His people and there can be no failure there, but be-

cause of the wickedness and failure of God's people themselves.

The apostle in the type of the olive ignores all that is distinctive of Christ-

ianity and speaks of the Gentiles as simply grafted into the place of Israel's

broken oflF branches. These parables from nature are never pictures of grace in

its fulness. In the tree, we have ever considered the responsibility for fruit; so

with the vine, whether we look back to the prophet's application of this to

Israel herself, or in the Lord's application of it to Christian profession now.
The vine above all. perhaps, speaks of the necessity of fruit; it is of no use ex-

cept for fruit; but here we find that there are branches also which are broken
oflj and in the Old Testament prophet, the vine itself is laid waste and trampled
down.

The fig-tree planted in the vineyard now desolate as such, refers to the rem-
nant returned from Babylon in Ezra's and Nehemiah's time; but here again the
Lord takes up that figure, in order to show God's expectation of fruit from it,

and how, when Christ Himself came, there was still none. Sentence was ready
to go forth: "Cut it down, why cnmbereth it the ground?" Still His own in-
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5. Behold then the goodness and severity of God : upon
those that fell, "severity ; but upon thee 'goodness of

God,* if thou abide in his goodness; 'otherwise thou

also shalt be cut off, And they also, if they ''abide not

in unbelief, shall be grafted in; for God is 'able to graft

them in again. For if thou wast cut out of the olive-tree

that is wild by nature, and hast been grafted contrary

to nature into a good olive-tree how much more shall

these who are •''according to nature, be grafted into

their own olive-tree? For I would not have you igno-

rant, brethren, of «* this mystery, lest ye should be wise
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tercession causes it to be spared for a while yet. It is digged about and dunged;
and now, ififc will bring forth fruit, well; but, as we know, this was fuliilled

wheu the Spirit of God came down amongst men at Pentecost, and still there

was no answer from the people of that day.

The olive again speaks naturally of that in which the Spirit is found, for the

oil, as we know, is the type of the Spirit; but the same element of responsibility

is found in it. What is looked for may not be there in fact. The branches are

broken off for lack of a faith which they never had, and one may partake of the

fatness of the olive-tree and yet not have this. The Spirit's work, in a sense, is

implied, but not, as we see, of necessity, any inward work. If the apostle

speaks of the lump being holy as the firstfruit was, he is referring to Abraham
as set apart to God, and Israel had the same setting apart, but it was not

necessarily more than external. The branches and the root are similar.

The root again was Abraham, and it is clear that in Abraham yon have, in

fact, the first separation to God out of the world that history furnishes. The
nations had now gone off into idolatry, gone fully away from God, although we
might find exceptionally a Melchisedec amongst them. Out of that general
corruption, God separates Abraham to Himself, and thus begins a new princi-

ple upon the earth. Israel manifest still God's principle, however little they
realize the spiritual character of it in His thought; however little they might be
indeed separate from the mass of the nations round about them.

God acting indeed in His grace in this way has made Israel to be, as it were,
the very tree itself into which the Gentiles have now been grafted. Here the
New Testament speaks with the Old. As the vessel of the Spirit, who can deny
Israel's special place? Paul himself, the very apostle of the Gentiles, was,
nevertheless, not a Gentile, as he puts it here, in the sense in which he is speak-
ing. The Gentile is a wild graft, which, therefore, if grafted into the olive is

"contrary to nature." It is, as we know, contrary to nature to graft that which
is wild upon the good. Faith is required now, and the branches are broken off,

therefore, because they do not answer to this. They are not competent to meet
the claim which Christianity makes upon them, and Ihey are broken off from
their own olive-tree. Thus, if God be pleased to graft Israel back again, we
need not be surprised. The Gentile cinnot po.ssihly claim, according to this, to
have any necessary right in it, much less to be the whole thing, as he is apt to
claim. Israel is only blinded in part until the fulnass of the Gentiles is come in.

5. There is a limit to the present blinding; there is a limit to the time of
blinding altogether. When, in God's mind, the complete number of the Gen-
tiles is brought in, Israel will, as a whole, be saved; not, as the apostle says
here, by the gospel, but by the Deliverer coming, not now out of Bethlehem, as
once He came, to be rejected; but out of Zion. He does not come as the Babe
born to the nation any more, but as the King and Conqueror, and then it is
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in your own conceits, that "blindness in part is come to

pass to Israel, until the 'fulness of the Gentiles be come
in; and so •^ all Israel shall be saved; as it is * written.

The Deliverer shall come out of Zion ; he * shall turn

away ungodliness from Jacob. And this is the covenant
on my part for them, when I shall take away their sins.

As concerning the gospel, they are 'enemies for your
sakes; but as concerning the election, beloved for the

"•fathers' sakes: for the gracious gifts and calling of

God are "without repentance.

* Some read, "And he."
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when "Every eye" sees Him. "They also who pierced Him" shall see him,

and the outburst of coufession on the part of the people will be the beginning of

their natioual blessing. Enemies indeed they now are, that is, treated by God
as enemies; which does not, of course, refer simply to the enmity in their heart,

but that God treats them for what they are, enemies, as to the gospel,—while it

goes out, though still the gifts and calling ot God abide for them unchangeable.

For us there is a solemn consideration here. How fully that which is charac-

teristically Gentile Christianity has come in the minds of the vast number to be

considered the whole thing, scarcely needs to be insisted on. Israel are to be
saved, no doubt, but simply by the extension of the blessings of the gospel to

them. Cliristians are that spiritual Israel, which is to bud and blossom, and
fill the face of the earth with fruit. Thus the Gentiles have become, in siiite of

the apostle's warning against it, "wise in their own conceits." They have in-

deed thought that they bore the root, rather than the root them, and ignored

the conditional footing upon which we, in common with Israel, as the professing

people of God, stand. But the apostle brings it out fully here. "Behold, then,"

he says, "the goodness and severity of God: upon those that fell, severity, but

toward thee goodness, if thou continue in His goodness, otherwise thou also shalt

be cut off." Now have we—could we venture to say we have—continued in

Go<l's goodness? Who will say so? Why then do we hear so much of revival,

and the need of revival, except because of the constant tendency to decline?

But is it a tendency only? What does the very Eeformation, which we rejoice

over so much, bear witness as to the general condition of Christendom at the

time in which this took place? What was that of the Komanism out of which

the Protestant churches through the mercy of God emerged? Out of Rome,
what could we say of the Greek and eastern churches, which God allowed to be

smitten with the rod of Mohammedanism for their idolatrous abominations?

To come closer home, what shall we say of the condition of the Protestant

churches themselves since God broke the papal chain, and set them free? What
of Unitarianism, Rationalism, and the hundreds of sects and heresies, which are

the unansvverable reproach and witness against them ? What are we sliding

into now, which allows Romanism to-day to boast herself, however foolishly and
falsely, as being the preserver of Scripture? Alas, we have not continued in

God's goodness; and thus the sentence of excision is clearly upon us, "thou also

shalt be cut off."

Thus when, according to Isaiah, the light shall arise again upon Israel, it will

not be merely to add new splendor to a day already bathing with its brightness

the nations of the earth, but on the contrary, as he—most unaccountably accord-

ing to the dreams men are indulging in—most plainly says, when ^'darkness

shall cover the earth, gross darkness the nations" (chap. Ix. 1-3). The Gentile

church is become apostate, as Paul elsewhere shows (2 Thess. ii. 3-12), the true

saints having been removed to heaven. How important to realize the times in

which we are, and what is before ns, that we do not go with the mass in the
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6. For as ye indeed "once were disobedient to God, but
now have been shown mercy ** through their disobedi-

ence, so also have these now disobeyed the mercy to

you, that tliey also may become objects of 'mercy.
For God hath ""shut up all together in unbelief, that he
might show mercy unto all. O the 'depth of the riches

both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! how 'un-

searchable are his judgments, and his ways past finding

out! For "who hath known the mind of the Lord, or

who hath been his counselor? or who hath "first given
to him, and it shall be recompensed to him? For "of
him, and through him, and for him are all things, to

whom be "glory throughout the ages. Amen.
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smooth ways in which they are prophesying to themselves peace, but walk in

separation to God from all that is bringing in the end in judgment!
6. Bat the victory over sin is thus, after all, God's alone. Israel's unbelief

has been the occasion of His mercy to the Gentiles in this very way; through
the impossibility of any claim on their part any more to the privileges that were
theirs, they become objects of mercy merely. They had refused God's mercy
when it went out to the Gentiles. They are to be blessed finally as themselves

mere Gentiles, having no claim beyond that. Thus, they are brought upon the

common ground in which alone blessing can Ije found for any man. God could

not bless them in self-righteousness it is clear; and He must in all His ways
show that man throughout is a debtor to mercy alone. This is the occasion for

the apostle's adoring recognition of the "riches, both of the wisdom and knowl-
edge of God." The plan is clearly His; man could never have thought it out in

this way. Naturally, he would never put himself in the position in which,

nevertheless, divine grace finds him. He has not even "known the mind of the

Lord," much less "been His counselor." "Of God and through God and to

God are all things, to whom be glory for ever!

"

Div. 4.

We come now to the practical results, the ways suited to these mercies of

which the apostle has been speaking. The place in which practice comes we
have seen far back, in the book of Numbers. We have in Genesis, life, the

primary necessity ; in Exodus, the knowledge of redemption ; in Leviticus we
are introduced into the sanctuary, into the presence of God, and learn the holi-

ness that suits Him—ourselves now, what could not then be said, in nearness to

Him ; then we have in Numbers the practical walk through the world. So
here we must first know the truth, as the Lord says, "that the truth may make
us free," established in the position divine grace has given us. It is in that

which is Christian in us that the Spirit of God .alone works, in the new nature,

not in the natural man. "Faith worketh by love," and then again it is love

that appeals to love, and "perfect love," which is God's love towards us, "casts

out fear, because fear hath torment," so that "he that feareth is not made per-

fect in love :" he has not yet got his lesson aright. Thus, we are set in the bless-

ing at the outset. We have not to work into it to win it, and all this bears

witness to the truth of the gospel, which is not of works, but of God's grace.

We live and do, not do and live.

SUBD. 1.

1. The harmony and universality of the obedience claimed are first brought be-

fore us. The principle with which we begin shows us this. The body is to be

given up "a living sacrifice" to God. The body is the instrument of the

spirit ; and this so completely that, if it be laid hold of for Him, there is no
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1(1-3): The
principle:
the body a
living sac-
rifice to the
will ofGod.

DIVISION 4. (Chaps, xii.-xvi.)

Ways suited to these mercies.

Subdivision 1. (Chap, xii.)

The spirit of harmonious,, universal obedience.

L. T^EXHORT you, therefore, brethren, by the mer-
-L cies of God, to present your bodies a 'living sacri-

fice, holy, acceptable to God, your "intelligent service.

And be not 'conformed to this age, but be transformed
by the 'renewal of your* mind, that ye may ''prove
what is the good and acceptable and perfect will of
God.

• Some omit " your."
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cf. 2 Cor. 4.

16.

d Eph. 5. 10.

part of the practical life bat must, of necessity, be His. The feet are used to
walk at His bidding, the bands to employ ourselves in His things, the tongue
to speak for Him and nothing else, the ear to hear His words ; the eye also, so

that whatever it looks upon, it will look upon as being nnder His control. It is

plain that the whole life, thus, finds its government. The body indeed, as the
apostle has shown us, is dead ; but as dead it can yet be used in the power of the
Spirit of God, which, as we have seen, is in it expressly for this purpose, to
make it a temple for His praise. People put the citadel of practical life too far

in, and even sometimes seem to think they exalt the spirit by ignoring the body;
no matter what the ear hears or the eye looks upon, the spirit may be unaffected
by that, which, of course, is true in one respect ; but the eye affects the heart,

and if we allow the eye to wander away from His control, we have allowed the
enemy thus far and he has already gained a victory. Here, as we can under-
stand, there is indeed the call for sacrifice. We need to deny ourselves as those
who belong to Another, "a living sacrifice " indeed, in contrast with those sac-

rifices of the law which were sacrifices in death. This is in life, but a most real

one, and such a sacrifice the yoke of Christ already implies for us; easy as His
yoke may be, and light His burden, still it is a yoke, a restraint upon the mere
natural inclinations. There was but One who answered fully to the type of the
red heifer, upon which never came yoke, He who could say with the whole
heart: "I come to do Thy will," with whom there was nothing else than this

;

for Him there could be no yoke. But yoke as there may be, and something in

us, as we all shall confess, that needs to be restrained
;
yet the mercies of God,

as we have already seen them displayed in the gospel, persuade ns to this full

surrender of onreelves, not as a hard, bat a joyful subjection. What, indeed, is

there of freedom compared with that of walking in ways that are ways of perfect
holiness, but also of perfect love, where divine wisdom guides us continually
and where divine power encompasses us and guards us? Thus it is "by the
mercies of God " that the apostle beseeches Christians to offer up their bodies
"a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, an intelligent service."

But around us is a scene in opposition to us and to God. "The age," not
"the world," is that which we are not to be conformed to. In a sense it is the
world, but this seen in its control of the whole scene through which we move.
The age is never Christian, even though Ciiristianity is fully come, and we may
be now living in lands which are called Christian; yet the god of "the age," as
the word really is (2 Cor. iv. 4), is Satan. The strongest possible expression is

used. He is not merely the prince, but the god of this age, and we can under-
stand the difficulty that all this presents for us and the need we have of power
working with and through us, greater than our own. Another thing.—it was
in this age that we had our part naturally, and we need actually to be trans-
formed by the renewing of our minds, that is, by our minds being made entirely
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2. For I say, through the grace given me, unto every
one that is among you, not to be •high-minded, above
the mind he ought to have, but to be sober-minded, as

God hath apportioned to each the measure of faith.

For as in •''one body we have many members, and all
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anew, in order to escape from it. " Eenewal " la here not that which we need
as realizing the wear and tear of things, the mere refreshment and revival of
strength, but the actual production of another spirit and temper altogether. We
need, therefore, as is plain, the word of God as that which alone can expose the
subtle influences which are all around us and deliver us from the plausible de-

ceptions wliich are abroad. "The word of God is sharper tiian any two-edged
sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit," a "discerner
of the thoughts and intents of the heart." We need the double edge of it, the
one for ourselves, allowing our thoughts and intents to be searched out by it;

the other for what is objectively before us. How blessed to know that the prov-

ing of the will of God which will thus be effected will realize how good, accept-

able and perfect that will is ! There is an experience here which every soul in

the least divinely taught knows well, an experience which has in it the most
wonderful encouragement. How can we tell rightly what the divine way is

except as we walk in it? Who that has walked in it, whatever the apparent
severity of its requirements, but knows the blessedness of this?

2. Now we have, in the next place, service. Service to God is what, of course,

is implied in what we have already had. Now this is made practical as service

to our brother. "If we do not love our brother whom we have seen, how can
we love God, whom we have not seen ? " Our brother is thus the representative

of God, of Him who is Father to us all ; and the Church, as the body of Christ,

of neces.sity means such a field of service. The apostle has not spoken of the

Church, the epistle to the Romans does not enter upon this ; but when we come
to practice, the Church in fact exists, and it is the nearest thing to us that does
exist. This, the apostle speaks of, therefore, at the very start, only he tells us
that there is something we have to do in order to be fit for service in such a field

as this. We must learn to esteem ourselves aright, "not to think of ourselves

more highly than we ought to think, but to think soberly, according as God hath
given to each the measure of faith." Faith is not measured in the sense of its

being so limited that it might possibly fail us for any work that is ours. Its

limit is only found when we get outside our own sphere, and take up, perhaps,

another's work. We shall not find faith for that. Thus we have to learn our
capacity; but here again we cannot learn this by simply looking in upon our-

selves. We cannot estimate our capacity until we have in measure proved it,

and that is how God leads us on, not only making us know the qualification for

what service He has made ours, but developing in us also the gift which He has
given. Love, of necessity, sets us to work : it is the spirit of service. Love
alone will prompt us, in view of needs we find, to do what we can to minister

to them. Here, if it be love, we are safeguarded also, for love is the lowliest

thing that can be. It " seeketh not its own," and thus pride and ambition are

necessarily foreign to it ; they are its contradiction, its opposite. But as we are

brought into contact with the need around, and in love seek to do whatever
lowly service Grod may give us, we find in practical working what God has in-

deed fittetl us for, and only in such a way is knowledge truly acquired. It is

noticeable, when we come to the Gentiles, how the apostle here puts together

things that are clearly "gifts" in the way in which we ordinarily speak,

—
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or ^ministering, [let us occupy ourselves] in minister- i c/.coi.4.i7.

ing; or he that ''teacheth, in teaching; or he that 'ex- i^etc!^^
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horteth, in exhortation; he that "giveth, [let it be] in *c/.Eph,4.

c/. 2 Tim. 2. 2, 15. I cf. Heb. 3. 13; 10. 25; 13. 22. m ef. 2 Cor. 9. 10-15.

public gifts for the Church,—and things that are of the most private character.

Prophecy comes first ; then ministry; a large and general term nsed for it, which
has been ecclesiastically narrowed into "deaconship ;" then teaching, exhorta-

tion, but next, giving, and after that, ruling and showing mercy. It is as if the
apostle foresaw the distinctions which have in fact come in, and that Christians

would divide into different classes upon these points. In the first case even,

there is a character of prophecy which applies to the whole Church. " Ye may
all prophesy," says the apostle elsewhere, "one by one ;" and he adds, "Covet
to prophesy." Again, if we are not all teachers, we may all teach, according to

our ability. Exhortation is necessarily a thing wide enough in character and
all ought to fiii& their place here also. In fact, there is never a limit to the use
of anything we have, except that we do not go beyond the measure of spiritual

ability. "The manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit

withal." As already said, love and lowliness,—and the two go together,—will

find their way everywhere without diflBcnity. To dwell upon ourselves is

not the divine preparation. Love leads us out of ourselves and occupies us with
others, while indeed we do learn practically, as already said, what God has
qualified us for, but we learn it in the presence of others and with the necessary

safeguards which practical experience furnishes for us.

But let us notice now, that in the order here, prophecy comes first. No doubt
the apostle has in contemplation especially what was the gift so needed at that

time, and which filled out divine revelation to its present fulness ; but we are

not surely to confine it to this. The first place in which we find it should make
ns realize the blessed position we have in Christianity as thus brought near to

God, and with the most ample opportunity and encouragement in learning His
mind. As the prophet said of old :

" God will do nothing, but He will make it

known to His servants the prophets." And now. His full mind being made
known to us in Christ, the practical possession of this, and in such a way as that

we shall have a word for every emergency that can arise, is open to us all. The
exhortation here is that men prophesy "according to the proportion of faith,"

words which liave been variously taken ; but we can understand that faith is

the whole matter here, and that for us the word of God furnishes with all that

faith has to do with. It will ever be in entire dependence upon this, which, of

necessity, therefore, tests all that can be called such.

In the three next cases, the great point is to occupy ourselves with that which
God has really entrusted to ns. We may lose the practical possession of our
gift to almost any extent, by failing to use it, and, in fact, how much ministry

is thus lost to the Church! Timidity, lack of confidence in God, but which
necessarily goes, therefore, with a lack, more or less, of that divine love which
would make us forget ourselves and break through all barriers which are not of

God Himself,—these things may make us to be really unconscious of what God
has endowed ns with, much more, of what He would lead us on to. For "to
him that hath, shall more be given." Let him that teacheth, therefore, occupy
himself with his teaching, a gift which is specially apt to be encroached upon
by demands of another character. Teaching is naturally of slower development
than, for instance, evangelizing. We need to acquire the knowledge which we
are to use in this way ; but how many things come in here to hinder even
the proper furnishing with this knowledge! The order of acquirement that

Peter gives us is: "Add to your faith, virtue, and to virtue, knowledge."
"Virtue" is there the soldier's virtue,—courage. It is that spirit of decision

which at any cost carries us on. If all God's various knowledge lies open before

us, who would not desire to possess himself of it? But there is need for it to

be practical, for God will not give that which is to be trifled with or hoarded
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simplicity;* he that "leadeth, with diligence; he that

"showeth mercy, with cheerfulness.

3. Let love be^unfeigned, 'abhorring evil, cleaving to
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up merely. He gives for use, and we must have courage to use it. It seems

more difficult, perhaps, to realize how "lie that exhorteth" is to occupy him-

self with exhortation. Exhortation, we say, can only be as the need arises, but

still how many needs there are. How much, in fact, is before our eyes that we
excuse ourselves, perhaps, from having to do with,—and the inventive faculty

is great in making excuses. Exhortation is not, as we know, apt to be always

an acceptable thing, and then again we have to guard our own spirits carefully

with regard to it.

Next we have: "He that giveth, let him do it with simplicity." That has

been variously put as liberality, but, in fact, the two things are very similar.

A man that gives simply will do it liberally. The need will appeal to him and

the love that is in him be aroused by the need; and true love is wise; there is

no blindness about it. Divine love is, in fact, never separate from divine

wisdom.
Next, we have "he that ruleth" or "he that leadeth." The leader is of ne-

cessity, to a large extent, the ruler also, but there is no absolute rule, except

that of the Spirit in the church of God; but he that realizes that he is leading

others has, of necessity, much responsibility attaching to this. If his word is

weighty, he must be the more careful. The apostle says here, he must rule or

lead " with diligence," that is, not careless of what he is doing, not at random,

but as giving thought and care to that which is having eflfect upon the minds

of others. The apostle closes here with, "he that showeth mercy, with cheer-

fulness."* These are, of course, only specimens of how we are to use the gifts

that are given to us, and the opportunity of showing mercy is itself, in a way, a

gift,

3. Next comes what we shall realize more as frnit in holiness. Tliat word

"fruit," which we do not find here, we shall find in Galatiaiis in a striking con-

nection (Gal. v. 22, comp. ver. 19). Here we have the fruit of the Spirit in con-

tra.st with the works of the flesh. Activity is not necessarily fruit, as we must

easily realize. Fruit is a growth, the product of life, and which needs nurture

and maturing in order to be right and ripe. There is a unity about it which in

work there is not. In how many directions the flesh may work, even relig-

iously; but fruit in holiness cannot be mistaken for this. Here the apostle's

first word is that which brings us to the heart of the matter. Love is the divine

nature. It is, in a sense, the whole thing, but then we make so many mistakes

about it, that we need to have this carefully guarded. Love it.self abhors that

which is evil, cleaves to that which is good. Yon cannot, in fact, cleave to

what is good without abhorring the evil which is its opposite. Then, how much
there is in the world of the aSiectation of love, an outside show of it which may
deceive even, not merely others, but one's self also. How often we mistake in

our estimation of the reality of the love we have to others. People are necessjiry

to us, they minister to our pleasure. We appreciate that, value them in a

• Showing mercy, while a general term, is suflBciently definite for us to get its meaning. It

does not mean forgiveness, or showing mercy in that sense, but rather all acts of kindness

and charity—as illustrated by the good Samaritan. This mercy is to be shown, not grudgingly

but "with cheerfulness," "hilarity "as the word literally is—a kind of exhibition of that
" merry heart which doeth good like a medicine." It need hardly be said that this is farthest

removed from a worldly levity which would grieve tlie Spirit of God.—S. R.
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'prayer persevering; "communicating to the needs of

the saints, pursuing 'hospitality. "Bless them that

persecute you, bless and curse not. 'Rejoice with
those that rejoice, [and] weep with those that weep.
Have the 'same mind one towards another, not affect-

ing high things, but consorting with the <^ lowly; be

not 'wise in your own eyes; repaying no one •''evil for

evil ; ^careful to have things right before all men ; if it

be possible, as far as dependeth upon *you, being at

peace with all men; not 'avenging yourselves, beloved,

on the contrary 'give place unto wrath ; for it is * writ-

ten. Vengeance is mine, I will recompense, saith [the]

Lord. Therefore, 'if thine enemy hunger, feed him

;

if he thirst, give him drink : for in so doing thou shalt

heap coals of fire on his head. Be not '"overcome of

evil, but overcome evil with good.
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sense, and call this love, bnb "love seeketb not her owo." It does not

claim, but ministers. The love, here again, is brotherly love. The apostle is

not traveling beyond that at the present moment; and again we see how self-

denying it is, all the more, perhaps, because it does not dream tliat it is self-

denial. "In honor preferring one another," ready to give that which others

might suppose to be our own due. All this clearly connects together.

The next clause has been much abused, and misunderstanding has arisen from
the way in which words in course of time alter their meaning. " Business" we
so naturally refer to our temporal occupations; these are the things, in fact, in

which men commonly and necessarily, as they believe, are most "busy," but
the word simply means "diligence": In diligence not slothful." There is a
way in which we may be busy about things without real diligence. All is to be
earnest with us, we are to be "fervent in spirit, serving the Lord." The char-

acter of the One we serve should be enough to enforce that. No detail of duty
to Him can be a light matter.

Next we have "rejoicing in hope." Alas, how the present, with its calls and
duties, may interfere with that! We need continually to have our heads up and
to be contemplating the unseen realities which are ours. Here we have a ma-
terial for rejoicing which will never fail us, and which will carry us, as the

apostle reminds us here, through tribulation itself. "In tribulation enduring";
still not without the need of realizing our dependence upon the One who carries

us, and therefore "in prayer persevering." We need to realize that the prayer

which may seem little effective, has nevertheless, always its answer from God.
It may not be, of course, just in the way in which we imagine, but answered in

some way, it surely will be.

Next we have, "communicating to the needs of the saints, pursuing hospital-

ity." A glance now, at the outside, hostile world is given ns, and yet may the

exhortation be always confined to that? " Bless them that persecute you, bless

and curse not." There are, alas, here also forms of persecution which may find

their place even in the ranks of the saints. With all this, we are not to be shut
up in ourselves. We are to " rejoice with those that rejoice and weep with those

that weep." How much ofjoy is open to us in this way of which we do not, in

fact, avail ourselves, and how much of sorrow do we shut ourselves out from,

when it is just the school which God would make fruitful for ourselves! Then
we are to have "the same mind one towards another," an equal mind, without
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regard of persons. "Not affecHuj;; high things, but consorting with the lowly."

That, of course, goes with this, this equal mind towards all: one who seeks high
things for himself cannot practice it. "Be not wise," he adds, "in your own
eyes."

Finally, as realizing the strife that is going on between good and evil, we are

to abide in the good, assured that here is that which alone can overcome it.

" Evil for evil " can never overcome evil. "We are to be careful to have " things

right before all men," as the word here means, so as to give no occasion to the

adversary. As to one's own spirit, as far as it depends upon us, (as we famil-

iarly say, "It takes two to make a quarrel,") we are to be "at peace with all

men." Nothing can invade this sanctuary of ours unless we o{)en it to the

invasion. The spirit of revenge will surely do this. On the contrary, we are

to give place onto wrath, not meet it with wrath, for it is written, " Vengeance
is Mine, I will recompense, saith the Lord."* We must not take the judge's

place, and we must not desire to do so. Love is still that which overcomes here.

"If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give him drink; for in so do-

ing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head." " Be not overcome of evil, bat
overcome evil with good."

SuBD. 2.

1. Now we have the Christian attitude toward the outside world, to which we
are not to be conformed. "Strangers and pilgrims" in it, we yet recognize,

surely, all that is of Grod. Government is of God, not this or that form of it;

there is no decision as to what is best or of any form being best. The world is

outside of us and all that belongs to it, but God's hand is in it and over it, and
with a restraining power upon the evil, which is immense mercy to all. Gov-
ernment is of God, whatever exists, whatever we find practically in the pla«e in

which we are. We are only passing through, and it is not ours to meddle or

make. Any form of government whatever is comparatively beneficial: think of
what anarchy would mean. While all forms fail, as Daniel at large shows us,

because the One who alone is capable of exercising perfectly righteous rule has
not come. God's mercy comes in everywhere to temper things; but the world
is in opposition to God and therefore to us. As long as we are here, there will

never be another condition of the world. Our place is in the world to come.
There we shall reign with Christ, but now, if the apostle says to Christians, "Ye
have reigned as kings," it is plainly a reproach on his lips, and he adds "twYA-
out us.

'

' If they got reigning, they were out of communion with the apostles,

clearly; they were more apt to be in a prison than on a throne; and, if we are

to be in communion with the apostles, it must be so still with ns. If we
say times have changed and our conduct therefore must change with that, the

world is still the world, if it is without God. If it is with God, it is not in the

* The above is not the ordinary interpretation of this clause^ though it seems to be the true
one. Most commentators interpret it by what follows, "Give place to (God's) wrath, for
vengeance is Mine." That is, wait on God who will execute vengeance in due time. But
this Is hardly in accord with a Christian spirit, which desires neither its own nor divine ven-
geance. The simple and natural thought would be that of yielding, turning the other cheek
to the smiter.—S. R.
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2 (8-10):

The debt to
all men.

For rulers are not a terror to the good work, but to the

evil. Dost thou desire then not to be afraid of the
authority? 'Practise good, and thou shalt have praise

from it ; for he is a minister of God to thee for good

;

but if thou practise evil, be afraid, for he beareth not
the sword in vain ; for he is a minister of God, an
'avenger for wrath to him that doeth evil. Wherefore
one must needs be in subjection, not only for the wrath,
but also for 'conscience sake. For for this cause ye pay
'tribute also ; for they are God's oflBcers, attending con-
tinually upon this very thing. Render to "all their

dues : tribute to whom tribute, custom to whom cus-

tom, fear to whom fear, honor to whom honor.

2. "Owe no one anything, save to "love one another; for

he that loveth another hath fulfilled the law. For this.

Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill.

Thou shalt not steal,* Thou shalt not lust, and if there

* Some add, " Thou shalt not bear false witness."

q 1 Pet.2 14.

c/. 1 Pet. 4.

15.

rf. 1 Pet. 3.

13.

r CI'. 1 Chro.
19.6.
c/.lTim.l.
8-10.

» c/.Heb.l3.
18.

c/. Acts 24.

16.

<c^.Matt.l7.
27.

M Mk. 12.17.

1 Pet. 2. 17,
18.

V c/.Lev. 19.

13.

c;'.Prov.22.
7.

C/.PS.37.21.
IV c/.Col. 1.4.

cf. 1 Pet. 1.

22, etc.

evil sense "the world"; but who will assert that, however Christianized it may
apparently be, the mass is not truly the world auy longer? If this shifts

for us, if the world is gradually growing better and our position in it is to be
affected by that, then we are without practical guidance in the word of God.
The changed times would require a new Bible. The Lord's prophetic words
speak of His disciples being brought before rulers and kings for a testimony
against them and the nations, nothing else. The apostle of the Gentiles is left

at the close of the Acts in the Gentile prison; and, while we find in his epistles

careful directions for Christians as subjects, there are plainly none for Christian

kings or magistrates. We may say, perhaps, that there were none at that time,

but that does not argue that there would be none; the coming king was
provided for in Judaism long before he came, as well as the absolutely necessary
law book in which he would find the divine laws which he was to execute.

Think of Christian magistrates and kings to execute laws other than divine!

Plainly, nothing of all this is given to us; and yet we accept the authorities that

are as "ordained of God," and "he who setteth himself against the authority,

withstands the ordinance of God." Thus, plainly, "he will receive to himself
judgment." Nothing that is of God can rightly be resisted, and on the whole,

through His mercy, things are so ordered that rulers are still His ministers for

good, not a terror to the good work, but to the evil. Blessed it is to be able to

realize how, through all that seems to be most opposed to Him, God neverthe-

less works, and thus we are to be in subjection for conscience' sake. How
good to know that in every circumstance of this world through which we pass,

while yet we are strangers in It, the world is not so strange but that we shall

find God everywhere, and things that seem the most contrary, yet ordered by
Him. If, indeed, the governments of the world yet require of us that which is

In plain conflict with the word of God, we must obey Him rather than men,
but In suffering, not resisting. This the aiwstle carries out to the smallest de-

tail. We are to render to all their dues: "Tribute to whom tribute, custom to

whom custom, fear to whom fear, and honor" also " to whom honor." We are
not permitted, even, to have freedom of speech against that which Is of God's
Institution.

2. Now comes the debt to all men. Here, it is not a question of loving the
brethren merely. We are to owe no one anything save to love one another, and
here it is pointed out that we have the fulfilment of that which the law
sought, but could never obtain. Love is that which is the fulfilment of the law,

or the whole of It, for If we love our neighbor as ourselves, love works no ill to
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3(11-14):
As mani-
fest chil-
dren of
light.

l(xiv.l-12):
The au-
thority of
the Lord
over all.

be any other commandment, it is *summed up in this

word, namely. Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.

Love worketh no ill to one's neighbor, therefore love is

the whole law.*
3. This also, knowing the time, that it is already the
hour to s'arouse out of sleep ; for now is our salvation

^nearer than when we believed. The night is far spent,
and the "day is at hand: let us therefore cast off the
*works of darkness, and let us put on the "armor of
light. Let us walk ''becomingly, as in the day, not in

•reveilings and drunkenness, not in chambering and
wantonness, not in strife and jealousy ; but -^put ye on
the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no "provision for the
flesh, to [fulfill its] lusts.

Subdivision 3. (Chaps, xiv.-xv. 7).

The conscience to be in each one before the Lord.

1. "VrOW him that is *weak in the faith receive, not
.^^ to 'doubtful points of reasouing.f One man be-

lieveth he may eat 'all things ; another who is weak
eateth * herbs. Let not him that eateth 'despise him

* Literally, " the fulness of the law."
+ Or, " not to deciding his doubts."

h ch. 15. 1; cf. 1 Cor. 8. 9; ctr. 1 Cor. 9. 22; cf. 1 Thess. 5. 14; cf. Acts 20. 35,

j ver. 14; cf. l Tim. 4. 4, 5; cf. Acts 10. 15. k cf. Dan. 1. 8-16; cf. Matt. 23. 23. I cf. GaL 5. IS-

IS; cS. 1 Pet. 2. 16.

X Lev.19.18.
c/.Malt.22,
37-40.

y Eph. 5.14.

1 Cor. 15.34.

z cf. Jas. 5.

7,8.

cf. Heb. 10.

25, 37.

<:r.Kev.22,
20.

ac/.lThess.
5. 4, 6.

cf. Rev. 22
16.

cf. Mal.4.2
6 Kph. 5.11,

12.

cr/.l Thess,
5.8.
d 1 Pet2.12.
1 Thess. 4

12.

e Gal. 5. 21

cf. 1 Pet. 4.

2-6.

/ cf. Eph. 4.

20-24.

c/.C!ol.3.9
11.

<y'.2Cor.l2.
9.

g cf. Gal. 5.

16, 24.

c/.ch.6.12-
14.

cf. ch. 8.12.

i cf. ver. 22.

one's neighbor. The commaudments give ns only the prohibition of these
various forms of ill. Love ovfns the debt to all men and pays it. "The right-

eousness of the law is fulfilled in us who walk not after the flesh but after the
Spirit."

3. We have now another thing. We are "children of the light and of the
day." We walk in the night and in the darkness, but the darkness is passing
away. The hour of dawn is approaching. It is already time to be aroused out
of sleep. Our salvation, final salvation of course, is getting ever nearer, but for

us, already tlie light shines upon us. If it has not come for the world, for us it

has come. We are in it in such sort that we should be reflecting it. Heaven
is open to us, and the glory in the face of Christ already shines upon us. Prac-
tically to enjoy this is to manifest it and to manifest wliat we are. It is to put
on the armor of light. Who is unaware of what a defence light is in itself in

the midst of darkness? The evil deeds of men are done in the darkness. Light
reproves them. How blessed to walk in the joy of that which manifests us for

what we are, and which, by its presence in us, rebukes evil and breaks, as it

were, the power of temptation; but we have, therefore, to put on the Lord Jesns
Christ in a practical way. It is, in fact, but to sit in the sun and the sun will

make its mark upon ns; but that means the heart laid hold of and therefore no
thought of provision for the flesh, which, with its lusts, belong to the darkness.

SUBD. 3.

We have now the settlement of questions which are not merely, as we may
say, questions, but the settlement of which announces a principle which is of
the utmost importance for ns and for all with whom we walk. In our relation-

ship to the Church, (for that is all that is spoken of here,) the question of con-
science is one that has to be carefully considered. Conscience is individual to

each one of us, but then that means that there are other consciences outside of

ours, and which we have to regard. How important that we should know^ both
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that eateth not ; and let not him that eateth not "judge
him that eateth : for God hath received him. Who art
thou that judgest "another's servant? to his own lord

he standeth or falleth. Yea, he shall be made to stand:

for the Lord* is "able to make him stand. One man
esteemeth one ^day more than another ; another es-

teemeth every day [alike]: let each be fully 'assured
in his own mind. He that regardeth the day, regard-
eth it unto the Lord ;f and he that eateth, eateth unto
the Lord, for he giveth God 'thanks; and he that
eateth not, to the Lord he eateth not, and giveth God
thanks. For *none of us liveth to himself, and no one
dieth to himself; for whether we 'live, we live unto
the Lord; and whether we die, we "die unto the Lord:
whether we live therefore or die, we are the Lord's.

* Some read, " God."
t Many add. " And he that regardeth not the day, to the Lord he doth

not regard it."

m cf. Col. 2.

16.

c/.Gal.2.ll-
13.

n cf. Jas. 4.

11, 12.

Matt. 7. 1.

r/.l Cor.lO.
'.',9.

o cf. ch. 16.

25.

c/.lCor.l.9.

p cf. Gal. 4.

10.

5vers.l4,23.
r 1 Tim.4.4.
s cf. 1 Cor.6.
19, 20.

<r/.2Cor.5.
13-15.

r/.Gal.2.20.

cf. 2 Sam.
15. 18-22.

uq/'.Acts 20.

24.

rf. Acts 21.

13.

cf. Phil. 1.

20,21.

for ourselves how to keep a good conscience, and how to help to maintain at the
same time that in others which we realize for ourselves to be of first necessity!

1. What the apostle puts first, therefore, here, is that conscience must be before
the Lord. He is the Goveruor of the conscience and He alone, but this means
then, of course, that we are to permit other consciences to be before the Lord.
We must leave each one, therefore, to his liberty in this. Nay, we must fear to

be a conscience to any one, and thus, with whatever good intent, to take one
away from being before God. What is here sonjrht to be established firat, there-

fore, is just that the only authority for the Christian is that of the Lord. A
serious question for us all is how far this is real with us. How much human
relationships come in and hinder! There is the relationship of children with
parents; they are to obey their parents in all things. The wife with her hus-
band, also. What is she to do when there is a conflict ofjudgment with regard
to anything? Alas, the snare which may beset us here is a very real one.
"Subject in all thing.s" it is urged sometimes is put as without limit, but the
moment we bring in God, there are conditions necessarily implied by the very
fact that He is God; and so necessarily implied that they need not even be
named. We need scarcely to be reminded of them. If a parent taught his

child to steal, is the child to be "subject in all things"? There is a limit
somewhere, as is clear. Where is the limit? It can be found nowhere except
here, that the plain will of the Lord governs, whatever human will may clash
with it. We are not to drift from that for the sake of company with others, or
under any plea whatever of relationship to others. That which makes real all

relationships, which gives its value to them all, is above them all. Relationship
to God is the first relationship of all, and to be indifferent to this is to make all

else valueless. In fact, it is really to undo all the bonds of society; all human
relationship is violated if that to God be violated. Thus it is that if we have
sinned against our neighbor, it is sin against God, and if we siu against God,
it is necessarily against our neighbor.

Necessarily, the things in which one has to yield here, therefore, are things
indifferent. That is what the apostle is speaking of, of meats and drinks and
days. It is supposed that on both sides the authority of the Lord is owned.
One cannot be really liberal in things that are not one's own. One can give up
one's own liberty where it is simply a question of that, and not only we can,
but we ought. The supposition here is of religious scruple entirely, not of peo-
ple without conscience, but of conscience in fact rigidly governed by that which
to them, whatever be. the truth of it, is the will of the Lord. If a man eats, he
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2 (13-23'):

The love of
one's broth-
er as a mo-
tive also.

For to this end Christ died and lived, that he might be
"Lord both of dead and living. But thou, why judgest

thou thy brother? or again, thou, why dost thou set at

nought thy brother? for we shall "all stand before the

judgment-seat of God.* For it is 'written, [As] I live,

saith [the] Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and
every tongue shall confess to God. So then each of us

shall give account of himself to God.
2. Let us not therefore judge one another any more

;

but judge this rather, not to put a "stumblingblock or

an occasion to fallf in a brother's way. I know, and
am persuaded in the Lord Jesus, that there is 'nothing

unclean in itself; except that to him that "accounteth

anything to be unclean, to him it is unclean. For if

* A few read, "of Christ." t Literally, "fall trap."

atf.l Cor. 10. 24-

V rf. Bev. 1.

17, 18.

cf. 1 Thess.
4. 13-18.

M)r/.2Cor,5.
10.

of. 1 Cor. 3.

13-15.

c<r.Rev.30.
11, etc.

a: Is. 45. 23.

cf. Phil. 2.

10, 11.

2/ r/. Lk. 17.

1,2.

cf. 1 Cor. 8.

7-13.

cf.l Cor.lO.

23*

cf'. Bev. 2.

14.

2 vers. 2, 20.

cf Tit.i.l5.

!; cf. ver. 23.

eats to the Lord, or if he eats not, it is still to the Lord; if he observes the day,

he observes it to the Lord, or to the Lord he does not observe it. Here a ques-

tion may be raised veith regard to the Lord's Day. How does the principle here

affect that? It wonld seem that it does not come into the qnestiou; jnst be-

cause the Lord's Day is given us not in the way of legal command, but as a

privilege which must be accepted as privilege in order for the observance to be

anything really acceptable to God,—not that it is supposed that a Christian

could have a scruple religiously about observing the day in this case or on this

ground. Religious scruples are the whole matter here and who could scruple to

avail himself of the privilege of giving up a day to the Lord, a day free for him
to be occupied with his own things, and in such a manner as we tiud Scripture

before us ? Question here, therefore, conid scarcely be made. What the apostle

has before him is, of course, as the meats and drinks show, the Jewish distinc-

tion of meats and days, which has passed away, but which, nevertheless, may
have a real power over the minds of some who realize that these things were

once given of God, and who do not see how He has brought us out of them.

Here the principle applies which the apostle has stated elsewhere, that to those

who were under the law he became as under the law, "no< being myself under the

law,^' as he carefully adds; "that I might gain those that are under the law."

These are the questions, but the principle as we have said, the first principle

here, is that the conscience is to be before the Lord alone; and that we are to

leave every Christian free to act before God. We must not judge. The Lord

will do that. "Every knee shall bow to Him and every tongue confess to God."
It is of the first importance that in every question of conscience this should

be maintained.

2. But there is another motive beside, that of duty to our brother. Our love

to our brother is to be a motive. We are to consider what it means to put a

stumbling block or an occasion to fall in a brother's way. Let it be the lightest

thing imaginable, the use of only meat to him unclean, yet our use of it may
lead him into that which he has not faith for, and how could love possibly do
this? A terrible thing it is to lead a person to act without conscience; that is,

therefore, to sin against God. It is a thing which will necessarily have in-

fluence, if self-judgment do not come in, upon the whole character of his life

and ways. We may be for ourselves doing that which is perfectly lawful to us,

(in itself lawful,) and yet the question of a brother's conscience with regard to

it cannot be ignored. 'W« are not forced to eat or drink, because it is our priv-

ilege to do so. The Kingdom of God does not in its character consist of eating

and drinking and such like things, but in "righteousness and peace and joy in

the Holy Spirit." Here the one who is, while free in his inmost soul, a bond-
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3 (XV. 1-7);

For the
glory of
God.

thy brother is * grieved on account of [thy] food, thou
walkest no longer in love : destroy not with thy food

him for whom Christ died. Let not then your "good
be evil spoken of: for the ''kingdom of God is not eat-

ing and drinking, but "righteousness and •'^peace and
'joy in the Holy Spirit. For he that in this is bond-
servant to Christ is * well-pleasing to God and 'approved
of men. So then let us pursue the things that are for

peace, and the things that are for ^edification with re-

gard to one another : do not for the sake of food throw
down God's work. All things indeed are clean ; but it

is *evil to the man that eateth while stumbling.* It is

good 'not to eat flesh, nor to drink wine, nor [to do]
anything whereby thy brother stumbleth, [or is of-

fended, or is weak.]f Hast thou faith? have it toothy-
self before God. Happy is he who "judgeth not him-
self in that which he approveth. But he that "doubteth
is condemned if he eat, because [he eateth] not of faith;

but ^whatsoever is not of faith is sin.

3. Now we that are 'strong ought to bear the infirmities

of the weak, and not to please ourselves. Let each of

• Or, " through the offence (given)." f Some MSS. omit.

o ver. 2; c/. Jas. 1..6-8. prf. Heb. lt.6.

6 c/.l Cor.8.
11.

r. ctr. cb.3.8.
d cf. GaL 4.

9-11.

c/. Col. 2.20
-23.

« cf. ch. 8. 4,

10.

/<•/. Phil. 2,

1-4.

g cf. Phil. 4.

4-7.

h C/.2 Cor.5.
9.

t c/.Lk.2.52.

cf. Acts. 2.

47.

ich. 15.2.

cf. 1 Thess.
5. 11.

cf. Eph. 4.

16.

k ver. 14.

1 1 Cor.8. 13.

2 Cor. 6. 3.

1 Cor. 10.33.

cf. Acts 16.

1-3.

TO '/.2 Cor.5.
13.

ver. 5.

n r/.l Jno.3.
21.

c/.2Tim.l.
3.

q cf. GaL 6. 1.

servant to Christ,—(the apostle puts the strongeat term)—will not allow the

freedom that he really haa to prevent him forgetting that he is bound in every
way to use his freedom to glorify Christ with it; this man is ''well pleasing to

God and approved of men." We are to pursue, therefore, the things that are for

peace, and the things that are for edification with regard to others. Think of
destroying God's work in another for the sake of a piece of meat; for while the
things themselves may be clean, it still is evil to the man who eats while he
stumbles over it. "It is good not to eat flesh, nor to drink wine, nor to do any-
thing whereby thy brother stumbleth or is ofiTended or is weak." You may say,

yon have faith. Well, he says, but faith is after all the lowliest of things.

Faith is realized dependence, is it not? Act in it in lowliness, "Have it to

thyself before God;" and remember that, "Happy is he who does not bring
judgment upon himself in that which he approveth; " but this is the very thing
that the doubter does. He is condemned if he eat, because he eateth not of
faith; "for whatsoever is not of faith is sin." How important is this principle,

and in how wide a sphere! How important it is that we should so act in every
case as not to induce the weakest or those nearest to us,—where our conduct is

apt to have the strongest weight,—to walk without Gotl! It will be no excuse
for them before Him, to say that they have followed us. God's will is not so

far to seek and not so hard to be understood as to allow of excuse here on the
part of any, but the point is clearly especially for the strong, that they are not,

by their strength, really to force others into paths, which, because doubtful to

them, are neces.sarily wrong, even though the path looked at in itself may be a
right one.

3. ITiere is another principle which comes in here, though it be understood,
as we may say, all the way through. We are here for the glory of God. "We
that are strong, ought to bear the infirmities of the weak and not to please our-
selves. Let each of us please his neighbor for that which is good to edification;"

not, therefore, as seeking to please him merely, but with a careful estimate of
what will be blessing for him. As for pleasing ourselves in such things, "Christ
pleased not Himself." He who was for God in the world always, who gave
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r cf. Phil. 2.

4.

cf. Phlle.7.
sr/.MatUn.
27.

r/. Lk.9.51.
rf. Phil. 2.

5-8.

( Ps. 69. 9.

o/. 1 Pet. 2.

23.

u 2 Tim. 8.

16.

cf. 2 Pet. I.

19.

cf.\ Cor.lO.
11.

V cf. ch. 5.3.

U)r:/. Ps.119.
50.

US 'please his neighbor for that which is good to edifi-

cation. For 'Clirist also pleased not himself, but as it

is 'written, The reproaches of them that reproached
thee fell on me. For " whatsoever things were written

aforetime were written for our instruction, that through
"endurance and through "comfort of the Scriptures we
might have hope. Now the God of endurance and of

comfort give you to be *likeminded one toward another
according to Christ Jesus ; that ye may with one ac-

cord, with one mouth, "glorify the God and Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ. Wherefore 'receive ye one an-

other even "as Christ also received you, to the * glory

of God.
^j j^ 5 7.

11. X cf. 1 Cor. 1. 10; Phil. 1. 27. y cf. 1 Cor. 10. 31; cf. 1 Pet. 4. 11. z cf. ch. 16. 2; c/. Phil. 2.

29; cf. 2 Jno. 10, 11; ch. 14. 1. act. Lk. 7. 36-50 with 1 Jiio. 1. 9. cf. Lk. 5. 27, 28; ctr. Lk. 18.

18-30. b cf. Ex. 12. 43-48; cf. Num.9. 9-14; cf. Num. 19. 11-22.

Himself no margin, desired none, because His law was in His heart,
—"Christ

pleased not Himself," but "the reproaches of them that reproached Thee," He
says, "fell on Me." These thiugs are, it is plain, theu, principles of the high-

est importance for the Christian, and the Scriptures lead us in paths which are

not merely right, but which have in them the blessing and the joy which go
with the right, for in this way God is the God of endurance and of comfort.

The comfort is to enable to endure, and it is abundant for this. It is thus He
would make us "likeminded one toward another according to Christ Jesus," in

order that we may, "witii one accord, with one mouth, glorify the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ." Here, then, is that which finally governs all.

We are to " receive one another (it is plain from the beginning in what sense

he me.nns this) even as Christ received ns, to the glory of God." The principle,

of course, we may use as widely as it will carry us, but we must remember what
the apostle is al)out when he is speaking so. He is simply enjoining the recep-

tion of one another without regard to these things which are indifferent in

themselves. Here he can urge the glory of God as to be maintained by that
which, in such cases ignores this difference.

SUBD. 4.

There follows now what in some sense is supplementary to the whole epistle

while it is, no doubt, in special relationship to those questions which we have just

had discussed, and which are clearly such as would be most likely to affect the

harmony of a mixed assembly of Jews and Gentiles, as that at Rome perhaps in

an especial manner was. It reminds them of what the Old Testament had de-

clared as to the acceptance of the Gentiles, an object for which, while minister
of the circumcision to confirm the promises made to the fathers, Christ had no
less wrought. And this leads the apostle into a brief reference to his own labors

to the same end, as the apostle of the Gentiles, and to declare once more his un-
feigned desire to see the saints at Rome, of which he ha<l spoken at the begin-

ning of the epistle. It is a human appeal which could not fail to have from one
like Paul its moral effect in the same direction as what precedes it. At the

same time, the comparative slightness of treatment, compared, for instance, with
his defence of his ministry in the epistle \o the Galatians, answers to its supple-

mentary place here as compared with its foremost one in that which is distinctly

controversial.

1, He owns the place that Christ primarily occupied as minister of the cir-

cumcision lor the truth of God. It was in this character that Israel rejected

Him, although the testimony as to it did not end with the Cross, but was con-

tinned in that of the Spirit afterward. But the promises which He thus con-

firmed themselves contemplated the bleasing of the nations, and the apostles

were distinctly commissioned to bear witness to Him in the whole world. The
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1 (8-13):
Christ's
ministry
having in
view the
whole
World.

2 n4-3S):
Paul's own
ministry.

Subdivision 4. (Chap. xv. 8-33.)

The human appeal and apology of the apostle of the Gentiles.

1. "POR I say that* Christ became "minister of the cir-
-t. cumcision for the truth of God, to confirm the

promises of the fathers; and that the ''nations might
glorify God for [his] mercy; according as it is 'written,

For this cause will I confess to thee among the nations,f
and sing unto thy Name. And •''again he saith, Re-
joice, ye nations,f with his people. And 'again, Praise
the Lord, all ye nations,f and laud J him, all ye peo-
ples. And *again, Esaias saith, There shall be the
Root of Jesse, and he that ariseth to rule over the
nations;! in him shall the nations f hope. Now the
*God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believ-

ing, that ye may abound in hope in the ^power of the
Holy Spirit.

2. And I myself also am ^persuaded of you, my brethren,
that yourselves also are full of goodness, filled with all

knowledge, able also to 'admonish one another. But I

* Some put in " Jesus " here before Christ ; and a few put it after.

tOr, "Gentiles."

t Some of the earliest MSS. have, " and let all the peoples laud him."

c ch. 1. 3.

Matt. 2. 2.

cf. Jno. 19.

15, 19-22.

d cf. Matt.
15. 21-28.

c/.ch.3.29,
30.

e Ps. 18. 49.

C/.PS.22.27.

/ Deut. 32.

43.

g Ps. 117. 1.

h Is. 11. 10.

cf. Acts 15.

14-18.

i cf. ver. 5.

cf. Heb.l3.
20.

i cf. ch. 5.5.

A:c/".2Thes.
3.4.
c/.Gal.5.10.

cf. Heb.6.9,

fc/.Heb.lO.
25.

c/.2Thess.
3.15.

psalmist had joined with the prophets and with Israel's own law-giver, as the
quotations show here, in expanding these promises in fuller and more definite

statements. There could, of course, be in these no announcement of the Church,
the body of Christ, which was a secret hid in God till Israel refused the grace
which had fii"st of all been offered to her; but of this the apostle is not here
speaking, nor is the doctrine of it in the epistle at all. The nations were to re-

joice with His special people, and the root of Jesse to be their Ruler and confi-

dence. The branches of the wild olive were, in fact, being grafted into Israel's

olive-tree, though this did not mean the relinquishment on God's part of
promises which were to be fulfilled to the nation in due time. The Old Testa-

ment bore witness that God had the Gentiles in remembrance; Israel's blindness
in part might change the character of things for the time being, it being impos-
sible to recognize them in this blindness of unbelief. Gentiles and Jews would
thus of necessity be brought together in a way beyond that which the prophets
contemplated; but this was almost neces.sarily the result of the Jews' own ex-
ceptional position through their sin. God's purpose of blessing to the Gentiles
could not wait for this.

The apostle does not enter into all this, but it is in the strict line of his argu-
ment and easily to be understood. It was better left, perhaps, to be worked
out by themselves. He clo.ses this with an earnest prayer in behalf of the
Roman saints. In the revelation God had made of Himself, whether to the
disheartened adherents of the dying paganism, or to the remnant of Israel dis-

appointed of their national expectations, He had indeed approved Himself as
the God of hope. In the realization of the blessings which were now become
their own, they could afford to bury their dead past, and forget it. He prays
that they may be filled with all joy and peace in believing, so as to abound in

hope through the power of the Holy Spirit. How good to make full proof of
the possibilities that are in our hands! and how do we possess ourselves of what
is our possession! This is for a lamentation, and must be for a lamentation.

2. Paul speaks out the confidence of his heart in these Roman brethren whom
as yet he had not seen. He credits thera in the frankness of Christian love with
the due moral effect of their faith, and with the enlightenment proceeding from
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have written to you, brethren,* the more boldly in

part, as "putting you in mind because of the grace
given me from God, that I should be administer of
Christ Jesus f unto the nations, ministering in priestly

service the gospel of God, that the "offering of the
nations might be acceptable, sanctified by the Holy
Spirit.J I ^have therefore m5'^§ glorying in Christ

Jesus in things pertaining to God, for I will not dare to

speak anything of the things which Christ has «not
wrought by me for the obedience of the nations, by word
and deed, in the power of signs and wonders, in the

power of the Holy Spirit; so that 'from Jerusalem and
in a circuit round unto Illyricum, I have fully preached
the gospel of Christ; being jealous

|| so to preach the
gospel, 'not where Christ was named, that I might not
'build upon another's foundation; but according as it

is "written. They shall see, to whom no tidings concern-

ing him had come ; and they who have not heard shall

understand. Wherefore also I was "hindered these

many times from coming to you ; but now, having no
longer '"place in these regions, and a "longing these

many years to come to you whenever I take my jour-

ney into Spain,^ I hope as I pass through to get sight

of you, and by you to be "set forward thither, if first in

measure I be 'satisfied with your company. But now

• Some omit " bretUren." t Many read, " Jesus Christ."

J Some read, " Spirit of God." g That is, " ground for glorying."

II
The same word as in 2 Cor. v. 9, which might be rendered, " making

it a point of honor." ^ Some insert, " I will come to you."

6, 7; c/. Tit. 3. 13. z cf. Acts 28. 80, 31.

m 1 Jno. 2.

21.

2 Pet. 3.1,2.

n r/. ch. 11.

13.

c/. Gal.2.7-
10.

c/.Eph.3.8.

Or/.Is.66.20.
c/. Num.8.
5-16.

p cf. 2 Cor.
II. 16, etc.

9c/.Act.sl5.
12

c/.2Cor.l2,

1, II.

?• c/.Acts 22,

17-21.

cf. Acts 26.

17-20.

s c/.Acts 16.

6-10. etc.

t cf. 1 Cor. 3,

10.

C/.2 Cor.lO.
13-18.

u Is. 52. 15,

cf. Acts 13,

46, 47.

V ch. 1. 13.

(/. Acta 16,

6,7.

cf. 1 Thess.
2. 18.

w cf. Acts
20. 1.

a; c/.Acts 19.

21,22.

cf. Acts 23.

11.

ch. 1.10. 11

y i^.Acts 15.

3.

ef. 3 John

it. But he ha<i written to them in the boldness belonging to his position as

apostle of the Gentiles, a position the gift of God's grace alone, to put them in

mind of all that was their own. The ministration of the gospel of God was for

him in the frnit God gave him of it, a priestly service which presented the Gen-
tiles in whom the Spirit wrought as a sanctified and acceptable offering to Him,
The words, in their perfect simplicity and intelligibility, yield no cover to the

ritualistic confusion which confonnds ministry with priesthood— approach to

Grod with the message of peace and reconciliation for men. Paul does not stand

between the Gentiles and God, to offer anything to Him on their behalf, who in

the place which Christianity had given them were themselves all a holy priest-

hood (1 Pet. ii. 5), all in equal nearness to Him, through the grace that had
brought them nigh. But it was themselves, as the fruit of the work in them of

wliich God had made him the instrument, who became tlius an offering—his

offering—to God. Thus he had matter of glorying through grace in what God
had done through him to make the Gentiles obedient in faith to Christ, God also

accompanying his word with signs and wondere, in demonstration of whose
work in Yact this work of his was. He had not been slothful or negligent

either in this joyful work, hut from Jerusalem in a wide circuit to Illyricum, he

had fully preached the gospel of Christ.

Here he explains to them wliat had hindered him, with all this activity, from

coming to a place so central and important as Rome was. It had been, he says,

his earnest desire to follow the Scripture principle, to bring those to see who
had yet had no tidings brought to them, and those understand who never yet

had heard. Rome, therefore, with its assembly already gathered, could not
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I am going to Jerusalem to "minister to the saints.

For it hath pleased 'Macedonia and Achaia to make a
certain contribution for the poor among the saints

who are in Jerusalem. It hath pleased them indeed, and
'debtors of theirs they are: for if the nations have
been made ''partakers of their spiritual things, they are
debtors to minister unto them in carnal things. Hav-
ing completed this therefore, and sealed to them this

fruit, I shall *set off, by* you to Spain. And I am con-
scious that when I come to you, I shall come in the
^fulness of the blessing of Christ, Now I beseech you,
brethren, by our Lord Jesus Christ, and by the love of
the Spirit, that ye strive together with me in your
'prayers to God for me, that I may be * delivered from
the disobedient in Judea, and my ministry that is for

Jerusalem may be acceptable to the saints, that I may
come to you with 'joy by the will of God, and may
with you be refreshed. Now the^^God of peace be
with you all. Amen.

* St v/iidSv, " by your aid " perhaps.

cf. 2 Thess. 3. 1, 2. i ctr. 2 Cor. 12. 20, 21; ef. 2 J no. 4; c/. 3 Jno. 4; ef. Philem. 20,

cf. ver. 13.

a (^.Acts 24.

17.

6 1 Cor. 16.
1-4.

2Cor.8.1-8.
2 Cor. 9. 2-
15.

c cf. 1 Cor.9.
11.

c/.Gal.2.10.

cf. Acts 11.

29, 30.

d cf. Jno. 4.

22.

cf. Acts 8.

14-17.

e cf. Prov.
16.9.

cf. Phil. 1.

12-20.

/c/. cb.1.11.

c/.Eph.3.8,
19.

g 1 Ttiess.5.
25.

Eph. 6. 18,

19.

Heb. 13.18,

19.

ft c/.Acts 21.

28-35 with
Acts 23.12-

35.

i ch. 16. 20;

claim him in view of the unoccupied places round. But now he found no more
room, as he counted this, in the regions where he had been, and there was the
far western country of Spain beckoning him by its need. Here would be his

opportunity to visit by the way those whom he had long desired to see. ThiT
he contemplated therefore, but not immediately; for now Jerusalem claimed
him, for the ministry of the contribution of the Gentiles to the need of those in

whose spiritual blessings they had been made partakers. After this, Eome
would come next, on his way to Spain. We have learned elsewliere how differ-

ently this was to be fulfilled to him from the way in Avhich he now imagined.
The fear of something, however, that might come to him at the hands of the

disobedient in Judea, he frankly confesses, asking their prayers for his deliver-

ance, and the accomplishment of his purpose as he had declared it to them. It

is at least probable that he may have, after all, gone on to Spain; but there is

no Scripture account of it, and no real certainty. There was, as we know, a long
and unwilling delay, aud years in a Eoman prison, whether in Judea or at

Rome. Our prayers are often answered in ways we know not, and so it was in

this case as to the apostle himself; but who shall say that they were wA an-
swered? or that they were not answered in a way better in the sight of God

—

better for the gospel itself, than had all taken place according to his thought?
Nor would this be irreconcilable with a certain effect of his own failure at this

time to interpret aright his Lord's mind for him. We need not go into this

here, but the mistakes of those most earnest and devoted may have, just in this

very way, the most important lessons for us. We are to follow no merely hu-
man leader without personal exercise, and a grave, wise reserve which the
apostle here would be the first to press upon us; "Be ye followers of me," he
could say indeed, but not without the reservation implied, if not directly stated,

"even as I also am of Christ." How beautiful the prayer with which he closes

here,—the more as we think upon the difficulties of the way for him whose the
the prayer was,—" the God of peace be with you all."

SUBD. 5.

There is no other epistle in which are found so many salutations as in this

to the Romans. The wayfarer's epistle, Colossians, comes next, the naturalness
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1 (1-16):

Individual
recogni-
tions.

Subdivision 5. (Cbap. xvi.)

The close in salutations and teaming.

L. T *COMMEND unto you Phoebe our sister, who is a
J- minister* of the assembly which is in Cenchrea ; that

ye receive her in the Lord in a way 'worthy of saints,

and that ye assist her in whatsoever she may have
need of you, for she has been also a "helper of many,
and of myself. Salute "Prisca and Aquila, my fellow-

workers in Christ Jesus, (who for my life hazarded
their own neck ; to whom not I alone give thanks, but

all the assemblies of the Gentiles;) the "assembly also

which is in their house. Salute Epsenetus, my beloved,

who is the ^firstfruits of Asiaf for Christ. Salute

Mary, who 'labored much for you. Salute Andronicus
and Junias, my kinsmen and 'fellow-prisoners, who are

of note among the apostles ; who also were in Christ

•before me. Salute Ampliatus, my 'beloved in the

Lord. Salute Urbanus our "fellow-worker in Christ,

and Stachys my beloved. Salute Apelles, "approved
in Christ. Salute those of Aristobulus' ["household.]

Salute Herodion my kinsman. Salute those who are

of Narcissus' [household,] who are in the Lord. Salute

Tryphsena and Tryphosa, who "labor in the Lord.

Salute the beloved Persis, who labored >'much in the

Lord. Salute Rufus, 'chosen in the Lord; and his

mother and "mine. Salute Asyncritus, Phlegon, Her-
mes, Patrobas, Hermas, and the brethren with them.
Salute Philologus, and Julias, Nereus, and his sister,

and Olympas, and all the saints with them. Salute one
another with a 'holy kiss. 'All the assemblies of

Christ salute you.

* " Servant," not necessarily official,

t Some read, " Achaia."

a cf. Tit. 2. 3, 4; cf. ver. 2. b 1 Cor. 16. 20; 2 Cor. 13. 12; 1 Thess. 5. 26;

Prov. 26. 23; ctr. Ruth. 1. 14. c r/. 1 Cor. 12. 13; <y. 1 Cor. 10. 16, 17; qf- 1 Cor. 7. 17

A: q/'.2 Cor.3.
1-3.

<^. Acts 18.

27.

cf. Phil. 2.

29, 30.

«c/.Eph.5.3.

cf. Pliil. 1.

27.

cf. 3 Jiio.6.

wi cf. Acts
16. 15.

cf. ver. 23.

C/.1 Tlm.5.
10.

n Acts 18. 2,

18, 26.

lCor.16.19.
2 Tini.4.19.

o cf. Col. 4.

15.

cf. Pliile.2.

c/.Matt.l8.
20.

p cf. 1 Cor.
16. 15.

q cf. ver. 12.

q/-.Phil.4.3.

r c/'.Acts 16.

24, 25.

C/.C0I.4.IO.

cf. Phile.
23.

s cf. I Cor.
16.8.

<c/.Pliil4.1.

cf. Acts 15.

25, 26.

n C/.C0I.4.7.

vc/.ch.l2.2.
C/.3JU0.12.

wcf.XCoT.l.
II, 16.

«/. Actsl6.
15,31-34.

X cf. 1 Cor.
15. 58.

yc/. Phll.2.
29, 30.

2 cf Mk. 15.

21.

cf. 2 Thess.
2. 13.

1 Pet. 5. 14; ctr.

of which we seem to recognize. In Galatians there are none; the controvei-sy

cnts off the possibility of the free interchange of human affection, where Chri.«t

Himself was now in question. lu Romans as yet no controversy has arisen, and
the fellowship in Christ has no restraint upon its expression. There are, of

course, also, snch links as might be expected with the continually shifting

population of the imperial city. Could we examine more deeply, we siioiild

find, no doubt, that this is not a haphazard collection of names and me-
mories, but that God has so ordered all as to give us instruction from every de-

tail and name recorded. At present we cannot do this; but abundance in the

way of proof we have surely had to make it a conviction that He, whose work
all Scripture is, has left no part without the perfect elaboration which every

thing has to which He has put His hand.

1. First, we have those enumerated whom the apostle thinks worthy of per-

sonal recognition, where any special service to the Lord has, as might be ex-

pected, its special notice. The claims of kindred, however, are not forgotten,

where the higher link created by the Spirit renews and exalts it to an eternal

value. But tliere are others whose names to us are as yet names only,-—ciphers

to which their connection with Christ gives all the interest; some again whose
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2 (17-20):

Against
the causers
of divi-
sions.

3 (21-24):

Outflow of
heart in sa-
lutation.

2. Now I beseech you, brethren, mark those who ''create

divisions and occasions of stumbling, contrary to the
doctrine which ye learned, and 'turn away from them.
For they that are such •''serve not our Lord * Christ,

but their own belly, and by 'kind and fair speech de-
ceive the hearts of the guileless. For your * obedience
hath come abroad unto all. I rejoice therefore with re-

gard to you: but I would have you 'wise as to that
which is good, and simple as to that which is evil. But
the God of peace shall > bruise Satan under your feet

shortly. The *grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with
you.

3. 'Timotheus my fellow-worker, and Lucius, and Jason,
and Sosipater, my kinsmen, salute you. I Tertius,

who "wrote this epistle, salute you in the Lord. Gains,
my "host, and of the whole assembly, saluteth you.
Erastus, the steward of the city, saluteth you, and
Quartus the brother. The "grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ be Avith you all. Amen.

* A few MSS. insert "Jesus."

16. 21; c/. Col. 4. 18; ctr. Gal. 6. 11. n 1 Cor. 1. 14; Acts 19. 29; Acts 20. 4; 3 Jno
33; ver. 20.

dlCor.l.U,
12.

1 Ck)r. 3. 8.

1 Cor. 11.18
-20.

« c/.Tit.3.10,

11.

c/.2Thes8.

/c>. Phil. 3.

19.

c/.2Cor.ll.
13.

g <^. Col.2.4.

C/.2 Pet.2.3.

h C/.2 Cor.2.
9.

tc/.Matt.lO.
16.

cf. Phil. 4.

8,9.

j cf. Gen. 3.

15.

<^. 2 Cor. 2.

11-14.

k 2 Cor. 18.

14, etc.

1 1 Tim. 1. 1,

2, etc.

Acts 16. 1.

Acts 18. 5.

Acts 20. 4.

mcf.l Cor.
1. o Cb. 16.

names are unknown altogether; simply they belonged to such or such a house-
hold: all these have nndoubtedly just their fit place and mention; but we cannot
demonstrate it: how much we have need in every sphere of faith, where our
business is to turn it little by little into experimental knowledge. What pre-

cious couquests of now well-uigh barren tracts await those who will lay claim,
boldly, however humbly, to their large and good land, which unbelief persist-

ently belittles while it looks at it from afar off with its reversed telescope!*

2. Already the apostle has to warn these Eoman saints, however, against those
who, whether in their midst as yet or not, were certainly at work to bring in
divisions and occasions of stumbling amongst those united by the Spirit into one
fellowship of love and mutual service. The things warned against were contrary
to the doctrine they had learned, whether or not they involved in themselves
the introduction of error. But this would be apt to be the case; for there is

nothing more ready to come in upon the adoption of carnal ways than perver-
sions of doctrine to cover, if not to justify them. If a man craves the world, is he
likely to take honestly the texts that speak of the Christian in his relation to it?

As the epistle to the Ephesians reminds us, the eyes are in the heart (i. 18,

R. v.); and with an eye that is not single, darkness comes upon the soul; and
those self-deceived will become the deceivers of others. The saints are here
bidden to mark and turn away from such ; which may intimate that the apostle is

speaking here of things not come to maturity, or what as yet did not call for or
was not ripe for assembly action. But Christ was not served or honored in
their ways, but self, whose cravings led them on, and characterized them, for

discerning eyes, by the beggar's badge they wore; none the less that they had

* Phoebe means "radiant." "Minister" is diaconos, "deacon," but the word is now used
too restrictedly. It is, in fact, one of the terms of widest application in this way, as may be
seen by comparing some of the passages in which we find it: as chap. xiii. 4; xv. 8; 1 Cor. iii.

6; Eph. iii. 7, etc. Prisca means "ancient, venerable;" Aquila, "eagle" (see Notes, p. 121);
Epsenetus, "worthy of praise;" Mary, "exalted;" Andromcus, "victory of (or over?) men;"
Junias (?); Ampliatus, "enlarged;" Urbanus, "man of the city;" Stachys, "ear of com,
plant, scion;" Apelles, " plain (?)"; Aristobulus, " best counselor; " Herodion, (?); Narcissus,
"stupefying;" TryphEena, "dehcate (?)"; Tryphosa, "broken off (?) "; Persis, "Persian "or
"destruction;" Rufus, "red;" Asyncrltus, "incomparable;" Phlegon, "burning;" Her-
mes, Hennas, "gain (?)"; Patrobas, "a father's step; " Philologus, " fond of learning" or "of
argument;" Julia, "of the wheat-sheaf;" Nereus, Olympas, of doubtful signification.
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4 (25-27):
Frailty in
man, and
mercy In

Ood.

4. Now* to Him who is able to ^establish you according
to 'my gospel and the preaching of Jesus Christ, ac-

cording to the revelation of the 'mystery, through the

age-timesf kept in silence, but now manifested, and by
•prophetic scriptures, according to the commandment
of the eternal d, made known unto all 'nations for

the "obedience of faith, to the only wise God, through
Jesus Christ, > whom be "glory throughout the ages.

Amen.

pch. 1.11.
1 Pet. 5. 10.

r/. Eph. 4.

14, 15.

g ch. 2. Ifi.

<^. 2 Tim.
2. 8.

<y'.l Cor.l5.
1-4.

cr. 2 Cor. 4.

1-6.

cr. JKph. 1.

13.

c/. Eph. 6.

19.

cf. 1 Thess.
1.5 10.

rl Cor. 2.1.

r/. Eph .3.

3

• Some omit these closing verses; some put them at the end of chap,
xiv.; a few, in both places.

t Or perhaps more literally, " in eternal ages."

-11; cf. Col. 1. 26, 27; cr. Col. 2. 2, 3; cf. Col. 4. 3. « rf. 2 Pet. 3. 15, 16 with 2 Tim. 3. 16, 17

t cf. Col. 1. 6. u q/". Ch. 1. 5. V ch. 11. 33-36; (/. Eph. 3. 20, 21.

the beggar's wheedling tone, and smooth hypocrisy, calculated to deceive, and
which would deceive the unwary. With the Eoiuan Christians there was in-

deed, as had come abroad and was well known, a readiness of obedience which
it gave the apostle joy to recognize; but he would have them wise in it with re-

gard to good, while as to evil simple in rejecting it, without over-occupafion

with that in which the power of the enemy works to ensnare the mind. The
ordinance as to cleansing by the nshes of the heifer has here great practical

value for us. Even the clean person, cleansing another with it, became liimpelf

unclean until the evening (Num. xix. 21). But there is happy assurance for

us: " The God of peace shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly." Peace is

what is in God's heart for men; tiiough He who came Avith the message of it

had, because of what the world was, in the meanwhile to bring, not peace, but
a sword. The work which wrought it as before God insured the casting out of
the enemy; which, if it yet lingers, will have full accomplishment. Even now
there are anticipations of it, and victories that presage the end.

3. There follow salutations from those with the apostle, in which the Chris-

tian heart, prompted by no special links or remembrances, save only the link of
the common Christianity, flows out to those in whom it recognizes this all-

sufficient relationship. The name of Tertius as the writer of the epistle shows
the general custom of the apostle, most probably from some physical infirmity,

such as he elsewhere refers to (2 Cor. xii. 7; Gal iv. 14, 15), to employ another
person to act for him in that capacity; while a salutation from his own hand
(2 Thess. iii. 17) was the token of genuineness in each epistle.*

4. The epistle ends with an ascription of praise to God as able to establish

them according to Panl's gospel and the preaching of Jesus Christ,—according

(that is) to the revelation of the mystery hid through the dispensations hitherto,

now made known, and by scriptures of prophetic character published to all na-

tions for the obedience of faith. This in its full extent the apostle does not give

in Romans. The epistle states the partial blinding of Israel to be a part of it,

and with this would be the grafting of Gentile brani-hes on Israel's olive-tree, in

full equality with Jews. The body is referred to, but not necessarily as the

body of Christ; bnt in the first epistle to the Corinthians we have the Church
both as this, and as the temple of God ; though Ephesians and Colossians are

needed to complete the revelation. With the fully proved frailty of man, how-
ever, even of the saint, only God could be counted on to maintain His people at

the height of this. The ages of silence were days of preparation for the full an-

nouncement of that in which God's wisdom as well as grace is so wondronsly
declared. Man had to be shown in them in his true condition, that that grace

mi^bt remain man's only hope and boast. To Him alone wise will be the glory

tliough Jesus Christ throughout the ages of eternity. Araen.

The names here are Timotheus, "one that honors God ;" Lucius, ' luminous; ' JaKon,
"healer;" Sosipater, " preserver of his father ;

" Tertius, "third ;" Qaius, "of earth;" Eras-
tus, "loveable;" Quartus, "fourth."
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF GALATIANS

GALATIANS is in character a controversy. In effect it is a but-

tress to the foundation truths of Romans, yet not stopping

where Romans does, but carrying the truth of Christian position

further. In Romans we have the man "in Christ," "dead to sin,"

"dead to the law." In Galatians we have the further truth that he is

"crucified to the world," and a "new creation." New creation has

been, indeed, implied in Romans, as we have seen through all the latter

part, but we have only had at present Christ as the Head of it. Now
we have it actually named. "In Christ Jesus, neither circumcision

availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creation."

The controversial character accounts for the historical development

which we find so much in Galatians, and for the place in which we find

the history. In Romans, for instance, we have the apostle referring to

Christ as "Minister of the circumcision for the truth of God, to confirm

the promises made to the fathers," but also "that the Gentiles might

glorify God for His mercy," and he refers to his own ministry to the

Gentiles ; but there is no development of all this, nor is it needed, and

it comes rather as an appendix to the epistle itself, than as forming any
proper part of it. On the other hand, in Galatians, we begin with his-

tory,—a history of his own ministry, in which the source and channel

of his apostleship and his absolute independence of those who were

apostles before him are made apparent. He owes nothing to them.

He has from them only a confirmation of the gospel which he preached

before, and, in Peter's case, finds it in what, in a certain way, is oppo-

sition, although this is a matter of weakness on the part of the Jewish

apostle and not of deliberate opposition. All this comes at the begin-

ning necessarily, because the question made of his teaching goes on to

question of his ministry altogether, and in order that he may be listened

to, he has to put this upon the most positive ground. This occupies

the first two chapters. We have then what is more doctrinal, the

contrast between faith and law, but even here the argument is in

method historical. We have, for instance, the priority of God's prom-

ise to Abraham and of the principle of faith established in it as 430

years before the law ; with the consequence of this that the law could

add nothing, coming where it does, to the unconditional promise. The
opposition of principle is also given to us, its attitude toward man such
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that Christ has to bear the curse for him in order that the blessing

promised him may come. If the law comes so late, also, there is seen

in this very thing that it is not other than, as the apostle has already

said in Romans, a thing coming in by the way. God has not put the

whole world under the school-master, nor men at all from the begin-

ning of the world. It was added "for the sake of transgressions," as

the verse really says ; that is, to have them ; not to have sin, but, as we
have seen already, to turn sin into transgression, so to make it mani-

fest, and in its exceeding sinfulness as against the authority of God
Himself. Thus, of necessity, we find the limit of the law also, when
God takes up openly faith as His principle ; the purpose for which the

law came, (that is, to shut man up to faith,) is accomplished, and we
are no longer under a school-master.

In the third place, the apostle dwells upon that which is the charac-

teristic of Christianity now, and which the law never gave, the Spirit

of adoption, by which we cry, "Abba Father." The law brought dis-

tance. Here is nearness of the most endeared kind, and he can bring

the law itself as typically, but none the less really, teaching the bring-

ing forth to bondage which characterized the children of law, the seed

according to the flesh ; in contrast with the freedom of those who are

children of the free woman and themselves free. Here too is history:

even the gift of the Spirit is that ; especially as marked openly by the

signs which we know accompanied this, public as they were ; and so

the story of Abraham's children, however much the use of this is alle-

gorical.

This mode of argument is strikingly different from Romans, where

the appeal is rather to the conscience. History, as God's writing

broadly on the face of the world, is evidently more adapted to the con-

viction of the Galatians, now giving up so much of what He had wit-

nessed to their consciences, and who are made to face a witness which

they cannot gainsay or mistake. The arrangement of every detail here

is nothing short of divine; and they must face God about it.

Finally, we have in Galatians, the practical test as to the working of

the two principles in opposition—law and grace. The Galatians them-

selves are a sample of it. They had found in the gospel a happiness

which made them ready to give their very eyes to the man who had

ministered it to them. Now they have taken up the law to perfect

according to the flesh what had been begun in the power of the Spirit:

as a consequence they were biting and devouring one another. The

effect of law was being made manifest. He closes with the declaration

of the perfect rule for a Christian, the man in Christ, as belonging to
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the new creation, neither to walk, therefore, as the Gentile, in lawless-

ness, nor in legality, as the Jew. His whole standpoint, as shown in

the unique character of the gospel which he brings, is outside the

world, outside, therefore, all that to which the law applied. The veil

is rent and Christ in heaven is once more seen as both the rule and

power of the new activity.

The divisions are, therefore:

1. (Chaps, i. and ii.) Paul's gospel as unique in source and power.

2. (Chap, iii.) The contrast of law with faith.

3. (Chaps, iv.-v. 6.) The meaning of the Spirit of adoption having

come.

4. (Chaps. V. 7-vi. 18.) The practical test.
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1(1-5): An
apostle not
from men,

nor
through
man, but
from God
alone.

THE EPISTLE TO THE

GALATIANS

DIVISION 1. (Chaps, i., ii.)

PauVa Gospel unique in Source and Power.

Subdivision 1. (Chap, i.)

Hia entire independence of man in it.

1. "I^^AUL, an apostle, not from "men, nor through
r^ man, but through Jesus Christ, and God the
-*- Father, who * raised him from among the dead,

and all the "brethren with me, to the ''assemblies of

Galatia: 'grace to you and peace from God the Father
and our Lord Jesus Christ, who -^gave himself for our
sins, that he might * deliver us from the present evil

age, according to the *will of our God and Father: to

whom be 'glory throughout the ages of ages: Amen.
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The Galatiana show us, in a pregnant example, how little man can be trosted

to hold the blessing that he has. If, in fact, its continnance to him depended
upon this, how hopeless would be the case; bnt our blessings are in Christ, held

fast there by divine grace for us, and thus it is alone that tliey could avail as.

The Galatians had received the gospel with joy and thankfulness, yet now
seemed ready to surrender it, no doubt without proper realization that they

were doing so. Tliey were simply adding the law to it, but, as the a^iostle

shows them, this would be, in fiict, to surrender it altogether. He writes with

earnestness as always, but with a sharpness which was not characteristic of him.

He salutes no one in the letter. He starts at once with his theme, wishing

them, indeed, ''grace and peace from God the Father and from our Lord Je-sus

Christ," but not even addressing them as the church of God, but simply as the

"churches" (or a.ssemblies) "of Galatia." He is, as he says, " in doubt about

them." He has "to travail in birth again until Chri.st be formed " in them.

Thus, they are for him assemblies which have afresh to prove their right to be

called Christian assemblies. Their doctrinal wanderings he treats more seriously

than that moral evil which we find at Corinth, and which strikes men naturally

as being of a far worse character; but without the gospel, morality cannot main-

tain itself, and in the doctrine of Christ is the root of all morality. Thus he is

as strong and peremptory as possible, pronouncing a curse npon himself or an
angel from heaven, if it were possible for such to preach any different gospel

from that he had preached to them.

1. He begins at once declaring the unique character of his ministry. He
affirms his aiwstlesbip in the fullest manner, as "not of men," (derived from

them as its source,) " nor through man " as the channel of its conveyance; but

alone "through Jesus Christ, and God the Father who raised Him from the dead."

He is sent by the ri.sen Christ, as we know, and not simply by Christ risen, but by
One whom he sees for the firet time in the glory of God in heaven. This charac-
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2(6-10): A
different
gospel, not
snotber.

8(11, 12):
The

preaching
of a reve-
lation.

2. I marvel that ye are thus quickly 'changing from
him who called you in the power of the grace of Christ,

unto a different* gospel, which is *not another:* only
there are some who are 'troubling you, and would
"pervert the gospel of Christ. But though we or an
"angel from heaven preach f unto you any other gospel
than that we have preached f unto you, let him be
"anathema. As we have said before, so now I say
again. If any man preachethf unto you any other gos-

pel than that ye did ^receive, let him be anathema.
For do I now make;}: friends of men, or God? or am I

seeking to « please men? If I were yet pleasing men,
I should not be the 'bondman of Christ.

3. For I declare to you, brethren, regarding the gospel
which was preached by me, that it is not according to

man. For I neither 'received it from man, nor was I

taught it, but by the 'revelation of Jesus Christ.

• These are two words in the original. t Literally, " evangelize."

I Literally, " persuade," or "satisfy."
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ter of his ministry marks his whole teaching here. He adds as confirmation of
what he is saying, that all the brethren are with him in what he writes. This
defection of the Galatians was, as he will show more perfectly, in fact, from the
faith held by all. He adds that "Christ gave Himself for onr sins that He
might deliver us from this present evil age, according to the will of our God
and Father." The age, as we have seen, is the fime-world, characterized by its

opposition to God. The true Prince of the world has been crucified and cast

out; the "god of this age" is Satan, but we are thus at once outside the world,
—outside the whole region to which the law applies, as is evident. The
Father's will is our deliverance from it.

2. He begins at once, his heart full, to express his wonderment, knowing
what he had known of how divine grace had wrought in them, that they were
so soon being removed from Hira who had called them unto the grace of Christ,

to a diflerent gospel. They had had in themselves, surely, the evidence that

this call was of God. Blessing and power had not lacked. The gospel to which
now they were listening was not another gospel, for there was no other. It was
no true gospel, though it might bear the name of that. It was only the effort

of some who were troubling them and who wished to pervert the gospel of
Christ. Immediately he denounces them with the utmost severity; but it is

love that speaks in the severity itself. If it were himself or "an angel from
heaven who preached any other gospel than that which had been preached
to them," (and he repeats this lest they should think that it was an ill-consi-

dered outburst)—if any one "preached any other gospel than that," not merely
which had been preached to them, but " which they had recetued " also, "let
him be accursed." He was not, he adds, concerned about conciliating men in
saying this. It was for God he spoke, as desiring to have Him upon his side,

not seeking to please men ; for to be a man-pleaser and a servant of Christ
would be in total contradiction.

3. He goes on now to show how he had himself learned this gospel. He had
not learned it of men, he had not preached it as being educated in any human
school. He had been taught it by one thing alone, the marvelous revelation of
Christ to him. It was this which changed him from an enemy and a persecutor
to the ardent and self-sacrificing disciple of Christ. The Galatians were listen-

ing to human teachers, though, as he has already intimated, they had, in fact.
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4(18-24):
His change
and sur-
render of
flesh and
blood.

4. For ye have "heard of my manner of life once in the

Jews'* religion, how that beyond measure I persecuted
the church of God, and ravaged it: and "advanced in

the Jews'* religion beyond many my contemporaries
in my nation, being more exceedingly zealous of the

traditions of my fathers. But when it was the good
""pleasure of God,f who set me 'apart, [even] from my
mother's womb, and "called me through his grace, to

reveal his Son *iu me, that I "might preach the good
news as to him among the nations, immediately I * con-

ferred not with flesh and blood, nor did I go up to

Jerusalem, to those who were apostles before me, but I

went "away into Arabia, and returned again unto
Damascus. Then after three years I ''went up to

Jerusalem, to become acquainted with Cephas,J and
remained with him fifteen days ; but other of the apos-

tles I saw none, save James the 'brother of the Lord.
Now touching the things that I write unto you, behold,

before God I lie not. Then I came into the •''regions of

• "Judaism." t Some leave out " God." t Many read, " Peter."
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had the gospel which they had received, confirmed to them by the internal

evidence as to its character, and the joy and power with which God had accom-
panied it.

4. He goes now into the circumstances of his conversion. He knew all about

this Judaism which they were getting back into. He did not speak as one who
had been a stranger to it. On the contrary, he had made the very greatest ad-

vances,— was an enthusiast for the law, beyond those of his own nation

amongst whom he was, and, as an evidence of this he was beyond them all in

persecuting the Church of God and wasting it. How the essential opposition of

principles comes out here! Here it was only the human school that he was
following; the traditions of his fathers, with all their appeal to nature and self-

interest, stirred up his zeal; but God had better purposes for him, God, who
had separated him from his mother's womb, and now called him by His grace.

His Son was revealed, not merely io him, objectively, but in him, to be hence-

forth the one abiding power and reality for his soul; and the spell of his tradi-

tional religion which had set him in opposition to the Christ of God, collapsed

in that moment.
He was thus the suited preacher for the Gentiles, just as himself no Gentile,

but a Jew in fullest reality of zealous legalism. If he gave this up, he gave it

up as fully knowing it, as realizing in himself its contrariety to the grace which
God had shown him. In the consciousness of this divine call, he now conferred

not with flesh and blood, and not even with those who were apostles before him.

God had, in his case, broken through all semblance even of apostolic succession,

so dear to many since. On the contrary, having received this revelation, he

went off into Arabia, into the desert, and returned once more, from such a

school as Moses learned in, to the place to which he had come to persecute this

faith which he now was preaching. By and by he did indeed go up to Jeru-

salem "to see Peter; bnt abode with him only fifteen days, and other of the

apostles saw none except James, the Lord's brother." Again he went off into

regions far apart, and the churches of Judea which were in Christ did not know
him even by face. They had simply heard that the persecutor preached now
what he had been persecuting, and they glorified Gk)d in him.

As we think upon this history in its connection with what we have already
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1(1-10):
Acknowl-
edgment
of the
grace
pven.

Syria and Cilicia. And I was unknown by face to the
assemblies of Judea which were in Christ ; but they
had only » heard [say], He that persecuted us once now
preacheth * the faith which once he ravaged ; and they
*glorified God in me.

Subdivision 2. (Chap, ii.)

Confirmation, spite of opposition.

1. rTHEN after a lapse of 'fourteen years I went up again
-L to Jerusalem with Barnabas, taking 'Titus also

with me. And I went up according to * revelation, and
laid before them the gospel that I preach among the
Gentiles, but 'privately before those conspicuous [among
them], lest in any way I were running, or had run in
"vain. But neither was Titus, who was with me, being
a Greek, "compelled to be circumcised; and that
on account of "false brethren privily brought in.

• " Evangelizes."
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seen as to the character of Christianity, it is plain how fully the prophetic char-
acter is manifested in it as characteristic of its ministry. The prophet is one
brought near to God, to learn His mind in His presence, and is sent forth from
God, responsible to Him alone in the message intrusted to him, to declare that
mind. 1!^^, priesthood in Israel was successional ; but, as a consequence, in fact,

of this, the succession guaranteed to it no true spiritual character whatever.
The priesthood might, and did as we know, go far astray from God. Still the
priest was the priest, and to be owned as that until God were pleased to set him
aside; but the prophet even in Israel was a totally different person. Receiving
his call in the most distinct way possible from God Himself, his spiritual char-
acter was vouched for by this independent call of God. He who sent him was
responsible for him. Acquaintance with God was what marked him. He was
characteristically the "man of God"; and as such stood forth for God, as we
see in the history, in the times of deepest defection and apostasy, with his
message of recall or of warning and judgment. This is, in fact, the character of
all New Testament ministry. There is no official standing anywhere, to be
revered whatever the life may be. The message from God is the whole matter;
and the life if not with God would forfeit at once the claim to reality in the
message. The gift is from God alone, bringing its responsibility with it. To
accept man's authorization of it would only be dishonor to the glorious Giver.

SUBD. 2.

The apostle goes on now to the history of his after-communications with those
who were apostles before him, and to show that while they added nothing to
him in the matter of testimony, they themselves did in the fullest way contirm
the reality of that apostleship which he independently received,

1. He did not go up again to Jerusalem till fourteen years had elapsed, dur-
ing which much work had been done amongst the Gentiles, and Titus accom-
panying himself and Barnabas was the fruit of that work. The time at which
he went up was that when there had been raised at Antioch itself a question
of the character of this new gospel to the Gentiles. We have had the history of
it already in the fifteenth of Acts, Paul and Barnabas, as we find there, were
sent with the full concurrence of the brethren at Antioch, to settle once for all

this matter which was agitating them; but, as he tells us here, even in this
case, he did not go up as yielding merely to the solicitation of others, but by
express revelation from God. The time had come, in fact, when if there was
not to be an open breach, there must be the manifestation of an agreement be-
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8 (11-21)

:

Peter's con-
tradiction.

who came in privily to spy out our *• liberty that
we have in Christ Jesus, that they might bring us
into bondage: to whom we 'gave place in subjection,

not even for an hour, that the •" truth of the gospel
might continue with you. And of those who seemed
to be somewhat (whatever they were, it maketh no
matter to me,—God 'accepteth not the person of man)
they, I say, who seemed to be somewhat 'imparted
nothing to me ; but on the contrary, seeing that the
gospel of the "uncircumcision was entrusted to me,
even as that of the "circumcision was to Peter (for "he
who wrought in Peter for the apostleship of the cir-

cumcision wrought also in me toward the Gentiles),

and when they perceived the grace given unto me,
'James and Cephas and John, who seemed to be pil-

lars, gave to me and Barnabas the "right hands of
fellowship, that we should go unto the Gentiles, and
they unto the circumcision. Only [they would] that
we should 'remember the poor; which same thing I

also was earnest to do.

2. But when Peter* came to "Antioch, I withstood him
to the face, because he was to be condemned. For be-
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tween those who were the leaders at Jerusalem, the central place for Judaism,
and those who were preaching the new gospel. He went up accordingly and
communicated to them the gospel that he was preaching; first of all, (on account
of the height to which the opposition ran,) "privately to those who were of re-

pntation," lest the ontbreak ofthe legalism which was carrying the multitude
should work disaster among those who had been gathered out among the Gen-
tiles. This is what he means evidently by saying that he did this, "lest he
should run or had run in vain." There was no yielding to the opposition in

the slightest degree. Titus was with liiiu, a Greek, yet in fullest Christian fel-

lowship, and without being circumcised. Already he speaks of false brethren
who had been unawares brought in, who were seeking to bring into bondage
Christ's free men. Christianity, in fact, at Jerusalem was at present so little

more than a Jewish sect that we can readily understand how open would be the
door for men of this class to flock into it. The apostle withstands them, not
giving place, as he says "for an hour." It might seem to others to be a small
matter, that for which he was contending. With him it involved the whole
truth of the gospel. The success was manifest. In conference he found that

"those who seemed to be somewhat" had nothing to communicate to him; but,

on the other hand, recognized that to him God had, in fact, committed the

gospel of the uncircumcision just as truly as to Peter he had given that of the
circumcision. The same mighty power in signs and wonders accompanied his

work amongst the Gentiles as that which had manifested itself in Peter among
the circumcision; and those who seemed to be pillars, (whom he now names, as
James, Cephas and John,) perceived the grace that was given to him. Tliey
gave then to him and to Barnabas "the right hand of fellowship"; not simply
as Christian brethren, bnt that they should go to the Gentiles, as they them-
selves remained as ministers to the circumcision. They only stipulate that the
poor should be remembered; a testimony, as it seems, as to the character of
those who were being reached by the gospel in Israel; and we find, accordingly,

Paul zealous afterwards to bring to these the offerings of the Gentiles.
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fore that certain came from James, he *ate with the

Gentiles ; but when they came, he drew back and 'sep-

arated himself, fearing those of the circumcision. And
the ''rest of the Jews dissembled likewise with him, so

that even •Barnabas was carried away with their dis-

simulation. But when I saw that they walked not
uprightly according to the truth of the gospel, I said

unto Peter* -^before them all, If thou, being a Jew,
livest asf do the nations, and not asf do the Jews,
'how compellest thou the nations to be as J Jews?

* Perhaps, " Cephas." + These clauses are expressed by a single ad-
verb, " Gentilely " and " Jewishly." X Literally, " Judaize."
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2. Sach then had been the confirmation given him; but he now goes further

and shows that upon an after occasion at Autioch, he had had to withstand Peter

himself and that as blameworthy. He had been with them in the unrestricted

liberty of Christianity, eating with the Gentiles. A change was induced by the

coming of some from James. We see how firmly the Judaizing character still

remained with many of these. And when they were come, Peter withdrew and
separated himself, not from any conviction of error on his part, but simply as

giving way, as Paul had not given way, to the opposition which he feared. Such
an example in such a place soon worked disastrously. The other Jews, appar-

ently the mass of those there, dissembled likewise with him. It was not, as we
see again, conviction, but retrograde movement in spite of their convic-

tions; and this went so far that Barnabas, the companion of Paul himself, was
carried away with this dissimulation. The power of God to resist this move-
ment was found with Paul alone. He saw that they " walked not uprightly

according to the truth of the gospel;" and singling out Peter, not now for

private conference, but in the presence of them all, (for Peter needed not to be
convinced but convicted,) he said to him: "If thou being a Jew livest after the

manner of Gentiles," as he had been doing, "and not as do the Jews, why
compellest thou now the Gentiles to live as do the Jews?" Necessarily they
were doing that if they were making circumcision a necessity for the Jews to

have fellowship with them. He appeals to the character of Judaism in itself in

opposition to this. What had they themselves who were Jews by nature done
with regard to this? They were not sinners of the Gentiles, yet—he could
speak for himself fully, as we know, as the most zealous of law-keepers,—yet

they knew that a man was not justified by the works of the law, but by the

faith of Jesus Christ. They had given up, therefore, the one for the other.

They had believed in Christ to be justified by the faith of Christ; because by
the works of the law could no flesh be justified. Judaism had thus been given

up: for men could not take up the law as they pleased, as a rule of life, as peo-

ple say sometimes, but not as a rule ofjudgment. They had to take it for that

for which God gave it, and a rule of judgment it necessarily was if it was to

answer the purpose for which He gave it. If then they had renounced the law
in order to be justified by Christ, and had found justification in this way, could
it at the same time be sin to renounce it; and had Christ become the minister

of sin in this matter of their justification? To build again the things destroyed
was to make themselves transgressors in having destroyed them. The law
either existed for them or it did not exist. We see that he goes much further

than applying it or not to Gentiles; and carries to its full result the piinciple of

the decision at Jerusalem, which went beyond the decision itself He himself
through the law had become dead to the law, and that he might live to God.
The whole Christian life, therefore, was involved in this. The epistle to the

Romans has made us fully acquainted with the argument here. The law itself,

through Christ bearing its penalty for them, had, as it were, afSrmed their
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We, by 'nature Jews, and not 'sinners of the nations,

but* knowing that a man is •^not justified by works of
law, but only by the *faith of Jesus Christ, even we
have 'believed on Christ Jesus, that we might be ""jus-

tified by the faith of Christ, and "not by works of law:
because 'by works of law shall no flesh be justified.

Now if in seeking to be justified ''in Christ, we also

have been found 'sinners, is Christ then the ""minister

of sin? Far be the thought. For if the things which
I 'threw down, these I 'build again, I constitute myself
a "transgressor. For I "through the law "died to the
law, that I might *live unto God. I am 'crucified

with Christ; but I 'live, no "longer I, but 'Christ liv-

eth in me; and as to 'that which I now live in the
flesh, I live in the ''faith which is of the 'Son of God,
who -^loved me, and "gave himself for me. I do not
*set aside the grace of God: for if 'righteousness be
through law, then Christ hath died in 'vain.
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death to it. He was crucified with Christ, with Him who, as he says after-

wards, had borne the curse of the law, its extremest penalty, beyond which it

bad no claim at all. Thas he was free. Dead with Christ, it was to live, and
he lived; yet not, so to speak, himself. The Christ who had been upon the
cross for him, who was now in heaven, had won him for Himself, that Christ
who henceforth in the glorious reality of what he saw Him to be, lived in hira.

It was more than Christ being his life: Christ was his true self, the aim and
object of his life from henceforth; for the life which he lived in the flesh, he
lived now in the faith of the Son of God who, in the wonder of His perfect

grace, had loved and given Himself for him. Would they put Christ under the
law also ? Alas, some would and do even to-day. For the apostle, it was far

otherwise. The law, if it remained now for him, would be simply the destruc-

tion of all the value of Christ's death for him. If righteousness came by the
law, that death of Christ was null and void. Thus it is plain that the question
of the law as a possible rule of life for the Christian is settled by the apostle's

words here. God never made it that. It is manifest that even as a rule, if it

were,—nay, just because it was—the perfect rule for the Jew, if the Christian

be anything different, anything higher than a Jew, the Jew's rule could not
give to his walk its Christian character. Instead of being too high for Christian

attainment as a standard, it is all too low. In fact, there is nothing of the

heavenly side of Christianity expressed in the law at all. It is the man in the

flesh over whom the law has dominion ; and, as we have seen elsewhere, the

sphere of law is thus altogether this side of death, and not beyond it. The
Christian is, through grace, beyond it. Death and judgment are behind him,
not before him. He belongs to another sphere; and though upon earth, he is,

nevertheless, the man in Christ, to live and walk as that. It is plain that

Peter, in pursuing the course he did, had no thought whatever to be in conflict

with the truth of justification before God. He simply adopted the law for the

moment as a rule of life, but the apostle makes it a question of the whole
gospel. He has no thought of the possibility of its being a mere rnle of con-
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DIVISION 2. (Chap, iii.)

The Contrast between Law and Faith.

1. A 'SENSELESS Galatians, who hath 'bewitched
^ you? * to whom as before your "eyes Jesus Christ

hath been openly set forth, crucified ? f This only
would I learn of you, Eeceived ye the "Spirit by
" works of law, or by the ''hearing of faith ? Are ye so

senseless? having 'begun in the Spirit, are ye now be-

ing 'perfected in flesh? Have ye 'suffered so many
things in vain? if it be indeed in vain. He therefore

who 'ministereth to you the Spirit, and worketh "mir-
acles among you, [doeth he it] by works of law, or by
the hearing of faith? Even as Abraham " believed God,

* Some add, " that ye should not obey the truth."

t Some add, "among you."
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duct. God meant it to raise the question of righteousness before Him. " The
man that doeth these things shall live by them " was, in regard to it, the whole
matter.

D̂iv. 2.

Paul comes now, at once, to the question of doctrine, but, as has already
been said, he takes it up in a way in which we have not seen it in Romaus.
His historical treatment of it was indeed the plainest possible argument that he
could use for those whose eyes were as dull as those of the Galatians had got to

be. The broad facts of the history were there and none could deny them. God
had given the promise to Abraham, a simple, unconditional promise, in which
He had pledged His whole truthfulness to fulfil His word, long before the law
was given at all. The argument at once brings in the authority of God Himself
to settle the question.

1. He appeals to them, however, in the first place, as having received that
Spirit of Christ which was the distinctive feature of Christianity. It was noth-
ing less than a bewitchment for them now not to obey the truth, when Christ
Himself—Christ crucified, as announced in the gospel, yet in the power of His
grace—had been received in faith and owned by them. It was in consequence
of their reception of Him that the Spirit was given. Manifestly through all the
dispensation of law there was nothing like this. There was no Spirit of adop-
tion. It had never come to any by the works of the law. It now came in
universally as the result of the hearing of faith. As has often been said, if it

were declared in the Old Testament that God was a Father to Israel, this was
the very opposite of owning as His family those who were truly His children

—

for all were not of the true Israel even, that were Israelites. It was a nation in

the fiesh that God had been pleased to take up, and to put them in a certain rela-

tion to Himself ; not in that spiritual relation which Christianity implied, for as
to any of this people of God, there was no settlement of the eternal question.
They might drop out of this place into hell. There was no security as to those
in mere Judaism. Thus the Galatians had experience of the power of the gos-
pel and of its being a power which the Jew, as such, knew nothing of. They
had suffered, too, for the gospel, as the apostle implies. Was it all a mistake ?

Had it been in vain? The Spirit was "ministered" manifestly through those
who preached the gospel to them ; and who preached, as would ordinarily be the
case then, with accompanying signs and wonders on God's part, in witness to

His word. Was it by the works of the law (according to that principle) that
these things were wrought, or according to the opposite manner of the hearing
of faith ? The law said doing, not hearing. The gospel said hearing, not doing.
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and it was reckoned to him for righteousness. Know
ye therefore, that they that are of faith, these are "sons
of Abraham. And the scripture 'foreseeing that God
would justify the nations by faith, foreannounced the
"gospel unto Abraham, [saying], In thee shall all the
nations be blessed. So that they that are of 'faith are
blessed with believing Abraham.

2. For as "many as are of the works of the law are
under curse: for it is ''written. Cursed is every one who
continueth not in all things that are written in the
book of the law, to do them. But that 'no one is jus-

tified by the law with God, is manifest: for, ''the just

shall live by faith; but the 'law is not of faith, but,
he* who hath '^done them shall live in them.
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But in this Christianity only went back to the pattern of the one whom God
had, in His wisdom, set in an numistakable place in conuection with the Jew
himself. Abraham was the one through whom they expected all their blessing;
but Abraham, as the record was, '' believed God, and it was counted to him for

righteousness." In his case there were no works of the law, when the law as
yet did not exist. If then in him faith was reckoned for righteousness,—if in
him, God, having found no righteousness in man, took up the principle of faith

for righteousness, it is evident that those who were truly his children would be
accepted according to that principle. They which were of faith would be the
children of Abraham. The Scripture then had expressly anticipated the justifi-

cation of the nations through faith. It had preached, as it were, the gospel
unto Abraham in the announcement that in him all the nations should be
blessed. "In him" could not mean because of his merit, as the Jew perhaps
was ready to aver; for as to him all merit had been disclaimed: but, on the
contrary, that the nations should be blessed on that principle of faith which God
had brought to the front, and acknowledged with regard to Abraham. They
which were of faith, therefore, would be blessed with believing Abraham.

2. Now, to this the law could not be added. It was, as we have seen again
and again, precisely the reverse of this principle. In faith there is the renoun-
cing of self, the turning to Another on that account. On the other hand, in the
law, no question of Another comes in at all. It is *'<Ae man that doeth them
shall live by them"; but then, alas, that means curse, and curse only. As
many as were of the works of the law, (as many as were on that principle),
were under the curse; not that law works were bad works; clearly, the very
reverse; but it was written, "Cursed is every one that continueth not in all

things written in the book of the law to do them." That is the principle as an-
nounced by the apostle, when yet Christianity had come. He certainly knew
what he was speaking of. He certainly did not believe that Christianity bad
modified this in any measnre, so as to make a certain amount of legal works
acceptable to God. The law sjiid "all things," and the apostle says after it,

"all things." No one has title to alter this in the least. But then the curse
was as manifestly on every one; and how blessed, therefore, the grace which
had declared in the Old Testament itself the opposite principle, when it was
said by the prophet that "the just shall live by faith." That was the plain
renunciation of the law for justification in the sight of God, for "the law is not
of faith," as we have seen. It is the man that doeth them: it is not the work
of Another, it is the man's own work by which he is to live. Christ, therefore
is out of question here. If we will be justified upon the principle of the law,
we must give up Christ.
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3. Christ hath » redeemed us from the curse of the law,

being made a * curse for us, (for it is 'written, Cursed is

every one that hangeth on a tree,) that the ^blessing

of Abraham might come unto the*nations in Christ

Jesus, that we might receive the 'promise of the Spirit

through faith.
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3. But, la fact, redemption has come for us. We were, says the apostle,

hopelessly under the curse of the law. That was all that it could do for us, and
when Christ came, instead of there being any relinquishment of this, on the

contrary, He Himself had to redeem us from the curse of the law as made Him-
self that curse. A strange way this may seem to be expressed in, indeed, "for

it is written, Cursed is everyone that hangeth upon a tree." One would say

that the mere hanging upon a tree could neither in itself be the curse, the true

curse upon siu, nor, on the other hand, mark out, of necessity, those who were
under the curse. It was, as we should say a thing apparently perfectly arbi-

trary. An innocent man might hang upon a tree, just as a man steeped in guilt

to the uttermost might never hang there. Why is it then that the law expresses

itself after this manner? And here we must move carefully, for mistakes have
been made on different sides as to this. We have to remember that, while in

itself the law was a system of earthly government, though of divine appoint-

ment, on the other hand, in its purport spiritually it went beyond this alto-

gether. As an earthly government—the government of an earthly people—it

did not in its rewards or penal sanction go beyond the earth. It never said of

the keeper of its commandments, "He shall go to heaven;" nor of the con-

victed sinner, "He shall go to hell."* This has been often spoken of, yet

needs to be fnlly understood; for if it is not, confusion must result. God meant
that the conviction of man by it should be fully accomplished, and therefore put

both penalty and reward in a sphere cognizable by him, and not in an eternity

as to which he can speculate as he pleases. "The soul that sinneth, it shall

die," and "the man that doeth them shall live by them," were meant to speak

plainly in the common language of men; and thus speaking, the issue of the

law is as plain and intelligible as its power to convict is absolutely undeniable.

The shadow of man's condemnation by it must darken the prospect beyond
death; while yet God has not tied Himself to the legal judgment. If He had,

there wonld be no hope for any. But the curse attached to hanging upon a tree

is not of necessity an eternal one. Yet if there be no way of escape it will be

that for all. He who bore it for others rose out of it by His own perfection

(Heb. V. 7), as those for whom He bore it by that vicarious work on their

behalf

The Cross marked the character of that work as death in its full penal charac-

ter, and therefore the forsaking of God; and that which for others might lose its

deepest meaning, for the sacrificial victim had all its significance. An ass might
be redeemed with a lamb; but the lamb devoted could not be redeemed (Lev.

xxvii. 10). Is it not plain that prophetically this hanging on a tree points out the

One who was indeed to be under the curse from God, and that the law waited,

as it were, through all the centuries of its existence until it found finally its

satisfaction in that one wonderful fulfilment, the cross of Christ? Thus alone

could the blessing of Abraham come on the Gentiles ; for if the Gentiles were

not, in fact, under the law, (as dispensationally they were not,) yet sin must, of

necessity, have the same shadow of the curse following it ever. Grentile or Jew,
it could make no difierence before God, and, in fact, that form which the law
gave to the curse could only be the figure of a deeper thing. The blessing of

Abraham could not come upon the Gentiles themselves except as that curse was

It must be remembered that the Old Testament "hell" is "Sheol," which is hades, the
place of the dead.
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4. Brethren, I ™speak after the manner of men: though
it be but a man's covenant, [if] confirmed, no man
"setteth it aside, or "addeth dispositions. Now to
p Abraham were the promises spoken, and to his seed.

He saith not. Unto 'seeds, as of many; but as of ''one,

And to thy seed, which is Christ. Now this I say, A
covenant confirmed 'before by God [to Christ],* the

law, which came 'four hundred and thirty years after,

doth not "annul, so as to make the promise of no effect.

For "if the inheritance be of law, it is no longer of

promise; but God "gave it in grace to Abraham by
promise.

5. 'Wherefore then the law? It was "added for the sake
of transgressions, * until the seed should come to whom
the promise was made; being "ordained through angels

in the hand of a 'mediator. Now a mediator is not of

"one; but ''God is one. Is the law then 'against the
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removed out of the way of man by Jesus Christ, and thus alone could we receive

the promise of the Spirit through faith.

4. The apostle returns now back to Abraham and the promise to him, in

order to show the impotence of the law to annul it. He appeals here to the

moral sense of man. If he were only a man, and had made a covenant uncon-

ditionally, pledging himself to this or that, and especially, he adds, "If this

covenant were confirmed, no one could disannul it" and no one could add a
condition to it. Now God had made it, as is clear, in these promises to Abra-
ham, and confirmed them, as he tells us directly, to Christ. The covenant was
of promise and it was both made and confirmed. It was an absolute promise,

not a conditional one. No condition, therefore, could be added without de-

stroying its very nature. When God said "in thy Seed," it was of Christ

plainly that He was speaking. As we look back at the history, we see that it

was after Isaac had been delivered, as Scripture says, in a figure, from that

sacrificial death from which Christ was not delivered, that God gave this. It

was Christ that was in His mind. Here was the Lamb whom God would pro-

vide for the burnt-ofifering. Here was the ram who in the truth of it saved

Isaac, as we may say,—the ram caught by its horns in the thicket: Christ thus,

canght, as it were, by the very power that He had to save and bless, which His
love, would not allow Him, therefore, not to put in exercise. Christ was the

Seed to whom God confirmed the covenant of promise, and the law came 430
years too late to set it aside at all; but it is manifest if it were added to it, it

would disannul it. The apostle dismisses both thoughts, the disannulling and
the adding, the adding being, in fact, the same as disannulling. Law added
would be the introduction of a contradictory principle; for if the inheritance

were of the law, it would be no more of promise, whereas God gave it to

Abraham by promise.

5. Naturally enough the question comes here. Why then the law? "It was
added," answers the apostle, ^^for the sake o/ transgressions. " Such is the ex-

pression; which means, not to keep transgressions in check, as the common
thought seems to be, for Scripture itself has already told us that " where there

is no law, there is no transgression." Thus it could not keep transgression in

check; on the contrary, it could only produce it; that is, as we have already
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promises of God ? Far be the thought. For if there
had been a law given •''able to give life, 'righteousness
would indeed have been of law. But the scripture hath
*shut up all things under sin, that the 'promise by-

faith of Jesus Christ might be given to those who
believe.

6. But ^before faith came, we were kept in ward under
the law, *shut up to the faith which was about to be
revealed. So that the law hath been our 'tutor unto
Christ, that we might be "justified by faith; but now
that faith is come, we are "no longer under a tutor.

7. For ye are "all sons of God through faith in Christ
Jesus. For as many of you as were *• baptized unto
Christ have put on Christ. There is «no Jew nor
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said, it could make sin take that form. It was added, then, for that purpose;
and it was added for a certain seasou; not being that which could confer the

blessing upon man, it must be taken out of the way, in order that the blessing
might come. It was added, therefore, temporarily for a certain reason; added
"till the Seed should come to whom the promise was made." There was
another thing. "It was ordained by angels," but it had nothing of the glory

of the new covenant as made good by Christ. The glory at Sinai, as the psalm-
ist says, was angelic glory (Ps. Ixviii. 17). God Himself was uurevealed; He
was behind, in the thick darkness. Or if Moses saw Him, it was but the back
parts: His face could not be seen. And the very reflection of glory thus in the

face of Moses made men unable to behold; it, therefore, put man only in the dis-

tance, did not bring him nigh, and thus there had to be a mediator, manifestly
Moses himself; but a mediator implies two parties. "A mediator is not a
mediator of one," but God was the only One who spoke in the promise to

Abraham. God is One: there was no other party. All depended, therefore, in

the promise, upon God Himself.
But this seems to set the law against the promise of God, men might urge.

Nay, he says, in the nature of the case, a law would have had to be given which
could have given life, in order that righteousness might be worked out under it.

Life was what man needed. The law was the ministration of death and not of
life. Righteousness, therefore, could not be by the law; and the law was not
against the promise of God, but, on the contrary, shut men up to that promise
for all their blessing. The Scripture which speaks of it,

*' hath shut up all

under sin that the promise by faith of Jesus Christ might be given to them that

believe."

6. This shows us, therefore, clearly the limit of the law. "Before faith

came," that is, before it was God's open and acknowledged principle of bless-

ing, " we were kept under the law, shut up to the faith which should afterwards
be revealed." That faith was made necessary by the fact of the ruin in which
the law proved us to be. God must bring in blessing through Another: faith

in Another must be His principle. The law thus was our schoolmaster until

Christ. It had a needed lesson to teach for a time. No schooling is for all

time. The schoolmaster's work is to make us independent of himself, and the
law's work was to bring us into a place where it would no more he needful.

Its very service was to shut us up to justification by faith alone, no other mode
being possible. But if, then, this is to be so, "after that faith is come, we are
no longer under the schoolmaster." Faith being openly proclaimed God's
principle, the law's work is done.

7. And this is shown by the fact of the new place into which God has put
His people now, "sons of God by faith in Christ Jesus;" the school of law is

not the proper place for us. That does not mean that we are not to profit by
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1 (1-31:

Nonage.

Greek ; there is no 'bond- nor freeman ; there is no
•male nor female ; for ye are all 'one in Christ Jesus.

And if ye be Christ's, then are ye "Abraham's seed, and
"heirs according to promise.

DIVISION 3. (Chaps, iv.-v. 6.)

The meaning of the Spirit of Adoption having come.

Subdivision 1. (Chap. iv. 1-20.)

Tke Grace given.

1. "VrOW I say that so long as the heir is a "child, he
-*-^ diflfereth nothing from a bondservant, though lord

of all ; but he is under 'guardians and stewards until

the term appointed by the father. Even so we, when
we were children, were kept in bondage under the
'elements of the world.

r cf. 1 Cor.7.
20-24.

(y-.Phile.ie.

a c/. Acta 1.

14.

ctr. 1 Cor.
11. 3-16.

t ef. Eph. 2.

15, 16.
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V ch. 4. 7.

<r. Eeb. 9.
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w ef. Heb.
6.1.

y «/.Col.2.8,

20.

ver. 9.

the lessons which the law tanght, of course. We may profit by the lessons

which we learn in school without being under the schoolmaster; but under the
schoolmaster, no one says "Father." The place of sous as such is manifestly
somewhere else than at school. This, then, has come lor us, for "as many of
us as have been baptized to Christ have put on Christ." Christ is, according to

the truth announced in baptism itself, the One in whom we are, therefore, be-
fore God. It is His perfection. His beauty that is seen upon us. Nothing else

is seen, no earthly condition, uo place of privilege beside. "There is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female,

for ye are all one in Christ Jesus." Manifestly, if each one of us is in Christ,

Christ must be the same for each and all of us. There can be no distinction

here. For distinction, we must look away from Christ; but if then we "are
Christ's," then "are we Abraham's seed," in the fullest way identified with
the very One in whom the blessing was to be, identified with the very Heir of
blessing, and therefore heirs according to the promise, "in thy Seed:" that is

Christ, in whom we are.

Div. 3. SuBD. 1.

1. The apostle, therefore, now naturally returns to what he has already
spoken of as the manifest peculiar blessing of Christianity itself, the coming of
the Spirit. "We are all the sons of God by faith in Christ Jesus;" but then
there were children of God before Christianity. The children of God were not
gathered together as such; the true children were not acknowledged as such;
but they were there. Christ died, not for the nation of Israel only, but that He
might gather together in one the children of God that were scattered abroad.
There were, then, children, even while they were scattered. There were chil-

dren of God under the law, but as long as they were there, they diflfered noth-
ing from servants. There was no cry of "Abba, Father." There was no Father
openly acknowledging them. The children were just as much children. They
were, in that sense, "lords of all." Nevertheless, they differed nothing from
servants as to their practical condition. They were "under tutors and gov-
ernors," for their own good, "until the time appointed of the Father." Now
this tutelage, as the apostle tells us, was yet a real bondage. The law was the
elements of the world. It is, in fact, what enters into every system of natural
religion that was ever in man's mind. It is the principle upon which the whole
world goes on, which is necessary to it, and man can conceive no other; but, by
that very fact, it was bondage to the child of God. He was nnder that which
denied him the nearness which was truly bis own and prevented his serving in

the liberty of the child's place. ,
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«(4, 5):
The Son
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3 (6, 7)

:

The Spirit
in the

heart man-
ifests the
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4 (8-20):

The lapse
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latians.

2. But when the 'fulness of the time was come, «jod

•sent forth his Son, come of a *woman, come 'under

law, that he might ''redeem those under law, that we
might •receive the adoption of sons.

3. And, ^because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the

» Spirit of his Son into your* hearts, crying, Abba,
Father. So that thou art no longer a bondservant, but

a son ; and if a son, then an *heir through God.f
4. Howbeit then, when ye knew not God, ye were in

^bondage to those that by nature are no gods; but

* The weight of MS. authority is for " our"; aWiough the Syriac ver-

sions support " your." The sense seems decisive.'

t " An heir through God" is given by most editors; though MS. au-
thority is nearly equal for " heir of God through Christ."

-17. A cS. Eph. 1. 14; c/. 1 Pet 1. 4. icf.\ Thess. 1. 9; cf. 2 Chron. 13. 9; c/i

zc/.Gen.l8.
10.

cf. Heb. 9.

26.

ac/. Jno.l6.
28
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cf. Is. 7. H.

c r/.Lk. 2.22
-39.

rf. Ex. 21.
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d ch. 3. 13.

e ch. 3. 26.

c/.Jno.l.l2,

13.

/ ver. 7.

cf. Eph. 2.

19.

f7 Rom. 8. 15
1 Cor. 12. 2.

2. But the "fulness of time" came. God had steadfastly in view the Object

•which was before Him and He could not delay longer than necessity demanded.
"When the fulness of the time" then "was come, God sent forth His Sou," the

One in whom there was necessarily, by what He was, the greatest possible n^r-
ness to Himself, yet now apparently at a distance, "come of a woman" and
actually Man, but "come under the law" also, under that which to every other

was bondage, which for Himself could be none. With Him there was no im-

possibility of working out the righteousness of the law. It conld only testify to

the perfection that was in Him, and thus, after His thirty years of probation,

the Spirit of God comes openly upon Him, marking Him out as the Object of

God's fullest delight. He was sealed, as we are not, because of His own perfec-

tion; but He entered, in that very act, upon a course of ministry to others in

which redemption would be accomplished for those under the law, that now
"we might receive the adoption of sons"; that is, the full -pUice. of children, as

well as the reality of being such.

3. For this is what sonship means, in contrast with children, as the terms are

used here. The child {tshvov) is the one by nature that. He is born to it,

and if born he can never cease to be the child of the one of whom he is bom;
but he may not have the place of child, and that is what in Scripture, "sou-

ship" implies. The son (t5zo5) is the acknowledged child, the child in the

child's place; and that is what is proper to Christianity. Children there were

before it, but now they are "sons"; and we have received, in that way, the

adoption. The consequence is: "Because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the

Spirit of His Son into your hearts, crying Abba, Father." Notice that the

place as given of God must be ours first, then comes the qualification for the

place, the Spirit of His Son. How wonderfully does that speak ! It is not the

spirit of a son simply, but the Spirit of His Son. In fact, it is the perfection of

Qirist which has rendered possible this reception by us of the Spirit of Christ,

and which, therefore, brings us into the sweetness of the assurance of what
Christ Himself is to God, in the value of which we abide. How then, asks the

apostle as it were, is it possible, in such a place, to be a servant any longer,

that is, a slave? It is the bondage of slavery of which he is speaking. Serv-

ants, of course, we are in a true sense, by the very fact that we are sons. We
serve as snch. God has title to service, surely, from all His sons, but there is

no bondage in this. If sons, we are gloriously free, and if sons, we are heirs of

God through Christ. This, then, is the characteristic of Christianity.

4. The apostle tarns now, therefore, to the Galatians, to appeal to them as to

their lapse from such conscious blessedness. The going into Jndaism is for him
much the same thing as going back to the heathenism out of which, in fact,

they had been brought. They had not known God, and then were doing serv-

ice to those who by nature were no gods. Now they had known Him, or rather
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now, when ye 'know God, or rather, are *known of
God, how turn ye again to the 'weak and "beggarly
elements, whereunto ye "desire over again to be in

bondage? Ye "observe days and months and times
and years: I am** afraid of you, lest by any means I

have labored as to you in «vain. I 'beseech you,
brethren, be as I am ; for I am *as ye [were]: ye have
in 'nothing injured me. But ye know that in* "weak-
ness of the flesh I preached the gospel to you at the

first; and that which was yourf temptation in my
flesh ye despised not, nor rejected ; but as an "angel of

God ye received me—as Christ Jesus. What "blessed-

ness then was yours ! f for I bear you witness that, if

possible, ye would have 'plucked out your own eyes,

and have given them to me. So then, am I become
your 'enemy because I tell you the truth? They are

'zealous after you in no right way; on the contrary

they desire to "shut you out [from us], that ye may be
zealous after them. But it is right to be zealously

affected 'always in what is right, and not only when I

am present with you. My 'children, of whom again

I ''travail in birth until Christ be formed in you, yea,

I could wish to be 'present with you now, and to

•''change my voice ; for I stand in 'doubt of you.
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t Some good authorities have "my "; others nothing.

X Or " where is the blessedness? "
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He had known tbera. Known and recognized, how could they tnm to "the
weak and beggarly elements of the world" whereunto they desired again to be

in bondage? It was heathenism in which, in fact, they had been. These

"elements of the world" for them had been in heathenism, and yet he says

"How turn ye againf" It was all the same thing, in fact; if Clirist were given

up, what did it matter? They were observing days and months and times and
years. Nothing very dreadfnl, people would say, in that; but he immediately

comments upon it: ''I am afraid of yon, lest I have bestowed upon yon labor in

vain." Then he beseeches them that they should be still as he himself contin-

ued to be; their lapse conld not injure him in one sense. They knew how, in

spite of infirmity of the flesh, he had preached the gospel to them at the first.

They had not taken offence at the weakness, the physical weakness that they

saw in him; they had not rejected him on account of that, which, in fact, was

only designed to make the power of the Spirit in him more apparent. They
had received him as an angel of God, even as the Christ he represented. Had
they then, in fact, known that blessedness of which they had certainly spoken?

They would have plucked out their own eyes and have given them to him.

How was it now? Did telling them the truth make him their enemy? But
there were others who were manifesting great zeal in their behalf, not in a right

way. They were acting, as he puts it, for a purpose,—wonld exclude the

apostle, that they might have themselves that place in their affections which

they had robbed him of; but if they had really found the blessing which they

declared, wonld it not be good for them to abide in that, to show their zeal after

that manner? In fact, he was foil of longing after them. He had been the one
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l(iv. 21-31):

As the
mother, so
the birth.

Subdivision 2 (Chaps, iv. 21-v. 6.)

The testimony of the law itself.

1. T^ELL me, ye that desire to be under law, do ye not
-L *hear the law? For it is * written that Abraham

had two sons: one by the handmaid and one by the
freewoman. But he that was of the handmaid was
born after the •^flesh ; and he that was of the freewoman
through the *promise. Which things are to be 'alle-

gorized; for these are two "covenants; the one from
mount "Sina, bringing forth to "bondage, which is

Hagar. For this Hagar is mount Sina in Arabia, and
answereth to Jerusalem that now is, for ''she is in bond-
age with her children; but Jerusalem which is «above
is free, which is our 'mother.* For it is 'written. Re-
joice, thou barren, that bearest not; break out and cry,

thou that travailest not; for 'more are the children of
the desolate than of her that hath the husband. For
"we,f brethren, as Isaac was, are children of promise.

* Some MSS. have, " mother of us all." t Others read, " ye."
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who had brought them into this blessing in Christ. Now he was travailing in

birth again, as it were, (had all the sorrow and pain of that), until Christ
should be formed in them. He desired to be present with them, yet with a
changed voice. He had bad to change it, for he stood in doubt of them.

SUBD. 2.

1. If they would not listen any more to the gospel or to the one who had spoken
to them for Christ, the apostle vrould appeal now to the very law itself, which
undoubtedly they must hear. Zealous law-keepers must hear the law. Here
he goes back to Abraham again, and in a manner which, to some who scarcely

fully acoept the typical character of Old Testament history, would appear
strange. Yet to "foolish Galatians" he can use this without questioning their

ability to realize, not only the likeness to truth, but the truth itself that is in it.

In fact, these typical pictures speak for themselves and are designed to speak.

"When once we have the key to them, their perfect agreement with the truth
can be nothing else than that designed of God to set it forth. Abraham's two
sons thus naturally speak of those two classes of his offspring of which the apos-
tle has been speaking. There is the seed after the flesh ; there is the seed after

the Spirit, the natural child "and the spiritual child," the child "of faith."

It is not hard, therefore, to understand the similitude when he emphasizes the
one seed as that by a bondmaid, the other by a free woman. Bondage and
freedom have been his theme already. How fully plain does it become when
he tells us that he who was of the bondwoman was born after the flesh, in the
ordinary course of nature, with nothing necessarily of God in it, and on the
other hand he of the free woman was by promise. He has already spoken of

this promise, has already connected its "in thee," said of him whose faith was
reckoned to him for righteousness, with the faith of those who are the children
of promise. These things, he says, not, "are an allegory," exactly, but "are
allegorized." They were true things, things which had actually taken place,

no question, but which nevertheless had "happened to them," as the apostle

says of other things in their history, "for types." They had a divinely in-

tended meaning in them and not merely could be used to show forth such
things. These two, then, are the two covenants, the one from the Mount Sinai,
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2 (V. 1-6)

:
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izes Christ
and faith.

But as then he that was born after the flesh "persecuted
him that was born after the Spirit, so also is it now.
But what saith the scripture? "Cast out the handmaid
and her son; for the son of the handmaid shall not "in-

herit with the son of the freewoman. So then, brethren,

we are "not children of the handmaid, but of the free-

woman.
2. With freedom hath Christ 'set us free: "stand fast

therefore, and be not held again in a *yoke of bondage.
Behold, I Paul say unto you, that * if ye be circumcised,

Christ shall profit you nothing. For I testify to every
c/. ch. 2. 5. 6 c/. Acts 15. 10; c/. Col. 2. 8. c </. Acts 15. 1; ctr. Acts 16.

V Gen. 21.
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a Phil. 4. 1.
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the law bringing forth to bondage, which is Hagar; the other, that of promise
"Jerusalem which is above," "which is the mother of us all," or "which is

our mother." "Jerusalem which is above" naturally carries our thoughts on
to that of which Johu gives us in his Revelation by and by a fuller view. It

was the home city, the city of which all the people of God now are childreu.

The ajiostle speaks of it as having a present reality and a place which faith in-

deed alone can recognize, but which is none the less real. Paul turns to the
prophet here, in order to show us that while, in fact, the barren was not bear-

ing (before the time of Israel's real travailing and birth, as in a day to come,)
there would be, nevertheless, the strange paradox of many more children to her
than when she had an husband. This is language which the apostle's word
about the olive-tree in the epistle to the Romans should enable us clearly to

understand. The branches are broken off, but yet there are branches in their

place which are counted as part of the olive-tree itself. They are, in fact, in a
true sense, the fruit of Israel, although Israel has in the meantime lost that
fruitful condition, and here we find the children which, in fact, should more
rejoice her heart, when looking at things from the divine point of view, than
all the generations of the nation in the flesh merely. Here, of course, are the
children of promise. Here is the true Isaac, but the opposition between the one
born after the flesh and this new spiritual birth is manifest. This very apostle
is proof of it even now, but the known opposition everywhere manifest on the
part of Israel to Christ and to His people was, of course, the greatest proof.

Israel after the flesh was persecuting the children of promise, but what would
l>e the result? The casting out of the bondwoman and her son. God had, in
fact, disclaimed the principle of the law, which was the principle of bondage,
and if He had now sons that were really of the free womfVn, children of promise,
children that divine grace had made such, there could not be a common recogni-
tion of these and of those so totally opposite. "We then," he says, "brethren,
are not children of the bondwoman, but of the free." The law could easily, as
it were, and naturally, bring forth children to God. How natural it is for men
to accept a system of this sort and to be put upon such terms with God. The
whole nation of Israel at once and decisively took this ground without a ques-
tion. On the other hand, the true seed desired of God must be all born by
divine power; Ijorn slowly, as one may think, long yeare passing while they
seem to be only scanty in number and slow enough to mature, yet, after all,

God will have His own. Scorn as Israel might those who now were being by
the Spirit of God led to Christ and Christianity, Israel's casting out was
already manifestly at hand, when the very place of their holy house would
be dug up by the Roman jieople and the worship ordained of God for the people
in the flesh would no longer be possible to them. Their house was left to tbeni
desolate. It was their house, not God's, but that was the sentence npon it. It

would soon be not even their house any longer.

2. The apostle closes with the exhortation to "stand fast therefore in the
liberty with which Christ bath made us free" and not to be "entangled again
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man that is circumcised, that he is a ''debtor to do the

whole law. Ye are 'deprived of profit from Christ, ye
who are justified by law : ye are •''fallen away from
grace. For we through the Spirit "await by faith the

hope of righteousness. For in Christ Jesus * neither

circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumcision

;

but 'faith that ^worketh by love.

DIVISION 4. (Chaps, v. 7-vi. 18.)

The Practical Test of the Two Principles.

I. VE *were running well ; who hath 'hindered you,
J- that ye should not obey the truth ? This persua-

sion is "not of him who calleth you. A "little leaven
leaveneth the whole lump. I have "confidence as to

you in the Lord, that ye will be no otherwise minded

;

and he that troubleth you shall ^ bear his judgment,
whosoever he may be. And I, brethren, if I yet preach
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with the yoke of bondage." He is very strong that there could be no profit of
Christ to those who put themselves under the law. If they were circumcised,

Christ would profit them nothing. A circumcised man was a debtor to do the

whole law. This may seem strange from one who, as we know, before this

time had himself circumcised Timothy, but the circumstances were entirely

different. Timothy was a Jew by his mother's side, and it was, in that case,

such a concession on the part of one not under the law putting himself under it

in the very liberty that he had to gain others, as made it a sign, therefore, of

liberty instead of bondage. With the Galatians it would be entirely different;.

They, as Gentiles, were not debtors to the law in any way, and if they put them-
selves under it, it was to gain from it a spiritual blessing; it was a real addi-

tion, therefore, to Christ that they were making, but by this, as we have
already seen, they would be "fallen from grace," for grace cannot admit the

conditional principle of law without losing all its character. Again, we see also

that he has no thought of any one taking up the law as a rule of life simply; it

is of justification by it that he speaks, and this was in fact the only question

that the law raised; but as Christians in possession of the Spirit, which we have
seen to be the sign of their Christianity, they were outside the law, and neces-

sarily in possession of a righteousness which the Spirit of God could seal, a
righteousness perfect before God. They only waited in faith for the hope which
was connected with this; not for righteonsness as a hope, but for the hope of
glory attaching to it. Thns, they were beyond any possible need of law; and
"'in Christ," as he declares, "neither circumcision" availed "anything, nor
uncircumcision." A man was quite outside both the Jewish and the Gentile

acceptance. God accepted nothing, except as faith, which, as the sign of de-

pendence, drew blessing from Him; and which, in its nature, worked not by the
principle of fear, which was that of law, but by love.

Drv. 4.

1. The blessing could not be more complete, and they had experienced the joy
and power of it. This causes him again to express his astonishment at their

now refusing obedience to the truth. They had been running well. Who now
was hindering them? It certainly did not come from God, this new persuasion.

On the other hand, the power of evil was such that a little leaven would soon
leaven the whole lump. Evil, in fact, makes continual demands. One depart-

ure from truth will necessitate many, in order that there may be perfect consist-
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circumcision, 'why am I still being persecuted? Then
hath the •stumbling-block of the cross been done away.
I would they would even 'cut themselves off who are
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shalt love thy neighbor as thyself; but if ye "bite and
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of one another.

2. Now I say, "Walk in* the Spirit, and ye shall in no
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ency. There can be no possible compromise in a path like this, but how great
the folly of those who, having experienced the joy and power of divine grace,

could now take up with that which was in its nature absolutely contrary ! If

he looks at them, he may well be disheartened; but in grace itself he had found
his refuge. In the Lord he could have confidence that they would be none
otherwise minded, and the troubler, whoever it might be, should hear his judg-
ment. He sees easily that there was temptation enotigh indeed, in a certain

sense, to adopt such a thing as circumcision, which would remove, as between
Jews and Christians, the whole offence of -the cross. The apostle puts it as a thing
impossible rightly to cease, and we see the peraecution of which he is thinking
is on the part of the Jew; and we have seen, it was so distinctly in the history

which the Acts has given us. It was to the Jew that the cross was a scandal

—

the sign, as he has already told us, of One upon whom the law put its curse, of

a cui-se needed to be taken because of the condition of those under law. How
impossible for the Jew to allow that the law had nothing but a curse for man,
and that the very Saviour of men, to be that, must bear the curse ! The cross

was the complete condemnation of man before God. It was also complete de-
liverance for those who accepted the condemnation, but this was the destruction
necessarily of all legal righteousness. "I would," he says, "they would even cut
themselves off which trouble you." He has no possible tolerance for that which
was the destruction of Christian truth and principle ; his love to the souls of men
made him what people would call intolerant. But, in fact, while these men
would uphold the law, the very thing that the law required from man was in

practice set aside. The Galatians were finding it so. They had given up their

true Christian liberty, and yet, after all, were not keeping the law, for all the

law was fulfilled in one word, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

They had surely realized the power of divine grace in this way, but now the
effect of their legal addition to the gospel was a total change in their own spirit.

They were, as he intimates, "biting and devouring one another." What use to

talk about the law in such a state as that? They might well be afraid lest they
should "be consumed one of another ;" but this is the necessary effect of law
ever. The law is claim, demand, and expects, therefore, a full ability on
man's part to meet the demand. The spirit of self-righteousness, which
alone could take comfort in it on such a principle, has necessarily in it no
tenderness, no recognition of one's own infirmity and no compassion for the
infirmity of others. The law itself had none and could have none. It was its

business to condemn, and it did it well. If a man continued not "in all things

written in the book of the law to do them," he was under the curse. How
simple, that to accept the law, then, as that under which one was, would be the
destruction of all tenderness, of the very spirit which the law really required.

2. There is Indeed in man everywhere the flesh and the lust of the flesh,
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and for a soul that does not yet realize the true deliverance that God has for us,

the perfectly natural remedy is to take up with the law. It is, in fact, no
remedy, but the reverse. The remedy is to " walk in the Spirit," as he urges
upon them here. "Walk in the Spirit and ye shall not fulfil the lusts of the
flesh,"—not as some would read it now, ye shall have uo flesh, nor even, ye
shall have uo lust of it. Lust is that which gives the flesh its character; that is

to say, the craving of an unsatisfied heart away from God, and this, too, re-

mains in the Cliristiaii, as is plain from what he urges here. "For the flesh,"

he says, "lusteth against the Spirit and the Spirit against the flesh, and these

are contrary the one to the other." He does not say, as the common version

puts it: "So that ye cannot do the things that ye would," but "So that ye
should not." He will not think of an impossibility on the part of one who walks
in the Spirit. To the Spirit, clearly, nothing can be impossibility. Still, the two
remain here, as we have seen already in Romans, even in the delivered Chris-

tian; and just as in Eomans, it is against the Spirit that the flesh lusts. He
does not give us here the striving of self against self which was that of the man
in the seventh chapter, as yet not delivered. He is not, therefore, as some
imagine, speaking simply of what was a low state on the part of the Galatians.

Granted that they were in a low state, but he puts it here as a general truth,

and in language, as already said, which would apply to a man in the Spirit, a
delivered man. Even so, flesh and Spirit are there with all their absolnte oppo-
sition to one another, and the tendency is necessarily to hinder one doing the

things he would. Some have put it as if it was the will of the flesh that the
Spirit here hinders, hut even in the conflict of the seventh of Eomans, or

rather, in the state of bondage which we find there, the captive, after all, as-

sures himself that the things that he would are the things according to God.
The apostle would not allow that the will away from God is a Christian state

at all; but the flesh, nevertheless, will seek to assert itself, and the only remedy
for the soul is the way of the Spirit; that is, as we have seen, in occupation

with Christ. "With Him before our eyes, there is nothing for the Inst of the
flesh whatever, and moreover the heart that truly knows Him finds in Him a satis-

faction and rest which delivers from the corruption that is in the world through
Inst; but then, "if ye be led of the Spirit, ye are not under the law." The two
things are in absolute and perfect contradiction one to another.

The works of the flesh are now ennmerated, and we must remember that
if the flesh be in the Christian, he can never promise himself that they will

not be fonnd in their fnll dreadful character, if once there he license given to

it. The apostle has no idea of a modified flesh in a Christian. There are
doubtless very different characters of it, but a close brotherhood in the family
of sin. The apostle puts them together in that way,—"Murder, drunken-
ness, revellings and such like," very different in the extent of the evil, but
if the soul's anchorage be lost there is no possibility of telling how far it will
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drift. It is only the power of the Spiiit that can control the flesh; and He
controls it by leading us, as we have seen, in another way; but the Spirit,

while the full expression of divine grace towards us, nevertheless requires

the most complete subjection to Himself. God must be God. It is no
grace that will tolerate any forgetfulness of this. "Sin shall not have
dominion over you, because ye are not under the law, but under grace."

Grace is not toleration in any wise, and the Spirit of God can only lead those

who are in full subjection in desire, at least, to Him. It is here that we need

to be able so fully to say: "Search me, O God, and try me," to have our feet in

the blessed hands of One who cleanses after His own mind as to cleansing. Of
the whole category of sin here, it is said, "Tliey that do such things shall not

inherit the kingdom of God." That is the road to death from which the Spirit

of God takes a man, not leaves him upon it.

3. The fruit of the Spirit is now brought before ns. Here, too, is a brother-

hood of graces. "Fruit" the apostle calls it. The flesh has its works. He
will not give that the name of "fruit," and here it is not, in fact, of work that

he is speaking, but of an inward temper, the development of the divine nature,

which, therefore, is in unity and peace all through. "The fruit of the Spirit is

love, joy, peace, longsuflfering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, self-gov-

ernment, against such there is no law." Thus, that which the law could give

no power to fulfil, is found by thus walking in the Spirit, and "they that are

Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts:" that is to say,

they have accepted the cross of Christ as that which is for them the judgment of

it all and their separation from it. How perfect, in fact, is the judgment of

self which the cross truly apprehended gives. It is not merely the judgment of

this or that about us, but the complete removal of the man in the flesh, in order

that Christ may fill all the scene for us. The knowledge of the new man is

that "Christ is all and in all." Thus, it is not a process, as he puts it here,

this crucifixion: it is a thing accomplished. We may have to learn by degrees

what it means. The light grows brighter upon the path as we walk in it, and
Ave discern more clearly, no doubt, that which suits God. Thus, there is growth
in apprehension as to detail, but as to principle, the thing is done at the start.

It is Christ, not self that we have put on, and it is that which suits Him that we
follow. As it is put in Colossians, we are to "do all things in the name of the

Lord Jesus," that is to say, as representing Him upon earth; and that means,
assuredly, that from the start the flesh is crucified for us. The cross stands at

the beginning of the Christian path, and the Galatians here had the Spirit. He
does not question it. They were alive in the Spirit. If so, he says, let the walk
be in the Spirit also, "let ns not be desirous of vain glory" which the law, if

man could keep it, could not but promote, the effect necessarily following; bat
as to others there would be a spirit of intolerance and not of love; "provoking
one another," he says here, "envying one another."

4. We see that be is occupied throughoat here, with the practical test; a
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powerful method of appeal, surely, to those who had, in fact, known the
blessedness which the gospel could give; far as they might now be departing
from it. The law might require love indeed and did; but it could not produce
it, could not eveu encourage such a spirit in those that followed it. You will
never find the legal mind tender really of others. The apostle, therefore,

presses it upon them here, that if they were, in fact, spiritual, that would be
seen in their behaviour. If one were overtaken in a fault, they would restore

such an one in the spirit of meekuess, the very opposite of the spirit engendered
by the principle which they had taken up. They would consider themselves
lest they also should be tempted ; but for a man under law, it does not do to

consider himself after that fashion; it would work discouragement and de-
spair. On the other hand, he must assure himself under law of his competence
to fulfil the commandment, and therefore he must exact from others the fulfil-

ment; assured of their competence no less than his. Spirituality, in fact, may
be claimed by those who act in a very opposite spirit to this. That is what he
rebukes here. He does not mean to affirm their spirituality. He does not
mean that a man has to look at himself and ask whether he is spiritual, before
he can realize ability to restore another. The spirit of meekness is the very
opposite of such fancied spirituality. The spiritual man is too near Christ to

believe in himself; to walk in that presence has, as its surest mark, the spirit of
lowliness; and if the Spirit of God bear witness in our souls in a practical way,
it will not be to puff us up with the idea of Christ-likeness, but, on the con-
trary, to point out to us where we are unlike Him; yet here there is no spirit of
discouragement or despair engendered. If we have once learned the true judg-
ment of ourselves before God as the cross gives it to us, we shall not expect to

find anything in ourselves, and therelbre shall not be disappointed; yet our re-

source is at hand, our strength is in Another, "In Christ dwelleth all the ful-

ness of the Grodhead bodily, and we are filled up in Him." There can be no
want then to us, and there can be no self-confidence in those whose habitual re-

sort is to this fountain of supply. The spirit of meekness, therefore, will go
with true spirituality. Let them show it, he urges, in that way. Let them
"bear one another's burdens,"* so they would fulfil the lawof Christ, who Him-
self assuredly was the great burden Bearer. On the other hand, if a man
thought himself to be something when nothing (when did he ever think himself
to be something without being nothing?) he would deceive himself He adds
now a word against those who were, in contradiction to his own principle,

building upon another man's foundations, and indeed, rather destroying those
foundations, than building upon them. "Let every man," he says, "approve
his own work and then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone and not in

another." In the end, every one would bear his own burden.* Every Chris-
tian mast at last take np his own resx>onsibility before God, as we know. Every
one must give account of himself to God. It will be the triumph of divine grace
to be able to do it after the fashion in which we shall do it; and yet, neverthe-
less, there is enough in the thought for the utmost seriousness.

* These are two different words in the original.
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5. He enters now npon the subject, which this opens, of divine government, a
thing which is not, as we know, in the slightest contradiction with divine
grace. These are things which are sometimes put as if in some sense contrary

to one another; but, on the other hand, the government of God for us is ex-

pressly a Father's government, while it is, none the less, that of One who, with-

out respect of persons, judgeth according to every man's work. This is, of
course, a thing of the present, not of the future. The future judgment, whether
with regard to saint or sinner, is in the hands of Christ. "God hath committed
all judgment to Him because He is the Son of Man," but there is a government
which is, none the less, the government of grace, because it is one absolutely in-

tolerant of evil. We may repeat again that the toleration of evil is never grace.

It would be a perversion of the very thonglit of grace to imagine this. "Be not
deceived," he says, therefore, "God is not mocked, for whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap, for he that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh

reap corruption and he that soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap life

everlasting." These are principles of absolute necessity. Nothing can alter

them. If a man sows a certain seed, he knows, or he should know, that he can
get of that seed nothing but what is proper to it. If a man sows to his flesh,

he sows, in fact, the corruption which he reaps. The very principle of self-will

which must, of necessity, be in it, is a principle which is* essentially that of sin.

Every form of sin will come under this, and God may allow, in fact, such seed

to come to harvest, in order that we may recognize its character, as we other-

wise would not do. lu the opposite way to that of the man who, bearing good
seed, goes forth even weeping, but returns with joy, a man in this way may
sow his seed rejoicing, but it will be the return that will be sorrowful. It does
not follow that God cannot come in and deliver us from what would otherwise

be the necessary frnit of such sowing, if only there be the true self-judgment of

it in the soul; for to a Christian, the reaping of it is but in order to self-judg-

ment, and if we will judge it first, there maybe no need of reaping at all.

Judge it firat or last we surely must, or the thing will develop for what it is and
be manifest, not to ourselves alone it may be, but to others also. On the other

hand, "He that soweth to the Spirit, sliall of the Spirit reap life everlasting."

Blessed and wonderful reaping! The life is looked at here, of coui-se, in its

practical character, in its fruits and activities. The life itself, the life which
produces this, is no matter of reaping at all, it is what we must have to be
Ciiristians. Nevertheless, we can reap it as a practical thing, and the witness

of it is that, even though reaped here upon earth, it is something which has
eternity in it. All that which in ns here is the fruit of the divine work has
necessarily its link with eternity. It is for eternity that we are preparing.

There is not even jnst that sharp division between the present and the future

for us which we are apt so to imagine. It is eternity that God has before Him,
it is the things eternal with which we are conversant day by day. It is eter-

nity, therefore, that imprints its character npon the present. It is the life
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everlasting wliich we live practically now, and let us not then, says the apostle,

be "weary iu well doing, for in due season we shall reap if we faint not." The
path is through a world of trial, and therefore, though in itself all well doing
has its own delight, yet the opposition to it from the world through which we
pass will surely give us need of such an encouragement as this. "As we have,
therefore, opportunity, let us do good unto all men, but especially," he adds,
"unto them who are of the household of faith." This ends very much the
practical test which he has been making of the two principles which we have
seen in opposition all the way through the epistle. All the way through it is

a controversy, and one from which we need not expect to escape while we are
here. God's principles lead into conflict, and, alas, not merely with the men
of the world, but, it may be, as here, with the children ofGod themselves.

6. In the earnestness of his desire for them, the apostle, contrary to his wont,
has penned all this epistle with his own hand. His custom was simply to put a
salutation from his hand at the end; but in this case, be could not, as it

were, trust another, or was not free to dictate to another the things that were in
his heart. It was not with him, as with those of whom he was writing, a fair

show in the flesh that he was making. He was not wanting followers, nor, as
they, to escape persecution for the cross of Christ. He charges them openly
with this. They did not keep the law, they could not but be conscious of that.

Their desire to have others circumcised was simply that they might glory in
their flesh. For him all that was ended. The cross of the Lord Jesus Christ
had <;losed for him the whole scene here; and iu it the world it was that was
crucified, and he liiniself to the world. The character of the world was thus
stamped upon it. The cross was for him a shadow resting upon it. If it had
judged and cast out Christ, he who was identified with Christ before God, and
had learned to identify himself thus, was one whom they had crucified.

7. Christ was beyond it all. He had seen Him, Head of a new creation; in
Him circumcision availed nothing now, nor uncircumcision. These had nothing
to do with new creation. They belonged to the world, to the fallen world. The
Christian walk was outside them altogether, not al"ter the Jewish pattern of
legality nor the Gentile pattern of lawlessness. There was a new rule,—a rule
which made a man "a pilgrim and a stranger" here, the rule of belonging to
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this other scene in which already the glory of Christ was displayed. In the

light of that he walked, and for such as do so he desires and pronounces

upon them " peace and mercy," (mercy of which they still had need) "and upon
the Israel of God "—the true Israelite,* not the fleshly one. Here then, the mat-

ter rested for him. None need trouble him more. He bore already in his body
the "brands of the Lord Jesus," the brands of trials and sufferings undergone
for Christ and which marked him as the bondman of Christ in the joyful appre-

hension of the love that had been shown. He closes with the constant bene-

diction that was in his heart: "The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with
your spirit."

* That is, the natural descendants of Abraham who were also spiritual.—S. R.
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF EPHESIANS.

THE epistle to the Ephesians carries us to the height of Christian

position. It is, as we well know, the epistle of the heavenly

places. Christ is seated there, and we are seated together in

Him. The very scene of our conflict is in the heavenly places. In

this there is a correspondence, as has been noticed long since, between

it and the book of Joshua. Just as Israel had to gain possession prac-

tically of that which was their own by God's gift, so are we taught here

to get possession of that which is our own in the heavens. The height

of our outlook in it gives us a wider range of truth than we could have

had before,—in fact, the widest.

It is true that Romans, in the announcement of our place in Christ

before God, virtually involves the heavenly position ; but this is not

worked out in it. We have in Romans the Head of new creation, in

Galatians the new creation itself, but only briefly indicated. In Ephe-

sians we get, in a sense, beyond this. The new creation is in contrast,

as its Head is, with the old creation and the first Adam ; but here we

have all things headed up in Christ, things " which are in heaven and

which are in earth." We look backward to see God's purpose toward

us before the world was. We look forward to see God's grace mani-

fested to the principalities and powers in heavenly places in "His kind-

ness towards us in Christ Jesus," and to divine glory manifested in the

Church through Christ Jesus throughout the ages. Thus we have the

widest scope of view anywhere in the New Testament.

The earth side, if I may so say, of our position, as Romans and Gala-

tians have shown it to us, is omitted. We have neither "dead to sin"

nor "to the law," nor "crucified to the world" here; but we are

created in Christ Jesus, quickened with Him, raised up together and

made to sit together in Him in the heavenly places. This is what is

ours individually, which prepares the way for the development of the

truth as to the Church. We have, first of all, to see that the bride of

Christ is of His kindred, as Abraham required that the bride of Isaac

should be. Thus, we have at the very beginning what is individual

and which prepares the way to consider our corporate position as united

to Christ by the Spirit and made members of His body as well as the

habitation of God in the Spirit. This is the full revelation now of that
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which had been a mystery hid in God from the ages and generations

throughout all the age-times, and Paul himself is the special minister of

this to bring men into the fulness of the blessing. It is in the latter

part, in connection with our responsibility in our earth relationships,

that there is developed the relation of the Church to Christ as His

bride, the Eve of the Last Adam.

Everything in Ephesians, as we might expect in an epistle of this

character, is based upon the will of God, which all the way through is

prominently brought before us. He has "chosen us in Him before the

foundation of the world, to be holy and without blame before Him in

love," which is His own nature; we are "predestinated to the adoption

of children by Jesus Christ to Himself;" that is "according to the good

pleasure of His will." He might have had us in other relationships

than this, although in any we must have been according to the require-

ment of His perfect nature, but He is acting in all this for the glory of

His grace to manifest Himself to all His creatures, a purpose which is

in itself a purpose of grace. It is the necessity of a love which must

find expression ; and which fills and satisfies, as it alone can satisfy, the

hearts of those to whom it is revealed.

The principalities and powers in heavenly places are not overlooked,

but have their own blessing in this revelation of grace to others

than themselves. God's glorifying Himself is nothing less than the

pouring out of that which is in Himself, and it is in this divine fulness

manifested in Christ towards us that we are filled up. The Spirit of

God here is the seal of all this blessing, and, as the Spirit of adoption,

the Witness to us that we are the children of God, we have the pledge

of the inheritance of children. "If sons, then heirs."

Here then comes association with Him who is Himself primarily the

Heir of all. For Him the universe was created and He fashions it all

for eternity according to God, Himself the First-Born among many

brethren. Thus we are brought, of necessity, into the closest relation-

ship to Christ. There could be nothing closer than the relation of a

body to the Head. "We are the fulness" or "complement," says the

apostle, "of Him that filleth all in all;" and, as the members of His

body, we are to be those through whom He works out His mind

throughout eternity: for the body, as is plain, is the instrument of the

mind, and the Spirit of God is that which unites and energizes the

whole together for this purpose. This is not a transitory blessing. It

is not something connected simply with this world, but in this world

we are growing up in all things to the perfect manhpod, to the "mea-

sure of the stature of the fulness of Christ."
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The practical results are, of course, dwelt upon here, as elsewhere,

and the conflict which we have here is not, as in Romans, or Galatians,

with the flesh, but with the "principalities and powers," the rulers of

the darkness of this world ; the whole aim of Satan in this being to keep

us out of the practical possession of that which he knows God has des-

tined us for. We see here, therefore, what the apostle tells us else-

where was his aim, "to present every man perfect in Christ Jesus."

Clearly, Ephesians fills, in an admirable way, the third place. It is

the sanctuary opened to us, not for worship simply, as in Hebrews, but

that we may take possession of it. Our blessings are altogether in con-

trast with those of Israel ; we are "blessed with all spiritual blessings,"

but "in heavenly places in Christ."

The divisions are six :

1. (Chap. i. 1-14.) God's purpose in Christ as Source of all blessings

to us and the Head of all things.

2. (Chaps, i. 15-ii. 10.) Our participation with Christ in God's work

beyond death.

3. (Chaps, ii. 11-iv. 16.) The church mystery, the house of God and

the body of Christ.

4. (Chaps, iv. 17-v. 21.) The ways that suit this.

5. (Chaps. V. 22-vi. 9.) Our responsibilities in those earthly relation-

ships through which the heavenly ones also shine.

6. (Chap. vi. 10-24.) The conflict and the way of victory.
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1 (1-6): Our
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nation as

sons to ttie

Father.

THE EPISTLE TO THE

EPHESIANS.
DIVISION 1. (Chap. i. 1-14.)

God's purpose in Christ as source of all blessing to us and

Head of all things.

1. T)AUL, an "apostle of Jesus Christ, by the ''will of
-L God, to the saints which are at "Ephesus,* and to

the ** faithful in Christ Jesus. 'Grace to you and peace
from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

* Many omit, "at Ephesus," and suggest that the epistle was either a
general one, or that referred to in Col. iv. 16. But the words should
evidently be retained.
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Div. 1.

As already said, in Ephesians we have, first of all, onr individnal blessing,

and this in its liigliest character; the fruit, also, of God's purpose in Christ to-

wards us, wliich is the display of Himself in His own nature; and not simply
even for "the glory of His grace," but in result for "the prai.se of His glory."

The apostle announces himself at the outset as an "apostle of Jesus Christ by
the v?ill of God." He is acting in his divinely commissioned place, to declare

that which, as elsewhere we find him saying, is the completion of Scripture

truth, and the declaration of mysteries hidden from ages and generations and
now revealed. He writes to the saints at Ephesus as to "the faithful in Christ

Jesus." We have already seen that Ephesus evidently has in the New Testa-

ment a representative place with regard to the Church at large. We are here,

therefore, to have the full church character given to it; yet he writes not to the

church at Ephesus, but to the saints as individuals. The individnal blessing

comes first, and must come first. We are membere of Christ only by the gift of

the Spirit, but we must be first prepared of tlie Spirit in order to receive this

gift, the temple that He is to inhabit must first be built. He could not seal

flesh, nor man in sin. The bride of Christ, as already said, must be of the

kindred, and therefore we have that here which first of all links us with the

essential blessing of all the saints before. The "faithful in Christ Jesus" may
make us realize in the Ephesians a condition of soul which prepared them to

receive the truth which was now to be communicated. It is plain that

in the case, for instance, of the Corinthians or of the Galatian.s, he was hindered

by the condition of soul in those to whom he was writing. In Corinthians be
does, indeed, give ns the Church as the body of Christ, but he does not carry us

up to the heavenly places, but simply develojis the practical working of the

church on earth. Here he is unhindered. It is a point to be well underatood

by us that we cannot learn scripture truth as we might learn any other, that

there must be a condition of soul corresponding to the truth revealed. There

must be hearts open to receive and to take the impress of the truth revealed.

There must be a state towards God of those who are whole hearted in their de-

sire to be subject to His mind. To tiiese he begins with his usual salutation :

"Grace be to you, and peace, from God onr Father, and from the Lord Jesus

Christ."

1. He begins, then, with the praise which fills his heart a« he thinks of that

which is the portion of the saints. " Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord
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^Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, who "hath blessed us with all* spiritual bless-

ings in the "heavenly places in Christ, according as he
hath 'chosen us in him before the foundation of the

/<ir.lPetl.
8.

cS. ver. 17.

r/. ch. 3. 14
witb John
20. 17.

* Or, " Every spiritual blessing." 12,13.

ef. 1 Cor. 3. 21-23 ; cf. Rom. 8. 29 32. ft ver. 20; ch. 2. 6 ; ch. 3. 10 ; ch. 6. 12 ; cj. Josli. 1. 2, 3;

ctr. Deut. 28. 1-13. i 2 Thess. 2. 13; cj. 1 Pet. 1. 2; c^. 2 Tim. 1. 9.

Jestis Christ who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places

in Christ." It is the Falber's will, tlie Father's love to which all is referred

here ; Christ the One in vvboni there is the accomplishment of this. "The God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," suggests, as the Lord has taught ns, our

own twofold relationship to Him as that. " The God of our Lord Jesus Christ

"

implies the Man Ciirist Jesus down here in the place of weakness, to work out

His will, to whom God must be God, who walks in the path of faith like no
other man, only in the perfection which belongs to Him; but then His God is

His Father, and, as this, our Fatlier also, although there is a peculiar sense, of

course, in which, as the "Only Begotten Son" He fills such a place. As the

"Only Begotten," He is alone and must ever be alone. As the "First Born,"

He is in necessary connection with others who are not merely naturally but
spiritually born. Thus, the Lord says in His message through Mary Magdalene,

"I ascend unto my Father and your Father, unto my God and your God." It

has been often noted that the Lord does not say here to our Father and to our

God. He preserves, as a matter of necessity, the peculiar place which is His,

and yet He brings us, by virtue of what He is, into relationships which are

characterized by His relationship. " My Father " and therefore "your Father;"

"My God "and therefore "your God." God has One now in whom He can

perfectly reveal Himself In the Old Testament He was the God of Abraham,
of Isaac and of Jacob. These three, as we have seen in the book of Exodus, are

those specially chosen, as, in the place they fill, giving ns to know God in a dis-

tinct way. In the God of Abraham, in fact, we see the Father, just because

and as in Isaac the one yielded np to death and yet brongbt out of it, we see

the Son. The God of Jacob gives ns, on the other hand, the thought of the

Spirit. Jacob transformed into Israel is the typical presentation of the Spirit's

work. Thus God bad in some way identified Himself with these three men,
but now there are and can be none associated with Christ after this manner.
He is the One in whom God is displayed and He displays Him fully and per-

fectly. Tlie God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ is God perfectly revealed,

and it is He who "bath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly
places in Christ." Notice bow we are entitled, therefore, to go back through
all the Old Testament scriptures and to claim every spiritual blessing that we
find there as our own. We do not take them from those to whom they belonged.

Those blessings declare the character of God who is now revealed to us and who
has blessed us in Christ. No character of blessing, therefore, can be wanting to

us. If God says to Joshua: "I will never leave thee nor forsake thee," we
may, as the apostle tells us, claim that promise fully, although there could

scarcely perhaps be one which might be considered more incidental to the pe-

culiar place which Joshua occupied. But "all spiritual blessings" then are ours,

only that the sphere to which they belong, with which they connect us, is

heavenly and not earthly. There is no conflict, therefore, with Israel's bless-

ings; although, surely, their highest blessings must be spiritual also, but they
are in earthly places, not in heavenly. Clirist is the storebonse of these bless-

ings for us. He is the One who by His work in our behalf justifies their be-

stowal. Nay, we may say, even necessitates it, for the moment we see Christ

as Man here upon earth, the fullest blessing of man is certainly implied for him.
"If God spared not His Son, but delivered Him up for us all, how shall He not
with Him also freely give ns all things?" "All spiritual blessings" then are

ours. We only need faith to claim them and enjoy them. Unbelief may, alas,
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world, that we should be ^holy and* without blame
before him in 'love; having "predestinated* us unto
"adoption through Jesus Christ to himself, according
to the good "pleasure of his will, to the ''praise of the
glory of his grace, in f which he hath taken us into

« favor in the 'beloved.

2. In whom we have 'redemption, through his 'blood,

the "forgiveness of trespasses, according to the "riches
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make ns poor still, shaming the One •whom we should glorify by the manifesta-

tion of the blessing that is ours. Nevertheless, the blessings abide permaueutly
for His people, aud it is, of course, impossible that for any of these there could

be the final loss of that which is thus secured; but this makes the apostle look

back to eternity before ever the world was, to that will of God to which we owe
our all. He has chosen us in Him before the world was. This world, so large

and important as it is often in our thoughts, yet is after all that which has, as

it were, come iu by the way, and is a step in order to His fulfilment of these

eternal blessings; but the fii-st thing that we find here is that we must, therefore,

be according to His own nature, and here, too, the guard of His holiness is first

named: "That we should be holy and without blame Ijefore Him "—then His
full character—"in love." We must answer thus to what He is if we are to be
blessed at all. It is not, therefore, said here, "According to the good pleasure

of His will." That comes in the next place when He speaks of our predestina-

tion, our appointment to the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to Himself.

There it is His will merely to which we owe this. If He had servants of His
power, they must answer to His nature; not, of course, that He cannot overrule

the evil which has come in through sin and make sinful men the instrument of

His pleasure, but this is not in question here. It is that which comes from His
own heart, not that which displays His power merely, and thus there must be
what corresponds to what is in His own heart. Because of what we are, this is to

the praise of the glory of His grace. It is grace and grace alone that can bring

into the highest place, and this grace has been shown us in the Beloved. Tlie

apostle does not say in Christ simply here, but wants to make us realize the

fulness of delight which God has iu Him in whom we are accepted. Thus the

result must be the praise of the glory of His grace. Suited it is that those crea-

tures of His who are to find the very highest place with Him are those thus
redeemed from sin. It makes the place itself the display of what God is in a
way which nothing else could do. If God is acting in grace, if He is free to

show out what is in His heart, then it is what is due to Himself, we may say,

that He will manifest, not what is due to us or to any of His creatures, but due
to Himself, and thus the fullest blessing must result from it. Christ, "the Be-
loved" is, as we know, the pledge of all this.

2. He points out now, therefore, the grace side of things. In Christ we have
redemption through His blood, the forgiveness of sins. Let us notice that

He does not speak of justification here nor in the epistle anywhere. It is not

the suited term, although one peculiarly Paul's, but as another has said: "God
does not justify His own work," and we are looked at here in that character.

Yet there must be redemption, the taking out of the condition in Avhich we
were as sinners in the power of that blood shed, which was the necessary price,

bnt therefore the forgiveness of sins is according to the riches* of His grace.

•How sugRestive this word " riches" is, not merely of the exhaustless wealth of God's
Btore, but, by contrast, of that poverty in us which had nothinp. having "spent all." We
were, and iu ourselves still are, poor indeed, but this emphasizes the grace that has opened
its wondrous riches to us.—8. R.
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of his grace ; which he hath made to "abound towards
us in all 'wisdom and intelligence, having made known
to us the *mystery of his will, according to his good
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pose of him who worketh all things according to the
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It is not mere forgiveness, as it were. There is the overflow of goodness in it;

and it is added that according to this " He hath abounded toward ns now in all

wisdom and intelligence." He has come out to make known to ns that which is

ours that we may enjoy it according to His mind. He does not reveal what He
would not have us enjoy, but He has not merely revealed to us that which is

our own blessing, we are made to know the fnlness of His purpose which has
Christ as its Object. He has made known to us " the m;ystery of His will," that

is the secret of it not hitherto declared, "according to His good pleasure which
He hath purposed in Himself, that in the dispensation of the fu'iuess of times
He might head up in One all things iu Christ, both which are in heaven and
which are on earth." This large and general purpose we do not find, therelore,

in the Old Testament. Christ is the glorious King of Israel, the Kuler of the

nations of the earth, but the promises of the Old Testament do not go beyond
the earth; they belong, as Komans has told ns, to Israel, to the apostle's kindred
according to the flesh. Here w^e have what is much wider. Christ is to be
Head over all, the fullest security of blessing to all, that could be. All things
are to be in His hand when, in the wisdom of God, the time has arrived lor

Him to put forth His hand and take them. Even now He sits upon the

Father's throne, but there, as is clear, in retirement in a certain sense. He has
had necessarily to come down first into the lower parts of the earth to the death
of the cross, in order that God might be glorified with regard to everything and
I)erfect power over sin might be realized, it might be no barrier to bles.sing any
more. Thus we can nnderstand that at His firet coming, Christ conld not take
the power which was His. The secret of the present delay has to do with us.

He is gathering, as we shall see, a people who are to be trained in His school

npon earth, in order to inherit with Him that which in grace He shares with
them. Thus, the delay has respect to us, is in onr behalf, and the whole truth

as to the Church comes in in this place. So the apostle goes on immediately to

say therefore that, "In Him also we have obtained an inheritance, being pre-

destinated according to the purpose of Him who worketh all things after the

connsel of His own will, that we should be to the praise of His glory who first

trusted in Christ." If He speaks of Christ's inheritance there must be the co-

heirs, and that is what, during all this time of patience in which evil is so pre-

valent and good seems almost to be baflied, God is working out by it all

that needed discipline which is to make us, as exercised with regard to good
and evil, participators in the mind of Christ and instruments in His hand fin-

ally. How wonderful a purpose this that we should be not merely to the praise

of the glory of His grace, but "to the praise of His glory." The praise of the
glory of His grace contemplates the low, sinful estate of those whom He raises

up to manifest it in, but "the praise of His glory" contemplates the wonderful
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condition into which they are brought and seated with Clirist, and here he
shows us that those in Israel who through grace have anticipated what will be
the faith finally of the nation (" we who fii-st trusted iu Christ") are to find an
infinitely greater blessing than anything that they have lost through Israel's

failure.

3. He now tarns to the Gtentiles, as these Ephesians were. The "we" and
"ye" all through the epistle, as we have seen in Galatians also, mark out
the difference. " In whom therefore," he adds, " ye also trusted after ye heard
the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation." The Gentiles come in on
equal footing with these Jewish first-fruits, and they have, in consequence, by
that Spirit which is theirs, the Holy Spirit of promise, the seal of that condition
of sonship, which is the pledge that they shall be heirs also. It is "the earnest

of our inheritance till the redemption of the purchased possession, to the praise,"

again, "of His glory." He is now the earnest. Necessarily, that character

will cease when we have the inheritance itself : not the seal of the Spirit itself,

which would be a loss indeed, if it were possible to us, but it is, of course, only
in this way that the habitation of God abides for eternity. God will not give it

up. Let us notice that the seal of the Spirit is simply that which is put upon
faith in Christ, and that the " after that ye believed " is really too strong. It

implies no necessary interval. "In whom having believed, ye were sealed."

The sealing marks as out for God, but it is that also which, as doing this,

brings in God to preserve that which is His own, and thus it is the assurance of
absolute .security. We are in a world in which our feebleness is, alas, continu-
ally manifest. It is God's gnice, tlierefore, that thus takes upon Himself, as we
may say, the responsibility of our being brought through. In the Spirit which
He has given us He has pledged Himself to this; so Peter also, having told us
that we are "begotten again to an inheritance, incorruptible and undefiled,

reserved in heaven," adds that " we are kept by the power of God through faith

unto (final) salvation" (1 Pet. i. 3-5). Here is the power of God in the Holy
Spirit of power, the One who, as we have seen, dwells in the very bodies of the

saints, in order to make good there, in that which is the very sign of onr weak-
ness, and which as yet does not share in the blessing of redemption, the purpose
of God.

Let ns notice again the peculiar expression here: " redemption of the pur-
chased possession," which, of course, means our inheritance; bnt thus our in-

heritance needed to be purchased and needs to be redeemed. This is the first

time that we have come to such an intimation. We have what is similar in

Colossians, "the reconciliation of things in earth and things in heaven" (Col.

i. 20), and in Heb. ix. 23 the heavenly things are seen as having to be purified

by sacrifice. This is a mystery to many, the thought of "things," not simply
persons, needing the work of Christ in order that God's purposes may be fulfilled

as to them; bat in fact, everything has waited for the glorification of God as to

sin to be accomplished. Satan himself is thus in the heavenly places, not cast

down, and when we look forward to the actual time when this shall take
place, as the book of Bevelatiou declares it to us, we find that the comple-
tion of God's victory over evil has waited and still waits for His purpose
towards man to be fulfilled. Whatever we might think, the nature of God is
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snch that there conld not be tolerated the smallest question as to what He is.

Sin has raised questions which must he fully met and answered, whicli the
work of Christ has met, before God could lay hold even of the heavenly places

themselves, in whicli we know sin has been, to renew them according to His
eternal purpose. There is no question, of course, of the purification or
reconciliation of the fallen angels, yet even so judgment alone upon them
conld not sufficiently vindicate Him. He cannot, in fact, be vindicated by
judgment merely. Judgment may show His righteousness, but not His
heart, and the question lias gone deeper than with regard to righteonsness.

Christ's work alone has shown, not merely His holiness with regard to sin, but
His love also, and thus still there is a certain delay of the fulfilment of His
purpose which has been already spoken of.* He is free now to work out the
restoration which is in His mind. Thus, as we have seen in Eomans, the
groaning creation waits for the manifestation of the sons of God, and the pos-
session which ia oui-s in the heavenly places needed that purchase price to be
paid for it, not because of those who were to be put in possession, but becanse
of the question which sin has raised even there. The purchase is completed,
but the redemption remains to be accomplished yet. "Purchase" and "re-
demption " are very distinct things, although the same work is necessary in each
ease ; but redemption is the actual bringing out of the evil condition which,
we may reverently say, the purchase gives God title to do. If we look on to

the twelfth of Revelation, we shall find there that when the man child is taken
up to heaven, the dragon and his angels are cast down. That is the redemption.
The man child, no doubt, includes both the One who is to rule all nations with
a rod of iron, and those also who are expressly promised to share this power
with Him (Rev. xii. 16, 17). Thus, during all the time in which we wait, the
Spirit of God, the Witness of the glory of Him whose work has been accom-
plished, is here for the guarding of the fulfilment of these purposes of blessing.

Div. 2.

"We have had, then, the general outline of God's purpose in Christ, not merely
towards us, but embracing the subjection of all things to Him. We are now to
see how He has, in fact, taken as up to link us with Christ for the fulfilment of
blessing.

1. It takes the form of a prayer from the apostle's heart in behalf of those
whom he is addressing. He longs for them and for us that we may have the
spirit of wisdom and revelation with regard to all these thing.s. In fact, how
much has been hidden in this way through the lack of response on the part of
God's people to these wonderful communications! He has heard of their faith in
the Lord Jesus and their love to all the saints. He gives thanks, therefore, for

them, but that is not enough. He realizes that they are yet in a world in
which Satan is busy, as by and by he will more fully show, to deprive the peo-
ple of God of that which, in their knowledge of it now, would be power for them
to glorify God in the scene through which they are passing. It is here, in fact,

in the entering into these purposes of God, that the Christian character is prac-

* May there not also be the suggestion that all sin penetrates even heaven? God is in re-
latlon with man, and therefore all sin of man reaches His holy presence; as the tabernacle,
God's dwelling-place in Israel, was defiled by the uncleanness of the people and needed to
be purged by blood (Lev. xvi. 16). When all things are finished, and the purging by power
takes place, the full redemption will have been efiected.—S. R.
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tically acquired, and the Christian intelligence alone folly gained. It is no
•wonder, therefore, if here should be the sharpest possible contention, and that

here the apostle should be in prayer that God's people should lose nothing of

that -which He has designed for them. Accordingly, the prayer is to the God of

our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, the One who has purposed all this,

and the One to whom belongs the power alone to accomplish it. He prays that

this God may give them the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the "full knowl-
edge," (as it should be) of Him.The deepest, sweetest character of the revelation

of these things is that it gives the knowledge of Himself. For this we need, as

he explains directly, the "eyes of our heart" to be enlightened. It is "heart,"

not "mind," for in the heart such eyes really are. It is not mere intelligence

that can possess itself of these things. It is not any brightness of mind merely,

as people would say. It is the heart for what is revealed that will lead to right

intelligence as to the revelation. Conld God possibly reveal these things with
all their announced value for the soul, so that a human heart would kindle with
desire to possess itself of them, only to find that the faculty had been denied of
obtaining that which was sought for? How impossible to think of it! God's
people deprive themselves of what is the inheritance of every one of them, and
they must, of necessity, connive at their being robbed of it, in order not to

know. The Spirit of revelation, the Spirit of wisdom, the Spirit of under-
standing is in them already,and, as the apostle pictures it, it is the Spirit that

searcheth the deep things of God. Can He do it in one and not in another?
Or, if He be pleased still to have special human instruments, does He mean
by that to deny the possession of the truth t-o any who seek it? Certainly,

it would be impossible to think so. The apostle prays, therefore, that they
might know what was the hope of this calling of God, that is, of all that,

in fact, is hailing us from those blessed scenes which God is opening up to us,

and that they might know what the riches are of the glory of His inheritance

in the saints. It is God's inheritance. No possession of it on our part could
possibly deprive Him of what is in it, and how little would it be true inherit-

ance if we did not inherit it with Him! It is God that inherits what is His,

but it is the saints whom He puts in possession, just as He puts Israel in pos-

session of the land which, nevertheless. He reserves as His, and which, therefore,

cannot be taken away from Him. "The land is Mine," He says: "ye are

strangers and sojournera, "—^guests therefore, as such, thrown upon the goodness
and liberality of Him who, as such, is entertaining them,—"ye are strangers

and sojourners with Me." We inherit after the same manner: a blessed thing
to know that it is not the inheritance of a lost Father, but the inheritance of
One who dwells with ns in it, that belongs to u.s. But He desires that we
should know also the greatness of His power which is working towards us with
regard to these very things, according to the working of the might of His
strength. How He multiplies words that we might realize the energy that is at

work, a power in which He has wrought in Christ ; for the work done in Him is
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done for us all, and the good of it belongs to us all. God has raised Christ from
the dead then, and seated Him at His own right hand in the heavenly places.

The work is perfectly accomplished, and He only awaits the full answer to it on
the part of God. The present answer is only the pledge of the full carrying out
of all. His place is already above every principality and power and dominion
and every name named, not only in this age, but also in that v?hich is to come.
He has put all things under His feet. Here it is the One then who has in His
own hand the fulness of blessing for us, and this accomplishment already with
regard to Him must have its present bearing upon our condition also, even
while we are here in the world. God has given Him, in fact, to be Head over
all things to the assembly which is His body,—Head over all things, which is

that inheritance itself of which Paul has been speaking. He is Head in the full

power of such a place to the assembly. All that is implied by the place He has,

implies the blessing which is to be to the Church, united as it is to Him
now in the nearest way that could be attained—His body; the apostle does not
hesitate to add "the fulness of Him who fiUeth all in all." What things to

bring together! Here is One who is possessor of divine fulness; no other could

fill all in all, and yet the body is His fulness. He is not complete without it.

In God's thought and purpose, Christ would be incomplete if His body had not
its place too; how near and wonderful a place,

—"His body," filled with His
love, energized with His mind, working out His thoughts as our bodies work
out the thoughts and purposes of our minds! It is in resurrection, of course,

that He becomes this Head. It is a human Head, blessed be God, though He
be much more than human. That is the fitting Head to this human Body.
Thus, the Church could have no existence until after He had risen from the dead.

Search throughout the Old Testament, you will find nowhere the first hint,

even, of any company of people as the body of Christ. You will find saints put
under Him for blessing, you will find His rule over man, but such a relation-

ship is to be found nowhere, such a relationship could not, in fact, exist until

Christ as Man had risen from the dead and become, therefore, the fitting Head
for such a body. Then the body itself must be brought into being, and thus the
descent of the Spirit follows the ascent of Christ to the throne of God.

2. The apostle carries us back now to what, alas, was our previous fellowship.

We have been called to the fellowship of Christ, but how good for us to look
back and see what He has called us out of "And you," he says, "hath He
quickened, who were dead in trespasses and sins." This is the first time in the
epistles that we find such a statement with regard to man's condition. The
epistle to the Romans speaks of our being under death as the penalty upon our
sins. It speaks of our being dead to sin as the effect of the new place of identi-

fication with Christ in His death, which God has given us; but now there is

something more than this. It is man himself who is dead. That state, imprac-
ticable of help to any except God, is his. There is no possibility of self-help.
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There is no possibility of working out of that condition. No work is conceiv-

able in such a state. This death is Godward. There is not anything whicli for

Hira constitutes life at all. He says that this is not a condition of irresponsi-

bility, however, but the reverse. It is "in trespasses and sins" that men are

dead; active enough, fully active in this character in which the epistle to the

Konians has spoken of them, but dead as to the hopelessness of it, as to the total

absence of all response to God which it implies. Activity there is enough, "in
which ye once walked," he says, "according to the course of this world, accord-
ing to the ruler of the power," or authority, "of the air, the spirit which now
worketh in the sons of disobedience." Tiiis is what) gives its character then to

the course of this world, age, as it is literally, as we have seen; the wliole

period characterized by that which is away from God, and with the ruler over
it who, as the ruler of the power of the air, is exhibited to ns as having that
complete control of the earth which the heavens have for fruitfnlneas or for dis-

turbance. This ruler is the spirit who now works in the sons of disobedience.
They are marked out as the sous of disobedience, as that which gives him title

to the power which he manifests over them. How complete is this ajwstasy,

then, from the blessed place in which God created man to be at the beginning,
the one with whom He had come down to walk as with a friend. Nor was
there any who did not share this place. " Among whom we also," he adds, we
Jews as well as you Gentiles, "all once had our convei-sation in the lusts of oiir

flesh." We had our common fellowship, terrible fellowship indeed, "in the
lusts of the flesh, fulfilling the wills of the fle.sh and of the mind;" that is, the
grosser or the more refined and spirit part of our nature, both alike evil and
away from God. Thus we were "children of wrath by nature even as the rest."

The Jew is in no wise exempt, but, on the contrary, as being in this condition

in spite of all the blessing and privilege which God had bestowed upon him, is

only, if po-ssible, in a greater depth of evil than the Gentile. Such is man's
condition, then.

3. "But God, being rich in mercy, because of His great love wherewith
He loved us even when we were dead in sins,"—that is where God's love lays

hold upon us, not when there has been something right in ns, not when we
have begun to waken up and respond to the love which greets ns from Him,
but simply out of His love itself. "He hasquickened us with Christ," and "by
grace it is that we are saved," he adds in parenthesis, grace surely. He has given
us life when in that condition. There is no condition possible between death
and life, no life which could be true life except by His gift for those so fallen,

so that here Hia love met ns, doing the whole work from the beginning, quick-
ening ns, as he says, with Christ. He looks at it all as part of that same work
which brought Christ up from the dead. As to the point of time, of course, we
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are individnally qnickened and brought np, but as to the character of the
quickening, it is this from its being part of that redemptive work which is the
fruit of His intervention for us. It is a life which, in fact, is the life of Him
with whom we are quickened. It is a life which makes Him to be the "First-
born" among human brethren. Christ is looked at here, of course, as the Re-
presentative of His people, not, therefore, in the title which belongs to Himself
personally, but in that which He bad earned by the work to which He stooped.
Thus it is all part of the same work. We are with Him in character by virtue
of this quickening. Our condition is changed into the total opposite of what it

was, and not only is our condition changed, our position is changed. He has
"raised us np together." Quickening and resurrection are different things.

Qinckening is communication of life. Eesurreclion is the bringing of the life

into the place of the living. Christ's resurrection has, in fact, given us this

new place before God, as Romans has already tanght us to say that we were
justified by His resurrection. As His people, although justified now of course,

when we become His people and not betbre, yet we look back to that resurrec-

tion of His which was the public sentence of God with regard to this. He has
delivered ns from every charge that could be made, from every question against
ns, by the resurrection of Christ. He litis given us, there/ore, a new and unas-
sailable position in the One whom He has raised up. " He has mised ns up
together and made us sit together in heavenly places in Christ." Notice the

difference. He does not say "with Christ" now any more. He is thinking
simply of the representative character of Him who is seated in the heavenly
places for us.' We are actually quickened, we are actually raised up, we belong
no more to the dead, whether as to the condition of our souls or as to the com-
pany in which we are.* We are actually quickened and raised up, but we are
not actually sitting down in the heavenlies. We are virtually and representa-

tively sitting there in the One who is before God for ns. Thus we reach, as has
been said before, the height of Christian position. ITie epistle to the Romans
has involved this already, for "in Christ" means the same thing there as here,

but it is here put in the fullest and strongest way, it is developed in such a way
as to make it practically a new thing for us. We would not be entitled to infer

such things except we had divine warrant for them, but heve we have the war-
rant. God has made us to sit together in the heavenly places in Christ. Now
comes the display of His glorious purpose as to this. It is "that He might
show forth in the ages to come the exceeding riches of His grace in His kindness
towards us in Christ Jesus." We need not be surprised then that the place
should be such a place of wonder! If God is going to show that which is in-

deed the fruit of Christ's work and the display of the full purposes of His heart,

it will be surely true that the fullest blessing pos.sible is necessitated lor this.

God is acting, as it were, though only grace could say so, on His own account;

* It will be noticed that " together" suggests the union of Jew and Gentile, as later on in
ver. 16, they are spoken of as reconciled "m one body " by the cross. Thus we not only are
quickened and raised individually, but by the very fact tfiat aU believers are so, we have a
common life and position, into which the previous distinction of Jew and Gentile cannot
enter.—S. R,
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bnt then with regard to ns, it is grace and nothing but grace. He adds that all

the way through here: "For ye are saved by grace, through faith"; and as if

that were not enough, he adds, "and this not of yourselves:" that is, as surely

is meant here, the faith itself is not of us. It is not of us, but it is God's gift.

There is no principle of works, therefore, that any one may boast; nay, if you
talk of works, we are His workmanship, and in such a way as He worked at the

beginning in creation itself. We are His new creation, "His workmanship
created in Christ Jesus." Here is what brings us, of course, into that scene of
which the epistle to the Galatians has spoken to us. It is God's work in us
that has accomplished this, and "He has created us unto gootl works," such
works "as He has afore prepared that we should walk in them." He has giveu
us a nature which will be fruitful in us after the manner that He desires. He
knows what He is doing and His purpo.ses cannot fail of accomplishment.
Thus, poorly (if we look at ourselves,) as we may rightly think of ourselves, the

glory to come will display the full accomplishment of all that He has had in

His heart to do; and the brethren of Christ will be such as even in this way He
will not be ashamed to call His brethren.

Div. 3.

Sec. 1.

1. Having had thus the individual Christian position which the Spirit of God
makes good to the soul, we now come to that which is the fruit of the Spirit,

uniting us together and to Christ above. The Church is seen here in the first

place as the body of Christ, and then as the house of God. The relation of the
bride does not as yet come before us. The apostle goes back now to comment
upon what they were to whom he was writing, as "in time past Gentiles in the

flesh, called the uncircumcision " by that which was, after all, only the "cir-

cumcision in the flesh made by hands," but still in the state of privilege, as the

people of God on earth. The Gentile state was that of wanderers altogether,

who had turned their backs upon God and who were left, as to the mass, in the

state which they had cho.sen. They were "without Christ," "aliens" too

"from the commonwealth of Israel," "strangers from the covenants of prom-
ise;" they had "no hope," that is no hope that was rightly founded, little in

fact of any kind, and were "without God in the world;" an awful position, but
which he only refers to here, in order to make the contrast now more wonderful.

2. Now in Christ Jesus, they who were "far off" were "made nigh," made nigh
at infinite cost, by the blood of Christ; that which at once declares the enorm-
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is our ''peace who hath made 'both * one and broken
down the •''middle wall of partition, having 'abolished

in his flesh the enmity, the *law of commandments in

ordinances, that he might form in himself of the two*
'one new man, making peace; and might 'reconcile

both* unto God in *one body through the 'cross, hav-
ing slain the enmity thereby: and he came and
"•preached the gospel of peace to youf who were "afar

off, and peace to those that were " nigh ; for through
him we ''both have access by one Spirit to the Father.
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* The first of these is neuter, the last two masculine. The difierence
seems to be that when the result is prominent, it is neuter ; but when it

is the moral efiect upon man, the personal form is used. Thus reconci-
liation and access are both in the personal form. A similar use is seen
in John i. 11. " He came to His own [things] and His own [people] re-

ceived Him not.

t Literally, "evangelized peace."

i cf. Col. 1. 20; cf Rom. 5. 10 ; cf. 2 Cor. 5. 18-21. k ch. 1. 23 ; ch. 4. 4 ; 1 Cor. 12. 13.
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ity of sin in the sight of God and at the same time the infinite love which could

pay the price necessitated. That -which has declared the sin of the world in

its fullest character is that which has put it away for every one who believes.

He Himself is "onr peace," and this in a double character. First of all, as the

apostle puts it here. He has made Jew and Gentile "one," having " brokea

down the middle wall of partition." In fact, what was Jew or Gentile, when
both were dead iu trespasses and sins? All distinctions of necessity vanish in

death and when both alike need to have peace made tor them, both alike are

practically far off from God, whatever the outward nearness. In fact, the very

law which the Jew prided himself npon, the law of commandments in ordi-

nances, was itself the enmity, that is, a cause of distance between God and men.

Not only it could not bring nigh, but as long as it was maintained, it actually

held men at a distance from God. It was the accuser of the Jew who lx)asted in

it. It was that which made exceeding sinful the sin which it exposed. Thus
it was the enmity Avhich Christ met and abolished in His cross. This has been

all worked out for us in previous epistles, but it is now looked at as connecting

with the Church as the body of Christ, for which Jew and Gentile had to come to-

gether and both had to be brought nigh to God. The enmity was not merely in

its effect towards the Jew only, because the condition of the Jew was only the

condition of man thoroughly exposed. The enmity, therefore, had to be slain

(a strong word used as to it) by that cross which was its penalty, taken and
thus removed from those for whom it was taken. Thus, Jew and Gentile in

Christ are brought together in "one new man." He does not say "one Jody"
simply, now, because Christ, the Head, is also seen here. Thus it is "one new
man "and both are reconciled to God also "in one body by the cross." He
could not say the "new man" was reconciled, just because that brings in

Christ. It was, therefore, here simply "in one body." The full announcement
of this must be given as the gospel is given. Christ, therefore, has come and
preached peace. We have there contemplated His coming into the world, but

now made effective by the work of the cross, so that He preaches peace ; who-
ever may be the instrument used, yet He Himself clearly is the great Proclaimer

of it. Coming nigh, as He has done to those afar off, the distance between
them and God is ended and over. He found none who did not need peace. It

had to be preached to "those afar off and those that were nigh," and now
"through Him " "both have access," by the one Spirit given to both, to God as

Father. Thus not only is the distance removed on God's side, but it is removed
on our side also. God Himself having, by the work of the Spirit, thus put us

into the position practically to which the cross had given title. Here then is
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3. So then, ye are no more 'strangers and foreigners,

but ye are 'fellow-citizens with the saints and of the
'household of God, being 'built upon the foundation of

the "apostles and "prophets. "Jesus Christ* himself be-

ing the corner stone ; in whom ""all the building fitted

together "increaseth to a holy temple in the Lord ; in

whom ye also are builded together for a 'habitation

of God in the Spirit.
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the first declaration really of the body of Christ, as we see directly, the revela-

tion of the my.stery in other ages uuknown to the sons of men, but now re-

vealed. We have nothing yet, as in Corinthians, of the relation, properly

speaking, or at least of the activity in the relation of those brought together in

this manner. It is glanced at afterward.s, but at present the great point is the

relatiou of the Head to the body which, indeed, he has spoken of before, and
with the implicatiou of the blessedness attaching to it for His people. He who
is Head to the Cliuich is "Head over all things" and thus all things are made
to raiuister to the people whom His work has brought nigh,

3. Thus we have had, in the first part of the epistle, the relationship to the

Father as children. We have had, just now, the relationship to Christ as His
body. This is, of course, to Christ as Man therefore; His humanity is needed
for it, and now we have the relationship to the Spirit as the house of God, indwelt
of Him. The body and the house are only, in this way, diflferent aspects of the
Churcti. The Spirit of God dwells in the body, a trulh which has its corre-

sponding presentation in the fact that it is in our bodies also that the Spirit

dwells. We remember also that in the Lord personally. His body is spoken of

as the temple of God. Thus, the body in this sense also becomes the temple of
God, being, in fact, that in which the Spirit displays Him.self, by which His
mind is made known. That is the thought of the body. Here we have the

thought rather of the glory to God resulting from it. The house indwelt of the

Spirit becomes a "holy temple." The apostle refers, therefore, again to their

condition as being once "strangers and foreigners." Now they are "fellow-

citizens with the saints," not with Israel, of course, although they might be and
are called so in the Old Testament; but yet those bronght, in fact, near to God,
the remnant of Israel, but now in another and nearer relationship, are those

with whom the Gentile Ephesiaus are made fellow-citizens. That is on the

human side. On the divine side, tliey are of the household of God. The
thought of the temple is to be qualified by this, that it is a living temple
now, not a house made with hands, but God dwelling and walking in

His people. This only, of course, gives fuller truth to the temple character

which the apostle goes on to; built solidly upon the "Ibundation of apostles

and prophets" (those, as we see by the order here, and as we see more
fully presently, of the New Testament alone) "Jesus Christ Himself being

the chief corner atone," the One who in Himself unites, as it were, the two
sides of the building,—the Jew and the Gentile,—together, while He is the

foundation of the whole. The "apostles and prophets" are not the foundation,

bat they lay the foundation. "Other foundation can no man lay than that

which is laid, which is Jesus Christ." In Christ, therefore, all the building is

fitly framed together. No one thought can express what Christ is to His peo-

ple. They are built upon Him, but they grow up in Him also and thus grow-

ing, they are to be for eternity a "holy temple in the Lord." The title given

to Him here shows His authority over it. He is, in fact, the Leader of the

praises of His people and the One who is, as we may say, their praise note also.
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Section 2. (Chap. iii. 1-13.)

The ministry of the mystery.

Fob this cause, I Paul, the "prisoner of Christ Jesus
for you Gentiles, if indeed ye have 'heard of the ad-
ministration of the grace of God which was "given me
toward you, that by ''revelation the mystery was made
known unto me, according as I have 'written before
briefly ; whereby when ye read, ye can understand my
intelligence in the •''mystery of Christ, which in ''other

generations was not made known unto the sons of men
as it hath ''now been revealed unto his holy 'apostles

and prophets in the ^Spirit, that the *GentiIes should
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Bnt He wonld not have ns consider the temple as being simply a fatnre thing;

tliab wonld leave ns without the present blessing of it. He adds, therefore, that

we are "bnilded together for an habitation of God" in Christ. The building is

not complete, bnt it is an actnal existence, none the less. It is a house in which
God's praises are already begun, an "habitation of God," not such as Israel's of
old, but "in the Spirit." These things are, as yet, simply delineated, as we
may say, and outlined for ns. We shall find the practical working elsewhere.

The whole triune God is in relation to u.s. Father, Son and Spirit, and we have
a different character and blessing in relation to each one, Christ Himself being,

as we know, the ground of the whole.

Sec. 2.

We now come to the ministry of the mystery, with the distinct declaration

of its being truth absolutely new, so that we are not to confound it with any- \

thing in the Old Testament, save, of course, what may be typically given there;

but types need their explanation and tiierefore are no contradiction to the truth

which they contain, being "hid in God" until the time comes for the revelation.

Paul declares here that he himself and no other is the one charged with
the commission to declare these things. The grace to the nations connects

evidently with this character of his teaching. His place, rejected of men for

Christ's sake, being the seal of his ministry to the Gentiles; grace to the Gentiles

was grace in its fullest aspect, and the administration of this grace was manifestly

committed to him. The mystery was made known to him by revelation. He
had written of it briefly before, (one would say, in the epistle to the Galatians,)

although there is no development of the trnth made known to him such as he is

making known now, but the fact of what God had added to him beyond others

is affirmed there and that is what he refers to here, by which, in reading it,

they might understand his "intelligence in the mystery of Christ." He is

speaking of the way in which he came into this knowledge, not of the contents

of the knowledge itself. He was accredited even by the other apostles with that

which was beyond them. He now goes on to speak of it as something entirely

different from what had ever been revealed before. "In other generations it

was not made known to the sons of men as it has now been revealed to His holy

apostles and prophets by the Spirit." He unites, after his manner, the names of
others along with himself, and these, no doulit, were the dispensers under him
of that which was to him, first of all, a personal revelation. This is what is to

be understood everywhere in the epistles, as the meaning of those mysteries

which characterize, in fact, Christianity in what is peculiar to it,—the mystery
(not without a reference, no doubt, to the well-known heathen mysteries) was
that which was revealed to disciples, which could not be understood apart from
this revelation, and which, as revealed indeed, would only be apprehended by
faith. It was not anything as yet made known to men at large, as by and by,

of course, it will be. There are three things in these mysteries as spoken of

here,

—
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be 'joint heirs and a "joint body and "joint partakers

of the promise in Christ Jesus, by the gospel, whereof

I was made "minister according to the gift of the grace

of God given to me, according to the 'working of his

power. To me who am «less than the least of all saints,

was this grace given, to preach unto the 'Gentiles the

gospel of the 'unsearchable riches of Christ, and to

make all men see what is the 'administration of the

mystery which throughout the ages hath been "hidden

in God who 'created all things ; to the intent that "now
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/ First of all, that the Gentiles should be joint heirs, heirs on equal terms with

the Jews, or rather with Jewish believers. This we cannot find, therefore, any-

where in the Old Testament. There are blessings for the nations and the world

to come, but the Jew is always the head, and the Gentile the tail; there is no

joint heirship, no equality. The heirehip itself also is different, therefore, from

that which the Old Testament promises revealed. It is in another sphere alto-

gether. The Christian blessings are in heavenly places, and the inheritance, as

has been already shown us, is an inheritance with Christ. We are co-heirs in

this way, also, in a higher and more wonderful position than the Old Testament

ever spoke of for any saints whatever. That is the first point; named, no doubt,

first, because it seems most in relation to Old Testament truth, though in fact

different. Of heirship the Old Testament certainly spoke, but not in any sense

-; of such a body as the Church is, a joint body, as we may call it, using the same

word all through here, which shows us Jews and Gentiles upon the most entire

equality,—a body in which Jews and Gentiles are alike members, the body of

Christ, of which, of course, we have been already fully assured. There is abso-

lutely nothing that could even give a possible ground of confusion with the

Israelitish promises.

' The third thing is that Gentiles and Jews are joint partakers of the promises

in Christ Jesus by the gospel. Here again, a place in Christ is nowhere spoken

of in the Old Testament. Christ is King and Lord of His people. They are

never identified with Him as Christians now are said to be. The promise in

the Old Testament, therefore, was not such a promise. He calls it promise

here, not because we have not the place already, which we have been fully as-

sured we have; but because this, as all else, waits for its full manifestation and

perfect blessedness in the eternity to come. Of this gospel, having the joy of

such things already to the soul, Paul had become minister "according to the

gift of the grace of God given" him, "according to the working of His power."

Power indeed was needed to sustain him in the height of such a place as this,

to enable him to minister it in full reality, nothing accompanying it which

would lessen the blessing in the eyes of men. He adds that this grace has been

given to one "less than the least of all saints," a thing which those who know
God will realize to be perfectly suited; the weaker the vessel, the more mani-

fest is it that "the excellency of the power" is "of God " and "not of man."
The strong language has nothing in it which for him is strained or exaggerated,

clearly; but he always has in mind that out of which God drew him, and which

for him had manifested itself in the clearest and most perfect grace that could

be. The former opposer and persecutor of Christ's people carries with him ever

the remembrance of this. But what a message of good news, of the unsearch-

able riches of Christ, of things infinite in their character, which, though known
surely, yet altogether pass knowledge. The mystery was now, in this way, be-

ing dispensed by him,—^a mystery hidden from the ages in God, who created all

things, and who acts always in that character of power which this necessitates.

Once the Creator, He is now the new Creator, a consummation to which all the
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to the "principalities and authorities in the heavenly
places might be made known, "through the church, the

'manifold wisdom of God, according to the "purpose of

the ages, which he purposed ' in Christ Jesus our Lord

;

in whom we have 'boldness and access in confidence

through the faith of him. Wherefore I beseech [you]

that ye ''faint not at my tribulations for you which are

your 'glory.

Section 3. (Chap. iii. 14-21.)

Christ abiding in the heart by faith, we arc filled into all thefvlness of Ood.

For this cause I'^bowmy knees unto the » Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ,* of whom * every family in

heaven and on earth is named, that he would grant
you, according to the 'riches of his glory, to be
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ages tended, and for which they were preparing the way. Not only to the Gen-
tiles, la fact, was this revelation being made, bnt angels also, "principalities

and powers in heavenly places" were become the witness of "the manifold
wisdom of God" now being wrought out through the Chnrch, the purpose of

the ages in Christ Jesus. We are continnally apt to forget that there are othenj

than ourselves who are deeply concerned in all this revelation. The earth is

not isolated from the rest of God's creation, but His purpose connects all to-

gether and is workiug for the fullest blessing of all. We miss, how much,
when we think, therefore, simply of the insignificance of the earth, as if, almost,

that which God did npon it must be proportionately insignificant also; but it is

plain that a work has been done here which has been done nowhere else, and
which can never be repeated; a work which has displayed God in such a manner
that the endless ages of eternity and the widest extent of the nniverse will be
alike filled with it. What things to minister! How suited to it and necessary

for one taken up by God in this way, although be joins all Christians with him-
self, to be admitted to "boldness and access in confidence" to God, by faith in

Christ. He beseeches the Ephesiaus, therefore, not to faint at his tribulations

for them, which were, in fact, a cause of glory to them. They were all helping

to make the more manifest the "excellency of the power" of all this to be "of
God;" and He who was in them could not, therefore, be cast down for them.

Sec. S.

This closes in a prayer which has been often compared with the prayer in

the first chapter, a comparison which is much in the way of contrast also. He
is in earnest for that for which he prays. The expression "I bow my knees"
evidently intimates that. The whole body, as it were, witnesses to that earnest

desire which is filling his soul and which he addresses now, not to "the God of

our Lord Jesus Christ," not to God in that character, but to " the Father of our
Lord." The prayer has to do, not as before, with the knowledge which he
would have the saints have of the extent of their blessing. That has been gone
through, and now he desires that they should be filled with the aflfections suited

to those to whom God has drawn near after this manner; but still he contem-
plates what we have just seen, this purpose of God fulfilled in the saints as hav-

ing to do with "every family in heaven and on earth." Of Him, he says, of the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, every such family is named. It should not be

"all the family" as in the common version, which destroys the very distinc-

tions which the apostle means to emphasize here, distinctions which only make
the unity of blessing which he has before him here, the more distinct and beau-
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tiful. Angels and men, to speak of no more, are different families, at first sight,

far enoagh apart. The angels "who excel in strength " are manifestly of a

higher order uatarally than man is, man who has been united to the dust of the

earth, that pride may he hidden from him; yet when we realize what diviue
grace has done, this human family appears in a very different character. Christ

has come into relationship with these in a way that He has not to the angels.

"He layeth not hold of augels, but of the seed of Abraham He layeth hold"
(Heb. ii. 16). Thus men have a part in Christ that no angels can lay claim to.

The work done for them, though their sins necessitated it, has been done for no
other. It is a Man who is on the Father's throne, and not an angel. Divine
grace, in the very fact ot taking up the lowest of God's spiritual creatures, has
manifested itself only the more, and this, too, necessitates the highest place of
blessing for them. But are the angels passed over then in this? Have the
other families of God been forgotten ? It is clear that what the apostle has al-

ready said shows that this is not and could not be the case. The Arms that

encompass man by the very fact of his being furthest off and lost, are wrapped
around all the rest also. This Fatherly relationship which God has, of necessity,

to His creatures, is now characterized by this relationship,—Oue who has come
down amongst these creatures and who has in Himself wedded, as we may say,

creation to God. Have the angels gained nothing by this? They did not say
so when, Christ being born upon earth, they opened heaven to proclaim their

praise. God's good pleasure was in men, but how much did that reveal of God
to them also,—of the Father, who was also their Father?
The apostle prays now, therefore, that God may give them "according to the

riches of His glory to be strengthened with power by His Spirit in the inner
man." His glory is being manifested indeed in all its fullness. He desires

that this should be realized by us in the heart, but for what purpose? Not that

signs and miracles may display what God is working, but "that Christ may
dwell " in the heart through faith. This Christ, in whom all God's purposes
united and with whom we have been brought into such wonderful and tender
relationship, well may He dwell through faith in our hearts, not be a Visitor,

known, as it were, fitfully and imperfectly, but dwelling there so that we might
be "rooted and grounded in love," that the love which has been manifested in

Him might be that out of which we should draw continually and in which also

we should be established, a perfect lovs, dismissing all fear and refusing all dis-

tance. "Eooted and grounded,"—thus we are alone fitted to apprehend " with
all saints," " the breadth and length and depth and height." He does not say
of what. It is not of love, certainly, that he is speaking, for he immediately
goes on to say that this is measureless, this surpas-ses knowledge. "Breadth
and length and depth and height" naturally speak of God's ways, of what He
is doing. The breadth of His work includes all His creatures. The length of it

is from eternity to eternity. The depth of it could only be rightly known by
that depth to which Christ has descended for us; and the height by that

place which He has given us with Himself; but if we apprehend these

things aright, they are, in fact measurements, in a sense, of that which cannot
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be measured, so that he immediately adds: "To know the love of Christ which

passeth knowledge," like those measurements which we take of the heavens

from angles obtained on earth. They convey to us,—how much! but yet leave

us to realize that we are incompetent in any full way to estimate what this love

is ; but even now the consequence of it will be, we shall be "filled up in all the

fulness of God." This is what is in Christ. " In Him," as Colossians tells us,

"dwells all the fulness of the Godhead bodily," and it is added: "We are filled

«p in Him." This divine fulness then, though we cannot hold it, holds us.

We are, as has often been said, like a vessel dipped in the ocean which cannot,

of course, hold the ocean, but in which the ocean is, as well as round about it.

Divine fulness, to be filled with that which is, nevertheless, infinite, how uatu-

i-al to think that here the apostle has in some way exhausted the sober estimate

of things! It is as if anticipating that thought, that he says immediately, "To
Him that is able to do far exceedingly above all that we ask or think, to Him
be glory." How wonderful the connection there! Think of what he has just

been speaking of. It is not, however, that he means that God is able to do

more than fill us with all the fulness of God, but that as to all that we might
think about it. He is able to exceed any measure we can make. We may ask,

but He can transcend all that we can ask for. We may think, but He will be
beyond us still, and beyond us in a power which works in us too, as the apostle

says here, a power which is, of course, the power of the Holy Spirit. He has

thus taken hold ujwn us for this very thing, and to make the Church the vessel

of His praise, not simply for the present time, but in a way which nothing will

exceed, forever: "To Him be glory in the Church by Christ Jesus, unto all the

generations of the age of ages." How he seems to contemplate there the whole
history as it were of the future, filled with wonderful and new displays contin-

ually, to new spectators also of God's goodness and power, and to all these and
in the midst of all these, the vessel of His glory will still be the Church in

Christ Jesus. Think of it, that this is what God has brought us into! Is it

possible, one would ask, to add more to a revelation such as this ?

Sec. 4-

We come now, according to the order of that which we find all through
Scripture, to the practical results of all this. Truths such as we have been con-

sidering must surely be of the most practical character. All doctrine, in fact,

is. The precept resulting must be, of necessity, lower than the doctrine itself.

The cause is more than the effect and in this case cannot even be measured fully

by the effect.

1. We have, first of all here, the unities which the apostle would have us mark.
There are seven unities, the number which, as we well know, speaks of a perfec-

tion, which is peculiarly that of God. He reminds us, first of all, that as to

himself, it is the prisoner in the Lord who is speaking. Well may he who has

shown us the power of the truth upon himself in the very place which it has

given him amongst men, exhort us to " walk worthy of the calling with which
we have been called." The "calling" includes all the blessing that we have

been looking at. It is this which God's voice is drawing us on with, a Voice
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which has power in it also to accomplish its will ; but what then is the snited
answer to it OQ our part? "All lowliness and meekness, with long suffering,

forbearing one another in love." The necessary effect of having to do witli God
is that it puts us into that low place before Him, the place of one with whom,
therefore, the high and holy One that iuhabiteth eternity is able to dwell. To
be with God, we must be in the sense of what God is, before Him in the con-
sciousness of creature nothingness, yet not discouraged or distressed by that,

but, on the contrary, realizing only the more the sweetness of the wonderful
condescension of God toward us. We are in a world of suffering, where sin has
caused suffering, and where even in one another the sin still remaining makes
us suffer also; suffering from one another thus calling forth in us, as God would
have it, only the more fully those Christian graces which find but opportunity
for full display where there is such demand upon them. The lowliness which is

the primal thought here, becomes in us meekness, and then, with reference to

others, longsuffering and the bearing with one another, not as simply accepting,

as it were, what we cannot escape from, but "in love." We have to "use dili-

gence," therefore, to "keep the unity of the Spirit in the uniting bond of
peace." We have not to form this unity, as is clear. The Spirit dwelling in

us all has formed it, but we have to keep it "in the bond of peace." Nor is it

the unity of the body of which he is speaking. That is not ours even to keep,
but the Spirit is that which animates the body and makes it work together for

common blessing. Thus it is not a unity in form merely, as the unity of the
body might be. It is the unity characterized by what the Spirit Himself is, and
to keep it may involve also sometimes what might seem to be in contrast,

rather, with the unity of the body. The members of the body cannot in that
character be cut off from Christ, but yet looking at things as they are here, the
figure for us may be rather that of the human body such as we know it in the
place of sin and death, and where one member may have, even, to be cut off for

the good of the whole. The unity of the Spirit is a holy unity. Separation
from evil is an essential characteristic of it, and here it may carry us beyond
what the mere thought of one body would seem to necessitate. The unity of
the Spirit is living unity, and we need to use diligence to keep it. How many
things there are in fact that are contrary to it in a world like this!

The specification of these unities follows. "One body and one Spirit" are
linked together with the "one hope of our calling " in which we have been called.

Here we have, as has been often said, the innermost of three circles that we find

here. The "one body and one Spirit" give us, one may say, the deepest
character of unity, to which the "hope of our calling" of necessity contributes.

The energy which carries us forward is the energy which works for edification

and blessing now. We have then the circle of profession, not meaning by that at

all to imply mere profession, while yet it leaves room for it. Here we have
"one Lord," Christ in the authority which belongs to Him ; "one faith," that
is to Bay, one creed, the common range of truth which belongs to us all ; "one
baptism," which is not, as we see at once, the baptism of the Spirit, for that
would link with the first circle rather than with the second one. Moreover,
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baptism spoken of in this way, simply by itself, always seems to mean what we
ordinarily call that : the baptism of the Spirit has to be expressed by this addi-

tion. The language here is used, in fact, analogically, the baptism of water
being analogous with that which is a deeper thing; but in the apostle's words
here it is simply the baptism of water, which connects, as we have seen,

throughout with the kingdom, and therefore with the iiord. It is that in

which the Lord is owned. It is that which brings into the sphere of disciple-

ship and thus is linked with the "one faith," which is the disciples' creed.

All is perfectly fitted together, therefore, here.

We have finally one unity which is wider, "one God and Father of all, who
is over all, and through all and in us all," If we take what we have been learn-

ing of late, we might say that this "one God and Father" introduces us into a
circle which includes the angels themselves also, and so we have the "over all

"

and *' through all," and then in distinction, if this indeed be the reading (which
is somewhat in question) "in us ail;" it may be however, "in all." Here we
have the wide extent of creation plainly before us. He is God of all this. He
is the Father of all His creatures, and though sin has indeed come in and mar-
red, for the time, the blessedness of it, yet grace, as we know, has come in

too, aud more than given us back all the reality of what we have here. Evil,

therefore, is not thought of in this connection. It is the glorious presence of
One whom everything serves, who pervades everything, whom, therefore, we
can find everywhere, if this be the truth of the third clause. Here again, then,

we find the blessed triune God: Father, Son and Spirit, all in connection with
as, and ourselves in distinct blessing in relation to each Person,

2. Here, then, are the relationships, but we have now to see Christ Him-
self working for the maintenance and manifestation of what belongs to these re-

lationships. There is grace given to every one of us, " according to the measure
of the gift of Christ ;" that is, all is in His hand as Lord of all, to measure out
to every one what is appointed to him, what gives him his special place. The
apostle refers us back to the sixty-eighth psalm, to show us Clirist ascended on
high, having "led captivity captive," that is, having led captive all the power
of Satan, "captivity" put for the one who produces it. It is noteuongh for Him
to deliver His redeemed, however. He must enrich them also. If He has as-

cended up on high, it is to give gifts to men; but the apostle reminds us here
that the One who ascended is seen by this to be One who has descended. We
could not rightly speak of ascension with regard to Him, if He had not done so.

He was at the highest point of all. If He is now gone up, it is because, in

grace, He left the place which was truly His. He has descended, in fact, into

the lower parts of the earth. But here then, is a wonderful cause of blessing

for us. The very One who descended is the One who has now gone up. Thus
He fills all things. There is not a place between the depth of the cross and the
height of the glory which He has not occupied. There is not a place in which
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we can be in which we cannot find Him for ns ; and, with the perfect knowl-
edge which he has of all, the perfect knowledge, therefore, of our necessities,

He has given gifts. He means to have us up with Himself where He is, and
He knows how low He has to reach down after us. It is in this way, then, that
He has given "some apostles, and some prophets and some evangelists and
some pastors and teachers."

Apostles and prophets come first, as we have already seen, and lay the
foundation. Evangelists go out to bring in others and thus enlarge the
building. Pastors and teachers care for that which is within, "for the per-
fecting of the saints." It is evident that not every gift is named here. It

may be that every gift which He gives could scarcely be named ; but that we
have the special classes after this manner: evangelists, those preceding the
pastors and teachers, as their work necessitates; while apostles and prophets
stand, in some sense, apart from one another, in a way that is easily recognized;
apostles representing more the authority of God, while the prophets speak of
communications from Him. The pastors and teachers again are more closely
united than any of the rest, a connection which is very obvious, for the pastor
has to do with what in Corinthians is called "the word of wisdom," as the
teacher has to do with the " word of knowledge." Yet these things tend to unite
together; for the " word of wisdom " is but the power to apply to existing things
the "word of knowledge;" and love which has the Lord's people at heart will
tend always to develop the " word of knowledge " in this way. It is evident that
the pastor has more the people before him, while the teacher occupies himselfmore
with the truth; but the end is still, and in all these cases, "the perfecting of the
saints." That is the first thing, and it is strongly individual. It is not yet
said "for the edifying of the body of Christ," although we come to that directly,
but the "perfecting of the saints,"—the individuals come first. God would not
have us lose the individual in the general mass. He would not have us think
of the body, as it were, apart from the members. Thus the individual saint
is the first thing that is contemplated here. But then, let us notice, this

"perfecting of the saints" is "to the work of the ministry." We are not to

look at these things as if they were simply put side by side with one another,
as if the "perfecting of the saints" was the same thing as "the work of the
ministry." That is not the idea. The "perfecting of the saints," if the
saints are members of the body of Christ, would he clearly to put every member
in his place, and that place must be a place of ministry, for that is the function
of each member of the body clearly. We have it directly after, here; but the
very thought of a member of the body gives us a relationship of responsibility
to the body at large, a relationship which each member has, in a way, peculiar
to himself From the very fact of what divine grace has fitted him for, he has
a duty with regard to the whole to minister in that way to the whole. Thus
the saints are not perfected, except as the result is the work of the ministry on
their part, and this is parallel to the edifying of the body of Christ. That is

what it involves. The body of Christ is built up by the action of these members,
which, while they retain their individuality, (or there would be no peculiar
ministfy of any, as is clear, and no part edifying the whole), yet work for the
common blessing. The whole is built up by that, as he says directly "which
every part supplies."

This is the work which is needed to be done in the meantime, "until,"
as he says, "we all arrive at the unity of the faith and of the knowledge
of the Son of God, at the full grown man, at the measure of the stature of
the fulness of Christ." Thus he has carried us back to that thought of the
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"one new man" which he has given us before this,—Christ and His body to-

gether. It is manifest that the body needs indeed, how ninch! to grow up, if

it is to grow to the "measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ." That
"fulness of Christ" is here the Church itself, of coui-se; for that, we have
learned, is the "fulness of Him that fiUeth all in all," but it is the Church
as a body fitted to the Head and therefore haviug arrived at its completion.
Till then, the gifts are necessary here, and till then the "perfecting of the
saints" must go on. And notice, the "unity of the faith and of the knowledge
of the Son of God," these two consist almost of the same thing. We are built
up from the Head and by that which is imparted to us by the Head. We are
built up by that which we find in Christ. The Head develops the body, how-
ever little that may be in accordance with the figure, but Christians grow up in

Christ, that is clear; and we see of how much importance the faith is of which
he speaks. What knowledge of the Son of God could we have apart from the
faith? The truth which God has communicated to us lies at the very founda-
tion of everything, therefore, for our souls; only it must be truth that the
Spirit of God ministers to us, and which, therefore, we learn not in the mere
common way in which we may learn any other knowledge, but as subject to

and taught of Him.
The eflect will be that we shall be no longer babes; we shall not be "tossed

and carried about by every wind of doctrine, in the sleight of men and cun-
ning craftiness whereby they lie in wait to deceive." Plenty of all that there
is, and will be, and God would use it to exercise His people in the truth, that
they may learn the value of that which they have, not that they may be
carried away from it; and yet how apt apparently are we to be carried
away! How we need to be warned with regard to this! How many systems of
deception are there in the world, compared with that one truth which certainly

must be somewhere, and which is the only thing that can be truth, for there
is but one truth. If the babes are characterized by such instability, alas, how
many remain babes, one would think, almost to the last! How common a thing
it is to see those whom we thought well grounded in truth which they have
enjoyed, delighted in, and yet who are carried ofi" by the very first blast of
error! How solemn a reminder it is of the need that we have to make progress
in the truth that we have, if we are to hold it fast! We may learn it as a creed
without ever having learned it really. We may rejoice in it in many respects

and yet, for all that, without getting it so for our souls that it becomes a vital

necessity for us. To lose it, is as it were to lose life itself; nay, it is to lose

what is dearer than life; it is, at least in that measure, to lose Christ Himself.
On the contrary, he says here "holding the truth in love," we are to "grow up
to Him in all things who is the Head." How much, as already said, how much
advance, then, have we all to make, how much have we to learn, how eager
ought we to be over our lesson-book, how the gaps that are in God's word now
for us ought to fill up! If all of it be just what God would have us
acquainted with, if He has not given us too much, if the whole of it is necessary
to form in ns fully and properly the mind of Christ, what shall we do if we
neglect the continually seeking to lay hold more of that which is indeed infinite
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in its character, but which God would have us iu some sense embrace as a
whole? If we are to be developed as a whole, developed harmouionsly,
we must go on to this. It is from Christ, then, that the wliole body is to be
built up,—every part helping in this, every part ministering to every other
part, (how we suffer, theretbre, from the dislocation of saints from one another
which we find to-day) and each part needing to be developed according to its

meaanre also. How much we need then to care for one another and to think of
one another, even to think rightly concerning ourselves! If the whole body is

to be built up, we need all, clearly, to work lor this, and in the measure of
every part the body builds itself up. Let us notice that. Gifts of every kind
have their place, but then there are no giftless parts. The body as a whole
builds itself up. The gifts exclude no action of any part of the body,
but, on the contrary, are meant to induce the fullest activity on the part

of every member. All that we have, we have to serve with ; all that we have is

responsibility as well as privilege. And let us notice that this building up can
only be in love. That is the spirit of it all. That is the only possible spirit

which will beget true ministry, and love always will. How is it possible, if we
love others, to see them in the need in which they are and not seek to minister
to that need? And how little shall we allow any thought of our insuflSciency

to prevent ns realizing the suflSciency of Him who is fitting us all together to

accomplish in us the true character of one who ministers, which is only His
character who is the Minister to us all! How can we be in any right fellow-

ship with Him without being ministers after the pattern of His gracious min-
istry ?

Div. 4.

The fourth division brings ns, as always, to the ways that suit what has been
already before us. We find, however, simply what is individual here. The
Church as such, the relationship of the members to one another, and what
would result from that relationship does not come before us.

1. In the first place, we have the truth "as it is in Jesus" and "the new
man created in righteousness and holiness of truth." The apostle appeals to

them, that now, God having separated them from all that they were in nature
away from Himself, they must now walk not as other Gentiles walk but ac-

cording to the truth in Jesus. He draws a strong picture of that old Gentile
walk. It was "in the vanity of their minds," he says, having the understand-
ing darkened, being alienated from the life of God through the ignorance that

was in them because of the blindness of their heart." How solemn a picture of
the darkness of the natural condition, and ignorance which is moral; by which,
therefore, everything is distorted. On the other hand, as he will presently say
to ns, the holiness which belongs to us is holiness of truth.

We are delivered from the shadows, brought into the reality of things. So
that holiness is never less than treating things, in fact, as they are. Faith
is not an enthusiastic view of life or of anything. It is simply the trne

view gained by God being before the soul, the light having arisen upon
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it. Christ was now the Object before them. They had heard Him and
"been instructed in Him, as the truth is in Jesus." He does not say, as
the truth is in Clirist. The truth " in Jesus" is the practical walk, such as His
walk was. He says "Jesus," therefore, because he is thinking, not of a place

that we have in Him or of the results of His work for us, but simply His ex-

ample, and Jesus is the name belonging to Him as here in the world, but it

was the Christ that they had learned. It is as we see Him in the world that

we realize what He is. Christ, as such, is an Object of faith, as we may say,

while as Jesus He has come into the sphere of practical life, lived before our
eyes. We see the truth in Him. "As long as lam in the world," He says,

"I am the Light of the world." Consequently, everything takes its true

shape in connection with Him; but it is thus, in fact, that we know Christ,

—Christ is His oflScial title. It is that which speaks of Him as the Doer of
the blessed work which He has accomplished for us. It is thus that we must
learn Him first, before we are competent to realize in any measure His life in

the world. Having learned the value of His work for us, vve must then remem-
ber that we are to walk as He walked. We must look back to that walk of His.

It is in putting these things together that our practical ways become what God
would have them.

After the quails, the Manna. The quails, the life given np, must be the

first, for us. We must know Him as the Victim and the Saviour, and this is

what introduces ns to Him as the Manna, the Bread from heaven. It is thus
alone we are able to walk in His company, and all that we have learned of

His work is to make us more completely His in our ways down here. As a con-

sequence, the truth for us is that we "have put off according to the former con-

versation, the old man which corrupts itself according to the deceitful lusts."

We have renounced this. It is always said, if we speak of the "old man," that

we have put it off, and of the "new man," therefore, that we have put it on.

The one has come in the place of the other. The two are not existent side by
side. Tlie man that we were, the man away from God, the man walking after

the imaginations of his own heart, that is the man that we have renounced. He
has come to an end for us at the cross, whose judgment we have seen there.

Our own wills and ways are judged. We have been renewed in the spirit of our

mind; we have "put on the new man," the man of the new creation, created

according to God in righteousness and holiness of truth. It is the man, there-

fore, who belongs to another scene than any this world can furnish. It is a
scene in which Christ is the centre and indeed, in one sense, everything. The
epistle to the Colossians gives us this character of the new man; that is, that he
is one for whom there is "neither Greek nor Jew, Barbarian, Scythian, bond
nor free." Plainly those are the diflFerences which obtain upon earth, in a
fallen world. The new man has lost sight of these. He is "renewed in knowl-
edge after the image of Him that created him," where Christ is all and in all.

Here in Ephesians, we have, rather, the effect of this. The character manifested

is "righteousness and holiness of truth," but "holiness" is not here the word
which stands for separation from evil. It is that, rather, which speaks of piety

towards God, which puts Him in His place, the place which is necessarily His,
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2. Wherefore, putting away 'falsehood, speak ye truth

every one with his neighbor, because we are ""members
one of another. Be ye "angry and sin not; let not the

"sun go down upon your wrath,* neither give ''place to

the devil. Let him that 'stole steal no more, but
rather let him labor, 'working with his hands that

which is good, that he may 'have to distribute to him
that hath need. Let no 'corrupt word proceed out of

your mouth, but such as is good for "edifying, accord-

ing to need, that it may give "grace to them that hear.

And "grieve not the Holy Spirit of God with which
ye were ''sealed for the day of redemption. Let all

"bitterness, and *heat of passion, and "wTath, and
'clamor, and "injurious language be put away from
you, with all ''malice ; and be ye *kind one to another,

•''tender hearted, "forgiving one another, even also as

*God in Christ hath forgiven you. Be ye, therefore,

'imitators of God as beloved children, and •'walk in

love, even as Christ also *loved us and delivered him-
self up for us, an 'offering and a sacrifice to God for a
"sweet smelling savor.

* Or, " provocation."
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which He can never be absent from, except as the darkness of mind resultiug

from the condition of the soul may be unable to see Him.
2. Thus, all falsehood is put off. We "speak truth every one with his neigh-

bor." Here indeed is a glance at a motive which conies from our relationship

to one another in the Church. We are "members one of another." The eye
must not deal falsely with the foot or hand; but for the members to defraud
one another is to deal untruly with themselves. If we are angry, we must take

care that sin does not come in upon the heels of it. There is an anger which
we read of in the Lord's case. "He looked round about upon them with
anger, being grieved for the hardness of their hearts." If we nurse even such
anger it will be sure to degenerate. We are, therefore, not to let the sun set

upon our wrath, nor to give room, in this way, to the devil. In a world in

which sin is, we can have no heart for God if we do not feel it, nay, if we are

not aroused by it; but if the personal element is allowed, there will soon be a
wrath which is not of God. Now for him that stole, he is to steal no more, but
that negative character is not enough for him. "Eather let him toil, working
with his hands that which is honest, that he may have to distribute to him that

needeth." No corrupt word is to be allowed out of the mouth, but again "that
which is good " in the way of positive ministry, "that it may give grace to those

that hear it." Then we are not to "grieve the Holy Spirit of God by whom we
have been sealed to the day of redemption." Notice how there is brought in

here the motive derived from the grace which has come in to deliver and bring

us through the peril of the way. The sealing, as we have seen elsewhere, im-
plies our security. We are not threatened with the Holy Spirit leaving us if

we grieve Him. He has come to abide, but on that very account, we must not

grieve the gracious Visitor. How the word speaks of His personal interest in

as, the One who has come to make good Christ's interest in His own. This
bears, of conrae, upon every other matter here. Again, "bitterness, heat of

passion, wrath, clamor, injurious language" have all to be removed from us,

"with all malice," and the opposite character is to be maintained: "Kindness,
compassion, forgiving one another, even as God in Christ," as it should read,

"hath forgiven us." It is not "God for Christ's sake," which would seem to
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3, But fornication and all uncleanness or covetousness,
let it not be even "named among you as becometh
saints, nor filthiness, nor "foolish talking, nor ''jesting,

which are not befitting; but rather giving of 'thanks.
But this ye well know that no 'fornicator nor unclean
person, nor covetous man, who is an 'idolater, hath
any 'inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and God.
Let no one "deceive you with vain words, for because
of these things cometh the "wrath of God upon the
sons of disobedience. Be not ye, therefore, "partakers
with them: for ye were 'once darkness, but now are
"light in the Lord ; 'walk as children of light (for the
"fruit of the light is in all goodness and righteousness
and truth), * proving what is well pleasing to the Lord;
and have no 'fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather even ''reprove them ; for the
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intimate as if God acted in it simply for Another, whereas "God in Christ"
speaks of the way in which He forgives, what He has done, in fact, for us, that
He might be able to forgive ns, and this brings out His whole heart as well as
what righteousness has necessitated. We are thus to be "imitators of God as
dear children," those who express and commend their Father's character, and
we are to walk in love, after the pattern of that love which Christ had to ns
when He gave Himself up for ns "an offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweet
smelling savor." It is the burnt offering, of which the apostle is reminding us
here, that offering which speaks of the perfect obedience of One who came here
to do the will of God, nothing else. The offering was to God for men, and in

the remembrance of this we are to walk in love, which we have learnt in Him.
3. The character and effect of the light into which we are brought is now

nrged upon us. There are things which are not even to be named by those who
would act in character according to their name. Saints are thus set apart to

Grod, and those who are His must be separate from the breath of defilement; nay,
there are things which are less gross tlian these which are still not convenient,
not fitting to the character of those who should walk seriously as before Grod,

for life is serious, and as those, also, who realize the goodness of God and walk,
therefore, in the spirit of praise which becomes those who recognize this. He
warns us distinctly here, that no one characterized by such things as he names
has any inheritance in tbe Kingdom of Christ and of God. Men might deceive
them with vain words, they might prate of Christian liberty and what not, but
"on account of these things, the wrath of God comes upon the children of dis-

obedience." He is speaking, of course, of the world, and not of Christians. He
does not threaten Christiana with the wrath of God. It is not the way in which
the Spirit of God works upon us. At the same time, that this wrath does
come upon the children of disobedience, necessarily gives intense solemnity to

it. Christians, therefore, must not be in any sense partakers with them. There
must be the fullest possible separation. Men could do in the darkue.ss what
they cannot do in the light, and therefore the sins of Christians have, in fact, a
worse character than those even of the men around them. We were once dark-
ness, we are now "light in the Lord." The title again brings in the thought
of His authority over us. We have learned to recognize this and to walk as

cliildren of the light, because "the fruit of the light" (so it should read) "is in

all goodness and righteousness and truth." How blessed and cheering the light

is! And such is the path which God has ordained for us and which the light

increases to the perfect day. We prove herein by practical ways what is accept-

able to the Lord. We are not to have " fellowship with the unfruitful works of

darkness," but to reprove them. The very moderation here of his words is
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things which are done by them in secret it is a 'shame
even to speak of. But all things, when they are •'"ex-

posed by the light are made manifest ; for that which
smaketh everything* manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith: *Awake thou that sleepest and 'arise from
among the dead, and Christ shall •^shine upon thee.
Look, therefore, *carefully how ye walk, not as unwise
but as ^wise, ""redeeming the opportunity, because the
"days are evil. Wherefore be ye not "foolish, but un-
derstand what the will of the Lord is. And be not
^ drunk with wine wherein is excess, but be « filled with
the Spirit, 'speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing and making melody with
your heart to the Lord

;
giving * thanks at all times for

all things to him who is *God and Father, in the name
of our Lord Jesus Christ ; "submitting yourselves one
to another in the fear of 'Christ.

* Some render, "Everything that is made manifest is light."
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striking. He does not say works fruitful in evil. It should be enongh to say
"unfraitfiil" for us. "What fruit liad ye then," asks the apostle, "in those
things whereof ye are now ashamed ?" What we want is not merely a correct
walk, but what God Himself shall find fruit in. Our character, therefore, as
manifested in our ways, is to reprove these unfruitful works beneath which is also
a secret depth of evil which it would be a shame even to speak of; but the light
makes everything manifest. The Christian, alas, may sleep in the light itself,

wherefore he says: "Awake thou that sleepest and arise from among the dead
and Christ shall give thee light." To sleep among the dead, how terrible a
thing! But the Christian abides, as we see here, always in the light. He may
forget it, he may be untrne to it, but the light is there, and the light for him is

in the face of Christ. There is no other test for anything but how it looks in
His presence. We are to walk carefully, therefore. We are in a world which
requires this. We must have the wissdom which is the application of the truth
to all the circumstances of the way, and we must redeem the opportunity, the
season; for the power of evil is such that unless we are careful, ready to lay
hold of every opportunity for God, we shall find ourselves soon unable to make
head against the power of Satan which is in the world around to-day. We are
not to be foolish, therefore, but understanding what the will of the Lord is.

Then comes a beautiful word. We are not to be "drunk with wine," not
carried away from our sober senses, "in which is excess," but to "be filled with
the Spirit." Here there is no excess. Yet, when the Spirit came at Pentecost,
men said, in their perplexity, "These are filled with new wine;" and indeed
the power of the Spirit carries us so outside of the things which are natural to

men and in which the heart is, that those whom the Spirit actuates will be
counted to have lost their sober senses; but the power of it is manifest in the
way in which the truth enjoyed makes music in the heart,—as he says here:
"Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and
making melody in your heart to the Lord." Notice that he puts it upon ns to
be thus filled. He does not even bid us pray for it. He will not allow us to
think, as it were, that our dullne.s3 can be anything except the result of the way
in which we straiten and limit the Spirit that God has given us. The spring
will necessarily spring up and overflow. It would have to be kept down, as it

were by force, if it did not do this, and it is the power of other things entering
in which hinders thus the blessed Spirit in giving us that which is the proper
eflfect of the blessed truth He ministers. With this, how naturally and neces-
sarily goes the spirit of thankfulness! "Giving thanks at all times," he says,
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DIVISION 6. (Chaps, v. 22-vi. 9.)

Natural responsibilities.

1, "TI7IVES, submit yourselves unto your own husbands
»» as to the Lord; for the husband is *head of the

wife, as Christ also is "head of the church; he is the

'saviour of the body. But as the church is "subject to

Christ, so let the wives also be to their own husbands
in everything. * Husbands love your wives even as

Christ also 'loved the church and delivered himself up
for it, that he might ''sanctify it, cleansing it by the

w Col. 3. 18.

X 1 Cor.11.3.

y Col. 1. 18.

z ver. 25.

a Col. 3. 18.

1 Pet. 3.1,5.

6 Col. 3. 19.

c ver. 2.

dJno. 17.19.

1 Cor. 1. 2.

"for all things to Him who is Gocl and Father, in the Name of our Lord Jesus

Christ." He could give thanks at all times. He goes out with a hymn to His
agony in the garden. For us, how simple, where there is nothing of this sort

really awaiting us, no darkness such as He was in, nothing but the blessed light

itself, how easy it should be for us to give thanks! "Submitting yourselves one

to another," he says finally, "in the fear of Christ;" an unusual expression, as

one might expect the fear of the Lord, or the fear of God, but the "fear of

Christ" may have its suited place here, for there is a fear which springs out of

the very consciousness of the love which His Name expresses.

Div. 5.

We have now the earthly relationships of the heavenly people. It is striking

that such responsibilities as these should come in just in this place. We find

them also in Colossians, where the body of Christ is before us in some sense as

we have it here, but it is suited, surely, that in the place which God has given

us in Christ before Him, a place in which there is neither male nor female, in

which, therefore, all these relationships might seem not to be found, that we
should, nevertheless, have them pressed upon us. We belong to the new crea-

tion. We could not say that the relationships of which he is speaking here

belong to this, and yet what is taught us clearly is that, while we are here, we
are to own all that is of God, as we have seen with regard to other things. Crea-

tion was of Him. The world is fallen, but that which He meant for man in

the.se relationships is none the less good in itself, and in this way to be re-

spected. Christianity, as we know, in no wise sets aside whatever is of Him in

any sphere, and it is suited that just here, therefore, where at least we might
imagine such things could never come in, we have explicitly the responsibilities

attaching to earthly relationships. In these, moreover, there is shining

through, the light of those higher ones in which God Himself has taken up the

ties of nature to make them the patterns of things which His own love has

brought in for us. Thus it is here that we have the Church's relationship to

Christ as the Eve of the "Last Adam," and it is striking that here we go to the

very beginning of the world, before, in an evil sense, there was any world at

all, before sin had spoiled things, to find at the very outset imaged for us

that special relationship which Christ has made His own. How near it must be

to His heart when it is the first thing that we find typically presented to ns in

the history of man! Thus, the Lord means to have us for Himself, and the tie

of nature, we may be well assured, is, after all, only a feeble figure of the

reality of which it is the figure.

1. The apostle begins with this here, with wives and husbands. The wives

are to submit themselves to their own husbands as to the Loid. The
authority of the Lord is concerned in it, and the way in which He has

taken these things up is to be reverently observed also. The husband is

the head of the wife, as also Christ is the Head of the assembly. The very

shadows of such things must be dear to us. If it were but a picture only, how
could we abuse such a picture of His love to us? We are reminded here at once,
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•washiug of water by the word, that he might -^present

the church to himself, glorious, having uo »spot or
* wrinkle or any such thing; but that it should be holy
and without blemish. So ought men also to love their

own wives as their 'own bodies : he that loveth his own
wife loveth himself: for no one ever hated his own
flesh, but nourisheth and cherisheth it, 'even as Christ

also the church, for we are ^members of his body
;
[we

are of his 'flesh and of his bonesj.* For this cause shall

a man "leave his father and mother and shall be united
to his wife; and the two shall be one flesh. This
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"He is the Saviour of the body," His is not a place of authority merely. The
authority itself is that which we yield to with delight, as realizing the title that

He has to it. So, says the apostle, follow the pattern, "Even as the Church is

subject to Christ, so let the wives be to their own Imsbands iu everything."

That, of course, could not possibly be meant to limit the higher authority of

Christ Himself or of the Father. If there comes to be a question there, if these

two are in manifest contradiction to oue another, we must obey God and not

man. Upon wives, submission to their husbands is enjoined. The husbands
are never pressed to keep their wives iu subjection. The duty pressed upon
them is to love their wives, but here, again, the same measure is put before us

;

it is to be "as Christ loved the Church and gave Himself for it, that He might
sanctify it and cleanse it with washing of water by the Word, that He might
present it to Himself a glorious Clmrch, not having spot or wrinkle or any such
thing." That, it is plain, carries us back to the beginning, only it was God
that presented Eve to Adam and not Adam that presented lier to himself.

Christ transcends all types, and therefore it is fit and riglit that this should be
manifest to us here. He is going to present the Church to Himself. He is dil-

igently perfecting it according to His own mind, that He may be able to do
this.

The water washing has nothing ritualistic in it. The apostle explains

it here as "by the Word." The power of the Word it is by which the Spirit

works. Water could only act as water. God never uses a thing out of its

place. He, the Creator, honors His own institution. He does not accomplish

spiritual results by material means, nor can He possibly slight that Word,
which is tlie work of the Spirit and by whicli the Spirit works. It is striking

that in the Lord's words to Nicodemus, the living water gives us the Word and
the Spirit in relation to one another. The life in the water is the Spirit in the

Word. Without the Spirit, the Word itself could accomplish nothing ; but, on
tlie other hand, the Spirit of God acts by the Word. If the angel comes to

Cornelius, it is only to send him to one who already has in his possession the

revelation of God for his soul. How blessed to know that this work, which
seems, as we think of it often, to be so little according to the full result which
God is bringing us to, that it is, nevertheless, in hands that cannot leave unfin-

ished that which He has begun. It would he as impossible for the Spirit to fail

in the accomplishment of that which He has undertaken, as it would have been
for Christ to fail in that which He came to do. Thus Christ will present the

Cinirch to Himself "glorious," not merely having "no spot," but no "wrin-
kle" also; no sign of old age about it, uo defect; nothing will suit Him then

but the bloom and eternity of an eternal youth, the freshness of affections which
will never tire, which can know uo decay. The Church will be holy and
blameless then. After all that we have known of her history, it would be

strange to read that, if we did not know how gloriously God maintains His
triumph over sin and evil.

Here, then, the Antitype shines fully through the type, but men ought
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"mystery is great, but I speak in regard to Christ and
the church. Nevertheless, do ye also, every one of

you, each "love his own wife as himself; and the wife
[see] that she ^fear her husband.

2. Children, 'obey your parents in the Lord, for this is

just. Honor thy father and thy mother, which is the
first 'commandment with promise: That it may be
well with thee and that thou mayest live long on the
earth. And ye, fathers, 'provoke not your children to

wrath, but bring them up in the 'discipline and ad-

monition of the Lord.
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also to "love their own wives as their own bodies. He that loveth his

own wife, loveth himself," and here, again, Christ is before us, for no
one ever "hated his own flesh, but nonrisheth and cherisheth it as the
Lord the Church." Think of the apostle being able to put it in such a way.
"We are members of His body;" we are "of His flesh and of His bones."
These are different things which we must not confound. Eve was out of Adam.
God formed the woman out of the man. She was thus akin to him in the closest

way, but it is not this kinship in the spiritual sense that ever makes us mem-
bers of His body. That is, as we know, by the Spirit. Both things are accom-
plished as to us. We have the nature which makes us to be of His kindred, nay,

to be of Himself, but then we are brought into relationship, also, in which we
are to be surely for all eternity ; those who are the instruments of His purposes,

the expression of His mind. The two things necessarily go together. The Lord
must make us, first of all, such as He can work by before He can work by us.

The wife here is but another aspect of the Body. The apostle, in fact, seems
to identify them. The man who loves his wife loves himself, his o\Yn flesh, his

body, and so the apostle quotes from Genesis here, that "a man shall leave his

father and his mother and be united to his wife, and the two shall be one flesh."

This he expressly states to refer to Christ and the Church, but the apostle applies

it to the natural relationship: "But let every one of you so love his wife even
as himself, and let the wife also reverence her husband."

2. The admonition to children and parents follows. Children are to obey
their parents "in the Lord." This preserves, of necessity. His rights. "In
the Lord" means in subjection to the authority of Christ, and therefore, of

necessity, preserves that authority in everything. The apostle quotes the com-
mandment with the sanction given to it in the Old Testament,—not at all as

what is absolutely true for the present time, but to show the importance at-

tached to it by God,—the first commandment having a promise connected with
it: "That it may be well with thee and that thou mayest live long on the

earth" or "in the laud," as the connection would rather make it. No doubt
there is a government of God that goes on through all the present time, in

which these things have a measure of fulfilment. The law was, or is still, the

rule of God's government, which, however, the peculiar position of Christians

upon the earth necessarily modifies as to them. As Christians, they may be
cut off from the earth, when, as obedient children simply, they would be pre-

served upon it; but the Christian loss is gain, as we know, so that the apostle

Peter elsewhere refuses, as we may say, to consider it as loss. "Who is he that

shall harm you if ye be followers of that which is good ? " But, he immediately
adds: "But if ye should suffer for righteousness' sake, happy are ye." The
suffering for righteousness' sake might seem to be a setting aside of what he
had just urged, the question being the most positive form of statement, in fact.

No one could harm them in following that which was good, but then, "suffer-

ing for righteousness' sake" is not finding harm. A Christian cut off from the

earth simply goes to heaven and to Christ. The Jew cut off from his land was,
at least as to Jewish blessing which was in the land, in a different case.
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3 (5-9):

Sin's trans-
formation
retrans-

formed by
grace.

3. "Bond-servants, obey your masters according to the
flesh with fear and trembling, in the "singleness of your
heart, as unto Christ; not with ""eye service as men
pleasers; but as bond-servants of 'Christ, doing the
will of God from the "heart; with good will doing serv-
ice, as to the Lord and not to men ; knowing that what-
soever good thing each shall do, this shall he 'receive
of the Lord again, whether he be bond or free. And
ye, masters, do the same things unto them, giving up
"threatening, knowing that *both their Master and
yours is in heaven, and there is no * respect of persons
with him.
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Now comes the address to fathers: in the first place not to use authority so
as to make it a burden to those under it, not to provoke the children to anger,
but to bring them up in the discipline aud admonition of the Lord. They are
to be subject to the authority to which tlie parents also themselves are subject.
This common subjection makes everything right. Divine authority is that
which establishes every other authority and in which parents aud children be-
come alike brethren and servants.

3. We have lastly the address to servants and masters. To servants, who,
in fact, were bondmen, slaves, the word is to obey their " mastera according to

the flesh, with fear and trembling," not on account of anything in their rela-

tionship to these, but as serving Christ in it, in singleness of heart as to Christ.

How everything is raised in character here ! The hardship of bond-service is

relieved at once by the ability to make it service to Him, where all service is

perfect freedom; yet this, of necessity, makes it pains-taking service too. It

will be of the best kind, " not with eye service as men pleasers." If the desire
were only to please these, it might be effected by what, after all, is superficial

enough; but if we are, as all are, the bond-servants of Christ in spirit, "doing
the will of Grod from the heart," we shall serve with good will "as to the Lord
and not to men," and the compensation in due time may be looked for also.
" Whatever good shall be done, ye shall receive of the Lord, whether a man be
bond or free." Masters, on the other hand, have to remember that they have a
Master in heaven. Scripture lowers the hills and raises the valleys. These also

serve in their very position as masters of others. They must not, therefore, use
their authority with harshness, remembering that their Master is in heaven,
and that with Him there is "no acceptance of persons."

Drv. 6.

We have now, in closing, a look at the hindrances that there will surely be
to the filling just such a position as the epistle gives us. The highest position

is that which will be most strongly contested. That in which we are most
distinctly Christian, the enemy will oppose with all his power. The conflict in

Ephesians is not conflict with the flesh. There is no question that Satan must
work upon the flesh if he is to succeed in it. That is true, but we are never
exactly called to conflict with the flesh. The Insts of the flesh war against the

soul. We are not to war with them, but to abstain from them. If we are
"dead to sin " and to reckon oureelves dead, that is not fighting. If there be
conflict, it is the result of not having reckoned ourselves dead. Here, however,
it is an enemy who is contemplated, and we must not think that the height of
our position and the blessedness of the things which are set before us here will

bring us upon ground unassailable to the enemy. When Israel got to Canaan,
it was j list there that they had to fight, and fight for the possession of that which
God made their own. We have to remember what is the great point of the

conflict here therefore, a conflict which we shall little feel if we are not bent
upon possessing ourselves of what is our own. On the other hand, if to lay
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DIVISION 6. (Chap. vi. 10-24.)

Conflict and the way of victory.

FINALLY, brethren, be 'strong in the Lord and in
the strength of his might. Put on the "whole ar-

mor of God, that ye may be able to stand against the
•''wiles of the devil. For our wrestling is 'not against
blood and flesh, but against * principalities, against au-
thorities, against world-rulers of this * darkness, against
spiritual [hosts] of 'wickedness in heavenly places.

hold of these heavenly things is the earnest desire of onr souls, we shall find,
nevertheless, that we need all the strength which is ours and all the resources of
God for us, in order to prevail in the conflict. The very first point here is that
strength is to be " in the Lord." "We are to fight "in the power of His might."
How comforting is that title which is given to Christ here! He is, in fact

the Lord of all, and though Satan may seem to have things here entirely under
his sway, yet after all, he is a beaten foe, and only part of the "all things"
that "work together for good to those that love God."
That does not mean that we can afford to be careless in the least with regard

to it. On the contrary, we must "put on the whole armor of God that we may
be able to stand." It will not do to have part of it firmly on and some other
part wanting. Satan will be keen to observe the deficiency, and we cannot be
rightly for God if we are not for Hira in every way. It is, in fact,—as we shall
see directly,—this being for Him in every respect, that is our armor to with-
stand the enemy. Let us notice that it is " against the wiles of the devil " that
we have to stand, not against his power, for he has none in the presence of God,
but his " wiles " are things that test us. "We must have the wisdom of God to
meet them with. "We must be able to discern "things that differ;" error in its

nicest shades and its closest approximation to the truth. It is the devil we are
meeting, and that gives character to his assaults. He is the accuser, the accuser
of the brethren, the accuser of God, surely, to the brethren. His whole aim is

to put distance between the soul and God. If he cannot do that, we are safe.

But the struggle then is not against flesh and blood; it is not such a struggle,
after all, as Israel under Joshua had. Kings seemed to swarm in Canaan.
There were abundance of principalities with which they had to deal, all of
which have a correspondence in our case. Against us are principalities and
powers, "the rulers of the darkness of this world." Here is a hint,—more than
that,—of the method of attack. The darkness is the "darkness of this world."
It is the world which Satan knows how to use and which he will bring in to
cloud our perception as Christians, our realization of the things that are our
own.

Thus, in the book of Joshua, we find that while the Canaanite leaders answer
to these evil spirits in the heavenly places, yet, in fact, as soon as ever Israel
got into the land, Jericho had to fall, and Jericho is the world itself Yet, that
same world judged in the mass, may in detail spring up again, and thus Ai, in
opposition against which they failed, reminds us at once of Jericho, even in its

ashes.

Then follows the deceit of Gibeon, and all through, it is the power of the
world in some shape that is pictured in what they have to meet. In fact,

Satan's aim will be surely, with the heavenly man, to bring in the things of
earth through which he has of necessity to pass, to cloud the brightness of that
heavenly blessing. Here, of necessity, is a strife for us from which we cannot
escape, for one's sphere of duty is in the world, in which we have to serve
God. Our occupation is in it, and thus we are brought face to face with that in
which the power of Satan easily displays itself Sight and sense will seek to
prevail against faith, not so much by what is open attack as by simply the
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Wherefore take up the whole armor of God that ye
may be able to * withstand in the evil day, and having
done all, to stand. Stand, therefore, having 'girt about
your loins with "truth, and having put on the breast-

plate of righteousness, and having "shod your feet with

the preparation of the "gospel of peace : over all, tak-
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crowding out of that which is the joy and power of the soul. We need, there-

fore, to take "the whole armor of God," in order to be "able to withstand in

the evil day, and having done all, to stand." There are special evil days, that

we shall all recognize. There are times when the power of the enemy is gath-

ered against us in a very unmistakable way,—after all, perhaps, not the times

in which we are in the greatest danger. After success has been obtained in

some sore strife, and we are in the joy of victory, then there may be, on the

other hand, a carelessness brought in by the very victory itself, which may
allow us to fall, as it might seem, without a battle. Gideon defeats the hosts of

the Midianites and Amalekites, a host without number. When he has gained

the victory, he falls without a hattle at all, as we realize in the ephod which he
makes, which is, in fact, a thing bred of the very place which God has given

him. He has offered sacrifices before at God's command. This entitles him, as

it seems to him, to intrude upon the functions of the regular priesthood, and
this connects, no doubt, with the further and worse failure in his family after-

wards. When he has refused the kingship in Israel for himself, his son Abim-
elech grasps it in a more open manner. Thus, when we have done all, we have
to stand. Nothing but humility, the constant sense of our dependence upon
Another, the watchfulness which comes from this consciousness of inherent

weakness, will enable us to find constant success.

The details of the armor are now presented to us. First of all, our loins are

to be "girt about with truth." "Truth," notice, comes here first,—the action

of the Word; and what does it do for us? It girds the loins. It prevents our
garments, our habits, as we may interpret it, hindering us. The power of

heavenly truth upon our souls will make us, in our whole character here, sim-

ply as those who are passing through and not settling down. Our garments in

that way will never be loose about us. The strife is constant. As far as it

goes, we must not expect rest. We have a rest, indeed, in Christ at all times,

but that is another thing. The time of rest has not come. We are to be as

soldiers of Christ, who, as the apostle says, are not to entangle themselves with

the things of this world. When the enemy is meeting us with the darkness of

this world, how important for us, first of all, this girdle about the loins! Next
comes the "breastplate of righteousness." The breastplate covers a vital part.

If indeed there is not righteousness with us, the accuser has a fair means of

attack. He is Adonizedek, the lord of righteousness. Righteousness is his

constant plea before God when he would sift us, as he sifted Job or as he sifted

Peter. If we are God's wheat, we must expect such sifting, which accom-

plishes, after all, as we know already, both in Job's case and in Peter's, that

which is blessing for us ; but at the same time it puts us to the test. Righteous-

ness, let us remember, is practical consistency with our position and relation-

ships, and thus if we are indeed heavenly men, this righteonsness will be a very

different thing from what the world would call such. The only righteous thing

for us is to be practically what we are professedly in every thing, and even the

showing of mercy is only righteousness for those who have had mercy shown
them, nor can righteonsness exist apart from the love which we owe men at all

times. Thus, the "breastplate of righteousness" is indeed important, and we
see how the truth must have gone before it, to put us in the place which defines

for us what practical righteousness must be with us.

Next, we have the feet shod for the way. We remember, as to Israel, how
perfectly their feet were shod, how their shoes never wore out, spite of the flinty
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ing up the 1*8111616, of faith, wherewith ye shall be able

to quench all the 'fiery darts of the wicked one.

Have* also the 'helmet of salvation, and the 'sword of
the Spirit, which is the 'saying of God : "praying at all

Literally, " have received."
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desert they were traversing all the forty years of their journey through. Onr
feet are shod differently, but, of course, in a higher way. Our "preparation"
is that which is Avrought by the effect of "tlie gospel of peace." It is not a
question of carrying tlie gospel to others. It is our feet that are shod with this

"preparation;" it is a peace which God has preached to us in it, the peace
with Himself, which gives peace, therefore, as to all things: "For, if God be
for us, who can be against us?" It is this peace that arms the feet, then, for

all the difiScnlties of the way. What circumstances are there which are not in

His hand? What difficulties can be too much for Him? The wilderness is

still the wilderness. The trials and difficulties are there. They are best met
in the consciousness of our being unable to meet them, but they must be met
also with the faith that the God of peace Himself is with us and that He will

give us peace always, by all means. That is the Lord's word for His people.

"In the world ye shall have tribulation, but in Me ye shall have peace." Here
are shoes that never wear out. How blessed the experience of the way in which
God has furnished us thus!

The body is thus perfectly provided for, but still we have need of the shield

of faith "over all," as we should read. This is that practical confidence in God
which should never fail us at all times, even in the midst of the sense of failure

aTid the need of self-judgment. Let the armor be fitted to us as it may, there is

always room for some apprehension, if we simply think about ourselves, that

after all, somewhere we may have left opportunity for the enemy; but the

shield of faith covers all the armor. Whatever we may imagine with regard to

this, and with the consciousness of our feebleness at all times, the confidence in

God, which should never slacken a\ ith us, is our security and rest; only we must
remember that the putting ou of the armor comes first. There must be honest
endeavor to have all right in this way. We must not try to shield a body evi-

dently exposed, with a cover of this kind, but when we have all apparently

right, Ave have need still of that practical confidence which, let us notice here,

has for its object specially to "quench all the fiery darts of the wicked one."
These "fiery darts" are indeed terrible weapons. The fire speaks of the wrath
of God, of judgment, at least, from Him, and it is with this that the enemy
would assail us. He is, we must remember, the accuser. His aim, as already

said, is to bring distance in some sense between our souls and God. How great

a necessity, therefore, to maintain this happy confidence in Him, which, while
it does not excuse failure in the least, yet, in utter weakness, finds all its con-

fidence in Him who has undertaken for us. "All the fiery darts of the wicked
one" can thus be "quenched" by the "shield of faith." Besides this, we are

to have the "helmet of salvation, " not, as in Thessalonians. the "hope of salva-

tion." There it is the world with which we are in conflict. Here it is the

consciousness of a salvation already attained, which sustains us against the

enemy. This is not a hope. It is a realized certainty. This may well give us
complete possession of ourselves in the peril of conflict. The helmet covers the

bead. We are preserved by it from blows which would rob us of what we
rightly call "presence of mind." It is this presence of mind in the midst of
perils which is the best kind of courage, and the salvation of God is that which
may well secure it for us.

Then we have one and only one oflensive weapon, "the sword of the Spirit,"

the word of God, as that wiiich enables ns to penetrate all the wiles of the

enemy, to expose and bafiSe him. How impossible it will be to oppose that of
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seasons, with all prayer and supplication in the "Spirit,

and "watching thereunto with all perseverance and
supplication for 'all saints, and on 'my behalf that
utterance may be given to me in opening my mouth to
make known with boldness the 'mystery of the gospel,
for which I am an "ambassador in chains, that in it I

may have 'boldness as I ought to speak.
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which we are not positively sure whether it be his voice or the voice of God
Himself! If there is auy confusion as to this,—and the great work of the
enemy is to promote this confusion,—of necessity we have no right to dismiss
from our mind the very thing which may be, nevertheless, merely his tempta-
tion. How much we want to be armed, therefore, by "the sword of the
Spirit"! How we must have God's word furnishing us at all points if we are

to be ready for every form of assault! But let us notice here, that it is not ex-
actly "the sword of the Spirit which is the word of God." It is "the saying"
rather than the "Word;" that is to say, if we think of the Word of Grod, it is

the whole book which He has put into our hands. What we want, in fact, for

the conflict, is the special word, the text which suits the occasion, and that is

what "the sword of the Spirit" really is. It is the word of God as applied by
the Spirit of God, used therefore, with the wisdom of God, as with our Lord in

the wilderness, where always the special text is brought forward which decides

what is before Him. So it must be for us; but for this, let us remind ourselves

again, we must be in the energy of the Spirit. The use of the sword requires

practice and to be on the alert and watchful.

All this is closed with what John Bunyan numbers amongst the weapons. It

is the weapou "all prayer," and it is very striking as coming in here, after all

the high and blessed truth into which the apostle has been leading us through
all the epistle. There is no text, perhaps, which insists so fully upon the
necessity of prayer as that which we have here. "Praying at all times, with
all prayer," and not mere prayer, but "supplication," that is, earnest beseech-
ing, the soul thoroughly conscious of its need and that in the Spirit, guided by
the Spirit in that which we seek. How much prayer is there which is merely
the contention of our own wills with God, which, however earnestly we may
pour it out, leaves us rather exhausted with the contention than at rest in hav-
ing made known our wants to Him!
But this is not enough. We are to " watch unto prayer." We are to watch

" with all perseverance" and not merely as burdened with our own individual
needs. Our needs, surely, must remind us of the needs of others. Our needs
are the needs of others, and God, in making us realize the one, would make us
realize the other. Therefore, the apostle adds: "And supplication for all

saints." If we think of Israel in the land, we can realize the common cause
which united them, and for ourselves there is the same common cause that

unites us, and how much the defeat of others by the power of the enemy, the

entanglement of others with bis wiles, must add to the strife for ourselves also;

yet it will not do, of course, to pray for others as realizing simply our need of

others. Others too, need us, and the heart of a saint, if he be a saint at all, must
respond to such an appeal for others as the consciousness of his own need makes
to him. The apostle puts himself here along with the rest, as one who is in

need of the prayers of the saints, and his cause is indeed the cause of all. It

is Christ for whom he labors. It is the saints, therefore, whom he is serving, and
the desire of his heart is that utterance may be given him to open his month
that he may make known with boldness the mystery of the gospel for which he
is an ambassador in bonds, that he may have that boldness with regard to it

that he ought to have. How thoroughly he himself had the consciousness of his

weakness, so that he not only seeks God for himself, but would unite others in

seeking God for him. We think of such a man as the apostle as almost beyond
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But that ye also may *know my affairs, how I do,

Tyehicus, a beloved brother, and faithful minister in

the Lord, shall make known to you all things ; whom
I have sent unto you for this very thing, that ye may
know of our affairs and that he may ''encourage your
hearts. 'Peace be to the brethren and •''love with faith

from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

'Grace be with all them that love our Lord Jesus
Christ in *incorruption.
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the need of this; but, in fact, there is no one beyond it, and tlie success of that
for which he stood is indeed the common concern of all. How onr hearts sbonld
at all times be engaged with it!

This ends in snbstance the epistle. A few words simply are added with re-

gard to himself, his own affairs which he counts upon the saints being interested

in. Tyehicus, therefore, a beloved brother and faithful minister in the Lord,
will make all things of this sort known to them, while, on his part, he has sent
him, not simply that they might know of his affairs, but that their own hearts

might be encouraged. He concludes with the salutation: "Peace be to the
brethren, and love with faith from God the Father and the Lord Jesns Christ,"

and widens this according to the character of the epistle here, which is scarcely

a local one; "Grace be with all them that love oar Lord Jesus Christ in

inoorrnptiou."
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF COLOSSIANS

THE epistle to the Ephesians has already carried us to the height

of Christian position. Consequently, we have no further step to

take in this direction, but as ever, the carrying out of the truth

thus revealed is now to be proved in practice. The fourth epistle here

gives us, in fact, if not exactly the walk through the world, at least

the furnishing for that walk, that which would answer to the first part

of the book of Numbers. A consequence of this is, that we necessarily

find the truths of the former epistles brought forward into this. The

truths of Romans, Galatians, Ephesians are all found in Colossians.

Along with Romans, we have the man in Christ, dead to sin, and to

law. With Galatians, we find him also as having died to the world,

while the truth in Ephesians, that we are "quickened with Christ and

raised up with Christ" is equally before us; but none of them give us,

on the other hand, what characterizes the epistle here. We need all

these truths for practical use in walking through the world ; but the

great and governing truth in Colossians is Christ Himself, not even our

place in Him, although that enters into it, but the Lord Himself, the

Object before the heart.

This is very clearly to be seen in comparing those parallel passages

with Ephesians which are so noticeable here. Thus, if in Ephesians

the apostle says that "God in Christ hath forgiven you," Colossians has

it: " Even as Christ hath forgiven you." If Ephesians speaks of the

"new man" as "created in righteousness and holiness of truth," Colos-

sians speaks of the "new man" as "renewed in knowledge," "where

there is neither Greek, nor Jew, Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free,

but Christ is all and in all." If Ephesians bids us "Avalk worthy of the

vocation wherewith we are called," Colossians bids us walk worthy of the

Lord. The central verse in Colossians is that " all the fulness of the God-

head dwells in Him bodily " and that we are filled up in Him. Thus, the

soul, as one may say, and as most needed for a walk through the world,

is under government here. We have received Christ Jesus the Lord

and we are to "walk in Him." We are to "walk worthy of the Lord

unto all pleasing," and we "are translated into the Kingdom of the

Son of God's love." This, then is our main furnishing, as we may say,

for the path, while we are told directly of the strength that we receive

by the power of His glory before the soul, and are exhorted to hold fast

the Head, from which the whole body is ministered to and increases
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with the increase of God. The truth of the Church is here., but is not

dwelt on. It is the Head upon which the apostle insists.

A kindred and beautiful thing, (at first sight, however, seeming un-

accountable,) is that the Spirit of God is only mentioned once, and that

incidentally. We have no doctrine of the Spirit. How completely in

accordance is this with what we know of His work, who has come to

take of the things of Christ and to show them to us—not to speak of His

own. In the doctrinal epistles which have preceded this, on the con-

trary, the Spirit is dwelt upon in all connections. Here we are face to

face with the Object that the Spirit presents. The dew has brought

the manna, and the dew exhales and leaves the manna for our use.

Thus, then, we have the character of the epistle. There is not in it the

truth of our being seated together in heavenly places in Christ, but this

results from the peculiar character of Colossians, as giving us the path

through the world, while, if our own position is less fully developed,

the glory of Christ compensates for this, and, as has been already said,

the very truth fundamental to our position, that we are in Christ before

God, in measure involves this.

There are four divisions in the epistle :

1. (Chap. i. 1-18) puts us at the beginning under Christ as Head and
Lord.

2. (Chap. i. 19-29) gives us the double sphere of the gospel and the

Church, with the double ministry entrusted to Paul in connec-

tion with these.

3. (Chap, ii.) : We are filled up in Him, in whom all fulness dwells.

4. (Chaps, iii., iv.) gives us, as usual, the practical consequences.
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THE EPISTLE TO THE

COLOSSIANS
DIVISION 1. (Chap. i. 1-18.)

The sufficiency of Christ as Head and Lord.

kAUL an "apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of

God and Timotheus the brother, to the saints

and * faithful brethren in Christ which are in

Colosse. 'Grace to you and peace from God our Father
[and the Lord Jesus Christ].* We give ''thanks unto

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, praying

always for you,f having heard of your 'faith in Christ

Jesus and of the •''love which ye have toward all saints,

because of 'the hope which is laid up for you in heaven,

• Some omit t Or, " continually [when] praying for yoiL"
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Div. 1.

The first division, then, starts ns, a.s it were, upon our journey. Tlie Colos-

siaus are presented to us as "holy and faithful brethren in Christ," of whom
the aix)8tle has heard, possessors of a living faith which grows and bears fruit.

He prays that it may increase, and that they may be filled with the full knowl-

edge of His will, so as to walk worthy of the Lord; after which we are shown the

One who is Lord of the individual as well as the Head of the body, the Church,

and His full glories are made known to us.

1. The Colossians are seen, then, in the first place, as those who have received

the knowledge of divine grace in truth, the beginning of everything for the

soul, the living and active principle which at once suggests to ns the fruits

following, the result in practical life which the epistle insists upon. The apostle

addresses himself to them as an "apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God,"

associating Timothy with himself in his constant, gracious manner. He owns

the holiness and faithfulness which characterizes them as brethren in Christ and

which gives him courage and confidence in addressing them. As holy, they are

not only separate from evil, but separate to God, the first necessity for fruit.

The field that bears it must be fenced off from all that would intrude from the

world around. They are faithful to the position that God has given them and

the light they have received,—another and equal necessity, but implied in the

former. They have the "virtue" of which the apostle Peter speaks, and which

leads on to knowledge. It is to those who hold in living power that which they

have received, that God can still give more abundantly, but they need, as we
all do, "grace and peace from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ."

He begins now with thanking God in their behalf, "the God and Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ," which, as we have already seen in Ephesians, presents

to us the Lord as the One who has given God His character for the soul; and as

the Son of the Father, introduces us to all the afiections of the heart; divine

affections, which so need to be cultivated if there is to be fruit'at all. To Him
then, he gives thanks continually, on praying for them, having heard that con-

cerning them which encourages his prayer:—not only "faith in Christ Jesus,"

but "love towards all the saints," a love which manifests its character in that

very fact. It is not simply personal, individual, and which may spring out of

other connections, but love to saints as saints wherever they find them. This is
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whereof ye heard before in the word of the truth of the
gospel, which is come unto you, even as it is also in all

the * world, bearing 'fruit and growing, even as among
you also, from the day ye heard and knew the grace of
God iu'^truth: even as ye learned of 'Epaphras, our
beloved fellow bondman, who is a faithful minister of
Christ for you, who also declared unto us your love in

the 'Spirit.

2. For this cause, we also since the day we heard it, do
not cease to pray for "you and to ask that ye may "be
filled with the full knowledge of his "will in all^wis-
dom and spiritual understanding [so as] to walk worthy
of the 'Lord unto all •pleasing, bearing fruit in every
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that true love of the brethren which the apostle gives as an evidence that those
who possess it have passed from death unto life. He thanks God because of the
hope laid up for them in the heavens, the hope which is to energize them upon
the way, pilgrims and strangers as they are now, with no portion in the world
through which they pass; and thns the whole energy of their souls laying hold
npon that which is invisible.

Tliis hope they found in the word of the truth of the gospel which had come
to them, as it was going out in all the world; and which bore fruit and was
growing among them, as wherever it was received. This knowledge seems to
have been ministered to them by Epaphras, of whom he speaks as his fellow-
servant, and for them a faithful minister of Christ. The work manifested the
workman, and their love in the Spirit had been manifested towards the apostle
himself by his means.

2. He has already said that a living faith is a growing faith. Growth is a
necessity of life, and where the life is eternal life, there is here no limit of it

rea<^hed, as in natural growth. We grow on till we reach eternity. Important
it is to realize this,—salvation is so often simply looked at as the end itself

which is to be reached, instead of the beginning, that which starts us upon the
road. It is Christ in glory who is the end before us, and if we are really
travellers, the light of that glory will be shining upon us more and more fully

all the way.
He was not content, however, to reason that this, of necessity, would be so.

He did not cease praying and asking for them, that they might be filled with
full knowledge of the will of God, a thing not gained in a short time, although,
as possessing the Holy Spirit, every honest soul will find practical competence
for tbe path which he has to tread; but the full knowledge of His will will take
nothing else than the full word of God to minister it to us, and here it is not
to be a theoretical knowledge, but knowledge in all wisdom, a knowledge which
is real for us, and applies itself to all the circumstances of the way. The
right understanding of it is spiritual understanding, not merely mental re-

ception; though that does not mean that we are to undervalue the mind, which
is, in fact, that in us through which Grod conveys these things, but the Spirit
of God must give it its proper character. The result of it, the desire of the
heart, is to walk worthy of the Lord unto all pleasing, an immense responsi-
bility indeed as servants of His to show in the world what His service means;
bearing fruit, therefore, in every good work and growing by the true knowledge
of God. This is found, of course, in the revelation of Christ that is being made
to us. Christ is the Life within us, and that which ministers, therefore, to the
life we have received. Christ is before us now in all the might of His glory for

our souls, that which strengthens for the way, for all that is found here in the
world so contrary to Him and to us; but we are furnished thus to all endurance
and long-suffering with joy. These things are in God's hand, ordained for us
only to bring out in us the Christ-likeness which belongs to a life in Him, to
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good 'work and growing by the true knowledge of
*God ; strengthened with all power, according to the
might of his "glory, to all endurance and long-suffering

with "joy; giving thanks unto the "Father who hath
made us meet for the sharing of the portion of the "in-

heritance of the saints in "light; who hath delivered
us from the authority of *darkness, and translated [us]

into the kingdom of the Son of his "love ; in whom we
have redemption, the forgiveness of * sins.
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separate ns from a world which thus manifests itself for what it is, and to make
us realize only the more the completeness of satisfaction which is in that which
is our own. We see how Paul's gospel enters, of necessity, into all this. The
revelation of Christ is that which is continually before him. Christ is the Goal
of his race, and the recompensing Prize, as he will tell ns fully in Philippians.

Here it is not exactly the pressing after Him which is brought before us, but
the power resulting from the apprehension of what He is, the One who has been
in death for us and who has now everything in His hand. What a thing to

assure and rest the heart

!

But he goes on now to the fitness which is already ours to partake of the por-

tion of the saints in light,—and wonderful this is. He does not say that God is

making ns fit for it, as we might imagine to be more suitable to be said; we are
already made fit, and fit for the portion of the holy ones in that light which
would discover the least spot or defect. And strange it would seem to many,
in view of the indisputable fact that evil is in us still and that the good in us is

yet far short of full development, that we are already meet for the inheritance.

To have title to it is another thing. Title we should easily recognize that we
all have; but a child may have most abundant title to an inheritance for which,
as yet, he is by no means "fit." We have not merely the title, we have the

fitness also. We can only realize this as we realize the distinctness of the new
nature which God has imparted to us. The flesh is in us, but it is not our-
selves; we are not identified with it, not in it before God. As a consequence,
if the Lord should take us, in whatever way He be pleased to take us, home to

Himself, the flesh is gone, and there remains nothing but that which is accord-
ing to His mind. The development of the life we have is another matter, and
we need not consider it here; but even a babe in Christ has fitness, therefore,

for his portion. Well may we give thanks to the Father who has accomplished
this for us.

We are delivered, as the apostle goes on to say, from the authority of dark-
ness. Darkness may be also in measure in us, but it has no title over ua. We
are in the light as Christians. Whether we realize it aright or not, depends
upon how far the eye is single in us; but we are practically in the darkness, in

any measure of it, only by our own consent. God has translated us into another
kingdom, put us under another authority, and that the authority of His own
dear Son.

This is the only passage in which we find the present kingdom of Christ

spoken of exactly in this character. As Son of Man, He waits for His Kingdom.
He has not yet received it. He waits upon the right hand of God; but what-
ever this may imply, that He is still waiting, yet as seated on the Father's
throne, in that place to which His title plainly is found in His eternal relation-

ship to the Father, He has, in fact, all things in His hand now. This can only
seem in any wise a contradiction to the fact of His waiting for His Kingdom as

Son of Man, if we fail to realize that the Kingdom in that character is taken for

the final setting in order of all things for eternity, which is put into Christ's

hands expressly as the Son of Man. All judgment is thus committed to Him,
and as by man the old creation fell away from God, so by man everything must
be restored. Thus He is, as Isaiah gives it to us, the "Father of Eternity."
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3. Who is the image of the invisible 'God, the first-born

of all ''creation, for by him were all things 'created,

the things in the heavens and the things on the earth,
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by him and for^him. And he is before 'all, and all
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He is the One who is going to bring everything into subjection to God. We, in

the meanwhile, are the frnit of His work, delivered from the opposing power of
evil and brought into the Kingdom of light and peace, as those redeemed by
His blood and having the forgiveness of siua. Here, therefore, we have marked
ont for ns distinctly the character of the truth which the apostle presents to us.

Already separated from the world, separated to God, we are those who are given
to Christ and put into His hand to be led on throngh the world by the attractive

power of what is in Himself, to Himself beyond it. In the "Kingdom of the
Son of His love," what can be wanting to us, even though the full blessing has
not come ?

But we are here filling a place which has its own distinctness of privilege, a
place that, in the same way, we can never fill again. We are here for Christ in

the midst of a world opposed to Him, and treading in His steps who is the

Author and Finisher of faith in His own Person, and who has left us an ex-
ample that we should walk in His steps. This is our privilege now, and how
greatly we should value it! We have not merely to go out of the world and to

be with Christ where He is, which will be accomplished lor us in His own time,

which our souls must, of course, desire at any time; nevertheless that which
God is working for us now and that which, we may say, He is w orking through us
now, will be seen in the day to come as amply sufficient causes of delay for a
little while, that, in the place of Christ's humiliation, we may learn Him better

so, and acquire that mind of Christ which we have use for, in participation with
Him in that which is to come.

3. We come now then fully to look at Christ Himself. We have been shown
our competence for this. We can look without any harassing question as to

our part in Him or our fitness for the blessing which we have before us. We
ought to be capable, therefore, of full occupation with Himself That is Avhat

the epistle to the Eomans has already shown us, and that is what deliverance

means really; deliverance from ourselves, in order that we may be engaged with
Him, to be in whose blest company is to grow in His likeness.

Who is He then of whom we are speaking? He is, says the apostle, firet of

all, the Image of the Invisible God, the perfect and exact Expression of One who
is nowhere seen as He is seen in Him. The invisible God has become visible to

us, of course to faith; but we have the full revelation of God in Him, who, in

order that He may reveal God, has come down into that which is His own crea-

tion, has taken His place in it, of necessity, thus, at the Head of it also. If He
who is the Image of the Invisible God takes His place in creation, it must be as

the First-born of it all, the Beginning, as He says Himself in the epistle to

Laodicea, "the Beginning of the creation of God."
Here is His link at once with all that is to receive blessing through Him.

Apart from those who really set themselves outside it, who refuse and turn

aside from this grace of His. all creation is thus linked with Him for blessing.

He has become Man. He has taken not only a human spirit, but a soul and a
body. In His unutterable love. He has linked Himself, as one may say, with
the very dust of the earth, that He might assure us that, of all which God has

created, nothing is below His thought. He will lose nothing of it all, but bring
it into that which was His mind for it in creating it; lor He who has come into

this wondrous place,—the very humiliation of which is glory too,—is the One
"by whom all things were created, things in heaven and things on earth, visi-

ble or invisible," however high, however low you go, "thrones or dominions,
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things subsist togetlier by *hira. And he is the head
of the body, the 'church; who is the beginning, first-

born from among the •'dead, that in all things he might
have the * pre-eminence.

DIVISION 2. (Chap. i. 19-29.)

The double sphere of the gospel and the church, with the

double ministry entrusted to Paul in connection with these.

1. T^OR in him all the fulness [of the Godhead] was
-I- pleased to 'dwell, and by him to reconcile all things

to "itself, having made peace by the blood of his "cross,

by him, whether things on earth or things in the
heavens.
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or principalities or powers;" the highest are but Hia creatures, and have not

only been created "% Him" but '''^for Him."
What a wonderful light does that throw upon creation itself and upon its

destiny! Christ is not only the One under whom it is; He is not only the One
who will bring it all into blessing, but He, the One who has become the Man
Christ Jesus, is the One for whom it all exists. Christ, then, and that grace

which is manifested in Him,—that manifestation itself, which is in itself grace,

—is that which is the great purpose of God in creation. He must manifest

Himself; He must make His creatures know Him. He could not possibly

leave them without the full display of all His heart. He wants to be near them.

He wants to have them near Himself Christ is the fulness of God's heart thus

told out, and as He is before all, as He is the One who holds all things together

now, this purpose cannot fail of accomplishment.

But there is another sphere, still, in which He is the Head, and considering

that it too is needed for the full display of divine grace, (as it is that, as we
have heard in Ephesians, in which God is going to show the exceeding riches of

His grace in His kindness towards us, and in which His glory is to be displayed

forever,) it must of necessity find mention here. It is not to be lost simply in

the thought of creation. He is the Head of creation, but He is also the Head of

the body, the Church; and as this. He is the Beginning, a new Beginning, a
First-Born, not in creation simply, but from among the dead. Here, full re-

demptive power manifests itself He is seen Master of all the evil and not

merely Master to subdue it, but making it all show forth His praise. Thus He
is pre-eminent in all things. This is the One under whom God has put us to

find our way, upheld by His grace, to the place where He Himself awaits us.

How blessed should be a path upon which this light shines more and more fully

to the perfect day

!

Div. 2.

Here, then, there is a double sphere marked out for our contemplation.

There is the sphere of creation into which Christ in His grace has come, and
there is tlie sphere of the Church through which His love to His creatures is to

be most signally manifested. We now find these two spheres specially dwelt

upon, and the apostle's double ministry in God's wonderful grace to him, an-

swering to these two spheres. He is minister of the gospel in all the world,

minister of the Church, the mystery of God now revealed.

1. "In Him," then, "all the fulness was pleased to dwell." The whole
Godhead has in Him manifested itself and come forth to bless and to redeem.

If we think of Cluist, we must not separate from Him the Father's thought and
purpose, the Father's heart told out, and if we think of Him again. He is the

One whom the Spirit of God exalts and glorifies, the One in whom, as we see

Him here upon earth, the fulness of the Spirit dwelt. The whole activity of
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2. And you who once were alienated and enemies in

mind by wicked works, yet now hath he "reconciled in

the body of his flesh, through death, to present you
holy and unblameable and irreproachable before ''him

;

if indeed ye abide in the faith, grounded and 'firm, and
not moved away from the hope of the gospel which ye
heard, which hath been preached in the whole creation
which is under 'heaven, whereof I Paul was made
'minister.

3. Now I rejoice in suflFerings for 'you, and fill up that
which is lacking of the afflictions of Christ in my "flesh,

for his body's sake, which is the "church, whereof I was
made minister, according to the dispensation of God
which was given me to you-ward, to complete the word
of God, [even] the mystery which hath been hid from
ages and "generations, but now hath been manifested
to his saints, to whom God would make known what
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the God bead is manifested thus in our behalf. It is Christ as Mau who is still

spoken of. His Manhood it is that is the tabernacle of Deity. We must not so

think of His humiliation as to forget, for a moment, the glory that was ever
His. He has come down, in fact, to fulfil the purpose which none but He could
possibly fulfil. Sin has come in. Question has been raised by the presence of
it with regard to God Himself. If left to this, God's whole place with regard
to creation is compromised. Thus, as has beeu said elsewhere, He could not,

apart from the cross, from that which has fully displayed His holiness aud the

judgment of sin, while displaying His love for His creatures, take up even the
heavens themselves as that in which He could find delight and display His
glory. By Him, therefore, God came to reconcile all things to Himself, not
simply individuals, but the whole frame, as it were, of the universe. There is

not a part of it to which the power of the blood of the cross does not penetrate.

Our possession in the heavens is purchased by it. The earth, too, is purchased.
Things on the earth or things in the heavens will alike be made once more to

be according to God's mind, objects of complacent delight.

2. But if the heavens and earth are thus reconciled by His blood, there are

those also who were once alienated and enemies in mind by wicked works, in

whom it manifests its power. Here the reconciliation must, of necessity, in-

clude the bringing of enemies out of their enmity; while His work, the work of
the cross, was needed in a double sense for this, needed as that which has made
atonement for iniquity, needed as that which, by the power of divine grace in

it, conquers the heart for Him. How great a triumph when we can be thus
presented holy and unblamable and irreproachable before God! The apostle

puts in here a word of caution needed by those amongst whom there may still

be those who, whatever their profession, have not, in fact, received the reconcil-

iation. The test of this will be a faith in which men abide on a firm founda-
tion, not moved away from the hope of the gospel, a gospel which is being
proclaimed indeed in the whole creation which is under heaven, and of which
Paul himself was, in a special sense, the minister. We must remember here
what has been elsewhere shown us, that Paul was not only a minister of the
gospel, having his place with the rest who ministered it, but was in a special

sense the minister of the gospel, which bad with him a fulness of blessing which
we find nowhere else.

3, But this was only a part of that which was specially committed to him.
He was suiTering, manifestly (he says this as writing now from his prison at

Rome) on account of the Church, Christ's body; filling up, as he puts it here,

that which remained of the sufferings of Christ for them. Christ had been
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are the riches of the glory of this 'mystery among
the Gentiles, which is Christ in you the hope of "glory

;

whom we proclaim, admonishing every man and teach-
ing every man in all * wisdom, that we may present
every man perfect in Christ. Whereunto also I labor,

striving according to his working which worketh in me
in power.

DIVISION 3. (Chap, ii.)

Filled up in Him in whom all the fulness dwells.

1. T70R I would have you know what conflict I have
J- for you, and for them at Laodicea, and for as many

as have not seen my face in the "flesh ; that their
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pleased to link him in a special way with Himself, in labor for this purpose so
dear to Him, tbe having a body, a people in the nearness of that relation to

Himself, near as none other could be, and the revelation of which now com-
pleted the word of God—filled it out fully, no principle of truth remaining uu-
revealed. Of this, then, he was minister; of the mystery hidden from ages and
generations but now made manifest to His saints, the long pent up secret of the

heart that must now disclose itself; the riches of the glory of this mystery being
found, not amoug.st Jews bnt amongst Gentiles,—Christ among Gentiles, not
therefore glory come, as it will be when He takes His place in the midst of
Israel, bnt the hope of glory belonging to another sphere, and as we know, a
wonderfully higher one. This, says the apostle, was his aim, then, "admonish-
ing every man and teaching every man in all wisdom, to present every man
perfect in Christ." He works according to the full largeness in which the gos-

pel itself goes out. He would have "every man," not merely those who act-

ually are laid hold of by it, but in the thought of his heart, in that for which, if

it might be, he works, ^^ every man presented perliect in Christ." This is the

character, manifestly, as we have seen, of Paul's epistles. The position in

Christ is what is before him continually. This is what he would bring us up
to. His writings are therefore the Leviticus of the New Testament. They
open the sanctuary, and that to bring us in there. For this he was toiling. For
this he was in conflict; and Ciirist, as it were, toiling in him, working in the

power of His grace in the instrument He had chosen.

DiV. 3.

Christ then, is He in whom all the fulness dwells. We are now to have dis-

tinctly the part which is given ns in this fulness. We are to be filled up in it,

and tiiat practically for our blessing now, not at some time to come; but that

this may be manifested in us here by the way.

1. The apostle tells us, therefore, of the conflict that he was in with regard to

them, bnt specially as to those whose face he had not yet seen in the flesh, bis

responsibility towards whom was not altered by this fact.

He is in conflict also, as knowing what the world is in which the saints are

found. The greater the blessing, the greater incentive to the enemy, if possi-

ble, to take it from them; and alas, with this, tiie surer, if we think of men as

such, that they will demonstrate their incapacity of themselves to hold it. But
Paul's pnrpose is the encouragement of tliose to whom he writes,—not discour-

agement. The warnings of wliat man as man is, of the flesh that dwells in us
all, the practical warnings which result from the outbreak of this also, alas, in

Christians, are still only to discourage se?/-confideiice, never to move one from
the assurance that he should have in God. He seeks, therefore, to encourage
their hearts, and that they may be united together in love, the true binding
principle, in the possession of all that was their own, the riches that God would
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hearts may be comforted, being knit together in love
and unto all riches of the full 'assurance of understand-
ing to the full knowledge of the mystery of God, wherein
are hid all the treasures of wisdom and "knowledge.
And I say this that no one may delude you with per-
suasive speech. For, though I am absent in the flesh,

yet am I with you in the spirit, rejoicing and beholding
your order and the steadfastness of your faith in Christ.

2. As, therefore, ye have received Christ Jesus the
Lord, walk ye in "^him, rooted and built up in *him,
and stablished in the •''iaith, even as ye were ^taught,
abounding therein with thanksgiving. Take heed that
there be no one who shall make spoil of you through
philosophy and vain ^deceit, after the tradition of 'men,
after the rudiments of the •'world, and not after * Christ,
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give thera in full assurance of understanding. How mncli is implied in this

!

There is to be no failure with us as to the distinct, definite, assured apprehen-
sion of all this blessing which God has given us, the full knowledge of the mys-
tery of God of which he has spoken, in which are hid for us now "all the
treasures of wisdom and knowledge."

This may seem a strange thing to say that, in that which is only revealed at

the present time, all treasures of this kind should be found; but it is manifest
that in speaking to Christians, everything depends upon their being in posses-

sion of that which makes them distinctly Christian. Except as in this Christian
place ourselves, we have not even the right knowledge of other things. For
instance, if we do not realize the difference between the Church and Israel, how
can we know even Israel aright? How can we know the Old Testament with-
out being in possession of what is specifically ours in the New? He says here,

as so constantly with him, "wisdom " as well as "knowledge," putting indeed
wisdom first; for without the power to apply, what right gain could there be in

the knowledge which is to be applied ?

He goes on to intimate his knowledge of the power of the enemy which was
abroad, and which would, by pei-suasive speech, seek to take from them the

blessing; but he rejoiced, absent indeed in the flesh, yet with them in spirit, as

seeing their order and the firmness of their faith in Christ. It is plain therefore

that he does not, as some think, realize in them the beginning of any special

form of evil, but that the warnings which we find here and there through the
epistle are necessary to the character of it, as having to do with their walk in

the world, a place in which every danger would necessarily beset them. He
has, .13 we can see also, not merely those in mind whom he is addressing
uow at Colosse, but us also, for whom the Spirit of God is caring, through him,
and who are in the midst of evils of which they are warned here. There could
not but be the foresight of such things, and provision made for them, in the
love that manifests itself towards all the people of God to the last generation.

2. He proceeds at once, therefore, to bid us, as having received Christ Jesus
the Lord, to walk in Him. The place of identification with Him which God
has given us is to be carried ont in practice here. We are to walk as identified

with Him. We are to walk as in this new place and new creation, separated,

therefore, from the world and uuder the authority, as Lord, of Him whom the
world has rejected. We have received Him as our Lord, not simply as our Sa-
viour, although these two things will necessarily go together; but we have re-

ceived Him as One who has rightful title over us and One in whom we have
found all that enables us to be independent of the world around. Thus we are
rooted and built up in Him. It is from Him that we draw subsistence as the
plant through its root, and we are thus built up in Him as the plant builds it-
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3 (li. 9-15):

Quickened
and risen
with Him.

3. For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
'bodily, and in him ye are filled "up; who is the head
of all principality and "authority ; in whom also ye
were circumcised with the circumcision not done with

the "hand, in putting off the body of the flesh in the

circumcision of * Christ; buried with him in « baptism,

{ ch. 1. 19.

m Eph.3.19.
n ch. 1. 16.

o Rom.2.29.
£pb. 2. 11.

p Gal. 6. 24.

q Rom. 6. 4.

self np through the nourishment which it thus receives. How perfectly then

are we provided! Christ is our one Sufficiency; and "the faith" is that which

has, so to speak, given us Christ Himself, for it is by faith that we know Him.
We are to abound in it, says the apostle, with thanksgiving,—an immense
point, for if our hearts are not making joy over the truth which God has given

us, what shall we have to keep us from the evil around ? or to produce in us the

fruits which are acceptable to God ? Here he adds one of his warnings, not to

be led away, therefore, through philosophy and vain deceit; that is, through the

working of man's mind apart from revelation. Christ is the subject of revela-

tion, plainly. No human thought could have discovered Him: none can add to

Him. All mere human teaching has upon it the essential marks of the world

itself, a world into which He came in love, but which had no heart for Him.

3. Thus we are shut up to Christ, who is indeed, as has been declared, the

Centre and Reason of the universe. The knowledge of Him is, therefore, the

only key to the right apprehension of all things. These are the manifestations,

each in its measure, of God; and Christ it is in whom dwelleth all the fulness of

the Godhead bodily. That word, "bodily," makes Him our own. He has

come out from the invisible to be among us; and not simply for display: He
has pledged Himself to service in it, whatever the need may be, as when He
showed them His hands and His side. And still "we are complete"—filled

full "in Him," who is—notice how these things are brought together—"Head
of all principality and power." To Him the circumstances of the way are

absolutely obedient. Here we have the perfect ministry to us, therefore, of

everything around us, as well as the perfect means of apprehension of it all, as

knowing Him. The apostle goes on now to show us how thoroughly we have

been cut off from other things. If the Jew was separated from the nations by
the fact of his circumcision, we, he says, have been circumcised, not with that

circumcision indeed, not by something with the hand, but by something infi-

nitely more and deeper, "the putting oflf of the body of the flesh," the flesh in

its totality, "by the circumcision of Christ," that is, by the Christian circumci-

sion. His cross has accomplished this for us. We are privileged to turn away
from all that we find thus in ourselves, to give up self in fact altogether, as

having any confidence in it, as the apostle tells us in Philippians: " We are the

true circumcision, who worship God in the Spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus,

and have no confidence in the flesh." Notice that there is nothing there of self

to have confidence in. It is Christ in whom we boast or glory, and that in

contrast with all fleshly confidence whatever.

Slow we may be, indeed, to realize that every atom of self-confidence w con-

fidence in the flesh. We would fain draw a distinction. We would say that

there is a Christian self; that, after all, there must be something in us which is

the fruit of God's work; but the cross has not set aside self in one fashion to

allow it to be brought forward again in another. If we bnild again the things

which we destroyed, we make ourselves transgressors in this sense also, and the

apostle adds here what is the complete assertion of this: "We are buried with

Him," he says, "in baptism." God has privileged us, thus, to put away our-

selves as completely as a dead man is put away amongst the dead when he is

buried.

This truth as to baptism is one of those which we derive from Romans, but
we are "raised up" also, he adds; and here it is important to get clearly what
the apostle really says. The common version makes it to be baptism in which
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in whom * ye have been also raised 'togetlier through
faith in the operation of God who raised him from
among the 'dead. And you, being dead in offences

and the uncircumcision of your 'flesh, hath he quick-
ened together with "him, having forgiven us all "tres-

passes ; having blotted out the obligation in ordinances
that was against "us, which was contrary to us; and
he hath taken it out of the way, nailing it to the * cross;

having spoiled principalities and authorities, he made a
show of them openly, leading them in triumph by 'it.

r Eph. 2. 6
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4 (ii. 16-23):

The warn-
ing to hold
the Head
and not be
subject to
ordinances.

4. Let no one, therefore, judge you in meat or in drink

or in respect of a feast day or a new moon or 'sabbaths:

which are a shadow of things to come, but the body is

of "Christ. Let no one rob you of your prize by a
voluntary humility and worshiping of 'angels, entering

into things which he hath not seen, vainly puffed up by
the mind of his flesh, and not holding fast the 'head,

from whom all the body ministered to and united to-

gether by joints and bands increaseth with the increase

of ''God. If ye have died with Christ from the ele-

ments of the 'world, why, as if alive in the world, do
ye subject yourselves to •''ordinances : handle not, nor

taste, nor touch (all which things are to perish with the

using) after the injunctions and doctrines of "men?
things which have indeed an appearance of wisdom in

will worship and humility and severity as to the *body,

(not in a certain *honor,) to the satisfaction of the

'flesh.

a Heb. 8. 5.

6 Heb. 1.14.

c <^. Eph. 4.

IS.

d Eph. 4.16.

e Gal. 6. 14.

/Gal. 4. 3, 9,
10.

g Hatt.15.9.

h e/.l Cor.9.
27.

il Cor. 6.19.

j Phil. 3.3,4.

cross. The law is not dead, as we have seen in Romans, but we have died to

it. It is stated here in another way, but the same thing in effect. With this

power of condemnation cancelled for us, authorities and powers, (all the power

of Satan which could work in sinful men,) are also set aside. Christ has made
a show of them openly, leading captivity captive, triumphing over them by His

cross.

4. The apostle warns them now that they must hold fast the Head, and for

this give up the ordinances of the law and all else which would prevent their

drawing absolutely out of the fulness which they had in Christ. No one was to

be judged with regard to meat or drink, feasts, new moons or sabbaths. All

these things necessarily went with the obligation to ordinances. They were

in themselves simply a shadow of the things to come. The body, that is, the

substance of them, was in Christ. Christians were not to do their own will in

that which looked indeed like humility, as in the worship of angels, but which

was, after all, an intrusion into things unseen, and the result of pride instead of

humility, while it forfeited the blessing which was to be enjoyed alone through

Christ; from whom all the body ministered to and joined together by joints and
bauds increases with the increase of God. Christians are themselves to be as

Christ Himself was, like "a root out of a dry ground," maintained by suste-

nance from heaven, divine sustenance alone, as he says here. They have died

with Christ out of the world and therefore out of that which belongs to it. To
subject themselves to ordinances, was to take a position contradictory of this.

Like the legal institutions themselves, they could only deal with things from

the outside, prohibit touch and taste and what not, things which appear, as we
know, wise enough, but which ignore altogether that which is God's only

remedy for the evil in man, which is a new creation. Such will-worship will

indeed always have an appearance of wisdom and of humility too; and an
ascetic treatment of the body will be held as a proof of zeal and devotedness.

God has no pleasure in such things. The body, indwelt of the Holy Spirit, is

to be held on that account in a certain honor, while the pride of man could be

satisfied with that which, if it disregarded the body, built up the flesh.

Div. 4.

Sec. 1.

We have now the practical consequences, not negatively merely, in the re-

fusal of certain things, but in that which is morally right and fitting, the image
of Christ wrought out in the life.
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1 (iii. 1-4):

A life hid
with Christ
in God.

S (iii. 5-11):

I^change
of the old
man for
the new.

DIVISION 4. (Chaps, iii., iv.)

Practical consequences.

SscnoN 1. (Chap. iii. 1-17.)

Christ aU.

1. TF then ye were raised together with Christ, seek the
-- things that are above, where * Christ is sitting at the

right hand of God. Set your mind on things that are

above, not on things that are on the * earth ; for ye
have died, and your life is hid with Christ in ""God.

When Christ [our] * life shall be manifested, then shall

ye also be manifested with him in "glory.

2. Hold f mortified, therefore, your members which are

upon earth, fornication, uncleanness, passion, evil de-

sire, and covetousness which is "idolatry; for which
things' sake cometh the wrath of God upon the sons of

disobedience; J in the which ye also once walked when
ye lived in these ^ things. But now also have § put oflf

all these things, wrath, anger, malice, injurious speak-
ing, shameful language out of your mouth : lie not one

k ch. 1. 11.

2 Cor. S. 18.

I Phil. 3. 19,
20.

?» c/.l John
3.1,2.

n Matt. 13.

43.

2 Thess. 1.

10.

o Bom.8.13,
12,1.

p 1 Cor. 6.9-

11.

* Many MSS. read " your." t An aorist imperative : not lae doing it,

but let it be as done. X Editors generally omit " upon the sons of dis-

obedience," but the MS. authority is abundant. g Another aorist
imperative.

1. The consequence of being raised with Christ is to put us necessarily out-

side the world. The risen mau is in connection with heaven, although, as with
the Lord during the forty days, he may actually be upon earth, but as raised

with Christ, in association with Him, the things above belong to him where
Christ sits at the right hand of God. What is according to God is seen by this

place of exaltation in which Christ is. God has bidden us, in this way, to have
our hearts in company with His heart; and Christ, the accepted of God is the

rejected of man. Thus, a heavenly Object lifts one from the earth. It is not a
question simply of what is in itself evil or what is not. Christ has passed out
of the whole scene. He is in heaven, and the heart drawn there is God's
method of sanctifieation, therefore, for the soul. The result is that if a true

life for God is lived here upon the earth, yet it is in character, in all that in

which it has its source and object, a life hidden from the world. Christ is hid-

den, and hidden in God. As a consequence, to be understood by the world, to

be commended and honored, would be contrary to that association with Christ

which God has given us. The day is coming when Christ will be manifested,

He who is our life even now. Then indeed that for which the Christian has
lived will become apparent to all, and the wisdom of his life will be evident.

Then we will be manifested with Him in glory, but for this, therefore, faith

must be content to wait through all the present time, finding in Him its pres-

ent joy and satisfaction, but in strangei-ship here. This is the principle which
underlies the whole moral condition for us.

2. The result is that we are to put to death our members which are

npon the earth. He does not say our bodies. The body is to be oflTered

up to God "a living sacrifice." The members are quite other morally than
this implies, as he shows here. If the body is allowed to have a life, then,

it is to be put to death; but he will not allow that this is properly the

body. He speaks of it as if the members, so to speak, were in revolt from
the body, in revolt certainly from subjection to God. On account of such
things, the wrath of God comes upon the sons of disobedience. Yon walked in

those things, he says, when you lived in them, but the walk must follow, there-
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3 flii.12-17):

The mani-
festation of
Christ in
Hi8 people.

to another, seeing that ye have put off the old man
with his 'doings, and have put on the new* man which
is being renewed* into knowledge after the image of him
that created 'him; where there is neither Greek nor

Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian, Scyth-

ian, bond, free, but Christ is all and in »all.

3. Havef put on, therefore, as the elect of 'God, holy

and beloved, bowels of mercy, kindness, lowliness,

meekness, long-suffering; forbearing one another and
forgiving one another, if any should have a complaint

against any ; even as [Christ] J forgave you, so also do

"ye. And over all these things [put on] love which is

q Eph. 4. 22,
25.

rEph.4.24.

s2Ck)r.5.16,
17.

1 1 Thess. 1.

4.

u Eph. 4.31,

32.

The new man {veov); renewed (dvaHaivov^svov).
t Aorist imperative. t The weight of MS. authority is for " the Lord."

fore, the character of the life. What a disgrace to walk in things in which we
do not live!

There are other things to be put off, things which have not the same character

of lust, but which, nevertheless, are contrary to God. We are not to lie to one

another, as having put oflf the old man with his deeds, and having pat on the

new. This has introduced us, as he says, now, into a new scene. The new
man has a knowledge which is derived from faith. It is the knowledge of a

new creation where there is nothing but Christ. No human distinctions are re-

cognized in it, no conditions upon which men pride themselves here. Christ is

everything and Christ is in all who belong to that place. Here, as we have

seen, is that which keeps the heart. We can only be strangers to that which

we have been brought out of by being at home in that which is now made ours.

We cannot set ourselves right piecemeal. We can only be set right by having

our hearts in that, where Christ being all, all is according to God, and where

we can let our hearts out freely ; where we can covet everything, and nothing

will be denied us.

3. The joy of the Lord is our strength. For mortification, we want power; and

our power is fonnd in that which lifts us out of the whole scene to which evil

attaches. Christ, therefore, is now to give character to every part of onr be-

haviour. As the elect of God, those who owe everything to His will, His choice

as those set apart to Him, and those upon whom He has set His love, we are to

pnt on the things which properly accompany this: "bowels of compassion,

kindness, lowliness, meekness, long-suffering, forbearing one another and for-

giving one another." It is striking how, in all these, there is found some form

of self-denial. Power is shown by competence for stooping; God turning also

the very things that are against us into the means of educating us in this.

Tilings evil in themselves may, nevertheless, fnrnish us with a wholesome dis-

cipline for the way and enable us, in answer, to bring forth fruit which is ac-

cording to God. We are to forbear as God has forborne. We are to forgive as

Christ has forgiven us; to all which is to be added love, as that which is the

"bond of perfectness," which keeps everything in its place and perfects every

detail of life. Think how the world, even, has to pnt on the appearance of love,

the more if it has not the reality; bnt love itself has no need to put on an ap-

pearance. It will manifest itself in harmony in every tone and gesture. The
manifestation of the divine nature has a unity in it which makes everything to

be in harmony. If there is love in the heart, the words will not be hard or un-

seemly; their very tone will be affected.

Here too, the peace of Christ is found, that is to preside in the heart. It is

the peace which results from unbroken communion, in a life that is according to

God in ways that are ways of pleasantness and paths of peace. To this we

have been called in one body. This peace is the common heritage of all the
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the bond of "perfectness. And let the peace of Christ*
preside in your "hearts, to which also ye have been
called in one 'body, and be » thankful. Let the word
of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom ; teaching
and admonishing one another with psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts
to 'God.f And whatsoever ye do, in word or in deed,
do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to
God J the Father by «him.

V 1 Pet. 4. 8.

M)Jno.l4.27.
X Eph.2.13-
16.

y Phil. 4. 6.

z Eph. 5. 19.

a Eph. 6.20.

* Some MSS. read, " God." t Some read, " the Lord."
I Many insert, "and."

saints of God; and we may well be thai)kful as we realize the immensity of
such a blessing as this. The word of Christ, too, is to dwell iu us richly. All
through, it is Christ here ; the forgiveness of Christ, the peace of Christ, the
word of Christ. We can see how occupation with Christ is that which is neces-
sarily the basis of it all, and His Lordship is fully owned. Thus, the word of
Christ is not only owned and bowed to, but dwells in the soul richly in all its

fulness and blessedness; and this issues in an ability to teach and admonish one
another in all wisdom. The truth which God has given, if it be really received,
cannot be held simply as one's own. We cannot but impart it. Truth that is

not imparted can scarcely be enjoyed, and in the close contact in Avhich God has
brought us with one another, the interest that He has given us in each other,
the relationship we bear to one another, it cannot but follow that we shall
realize one another's needs. Connected with this, the power of it all in our own
hearts is beautifully shown us. "In psalms and hymns and spiritual songs,"
the truth makes music in us. We sing with grace in our hearts to God, and
•what a need there is for this, in order to any true teaching or admonishing one
another. Nay, will not this enjoyment in our own souls be the most effectual
form of it? Such heart-songs will awaken other songs, and in all this, he says,
whatever is done, in word or deed, we are to do all things as representatives of
the Lord Jesus, in His Name. How much this would settle for us as to details
of practical conduct, if it were only frankly accepted by ns all ! In word and
in deed, identification with Christ in His spirit is to mark us, and here again,
as those who are giving thanks to God and the Father by Him. How we see
that the spirit of joy and praise is that which becomes ns, the atmosphere of
heaven to which our life belongs. Here, then, is a beautiful and comprehensive
picture of the Christian life in its moral aspect. We are to learn it in His com-
pany, or we shall never learn it.

Sec. 2.

We have had the character of the new man put before ns with a completeness
which might make us think that the whole range of Christian duty was con-
tained in it. What are we called to recognize or "put on," but this new man?
But the new man is the man in Christ, and the place in Christ takes one out-

side of human distinctions; for "in Cbri.st there is neither bond nor free, there
is neither male nor female" (Gal. iii. 28). And thus the most fundamental
natural distinction seems to be set aside.

We have, however, to learn that Scripture is larger than our thoughts, and
that the God of creation is that of redemption also. As long, therefore, as we
are in the unchanged body of the old creation, we are subject to the ordinances
which He has made for it. Doubtless also, there are higher purposes to be
worked out in this way; but our point is now, the steadfast way in which God
maintains His own thoughts, and will have us maintain and honor them. Hus-
bands, wives, parents, children, are thus natural relationships established of
Crod, and honorable in all, as the apostle says of marriage (Heb. xiii. 4).
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I(iii.l8-21):
By crea-
tion ordi-
nance.

8(iil.22-iv.

1): Results
of sin.

Section 2. (Chaps, iii. 18-iv. 6.)

The Relationships of life.

1. Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands as is fit-

ting in ihe *Lord. Husbands, love your wives and be
not bitter against "them. Children, obey your parents
in all things; for this is well pleasing in the "^Lord.

Fathers, provoke not your children [to anger],* that

they be not 'discouraged.

2. Bond-servants, obey in all things your masters ac-

cording to the flesh ; not with eye service f as men-
pleasers, but in singleness of heart, fearing the -^Lord.

Whatsoever ye do, work heartily as unto the Lord and
not to men ; knowing that from the Lord ye shall re-

ceive the recompense of the inheritance
;
ye serve the

Lord Christ. For he that doeth wrong shall receive

again the wrong that he hath done, and there is no re-

spect of persons. Masters, render unto your servants

that which is just and equal; knowing that ye also

have a Master in » heaven.

* There are good MSS. which omit, " to anger."

t Some MSS. have "services."

6 Eph. 5.22.

1 Pet. 3. 1.

c Eph. 5. 25.

d Eph. 6. 1.

e Eph. 6. 4.

/ Eph. 6. 5.

1 Pet. 2. 18.

g Eph. 6. 9.

Bat there are other relations here which are not estiiblished of God, bat have
come in through sin, as that of master and slave: here cue might expect that

there could be nothing but (as among Christians at least) the prohibition abso-

lutely of such. This is a matter important enough to be in effect (though not

formally) the subject of a distinct epistle, which linds place as supplementary to

this; we shall examine it, therefore, in that connection. Here, however, we see

that the slave or bondman is addressed as such, aud (what is more to the pur-

pose) the master also.

After this there is insisted on the duty to those who are without, outside of

Christian claim, but not of the all-embracing love which in Christ came after

the lost,—a love to which we owe our every blessing also, who were all once

outside, and among the lost. lu this review of relationships, therefore, the

apostle will not omit one that is so real as this, however different from, and in-

deed in contrast with all others.

1. Eelatiouships ordained by the Creator come here first, and are indeed the

shadow of higher and spiritual ones. This, however, which Ephesians develops

so fully as to marriage, is not in any way referred to here. We have but brief

exhortations, which are for the most part repetitions of those in Ephesians; we
shall not do more, therefore, than point out how these repetitions emphasize
what is the main responsibility in each case. Those who are in anthority are to

exercise it in love—a love that seeketh not its own ; while it is for those under
authority to yield obedience as to the Lord: a thing which gives it at once a

needed guard from any weak sufferance of evil, while making the hardest task

that in which "thy God hath commanded thy strength;" so that His strength

may he reckoned on lor its accomplishment.

2. This principle is carried out in application to the poor slave, who is now
Christ's servant, and thns truly free. If the Lord has appointed him a lowly

and trying service, it will not be counted a dishonor to him in the day of final

recompense, when servant and master will stand before their common Master,

to receive, not according t*y the place they may have filled, but according to the

faithfulness with which they have filled it. The Master then will be One who
has filled Himself the very lowest place to serve us all.

3. This naturally leads on to what in this day and world is truest service,
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8 (Iv. 2-4)

:

The mani-
festation of
the mys-
tery of
Christ.

4(iv. 5,6):
Conduct
towards

the world.

3. Continue steadfastly in Sprayer, watching therein

with thanksgiving; at the same time praying for us
also, that God may open unto us a door for the word,
to speak the mystery of Christ, for which I am also in

bonds ; that I may make it manifest as I ought to

•speak.

4. Walk in wisdom toward them that are without, re-

deeming the 'opportunity. Let your word be alway
with * grace, seasoned with 'salt, that ye may know
how ye ought to answer each one.

Section 3. (7-18.)

Openings of heart.

All my afiFairs shall Tychicus make known unto you,
the beloved brother and faithful minister and fellow

servant in the Lord ; whom I have sent unto you for

this very purpose, that ye may know our state* and
that he may comfort your™ hearts; with Onesimus, a
faithful and beloved brother, who is one of "you. They
shall makeknown unto you all things that are done here.

Aristarchus, my fellow prisoner, saluteth "you, and
Marcus the cousin of Barnabas (touching whom ye re-

ceived orders, if he come unto you, receive ^him) and
Jesus, who is called Justus, who are of the circumcision

:

h Epb. 6.18.

1 Thess. 5.

17.

{ Epb. 6. 19,

20.

j Eph. 5. 15,
16.

k Eccle. 10.

12.

{ Mk. 9. SO.

m Eph.6.21.

n Phile. 10.

o Acts 19.29.

p 2 Tim. 4.

11.

* Some read, " that he may know your state."

and as to which Paul had a special commission, the manifestation of the mys-
tery of Christ, against which all the world is, and he who is the usurping
"prince of this world;" so that, if it is to have way, God must open a door for

it. For this, therefore, the apostle seeks the prayers of the disciples, and in

general that they persevere in prayer, watching, as in expectation of answer, and
with thanksgiving, which implies the tender and encouraging remembrance of
abundant mercy. But indeed the very fact of having such a gospel to pray for

may well be the greatest encouragement: how could He, who at such a cost has
provided salvation, fail to answer the desire of heart which is so completely in

sympathy with His own heart? Here is that as to which we may pray there-

fore with boldness and confident expectation; and here is the secret of confi-

dence, when we have learned to identify ourselves with Christ's interests upon
the earth as our real concern. With Paul himself there certainly was no other,

as we well know.
4. Finally, apart from the direct preaching of the gospel, we are to "walk in

wisdom towards those that are without, redeeming opportunities:" for in a
world under Satan's power there will not be always such. For this reason one
must be ready when the time comes. At all times, also, the speech is to be
characterized by grace, the "salt" of divine holiness preserving this from pass-

ing over into mere laxity and inability to stand for God. This in fact alone is

grace; but the holiness of grace is as far as possible from that of law, though
law is holy. A Christian, as one who owes all to grace, falsifies his testimony if

he shows a spirit of legality; nor will there be wisdom found in this way to

"answer," or meet according to their need, the various conditions of those

around. We mast be in the spirit of Christ (which ^race is) in order to do
His work.

Sec. 3.

Perhaps one may best characterize the closing section of Colossians as "heart-
openings." It is in fact the free interchange of brotherly feeling on the part of
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these only are my fellow-workers for the kingdom of
God, who have been a comfort unto me. «Epaphras,
who is one of you, a servant of Christ Jesus, saluteth

you, always striving earnestly for you in his prayers,

that ye may stand perfect and fully assured in all the
will of God. For I bear him witness that he laboreth

much* for you, and for them in Laodicea, and for them
in Hierapolis. Luke, the beloved physician, saluteth

'you, and 'Demas. Salute the brethren in Laodicea,

and Nymphas and the assembly that is in his 'house.

And when this epistle hath been read among you, cause

it to be read also in the assembly of the Laodiceans,
and that ye also read that from Laodicea. And say to
"Archippus, Take heed to the ministry which thou hast

received in the Lord, that thou fulfil it. The salutation

by the hand of me "Paul ; remember my bonds. Grace
be with you.f

• Some, " hath much zeal." t Some add, " Amen."

q Phile. 23.

r 2 Tim. 4.

11.

*2Tlm.4.10.
t Bom. 16.5.

1 Cor.16.19.

V 1 Cor. 16.

21.

2 Tbess. 3.

17.

q/'.Gal.e.U.

those who have recognized the place 'vvhich they have been given with regard to

one another. Thus it begins with the provision for mutual knowledge of each
other's state. Tychicus, a beloved and faithlul brother, able to enter into such
things, is sent from the apostle to convey to the disciples the news as to himself;

and to bring back from them the account of their condition. This he realizes

as what their hearts would crave for comfort, as united together in the love of
Christ.

There follow special greetings and remembrances; as to which there is

scarcely much needed by way of explanation, though mnch may be gained by
meditation. The apostle closes with the salutation written with his own hand,
certifying the letter to be his own, and bidding them keep in mind his bonds
for Christ.
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THE EPISTLE TO

PHILEMON

PAUL, a prisoner of Christ "Jesus, and Timotheus
the brother, unto Philemon the beloved and our
* fellow-laborer, and to the sister Apphia, and to

*Archippus our fellow-soldier, and to the assembly in

thy ''house: grace be to you and peace, from God our
Father and the 'Lord Jesus Christ.

a ver. 9.

Eph. 3. 1.

Eph. 4. 1.

2 Tim. 1. 8.

6 Phil. 2. 25.

cCol. 4. 17.

dKom.lfi.5.
lCor.16.19.

e Eph. 1. 2.

NOTES.

The epistle to Philemon is plainly an appendix to that to the Colossians, as
before noticed. It was written at the same time, sent to the same place, and by
the hands of one of those entrusted with the former one, with whom it has to
do. As an address to a master, it naturally connects with Colossians and its

kindred epistle Ephesians, the only two of Paul's epistles in which masters, as
such, are addressed. Here the case of Onesimus incidentally brings before us
that of slavery as seen in the light of Chiistianity; and this seems the real sub-
ject of the epistle. That it is not openly treated as such has its evident reason.

There is no legislation as to it; but the principles that are, in fact, maintained
are only wider in application, declaring, as they do, the relation of Christianity
and its disciples to the world-status, in a way which touches much more thau
a question which, for most of us now, has ceased to be of personal concern.

The purport of the epistle is almost, one might say, to undo what the writer
is doing, in returning a runaway slave, now converted, to the hands of his mas-
ter, himself a Christian. "What were these, then, now to one another? Brethren,
as the apostle plainly says (ver. 16). He and the assembly which had received
Onesimus had not waited for the expression of Philemon's mind before acting
in the matter. Manifestly it was for God alone to bring in among His people

:

the baptism of the Spirit alone could make a member of the Body of Christ.

When that was done, it was too late for man's interference. Thus the apostle
in the previous epistle introduces Onesimus to the whole assembly as a faithful

and beloved brother, who is one of you ; and associates him with Tychicns as
bearer of tidings to them. They could not but receive whom the Lord had
received, and own the apostle's messenger as one certified to them with the full

weight of his authority.

Of this assembly Philemon formed a part ; and thus stood committed to the
reception of his slave, or to the rejection of those who had received him. There
was, in fact, no thought of any dissent ; there could be none without the over-
throw of an order which was divine, not human ; and it is with his place settled

as to the assembly that Onesimns turns to meet bis master, with the letter of
Paul iu his hand.
Yet here, it is plain, it is not to meet him, as in the assembly, npon equal

terms. Distinctly is it recognized by the apostle that, (although not in the
assembly,) the relation of master and slave still remained. Yet this must, of
course, be made to accept whatever modification the common Christianity im-
posed npon it. The eternal mu.st give law to the earthly and the temporal.
But how, then, could the badge of slavery abide at all ? To answer this is to

answer many other questions growing out of or connected with it, relating to

the practical life, and with regard to the world side of a Christianity that is not
of the world.
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I thank my God always, making mention of thee in

my Sprayers, hearing of thy love and » faith which thou
hast toward the Lord Jesus, and unto all the saints

;

that the fellowship of thy faith may become effectual

by the acknowledgment of every good thing that is in

you * toward Christ Jesus. For I had great joy f and
consolation in thy love, because the bowels of the
saints have been refreshed by *thee, brother.

* Some read, "us." t Some read, " thankfulness.'

/Eph. 1.16.
1 The8s.l.2.
2Thes8.1.3.
g Eph. 1.15.

Col. 1. 4.

h ver. 20.

But here it is well to point out once more a source of confusion in our common
version in the frequent want of proper discrimination between two words which
it alike translates "world," but which are in different lines of thought really.

Kosmos 13 the world physically, whether of people or things ; while aion has to

do with time, and means "age"—a certain defined and limited period of the
world's history. There are past ages, a present age, and ages still to come

;

through all of which the kosmos passes ; under whatever different phases, the
same kosmos still.

The present age has one terrible characteristic. The former ones were all

defined by God's various dealing with men ; and that for blessing to them.
He had not then, even for the time (as for a time alone it could be) given up
the world. Thus the age of promise and of law alike contemplated blessing
on the earth, and therefore the blessing of the earth ; but at the present time
God is simply taking out from the earth a people designed for heavenly bles-

sing. This is indeed on His part a more wonderful work of grace than ever was
before, but for the world it is a diversion from the divine ways which were
leading on to blessing. The throne of God which was on earth in Israel, and
the more glorious presence which since greeted it, are alike gone ; and the way
and cause of this, from the human side, give character to this time of His
departure, which is the time of His rejection.

One may say, however, that this must not be so taken as to ignore the coming
of the Spirit to represent Christ upon earth, and that the house of God in its

spiritual reality is here also. This is true ; and we may say again with regard
to these things, that they express a more wonderful working of divine grace
than ever was seen before. But notice that the world does not see this. Noth-
ing is visible to human eyes any more ; and "the world seeth Me no more " is

Christ's acceptance of rejection by it, and the seal, therefore, of its condemna-
tion. The gospel goes out world-wide among men ; but that changes in no
wise anything of this. And though it can be said that "God so loved the world
as to give His Only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on Him might not
perish, but have eternal life," yet, that we might be delivered from the aion—
this "present evil world," or "age" (Gal. i. 4)—Christ gave Himself according
to the will of our God and Father.

In the world therefore of this "age," (an age whose end will only be when
Christ appears in judgment upon what will then be in ripest, fullest rebellion

against Him,) the Christian can be but a strauger; and thus Scripture ever
contemplates him.

This, of course, cannot alter his relation to God as the Creator, upon which
Scripture equally insists ; nor does it affect that moral government of things
which God necessarily exercises, or He would not be God. It is tins that
makes us bow to the authority of those who, like the Nero of Paul's day, may
be wholly set against Him. We recognize the mercy which acts, even through
such as these, to restrain worse evil, and by a government of man by man,
•which was God's own institution after the flood. Spite of the disonler, therefore,

we own God's order, and submit ourselves to His government, which we are sure
la a wise and holy one, though faith is needed to realize this.
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Wherefore, though I might be verybold in Christ to en-

join upon theewhat is'meet, yet for love's sake I beseech
rather, being such an one as Paul the aged, and now
also a prisoner ofJesus Christ,—I beseech thee for my ^ ver. i.

child, whom I have begotten in my bonds, *Onesimus, A.C01. 4.9.

who in time past was to thee unprofitable, but now
profitable to thee and me : whom I have sent again to

thee : do thou, therefore, receive him, that is, mine own
bowels. Whom I would have retained with me, that

in thy stead he might minister to me in the bonds of
the gospel ; but without thy mind would I do nothing.

The character of the age has not been changed by the Christianity that is in
it; and the apostle declares (noue more conscious, surely, of the immensity of
the blessiug) that Satan is its god. "The god of this age " (2 Cor. iv. 4) is a
terrible indictment indeed, after Christ has come, His work accomplished, and
the Spirit here upon earth; but there it stands, and cannot be erased: we can-
not alter it, but are delivered from it.

Slavery is the fruit of a world estranged from God. It is a sample of what
sin has wrought, not to be imagined in a paradisaic earth, and in its whole
spirit opposed to the free and equal spirit of Christianity. When these things
meet, the antagonism might be expected to be sharply pronounced; and while
it could not legislate for the world, or deliver its disciples from an oppressive
yoke under which they might be born, yet one might expect the Church to

purge itself absolutely from an incongruous practice such as this.

Yet we have already seen, both in Ephesians and Colossians, masters ad-
dressed as such, without even a reproof for what they were. Simply they were
to give unto their bondservants that which was just and equal; while their

Christian bondmen were (as we read in the first epistle to Timothy,) not to de-
spise their believing masters because they were brethren, but rather to do them
service as faithful and beloved, partakers of the benefit (chap. vi. 2). Such an
admonition may well be thought to show that among Christians the severity of
these bonds was greatly slackened; but it shows still more plainly that they
were not annulled.

Was this then all that Christianity had to say ? It was a large and pressing

question. The number of slaves in the empire was immense; the miseries re-

sulting were excessive; in the judgment of the haughty Roman the new religion

suited well this class of the oppressed and downtrodden, who in fact soon
largely sought to it. Here another Master was found, with truest liberty for

the slave, even while the old service might continue. And under the heathen
master it did continue, for the cross was the symbol of the world's present sway,
and the faithful unto death were they whom the crown waited.

It was another matter, however, where Christianity had won master as well

as slave; and here, where it was mistress of all the conditions, were the rela-

tions caused by sin, and embodying so different a spirit still to continue? To
such questions, Philemon, as a supplement to its connected epistles, yields the

answer furnished by the New Testament.

Philemon means "friendly, loving," and it is in this character that Paul ap-

peals to him. The Christian heart is what must decide in the matter before

him; and Paul's comfort is the assurance that Philemon, the "friendly," or

"kind-hearted," answers to his name. It was faith that wrought in this love,

and gave it its Christian verity, and found therefore in the saints its special

objects. This naturally introduces what is on the writer's heart; for the
formerly nnprofitable Onesimus is now one of these saints of God, who as such
has a claim upon Philemon that will not be denied.

Confident, therefore, in his readiness of heart, the apostle will not insist apon
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that thy benefit should not be as it were of 'necessity,

but willingly. For perhaps for this reason he departed
from thee for a season, that thou mightest receive him
for ever ; not now as a bond-servant, but above a bond-
servant, a brother beloved, specially to me, but how
much more to thee, both in the flesh and in the Lord ?

If thou countest me then a "partner, I'eceive him as
myself. If he hath wronged thee, or oweth thee aught,
put that on my account. I Paul have written it with
mine own hand, I will repay it ; though I say not unto
thee how thou owest unto me even thine own self be-

sides. Yea, brother, let me have joy of thee in the
Lord : refresh my "bowels in Christ. Having confi-

dence in thine obedience I wrote unto thee, knowing
that thou wilt do even more than I say.

1 2 Cor. 9. 7.

m 2 Cor. 8.

23.

n ver. 7.

any apostolic axithority, bat pleads for Onesiraus as for a child of his own, spiri-

tually, begotten too in his bonds, a solace given to him oT God, who was now
Paul the aged, and the prisoner of Jesus Christ. How many motives here to

compel a free heart's obedience! Doubtless Oiiesimns had been an unprofitable

servant, yet now he was profitable as a Christian, ready to do service to Phi-
lemon, as he had already done to the apostle, to whom he had endeared himself
so much as to make him as his own bowels. Yet he was sending him away who
miglit have performed the service for him that Philemon doubtless would have
rendered had he been at Rome. He might well have been glad, therefore, to

have such a representative in his place; and it would have been a thing most
acceptable to the aged prisoner. He would indeed have retained him, but
would not assume what was Philemon's mind, nor appear to force what should
be freest action. Had not Grod, moreover, overruled the temporary departure of
a slave to bestow upon Philemon in his place the far greater gift of a brother

beloved? Let him receive him then as such, nay, as if it were the apostle him-
self; who would take npon himself also all the responsibility of any loss that he
had sustained. Yet to the apostle Philemon owed a larger debt, even himself

as a Christian,—a self to which his former one was of no value. As a brother

then to a brother, and with all brotherly confidence, Paul appeals to him to

give him joy in the Lord, satisfying the longings of a heart taught and en-

larged by divine love itself.

This is the substance of the epistle; and at first sight it disappoints onr ex-

pectations as the last word npon such a subject. There is no direct doctrine in

it; there is no decree that Christians should set free their slaves; no appeal even
to the heart of one who so clearly has a heart as Philemon has, to do so. The
claim of the master is recognized, an escaped slave in the liberty of Ciirist is

sent back to whence he had fled. It is clear that Christianity holds out no
worldly inducements to its disciples,—is not to serve as a leverage to lift a be-

liever above his position when called by divine grace. Ambition will not here

be gratified, nor ease be served; but rather the scandal of the cross added to all

other burdens: this, while the blessing of liberty is not denied ; and if " thou
mayst be made free, use it rather." But no worldly motive is to take rank
with or supplement the spiritual: the misery of which has been seen abundantly
from even those early days till now.

And yet it could be said, " Not now a servant, but more than a servant, a
brother beloved;" and in the family of God, where none serve except the free-

born children, none are bondmen but in the love of Christ. How such princi-

ples would work out in practice, we may easily conceive. Slave and brother

must reveal themselves in inevitable contradiction; the Church, too, which
knows only members of Christ's body, being set in charge to maintain needed
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But withal prepare me also a lodging ; for I hope
that through your prayers I shall be given unto "you.
Epaphras saluteth ''thee, my fellow-prisoner in

Christ Jesus; "Marcus, 'Aristarchus, 'Demas, 'Luke,
my fellow-laborers. The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ be with your spirit. Amen.*

* Some omit.

o Phil. 1.25.
Pliil. 2. 24.

p (;oi. 1. 7.

Col. 4. 12.

g Col. 4. 10.

2Tina.4.11.
r Acts 19.29.

Col. 4. 10.

s Col. 4. 14.

2Tim.4.10.
t Col. 4. 14.

2Tim.4.11.

discipline, that these principles might be kept from violation. In the assembly
the slave had equal right and voice; and it was likely that he would be at least

as fully represented as the master.

Thus though there might be no immediate change, or imperative proclama-
tion of release to the bondman, a spirit had entered with Christianity which
was really much more than this. A new life was swelling the buds of a spiri-

tual growth which should snap every bond that would constrict it. The life of
Christ, in the power of the Holy Spirit, might be safely trusted to do this.
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF PHILIPPIANS

THE epistle to the Philippians, coming in the fifth place of this

series, is the Deuteronomy of the whole ; that is, it gives us the

practical result, not simply of a position in Christ, but of the ap-

prehension of it and of Him, therefore, with whom it fills the soul.

We have seen that in Colossians, the result of the apprehension of the

position is Christ Himself known and nothing els«, the knowledge of

the new man. It is evident that in the third chapter here, we have

precisely the moral result of this, Christ the one Object for the heart.

The very name here, Philippians, agi-ees with this. "Philippians"

means " fond of horses," of the race-course, as we may say, and the

third of Philippians is just the Christian race, with Christ as the goal

and prize of it.

The steps by which full Christian position is attained are not found

here. We have simply the result. Thus, at the beginning of the third

chapter, the true circumcision are those who " worship God in the

Spirit and rejoice in Christ Jesus and have no confidence in the flesh;"

but this "no confidence in the flesh" is just one side of the deliverance

of the eighth of Romans. This, of course, is absolutely needed for such

a race as we read of there. Confidence in the flesh, the flesh in the

Christian as well as any other, would only be an absolute prohibition of

such a course as the apostle speaks of there. We cannot carry the

flesh with us upon such a journey. The very first chapter here, which

gives Christ as the governing principle of the life, is also in neces-

sary connection with this, while the second chapter traces His course

as the pattern for the Christian. It is, therefore, as in Colossians,

Christ all through, closing with the triumphant realization as learned

by experience, of the competency for all circumstances thus acquired-

Philippians is evidently Colossians, with just this one thing added, the

actual experience which must be known in order to have the full re-

sult such as we have it here. The unity of subject makes the epistle

practically a very simple one in its construction.

The divisions are

:

1. (Chap, i.) : Christ as the governing principle of the Christian life.

2. (Chap, ii.) : Christ in His self-humiliation the pattern for us.

3. (Chap, iii.): Christ in glory the Object before the soul, the goal

and prize of the race.

4. (Chap, iv.): Christ as known by experience in His competence for

all the circumstances of the way.
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1(1-11):
Shown in
the con-
stancy of
the Phllip-

pians.

1(1,2): The
order

established
for this.

THE EPISTLE TO THE

PHILIPPIANS
DIVISION 1. (Chap, i.)

Christ, the governing principle of the Christian life.

L. ' l^AUL and "Timotheus, bond-servants of Christ

Y'^ Jesus, to all the saints in Christ * Jesus who
-^ are at Philippi, with the overseers and dea-

cons :* grace to you and peace from God our Father,
and the Lord Jesus Christ.

Or, " ministers."

NOTES.

a Col. 1. 1.

6 1 Cor. 1. 2.

Div. 1.

To BKACH the end that we have here, we must begin aright. Christ as the
governing principle of the life is the starting point in the Christian race, and
the necessary condition of the final result: "I can do all things through Christ
who strengthens me." It would be altogether wrong to suppose that every
Christian can say this. It is open to hiin, surely; but as practical attainment,
how far often from being reached! The result here is found only by the man
to whom Christ is the governing principle of his life, the pattern of his way,
and the Object for his heart. We must put these things together or we mis-
place the truth. It is a truth of experience; and experience alone can give it to

us. Thus here, we have something more indeed than Christ being our life. It

is rather the result which the epistle to the Galatians gives us, of Christ living in
one. Christ our life is the necessary basis-truth; but Christ living in us is the
actual power for the life,—Christ objectively present to the soul, governing it

entirely: "To me to live is Christ;" and notice how this clears the sight as to
all the way itself. The apostle is able to decide, as it were, whether he shall

live or die, by these interests of Christ which govern him. He longs to depart
and be with Christ, but he sees that his remaining in the flesh is necessary for

Christ's interests, for the sake of His people, and thus he knows he shall remain
and abide with them all. How thoroughly will a principle like this clear the
sight as to all details! It is, in fact, the single eye; and if the eye be single,

the whole body shall be full of light. It is the practical result of the exhorta-
tion in Colossians, to do whatever we do, in word or deed, in the name of the
Lord Jesus; that is, as representing Him upon the earth. Thus, then, we start

in the epistle before us.

1. The epistle begins with the state of the Philippians themselves. He is ex-
ceedingly happy about them. There has been with them an abiding fellowship
with the gospel, that is, with the interests of Christ on earth, which has given
them a necessary participation with the apostle in that defence and confirmation
of the gospel which was entrusted to him. Here he finds the strongest encour-
agement to believe in their steady progress.

^ He associates with himself Timothy, as together bond-servants ofJesus Christ.

We know that this bond-service is the height of liberty,—that it is the language
which love uses in the realization of the love which has sought us and gained
ns for God. He does not speak as an apostle here: he is a saint amongst other
saints. The experience which we find in the epistle is plainly not to be thought
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2(3-8)-
Their

fellowship
in the
gospel.

c Rom. 1.9.
Col. 1. 3.

lThes8.1.2.

* I thank my God upon all my remembrance of you,
always in every supplication making supplication for

you all with *joy, because of your fellowship with the
gospel from the first day until now : being confident of
this very thing, that he who hath begun a good work
in you will perfect it until the day of Jesus ''Christ

:

even as it is right for me to think this as to you all,

because ye have me in your hearts, and that, both in

my bonds and in the defence and confirmation of the
gospel, ye are all participators in my grace. For God
is my witness, how I long for you all in the bowels of
Jesus Christ.

of as if it belonged to men of eminence or in some noted place, oflScially, So
also he writes to them not as the assembly in Pbilippi, hnt as saints in Christ
Jesns; that is to say, therefore, as individuals, lor all experience is iudividnal;
conscience and heart are individual also, and these are the things with which
we have to do here. It does not affect this that he specially names the overseers
and ministers (or deacons, perhaps,) of the assembly. These, as we find in the
firet epistle to Timothy, were ordained for piety, to promote the practical wel-
fare of those who were learning how to behave themselves "in the house of God,"
as the apostle said to Timothy himself. The house of any one tells its story
of, and gives its character to, the man whose house it is; and the house of God
is that surely which holiness becomes. Thus, the holy ones in Christ that are
in Philippi are seen here with those who have their place amongst them for the
help of holiness; and it is evident that while, as already said, conscience, heart,

and experience are all individual things, yet that does not mean that we are in-

dependent of each other, that we cannot receive help from each other with re-

gard to them. Thus, the overseers and ministers are fully in place in this

epistle, and to them all he wishes grace and peace, the ever abiding necessity,

from (jod our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ,
* He now reviews their history morally. We have seen, in the Acts that the

principle developed in the work in Philippi is progress through conflict. The
progress characterizes them all through; and the conflict, as we shall see, abides
for them also, and does not daunt them. Thus the apostle is able to thank his

God for his whole remembrance of them. There is nothing to hinder his heart
going out towards them in the fullest way. This does not, of course, hinder his

continual supplication for them also. He does not want this brightness to be
clouded in the least, but he is able to make the supplication with joy and not
with sorrow, as he realizes how thoroughly their spirit had been with the gos-

pel, from the first day until the present time. They were men not satisfied

with their own salvation, and not simply content with their individual blessing.

They felt that so much, that they must have, if possible, all men share with
them in it; and they felt their debt to Christ in such sort as to identify them
with His interests npon the earth. These are necessary signs of real happiness
and apprehension of oar individual ble.ssing. There cannot be the proper reali-

zation of it in the soul, unless as one is carried by it outside of one's self, and
filled with the energy which faith and hope and love combine to inspire.

He prophesies, therefore, for them a steadfast progress, not indeed as having
confidence in the flesh; but he realizes that this good work which God has be-

gun in them is a work which will continue on to its completion in the day of
Christ. Brightness and happiness merely, as we reckon these, might have been
fonnd with the Galatians, who, as we know, were soon in a very different con-
dition, but it is Christ enjoyed that their conduct here declares. One may en-
joy one's blessing, enjoy the comfort of one's security, without rightly enjoying
Christ; but there is nothing that promotes stability and progress of the soul
short of this. The evidence of it he saw in their earnest fellowship with him-
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»(9-ll):
The fruit

of right-
eousness
in them
to the
glory of
God.

9(12-20):
The op-
position

1(12-14):
The over-
ruling of
Paul's
bonds.

» (15-17):
Christ the
more

preached,
even

though,
by some,
ofenvy

and strife.

' And this I pray, that your love may abound yet more
and more in full knowledge and all 'intelligence, so

that ye may judge of and approve the things that are

•^excellent, in order that ye may be pure and without

offence unto the day of » Christ; being filled with the

fruit of righteousness which is by Jesus * Christ to the

glory and praise of 'God.

2. ' Now I would have you know, brethren, that the

things with regard to me are fallen out rather to the

furtherance of the gospel, so that my bonds have be-

come manifest [as being] in Christ in all the ^praetor-

ium and to all others, and that most of the brethren in

the Lord, being confident, through my bonds, are more
abundantly bold to speak the word of God without fear.

* Some, indeed, preach Christ even of envy and strife

;

but some also of good will : the one do it of love, know-
ing that I am set for the defence of the gospel ; but the

other preach Christ of contention, not purely, thinking

to arouse tribulation for my bonds.

e Eph. 1. 8.

/ Rom. 2.18.

{7 Acts 24. 16.

AJno.15.4,5.

i Jno. 15. 6.

j cb. 4. 22.

self. He was in their hearts, not simply as one to whom they owed a debt of

gratitude, but as one who was set for the confirmation aud defence of the gos-

pel, and who was suflfeiing even to bonds ou this account. It was this that

drew out their earnest sympathy, and on the apostle's side towards them; he

longed after them, in the "bowels," that is, the tender affections of Christ

Jesus.
' He prays that this love which they manifest may abound more and more in

full knowledge and all intelligence. This is what in fact love manifested in

this manner is on the way to. The love of Christ is, as has already been said,

the true condition of knowledge,—the eye single and the whole body full of

light. Christ becomes the test of everything for the soul, and everything, there-

fore, is seen in its true character. They could approve thus the things that

were more excellent, see things in their proper proportion to one another; and
this too is needed in order to be perfectly right and without offence. It is an
unhappy sign to see small things made comparati%'ely much of, and externals

take the place which only belongs to that which is inward and spiritual. While
nothing, of coarse, is to be neglected, small as it may seem, yet a dispropor-

tionate zeal for externals, which are the smaller things, will naturally and
necessarily accompany a comparative displacement of what, before God, is more
excellent. He desires, therefore, that the fruit of righteousness in them may
be complete and that thus, through Jesus Christ, there may be glory and praise

to God from their life on earth.

2. * He now turns to his own circumstances in order to show how thoroughly

that which seemed to be not merely against him, but against that truth for

which he stood, which he represented, had been overruled of God really for the

spread of the gospel and for its entrance, it may be, into places which otherwise

would have been closed to it. Those bonds which were manifestly for Christ

and for Christ only, (which proclaimed him a martyr, not a malefactor,) could

not but draw attention to him, and make men realisse what Christ must be to

His own, who could thus make competent His people to suffer, and to suffer joy-

fully in His behalf Thus, in all the praetorium, in the places of rule in im-

perial Rome, and in all other places around, the tidings went abroad; and the

effect upon those themselves Christians, was to increase confidence in the Lord,

instead of depressing and discouraging. Their mouths were opened to speak

with more fearless confidence the word of God.
' But there was not unmixed comfoi-t as to this. Even here, alas, the enemy
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the glory
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' What is it then ? At any rate, in every way, whether
in pretence or in truth, Christ is preached ; and in this

I rejoice, yea, and I will rejoice. For I know that this

shall turn out for my *salvation, through your 'suppli-

cation and the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ ; ac-

cording to my earnest expectation and hope, that in

nothing I shall be ashamed, but with all "boldness, as
al ways, now also, Christ shall be magnified in my body,
whether by life or by death.

* ch. 2. 12.

; 2 Cor. 1.11.

m ver. 28.

Kph. 6. 19.

could come in. Tliere were those who for envy and strife conld preach, as well
as for good will. On the one band, there were those who redonbled their own
efforts as they sought to supply, as far as might be, the place of him who was
now shut up. On the other hand, there were those who, in the spirit of conten-
tion even, conld announce Christ; exalting themselves at his expense, who was
now removed from any power of hindrance. These were the bright, early days
of the gospel, and yet such a thing could even then be seen. How clear that
where the Spirit works we must not expect but tliat the enemy will work also!

Here, in fact, is that which would excite his enmity, and amongst Christians
themselves there are always those who, through some lack of devotedness on
their own parts, will be in his hands to promote his schemes.

' Bat the apostle triumphs over it all. At any rate, he says, it is Christ who
is preached, and that he can rejoice in. Christ would do His own work, would
testify for Himself, whatever the spirit of His professed heralds. How blessed
a thing to know, in the terrible failure which has come in since then, that,

nevertheless, Christ remains the true and faithful Witness, and that for every
soul with whom there is earnestness and simplicity, the witness that He gives
will not really be clouded by the failure of others. For himself, the apostle real-

ized that this was turning out for his own salvation; a strange term, as it might
seem, for one like the apostle,—but only strange because we misconceive so
much what "salvation " for such an one as himself should signify. To think of
it as implying any lack of absolute security with regard to his eternal blessing,

would be indeed to lower the Christian in the fullest possible way; but if we real-

ize the condition of conflict which the world presents and what it means for one
to be set for Christ in the world, (set to magnify Him, as be says directly by
life or death), "salvation" will have a totally different meaning from that

which is perhaps almost exclusively attached to it. We are apt to nse it, in

fact, in too technical a way and as if it meant only the one thing; that is to

say, deliverance from guilt and condemnation. This is a salvation which is of
Go(i entirely and which we start with. No incidents of the way, no attain-

ments that we can make, can either imperil this or increase its blessedness.

Grod has saved us. That is the starting point; but then, on the other hand,
salvation is used in other senses in the New Testament. It is nsed, of course,

for that final salvation as to which at present we are only "saved in hope,"
when there will be complete deliverance from all that now makes one groan,
"waiting for the adoption, to wit the redemption of the body;" but in this

final form salvation is again a salvation of God entirely. We have no part in it

ourselves, except to receive it. It is Clirist, as the apostle tells us here after-

wards, whom we wait for as Saviour, who will Himself change our body of
humiliation into the likeness of His glorious bo«ly; so that in this also we have
that of which the apostle cannot possibly be speaking iiere.

There is a third application of the term, however, which the second chapter
will introduce us fully to, a salvation in which we have our part; God working
in us and we working out. This is salvation from all the perils of the way,
and what perils to one to whom to live is Christ! The peril is never to be
made light of and was what he felt, that after all, Christ might not, (at least as

He shonld be,) be magnified in His own.
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3. For to me to live is "Christ, and to die, gain : but if to
live in the flesh [is my lot] this is worth my while : but
what I shall choose I cannot tell. But I am in a strait

betwixt two, having the desire to depart and be with
"Christ, [for]* it is very much better; but to abide in

the flesh is more needful for you. And having this con-
fidence, I know that I shall ^ abide, yea, and abide
with you all, for your progress and joy in faith ; that
your glorying may abound in Christ Jesus, through me,
by my presence with you 'again.

4. Only let your manner of life be worthy of the gospel

• "JPoT " is omitted in the large number of MSS. and versions.

n Gal. 2. 20.

o 2 Cor. 5. 8.

p ch. 2. 24.

«2Cor.l.l4.

This was what was before the apostle. The circumstances of which be speaks
here, that seemed most against him, were things which really tended to help
him in this direction, to deliver him from self-confidence, to make him realize

that it was God, after all, who had all things in His hand; and that, apostle as

he was, he was only the hnmble instrument of God's will who conld as well set

hi in aside and carry on His work without him as use him for His purpose.
This was, in fact, to such as the apostle, a manifest help and encouragement;
and here the prayers of the saints counted for something, and he solicits them;
while the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ conld not be wanting for one set

for Him. He shows us directly here what is in his thought. His earnest ex-
pectation and his hope was that he should be ashamed in nothing, but that with
all boldness, as always, Christ should be magnified in his body, whether by life

or death. Salvation in such a case must necessarily have its significance from
the point of view of him who speaks of it, and his earnestness to realize it only
shows him the more manifestly to be the man he was.

3. He now explicitly assures us of what is before him. The principle of his

life was this: to him to live was Christ. Necessarily, for such an one, to die,

on the other hand, would be gain. He would go to Christ; and he represents
himself in a ceitain diflSculty with regard to these two things, whether to

choose life or death. To die was gain; to live was worth his while. He could
not possibly want motive to live, as he looked around him and realized the con-
dition of men and the labor of Christ Himself in their behalf. Thus there were
two motives which would lead liim in difierent directions. He conld not but
desire to depart and be with Christ; which, for himself, personally, would be
very mnch better; bnt if he looked at the saints and thought of them, then his
remaining in the flesh was more necessary, and the simple heart for Christ
which carried him through all perplexities could decide for him, that, therefore,

he would remain, that their progress and joy in the faith might be ministered
to. It was not in the power of that Rome in which he was, head of the whole
world, and with no apparent possibility for anything to thwart her will,—it

was impossible for Rome to decide as to this poor prisoner. Death for him, or
life, was not found by any imperial decree. Christ was the Lord of all; and
thus he can prophesy not merely with regard to his continuing to live, but even
his retnrn to them again, that "your glorying may abound in Christ Jesus
through me, by my presence with you again." How simply is the one, for
whom Christ is the light upon the path, delivered from perplexity, jnst in pro-
portion to the simplicity of his soul in this respect! This by itself would
assure us that there was, in fact, a way for the apostle out of that Ronian
prison-house in which he was just now shut up. and that he did have
for a time that liberty which has lieen so much questioned on the ground of
historical evidence. Here is something more than history. It is the confidence
of a soul for whom Christ decides absolutely his path, and such confidence, clear
sighted as he assures us it was, conld not possibly be disappointed.

4. He turns to them once more in his earnest desire for them, that they may
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of 'Christ, that whether I come and see you or be ab-
sent, I may hear of your state, that ye stand firm in

one spirit, with 'one soul, striving together for the faith

of the gospel ; and in nothing terrified by your adver-
saries, which is for them an evident token of perdition,

but of your 'salvation, and that from God; because to

you hath been granted, in behalf of Christ, not only to
believe on "him, but also to suffer for his "sake: hav-
ing the same conflict which ye saw in me, and now hear
to be in me.

DIVISION 2. (Chap, ii.)

Christ in His self-humiliation our pattern.

1. * TF there be, therefore, any comfort in Christ, if any
-* consolation of love, if any fellowship of the ""Spirit,

if any bowels and compassions, fulfil ye my joy that ye
be of the same *mind, having the same loye, one in

soul, thinking one thing ; let nothing be in the spirit of

r cf. Eph. 4.

1.

Col. 1. 10.

»1 Cor. 1.10.

t cf.2 Theas.
1.5.

u Eph. 2. 8.

V 1 Pet.4.16.

w 2 Cor. 13.

14.

X ch. 1. 27.

still conduct themselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, that, pres-

ent with them or abseut, he may find them standing firm in one spirit, with one
heart, nnwearyingly laboring in that same conflict which in his person the gos-

pel was experiencing. Opposers there would be and were. They had realized

this from the very beginning of their Christian course. It was a thing which
they had taken account of, and which, therefore, now would not frighten them.
A joyful spirit of confidence in this respect was itself an evidence that these ad-

versaries would meet destruction, and that they themselves were heirs of that

salvation which is from God alone. The suffering was as much a gift from God
to them as their believing on Christ had been. It was a privilege, not some-
thing to be mourned over or regretted. They were partaking of that which
they had seen in him when he was amongst them, and still heard to be hia

portion.

Div. 2.

"We have now, therefore, set before us the whole path to its issue in glory, but
as trodden in the first place and in full reality by Him who had come down
into the world, drawn by His love alone, giving up all which was His just

right, which He might have retained, and taking His place amongst men, to

come down to the very lowest possible place in this way, the death of the cross.

Such was the path which had ended, however, for Him in the glory in which
now He was, and where every knee should shortly bow to Him and every
tongue confess Him Lord. Such, then, is the pattern for us of One perfect in the

path, but the apostle shows us also that there were, in fact, those who were run-

ning in it witnesses to the joy which, for themselves also, could make them de-

spise the shame, and enable them to run on stedfastly to the goal which already

has been shown us,—Christ Himself—the foremost in the race and who has
reached the end of it.

1. He desires for the Philippians that there may be amongst them but one
mind, but then, this mind could, therefore, only be the mind of Christ. If

here for Him, representing Him on earth, they must realize the spirit in which
He walked upon earth. There was abundant blessing that they had found
already, which would be an incitement to them for this. Faith, hope and love,

all drew them on, and were in them the testimony of that love which Christ

had shown them.
^ He appeals, therefore, to the comfort in Christ which they had enjoyed, the
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strife or vain "glory, but in lowliness of mind each
esteeming the other better than himself; regarding
not each his own things but each of you the things of
others also.

* Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ
Jesus; who, subsisting in the form of *God, did not
esteem it an object to be grasped* to be on an equality
with " God ; but emptied * himself, taking the form of a

* Most say, " of rapine."

y Gal. 5. 26.

z Jno. 17. 5.

o cf. Jno.lO.
30.

6 2 Cor. 8. 9.

consolation of a love which had sought them and which was with them ever, a
communion of the Spirit which had in it, therefore, a trne, divine energj'.

There were bowels and compassions, tender thoughts and desires for others

which the Spirit had awakened. He could appeal to them, therefore, by all

this, that they would fulfil what was his joy for them, that there might be that

perfect unity of mind which was but the unity of one aim, one interest,—the

same love responsive in them all, soul joined to soul by this precious sympathy.
Here oneness of mind would be not from mere reception of a common creed, but
as the whole outcome of truth received, with all its blessed effects, as God
wrought in them by it. The first necessity for this was that the spirit of the
world, as the spirit of strife, with which the world was full, of vain glory which
would necessitate a striving after it, should be absent from them. In the pres-

ence of God, lowliness is that which marks the soul. How could pride be nursed
in such a presence? and where as a consequence realizing what they were them-
selves, of which they knew more, necessarily, than they could know of others?
The result would be simple enough, the esteeming others as better than them-
selves. With regard to others, we have to give them credit to the full with
regard to things in which we cannot know. With regard to ourselves, we are
not called upon to spare ourselves; and in the consciousness of the love which
is towards us, spite of all we are, we shall be delivered from any desire to make
ourselves more than others. From this point of view, we can look upon each
other, not with suspicion or envy, but, on the contrary, as rejoicing in that
which we find of Christ in them. This is, in fact, the truest blessing for our
own souls,—to walk in the enjoyment of that which Christ is, to all His own
around us, and of the efiects, therefore, produced by the reality of what Christ
is, thus enjoyed.

* Now he puts before them this mind that was to be in them ; a marvelous
thing indeed, that, for such as we are, this mind can be enjoined and expected
to be found in us,—the mind of One who, from a height of glory beyond possi-

ble apprehension, could come down, moved by His love alone, into the lowest
possible depth where again the eye cannot follow Him, every step the giving up
afresh of something that might be held! This is the course which manifests the
mind of Christ, a course of continued self-denial and self-sacrifice, yet with an
object which makes this not to be realized indeed as such. Here, we have then
before us this wonderful path,—One subsisting in the form of God, that is to
say, God Himself manifestly, so that there could be no question with regard to
Him at all, yet this /orm of God He gave up; not the divine reality, which was,
of necessity. His at all times, but the manifestation of it, the ontward aspect.
This he did not esteem "an object to be grasped," this equality with God.
This, no doubt, is the proper translation here. It is much more than His not
esteeming it robbeiy to be equal with Him. The point is, as the next words
.show us, that He was not seeking to retain that which was His without any
question, but "emptying Himself."

In this spirit. He took the place of a bond-servant in the likeness of men. He
does not tarry among angels, unutterable condescension as that would be. The
need of men appeals to Him and brings Him on. He is not merely a Man, but
in the likeness oi men also, (in all the truth of that which manhood implies,)
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"bondsman, becoming in the likeness of •'men ; and hav-
ing been found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself,

becoming obedient even unto 'death, yea, the death of

the ''cross.

^ Wherefore also, God hath highly exalted 'him and
given to him a* name which is above every * name,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should *bow, of

heavenly and earthly and infernal [beings], and that

every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is 'Lord
to the glory of God the * Father.

* Some read, " that."
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but a Manhood necessarily without blemish, a Man unfallen, nay, more perfect

and greater than Adam before the fall. Here then, He was fonud amon«:st us,

bat even here He conld not tarry. Love brought Him farther in this path which
continually descended. "Being found in fashion as a man. He humbled Him-
self and became obedient unto death." The very words show the glory that

was His, and that that which was the consequence of the fall had no title over

Him. It was in His self-humiliation that He stooped to death, this being for

Him a path of obedience in which God was infinitely glorified.

But death itself was not the whole matter here. There was a depth far be-

low death merely, the death of the Cross: not simply a death of shame, or which
showed (as it did show) man's rejection of Him, but beyond all that, a death in

which alone man's need could be reached, a death which alone could work
atonement, a death, as we have seen in Galatiaus, of curse and penalty, not

from man simply, but from God Himself. Here was the lowest point. Obedi-
ence itself could go no farther; and here was, at the same time, necessarily

therefore, the full display of His proper glory to a soul that can realize it. Who
could have stood in this place to do this work, but Himself alone? Who could,

in utter loneliness and in the feebleness of humanity,—for "He was crucified

through weakness,"—yet lay the foundation upon which could be securely built

a new creation brighter than all before; and where God should be seen in the

full display of righteousness and holiness and love, His whole nature manifested,

there where every element of trial and opposition was met aud mastered ! Here
is the pattern path. For us it is not, after all, a path that we could take, save

only in the principle of it, the mind which the apostle says we are to have of One
who was perfect in the obedience which made the greatest demands upon Him,
and in which every step of the way was a further surrender of that which other-

wise was His to retain. How wonderful, we may say again, that God should
work in such as we are any re.semblance to this mind of Christ, and how won-
derfully must He have supplied and qualified us, in order to expect any such
thing rightly from ns !

*

' To this point it is Christ's course that we see, God leaving Him to it.

Power was not on His side, but against Him. It was not by power that this

conflict conld be fought to victory, or those ends that He sought attained.

Hitherto Christ might seem to he alone the worker, God simply remaining an
impassive spectator of His course, but now the whole heart of God comes out
manifestly. Once He has reached this point, the work being accomplished, the

result gained, God now manifests Himself completely. "He has highly ex-

alted Him, and given Him a name that is above every name; that at the name
of Jesus every knee should bow, of heavenly, earthly and infernal beings, and
every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of God the Father."
Thus we see the goal reached. All opposition is vanquished and ceases. Every
knee even of infernal beings must in result bow to Him. Everywhere He is

confessed the Lord of all, a Man still, in the full reality of manhood, but a Man
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2. ^ So, then, my beloved, even as ye have always
'obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much
rather in my absence, work out your own salvation

with fear and "trembling; for it is God who worketh
in you, both the willing and the working according to

his good "pleasure.
"^ Do all things without "murmurings and ^disputings

;

that ye may be harmless and simple, children of God
without 'blame, in the midst of a crooked and perverse
'generation, among whom ye appear as lights in the
•world, holding forth the word of 'life; that I may
have whereof to glory in the day of Christ, that I did
not run in vain nor labor in "vain.
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in whom now all that was lost or imperilled by the fall is restored and more
than restored. The glory of God shines oat as nowhere else.

2. This then is the example set before ns, one that we might say, perhaps, is

absohitely beyond us. We may concede that it is beyond us, bnt not that this

would induce hopelessness. On the contrary, the perfection of the standard is

that which gives continually fresh desire for acquirement, and in an object such
as this is for the heart, an energy for acquiring. But we have now before us
witnesses amongst mere men, who present us with such actual accomplishment
in men as we can no longer say, therefore, is beyond us. Whatever such an one
as Paul might be in this respect, there is no inherent impossibility in our fol-

lowing him, even as he followed Christ. Paul was a man encompassed with the
same difficulties as those that we have, and we, on the other hand, have dwell-
ing in us the same Spirit as he had.

^ The apostle immediately encourages us, in fact, with the assurance that if

we are to work out our own salvation, yet it is God who worketh in us both the
willing and the doing. We have already seen what this working out of salva-

tion means, that it applies to the difficulties in the way, a salvation from all

that would hinder the glorifying of Christ in our life here. It is this, therefore,

which is to induce the fear and trembling; not in selfish dread, but the sense of
our responsibility to Him to whom we owe our all and whose our life is. Plenty
there is to make us serious in such work as thi.s, but nothing to dishearten us.

If God has taken in hand to work in us after this fashion, that is ample security

for our success. The fact that the apostle was now absent from them, whose
presence had been so great a comfort and blessing to their souls, was only to

make them more completely realize this divine power which was carrying them
on to the full blessing beyond.

' They were to preserve, on the one band, the character which belonged to

them, and on the other, to hold forth that word of life which was their public
testimony in the world. The one must have the other as an accompaniment, if

it was to be a testimony for, instead of against the One they heralded. Solemn
it is to realize that as witnesses foi- Christ there can by no possibility be a
negative position for us. We have the responsibility of witnesses; and if we
are not that, so as to commend Christ to others, we cannot help but dishonor
Him.
The apostle bids them, therefore, act in the spirit of those who are in full

subjection to God, without murmuring at circumstances which they might pass
through, without reasonings such as unbelief might urge, where there was such
a spirit. On the other hand, they were to be harmless, children of God, who
could take that name without bringing reproach upon it; and that in the midst
of a generation crooked and perverse. Stars are best seen in the night, though
they may shine at all times; and the world, such as it is, is the best possible
place for testimony of this kind. As lights in it, they would not shine indeed
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^ But if also I am poured out as a drink-offering on the

"sacrifice and service of your faith, I rejoice, and re-

joice together with you all. In like manner, do ye also

rejoice, and rejoice with me.
* But I hope in the Lord Jesus to send Timotheus
shortly unto you, that I also may be refreshed, know-
ing your "affairs. For I have no one like-minded, who
will genuinely care as to your affairs ; for all seek their

own, not the things of Jesus Christ. But ye know the

proof of him that as a child with a father he hath
served with me in the work of the * gospel. Him,
therefore, I hope to send immediately, as soon as I

shall see how it will go with me : but I trust in the

Lord that I myself also shall come 'shortly.

V Xum.28.7.

w Col. 4. 8.
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y Pbile. 22.

by their own light. Christians are planets and not suns. The word of life held

forth is that which declares the light to be reflected light, from Him who,

though absent, (for it is night time now,) is yet in this sense still the true light

of it. Without the testimony to Christ, the best life may appear only to testify

of what is natural in man. Men constantly plead, as we know, the lives of

others who make no profession. The "word of life" held forth gives the glory

to God which is His due, shows that the power is outside one's self, while the

effect upon one is manifest. The two things are here put in their place, the life

and the light. The life in Christ was the light, but not so with us, although

without the life the light would indeed be darkened. Their testimony would be

for the apostle a thing to glory in, in the day of Christ, when it would be seen

that he had "not run in vain nor labored in vain;" for a labor really vain must
of necessity show a great defect in its own character. No true labor can be in

vain in the Lord, as the apostle assures us.

' So much then as to the character of witness on the part of Christians; but
now we have examples in actual life. First of all, the apostle himself, who in

the joy which so fully characterized him, a joy in Christ, which is strength for

all the way, was ready in the spirit of his Master to be poured out even as a
drink-offering on the sacrifice and service of the disciples' faith. The drink-

offering was itself the symbol of joy; here a joy which set the offerer of it be-

yond all selfish calculation. He could pour out his life in the mere joy of the

service of others. It was one who, as we know, was the prisoner of Jesus Christ

at this time, who could say this; and who could bid them, therefore, rejoice, and
rejoice with him, in that very suffering. Here is the first and most perfect

witness amongst men merely, to the ability given of God to follow Christ. He
does not give it openly as an example, but the Spirit of God, nevertheless,

surely would draw our attention to it. It was the simple expression of his own
joy, without a thought, one may say, of any peculiar testimony in it. The
witness to Christ is that just in the proportion in which he is unconscious of

being so. But he now brings forward those of whom he can speak as witnesses.

* First of all, we have here Timotheus, true to his name, a man who "honors

God;" now, alas, all the more manifest for what he was, in the midst of a de-

parture sad enough to realize in days such as we are contemplating. "All seek

their own," the apostle could say, "not the things of Jesus Christ;" and yet he

was in the midst of that Roman assembly of whom, in his epistle to them, he

had spoken as having a faith which was being proclaimed in the whole world.

How short a time this testimony seems to have lasted! But Timotheus is not

dragged down by it. We are not made by our circumstances; that is, if there

is any vigor in our souls at all. We are manifested by tbem, which is a very

different thing. One can easily look at the condition of things around and
make it an excuse for the inexcusableness of our own condition; but God has
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:

Epaphro-
ditus.

* But I have thought it necessary to send to you
Epaphroditus, my brother and fellow-worker and fel-

low-soldier, but your messenger and minister to my
'need; for he longed after you all, and was sore
troubled because ye had heard that he was sick : for

indeed he was sick, nigh unto death, but God had
mercy on him ; and not indeed on him alone, but also

upon me, that I might not have sorrow upon sorrow.
I have sent him, therefore, the more diligently, that
when ye see him again ye may rejoice, and that I may
be the less sorrowful. Receive him, therefore, in the
Lord, with all joy, and hold such in "honor : because
for the sake of the work he came nigh unto death,
hazarding his life that he might supply that which was
lacking in your service toward *me.

c cb. 4. 18.

a 1 Cor. 16.

18.

1 Thess. 5.
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b 1 Cor. 16.

17.

not ordained for us that we slionld be down to the level of those around us. All
His grace abides for us, none the less. The power of the Spirit is not a mere
register of the outside temperature. If men seek their own things, they will

excuse themselves by the fact that they are only in keeping with the company
around them. If Christ be really before the soul, it will be impossible to do so.

This would rather stir up and energize one who thought of Him to serve Him
the more earnestly. Thus it was with Timothy, a worthy spiritual child of
such a father as Paul was, one who had served as companion with him in the
work of the gospel. He had, therefore, in mind to send him immediately to

them—another beautiful example as to himself of that self-denying love which
wrought in him.

* And this goes further, for not only would he send Timothy, but he had
thought it necessary already to send back to them Epaphroditus, one who had
been their messenger, and minister on their part to his need, whom yet he
would dismiss from the place in which his value had been thoroughly felt, in

order that he might now give joy to the Philippians. There was a special rea-

son for this on Epaphroditus' part, which shows him as another witness to the
attainment of the mind in Christ. He had been sick, nigh unto death, and sick

from the work into which he had thrown himself, realizing the responsibility of
ministering to one identified with the gospel as the apostle was; a responsibility

which, in a sense, was rather that of others, but which lacked through no fault

of theirs. It was this lack that he was filling up, and with such energy and
zeal that he had hazarded his life in doing this. They were to receive him,
therefore, in the Lord, with all joy; and, in fact, the apostle could count so much
upon their sympathy with him that he could not be content just with the assur-

ance of his present recovery, but must send him to them, that they might
satisfy themselves about it. How beautiful a testimony still to the one who
could speak and act thus. How necessarily in all this the character of the man,
the heart that was in him, shows itself ! Feeling, on the one hand, with no
ascetic stoicism, the mercy God had shown to him through Epaphroditus, the
mercy He now shows in restoring him, and yet ready to sacrifice what he could
realize thus the value of, almost, as one might say, without the need of doing
this, merely to make their joy complete. Such, then, are the examples given
us, in a way marked by such beautiful simplicity, of the possibility of the at-

tainment of the mind of Christ in those who like ourselves were men, in all

the weakness of men, and in all the difficulties, if not more than all the difficul-

ties that encompass us also.

Div. 3.

The apostle has already led us up to the blessed Object before him. What he
has been just enlarging upon is the example of the Lord's humiliation, but he
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1(1-3): The
true cir-

cumcision.

DIVISION 3. (Chap, iii.)

Christ in glory the Goal and Prize.

1. "pOR the rest, my brethren, rejoice in the Lord : to
-I- write the same things to you to me indeed is not

irksome, and for you it is safe. Beware of "dogs, be-

ware of ''evil-workers, beware of the concision. For
we are the circumcision who worship by the Spirit of
God, and glory in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence
in 'flesh.

c Matt. 7. 8.

Rev. 22.15.

cllTim.1.7.

e Ck)l. 2. 11.

is now going to enlarge upon the glory which is his strength for such a path as

this; the light which now shines for as upon the path, and shines more and
more unto the perfect day. It is beautiful to realize that the very thing that is

wanting to him now, as we look at him here, is the very thing which makes
him a pilgrim and a racer,—an Object outside himself, something which he has

not yet attained, but to which, because of its glory for him, he gives his whole
energy to pressing on for its attainment. This is what ciiaracterizes all that

we have here. His look is forward only. A racer does not look at the road on
each side. He looks at what is before him; and so it is that in everything here,

the principle is "forgetting that which is behind, and pressing on to that which
is before." This is true of all attainment and experiences by the way, as it is of
other things. It is not merely the world which is left behind,—that surely; but
he himself, whatever up to the present he might be, is still left behind. It is

Christ before him that gives oneness of purpose and character to his present life.

1. The thing, therefore, that he would press upon them now, as if it was all

he wanted to say, was, "Rejoice in the Lord." He might seem to be insisting

upon this in almost a needless manner, but it was not needless; nor for those

who realized what Christ was to them, irksome either. There was opposition

also. There were "dogs," evil workmen, men of the concision, just, surely, the

judaizing spirit that we have seen active in the other epistles. He gives them
the same title that they would apply to Gentiles. They were dogs, unclean,
ferocious creatures. They were workmen it is true, but evil workmen, and busy
for no good end. They were the "concision," the mutilators of the flesh, as we
may say, but which left it still with real strength for hindrance. After all, it

was flesh they trusted in. The law, as we have seen many times, has to do with
the man in the flesh and no other. Ascetic severity may be practised even to

any extent, as the apostle has told us in Colossians, while the flesh gets real

satisfaction by this. He will not call them the circumcision, the title they
would have given themselves; for, now that Christianity has come, true circnra-

cision is no more in the flesh, but is spiritual. There had indeed always to be
what was spiritual in connection with it, to make it true for God; but now the

characteristics of the circumcision are spiritual altogether. We are that, he
says, who worship in the Spirit of God, who glory in Christ Jesus, and who
have no confidence in the flesh. Manifest it is that this "no confidence in the
flesh " applies as much to the flesh in the Christian as to any other. Confidence
in self, of any kind, is confidence in the flesh. The opposite to it here, the

Object of all glorying, is Christ Himself. The knowledge of the new man is, as

we have seen, Christ is all; and this it is that makes worshipers in the power of
the Spirit of God, for Christ alone is He whom the Spirit glorifies, and with
whom He occupies the heart. Beautiful it is to see how here the le.s3on of
Eonians, as already said, has been learned. There is no mention all the way
through the epistle by the apostle, on his own part, of conflict with tlie flesh.

His heart is there where the flesh can have no place. "The law of the Spirit,

of life in Christ Jesus, has set" him "free from the law of sin and death."
This Object beyond himself has made him master of himself. There is a real

attainment which is the very opposite of that self-conscious sanctification which
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2. Though I have matter of confidence, even in the
flesh : if any other think to trust in the flesh, I rather

:

circumcised the eighth day, of the stock of Israel, of
the tribe of •'Benjamin, a Hebrew of «'Hebrews; as
touching the law a*Pharisee; as to zeal, persecuting
the 'church; as to the righteousness which is in the
law, found ^blameless; but what things were gain to
me, these I counted loss for * Christ.

3. Yea, verily, I count all things to be loss for the ex-
cellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord

;

/Rom. 11.1.

g 2 Cor. 11.

22.

/i Acts 23. 6.

i Acts 22. 3.

j ctr. Rom.
7. 7-9.

* Col. 3. 10,

11.

SO many are seeking now. On the contrary, he sees self in such a way as
that he can trust it no longer, and Christ, not self, (good or bad either,) is the
One before his eyes. He does not turn back to tell you of his own experience.
He is not thinking of his own attainments. He has attained nothing yet, as it

were, until he is with Christ in glory. This is the genuine Christian spirit, as
far removed from the helpless misery of the bondage which some would per-
suade ns is normal for the Christian, as it is, on the other hand, far from all

Pharisaic self-satisfaction or comfort in one's own condition.

2. He does indeed now tell us what ground of comfort he might have, if any,
in the flesh ; but only to dismiss it all as unworthy; as that which, if it were
gain to him, were all the more, on account of the Christ before him, loss indeed.
Anything which gave value and importance to himself would be but loss. It is

in Christ that he finds all; and there is no separate interest, no treasure of any
kind apart from Christ; but it is of use for him to show that he is not despising
things which were not his. On the other hand, he had all that the proudest
Jew could boast himself of,—a Jew himself, a circumcised man, circumcised
the eighth day, of Israel's race, of the tribe of Benjamin,—not a descendant of
one of Jacob's handmaids,—a Hebrew of the Hebrews, a thorough, out and out
Jew, unmixed with Gentilisra in any way. As to the law itself, one of the
straitest sect, a Pharisee; as to zeal, (the kind of zeal that goes with law
keeping,) persecuting the Church of God; but as to himself also, with regard to
such righteousness as could be found in man under law, blameless. Plainly he
was one in whom there was no conscious evil indulged to awaken the clamor of
conscience in his soul. As he says in Galatians, he was no sinner of the Gen-
tiles. The very things which made him afterwards to realize himself the chief
of sinners were, in this way, to him, (in the state of which he speaks,) only
things to be credited to him for good. As he has told us in Eomans, he had not
yet found the power of that commandment which brings about the full detection
of man's natural evil, "Thou shalt not lust,"

All this was gain to him, then. He felt and valued it ; but Christ had been
revealed, and where was the value now? He does not stop to debate about
these things; he does not sift them to show that after all they were not what
they seemed. Whatever they were, make them as much as possible, pile them
np mountains high, Christ in glory set them aside altogether. They were not
merely slight in gain ; they were loss. He wanted nothing but that Christ who
had been revealed to him. How blessed and wonderful to remember that this
is, after all, not the picture simply of a great apostle. It is substantially the
picture of a Christian in his normal character as that. The joy and the power
of Christian life are found here, and the joy is the power. The life in its

highest character, the spiritual condition in its fullest blessedness, are all found
here.

3. It was not merely, however, for him the throwing aside of that which was
religious gain to him. He had thrown all things aside. He had suffered the
loss of all things and counted them, not to be some valuable sacrifice that he
had made, but mere defilement, for it was Christ who was before him to be
gained. He is not, from this point of view, telling us that he has gained Christ,
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for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and do
count them but refuse, that I may gain Christ, and that
I may be found in him, not having my own righteous-

ness which is of the 'law, but that which is through
faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of God
through ™ faith; that I may know him and the power
of his "resurrection, and the fellowship of his "suffer-

ings, being conformed unto his death ; if in any way I

arrive at the resurrection from among the ''dead.

4. Not that I have already obtained, or am already
made 'perfect, but I press on if so be that I may lay

hold, seeing that also I have been laid hold of by
Christ 'Jesus. Brethren, I do not count myself yet to

I Bom. 10.3.

m Rom. 9.

30.

Rom. 10. 6.

1 Cor. 1. 30.

71 Eph. 1.19,

20.

o Rom.8.17.
2Tim.2.12.
p Luk.20.S5.
9Heb.i2.23.
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but that he is seeking to win Him. It is the actual possession of Christ in glory
that he is thinking of. When there, what would it be as to himself? From
that point of view, he may be permitted to think of himself. What will the
man find as to himself who has thus won Christ? Not, he says, his own right-

eousness: that would be the legal principle essentially. He would be found in

Christ, in possession of the righteousness which is by faith of Christ, righteous-

ness which, he repeats emphatically, is of God, of His bestowal, through faith,

that humblest of principles, which necessarily turns its back upon all that is of
Belf, to lay hold of Another.

This is then the One he wants to know. He knows Him, but does not count
this knowledge yet as the knowledge that he seeks. He cannot, of course, set

aside this, as he has set aside other things. He would not mean to undervalue
it; it was all of Christ that for the present he had; but what, nevertheless,

would it be in that day when Christ Himself would be at last before his eyes,

the goal of the race he had been running? He wanted to know Him after this

manner, to know the power of His resurrection, not, as many think, a present
power, therefore of resurrection in his soul,—that he already knew. He was
risen with Christ and knew it; but it is not a condition to be attained down
here, still less a condition that he had attained, that he was thinking of, but
that which will put him in the place in which he seeks to be; and as a prisoner
of Christ in the Roman dungeon, he is entitled to think here of the sufferiDgs

attendant, and of the death which might so easily be before him. What then?
That would be his way through to the resurrection from among the dead. Thus,
the sufferings themselves, the manner of death, whatever it were, if it were
complete conformity to Christ's crucifixion, he would take it as that which only
the more assimilated him to Christ for the present, while it was the way which
led on to the apprehension of the power of that resurrection which would at last

bring him to Christ in glory. As already said we have to realize, for the ap-
prehension of what is here, that it is Christ Himself belbre his eyes, an Object
outside the world, that is filling them. It is this and not any intervening thing
that he is pressing after. It is no spiritual condition apart from this. He
wants no halting place, no place to loiter in by the way, no present satisfaction,

as it were, except that indeed which is derived from the blessed Object ever
drawing nearer, and which is gaining upon bis soul with every step he takes.

4. But he insists upon it that he has not attained, he is not already perfected.

It is this that makes him pursue, with such stedfastness of aim and purpose,

that which is before him. He wants to apprehend, that is, to lay hold of, that

for which Christ has already laid hold of him. He is doing one thing, therefore,

—how all our lives are spoilt by the desire to do more things than one ! He is

"forgetting the things behind, stretching out to the things before," pressing

ever to the goal "for the prize of the calling on high of God in Christ Jesus ;"

not simply the high calling, but the "calling above," the calling to a place out-

side the eai-tb altogether. This is what gave him the stedfastness which was
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have laid hold; but one thing [I doj, forgetting the
things which are behind, and stretching forward to the
things that are before, I press on towards the 'goal for

the 'prize of the calling on high of God in Christ
"Jesus. Let us, therefore, as many as are "perfect, be
thus minded ; and if in anything ye be differently

minded, this also God shall reveal to you: only where-
to we have already attained, let us walk in the same
"steps.

5. Brethren, be imitators together of me and mark them
who so walk as ye have us for an "ensample ; for many
walk, of whom I have told you often, and now tell you,
even weeping, that they are the enemies of the cross of
'Christ: whose end is destruction, whose god is their

belly and whose gloiy is in their shame, who mind
earthly things. For our commonwealth hath its exist-

ence in the 'heavens, from whence also we await the
Saviour, the Lord Jesus "Christ, who shall transform
our body of humiliation into conformity with his body
of * glory, according to the working whereby he is able

even to subject all things to "himself.
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manifestly his. This is what made him the man he was, and this attitude is

what indeed he calls "perfection." If men would be perfect, let them be thus
minded; and then, as to the details, whatever other minds they might have,

God would make all plain to them. Is not this that which we need so much,

—

not to seek, as it were, to be of the same mind with one another ? As to the de-
tails of the path, the perseverance in the path is that which only aright can
make all details plain. It is manifest that as we press along a road, (one of
many roads, let ns say, all tending to the same point at last,) we cannot see

things where we are just as others see them from their own points of view. We
see things from where we are. As we get on further, each one of us, we find

of necessity that our view of things is growing to be the same; not exactly be-

cause we have sought to have this so, but rather that it is the necessary result

of all pressing on together to the one place in which we shall at last see abso-

lutely together, eye to eye. Here it is that the prize awaits us. Christ is both
goal and prize at the same time. What a perfect solution it will be of all the
difl&cnlties of the way ! How the light of the glory of God will make everything
absolutely plain, and not merely plain, but bright also

!

5. "Nevertheless," he says, "whereto we have already attained, let us walk
in the same steps;" that is, whatever may be our convictions at the present, let

us act according to these convictions. Let us have truth practical. If we want
it to be what the truth should be, we must walk in it to make it real. In this

way, also, he could exhort them to follow him as he was following Christ,—to

follow any others who were thus walking: not, as is evident, a following of man
as man. We have to scrutinize the walk in order rightly to follow it. No man
is altogether a model, and therefore Paul must say of himself, giving us the
limit in this: "as I follow Christ." This brings us of necessity, to Christ Him-
self after all, as the one perfect Example for us; while, at the same time, we
recognize and are encouraged by the example of those who are following Him.
But he has now to warn them that already there were many walking,—of
course with a profession, which is argued by the Avalk, and yet of whom he
bad told them often, and now even weeping told them, that they were the
enemies of the cross of Christ. Not enemies of Christ Himself, exactly; that is

not the thing of which he is speaking. They take no place of open adversaries,

clearly, and they may even make much of the cross of Christ itself, if it were
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DIVISION 4. (Chap, iv.)

The experience of Christ through all the way.

1. TT7HEREF0RE, my brethren, beloved and longed
' » for, my joy and crown, so stand fast in the Lord,

''beloved. I exhort Euodia and I exhort Syntyche to

be of the same mind in the Lord. Yea, I beseech thee,

also, true yoke fellow, assist those [women] who have
striven along with me in the gospel, with Clement also,

and the rest of my fellow-workers, whose names are in

the book of "life. Rejoice in the Lord alway ; again, I

will say, •''rejoice.

d Eph. 6.10.

e Lnk.I0.20.
/ch. 3. 1.

to shelter themselves by the grace that is in it from the rightful judgment of

their unholy ways. It was possible, even then, as we know, to turn the grace

of God into fleshly license, but this could not possibly avert tlie end to wliich

such a course would lead. We have seen again and again that there is a way
wliich leads to a certaiu end, and which will always lead there, although the

mercy and goodness of God are not restricted by this; and there is a way of

death from which, if grace works, it must deliver the soul. It cannot save one
in it. For these, then, their end was destruction. Their god was really their

belly; that is to say, the fleshly craving in them had never been set aside by
any satisfaction that they had found for themselves in Christ. The craving of

an unrenewed nature,—for he is not speaking of Christians, plainly,—led and
governed them. These were their god, as he says, in strong, decisive language;

and so deceived could they be as to glory in their shame. Earthly things they

valued and secured,—prided themselves upon securing them. How diflfereut

from that which we have had before us as the apostle's example!
Here, then, was the awful contrast that could yet be found amongst profess-

ing Christians in that day; and they were not few, but many, he tells us, who
walked thus. "For our citizenship," he adds in contrast, "is in the heavens."

All our interests, all our relationsliips, all our rights, all our gains are there;

and while it is true that that leaves us, in the meanwhile, as it were, perhaps,

but scantily provided, we are waiting for the Lord Jesus Clirist as Saviour, who
shall transform the very body of our humiliation into conlbrmity to His body
of glory, according to the working of the power which He has, even to subdue
all things to Himself. That is a hope which clearly can never interfere with

the pressing on in the path meanwhile,—the very opposite. The power of it is

that the Christ who is aji the end of the way is thus brought so near us, we
may arrive there at any moment; like the disciples who, receiving Christ into

the ship, were immediately at the land whither they were going. There is no
necessity of so many steps upon this path of which Ave have been told. Divine

grace may cut it short at any time. God may fulfil all our hopes in a speedier

way than we can imagine.

Div. 4.

The doctrine, if we may call it so, (though it is doctrine very different plainly

from that which we have had in the other epistles,) is now complete. Never-

theless, one thing remains, without which the epistle, as a whole, could not be

complete. He who has been running this path with Christ, who has been thus

before him,—he is to give us his experience now; and manifestly it is the ex-

perience of one who on both sides can speak with decision. He knows what
Clirist is. He knows the various difficulties and exigencies of the way itself.

What is needed now, is to put the two together as he does here, and to show
that for all these things Christ has been found competent, absolutely so.

1. There are exhortations to others which naturally come in here. His
brethren are, as he has shown us, in his heart. He longs after them. They are
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2. Let your moderation be known to all men. The
Lord is 'nigh. Be anxious about * nothing, but in

evei-ything by prayer and supplication, with 'thanks-
giving, let your requests be made known to 'God ; and
the peace of God which passeth all understanding shall

guard your hearts and your thoughts by Christ * Jesus.

For the rest, brethren, whatsoever things are true,

whatsoever things are noble, whatsoever things are
just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report, if there
be any virtue and if any praise, think on these ' things.

What ye have both learned and received and heard
and seen in "me, these things do, and the God of peace
shall be with "you.

3. But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly that now, however,
at length you have revived your thought for me;
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his joy, and to, be his crown. He would have them stand fast in the Lord.
That is a standing fast which means, of necessity, the fullest progress. He ex-

horts Enodia and Syntyche to be of the same mind in the Lord. It is the com-
mon purpose of heart, the common thought of the One they serve that is to

bring them right. And he presses upon one who is not named, but whom he
calls his yoke-fellow, (perhaps the Epaphroditns who seems to be carrying the
letter, and whom he is sending to them,) urging him to assist these who
have contended along with him in the gospel, with Clement and other fellow

laborere, whose names are in the book of life. And again he urges upon them
this joy in the Lord that he can never forget. They are to "rejoice in the Lord
always," and he will still repeat it, he will say "rejoice."

2. In this way, they will indeed be competent to let their moderation be
known to all men. They can be moderate enough as to all the things of life,

as men say, when the Ijord is thus their joy, and when the Lord is near also:

near, I suppose, as one who never leaves His people, not perhaps in the sense
that He is coming, (although He is coming,) but whether He comes or not. He is

always with His people. They need be anxious, therefore, about nothing.
Prayer became them, the confession of dependence, which, in a creature, is

always becoming. Prayer and supplication, then, they could use with regard
to everything, but with thanksgiving, which delivers the prayer itself from be-

ing the expression of any unbelief or murmuring, and also increases con-

fidence in the prayer itself to One whose answers have been already manifest.

Thus, spreading out before the omniscient eye of God who loves us, all their

need, the peace of God, the peace in which He abides Himself, the peace which
is the consciousness of perfect command of everything, so that nothing, after all,

can disturb the serenity of perfect confidence, this peace of God, he says, "Shall
guard your hearts and thoughts by Christ Jesus." The heart kept from wan-
dering, the thoughts will be formed aright.

Tiien he would have them occupied, not with the evil around, of which there
was so much, as we have learned, but with the very opposite. The heart can
only find blessing in the contemplation of that which is true, noble, just, pure,

amiable and of good report. These are the things to be thought about, so that
the power of evil itself may not disturb us, not weigh us down, not provoke in

us a spirit of mere judgment, such as evil may naturally arouse. Again he can
speak of what they had seen in him as an example,—what they had learned
and received and heard from him also. They were to do these things, and the
God of peace, not merely peace, but the God of peace, would be with them.

3. He now turns to speak of that which might at first sight seem personal to

himself. Personal it is, but experience is personal, and here it is that we are to
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though surely ye did also think of me, but lacked op-
portunity. Not that I speak in respect of want : for I

have learned, in whatsoever state I am, therein to be
content. I know both how to be abased and I know
how to abound : in everything and in all things I have
learned the secret, both to be full and to be hungry,
both to abound and to suffer "want. I can do all

things through him who streugtheneth ^me.
4. But ye have done well in taking part with my afflic-

tion; and this also know, Philippians, that in the begin-
ning of the gospel, when I came out of Macedonia, no
assembly communicated with me in the way of giving
and receiving, save ye alone ; for also in Thessalonica,
once and again, ye sent unto me for my needs. Not
that I seek a gift, but I seek fruit abounding to your
'account. But I have all things in full supply and
abound; I am full, having received of Epaphroditus
the things sent from you, an odor of a sweet savor, an
acceptable sacrifice, agreeable to God. And my God

have the joy of learniug what was his personal experience in the things throagh
which he passed. It is suited to this that he has to speak of, or at least to inti-

mate, a real necessity in which he has been, so that he can rejoice about their

thinking of him again; that is, as far as their present ministry might indicate

that, but he can credit his Philippians with having thought of him indeed when
they had lacked opportunity to carry out what was in their hearts. It was not
his privation, whatever that might have been, that he would speak of. He had
found with regard to that, in whatever circumstances he was, a perfect content.

He knew how to be abased on the one hand. He knew (what is more difficalt,

no doubt,) how to abound on the other. He knew what it was to be in prosper-
ity, as men speak, as well as in adversity,—how to be master of himself in both.

He had learned as a disciple, had been initiated into the secret of how to be full

and to be hungry, how to abound and to suffer need, everywhere and in all things.

Here is a blessed experience indeed. He does not stop here without showing to

us the source of this contentment and this peace which were always his. It was
Christ who gave him the strength. No wonder, then, that it was ability for all

things. This is, in fact, the jubilant summing up from the side of experience.

How good it is to have it from one so well able to give it! It is plain that, per-

sonal as the need and the trial have been, what he seeks here is to give Christ

the glory of that perfect competence which he had found in Him.
4. He will not, on this account, make light of that which ministered to his

need, and was the manifestation of the Philippians' love and care for himself. He
recognizes how well they have done, not simply at the present time, but from
the beginning. At the beginning of the gospel, they were, in fact, alone in

their communication with him then. They had sent and sent again for his

need in Thessalonica. His heart rejoices, not in his having received such things
as he plainly says, but to have such fruit in them, abounding to that account
which, by and by, is to be fully given. He was now fully supplied. He was
now, as he says, "abounding." A very little would, in fact, make one like

this abound as to his temporal needs. He had received the things sent from
them through Epaphroditus, "an odor," as he says, "of a sweet savor, an ac-

ceptable sacrifice, agreeable to God." No doubt it was that; not merely a little

out of abundance, but a ministry which cost them something; and which
yet, after all, in itself, one may surely say, repaid them abundantly above all

costs. So it is ever, and must be, with the gracious God we have. If there is

an odor of a sweet savor to God in that which is done, there will be something
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shall abundantly supply all your need according to his

riches in glory in Christ •"Jesus. Now, unto our God
and Father be glory to the ages of ages, Amen. Salute
every saint in Christ Jesus. The brethren who are
with me salute you. All the saints salute you, and
specially those of Caesar's household. The grace of the
Lord Jesus Christ be with your spirit. [Amen.*]

• Some omit.

r Eph. 3. 16.

corresponding to it in the soals of those who have in this way offered what is

agreeable to Him.
He could speak himself, therefore, for God with regard to thera. His God,

the God he knew so well, would abundantly supply all their need. How far?

"According to His riclies in glory iu Christ Jesus." We must take tliat into

account if we are to realize the character of this abundant supply. We may
make great mistakes otherwise, and plainly there is no straitness with Him at

any time. If we speak of straitness, after all, God is abundant in His love, as

He is abundant in the riches that He delights to minister. " To Him," he says,

our God and Father, "be glory through the ages of ages." He closes with brief

salutations, mentioning, amid the general salutation of the saints at Rome,
those specially of Caesar's household, manifestly in a difficult place these (or

disciples of Christ, and beautiful it is to see that they can be prominent in this

way in their salutations of Christ's people elsewhere.

The apostle closes with what is in one way or other the close in all of them:
"The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with year spirit."
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THE SECOND DIVISION OF PAUL'S EPISTLES

TREATS of associative or collective relationships of the people of

God. Here the Thessalonian epistles, the earliest of all, and

simplest, begin with the thought of an assembly in God the

Father, a term nowhere else used, but which clearly points to the life

they have in Him. This life is manifested in the faith, and love and

hope which characterize and make known the children of God ; born of

the Word of the gospel, coming in the power of the Spirit. The char-

acter of the instruments used of God in this testimony is seen, and that

the hope of the Christian is in the coming of the Lord, which is dwelt

upon, and in the second epistle connected with the apostasy foreseen in

the last days,—the development of the mystery of lawlessness already

working.

Corinthians then in two more epistles shows us the Church as the

body of Christ, and the temple of God, indwelt of the Spirit. Sharply

precisionized as it is, there is no need at present of going more fully

into it. The teaching of the second epistle is, as always, supplemen-

tary to the first; ministry, a fundamental need in connection with every

member of the body, being the great theme of it.

Hebrews, in the third place, brings us into the sanctuary, as a holy

priesthood, through the rent veil, Christ having gone in before for us

in the value of His finished work, having obtained eternal redemption.

This epistle, which some would set aside from the number of Paul's, is

here seen plainly to fill its place, numerically, and in the development

of doctrine which the series presents. It is the Ephesians of this sec-

ond division, and no other could possibly be substituted for it.

Timotheus means "one who honors God ;" and the two epistles ad-

dressed to him correspond with this in the most complete manner.

Godliness is their keynote ; and the Church is seen in them as the

house of God, to be governed, therefore, according to that holiness

which becomes it, and in the maintenance of the truth without which

holiness is impossible. The establishment of elders and deacons is for

the furtherance of this. In the second epistle, as in that to the Thes-

salonians, we see the incoming of evil, of Avhich the first warns us;

and then there is need to purge oneself from the vessels to dishonor in
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the "great house" of Christendom, and follow righteousness, faith,

peace, with those that call on the Lord out of a pure heart. These two

epistles, coming in the fourth place, show us the test, and failure under

test, of the responsible witness for God upon the earth, and that with-

out a good conscience being maintained the faith cannot be saved from

shipwreck (1 Tim. i. 19).

Titus, therefore, the Deuteronomy of this series, teaches the necessarj'

joining of these things together. The truth is according to godliness;

all doctrine, when received into the heart, has in it a spiritual power

which fashions the life and ways. The grace of God, which brings sal-

vation, is really that which effectually teaches to live soberly, right-

eously, and godly in this present world, looking for Him who has died

to redeem us from all iniquity, which, as we see, was already too sadly

prevalent among professing Christians; all the more was it to be re-

sisted and rebuked.
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF FIRST THESSALONIANS

THE epistles to the Thessalonians are, as already said, distinguished

from all others by the style of their address "to the assembly of

the Thessalonians which is in God the Father." Of the assembly

as the body of Christ there is no mention ; a thought with which that

of an assembly of Thessalonians would be incongruous. They are ad-

dressed as possessors of divine life, which is manifested in them by their

faith and love and hope, wrought in them by the gospel in the power

of the Holy Spirit, and which declares their election. This is especially

dwelt upon in the first epistle, though referred to more briefly in the

second. The character of the witness through whom God gives this

eflFective testimony is dwelt on also ; and the heathen themselves are

witnesses of the effect, in their being turned from idols to serve the

living and true God, and to wait for His Son from heaven, their Deliv-

erer from the coming wrath. They had a new King, people said, one

Jesus. How new a thing indeed to those whose gods might inspire

fear, but in the vices they exhibited, neither love nor respect! Here

now was a King indeed, and a people who could justify their loyalty

as none else could,—a King with a crown of thorns, and a Saviour!

Faith, love, and hope found their centre thus in Him ; their future was

but His coming, and so both epistles, though in different aspects, con-

template it. The large place it has is fully accounted for : it was part

of the Christian character, as given by Christ Himself when on earth,

"Ye yourselves like unto men that wait for their Lord."

The divisions of the epistle are :

1. (Chap, i.) : The Word in power introducing to the true and living

God as Father, and putting under the authority of Christ as

Lord.

2. (Chap, ii.-iv. 12): The witness in which God bears witness.

3. (Chap. iv. 13-v. 11): The new revelation of the resurrection of the

saints at the coming of the Lord.

4. (Chap. V. 12-28) : Ways accordant.
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THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE

THESSALONIANS

DIVISION 1. (Chap, i.)

The Word in power introducing to the true and living God,

the Father, and putting under the authority of the

Lord Jesus Christ.

1. V ^AUL and "Cilvanus and *Timotheus to the assem-
W"^ bly of the 1 hessalonians in God the "Father and

-*- the Lord Jesus Christ. Grace to you and peace
[from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ].*

We give thanks to God always for you ''all, making
mention of you in our prayers; 'remembering without

o2Cor.J.19.
2Thess.l.l.
1 Pet 5. 12.

6 2 Cor. 1.1.

Phil. 1. 1.

Col. 1. 1.

2Thess.l.l.
c2The8S.l.

(i Rom. 1.8.
p:ph. 1. 16.

Phile. 4.

e cb. 2. 13.Wanting in some of the most ancient M8S., and in the Vulgate and
Syriac versions.

NOTES.

Div. 1.

As THIS epistle is the first of those written by the apostle, at least of those in

the wisdom of God come down to ns, so it is in regard to doctrine the simplest.

There is, in fact, little formal statement of doctrine at all. Thongh these nn-
deilie the whole, there is no mention of eternal life, of new birth, nor even of
relationship of children to the Father. There is no difficulty in finding all this

in it, bnt it must be by the aid of other scriptures.

1. Paul joins with himself, after his manner, those who had labored with him
in the work among tliose he is addressing. He addresses the Thessalonians, as

has been before remarked, in a difierent way from any other assembly. He
does not speak of them as the assembly of God in Thessalonica, but as the as-

sembly of Tliessalonians, rather a company, one may say, than a body ; and
"in God the Father," a company of children who have received life from Him.
Thus to the Athenians the apostle had declared that "in Him we live, and
move, and have our being; ' and adds in quotation from one of their own poets,

"For we are also His offspring." There is certainly a great difference between
what the apostle states as true of all men, and what he here clearly ascribes to

a Christian assembly as such. For however Paul might make use of man's
place in creation to rebuke the folly and degradation of idolatiy, he certainly

would be one of the last to forget or ignore the fact that sin had come in and
caused him to forfeit his natural right to claim this place ; so that when the
Jews would have done so with tlie Lord, He answered, "If God were your
Father, ye would love Me." But these very words show that for the Thessalo-
nians this original right had been recovered.

Yet we must make no mistake. The original place is bnt the feeble image of
what is now the Christian's. The salvation of God has not simply set us back
where we were before. Had ifc been our own work, that might indeed have
been all that could be thought of; but it is the work of Clirist, with all the
value of His Person, His sufferings and death attaching to it. As the fruit of
this, a new creation starts into being, and Christ as the last Adam has all things
put into His hands, to renew after another and more glorious fashion all the
promise of the first Paradise in the " paradise of God."
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ceasing your work of •^faith and labor of 'love and pa-

tience of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ before our God
and Father, knowing, brethren beloved of God, *your
election.

2. For our gospel came not unto you in word only but
in power and in the Holy * Spirit and in much •^assur-

ance ; even as ye know what sort of persons we were
among you for your *sakes. And ye became imitators

/Gal. 5. 6.

2 These. I.

11.

e-Heb.S.lO.
A Col. 8. 12.

2 Theas. 2.

13.

i 1 Pet. 1.22,

23.

J Col. 2. 2.

A; eh. 2. 5,10,

11.

Thus appended to "in God the Father" we have here "in the Lord Jesns
Christ ; " for this is how a way into the family of God has been regained for ns,

—we are "alive onto God in Christ Jesus." As we were in Adam by virtue of
the life received from him, so are we in the new Adam by a life we have re-

ceived ; only a life so much higher, as Christ is higher than our first father, and
we are born of the Spirit, so as to be partakers of the divine nature, Christ be-

coming the "First-born among many brethren."

This prepares the way for what the apostle goes on with satisfaction of heart

to dwell upon, the result in these Thessalouians of the new life they have re-

ceived. The faith and love and hope manifested in them were its evidence; for

which he continually thanked God. These things were not merely a profession,

but living realities. Their work was a work of faith: its motives were in the
unseen, in heaven where God dwelt, not unknown, but known in Christ, all be-

ing in the light of that light. Nor was it a cold illumination: love found here
its objects, and made this work an energetic "labor." Hope yet was needed;
for love itself would cease to labor, if once it were clear that there could be no
result; and with the Thessalouians hope gave persistence to their labor of love.

All was recognized and accepted with that Divine Father, before whom they
acted (Matt. vi. 1, 6, 18); and the apostle realized in it their election in the
love of Him who is love. Their life thus bore witness for them, but of a grace

through which they had received life. All was of God, who of His own good
pleasure had begotten them to Himself.

2. The apostle recalls to their minds how these things had been wrought in

them. It was the gospel which had been the fruitful seed of this bountiful

harvest,—a seed having life in it: a gospel, or "good news," the testimony to

His leve from whom it came, winning the heart tBat believed the message; for

"we love Him who first loved us," says the apostle (1 John iv. 19). Man has
turned his back on God, having lent his ear to the devil; and the voice of recall

must be a gospel that shall undo the work of Satan, while at the same time it

reveals man to himself, and so humbles him in repentance before God. The
Cross does both things. If it was the Son of God who hung there, for what did
He hang? Was there no need for it? Nay, "the Son of man must be lifted

up." This is at once the remedy provided for man, and his conviction as one
needing such a remedy. And who, one might ask, can resist the tender appeal
of such an argument? If the Son of God is to eudure the penalty, can it be
more than absolute righteousness requires? Can it be a harsh estimate on the
part of Him who gave His Son to be the propitiation for our sins? Thus ex-

piation and reconciliation aie found together in the Cross: God is not against,

but for us, in an infinite love, the only measure of which is an infinite sacrifice.

Shall we not henceforth listen believingly, obediently, to Him whose whole
heart has been told out in a way no human heart could have conceived, and
which now surpasses human power to comprehend it as it is?

Yet even the gospel cannot work its way with man by all its competence to

meet his spiritual need, nor by its display of divine goodness: "Our gospel,"

says the apostle, "came not unto you in word only, but in power, and in the
Holy Spirit, and in much assurance." Power there is not to change men's
hearts apart from the work of the Spirit of God; but thus also is the divine
work, spite of the inherent weakness of him who might be the subject of it,
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of US and of the 'Lord, having received the word in

much "aflBiction with joy of the Holy "Spirit, so that

ye became patterns to all that believe in Macedonia
and in Achaia.

3. For from you sounded out the word of the Lord, not
only in Macedonia and Achaia but in every place, your
faith which is toward God hath come "abroad, so that

we have no need to say anything. For they them-
selves report concerning us what manner of entrance
we had to you, and how ye turned to God from idols to

serve the living and true God, and to wait for his Son
from ''heaven, whom he raised from among the dead,
Jesus, who delivered us from the coming «wrath.

1 1 Cor. U.t.
Phil. 3. 17.

SThess.3.9.
m Acts 17.5.

n Heb.10.34.

o Bom. 1. 8.

p Phil. 3.20.

Tit. 2. 13.

q Rom. 5. 9.

ch. 5. 9.

stable through all trial, and above all adverse influences. Father, Son, and
Spirit are all, indeed, thus united to eflfect the salvation of the ipooT and sinful

sons of men, though only faith may be able to realize, under the veil of the

natural, the Presence of Him to whom all nature is obedient.

In making known His gospel God is pleased to use, not the tongues of angels,

but those of men, recipients themselves of the same grace; who can give testi-

mony with their lives as with their lips. Upon this the apostle lays great em-
phasis: "even as ye know what sort of persons we were among you for your sakes."

This had had its part in making the Thessalonians what they were: "and ye
became imitators of us and of the Lord, having received the word in much
affliction, with joy of the Holy Spirit." Thus the work makes known the

workman ; while it is j ust as true that the more the workman is with God, the

less of himself there will be in it. "Ye are our epistle," says the apostle to

the Corinthians, "forasmuch as ye are manifestly declared to be the epistle of
Christ ministered by us; written, not with ink, but with the Spirit of the liv-

ing God, not on tables of stone, but on fleshy tables of the heart " (2 Cor. iii. 2,

3). And this is what makes the "imitation" of such workmen to be safe and
right; for there is this qualiflcation always in it, "Be ye followers of me, even
as I also am of Christ; " as here—"imitators of us and of the Lord." How good
to be able to have a well-grounded confidence that these two things are one !

The eflect is manifest: "read and known of all men," is said of the Corinth-
ians; and here the report went all abroad of these who had turned to God from
idols,—to serve the living and true God. But beyond this, such was the fresh-

ness among these Thessalonians that they " became patterns to all that believe

in Macedonia and in Achaia. '

'

3. Thus the word of the Lord is published all around; the new life empha-
sizes the new doctrine from which it proceeded. " Blameless and harmless, the
sons of God, without rebuke, in the midst of a crooked and perverse nation,"
they shone as "lights in the world, holding forth the word of life." The life

and the word of life give fittingly their evidence together, and not otherwise;
though Christ is the "Faithful Witness" when His people fail. The Thessalo-
nians did not fail, but spoke out in such a way that those who had labored among
them had no need to say anything with regard to their work. That which they
were saying was sufficiently surprising: not only that there was one living and
true Grod, in contrast with the idol-nothings of heathenism, and true service loyally

given to Him, but that also the Son of God was coming in the clouds of heaven
to inflict judgment for the sins of men. For Him they waited, but not in fear,

though they themselves were sinners. On the contrary, they looked for Him with
joy and thankfulness, as One who had come on earth to deliver them from the wrath
to come, which all must meet who have not taken refuge in Him. Redemption,
salvation became in this way the key-words of a new song, which those who
knew it could sing in the midst of whatever difficulties, and in the face of what-
ever enemies.
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DIVISION 2. (Chap, ii.-iv. 12.)

The witness in which God bears witness.

1. inOR yourselves know, brethren, our entering in
J- which we had to you, that it hath not been in

vain ; but having suffered before and been shamefully
treated, as ye know, at 'Philippi, we were bold in our
God to speak unto you the gospel of 'God in much
conflict. For our exhortation was 'not of deceit, nor
of uncleanness, nor in guile : but even as we have been
approved of God to be entrusted with the gospel, so we
speak; not as pleasing men, but "God who proveth our
hearts. For neither at any time came we among you
with flattering 'words, as ye know, nor with a cloak of

"covetousness, God is witness, neither seeking glory

from men, neither from you nor from others, when we
might have been burdensome as apostles of 'Christ.

But we were "gentle in the midst of you, as it were a
nurse cherishing her own children; so yearning over

you, we would have found our delight in imparting to

you not the gospel of God only, but our own souls also,

because ye became beloved by us. For ye remember,

Div. 2.

The second division shows ns by the example of the apostle himself, and those

who with him had been laboring among them, the character of the iD.strameuts

with.which God works. He may, of course, overrule in any case, and bless the

word of truth even from ungodly lips; and so Paul could rejoice if Christ were

preached, even though it were of envy and strife. One's responsibility to the

truth is because it is the truth. So that in any question as to this we may
dismiss the speaker from our thoughts. Nay, were the speaker, as fully as

Paul Was, the minister of Christ, he would all the more recognize the very real

danger of one receiving the Word as sanctioned by, rather thau sanctioning, the

iitterer of it. For indeed how common a thing is it, thus to make the word of

man of what is even owned to be the word of God ! The true effect of it is in

this way lost for the soul ; and as this may be with the truth as a whole, so

that the result is mere orthodoxy—a Christianity of only human making,—so it

may be with regard to every separate truth—each item of the wondrous whole.

How jealous need we to be over ourselves in these things.

Here, however, the apostle is dwelling upon the truth which is thus per-

verted, but which is no less the truth because of its perversion. The God of

holiness is holy in His ways; and His instruments must be suited to this in

character. The truth itself is holy; and those who make it known must do so

in the eflFect manifested in their own lives and ways. And Satan, the great

opposer of truth, shows his perfect knowledge of this when, as Paul says, he is

transformed for his purpose into an angel of light. "Therefore," he goes on to

say, "it is no small thing if also his ministera be transformed as the ministers

of righteousness:" even he recognizes the need of snitability morally of end

and ways.
1. He can appeal to what himself and his fellow-laborers were, as they went

in and out amongst them. The main insistance is upon their manifest unselfish-

ness. They had come from scourging and imprisonment at Philippi; and with

the conscionsne.ss, as tlie apostle says elsewliere, that in every city bonds and

afflictions awaited them. Certainly it was not their own things that they could

find or seek, in pursuing a course which involved such things for them. Yet
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brethren, our labor and toil: night and day 'working
so as not to burden any of you, we preached unto you
the gospel of God. Ye are witnesses, and God, how
piously, and righteously, and blamelessly we behaved
ourselves toward you who believed, as ye know how,
as a father his own children, we used to exhort each of

you, and comfort, and testify that ye should "walk
worthy of God, who'calleth you to his own kingdom
and glory.

2. And for this cause, we also thank God without ceas-

ing, that when ye received from us the word of the

report of God, ye learned it *not as the word of men,
but as it is indeed, the word of God, which worketh
also in you who believe. For ye became imitators,

brethren, of the assemblies of God which are in Judaea
in Christ Jesus; for ye also suffered the same things of

your own countrymen as they also of the Jews, who
both slew the Lord Jesus, and the ''prophets, and have
driven us out; and they please not God and are con-

trary to all men, 'forbidding us to speak unto the
nations, that they might be saved, -^that they might fill

up their sins always: and wrath is come upon them to

the uttermost. But we, brethren, having been bereaved
of you for a little moment, »in person, not in heart, have
been more abundantly * diligent to see your face with
much desire; on account of which we were 'desirous to

come to you, even I Paul, once and again, and Satan
hindered us. 'For what is our hope or joy or crown of

glorying? Are not ye also before our Lord Jesus at his

coming? for ye are our glory and joy.
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they did steadfastly pursue it. As bold as ever in their confidence in God,
they made known still, amid ranch aflS^iction, what was none the less God's good
news of joy. They had modified nothing, they had nsed no flattery, they had
songht to please God, not man; Him whose omniscience searched the hearts of

those who had to do with Him. From men they had songht notliing—had not

insisted on nndonbted rights—bnt fonnd delight in giving what they had to

give, yea, and their own souls with it. It was not simply righteousness, but
love that songlit not its own, and in which they labored, enforcing all their

precept by example. And this that the recipients of the gospel might walk
worthy of the God declared in it, who was calling men to His own Kingdom
and glory.

2. They had not been disappointed at the result among the Thessalonians.

The word of God had been received by them as what indeed it was, and, so

received, it wrought its divine work. It took them out of their natural place

in a world fallen away from God, to make them companions of those rejected by
the world, hnt of whom the world was not worthy. Thus, says the apostle,

"ye became imitators of the assemblies of God which are in Judea in Christ

Jesns; for ye also suffered the same things of your own conntrymen. even as

they of the Jews." Nor need they think this strange who were followers of
theCrucified One. Isi-ael, alas! the first in privilege among the nations, had
only by this become the guiltiest of all. The Lord Jesus Himself was among
them the Head of a long line of martyrs, the prophets, of whom Stephen asks,

"Which of the prophets have not your fathers persecuted? and they have slain
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Wherefore, when we could no longer forbear, we
thought it good to be left behind at Athens alone, and
*sent Timotheus, our brother and fellow-worker under
God* in the gospel of Christ, to confirm you and en-

courage you concerning your faith; that no man be
moved 'by these afflictions ; for yourselves know that

"•hereunto we were appointed; for also when we were
with you, we told you beforehand that we are to suffer

affliction, as also it came to pass, and ye know. For
this cause, I also, when I could no longer forbear, sent

in order to know your faith, lest in any way the "temp-
ter had tempted you and our labor should be in vain.

But "when Timotheus came just now to us from you,

and brought us good news of your faith and love, and
that ye have always good remembrance of us, longing

to see us, even as we also you ; for this cause, brethren,

we have been comforted about you in our distress and
affliction through your faith: for now we live if ye
stand fast in the Lord. For what thanksgiving can we
render again unto God for you, for all the joy where-
with we rejoice on your account before our God; night

and day praying exceedingly that we may see your
face and ''perfect that which is lacking in your faith?

* Or, " minister of God ;
" the MSS. varj-.
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them who showed before of the coming of the Righteous One; of whom ye have

been now the betrayers and the murderers." Thns the nation chosen out of

the world for the blessing of the world became the great opposera and hinderers

of blessing. "They please not God and are contrary to all men, forbidding ns

to speak to the nations, that they might be saved." Israel are, therefore, for

the present, rejected and set aside; they have filled up the measure of their sins,

and wrath is come upon them to the uttermost.

Such was God's heart towards the Gentiles; of which they, His laborers in the

gospel, were witnesses and exponents. Bereaved of them for a moment, and
having to leave them in the midst of a contrary world, their hearts unchange-

ably were with them, and desiring to come to them again; yea, Paul himself did,

as he assures them; having beeu hindered, not by lack of heart, but by the

great adversary of Christ and His people. And in the meantime he might seem
thus to prevail; but faith contemplated another scene when the evil with which
we are now in conflict shall have been put down, and, in the presence of the

Lord Jesus Christ Himself at His coming, these now afflicted and despised

Thessalonians would become indeed, what already faith held them for, the

glory and joy of those of whom they were the fruit of love's sweet labor.

Paul proceeds to show how far from indifferent he had been with regard to

the afflictions they had been passing through. These had been foretold them
from the first, so that they might not be taken by them unawares; nevertheless

he could not leave them to the actual experience of them—so different from the

looking forward merely to what had not yet come—without seeking to minister

to the need which he, acquainted with sufiering of this kind, knew so well.

Timothy, therefore, had been sent to confirm their faith; and his return with

the news of their constancy had filled with joy and comfort the apostle's heart.

" For now," he says, "we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord." It is evident that

here is the soul of the true worker manifest, and that this is the object through-

out this part of the epistle, to show as illustrated by experience the inatrnmenta
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3 (It. 1-12)

:

Their sanc-
tification
pressed.

But our God and Father himself and our Lord Jesus
direct our way to you, and the Lord make you to 'in-

crease and abound in love toward one another and to-

ward all men, even as we also toward you ; to the end
he 'may establish your hearts unblamable in holiness

before our God and Father, *at the coming of our Lord
Jesus with all his saints.

3. For the rest, then, brethren, we beseech and exhort
you, in the Lord Jesus, that as ye have received from
us how ye ought to walk and please God, even as also

ye do walk, 'that ye would abound still more. For ye
know w^hat charges we gave you through the Lord
Jesus. For this is the will of God, your sanctification,

that ye abstain from fornication; that each one of
you know how to possess his own vessel in sanctifica-

tion and honor; not in passionate lust, even as the
Gentiles "who know not God; that no man overreach
and defraud his brother in the matter, because the Lord
is the avenger of all these things, even as we also

told you before and fully testified. For God hath not
called us for uncleanness, but in sanctification. He,
therefore, that in this disregardeth, " disregardeth not
man but God, "who hath also given unto you his Holy
Spirit. Now, concerning brotherly love, ye have no

q ch. 4. 10.

r 1 Cor. 1. 8.
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by which God works in His spiritual harvest-fields. There is no need to dwell
upon it, by reason of its being so plain; while the lesson conveyed is of the ut-

most importance. The apostle uses the most forcible expressions to declare the
thorongb identification of his heart with them in all their joy and sorrow,—his

realization of, and longing in regard to their need, which expressed itself in con-

stant and earnest supplication to God that he might again be with them, and
that they might have spiritual increase and establishment in holiness sach as

might meet approval, in the day of approval, at the coming of the Lord Jesus
with all His saints.

3. He passes hereupon into exhortation. Never satisfied with any attainment,
he urges upon them still more to abound in that which would please God. Two
things he presses; the one complementary to the other: abstention from lust, and
abounding in love. The one was even a part of the religion of the heathen; as,

in the broader sense of it, it was that out of which sprang idolatry, and through
which comes the corruption of the world. In the narrower and grosser sense it

was indulged in the very temples of their gods. It is a proof of the moral atmo-
sphere in which they had been brought up, that to Christiana so commended as

are those here it should be necessary to warn them against the gross immorali-
ties which, however, we find later invading Corinth. For us all, moreover, it is

written, "Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." "We
must not, therefore, pass lightly over what is left for our instruction also in the
never-failing wisdom of One who knows the hearts of men.
But the remedy is also here, love which is the opposite of lust: the one the

dominance and tyranny of self; the other that which seeketh not its own,—the
spirit of service and self-denial. True, it is the love of brethren that the apos-
tle here exhorts to, and not love in its universal aspect; but although these are

separable, they will not be found, in fact, separate. The love to one another,

which Paul reminds them they have been taught of Grod, cannot exist without
flowing out to those who still are what we all once were, when divine grace met
and brought us into the circle in which alone God's love can reflect itself, as
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need that we write unto you ; for ye yourselves are
taught of God 'to love one another. ' For indeed ye do
this towards all the brethren in the whole of Macedo-
nia. But we exhort you, brethren, that ye abound
still more, and that ye study to be quiet and 'to do
your own business, and work with your own hands,
even as we charged you ; that ye may walk honorably
towards those that are without and may have need of
no one.*

DIVISION 3. (Chaps, iv. 13-v. 11.)

The resurrection of the saints at the coming of the Lord.

1. XrOW we would not have you ignorant, brethren,
^ concerning those that are fallen asleep, that ye

sorrow not, even as the rest also who 'have no hope.

*0r, "nothing."

iJno. 16.17.

y 2 Tbe8S.3.
12.

s£;pb.2.1&

being enjoyed. Here the satisfied heart finds deliverance from the lusts of other
things, covets but what is its own, and what is secured to it, and tbat which
drives out lust puts in love in its place, to hold the citadel. Jjove is the bond
of perfectness, the active energy of the divine life in the saint, and victorions in

every field of conflict. The quiet occupation with one's own work, and the
maintenance by this means of a proper and healthful independence of others,

naturally unite with such a care for others as love ensures.

Div. 3.

The Christian hope is prominent in this epistle from the first. The Thessalo-
nians had been converted to wait for God's Son from heaven, and this became
the litrht for them upon a path which ended in the glory already revealed. Im-
portant it surely was that there should be no cloud upon the prospect thus be-
fore them in which the opened heavens claimed them constantly; while for the
earth also was seen the end of Satan's power and of the curse, and the regenera-
tion of the earth itself What power for sanctification this, which made of
those possessing such a hope pilgrims indeed; encompassing them contiunally
with the atmosphere and light of heaven and the world to come!

For the Thessalonians, however, there was in fact a cloud which shadowed
this glorious expectation; and the apostle proceeds to dispel it by the announce-
ment of a new "word of the Lord," a new revelation, which declares the parti-

cipation in it of the dead, for whom they were sorrowing as cut off from that which
was tiie hope of the living. On the contrary he shows that the dead will be
raised up to share with the living ail that was before them. There would be no
division of this sort between those alike the people of Christ. And he goes on
to remind them that they were not to be (as Israel rightly will be) calculating
times and seasons, which would have their place in connection with the day of
the Lord, yet to come upon the world as a thief in the night. For the children
of the day, suddenly as it might come, it could be no such unwelcome surprise.

Let them not, therefore, sleep as others, but clothe themselves with the light as
with an armor which would be their defence in a hostile place; assuring them-
selves that, whether living or dying, they were alike to live with their Saviour-
Lord.

1. The apostle does not reprove them for the want of knowledge which they
had ; and which, if not inevitable, yet at least was not to be wondered at. There
was, in fact, as his speaking by the word of the Lord implies, as yet no definite

statement of Scripture with regard to that which troubled these young disciples.

The opposite has indeed been asserted; and the phrase itself even taken as a
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For if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, so

also those who have been "laid asleep by Jesus,* will joRey. i.is.

*God bring with him. For this we say unto you by
the 'word of the Lord, that we who are living, who are

• Or, "have fallen asleep through Jesus."

b I Cor. 15.

23.

c IKin. 13.

17, 18.

1 Kiu.20.35.

direct appeal to Scripture. But he does not produce any scripture; nor, had he
done so, would it seem like Paul to affirm his speaking by it after this manner.
The sufficient answer is, however, that no passage has been brought forward
which could justify this view; and we may be cotifident none can be brought
forward. The texts which have been referred to (Matt. xvi. 27; xxiv. 31; xxv.

Isq. ; Luke xiv. 14; John v. 28 sq.) are wholly incompetent; so that others

have been obliged to imagine an unwritten VFord of the Lord which had come to

Paul's ears; but why not, then, a fresh communication from the Lord in glory,

such as we know he received on other subjects, and others also beside himself

received? True it is, indeed, that one might well believe, apart from any posi-

tive statement, that the Lord would not, in the way they feared, leave any of

His own in the day of His manifestation under the power of that death which
He had Himself passed through,—deprived, not by any fault of their own,
of the full participation in the glory which that death of His had entitled

them to. The lack of assurance in this respect on the part of the Thessalouians

may well show ns our dulness in spiritual things. Yet for this the Lord has

now made special provision. It is like Him, and we have all of ns cause to be
thankful for it. No! "if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, so also

those who have fallen asleep through Jesus will God briug with Him."
Let us notice a little exactly the expressions here: for we may be assured that

they are themselves exact, as always in Scripture. ^^ Jesus died;" His saints

but "fall asleep." With Him indeed it was death, and in all its reality and
severity as the judgment npon sin,—the sign and type of a deeper judgment.
With them it is but "sleep,"—rest and refreshment, from which they rise to a
day that knows no ending and suffers no decline,—a rest too, but in the full

activity of life, where life is never dormant, but the joy of the Lord is strength

indeed.

For, if Jesus died. He rose again; and this is what gives His death itself its

full power in blessing for our souls. Thus the apostle puts the two together, as

the full argument of faith as to its portion from God. It is God who raised up
Jesus again. He has answered the cry, "Why hast Thou forsaken Me?" by
putting the Sufferer where all the meaning of His death can now come out,

Righteousness sorrowing gave Him up to die; but righteousness joyfully raises

Him from the dead. Had He suffered on His own account, He could not have
come out of it; His coming out is the testimony of personal righteousness in

Himself, and thus of a work done for others, and of its acceptance also in their

behalf. He rises their Representative, even as He died their Substitute; and
the honors so acquired He, whose wealth could not be increased, acquired as
treasure that He could pour out upon them. Thus His resurrection is full argu-

ment for their own; and if God bring Him again into the world, they too shall

come with Him; God shall bring them with Him. In the day of His manifesta-

tion all must do Him honor: so He comes in the glory of His Father, with the

holy angels; and how shall the dominion of death which He has broken keep
from Him those who show the value of the work which has set it aside?

The apostle here announces only the truth concerning those on whose account
they are bearing so needless a burden of sorrow. "God shall bring them with
Him,"—His own, from whom He cannot needlessly be separated. Not, as

some strangely imagine, bring them as spirits to rejoin the bodies left behind
on earth: it is merely the simple and ble.«<sed fact, tliat they will not be wanting
in the company that God brings with His Son. Then he goes on to explain
bow it shall be, and brings in here the assurance of their previous resurrection.
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left unto the coming of the Lord, ''are in no way to an-

ticipate those who have fallen asleep. Because the

Lord himself will descend from heaven with a shout of

command, with the voice of the archangel, and with
*the trump of God, and the dead in Christ shall rise

d 1 Cor. 15.

52.

e 1 Cor. 15.

52.

'* For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we who are alive and
remain unto the coming of the Lord are in no way to anticipate those who have
fallen asleep. Because the Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with a
shout, with the voice of the archangel, and the trump of God, and the dead in

Christ shall rise first; then we who are alive and remain shall be caught away
together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air; and so shall we
be ever with the Lord."

Thus we can realize the tenderness of the expression, " those who have fallen

asleep through Jesus," or I think, better " those who have been laid asleep by
Jesus,"—by Him who has the keys of death and hades, and their Saviour.

Taken in the first way, the meaning would be that " through Jesus,"—through
His work for them,—death had become to them merely a sleep; but it would
seem a strange manner of expressing this. Taken in the second way, the Lord's
rule over death and His tender care of His people are both implied.

To us, for whom the great body of Christians are already among the dead, it

cannot be a question that those remaining to the coming of the Lord will

not precede the apostles and the multitude of the departed in their entrance

into glory; yet, for all that, how little is the significance of this rising "first"

of the dead in Christ realized by believers still. The common thought (thank
Grod, less common than it was) of a single day of judgment in which saints and
sinners rise together, necessarily destroys it entirely. Here a resurrection of
the dead is shown to take place before the living saints are changed even;

and then both are caught away together, to meet the Lord in the air. When He
appears, therefore, they appear with Him (Col. iii. 4). Here is no promiscuous
crowd, clearly: ''they that are ready go in with Him to the marriage and
the door is shut." There is no need for our present purpose to consider what or

where this marriage is. This consideration belongs elsewhere, and is to be
found where it belongs (Matt. xxv. 1 sq., notes); but we see at once that here

is the company from which the Thessalonians thought their dying brethren
might be excluded. It is not the dead who wait and watch with their lamps
trimmed and burning; and they are in fact left out of the picture that our Lord
has given us there. The apostle, speaking by the word of the Lord, now adds
them to the company of those who thus go forth. As with the living so with
the dead, they are not the whole number of those dead, but, as the apostle else-

where says, "they that are ChrisVs at His coming" (1 Cor. xv. 23). Those
who compose this company are distinctly specified: they are, according to the
language of the epistle to the Philippians, the "(w^resnrrection from among the
dead" (Phil. iii. 11).

Scrii)ture is a perfectly consistent whole; and the faithfulness and love of God
shine out in it. Christians may lose sight of what they are to Christ, but it is

impossible for Him to deny Him.self They can mingle themselves with the
world; but He who has redeemed them out of it can never mingle them. They
will come with Him to the judgment of the world—not be judged with it by
Him; and this is what the doctrine of the "resurrection from among the dead "

decisively bears witness to. But all the details and manner of it are in full

harmony with this. Even the prodigal, according to the I^ord's own picture,

must Ije met outside the father's house, with the father's arms; and where it is

the gathering of Christians finally to their Lord, the "Lord Himself" must
come to claim them: "the Lord Himself shaW descend from heaven with a shout
of command," as in supreme authority. This, although question has been
made of it, is His own voice; and thus the "voice of the archangel" follows and
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first; then we who are alive and remain shall be caught
away together with them in the clouds, to m6et the

Lord in the air, and so shall we be •''ever with the Lord.
Wherefore, comfort one another with these words.

2, But of the 'times and seasons, brethren, ye have no
need that anything should be written to you. For

/ Jno. 14. 3.

g Acts 1. 7.

is distinguished from it. The highest among angels—those "ministers of His
that do His pleasure,"— in sympathetic obedience gives the vcord (as it

would seem) to the angelic host, and the trump of Grod sounds. ''The trumpet
shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and -we" (the living)

"shall be changed " (1 Cor. xv. 52). Thus the trumpet here is no call to battle,

as some have thought it, but answers to the call of the assembly, in Num. x.

3, 4. In Matt. xxiv. 31, the Son of man sends His angels with a great sound of
a trumpet, and they gather together His elect from the four winds, from one end
of heaven to the other. This, as has been shown in the consideration of the
passage, is the gathering of dispersed Israel. In our present epistle it is rather
what would answer to the gathering of the princes (Num. x. 4); for the com-
pany gathered is that of those who are to reign with Christ over the earth. The
announcement here is exactly as in Corinthians: the dead in Christ rise first;

then "we who are alive and remain " are "caught away together with them,"
—which involves, of course, the change of which Corinthians speaks. We are
"caught away in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air; and so shall we be
ever with the Lord."

It is not perhaps remarkable, and yet we may do well to notice, ho^w through-
out this word of comfort that title " Lord " comes in; "the word of the Lord,"
"the coming of the Lord," "the Lord Himself," "to meet the Lord," "be ever
with the Lord." It is, no doubt, the time when His lordship will be manifest
to all; and that may seem suflScieut reason for it. What a joy it will be beyond
expression, to see all power put into the Hands alone competent to wield it ! to

have every knee bow and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the
glory of God the Father! But "so shall we be ever with the Lord " sounds
somewhat in a different line of thought; and here we perhaps rather expect the
sweet familiar "Jesus," His name on earth, but far from excluding the thought
of His divine personality. To fulfil the prophecy that He was to be called Em-
manuel, He was called Jesus; and that, too, because He would save His people
from their sins. It is a name wonderfully complete therefore in what it ex-
presses. Yet in the thought of eternity, as the apostle realizes it in the passage
before us, he does not say, we shall be ever with Jesus, nor even, the Lord
Jesus, but simply, "for ever with the Lord." Some even seem to deem it too
cold and distant a title for heaven; but they can hardly have noticed how it is

used by the inspired writers. While, of course, speaking of authority, it is an
authority under which they delight to be putting themselves, as it were, contin-
ually. With him who, though most free, would ever be known as the "bond-
servant of Christ," they are ever proclaiming and exulting in His Lordship.
And for those who have realized the bitter bondage of sin, how blessed the de-
liverance which could only be achieved by the strong hand of this glorious
Master. For them this is not the language of distance, but of joyous worship,
Eeleased from such authority, to what would they be released ? Will eternity

make any difference in this respect ? Will they need deliverance from that
which wrought deliverance for them? The apostle answere that there, when we
reach the end which all before has been hastening on to,

—"we shall be ever

with the Zord." It is the answer of heart to Him who has come forth "Him-
self" in joy of heart to meet them, to Him whose own words were, to those
fearing soon to be made orphans by His absence, "I will come again, and re-

ceive you to Myself; that where I am there ye may be also."
2. This is, of course, but the coming of the Lord in one aspect: as it bears

upon the condition of the sleeping saints. The apostle goes on now to what is
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yourselves know perfectly well that the day of the
Lord so * Cometh as a thief in the night. When they
may be saying, Peace and safety, Hhen sudden destruc-

tion Cometh upon them as travail upon a woman with
child, and they shall in no wise escape. But ye, breth-
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most closely connected with it, bnt yet not synonymous, as many take it. The
"day of the Lord " is, in fact, ushered in by the coming of the Lord: it cannot
be before Christ has ri.seu from where He is now seated, on the Father's throne,

to take that which is His as Son of man. In this character it is that all judg-
ment is committed to Him (John v. 22, 27); and thus it is that as the Son of

man He comes in the clouds of heaven and sits upon the throne of His glory.

But before He thus appears, He has first of all to gather His associates upon the

throne of His Kingdom; and this it is which we have been just looking at.

When He appears, we shall appear with Him in glory (Col. iii. 4); and when
He reigns we shall reign with Him over the earth. But for this we must be
either raised or changed; and more than this, we must "appear," or better,

"be manifested," before the judgment-seat of Christ (2 Cor. v. 10). As to ac-

ceptance of our persons, that is already accomplished; we are "accepted in the

Beloved" (Eph. i. 6). Thus, personally, as He Himself has told us, he that has
heard His word, and believed on Him who sent Him, shall not come into judg-
ment, but is passed from death unto life (John v. 24). But the appraisal of our
works is another thing, and that there shall be this we are as definitely assured.

"We shall be manifested before the judgment-seat of Christ." It is the triamph
of divine grace that everything can be brought out thus, and we can "give ac-

count of ourselves to God," without the least sullying of divine holiness; even
under the scrutiny of the light of God, "made meet for the inheritance of the
saints in light" (Col. i. 12). Yet so "shall every one receive the things done
in the body, according to that he hath done, whether it be good or bad." The
appraisiil is for reward; and we receive reward or suffer loss accordingly. This
therefore must be settled before His saints can come forth with their Lord, each
in bis apportioned place acconling to the judgment of divine holiness, as well

as in manifestation of divine grace.

We are to meet the Lord in the air; and then, according to what the tenor of
Scripture generally implies, that apportionment of reward takes place. With
this also there will necessarily be another thing of incalculable value for the

soul,—wisdom gathered for eternity as to sin and holiness, good and evil, and
the perfect ways of God's government as to each. What lessons for the judges of

the new Kingdom, who have themselves passed under the searching of inflexible

holiness before they come to fill that place! How suited that they should do
this; and this accounts on the one side tor that which perhaps no single text,

but the combined force of many prophetic scriptures assures us will be the case,

that between the taking away of the saints to meet their Lord and His coming
with them in the clouds of heaven there will elapse a considerable time—in fact

some years. This is a matter ranch in dispute even yet among those who have
devoted themselves more than others to the study of prophecy. It would be

impossible to take it up in any adequate way here; nor is this the place in

which to consider it. The full unfolding is in the book of Revelation; while
the Lord's own prophecy upon the Mount of Olives, as Matthew has recorded it,

is an important link between this and Daniel, the Old Testament revelation.

The second epistle here, with its warning as to apostasy from Christianity

threatening, and the coming of the man of sin, almost completes the scriptures

relating to this snbject.

But thus it is plain that the day of the Lord begins for the earth as it may be
said, secretly, and is characterized in its beginning by judgment, more and more
descending upon a world ripening more and more in its iniquity. The true

saints in Christendom being removed to the presence of their Lord, it becomes
a mere corrupt mass, lapsing into open and defiant infidelity. And now it is
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ren, are not in darkness, that the day should overtake
you as a thief: for ye are all ^sons of light and sons of
day; we are not of night nor of darkness. So, then,
let us not *sleep as the rest do, but let us watch and
be sober ; for they that sleep, sleep in the night, and
they that are drunken are drunken in the night ; but

that, the Grentile branches being cut off, (because they abode not in the grace

received) the natural branches are to be graffed again into their own olive-tree;

this too for final and full blessing to the world at large (Rom. xi. 16-26). A
remnant awakened by the Spirit of God to the sense of their national guilt in

the rejection of Christ, and purified by the trials through which they pass, in

the midst of the apostasy of the mass who receive Antichrist, are prepared
for the coming of the Lord, not now into the air, as when He takes away
the saints of the present and the past, but to the earth, to judge it. (See the
notes on the book of Psalms, passim).

It is in connection with Israel that all the Old Testament prophecies find ful-

filment; and its history moves in accord with prophecy. For with the blessing

of the earthly people comes the blessing of the earth; and when Israel loses her
position as a nation, the history of the earth is for the present closed.

The interval baa indeed the most wonderful history of all; but it is that of a
people called out from the earth—from Israel and from the nations both, and
destined for heaven.
Thus it is plain why the apostle says to the Thessalonians here, that of the

times and seasons they had no need that he should write to them. In fact, the

Lord had at the beginning told His disciples that it was not for them to know
the times and the seasons, which the Father had placed under His own authority
(Acts i, 7). Their question, to which this is an answer, shows that, as we know,
the heavenly calling of the Church was yet unrevealed. Even now they might
not know all that this involved in the way of separation from Jewish and earthly

prophecy; but they knew perfectly well that the day of the Lord was to come
as a thief in the night. This was evidently the common Christian knowledge,
and made it plain that its coming could not be calculated from Daniel's proph-
etic periods, for instance. In these, in fact, are found incalculable elements
which, until the time comes when they will speak out, will necessarily defeat

all attempts at a right estimate. Had it been possible in the apostle's days to

predict the centuries of delay that have, in fact, elapsed, disciples might indeed
still have waited for their Lord, but watched they could not, and no "thief in

the night" could have troubled their slumbers. But for the heart expectancy
was needed; and they were to watch because they knew not. Thus for these

watchers the times could not speak; and in fact when they do it will be for an-
other people than the present Christian Church, and when this is already re-

moved to be with the Lord in the manner which we have just had before us.

For mere formal and worldly Christendom, the coming of the thief will then in

a sense have taken place. Shut out in the outside darkness, when others have
entered the chambers of light, no place of repentance will be left for the de-

spisers of God's present grace. In a world which, having rejected the true

King, will be left for that awful time to experience fully what Satan's rule is,

they will fall under the power of his deception. Not having received the love

of the truth that they might be saved, they will believe a lie; and comforting
themselves with the cry of "Peace and safety," sudden destruction will come
npon them as upon a woman with child, and they shall not escape !

They have chosen darkness, alas, with the light all round them; and for such
the darkness is appointed. Impossible is it for the true Christian to be thus
overtaken as a thief. A son of the day, the darkness has no title or claim with
regard to him. The night is the period when darkness reigns; but the Christian
is not of it,—not of the present "age" at all: it is characterized by a rejected
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let us who are of the day be sober, 'putting on the
breastplate of faith and love, and as a helmet, the

hope of salvation. For God hath "not appointed us to

wrath, but to obtain salvation through our Lord Jesus
Christ ; who died for us, that whether we wake or sleep

we may "live together with him. Wherefore, encour-
age one another and edify one the other, as also ye do.
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n 2 Tim. 2.
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Christ, gone from the earth—the Light of the world withdrawn. But the Holy
Spirit is come, and the light is restored to faith: faith receives the light from

heaven, though the night is unchanged by that; and the sons of light have to be

armed against the darkness, which is all around them. Upon those who are in

the light it can only come as a spirit of slumber, or as intoxication from the

world's siren cup. But in the light itself is the remedy for this; and Christ as

apprehended in the soul is its armor of defence from both snare and open
assault: faith and love cover the citadel of the heart,—are its breastplate,

therefore,—while the hope of salvation (the lull deliverance at hand) is as a

helmet for the head against all stunning of discouragement. We must brace

this armor to us, says the apostle, that we may find its full sufficiency'; and the

expectation speedily of the Lord's return is cheer indeed, both as to the dead
and in the daily conflict of the living: "God hath not appointed us to wrath,

but to obtain salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ; who died for us that,

whether we wake or sleep, we may live together with Him." With this hope

we may well encourage one another, as with a hope with which we ourselves

are comforted of God. The apostle could, indeed, thank Him as to the Thessa-

lonian Christians, that they were doing this.

Div. 4.

The epistle closes, according to the general manner, with exhortation to

practical conduct suited to the place of blessing they enjoyed as partakers of

this blessed hope. The doctrine which is according to godliness, as the apostle re-

minds Titus, must be given practical manifestation in the lives of its professors.

And while the Thessalonians were in reality shining examples of the power of

Cliristianity, yet no one of us was ever beyond the need of exhortation. Where
the heart is right with God, the details of the life may yet need to be set right.

Things may not be in due proportion and balance; and thus one truth may be
bulking so large as to interfere with the right appreciation of other truth. In-

dividuality may be stiffened into a false independence, or corporate responsibi-

lities be made to crowd out individuality. And, moreover, while it is true that

we are instructed as to principles, rather than jroverned by a code of laws, yet

the plain sinjjle precept lias its own value and importance,—the principle being
thus exemplified in its application, the abstract prevented from becoming
merely an abstraction, and brought into the sphere of every-day practice. The
exhortation here is brief, and in brief sentences; and much of it requires no ex-

position, little comment such as suits our purpose now.

1. The apostle begins with urging them to recognize the Lord's working in

tliose who, in the activity of love, were laboring among them. Leadere there

surely were and are: those in whom might be discerned, not mere human
energy but divine; who were to be followed, therefore, because, and as, they

followed Christ. He has no idea of any blind or servile following,—of any
recognition of unspiritual men in spiritual place, or invested with power by
man where man had none, and God had bestowed none. The responsibility

pressed upon them was one which, by the terras expressed, appealed to them as

free, spiritual, and responsible, subject to Christ alone, althouf^h He may and
does have those through whom He works, and whom, so far as they are this, the

saints are gladly to recognize, and submit to them. It is the very opposite of a

clergy constituted by man. Laboring and taking the lead in the Lord, their re-
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Ways accordant.

1. "VTOW, we beseech you, brethren, to "know those
•^^ who are laboring among you and who take the

lead among you in the Lord and admonish you, and to

esteem them very highly in love for their work's sake.

Be in peace among yourselves.

2. And we exhort you, brethren, ^admonish the dis-

orderly, comfort the faint hearted, 'sustain the weak,

o 1 Cor. 16.

18.

1 Tim.6.17.
Heb. 13. 7,
17.

p 2 Thess.3.
II.

g Rom.15.1.

sponsibility is to Him, and their authority is of Him -wholly; and thns their

adiiKniitioiis have true spiritual weight. As with the word of God itself, ad-
luonitioii will of necessity liave large place in their appeals,—leading in a path
so nniqne and separate from all that the natural man craves and follows, and in

which the weakne-^s and folly that still cling to ns become so painfully apparent.
Admonition is thus in an eminent way a service of love; all the more because
of the pain that must be in it, when truly this. As Paul says to the Ephesians,
that he ''ceased not night and day to admonish each one of them with tears"
(Acts XX. 31). Wliat need is implied here! and what earnestness to meet it!

Well may he exhort the Thessalonians now to esteem such very highly in love
for tlieir works' sake. No lilting response could be but love to love.

2. There follow general moral exhortations; at the head of which comes that
to peace. It is true that sometimes one must contend: we are to contend earn-
estly for the faith once delivered to the saints (Jude 3); but the apostle is here
contemplating no such case; and alas, the strife of self-interest is that which
too commonly disturbs the people of God; the sure sign of the allowance of lusts

which sbow that Cbrist is not the present satisfaction of the soul. Eeal conten-
tion for the faith will be because Cbrist is before it, as surely as the other be-
trays His absence. Tiie atmosphere of His presence is indeed peace; but conflict

may be needed that that peace may be enjoyed; if it be rebellion that has
launched ns into it, it is not we who have broken the peace, but those who have
made it impossible to retain it without treason to onr Lord.
But the peace which is the result of communion will be that which maintains

divine order, which is alone consistent with it. Obedience to the will of God
is harmony with all around, as sin is discord, none the less but more because
of the multitude that swell it. Wlien the concord of humau wills against the
divine sliall seem to be great enough to have conquered a harmony without God
and in defiance of Him, then judgment will be at hand, complete and final,

and peace will be the effect of established righteousness.

But wbile the disorderly are to l)e admonished, it is of importance also to re-

member those wbo languish in the strife continually going on between tlie evil
and tbe good, a strife from which it is impossible to deliver tliera. The difficul-

ties of life perplex and dismay them. They maintain a feeble and spiritless

testimony, which may lapse into more or less compliance with that against
which it seems vain to struggle. Here it needs much discernment often to dis-

tinguish between weakness and wilfulness; and indeed no strict line can be
drawn between conditions of this kind. Weakness is often the cover and excuse
for \vilfnlne.ss; and admonition has constantly more or less to he blended with
comfort. For with tlie abundant provision God has made for ns, the wealth of
promises, the fulfilment of which is secured by all the uncliangeablenesss of Him
who has made them,—drafts on heaven's treasury certain to be honored whenever
presented,—nothing but uul)elief can leave us poverty-stricken as we too often
are; and what does unbelief mean but in fact a struggle between our wills and
God? Yet the order—"grace and truth"—must be carefully remembered in
dealing with cases of this nature. Where there is faint-heartedness, the soul
must be revived and steadied by divine grace, in order to be able to act in ac-
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be • patient towards all. 'See that no one render to

any evil for evil, but pursue always that which is good
towards one another and towards all; 'rejoice always;
"pray without ceasing; "in everything give thanks, for

this is the will of God in Christ Jesus as to you; "quench
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cordance with divine principles. Yet here also no separation between these

two can be maintaiued: grace is no grace apart from tratb, and will never con-
sent to separation; while, God being what He is, truth without grace could not
be even truth, in any proper presentation of it.

"Comfort the faint-hearted, sustain the weak," implies, therefore, a difference

between these which is quite intelligible. Real weakness there may be, where
there is not faint-heartedness. There may be no tendency to give way to the
pressure of circumstances or of evil, and yet weakness whicli claims the ministry
of sympathetic love. "Be patient towards all" reminds us of how we all are

(alas, how much!) the cause of trial to one another. All the more because we
are brought so closely together, and the spiritual tie that unites us for eterftity

gives a seriousness to everything that forgets and ignores it. Yet, failing as we
all are, how should the apprehension of this make us tender as to the faults of
another; especially when we realize, as we are often made to do, how prone we
are to misjudge,—how easily we find the mote in our brother's eye, while in

fact a distorting "beam" is in our own. The exercise of patience is thus as

much in our own interest as in our brother's; and patience becomes a matter of

justice quite as much as of mercy.
Even if there be plain evil, good is that which alone will overcome it; in any

case we are not to return evil for it, but to pursue always what is good; and
that not only towards one another, but towards all. We are not permitted in

such things to have one rule of conduct towards those inside and another to-

wards those outside the Christian circle. We are not to have one face in the
Church and another in the world. The love of God goes out to the world; and
with the reflection of that divine love we are to love it too; all the more be-

cause we know the real and immense distance which the grace of God has made
between us, and the certainty that as to those who remain in it, eternity will

only confirm and increase that distance. Of that love of God from which they
must break away to share the portion of the devil and his angels, we have the
happiness and the responsibility of being representatives.

But for all this we need strength; and the "joy of the Lord is strength."
It being the joy of the Lord, and Christ being always that, the result must be
that we are privileged and under obligation to rejoice always. There is not a
moment in which He is not Master, and in which all circumstances are not
perfectly under His control. We, as it were, uncrown Him therefore, if we do
not rejoice. That we are completely dependenl^ on Him is nothing to be de-

ducted from the blessedness of this, whatever it imply as to weakness on our
own part. The unceasing prayer to which the apostle here enjoins us is, of

course, the confession of this; but if the expression of need, it is no less the ex-

pression of faith in Him, the incense of whose acceptability is in our prayers; so

that in everything we can be bidden to give thanks also, as what is the will of
God in Christ Jesus regarding us. The abundant provision that we have in

Him—the perfect assurance of omnipotent love—shows indeed what He would
have, who has given Christ for us. Can there be in this sunshine a fleck of in-

consistency or mutability at all? There can be but one answer; and in this

sense also we are "filled into all the fulness of God." Thus joy and thanksgiv-
ing are the fitting accompaniments with which the apostle connects that prayer
by which we draw out of the infinite fulness,—the exhortation in which we
hear Christ's own voice appealing to ns: "Eat, O friends; drink, yea, drink
abundantly, O beloved."
The apostle closes this exhortation with one which on the one hand exempli-
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fies the abnndance of the provision God has made for ns, while on the other, it

reminds as, how sadly, of the folly to which we are prone; and that, alas! most
of all with regard to His choicest gifts: "Quench not the Spirit," he says, "de-
spise not prophecies."

Tlie tbongbt of qttenching the Spirit manifestly contemplates the Spirit tinder
the figure of fire; aud we cannot but think of Pentecost with its divided tongues
of fire, the manifestation in the individual of the lieavenly power which had
come amongst men, and come to speak with a divine message to all the families

of men, divided by sin, and by the judgment upon it. The Gift, and the free

giving of God were thus to be manifested by means of gifts bestowed upon those
who were themselves recipients of it. But this enlightening of others was in

this way a matter of responsibility on the part of those thus gifted: not in fact

a limited claas among Christians, except indeed as they themselves create the
limit, as so many do. Here in fact is one form of quenching the Spirit, when
instead of ministering one to another each according to the gift he has received

(1 Pet. iv. 10) that which the Spirit has given is ignored, the ministry that love

urges to is suppressed, and the Church suffers, deprived of how much of the
blessing which might be hers, aud of the ability to testify of the grace that she
has learned.

Certainly there are special gifts,
—"evangelists, pastors and teachers," as the

"Word declares; but this not to restrain the manifestation of the same Spirit in

others; and especially as to prophecy, of which the apostle speaks in this con-

nection here; his own injunction is, "Covet to prophesy;" and his encourage-
ment to it, that "ye may all prophesy " (1 Cor. xiv. 1, 4, 5, 24, 30, 39). This
was not necessarily the utterance of predictions, as is too commonly imagined,
but that speaking out of the fulness of the Spirit what would be thus the word
of God Himself, the "oracle" for His people (1 Pet. iv. 11), This involved,

not so much what is ordinarily called "gift," as spirituality—that nearness to

God which makes the "man of God," and one to whom He can therefore com-
municate His mind. But this might be done in the simple quotation of a text

of Scripture, or in "five words,"—perhaps more likely so than in a long dis-

course, but whose testimony would be felt in heart and conscience. The effect

on "one that believeth not, or one unlearned," entering in among those so

engaged is that "he is convinced of all, he is judged of all : and thus are the
secrets of bis heart made manifest ; and so, falling down on his face, he will

worship God, and report that God is in you of a truth" (1 Cor, xiv. 24, 25).

But this overflow of the divine fulness which is in all the saints to-day as much
as in apostolic times, is not limited as to time and place, as Philip's daughters
who were prophetesses show, who certainly did not prophesy in the assembly.
How blessed to know that such fulness is really in ns all, and that the apostle

urges that it should overflow, the hindrances to this being always in ourselves,

the blocking of outlet to an illimitable spring, of which we may be quite or
very little conscious. In how many ways may this be done! but if out of the belly
there flows not the living water, it is certain that there must l)e some hindrance
for which we are responsible, if the lord's words be the simple, always verifi-

able words they must be (John vii, 38),

The figure here is not of water, but of fire; and we may quench it in one
another or in ourselves. The burning words which seek for utterance may con-
snrae us inwardly as finding none; or on another's lips may merely irritate the

conscience which is not duly exercised. Prophesying may in either way be de-

spised and the Spirit quenched. What would our assemblies be, if we were
delivered from these resistant forces, or even duly exercised about them! if the
lethargy too often oppressing us were treated as our common responsibility, aud
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we heard in our sonls the Voice: "Awake, then that sleepest, and arise from
among the dead, and Christ shall give thee light."

Bnt there is responsibility upon another side; and so the apostle continues:

"but pro%'e all things, hold fast the right." Not everything that assumes
divine authority for itself can be received as such. The Word must for us try

everything,— the written communication be held superior to the prophet's

voice: for here, alas, man's frailty and fallibility are to be remembered; while,

moreover, we are to take heed, because "many false propheta are gone out into

the world." Thus the Christian as a possessor of the truth is held to his re-

sponsibility to know and to maintain the truth. He cannot be deceived, ex-

cept as he permits himself to be deceived; for he is not a child of darkness, but
of the light: he has but to maintain his place as such, and be subject to that

Spirit which has come to be in him the Witness for his absent Lord. To Him
the various forms of evil, however specious and alluring, are known fully.

"The wise" (with that fear of God which is the beginning of wisdom)—"the
wise shall understand." Apart from such fear, which is not always to be found,

alas, in the true Christian, we walk exposed to the enemy. Satan may assume
the form of an angel of light; but we are not to be ignorant of his devices. Yet
the whole armor of God is needed, that we may be able to stand against the

wiles of the devil.

3. Having thus exhorted his beloved Thessalonians, he closes with a prayer

for them that they might be completely sanctified, or set apart to God in every

faculty, whether of mind or body. Nothing less than this could he desire for

them. Nothing less than this are we to tolerate in ourselves. What other can

the presence of the indwelling Spirit imply? Is the house in which He dwells

to be other than all His own? Power, too, certainly is His to accomplish in ua
all the will of God, whatever may be our own infirmity, or the opposition

(always maintained in Scripture) between the Spirit and the flesh. Thus alone

are we made to realize our full responsibility in every failure. So provided, we
can never plead the power of that which is against us, nor even the presence in

ns (true as that may be) of inherited sinfulness,—of a nature still adverse to

divine things. We have still such a nature,—instincts that would betray us to

the enemy, and lead us indefinitely far away from all that is of God and good;

and whoever does not know this does not know himself But to suppose, on the

other hand, that nature compels to obedience to it, is to ignore that which
makes man what he is. We may act contrary to our nature, as well as follow

it; and iu the case of our fallen nature are responsible to do so; he who excuses

his sins by his nature cannot justify himself in the court of his own conscience

as to one thing that he has ever done. The Spirit is not, in fact, hindered by
our nature; and he who walks in the Spirit shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh.

Bnt what then? Does not this lead to a doctrine of perfection such as in

various forms is held by so many Christians in our day? It does indeed set

perfection before us; as does the apostle here. It allows no toleration of any
practice short of this, even though explicit in its acknowledgment of an evil

nature in us. Nor are there two levels permitted to us as Christians; so that, as

some put it, to an imperfect man, of damaged moral powers, the law of Christ,

in contrast with the law of Moses, requires no fanltlessness, but only "perfect,"

that is, pure "love to God through Ciirist." No, Christ Himself, the highest and
most perfect standard possible, is the one only standard for every Christian:

"He who saith that he abideth iu Him ought himself also to walk even as He
walked" (1 John ii. 6).

Yet who is there then who has attained this? Let Christian perfection be
put only as Scripture puts it, as the full, perfect walk of Christ Himself who
will step forth and claim to have attained this? Could we find one that did so,

how would the common consent of Christians regard such a claim? Rightly as
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we judge ourselves for all shortcoming, yet, alas, we do come short; and we
mnst neither lower the standard, nor plead a damaged moral nature to excuse
ourselves.

The sanctification of which the apostle speaks here is, of course, that practical
devotedness of life and walk to God which continually develops with the ex-
pansion of spiritual intelligence in the things of God. There is another that
underlies it as the blood underlay the oil in the priestly anointing. Of this the
epistle to the Hebrews speaks.. We are set apart to God by the blood of Ciirist,

as those made His by that which has purged us from our sins to serve the living
God. Only on the basis of this can we be set apart, then, for this service. Be-
sides this we must have a new nature as in new birth, and the indwelling of
the Spirit of God, that there may be freedom and power. Of this last the epistle
to the Romans speaks (chaps, vii. viii.). Here it is the setting apait in detail
of the whole man, in all his practical life, that the apostle prays for in behalf of
the Thessalonians.

It is the God of peace whom he prays to sanctify them wholly,—the God to
whom peace essentially belongs, as absolutely supreme,— incapable of being
disturbed by that which, while it may even rage against Him, is yet entirely
under His control, and made to serve and carry out His everlasting purpose.
But He is the God of peace also as the Maker of it; to be with whom is to have
all things thus at peace with us,—nay, working together for good:"if God be
for us, who can be against us?"—which may indeed seem almost the opposite
of the truth in a hostile world, and with the Cross the banner under which we
are gathered. Faith, however, is in the invisible, and waits for its full and
glorious justification at a future time; patience must have its perfect work,
though in having this we are made perfect and entire, lacking in nothing
(James i. 4). The Cross is the token of the world's enmity, but of God for
us, and revealed as the God of peace, through Him who has made peace for

us by the blood of His cross. In this way we are at once reconciled and
sanctified: the God of peace sanctifies us through the peace that He has made
for us through the work of His Son. That peace, accepted and enjoyed, makes
ns His in the inmost depths of our being; and becomes thus in result a peace
with Him which is the reconciliation to Him of all our faculties.

Yet there are hindrances in us, and in the world around us, which call for

the rousing of all our energies to overcome them. From these we need to work
out our own salvation witii fear and trembling, while it is God who worketh in
us both to will and to do of His good pleasure. It is a conflict in which the
help of the might of God is needed, even against ourselves. So the apostle
mingles together prayer and exhortation here.

The prayer in its first part is that God would sanctify them wholly; the last
word being one which refere to final condition,

—

holofeleis, ail-perfectly, or all-

maturely. He adds to this, "and may your whole spirit and soul and body be
preserved blameless to the coining of our Lord Jesus Christ." The word for

"whole" here is Jiolokleron, and is expressive of quantity, as the former word of
qnality. Every faculty of spirit, soul and body comes into the idea: no part is

omitted in his desire for them. Spirit and soul and body make up the man.
All that pertains to these—every facnlty—he prays may be kept blameless (here
the qnality of the keeping is expressed) in the power of the coming of onr Lord
Jesus Christ. A suited word with which to close an epistle which has been so
much occupied with the thought of this coming, the goal of Christian hope. It
is hope that encourages endurance; while we must remember the solemn reality
of account to be given in His presence of what has been the course here. A
slavish fear would be Indeed an unsuitable accompaniment of the thought of
His coming who will at that very time manifest for us the fnlness of His salva-
tion in bringing us into full likeness to Himself; but the thought of account
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served blameless *to the coming of our Lord Jesus

* ev; but the English preserves the sense sufiBciently. It is "to,"

so as to be "in."

given at such a time to such a Saviour can have nothing but sanctifying power
for the soul.

Spirit and soul and body are His alike: we owe Him all; and Paul names
them all to claim them all for Him. They are the constituent parts that make
up man; and it should be clear, as it is consistent also with all other scripture,

that man is thus defined as a tri-unity which proclaims his link with all crea-

tion, and himself the uniting centre of all. The vegetable takes up the dust of

the earth, to inspire it with a living principle which raises it above itself, and
becomes in it a principle of organization,—a prophecy of what various forms to

come!
The animal follows the vegetable; and here there is not only life, but a living

soul; aud with this, organization is carried further; sensation appears, and
voluntary motion ; the vegetable functions are retained, but developed further,

and perfected; with the type also of bodily structure, though the bodily form

may still receive further development.

And now the crown is put upon the arch: the union of all lower existences

with the higher nature of the angel is accomplished in man; in whom spirit is

added to soul, and the image of God is in this way reached. I may repeat here

what I have said elsewhere, that

—

"Here an evolution there is, and a true one, not what has usurped its name;
an 'unfolding' of a divine plan, in which there is, of course, progress aud
development, upon principles wliich are uniform throughout. Looking at

organic being, we have three stages of progress clearly marked off from one

another; the vegetable; the animal, which (in Gen. i.) is marked off as a new
'creation;' man, just as distinctly from the mere animal, as a creation also.

"Each of these contains what has preceded it, with an addition . . . There
is economy of design, which at the same time gives unity to the whole; while

there is advance on the part of that also iu which this unity is shown. The
mineral absorbed into the vegetable can scarcely be recognized any more as

mineral; and it is worked up into still higher forms as the 'flesh' of animal aud
of man. The life of the vegetable is iu the animal so characterized by the soul

with which it is now united, that 'soul ' and life become, iu one aspect of soul,

but equivalent terms. While the animal soul Ijecomes again in man possessed

of higher faculties than it ever had in the animal, and thus the fit companion
and help-meet of the spirit.

"Not only so: we can go even beyond this as led of the blessed book which
God has given us, and after the present life see a similar advance made still.

For, as soon as he leaves the body, the saint, though still having soul, is now
spoken of (as never while in the body) as a ' spirit;' and when he takes up the

body again, this is now no longer a 'natural'—which is, literally, a 'psychi-

cal' body (a body characterized by the soul, or psyche)—but a spiritual body,
(a body characterized by the governing spirit,) the body of the resurrection.

"Here is development, then, all along the line: of that there can he no ques-
tion. God evolves (or unfolds) in this way the wondrous possibilities which
lie wrapped up in what He has first produced. Here is true evolution, not the
false thing of the evolutionist; but how is it accomplished? Is tlie soul de-

veloped out of the life of the plant? or the spirit developed out of the soul of
theauimal? Not so according to Scripture: at each step God must come in,

and does; soul and spirit are separate creations. And how does the mineral
rise into the plant structure? or this into the body of the animal? or the soul

develop in man spiritual characters unknown in the animal? The answer of

Scripture is, they do not raise themselves; they are raised: the development is

in each case accomplished by the descent (if we may say so,) of a higher principle
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Christ. 'Faithful is he who calleth you, who also will

do it.

to unite itself to the lower. The lower is raised by the humbling of the higher to

it, and the shadow of Chiist is here already unmistakably seen in nature: the

seal is set upon this method as divine.

"We need not wonder: 'all things were created by Him, and for Him,' and
this is His stamp on what He would approve to us as current money in the

realm of thought. Why should not the figure of the King appear on what is

His? So is all nature, in fact, a witness for Him, a glorious interweaving of

spiritual parables, which, if we had more ability to read them, would indeed

transfigure the visible with the brightness of the unseen."

Scripture distinctly teaches in spirit, soul, and body a tri-unity of man.
Spirit is that which makes him what an angel is, a son of God, and in his

Father's image: for God is the Father of spirits (Heb. xii. 9), To have said,

"Father of souls" would have made Him Father of the beasts: for the beast is,

as well as man, a "living soul," and that because a living soul is in it (Gen. i.

30). The common version of our Bible obscures the last passage by rendering

" life " instead of "living soul," which it puts, however, in the margin; of

course, a " living Zt/e" would have no sense. In other passages the word is uni-

formly translated "creature" (or once, "thing,") when applied to the beast: a
meaning which does not belong to it. Yet the corresponding Greek word
{psuche) is rightly rendered "souls," (in Eev. viii. 9; xvi. 3,) where certainly

animals are spoken of.

On the other hand, "spirit" is never ascribed to the lieast in Scripture, except

it be once in Eccles. iii. 21, where the Septuagint and Targums are against it,

and where, at any rate, we have the mere questioning of one seeking by human
reasoning to penetrate where revelation alone is competent to lead, the result

being that he is left in utter perplexity. This is the very theme of Ecclesiastes,

the insufficiency of human reason, as in Job the failure of human righteousness.

The spirit of man, as we are told by the apostle, is that by which alone

human things are known; and thus it is the essential characteristic of man in

the terrestrial creation. It is identified in Scripture with njind or understand-

ing, and thus with moral as well as mental judgment; which certainly the beast

has not. The attempt of the materialist therefore to make it only the breath of

life which is in the nostrils, founded as it is upon the identity of the word for

breath and spirit in both Greek and Hebrew, may be dismissed as the uttermost

folly of a puerile imagination; which indeed we need but the passage before us

to set aside: for what could be meant by the sanctification of the "breath of

life?"
The soul, on the other hand, is, according to the same word of inspiration, the

seat of the emotions, affections, desires, appetites, the link between the spirit

and the body, and so practically at least the life of the body. In man it links

itself with his higher nature, and is permeated with the light of human intelli-

gence, sharing with the spirit immortality. Yet apart from this it characterizes,

as is evident, the instinctive, appetite-governed life of the beast; to which in-

deed fallen man may in measure sink down: the natural man is just the
" psychic " or sensual, "soul-governed" man; with an awful shadow over him
as that, which the beast has not: that, for him, being degradation, which in

the beast is its uufallen nature (1 Cor. ii. 14, Gk.).*

The devotion (as we ordinarily say) of the whole man to God is thus the

measure of practical sanctification. Nor is this asceticism, or real self-denial

even; except as there is indeed in us still an old self, which for the true Chris-

tian has lost its authority. A life to God is what is really life, with all the

power and joy of spiritual vigor in it; and to seek to hold back any part of our

being from this, is to prefer death to life, mutilation to complete, all-round

* See, as to this whole eubject, " Facts and Theories as to a Future State," Part I. chap. 2,4-6.
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Brethren, ""pray for us ; 'salute all the brethren with
a holy kiss. I adjure you by the Lord that •''the epis-

tle be read to all the * brethren. The grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ be with you.

* Many ancient MSS. insert " holy."

d Eph. 6.19.

Col. 4. 3.

e Rom. 16.

16.

/Col. 4. 16.

capacity. Who that can be called Christian can deny this? Asceticism is an
affront to God,—is itself a crippling of powers tliat belong to Hira; to live to

God is to live in no convent gloom, but in the lull brightness of unhindered
glory,—in His light to see light. It is in the joy of the Lord alone that strength

is fonnd to serve Him in whose presence is fulness of joy, and at v?hose right

hand are pleasures for evermore. The coming of the Lord Jesus is that which
will introduce us into the perfect blessedness of tiiis; and so in the power of
this hope shall we be preserved blameless on the way to this consummation of
eternal happiness.

Yet the apostle's hope is in Him whose purpose a.s to His people cannot fail.

"Faithful is He who calleth you, who also will do it." We are upon the

shoulders of the Good Shepherd; and if there were final failure, it would be His
strength that failed. That would be as impossible for Him, as for us without
Him success would be impossible.

The apostle speaks in the consciousness of his own need. He, so ranch above
ns all in knowledge and in devotedness, is nevertheless conscious of the help
derived from the prayers of his brethren. He would have them also greet one
another with the warm and open expression of Ciiristian love. He is earnest
that all should hear the epistle he had written to them (assured as he was of
who was, in fact, the Writer of it) and not simply to leaders as the depositaries

of truth, the comfort and responsibility of which belonged to all alike. Nor,
where inspired Scripture was in question, were the mass called to "hear the
Church," but the Church rather to hear the apostles. Thus he adjures them by
the Lord that all should hear.

He closes with the usaal valediction, that the grace of the Lord Jesos Christ
might be with them.
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS OF SECOND THESSALONIANS

THE second epistle to the Thessalonians is, after the manner of all

second epistles, a supplement to the first. As the Christian hope

—the coming of the Lord—pervades and characterizes the first

epistle, so the patience of hope may be said to characterize the second.

The coming of the Lord is still prominent: but it is more the coming to

the world (His appearing or manifestation) than for the removal of His

people out of it, which, though in an important place, is but once re-

ferred to (chap. ii. 1). The appearing of Christ is that which ends en-

tirely " man's day " upon the earth, the time of man's will without

manifest intervention on God's part. The manifestation of Christ will

be the manifestation of the world also,—taken, as it will be, in open de-

fiance of God and of His Son. And to permit the true character of it

to come out, the restraint which unseen is upon it, and which makes

things in the meantime tolerable, will be taken away, and the prince

of this world unfurl the standard of rebellion amid the plaudits of the

nations; and, all neutrality being at an end, the remnant of Christ's

followers will once again, and more than ever, be as sheep among
wolves, until the Shepherd with an iron rod "shepherds the nations."

This is the time of Antichrist and "the lie,"—the time of retribution

upon those to whom, as having no love for the truth, God will send

strong delusion
;
powers and signs and lying wonders giving apparently

the same attestation to satanic falsehood as once was given to the

truth itself. And thus men will be gathered against Jehovah and

against His Christ (Ps. ii.), until the breath of the Lord smites down
His enemies.

This then is the central subject of the epistle now before us ; a most

solemn one for us, who can already discern, and not afar off, the rising

of these fateful storm-clouds. The practical lessons for us also are most

important. All prophecy of the future is thus a present light in the

dark places, to guide the feet of pilgrims in the path of God, Let us

give it heed.

The divisions of the epistle are three, though not quite in accord with

the three chapters of our common Bibles:

—

1. (Chap, i.): In the midst of persecution, the ground of peace for the

saints in the righteousness of God.

2. (Chap. ii. 1-12) : The wicked one and the deliverance.

3. (Chap. ii. 13-iii. 18): Separation to God the manifestation of the

saint.
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1(1,2):
Grace and
peace to
the as-
sembly

from God
the Father
and the

Lord Jesus,
in whom
they are.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE

THESSALONIANS

DIVISION 1. (Chap, i.)

In the midst of persecution, the ground of peace for the

saints in the righteousness of God.

kATJL and "Silvanus and Timotheus to the assem-
bly of the Thessaloniaiis *iii God our Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ, grace to you and

peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

NOTES.

>p a2Cor.l.l9.
I Thess.1.1.
b 1 Thess. 1.

1.

Div. 1.

The present time is characterized by the presence of the Holy Spii'it in the

Chnrch: this the closing discourses of the Lord before His death, as John
has given them to us, with the oi)ening of the Acts, make manifest. But
the presence of the Spirit convicts the world of sin, because they have not

believed in Him (John xvi. 9): "They have both seen and hated both Me
and My Father," is His own declaration (xv. 24). On the other hand, as to the

Spirit Himself, sent to represent the One whom they have driven out of it, He
says again, "Whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth Him not, neither

kuoweth Him" (xiv. 17). Thus the Spirit is not only the Witness of the re-

jected Christ, but Himself also rejected; and this double rejection is for opposite

reasons: for infidelity is from the heart, and so all arguments suffice for it. But
thus it is plain that from the beginning it was a foregone conclusion that tlie

world was not, as still the dream is, to be converted by Christianity, and that

for the Christian it would be ever a place of rejection, as for his Master,—

a

place of darkness, as from the absence of the Sun. So Scripture consistently

treats it ever. God is now calling out of it a people for His Name, and that is

all we are to expect until Christ comes again and brings the day.

It is plain indeed, that the opposition of the world is not always felt to the

same extent, or in the same way. On the one hand, the providence of God may
avert the open assault of the enemy; on the other, the enemy has found by
large experience that, according to the proverb, " the blood of the martyrs is the

seed of the Church;" and that the lure is in general more successful than the

open attack. Attack he will still, in disguise; and has learned how in the

name of Christ, and in zeal for Him, to destroy His followers. A time, too, is

at hand in which he will persuade himself that the rule no longer holds; or,

rather, being moved by ungovernable fury in the knowledge that he has but a
short time, he will again, and more defiantly than ever, make war upon Gotl

and upon the Lamb. But this will be the time of his complete overthrow in

that day of the Lord which the apostle here assures the Thessalonians is not yet

come, and the character of which he nnfolds to us in this epistle.

In the meanwhile the world is nevertheless in steadfast opposition to the life

of faith; and in whatever form it may be, "all that will live godly in Clirist

Jesus shall suffer persecution " (2 Tim. iii. 12). The Thessalonians were suffer-

ing manifestly for Christ; and yet the enemy would persuade them, and by
means of professing Christians themselves, that these very sufferings showed
that they were in those times of divine judgment upon the earth which, being
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8(3-5):
Increase in
faith and
love amid
sufferinga,
which are
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in the

kingdom
to come.

2. We are bound to "give thanks to God always for you,
brethren, as it is fit, because your faith increaseth ex-
ceedingly, and the love of each one of you all towards
the others aboundeth; so that we ourselves * glory in

you in the assemblies of God for your 'patience and
faith in all your persecutions and the aflBlictions which

c 1 Thess. 1.

2.

d 2 Cor.7.14.

2 Cor. 9. 2.

e I Thess. I.

3.

in righteous recompense for iniquity, could not be upon the saints, but on
their adversaries. They might be at peace, therefore, and rejoice in being wit-
nesses for their Lord, in sufferings which but demonstrated their worthiness of
the Kingdom of God, for which they suffeied.

1. The apostle, associating Silas and Timothy with him as before, greets them
in the same manner as in the former epistle. As children of the Father, and
owning Christ their Lord, he wishes and hails them with grace and peace from
the Father and the Lord. Their sufferings altered nothing as to this,—only
brought in the inexpressible comfort of it for the need in which they were.

2. The apostle then testifies his thankfulness for the increase of their faith and
love. Faith grew in them exceedingly, love abounded. How good it is when
we have not to look back to the happier times of a first love, but the vision

brightens with the days that pass, under the beams of an unchanging sun that
is ever rising into a more excellent glory! "From glory to glory:" that is the
apostolic summary of progress,—the heart responding to the light that more and
more shines in and gladdens it. "God who made the light to shine out of
darkness, has shined in our hearts, for the shining forth of the glory of God in
the face of Jesus Christ" (2 Cor. iii. 18; iv. 6). This is no temporary or partial

or interrupted display, as Paul speaks of it: "We all . . . are changed," he
says. It is not of a few specially favored and exalted ones that he declares such
things. He refuses to allow that of God's Avill any there are among Christians
who are not partakers of so great a blessing as the beginning in his soul of an
eternal day. He does not, as it were, allow for retrogression, or alternation of
light and darkness, of even cyclical changes of this kind. The typical Christian
is he who goes on from glory to glory. If there be darkness with him, or aught
but steady progress, this is the abnormal condition to be accounted for, when
the path of the righteous is as the shining light, which shineth more and more
unto the perfect day. But, thank Gtod, Scripture in its description of the Chris-
tian refuses to mingle the abnormal with the normal; and thus to make, as it

were, the abnormal condition a thing of course.

The Thessalonians were making evident progress; and the trials through
which they were passing did not hinder this: did they not rather help it? For
when in Corinthians the apostle has shown us how "this treasure" of the light

is in an earthen vessel, he immediately goes on to speak of trials and persecu-
tions, and the bearing about iu the l)ody the dying of Jesus; this, that the life

also of Jesus may be manifested in our body (2 Cor. iv. 7-10). Indeed, what
can there be more helpful to the soul, than to be so openly and wholly identi-

fied with Him whom the world crucified that it may still ordain for us, (as it

will ordain) His cross, and throw us upon the might of His arm, and the sweet
consolations of His sympathy, who was Himself "despised and rejected of men,
a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief"?

This was the case with the Thessalonians: all people knew of them that they
had " another king " than the man the Roman world adored: "One, Jesus;"
One whose sway was more absolute than Caesar's, and which reached where
Caesar's could not,—to the inmost recesses of the heart; in which it yielded a
delight, to those who knew it not, all but incredible. Insanity it might be, but
the hold it had ujwn His followers was quite unmistakable; a people whose em-
blem was a cross, and for whom " crucified with Jesus " was a sufficient answer
to the suggestion of every opposing interest.

Thus they suffered; not amid plaudits, but reproach and obloquy; yet in
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ye sustain; a "^manifest token of the righteous judg-
ment of God ; that ye should be counted worthy of the
kingdom of God, »for which ye also suffer.

3. If at least it is a *righteous thing with God to recom-
pense affliction to those that afflict you, and to you
who are afflicted, rest with us at the 'revelation of the

Lord Jesus from heaven, with the angels of his power,
•'in flaming fire taking vengeance on those who know
not God and those who obey not the gospel of our Lord
Jesus [Christ] ;* men who shall suffer the judgment of

/ Phil. 1. 28.

g 1 Thess. 2.

14.

h Rev. 6.10.

i 1 Cor. 1. 7.

J Heb.10.27.

* Many MSS. omit " Christ."

•which there was no sting to rankle, no bitterness to harden or inflame tlie spirit:

they rejoiced that they were counted wortliy to suffer lor His Name, and found
in it all a fellowship with one another which sprang out of that first fellowship

which was the bud enfolding every other. The apostle assures them that their

sufferings for the King were but a manifest token, in the patience and faith

sustaining them all through, of the righteous judgment of God, which counted
them worthy of the Kingdom of God, for which also they were suffering. In

Piiil. i. 28, he argues similarly that the fearlessness of the disciples in view of

their adversaries was an evident token of the perdition of the latter, and of their

own final salvation. He who was already thus with them by the way would be
found in corresponding attitude at the end of the way, both towards friends and
enemies, whom His righteous judgment, as the apostle puts it here, could not

possibly confound. He does not mean or say—it would be indeed out of the

question for such as Paul to say—that sufferinjr, any more than workinjr, conld

give any title to acceptance on the part of the Righteous God. It was grace (as

he says again to the Piiilippians,) that gave them even to suffer for Christ's

sake. But grace had righteous title to count them worthy; and what it had
wrought in them it was righteousness also to acknowledge. For the Kingdom
of God they were already suffering, identifying themselves and identified too

with it; and the result would show that it was no deception.

3. Paul goes on to the final recompense of that day in which God's righteous

judgment will be fully displayed. He puts in the strongest way, by making a
question of it, that surely for them there conld be no question as to the future:

for those for whom God Jiad already shown Himself, in the support He had given

them through all their afflictions at the hands of men. There is no change in

the Unchangeable; and with Him whose righteousness had so manifested itself

toward them in the past there could be no failure ever to distinguish between
friends and enemies. It would be righteous still to recompense affliction in the

day of recompense, to those who had afflicted them; while to His suffering ones

there would be rest, at the revelation of the Lord Jesus from heaven with ihe

angels of His power,—the messengers who execute His will upon the uugoilly,

and upon those disobedient to the gospel of His grace.

Whether there are two classes here, or one in two aspects, has been much
disputed. If all men are included in the judgment spoken of, then it is evident

that all have not had tiie gospel preached to tliem. The judgment of the dead,

as the book of Revelation exhibits it, is certainly not intended; but only that

of the living when the Lord appears. Whether this also is a judgment strictly

universal may be questioned; and the question cannot be answered here with-

out a long digression. Even so. it need not be that the apostle meant to bring

in all into a statement manifestly designed as consolation for the persecuted

Thes-salonians. Their persecutors had certainly this double character:—they

knew not God, and obeyed not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. The apos-

tle speaks of some even of the Corinthian disciples as not having the knowledge
of God (1 Cor. XV. 34); and when the Son of God was in the world—before
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everlasting *destruction from the presence of the Lord
and from the 'glory of his might, when he shall come
to be "glorified in his saints and to be wondered at in

all who have believed (because our testimony among
you was believed) in that day. To which end we also

pray always for you, that our God may count you
worthy of the calling, and fulfil all the good pleasure of
his goodness and the "work of faith with power; so
that the name of our Lord Jesus may be "glorified in

you and ye in him, according to the grace of our God
and the Lord Jesus Christ.
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men's eves, and preached of in their ears—"the world knew Him not." It was
an ignorance with opportunity of knowledge; thongh this is, in fact, the condi-
tion of all the heathen. God could not hide Himself from men that sought
Him, and all ignorance is, in its essence, of tiie lieart rather tlian the mind.
Man proves it, when the light comes, by his rejection of it. God's vengeance,
as the text before us declares it, could not fall upon mere helpless babes: that
were impossible to His nature. But here plainly their ignorance is that which
makes them culpable, not such as would even palliate their condition.

Bnt the gospel! the sweet glad tidings of God, so divinely suited to all man's
need, and with its revelation of the incomparable God of our Lord Jesus Christ,

made known in the depths of His nature by the love-gift of His Son—what must
be the consequence, answering to the revelation of the depths of man's own heart

in it, of his disobedience to the gospel ? Men, says the apostle, who shall suffer

the judgment of everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord and from
the glory of His might. It is not any materialistic annihilation that is declared

or implied in this. Banishment from the presence of that glory which he has
turned his back upon and despised,—hardening himself into a final, awful in-

capacity (or it,—what is it but the "destruction " of one made at the first in

the image of God,—and for communion with Him?
Just then, on the other hand, the saints shine out in glory—their inheritance

for evermore. It is the time of which we hear in Romans as "the manifestation

of the sons of God." Such by creation, but redeemed and immeasurably ex-

alted by new creation, they now are seen as the fruit of Christ's work, their

glory His glory: He is glorified in them, and marvelled at in all who have be-

lieved;—and believed the same testimony which had been given to the Thessalo-

nians. These poor persecuted followere of Christ, who now need faith so much
amid the trials surrounding them, will then be the marvel of the inhabitants

of earth, and make men marvel at the giace bestowed on thera.

The apostle closes with a prayer that they may now in the present time ex-

hibit a character which shall answer to such a calling as is here shown to be
theirs. He prays that God may count them worthy of it: that is, that He in

the day of account may adjudge thera to have walked as those governed by it;

for this end, therefore, that God might accomplish in them all that was in His
heart to do; which laitli indeed would effect, as His instrument, but with a
power, therefore, more than human. So would the name of Christ be glorified

in them already; and they too in Him, for whom it was the highest glory to

live, to suffer, and to die. It was the grace of God, and of the Lord Jesus be-

stowed upon them.

Div. 2.

The apostle now proceeds to put before the Thessalonians the character of

that "day of the Lord." which it had been sought to persuade them had al-

ready come; to show thera what would introduce it, and that there was a present

hindrance; though the mystery of lawlessness was indeed already working,

which would bring in the judgment upon it, in which man's day would end.
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DIVISION 2. (Chap. ii. 1-12.)

The wicked one and the deliverance,

1, "VrOW we beseech you, brethren, by* the 'coming of
1-^ our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering together

to him, that ye be not soon shaken in mindf nor

• Or, " in behalf of." t Literarj-, " from your mind."

p 1 The8s.4.
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He shows the apostasy which would be from Christianity, and the rise of Anti-

christ, the great apostate; in whom Satan would work in the display of miracu-

lous power, such as once heralded the truth, but which now as " lying wonders,"

would be permitted to ensnare those who, having had the truth presented to

them, had not the love of it, but rejected that which would have been their

salvation. In this last Antichrist the Jewish and Christian forms of unbelief

would come together; rising to a height of arrogancy and defiance of the living

God, which would bring down the open judgment of God in the destruction of

the blasphemer, whom the Lord will destroy with the breath of His mouth, and
bring to nought by the manifestation of His Presence. With him his deluded

followers will receive their judgment, and the earth be liberated from the op-

pressive power of evil.

1. The apostle beseeches them not to be shaken or troubled by the statement,

however it might seem authenticated, and even though it might purport to be

from himself, that the day of the Lord had come. Taking their view of the

coming of the Lord largely, and of necessity, from the Old Testament, the day

of the Lord would seem to precede what they had been taught continually to

expect as the coming of the Lord. The New Testament distinguishes between

two phases of this,—His coming to receive His people to Himself, as the first

epistle pictures it, the dead raised and the living changed, and both caught up
together to meet Him in the air. When He appears, (to the world) "then shall

we appear with Him in glory" (Col. iii. 4). Thus His descent into the air and
our gathering together uuto Him are not the same as, but preparatory to. His

appearing and our appearing with Him. This does not indeed imply any ap-

preciable interval between them; but it leaves room for it; and we have seen else-

where that such an interval there is, comprising, at least, the whole last week of

Daniel's seventy (Dan. ix. 27)—the "end of the age" of the Lord's prophecy on

the Mount of Olives (Matt, xxiv.); and which has been there shown to be the

cut-oflf end of the Jewish age, and not a Christian one. Christianity is then gone

from the earth, with the departure of Christians to be with their Lord, and

Israel is now again in the fore-front, the Lord's thoughts again centering upon

her. Thus in this prophecy we find Him once more recognizing as His disciples

Jewish saints in connection with the temple as of old, and a revived worship

there. This has, as we shall see, an important bearing on the chapter before us.

It accounts also for the character, so generally misunderstood, of a large part of

the book of Revelation; in which, after the addresses to the seven churches,—

a

necessarily veiled prophecy of the Ciiurch's history till the coming of the Lord,

the apostle is in the Spirit caught up to heaven, as in fact we shall be, and there

beholds the redeemed glorified and enthroned around the throne of God. The
book of the divine couusels is then put into the hands of One who, though seen

as a Lamb slain, is now declared to be the Lion of the tribe of Judah; that is,

the King of the Jews. Accordingly, when now the scene returns to earth, we
find no more the Church, but Israel and the Gentiles once again distinct (chap,

vii.), and in the temple of God the ark of His covenant (chap. xi. 19). By and
by the Lamb Himself stands upon Mount Zion, and with Him the sealed rem-

nant of the tribes of Israel, seen before (chap. xiv. 1).

All this has been hidden as to its true meaning from the mass of Christians

—through the common confusion between Israel and the Church, and the as-

sumption of the heirship of the latter to all Israel's promises. It is even counted
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troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter

as from us, as that the day of the Lord* is present.

* " Of Christ " has very little support from MSS., and none from an-
cient versions.

"jndaizing" to take passages like these in their plain sense. Those who do so are
accused of robbing tlie Church of her just due, as well as largely depriving
Scripture of its present interest for ns. In fact, it is the very opposite; bnt here
is not the place to discuss such matters, which must be fully examined in tlie

book of Revelation itself,—of which we can know little aright if they are
unknown.

Tlie interval, moreover, of which we have been speaking, is a period of the
greatest importance in the history of the world, as the period of its permitted
development apart from the restraint under wliich it has been from God; and in

which, therefore, its character is fully manifested. Until this is done the final

judgment cannot take place; and this character of the day of manifestation must
needs make it of the deepest interest for every one who desires to be with God
in the present time. As presently we shall find Paul saying, "The mystery of
iniquity doth already work." All around us, therefore, that is going on which
will be fully disclosed to all in the near future, but which God would already
reveal to His people, that they may he delivered from any complicity with it,

and be kept in communion with Himself. If this was true in the apostles'

days, how much fuller must be its significance for days when the evil has been
so long working. We need not forget that there is a present hindrance; which,
moreover, we can trace, as it is most instructive to trace it, in the pages of his-

tory. What would it be for us, to acquire in this way the true history of the

world as the scene of a warfare between good and evil, in the midst of wluch we
still find ourselves, and when now approaching the crisis, as it surely is,—the

forces gathering for the last, decisive conflict. What will prophecy become to

ns when we read it with such an application, as the living word of our glorious

Captain of salvation,—the unfailing guidance of Him who seeth the end from
the begiiming, and whose heart is pledged to us in His cross of shame.
We are prepared now to understand the force of the apostle's adjuration "6y

the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering together unto Him," not
to be troubled by any assertion, however loudly or confidently made, that the
day of the Lord was already come. It would be equally correct, as far as lan-

guage is concerned, to say "in behalf of," as "by." In either case tliere is

seen the apostle's earnest solicitude, and to which be hopes and expects response
from those he is addressing, that the coming of the Lord should be free from
distortions which would hinder its due effect upon the soul. The thought of

the day of the Lord as to precede it would in different ways be a real distortion

and distraction of heart from the simple expectancy of the Lord from heaven.
The day of the Lord belongs to Jewish prophecy and times not Christian. It

wonld set them necessarily, therefore, upon the hunt for dates and calculation

of times, which have been so fruitful a cause of disappointment to multitudes at

various periods. The Lord had said to His apostles after His resurrection, that

it was not for them to know times and seasons, which the Father had placed
under His own authority (Acts i. 7). That which will be unfolded to the

"wise" in Israel in the due time of their need (Dan. xii. 9-11) was expressly
hidden from the leaders in the new dispensation. And so the apostle has
already told the Thessalonians that of the times and seasons he had no need to

write to them (1 Thess. v. 1).

The gathering of Christians to their Lord is the natural and necessary end of
Christianity—of what is called the Christian dispensation. The "end of the

age" which follows is, as already said, the end of another age—Jewish, and not
christian. The disciples are again in connection with the Jewish temjile and
worship, yet owned by the Lord. This means that, according to Micah's
prophecy (chap. v. 3), "the remnant of His brethren" are returned to the chil-
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2. Let no one deceive you in any wise: for [it will not
be] except the apostasy come first, and the «man of sin 4 Dan. 7. 25.

dren of Israel. There is no fusion, as some would have it, of times so different.

It is when darkness covers the earth, and gross darkness the peoples, that the
Lord arises upon Israel (Isa. Ix. 2) ; and this can only be when He shall have
gathered the saints of the present to Himself. And thus He promises the
Philadelphian overcomers that He will keep them out of the hour of trial that

shall come upou all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth. Imme-
diately He follows this with, "Behold, I come quickly" (Rev. iii. 10, 11); and
what else can deliver His own from the very "hour" of a world-wide trouble,

but His own coming to gather them to Himself?
Nothing but trouble is connected with this thought of the day of the Lord

being come. It is not the excitement of a vain hope that the apostle would re-

press, but the depression resulting from dread of that liom which the Lord
pledges His word to the Philadelphian saints, that they shall be delivered. It

is not something, as some imagine, to be desired to pass through for the glory

of Christ, and in testimony to Him. It isa time of judgment for iniquity,

although it is true that the mercy of God makes it also a time of new birth for

Israel, and for multitudes among the Gentiles also. But it is "a time of trouble

such as never was since there was a nation even to that same time" (Dan. xii.

1); and which the Lord emphatically reiterates as to be "great tribulation,

such as was not since the beginning of the world unto this time, no, nor ever

shall be" (Matt, xxiv. 21). The Thessalouians are in danger of being "shaken
in their mind," or, more literally, "from their understanding," at the false an-

nouncement; which the apostle beseeches them in behalf of truths so precious

as the coming of the Lord and the gathering of His own to Him, not to heed.

Even at so early a day in the Church's history, we see moreover, that the

enemy was at work; and that in places where we should have little expected to

find him. Thus the saints are warned that this falsehood may be put forth by
persons assuming to speak under the guidance of the Spirit of God, or as a re-

port of some oral statement of the apostle, or even by an epistle forged in his

name. The variety of methods warned against show, at least, how far he be-

lieved deception might be carried; and probably from knowledge of what had
been done elsewhere. At any rate, he knew full well the boldness and the craft

of the great adversary of Christ and of His people, and the weakness and folly

to be found among Christians, so ready to be caught by a plausibility, or

daunted by an assumption of spiritual power. Is it not so still? and can we
expect it to be otherwise now, than what we find in the very earliest epistles of

Paul, when he, and such as he, were yet living to confront the error?

2. But he goes on now to show them how, in fact, the day of the Lord would
be ushered in, and the magnitude of the evil which would necessitate the judg-
ments characterizing it: evil which was indeed already at work, but npon
which there was the restraint as yet from God, which hindered its full develop-
ment. Before the revelation of Christ, there must be the revelation of Antichrist,

the "wicked one" who will then be consumed by the breath of His mouth,
and brought to nought by the manifestation of His presence.

This man of sin, moreover, would be the issue of an apostasy from the ranks
of professing Ciiristians themselves, and unite the treachery of a Judas (the son
of perdition, John xvii. 12) with Jewish unbelief; yet still transcending this, in

a blasphemous exaltation of himself in the very temple itself, challenging even
Israel's Most High in the place claimed by Him as His earthly throne, and ex-

alting himself as supreme above every god whatever, named among men. It is

plainly the most pretentions and insolent defiance of Go<l that can be even
imagined ; and yet with such imposing display of power that the masses of those

once enjoying the light of revelation (Jewish or Christian) will be carried cap-

tive by it. For all the power of Satan, freed from restraint on God's part, will

be let loose in it; and God will be giving over to believe a lie those who, having
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once been solicited by the tratb, have made a fearful and deliberate choice of
error in its stead.

At the first statement of such an appalling diabolism as this impending, one
would say, Here is something that has never been yet; something that would
need no argument to convince us of its existence, if it did exist: and this is,

surely, what would be the judgment formed upon the most thorough and pro-
found examination of it in connection with all kindred passages. Here, we
should say, is certainly the apostle John's great "Antichrist, who denieth the
Father and the Son,"—the Christian revelation, on the one side; as on the
other, he is "the liar, who denieth that Jesus is the Christ,"—the Jewish form
of unbelief. It is needless, at present, to go further. In its cliaracter, as marked
with such absolute distinctness, as well as in the time of the revelation, (just

before that appearing of Christ, which brings the wicked one to an end,) and in

its result, as carrying away the mass of unbelieving Christendom, as well as in

its being given as an unmistakable sign of the day of the Lord, this devil-in-

spired power is guarded, as it would seem, from all possibility of being misappre-
hended,and decisively determined to be even yet in the future to ns,however near.

As we know, it has indeed been taken to be the papacy; and this was perhaps
the universal belief of the Eeformers; with whom, naturally enough, the evil

shadow which brooded ominously over so much of the professing Church, suffered

them to look no further for the full development of Antichrist. Nor were they
mistaken in seeing features of this kind in one in whom the mystery of lawless-

ness assuredly has manifested itself in a manner so conspicuous. If, as the fruit

of its working, the apostle John could already in his day declare that there were
" many antichrists," and saw in this the character of the "last time," (1 John
ii.l8,) how clearly might it be expected that here was now the fruit, much more
developed, and at least approaching its full ripeness. Did not the pope claim
honors really divine? and did he not sit in this godless affectation of supremacy
in the Church, the true temple of God? How could one look for plainer
evidence?

Yet, however natural the error was in their time, there is one consideration

which is by itself amply sufficient to prevent our following them. If Antichrist

were already manifested over three centuries ago, the apostle's statement has
for all this time ceased to have the significance he attached to it, as what would
be an indication of the nearness of the day of the Lord. Now it is quite true

that, for the Thessalonian.s, if we are only to think of these, it would still be a
sufficient guard against any mistake such as he feared they might be making;
for them the papal Antichrist Avonld be yet far off. But to accept this as suffi-

cient would be to say that the apostle wrote only for current needs, and did not
know enough to give what would provide against such a mistake in the future.

We may dismiss it, therefore, from our thoughts.

Moreover, the same consideration tells against the "man of sin " being, as this

view would make him, a succession of individuals, instead of the one person,

which really the whole prophecy suggests. Otherwise the sign would be insig-

nificant, or, at least, its significance would be very much reduced. Nor can we
imagine that this open defiance of God, which in fact brings in the long impend-
ing judgment, could be yet allowed to go on for generations more, unsmitten by
it. It is the climax of insult and outrage, after all God's grace has been mani-
fested in vain for salvation,—and, with the exception of a remnant preserved of

God for Himself, the world of professed Christianity has gone after the devil's

candidate and king. The final conflict is commenced, and the issue cannot long

be in suspense: the battle is that of the great day of God Almighty.

While there may be lesser antichrists many, the definition of the Antichrist

marked out by prophecy is, according to the apostle John, such as to describe,
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setting himself forth that he is God.
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* Some MSS. add, "as God."

not a concealed, bnt an open enemy. "Wlio is tlie liar," he asks, "but he who
denietb that Jesus is the Christ? He is the Antichrist, who denieth the Father
and the Son" (1 John ii. 22). Thus tliere is no pretence of Christianity what-
ever, even the least orthodox. The pope does not deny,—he affirms,—that

Jesus is the Christ: he never pretended to be the Christ, but only His vicar.

Antichrist is, according to the full meaning of the word, "one in the place of
Christ," hut not His vicar: he is himself tlie Christ, and denies that Jesus is;

and 80 denieth the Father and the Son,—the Christian revelation in its whole
extent. Thus he does not, in the common idea of this, sit in the temple of God
at all; for in the Church he is not, even by profession. The papacy, for all

these reasons, cannot be the "man of sin;" the pope is only one who exhibits

certain similar features, and thus foreshadows the great apostate.

This leads ns further to realize what the sitting in the temple of God mnst
mean. If the Church of Christ be necessarily excluded, then there is but one
other temple of which we can think; and that is the temple at Jerusalem. For
the present it does not exist; and by many it is still believed to have passed

away for ever. It is useless to show them the plainest statements of the Old
Testament; for these they take as merely Jewish symbolism, to be applied in

spirit, not in letter, to the Christian Church. But they cannot doubt that when
the Lord, in His prophecy upon the Mount of Olives, speaks of "the abomina-
tion of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy place,"

He is speaking of that very temple which was then before Him. The temple
then existing, of course suffered destruction at the hands of the Eoraans, and ac-

cording to the Lord's own prophecy; but the application of His words as given in

Matthew to anything that happened before or at that time—to the standards, for

instance, planted on the site of the already desolate sanctuary, is entirely set

aside by the connection in which He places it. For the abomination is the sign

at which His disciples are to flee, and then follows a tribulation so great that,

except the days were shortened, no flesh would be saved; immediately after

which the sun and moou are darkened, the stars fall from heaven, and the

powers of the heavens are shaken ; and "then shall appear the sign of the Son
of man in heaven; and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they

shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great

glory." The Lord then speaks of augels sent forth to gather His elect from the

four winds, of the going forth of the wise virgins (His true saints) to meet Him;
of His sitting on the throne, and the nations being gathered before Him for judg-

ment, when He separates between the sheep and the goats, and the latt«r depart

into everlasting fire. It is with a violent wrench, indeed, that these things can

be torn apart from one another; while by no possibility can they all be made to

have taken place at the destruction of Jerusalem, now more than 1800 yeai-s

ago. They undoubtedly all concur at tlie time for which the Thessalonian

saints were looking, and for which after this long delay, that the longsuffering

of the Lord might be salvation, we are looking still. {See notes to Matt. xxiv,xxv.)

But thus we see how there can and will be, in the last days, a revival of Jeru-

salem and Jewish worship there, which now becomes continually easier to

anticipate, with the increasing Zionite movement, and the actual increase of

the Jews in the land, which Scripture assures us again will be their own. That
they are going back still in unbelief makes the temple worship easier to under-

stand. It would be more difficult to see the connection of those disciples with

Jewish worship in the days contemplated, (whom yet the Lord evidently owns
as His own, and listening to His voice,) if we had not the knowledge of

that coming of our Lord into the air, and our gathering to.Him there, which
precedes His appearing, and which the apostle is in earnest that we should not

confound with the day of the Lord. If once we see the interval which elajists
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3. Remember ye not that while I was yet with you, I

told you these things? And now ye know what with-
holdeth, that he may be revealed in his own time. For

between onr gathering to Him, (which ends Christianity, in the sense we attach
to it ordinarily, upon the earth,) and His appearing with ns, which brings in
the blessing for Israel and the worid at large, things are in the main clear to ns.

The brethren of the Lord have returned to the children of Israel (Mic. v. 3),

They are very ranch in the position of the disciples while the Lord Avas yet with
them, and which continued for some time after the resurrection, while, acknowl-
edging Jesus as their Messiah, they were "daily with one accord in the temple,"
and were "all zealous of the law" (Acts ii. 46; xxi. 20). Of such the apostles
at the time of the prophecy we have referred to, were fitting representatives.

Among Israel, then, back in their own land, and obeying the voice of the
Lord their God as made known to them by Moses' law (Deut. xxx. 2, 3), there
will arise the dark and terrible figure of the last antichrist, the outgrowth of
Jewish unbelief and consummated apostasy in which Christendom will end. The
prophecies of Daniel regarding the abomination of desolation and the wilful
king enlarge and confirm our knowledge of what is here; which the book of
Eevelation completes for us on both sides, the Jewish and the Christian. The
figure in Daniel (xi. 36, 37) can scarcely be mistaken, of the king who "shall
do according to his will, and shall exalt himself above every god, and shall

speak marvelous things against the God of gods, and shall prosper till the indig-
nation be accomplished." Here he sitteth in the temple of God, setting himself
forth that he is God. The simple pkicing in juxtaposition of these prophecies
delivers us from all uncertainty as to the application here.

3. The apostle had already told them,—not some other things which would
enable them to understand these (as many take it,) but these very things. The
Thessalonians had forgotten already instruction they had received: a forcible re-

minder of the need on our part of that written Word which God in anticipation
of it has provided for us. How it becomes us, in every detail, to make sure that

we have the exact statements of Scripture to build our souls upon. The care-

less quotation of it from memory, which so often for many does duty for the real

words, is a very positive injury to us, in clothing with the authority of inspira-

tion what are the fallible conceptions of men. While, for exact, trustworthy
memories, it is of course a first requisite that we exactly scrutinize the text
which we store up in them; that the very perfection of onr memories may not
make perfect a delusion, which every recurrence of it to our minds shall only
the more stamp there.

But now they knew what was keeping back the development of this wicked-
ness so that it should only be revealed at the time ordained for it. For, though
the mystery of lawlessness was already at work, there was One who held it

back, and would do so, until He should be out from the midst. There is no
reason to doubt, although He be unnamed, who this power restraining is. It is

evident that the apostle expects the Thessalonians to have this knowledge;
and if it were not from other instruction than his epistle furnished, then we
too ought to be able to gather from it what they should. And indeed there

seems no great difficulty, when once we have recognized the character of the

evil, in recognizing tlie power which holds it back.

The "mysterj/ of lawlessness" is not the mere fact of its existence: it has
existed since ever the world was. Man doing his own will is, alas, too common
a thing to excite any wonder; the wonder is when the grace of God delivers

him from tliis madness and misery of his fallen nature. The "mystery of law-
lessness" ceases, as such, in its manifestation. The special form of the mystery
is then revealed in an open opposition to God and His Christ, which is developed
out of the bosom of Christendom itself; setting up a false god and a false christ,

to give the world its long-sought liberty from divine restraint, and bring its
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vaunted progress to perfection, which under Christianity it has found it impossi-
ble to attain.

In fact, already the failure of Christianity is proclaimed; and already there

are incipient attempts to provide a substitute, not always covered even with a
Christian dress. It will be noticed, also, how largely these lay claim to the

supernatural, or what has been accounted such, and live in the borderlands of
the unseen and "occult." The craving for knowledge, which is to turn to sight

a faith too much given to be credulous, finds here broad fields which, being out-

side of Scripture, cannot invite credulity! The gains of science have been con-

tinually at the cost of the miraculous; and its marvels reveal it as the most
practical friend of man. What may not the new century add to its conquests?
while Scripture is constantly paling before it, or frowning on men with an oft-

repeated story of a judgment continually deferred.

"What hinders the outbreak of this spirit of lawlessness, which is indeed more
and more declaring itself in every sphere to-day ? It is nothing, and can be
nothing but the strong haad of God repressing it, whatever may be the means
or instruments He uses. But the prophecy before us speaks of One who is in

the midst: until He be out from the midst, there will be a restraint upon the evil.

Such an One it is not hard to recognize; nay, it would be hard not to recognize

Him who is here to maintain the interests of the absent Christ, and here in

that Church which is thus the House and Temple of God. When the Church is

taken away to be with her Lord, then will He be also out of the midst; the
Pentecostal dispensation, which began with His descent from heaven, will be at

an end with His return to it. And this unites with what we have had before, to

assure us that, Christianity being past, the only temple of God on earth will be,

strange as it may seem to many now, the old temple at Jerusalem, so long for-

saken, but where He will yet display Himself in more than all His glory of old

time. The time of Antichrist will not, of course, be yet the time in which
that glory shall return; but return it will; and the same prophet who saw its

departure has seen and described its return, to depart no more (Ezek. xliii.

1-5):—a prophecy by the very terms of it never yet accomplished, but which, as

God is true, must be therefore in the future, now surely near. So long as we
fail to see this, what the apostle speaks of here will surely be misinterpreted by
us, as it has been by so many. Once let us see this, and Daniel, Matthew, Rev-
elation unite with Thessalonians in one clear, intelligible announcement which
makes how much else clear as to the days at hand.

The Church must depart before the lawless one can be revealed; the light that

is yet in the world must depart, and darkness cover the earth,—yea, gross dark-

ness the peoples; and then "the Lord shall arise on" Israel, "and His glory

shall be seen upon" her.

When that glory arises, its first act will be the smiting down of the powers of
the earth, then combined against Him who made them. Israel is thus freed

from the band of her persecutors, and of the man of sin, with his standard of

defiance unfurled in the very place of His throne. The words of the apostle

here are but the application of the words of the prophet (Isa. xi. 1-5): "He
shall smite the earth with the rod of His mouth, and with the breath of His lips

shall He slay the wicked (one)." In lievelation also (chap. xix. 15), "out of

His mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it He should smite the nations; and
He shall rule them with a rod of iron." Certainly it is an extreme of spiritual-

istic misinterpretation which here can see only the destruction of error by the
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preached gospel! The time of the manifestation of His preseuce will be the
time ofjudgment for His gospel rejected; and the man of sin and his followers
will not be converted, bat slain. The redemption accomplished when He
"treadeth the wine-press of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God," will
not be a redemption by sacrifice, Himself bearing the wrath, as so many have
taken it, bat the redemption of His people by power out of the hands of their
enemies. The iron rod is still indeed the shepherd's rod, but it is used in the
defence of the flock; and so the Lord says of His saints, as associated with Him
at that time: "And he that overcometh, and keepeth My works unto the end,
to him will I give power over the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of
iron ; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to pieces even as I received
of My Father" (Rev. ii. 26, 27; Ps. ii. 8, 9). Thus alone will the world come
nnder the dominion of the saints.

4. The apostle goes on to show what the Lord speaks of as "the hour of
temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell npon
the earth (Rev. iii. 10). Scientific infidelity now avouches with a sneer that
we never see a miracle, and Hume's argument against all evidence in favor of
snch is its contradiction of universal experience. But it is soon to be matter of
extensive experience that miracles there are; only in a very opposite interest to
that of Christianity. These things are even now showing themselves in a more
or less tentative and doubtful way; they are yet to throw off all reserve, and
challeage the faith of the world. "Powers and signs and wonders" are the
threefold designation of miracles in Scripture: "wonders," which excite atten-
tion and admiration; "signs," or things that have meaning and doctrine;
"powers," that are evidently beyond human. These have borne witness in past
time to the troth;—never proved it, apart from the truth itself with which they
were connected: and this is the mistake of so many at all times, that a real
miracle—something that could be rightly spoken of as all these—is an absolute
guarantee of the message that it brings. Thus they are ready at any time to

follow what is thus supported. Yet, if there are heavenly beings,—"angels
that excel in strength,"—it is evident that, if permitted, and if evil enough to
attempt it, they could at any time lead us thus according to their mind. Now
that is the very thing which God has declared He will permit, when the time
shall have arrived. When men have shown that they desire the truth no longer,
and the patient longsuffering of God has, at last, no justification further, that
will have come to pass for the professing Christian world which we recognize as
coming to pass in the history of individuals: God will say again, "Ephraim ia

joined to his idols: let him alone." And then will rise up one "whose coming
is according to the energy of Satan, with all power and signs and wonders of
falsehood,"—no longer in the interests of truth, but of a lie,— "and in all deceit
of unrighteousness for those that perish; because they received not the love of
the truth, that they might be saved."

Dangerous would it be, as well as foolish, to assert that this is of the past,

and not the future;—that it has been fulfilled in Romanism, or in any like way.
Has the power of Rome, whatever its pretension to fabulous miracle may be, ex-
hibited itself after this faahion? No doubt, there is a class at all times ready
to be duped in this way, as we see in the rapid progress of snch transparent
absurdities as, for instance, "Christian Science;" but in all this there is only
the feeble anticipation of a delusion which will yet carry away the mnltitudes
of unbelieving profession. The arch deceiver is not in the Vatican, nor else-
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5. And on this account God sendeth them an energy of

error, that they may believe 'the lie; that they all

might be judged who believed not the truth, but had

6(11, 12):
The reconi'
peiise in
divine

^meuiu "pleasure in unrighteousness. y Roin.1.82.

where at the present time: he is to be revealed in his time. And yet we may
indeed discern tlie foreshadows of this treiuendoiis iniquity, and realize that his

way is being prepared iu many events and movements that are taking place

under our eyes.

5. The apostle closes here with the assurance of a holy, divine government
working in all this; the worst form of evil will become (while remaining evil

no less in itself) the nieiiug out of righteous recompense to the rejectora of

the truth. Indeed the very motives which lead men to the rejection of Christ

lead them of necessity to the reception of Antichrist. "I am come in My
Father's name, and ye receive Me not; if another come in his own name, him
ye will receive." That which is according to their own taste they are permitted

at last to have; and we need not doubt that it will present itself with abun-
dance of pretentious claims, and decorated with all the taking titles of liberty,

equality and fraternity, which have already proved their power to deceive the

masses, and in the name of which, about a century ago, the blood of multitudes

ran copiously in the streets, to the frantic delight of the onlookers. Still that

which hath been is that whicli shall be—only with increase of malignancy in

an incarahle evil, for which not even a palliative any longer exists. The light

wid have departed which can make vice any longer ashamed, and from the re-

straint of all but the lusts of those as reprobate as themselves men shall at last

be free. The earth owes this spectacle yet to the patient heavens; and it will

be given: sin allowed to be its own terrible witness against itself,—a witness at

which eternity will shudder.

Let us beware also, Christians as we may be, how we treat the truth which
God has entrusted to us. Here also the rule works surely, that every bit of

truth rejected delivers us np to error; and on the coin for which we sell the

truth there is at all times, faint as it may be, the image of Antichrist. Wiiat

debtors are we to divine grace! May we be kept in the sense of our need of it,

in the salutary humility which will make ns ever afraid most of all of our own
wills. Alas, "we had turned every one to bis own way" but let it suffice ns

now: "Jehovah hath laid upon Him the iniquity of us all."

Drv. 3.

The doctrine of the epistle ends here; and the apostle, after his constant man-
ner, closes with exhortation. Sin, the world, the power of the enemy, are yet

to manifest themselves in a horrible unity wliicli shall be a lesson A)r all time.

The principles are all at work around us, though the restraint of God's hand is

upon their working. The saint is, therefore, one separated from the world with

a far more than outward separation: be is set apart in his very nature to God,
in whose service lie finds freedom, in communion with whom is his deepest pos-

sible delight. As the Lord could in every sense say, so can the believer say,

in so far as bis new nature is concerned, "The prince of this world cometh,

and hath nothing iu me." Just on this account, however, he is conscious that

there is still within him a world that would link him with, and claim him for,

that outside world from which God has separated him. And because of this,

self-judgment is a constant necessity to him. He has a self of which he can yet

say, through grace, that it is not himself. He is delivered from it, and yet has

to abide in the power of his deliverance. He is exercised as to good and evil

after a manner which no other being knows; painfully, and yet most health-

fully. He is qualifying indeed for companionship with Him who tor him has

felt the horror of sin,—not in Him, but upon Him. Abundant provision has

there been made for him, that he may grow into communion with his Lord.
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DIVISION 3. (Chaps, ii. 13-iii. 18.)

Separation to God the manifestation of the saint.

1. "DUT we are 'bound to thank God always for you,
-D brethren, beloved of the Lord, because God hath

from the beginning "chosen you to salvation by *sanc-

tification of the Spirit and belief of the truth, unto
which he called you through our gospel to the 'obtain-

ing of the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ. ''Stand fast,

therefore, brethren, and hold fast the "instruction which
ye have been given, whether by word or by our epis-

tle. And our Lord Jesus Christ himself, and God our
Father, who loved us, and hath given us eternal conso-

lation and good hope by grace, comfort your hearts

and •''establish you in every good work and word.
2. For the rest, brethren, "pray for us, that the word of

the Lord may run and be glorified, even as it is with
you, and that we may be * delivered ft'om unreasonable
and evil men, for all have not faith. But 'the Lord is

faithful, who will establish you and 'keep you from the

evil. And we are *persuaded in the Lord as to you,

that ye both do and will do what we enjoin. Now the

Lord direct your hearts into the love of God and 'into

the patience of Christ.

3. Now we enjoin you, brethren, in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ, that ye "withdraw from every

a 1 Thess.l.
4.

b 1 Pet. 1. 2.

c 1 Thess. 2.

12.

d 1 Cor. 16.

13.

Phil. 4. 1.

e 1 Cor.11.2.

/ 1 Thess. 3.

13.

g Eph. 6.19.

h Rom. IS.

31.

i 1 Cor. 1. 8.

1 Thess. 5.

24.

j Jno. 17. 15.

k Gal. 5. 10.

I Rev. 1. 9.

m Rom. 16.

17.

ver. 14.

1 Tim. 6. 5.

For him all the history of the past as God reads it has been written ont, in

what becomes in the divine wisdom types and parables of the present; while he
is set in a place which lifts him above the whole sphere of seductive self-interest

into that new creation scene where Christ is all and in all, and in whose lijrht

he finds light. In abiding in Ciirisl, in the joy of what He is, and thus find-

ing everything his, the power and so the manifestation of the saint are found.

1. What has saved us from the awful tyranny of evil in a world whose self-

chosen prince is Satan, and not Christ? From first to last salvation is the work
of divine love, which has from the beginning chosen us to salvation tlirough sauc-

tification of the Spirit and belief of the truth. Out of the whole region of

falsehood the sovereignty of truth has rescued us, making way for itself by the

sweet enfranchising glad tidings of grace which is in Christ, and which leads us

on a path brightened by the beckoning glory. The first exhortation, therefore,

is to stand fast and hold fast the truth. There were already adversaries, as tiie

epistle itself shows; and they need a strength beyond their own, which he prays

the God they knew so well, and who was in such tender relationship with them,
to minister abundantly.

2. He needs also their prayers himself, charged as he is with that gospel the

power of which they had tliemselves proved, that it might run and be glorified

in many like themselves, spite of the opposition of unreasoning and evil men, in

whom true reason would have led to the faith they had not. For them and for

himself he can lean upon the Lord's faithfulness; desiring that the Lord Him.self

direct their hearts into the love of God, and into that patience of Christ which
yet went on untiringly for the accomplishment of men's salvation.

3. Disorder within faced them more menacingly; and here grace did not

suggest an easy toleration of the evil, but sejiaratiou from it; not indeed the

cutting off of the oflfender from the assembly at large,—a severity of dealing not
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brother who walketh disorderly, and not according to

the instruction which ye* received from us. For your-
selves know how ye ought to imitate us ; because we
walked not disorderly among you, neither ate we the
bread of any one without cost, but " working night and
day, with labor and toil, that we might not be burden-
some to any of you; "not that we have not authority,

but that we might give you an ensample ourselves to

imitate us. For also, when we were with you we
charged you this, that if any one will not work, neither
let him eat. For we hear that there are some among
you, walking disorderly, working not at all, but busy-
bodies. ''Now such wo enjoin and exhort in the
Lord Jesus Christ, that, « working with quietness, they
eat their own bread. But ye, brethren, be not 'weary
in well doing. And if any one obeyeth not our word
by this epistle, mark that man, and do not 'keep com-
pany with him, that he may be ashamed ; and esteem
him not as an enemy, but admonish him as a brother.

Now the Lord of peace himself give you peace con-
tinually in every way. The Lord be with you all.

The salutation by the hand of me Paul, which is the
token in every epistle, so I write. The grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ be with you all.

n Acts 18. 3.

Acts 20. 34.

2 Cor. 11. 9.

1 Thea8.2.9.
o 1 Cor.9.12.
1 The9S.2.6.

p 1 Theas.4.
11.

g Eph. 4.28.

r Gal. 6. 9.

I Matt 18.

17.

• Some read, " he ;
" some, " they."

yet required by the gravity of the case, bat the lesser reproof of personal avoid-
ance. It would be the destruction and not the maintenance of discipline to

carry it beyond the end sought, vyhich was in the first place restoration, where
possible, and not cutting off. No doubt there are cases in which the siu is of a
nature to destroy all present confidence, and then there is no other course bat
cutting oflF. In the one before us there is the lack of self-judgment, a spirit of
self-indulgence, and spiritual conceit, in itself distressing and liable to be fol-

lowed by some open fall; but as yet not without hope of recovery. Here was
a call, therefore, for admonition, a testimony to the conscience, in which, of
course, every one feeling rightly would coincide, but still individual. Generally
followed up, it would do much to prevent the possibility of continuance of an
evil, of which the streams that fed it had to be found outside itself. Foolish
talkers are maintained by the folly of hearers; and bread eaten without cost

must find those ready to pay the cost. Here, indeed, a false liberality might do
harm to many more than those who indulged it. How little is thought of the
various ways in which we may become " partakers of other men's sins!" How
careful was the apostle, while having such a claim as few besides could urge,

and none perhaps could refuse, still rather, for example's sake, to forbear to

act upon it, than furnish the least possible excuse for others in this way. Self-

sacrificing love had marked the conduct of one who sought not theirs but them-
selves. And the rule for these disorderly ones was that they were to obey the
general law of man's existence, that if they did not work they should not eat.

On the other hand, there must be care that there should be no harshness or
nnbrotherly conduct, which would destroy once more the effect of the discipline.

Not harshness or legality could accomplish the end sought, but only love; the
assurance of which would lay hold upon the ofiender; drawing, while enabling
the admonition to obtain audience. Only at another's feet can one wash them.

The apostle closes his epistle, as usual,' with salutations. He prays that they
may abide constantly in peace; true as the ordering of the Lord of peace can
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make it. Peace is that to which all His ways tend ever, and which will be the
final result of all. Creation, brought into complete subjection to Himself, will
manifest fn all its parts and relations the harmony of its complex and glorious
unity. To this peace every step taken truly with God tends therefore also
necessarily. And he who walks with God finds ever that, as His ways are holi-

ness, so, spite of whatever opposition, all His paths are peace: the presence of
the Lord with His people must needs ensure this.

To guard them against such impositions as he was, at least, afraid of in their
case, he tells them that his greeting, in his own handwriting, would be the
token of a genuine communication from himself. The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ was, as we ever see, the inner token.
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THE EPISTLES TO THE COEINTHIANS

IN the epistles to the Corinthians, as already said, we have the

Church presented as the practical fellowship of saints on earth,

which is, as such, the living expression of that fellowship with

Christ to which they are called (1 Cor. i. 9) as having the mind of Christ

(1 Cor. ii. 16). They are the Body of Christ, He being the Head, to

whom they are subject, His Spirit dwelling in them to work out in

them intelligently His will. They are thus His witnesses upon earth,

and as a whole His corporate witness,—the "epistle" (not "epistles")

"of Chi'ist, read and known of all men" (2 Cor. iii. 3). For this every

member of the Body is needed, and indeed as a whole must "grow up

unto Christ in all things," "to the measure of the stature of the fulness

of Christ" (Eph. iv. 13, 15). Thus there is a ministry within necessary,

as well as an outside testimony, and " the whole Body, fitted together,

and compacted by that which every joint supplieth, according to the

effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the

Body to the edifying of itself in love."

It will be thus seen how essential is the thought of ministry to

the Church ; and so it will not be wondered at that the second epistle

should be devoted wholly to this subject, as a fitting and needful ap-

pendix to the doctrine of the first. How can there be fellowship with

the Great Minister to all our need, without participating with Him in

this character? Love, which "seeketh not her own," is the very spirit

of this; and without love, what is all speech, all knowledge, all giving

of one's goods to feed the poor? Nay, "though I have all faith, so

that I could remove mountains, and have not love, I am nothing"

(1 Cor. xiii. 2).

For all this, it is Christ who is the one sufficiency ; and from Christ

alone, therefore, must the Church draw for competence of every kind.

Thus for fellowship with Christ, separation from the world and all its

wisdom is insisted on; a world which has rejected Christ; which is

corrupt through the lusts of the flesh ; and over which broods the dark

shadow of its self-chosen prince, who is not Christ, but the great enemy
of Christ and of His people.
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SCOPE AND DIYISIONS

OF THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS

THE first epistle, then, is that which gives the doctrine of the

Church as a fellowship of Christians, in the world, while called

out from it, subject to Christ in whom is all their sufiicieucy,

and whose witness they are, as His Body by the indwelling Spirit ex-

pressing His mind.

The first division (chaps, i.-x.) naturally insists upon that suffi-

ciency in Him for such true wisdom as has in it that which meets the

need of man as guilty, corrupt, and estranged from God, incapable of

himself of any but that which more and more leads astray from

Him. Thus of necessity the true wisdom refuses all affinity or mixture

with the wisdom of the world, which, as the apostle James declares, is

"earthly, sensual, devilish" (Jas. iii. 15). Accordingly, such characters

develop here. World-wisdom among the Corinthians goes hand in

hand with fleshly indulgence, and maintains no due separation from

the idolatrous demon-worship round ; and the treatment of these things

completes the first division of the epistle.

The second division applies to the assembly in itself;—its order, testi-

mony in gathering, membership, spiritual manifestations; with the

spirit of love which is the pervading and controlling principle,—the

bond of perfectness which unites all together. It is shown, first of all,

that God's order in creation is to be maintained in the Church,—an im-

portant principle, with which the law of new creation might be thought

to be in conflict, and so to supersede it. Nature is set in its true place

in regard to faith ; and its teaching as not to be slighted, but under-

stood. In the gathering of the assembly Christ is then seen as the

object before all, in the love in which He has served and given Himself

for them. In fact, the Cross, as the wisdom and power of God, is that

which brings into communion with God and with one another. Its

character in the supper as a pure I'emerabrance is important here; and,

as awaking the love and worship of the hearts, prepares for the activi-

ties which necessarily flow out of these. We are led on, therefore, to

consider the company so gathered as the Body of Christ; in a relation-

ship of dependence on, and so of ministry to, one another, and of obedi-

ence and witness to the Lord Himself. The twelfth chapter shows us

how this is secured by the variety of those manifold gifts of'which the
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Holy Spirit is the living euergy. While in the thirteenth, we have

that which is more excellent than all gift, and which alone can make
the gifts answer their designed end in the edification of the Body at

large.

After this we come to what practically exemplifies the "more excel-

lent way " in the assembly, and asserts, moreover, the presence of God

among His people,—the power of an assembly at all times. God and

men are seen here together ; and the responsibility of man is necessarily

insisted on,—of the gifted in the exercise of their gifts. This ends the

second division of the book.

The third brings us to the resurrection from the dead. The Church is

built upon the risen Christ : thus the gates of hell (or hades, as it should

be) cannot prevail against her (Matt. xvi. 18). But, though already a

partaker of resurrection life, there is still needed the resurrection of the

body, or its change, in order to full manifestation in this character. It

suits well, therefore, the epistle which treats of the Church on earth, to

follow her on to the time when, at the coming of her Lord for whom
.she waits, "death shall be swallowed up in victory." Accordingly there

is a development of this truth here such as we find nowhere else in

Scripture. And this closes the doctrine of the epistle.

The last chapter is of the usual character of practical exhortation,

mingled with those salutations and topics of personal interest, which

have for us, as being likewise in the body, a personal interest too.

The chief divisions, therefore, are

—

1. (Chaps, i-x.) : The Assembly in its all-sufficiency in Christ, ex-

cluding all mixture with the wisdom, license, and demonolatry

of the world, from which it is called out.

2. (Chaps, xi-xiv.): The Assembly in its fellowship, associate wit-

ness, and ministry of each to each and to all in the Body of

Christ, "for the edification of itself in love."

3. (Chap. XV.): The resurrection, or transformation, of the body;

that the heavenly may bear the image of the heavenly One.

4. (Chap, xvi.): Exhortations and greetings.
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NOTES.

We have, then, in this epistle the Church in the -world, not of it; and what
is proper to these two things. The assembly is, in the meantime, gathered
here; but it is the "ecclesia," the gathering "called out,"—the Gershom of the
true Moses, "a stranger there" (Ex. ii. 22).

Whatever its heavenly character, it is always looked at in Scripture as on
earth, and nowhere else, at the present time. The number of those who belong
to it but have passed into the presence of their Lord in no wise affects this view
of it. The Church is here, for here is the Spirit who gathers it; and the very
indwelling of the Spirit, by virtue of which we become members of Christ, mem-
bers of His Body, is in our bodies (chap. vi. 19), which departed saints have
dropped for the moment. Thus it is plain, the importance to the Church, as

well as the individual, of the resurrection doctrine which is developed in the
fifteenth chapter; when the Church as such goes to be with the Lord, the body
must be refashioned for its new and glorious condition.

Corinth, as we have already seen, was a very type (even among the light-

hearted Greeks themselves) of luxurious self-indulgence. The derivation of the
name is at least possible from a verb which means "to sate." And this is found
in the present epistle—its only occurrence in the epistles—where the apostle re-

proaches them for the way in which they had yielded again to the Corinthian
spirit: "Now ye arefuU" (chap. iv. 8). Thus the background of the epistle is,

as we might expect, eminently fitted to give effect to the presentation of the

trath as given in it.

Div. 1.

The first division, as already said, shows us the all-sufl5ciency the Church has

in Christ, which renders it entirely independent of the world. This is not sim-

ply incapable of yielding help to it—it is hostile. The place of the cross of

Christ is not merely a wilderness to it; it is an enemy's country, and its seduc-

tions more to be dreaded than its open opposition. This was already proving

itself at Corinth; and the apostle's first work here is to fence off the garden of

the Lord, not from the irruption of the wild boar that wasted Israel's vineyard,

but from the seeds of poisonous growths which every wind wafted, and by
which the fruits of Christian life would be vitiated and strangled. The wisdom
of the world had shut out from it the glory of Christ, and ministered but to the

fleshly lusts which evidenced the heart away from God, and seeking its gratifi-

cation in that which carried it continually further from Him. Over it all a
still darker shadow brooded,—that of a "prince of the world" which it had
chosen for itself, and whose power depended upon his ability to foster every de-

lusion, increase the already portentous darkness, and with the heavy dreams
of a drugged slumber shut out all the realities of God's own light. This is the

scene in which the Church of God is not merely to remain for the time of her

pilgrimage, but to maintain a testimony for Clnist which is, by the very fact, a

defiance of the usurper of dominion in the creation of God, and therefore certain

to provoke the whole power of Satan to deadliest opposition. Blessed to know
that greater is He that is with us than all that are against us; but that does not

mean that the warfare is not one that will put us to the fullest proof, and call

for the utmost energy to gain the victory.

The first division, then, deals largely with the foe outside, but with one con-

stantly seeking to gain footing inside; in which also he is aided, alas, by the

unfaithfulness of the people of God themselves, which is, indeed, his main de-

pendence. To meet all this the apostle shows the fulness of the resources that

are in Christ for His people, and insists upon whole-hearted reliance upon them,
and refusal of all the spirit and moral elements of the world around.
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1 (1-3): An
apostle by
calling to
those saints
by calling,
who own
Christ their

liOrd.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE

CORINTHIANS

DIVISION 1. (Chaps, i-x.)

The Church with its one, unique sufficiency excludes all other.

SUBPIVISIOX 1. (Chaps, i.-iv.)

2%« barrenness of human knowledge,—the sufficiency of the divine.

Section 1. (i. 1-16.)

The Church under Christ the Lord.

L. ^AUL, a "called apostle of Christ Jesus, *by the

l""^
will of God and *Sosthenes the brother, to the

-*- assembly of God that is in Corinth, to those
''sanctified in Christ Jesus, 'called saints, with all who

a Rom. 1. 1.

ft 2 Cor. 1. 1.

Eph. 1. 1.

Col. 1. I.

r Acts 18.17.

dJno. 17.19.

e Rom. 1.7.

2 Tim. 1.9.

Sued. 1.

The apostle necessarily begins with what is the first necessity; contrasting the
barrennes.s of human knowledge with the snfficiency of divine. What so many
slight as doctrine is thus the basis of all else. So we find the order elsewhere:
Scripture is profitable first for doctrine, then reproof, then coneciion, inslrnction

in rigliteousness. There must first of all be tlie light, which shows ns tlie road
and whither we are going. And the light must be from heaven, as nature wit-
nesses; in himself man has none, save as the candle which lights np but a few
yards round ns, and that dubiously. The best natural knowledge is of our own
lack of it, the sin that perverts our judgment, the death which we in vain call

nataral, tlie foreboding of what is beyond, a God whose handiwork we recog-

nize, yet afar off: why is the Maker of the world so far off practically, as it has
to be confessed He is? Revelation must come in, as the wisest of the heathen
recognized, to deliver man from the uncertainty in which be is, and declare to

him, what surely there must be, the way of life. Spite of all this, the world
congratulates itself upon its wisdom; but "the wisdom of the world la foolish-

ness with God."

Sec. 1.

It is this darkness and nncertainty on man's part, which conld not be bnt as

the result of a moral obliquity, which has turned him from the Source of light

and blessing, that has placed hira under the control of the "god.s many and
lords many" that oppres.s him now. His passions govern him, and by the skil-

ful use of these he is turned, as the .ship in the master's hand, " whithereoever
the governor listeth." Willi ihe entrance of the light froiii heaven, Ibis misery
ceases; the kingdom of truth has come: one righteous and siifiQcient rule is dis-

cerned and welcomed, which embraces all circumstances, and sets the subject

heart at rest. How completely may it be so for him for whom a Ton of man sits

upon the Father's throne, and the crown oC glory rests where once was the

crown of thorns. It was soon understood of Christians that they had "another
king, one Jesns;" whose sovereignty meant freedom in obedienc*, the sweetest

possible despotism of a perfect and divine love.

This is what animates tlie apostle as he addresses himself to the Corinthians
now. He is full, as may be plainly seen, of the Lnrdshiii of Christ, their Jjord

and bis. Alas, they needed the reminder of what alone set right the whole
stat-e of things amongst them. How could they be "full" and "rich" and
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in every place •^call upon the name of our »Lord Jesus
Christ, theirs and ours

;
grace to you and peace from

God our Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ.

/ Acts 9. 14,
21.

Acts 22. 16.

2 Tiin.2.22.

a ch. 8. 6.

"reign as kings" in the scene of His cross, if the sovereignty of Jesns had not
been losing its rightful hold upon them? How could they be parcelling them-
selves off as followers of this and that one among the servants by whom He had
ministered to them, if all were serving the Lord Christ with the simplicity they
once had? The "day of the Lord," with its "revelation of the Lord," did not
shine for them as once, with its overmastering display of glory that eclipsed all

others with its radiance. Hence his first aim, without any formal argument,
which was unneeded, was to remind them of Him they served. To serve Him
would soon be proved greater than to reign as kings on earth.

1. Paul reminds them also of his own call as an apostle by the will of God,
which had wrought in spite of the opposition of tho human heart in his own
case, as in that of "Sosthenes OTir brother," whom he joins with himself in his
epistle, now a "strong helper," according to the probable meaning of his name,
as he seems to have been, in the time of the apostle's earlier labors at Corinth, a
strong opposer. The brief way in which he is mentioned here, though the name
itself may not have been an uncommon one, suggests that he was known to the
Corinthians as the former ruler of the synagogue would be. It is certain he
would not be brought forward in this way without some reason for it.

Thus divine sovereignty had wrought for Christ, as it had wrought in the
self-same grace toward everyone of those Paul addresses here, ifnot so mani-
festly. He does not fail to assert this presently in direct terms where he presses
upon them their own knowledge of their calling (ver. 26). Here too head-
dresses them (as before the Eomans) as saints by calling—God's creative call

(Rom. viii. 30)—as he an apostle. The assembly is also by its designation as
such a company "called out," which expresses in this application a body
separated from the world which has crucified the Son of God, and to which
every one who believes in Him is crucified in His cross.

The two epistles to the Corinthians are the only two written to the assembly
of God as such,—that is, in true church-character. "The assembly of the
Thessalonians which is in God the Father," is, as we have already seen, differ-

ent in its suggestion; while "the assemblies of Galatia" shows by its plural
form that "the Church which is His body" is in no wise the thought, but it

leaves room for question—too much in accord with the condition shown in the
epistle—whether they have in fact a divine character at all. "I stand in doubt
of yon" is written upon the very opening of it.

Ephesians gives us most fully of all the doctrine of the Church; but it is not
written to the Chnrch, but to the saints; and so we may say of Colossians.
They are for individual faith and conduct, and not directions for the regulation
of tiie Body as such. Corinthians is, without doubt, all that is written directly
for this purpose, by him who was the special minister of the Church (Col. i. 25).

To the assembly, then, he writes, characterizing it first as that of those sancti-
fied (or set apart to Grod) in Christ Jesus. The place they had in Him was
necessarily, as that, a place, not of negative separation merely from this evil or
that, but a separation in which God was distinctly before the soul, according to
the perfection of His holy nature. "In Christ" was the accomplishment of
this : He being both in His atoning work our deliverance from the distance
which sin had brought in, and in the power of His glory transforming to His
likeness the one in faith beholding it (2 Cor. iii. 18). Saints, therefore, we are
by calling; for it is a "calling above, in Christ Jesus" (Phil. iii. 14). We are
called out of a fallen world to a portion in Christ, with Him where He is. Our
faces there, our backs must be here. There is our goal, our prize, the home of
the light which brightens all our journey thither.

It is to the assembly of God in Corinth that Paul specifically writes: and this
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S (4-16):

Their com-
petent

testimony
to Christ as
called to
fellowship
with Hlra,
and the

contradic-
tion of

divisions.

2. I * thank my God always for you, on account of the
grace of God which was given you in Christ Jesus, that
in him ye have been enriched in everything, in all ut-

terance* and in all knowledge; even as the 'testimony
of Christ was confirmed in you, so that ye come behind
in no gift of grace, awaiting the 'revelation of our Lord
Jesus Christ; who shall also *con firm you to the end,
[so as to be] blameless in the day of our Lord Jesus
Christ. 'God is faithful, by whom ye were called unto
the "fellowship of his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord.

Literally, "word."

h Bom. 1. 8.

< 2 Tim. 1.8.

BeT. 1. 2.

J Col. 8. 4.

Tit. 2. 18.

k 1 Thea8.8.
13.

I cb. 10. 13.

m 1 Jdo.1.8.

gives its character to the epistle, as has been said. But he is far from desiring

it to be thonglit that it is on tliat account in any way restricted to a mere local

interest. On the contrary, it is most instrnctive to see his earnestness to have it

understood that all Christians are concerned in and addressed in it. He adds,

therefore, to the specifically named Cbrinthians, " with all who in every place

call upon the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,—theirs and ours." Thus there

is the widest possible appeal to attention, as afterwards the strongest claim to

divine authority for all that is not expressly excepted from this: "If any man
be a prophet or spiritual, let him acknowledge that the things that I write unto
yon are the commandments of the Lord " (chap. xiv. 37).

The "calling npon the name of the Lord Jesus Christ" is bowing to anthority

in the hands of the divinely appointed Ruler. To "cjill npon the name of the

Lord" is the pass-word of salvation; and the apostle has no thought here of a
mere lip-confession, although, of course, there may in fact be many who say,

"Lord, Lord," while the heart knows Him not. But he credits all with their

responsible profession, and from his inmost heart he desires for all tliat "grace

and peace" which have bat one source, one channel,—oar Father God, and
the Lord our Saviour.

2. He starts at once with what we have seen to be his subject here, by ac-

knowledging what God's abundant grace had done for them, and the witness-

place for which God had famished them. They had been enriched by grace in

all ntterance and in all knowledge—in what was communicated to them, and in

ability to communicate it to others. The testimony of Christ which had been
brought to them in the gospel, had thus been confirmed in them ; God was thus

glorifying Him in whom He had been glorified on earth, in those endowments
which we have soon to see were being perverted by the Corinthians to the glori-

fying of themselves—in fact to their own dishonor. As far as they were con-

cerned, the gifts were those of grace only,—gmce which had decorated the poor

human clay in those who were but the "base things of the earth," and still as

earthen vessels in which the treasures of heaven had been received. They
lacked in no gift: Grod had kept back nothing that could be needed by tliem for

the setting forth Christ, while the day of His revelation tarried, for which they

were waiting; and by this would establish them al.so, that in His day they

might be without blame. Paul assures them, therefore, of the faitbfnlnes.<< of

God, who, having called them to the fellowship of His Son, could not repent of

what He had thus done. Every one so called will, therefore, in like manner be
confirmed, and so be found blameless in the day when divine grace shall have
perfected its work in them, and the rolies of their righteousness will be seen as

washed white in the blood of the Lamb. But there is a way by which such an
end is reached, as surely as there is the end also to which it leads. Both are

alike ordained, and not one without the other.

With these reminders and with this encouragement, Paul appeals to them
now by the name of Him whom they called their Jjord against all division of

spirit, and even of mind. The name of Christ is that which is named npon us
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But I exhort you, brethren, through the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing and
that there be no divisions among you, but that ye be
perfectly "united in the same mind and in the samejudg-
ment. For it hath been shown to me concerning you,

Oor. 13.

1 Pet. S. 8.

11.

all, and will have power, as the glory of it is realized, to nnite ns thns together.

How can the servants of the same dear Lord fail to be nnited in a common
obedience? It may be said, "Tliey may misconceive what that ol)edience is."

True; how mnch of this, in fact, there lias been. And yet the correction of it is

in the same spirit provided for: for tlie Lord Himself has guaranteed tliat "He
that will do His will shall know of the doctrine;" and that is a principle,

surely, of the moat far-reaching significance. It may be qnestioned or denied,

except as to some things of main importance; but what does it mean, to deny
it? Is it to be supposed that, in matters of practical moment. He will allow the

one who with downright simplicity desires to know the path, prepared at all

costs then to walk in it, yet to be without the knowledge that he seeks; and so

to err in that way of lioliness of which it is written that "the wayfaring man,
though a fool, shall not err therein?"

It is quite true, again, that in all such texts mistakes may be made, and are

made. The wayfaring man, so marked, is not the idler by the way,—not the one
who helieves that the intelligence of divine grace means taking things easily,

and being as little as possible exercised about anything. He is not the man
who little consults his road-map, is little interested in communications from the

place to which he is going, and who, passing through an enemy's country, sees

but little evidence of danger anywhere, and finds the proof of the world being
improved in the monuments of the prophets built by the children of their per-

secutors. These are they who naturally take the distracted state of Christendom
as an infallible argument of the nselessness of expecting positive certainty about
anything beyond a few cardinal points of doctrine, and who yet think Scripture
plain enough for all practical purposes. No! it is deep enough to exercise

thoroughly every earnest student of it, and profitable for the "man of God"
alone.

And how many are the men of God ? How many are they who are set abso-

lutely to follow all that Scripture sets before them, and never balk the light be-

cause it searches them too much? The "secret of the Lord is with those who
fear Him'" thus, and none of these will find Scripture disappoint them. But
they will find it immensely large, and ever beyond them,—leading them on,

therefore, to the invisible, the heavenly, the eternal ; while giving them practi-

cal wisdom without limit with regard to all that meets them by the way.

Christian reader, is this your character? and how does your experience agree
with this?

It is no wonder then that what the apostle appeals to the Corinthians by,

against their divisions, is the Name of a common Lord,—that name upon which
they call as owning subjection to Hira whose name it is. We find directly liow

far they bad gone astray from the simplicity of this obedience; even to the

ranging themselves as disciples under the various teachers which God had given
tliem, as one of Paul, and one of Apollos, and one of Cephas, and one even—as

if putting His teachings in contrast with those of His (even inspired) servants

—

of Christ Himself! How many since have sought to make such a distinction!

perhaps to refer as for <Aeir creed to the "sermon on the mount"! And one
whole school of recent date, among the many monstrous births with which the

degenerate universities of Protestant Germany have afflicted the church, has for

its cardinal principle the opposition of Paul to Peter, and Peter to PanI, from a
compromise between whose followers <ame the Catholic church! There is no
need for ns at present to concern ourselves with such grotesque heresies, and it

will be of more profit to think of things that more nearly touch ourselves. We
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my brethren, by those of [the house of] Chloe, that

there are strifes among you. Now I speak of this, that
each oue of you saith, I am of Paul, and I of "Apollos, „Act3i9 i

and I of'Cephas, and I of Christ. Is Christ divided? pJno. 1.42!

no doubt Ijelieve that all the inspired writers are to be listened to as the mouth-
pieces of the Spirit of Grod alike; whatever may be the differences in their respec-

tive lines of testimony. It is to be feared, however, that for most of us some of

these have written almost in vain. The want of balance of truth may thus be
very great, and the result more than a defect in knowledge. Scripture is a liv-

ing organism, in which each member ministers to the rest, and if one member
suffer all the members suffer with it. Prophecy roots itself in history, which
again is the birthplace of every great doctrine. Doctrine controls and models
practice. To suppose that any part of the word of God may be slighted with
impunity is to come near to accusing God of having spoken idly in it; and it is

not the knowledge of it, but the want of knowledge—its power and preciousness

not being realized in the soul, that makes men ready to yield it up to the un-
sparing hands of the (falsely called) "higher critics," whose every effort is to

debase what they do not understand.

But this works also in other ways which may once more come closer home to

us. What is it that makes people sit at the feet of men who can be but, at

best, interpreters after an imperfect fashion of a book which is in all our hands,
and the One infallible Interpreter of which is given to all Christians, with
deference often abject to the authoritative exjwsition of those who know, or

ought to know, as those occupied so much with the things of the world, and
destitute of needful training, caunot be expected to do? Let it not be thought
that it is meant that we can receive no help from teachers; or that there is not
to be a due recognition of whatever help the Lord would give us. His way is

to use us to one another, and the pride of independency is sure to reap its re-

ward. But the opposite error is at least no less; it is a false, because extreme,

confidence in any teacher, however pious, however gifted, which as little really

honors the teacher as it even establishes in the teaching, or builds up the soul

therefore before God. Such disciples of men are like a house upon the sand,

when the storm of trial comes; while, as the Ijord says, "He that heareth His
words and doeth them," his house shall not fall, because it is founded upon a
rock. And be it the truth one builds on, but receiving it as the word of man,
without having searched out all before God, except His mercy avert, the sand
that is over the rock may cause its fall as easily. Who that is a teacher indeed
can be satisfied with less than divine authority for himself, or therefore allow
others to be satisfied with less? The mind may wander through imaginative
realms of fancy at its will, but the conscience is that which has to do with God
alone, where no one of us all can answer for another. Yet how many grow up
in the faith of their parents simply, without ever having examined it! or in the

creed of a church certified to them by a multitude of respectable names, and
thus are walking by the faith of others, and not their own! And thus we have
come with the weight of centuries upon us, down to a systematized Corinthian
condition, in the easiest and most natural way possible to be imagined. Alas,

too natural; what more so than for Abraham to desire to carry his father with
him into Canaan? Yet he only kept himself out of it till his father died. And
we, what wonder that we have not much need of a text to teach us how to know
of the doctrine, we who succeed to our fathers' doctrines just as to any other

part of their estates, and would think it a dishonor to their memories to act as

if we were wiser than they, except as perforce we are carried on with the pro-

gress of the generations, mostly scientific as it is, and thus are compelled to

realize that iSarwin has come, and Darwinism in religion, while they and Moses
had the misfortune to live before his time.

One would think that this principle of science with its professed call for

"verification," would suggest at least no less than the verification by our
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Was Paul crucified for you ? or were you baptized to
the name of Paul ? I thank my God that I baptized q Acts is. s.

none of you, except «Crispus and 'Gaius, in order that '23^*^™" "'"

mannal of instrnction, of all that we hear Irom those who professedly are teach-
iDg from it; but men are men, and sinuosity still marks "the worm Jacob's"
course. How many verify their scientific text-books? And in religion, how
shall these hard-worked business men sit down to verify the sayings of those
whose business is to give out that which by long labor they have acquireti?

They may change their teacher, if they are unable in the main to go with him;
but the method is harder to change. Until, indeed, the invisible things become
for them the deepest realities, and the spoon fashion of feeding no longer is

found to meet the demands of a sturdier life.

With the Corinthians things had not gone on in any wise so far as this, but
the same causes were at work, and the people of God were already becoming
such or such a teacher's people. The apostle meets it with the utmost vigor,

according to his wont. "Is Christ divided?" he asks: are His words in contra-

diction to those inspired by the Spirit since He went on high? "Was Paul
crucified for you?" so that you should be the people of Paul? "Or were you
baptized to the name of Paul? "—as people are baptized into this or that church
now. "I thank my God," he adds, "that I baptized none of you, except
Crispns and Gains, that no one may say ye were baptized to my name. And I

baptized also the house of Stephanas; for the rest, I know not if I baptized any
other."

"Under the old dispensation," says Hodge, "whenever any one professed

Judaism, or entered into covenant with God as one of His people, all his chil-

dren and dependents, that is, all to whom he stood in a representative relation,

were included in the covenant, and received its sign. In like manner, under
the gospel, when a Jew or Gentile joined the Church, his children received bap-
tism and were recognized as members of the Christian Church." I quote this

because of some common but important errors in it, which need to be separated
from the truth which is contained.

The "baptismal covenant" is a very common doctrine in much of Protestant

theology; having its main support from its analogy with the Israelite "covenant
of circumcision " by which the "seed of Abraham according to the flesh " stood in

acknowledged relationship to Jehovah, their covenant God. But while conced-
ing fully the analogy, we have carefully to remember the difference between a
nation in the flesh and under a covenant of law, and the Church as the Body of

Christ, indwelt of the Spirit. Into this Church no ordinance can bring, but the

baptism of the Spirit only (chap. xii. 13). The confounding of this with water-

baptism, and of the Body of Christ with the Kingdom of heaven is one that has

led largely to the ritualism with which the professing church is aflfl^icted to-day,

and from which the Keformers themselves, with but a few exceptions such as

Zwingle, were by no means fully delivered. But while there was a "throne of

the Lord " in Israel, where Solomon sat as the viceroy and representative of a
higher power (1 Chrou. xxviii. 5; xxix. 23), the sign of whose Presence was the

Glory over the ark of the covenant in the innermost holy place, yet the differ-

ence is even thus apparent. And if Israel were thus a kingdom of the Lord,

and might have been, had they stood to the terms of their covenant, "a king-

dom of priests" (Ex. xix. 6) in nearer relationship, yet members of the Body of

Christ they never were—not even that remnant according to the election of

grace which has been ever among them. To urge, as so many do, that they

were the "assembly," (or "church ") of the Lord, as we are, is to mistake the

whole matter, and substitute a false issue for the true one. The question is in no
wise one of the assembly of the Lord simply, which no one could deny them to

have been, but of "the assembly which is His Body^' (Eph. i. 22, 23), which
cx)uld not exist before there was a Head in heaven, or a baptism of the Spirit to

Ibrm the Body. The Kingdom it is which, in whatever different forms, existed,
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no one may say I have * baptized to my name ; and I

baptized also the house of 'Stephanas; for the rest, I

know not if I baptized any other.

«ch. 16. IS,

17.

* Or, " ye were: " authorities are about equally divided.

and exists all through; and in Israel the honse of God was its centre; in tlie

Kin>idoin, l)iit of course distinct from it. And so again, the Cluirch is now the

Honse of God by tiie indwelling of the Spirit; in the Kingdom, but distinct from

tlie Kingdom. It is only the confusion between Israel as the assembly of the

Lord, and the assembly which is Christ's Body and the Honse of God, that

makes this other confusion between the Kingdom and the Church. And it is

true that "He hath made us a Kingdom, priests to His God and Father," as

the book of Revelation says (chap. i. 6, R. V.); but this is another of the many
blessings which are ours in Christ.

This distinction clear makes clear many another thing. It is on this lower

ground that Israel and the Church are in some sense one. It is here that the

analogy between circumcision and baptism finds its justification, and the whole
ritualistic argnment as to the latt«r is swept away. Baptism is into the King-
dom, not the Chnrch; it is, as we have elsewhere seen, one of the keys of the

Kingdom (see Matt, xvi. 19, notes), and one of the modes of discipling into that

which is a kingdom of truth (Matt, xxviii. 19, notes). On this ground all the

blessing is governmental, conditional, and (however it may look on to eternity,)

secures nothing there. It is a remission or washing away of sin which is hypo-

thetical necessarily, as done by those who cannot know infallibly the hearts of

those who come to their baptism, and cannot cleanse those whom God has not

cleansed; any more tlian the water which they use can cleanse the soul (see

Acta ii. 38, notes). Nor does God work magically, as men would have Him, by
means unsuitable to the nature He has giveu us.

If we understood that baptism is just the solemn admission to the Lord's

school on earth, the difficulty as to the admission of a believer's house to this

aUmg with himself would be at an end; and the reason would be apparent for

the distiJiction to be niade between the child and the adult. God would of
coui-se have reality, and he who owns Christ Master and Lord, coming to sit at

His feet and learn of Him, must come in faith or he does not come; while on
the other hand the arms of divine love are ready to encircle the babes brought
to Him, and His own word bids those to whose responsibility they are commit-
ted to "bring them up in the nurture and discipline of the Lord:"—that is, as

disciples. Thus the assurance that "of such is the Kingdom of heaven " is as

plain as need be and as encouraging as plain. There is no bringing into a
place those who have no proved fitness for it; no bringing into the professing

church at all; while in complete harmony with the principles announced hy
God in Abraham, the family ties are owned of God in blessing wherever a faith

like his may lay liold of the promise, "Bring up a child in the way in which
he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it."

Here therefore, the apostle plainly distinguishes between the only two of the

assembly at Corinlh whom he had baptized—"none of you, except Ciispus and
Gains;" while of the baptized households he had baptized but one, as far as

his n>emory served—"the honse of Stephanas." Here it was not so important
to remember; for it was not the chihlren wiio were distracting the church by
their divisions. It was sufficient, therefore, to say here, "for the rest, I know
not that I baptized any other." *

• "The honschold of Stephanas" of whom we read at the end of the epistle that they had
" addicted themselves to the ministry of the saints," seems to be the servants, the word being
different,

—

oikia, and not oiJtos. "They that are of Cesar's household "

—

oikia, Phil. iv. 22

—

were not bis children; while all the cases in which the children are plainly intended the
word is oiko$.
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I (17-21):

Tbe power
of the
gospel.

Section 2. (17-31.)

The Cross in its twofold aspect.

1. For Christ sent me not to baptize, but 'to preach the
gospel; not with "wisdom of words, lest the cross of

Christ should be made void ; for the word of the cross

is to those that are 'perishing, foolishness; but to us

who are being "saved, it is the power of God; for it is

Sec. 2.

t Col. 1. 23.
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The apostle now enters at once npon his theme, Christ, nnknown by the
world, the cross His emblem, whom it was impossible to commend to tlie world,

therefore, by any means other than the "demonstration of the Spirit" to the

convicted soul. Yet (his Cross is at once the inlet of all wisdom to him who
nnderetands it,—the knowledge of itself and of God; the actual meeting of the

need which it has discovered. Thus it is true wisdom,—not that barren wisdom
of tbe world which fails man just where needed most, but that which under tbe

severest test becomes tbe most conspicnons.

1. The apostle's disclaiming here of being sent to baptize is in perfect har-

mony with what has just been said of the connection of baptism with the King-
dom rather than the Church. Certainly those who received their commission
from the risen, but not yet ascended Christ, conld not have spoken in this way.
Sent to baptize they were, and by Him who grounds it upon all power commit-
ted to Him, that is, upon the Kingdom that is His (Matt, xxviii. 18, 19). He
who was distinctly sent from Christ in glory, and declares himself to be in an
especial manner the minister of the Church (Col. i. 25), to whom was committed
the administration of that till then nnknown mystery (Eph, iii. 6-9), expressly

denies baptism to have a place in that distinct commission! And this is the

more noteworthy, because with regard to the Lord's Supper, wbicli he might
have received, like baptism, from those who were apostles before him, but which
is plainly connected with this administration, he says emphatically that he had
"received from the Lord" that which he delivered to them: this too in this

very same epistle in which he denies his having received baptism in this way
from Him, and which is an epistle for tbe authoritative regulation of the Church
on earth (chap. xiv. 37).

But he was also minist'er of the completed gospel (Col. i. 23); and this is

what be turns to speak of now. Christ bad not sent him to baptize, but to

preach the gospel—tbe glad tidings of a love now going out towards all, and in

which his own heart went out in sympathetic gladness. Yet here it was the

word of the Cross he carried, an ominous word of humiliation, suffering and
penalty endured; and which, if endured for men, yet declared their condition
who conld be saved only by such a sacrifice. Here, therefore, no mere wisdom
of words would suffice. That would be ignoring the very condition for

which the Cross was alone the remedy. It was not a mere misunderstanding
which wise words would remove, but a heart away from God which had declared
itself in face of the wondrous revelation of God in Christ: men have both seen
and hated both Christ and His Fat'ier. And men, according to Scripture, are

the same everywhere; this condition is not an excepticmal one, but, "as in

vrater face answereth to face, so the heart of man to man."
What use, then, of mere appeals to man, when Christ has Himself appealed,

to get no answer but the Cross? The very " word of the Cross is to those that

are perishing ft»olishness;" while indeed to those who are being saved "it is

the power of God." Yes, the power of Gk>d; but then this alone can be trusted

to work in it. The wisdom of the wise is brought to an end; the nnder-stand-

ing of the man of understanding set aside: did any of them, with whatever
wisdom they might have, excogitate the gosj>el ? or produce any equivalent to

the gospel? They bad had ample time to do it, if they could. The nations
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2 ^22-25):

Yet the
cruss an
offence to
the Jew, a
folly to the

Greek.

written, '1 will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and set

aside the understanding of the understanding ones.

Where is the wise, where is the scribe, where is the

disputer of this age? Hath not God made "foolish the

wisdom of the world? For when, in the 'wisdom of

God, the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased

God through the foolishness of the preaching to save
those that believe,

2. Since the "Jews ask for signs and the Greeks seek for

wisdom, but we preach Christ crucified, to the Jews an
* offence and to the Gentiles foolishness, but to those

xl8a.29. H.

ylsa.44.25.

z Lk. 10. 21.

Bom. 1. 22.

a Matt 12.

38.

b Isa. 8. 14.

Kom. 9. 32.

that had once known Grod, had, in fact, spite of that knowledge, glorified Him
not as God, nor lieen thankful for the knowledge, as the apostle tells the

Romans; and this was the secret of the idolatry which covered the earth with
hideous forms, the reflection of the lasts which marred in their members. What
could be expected of those who had thus turned their backs on God, and con-

jured up gods uot to meet the need of conscience, but to satisfy the impulses of
their depravity?
God indeed, as we know, never left Himself without witness,—never meant

to leave man to the mere blind gropiugs of a darkened intellect. Apart from
the witness of external nature which is everywhere, somewhere the light was
shining all the time. In the midst of the most cultivated nations of antiquity,

and at the headquarters of their commercial traflSc,—in close intimacy with
Egypt, (upon whose bestial gods was executed once a judgment which resounded
far aud near,)—and in turn with Phoenicia, Syria, Assyria, Babylon, Persia,

Greece, and Rome, there was a people who held in their hand the revelation of
God, progressing with the onward march of the generations that went by. But
this was not what they craved or would receive. Thus in the self-chosen dark-
ness their wisdom ripened till in Greece, the land of the typical Gentile, in the
midst of those who professedly sought after wisdom, it produced its fairest

blossoms and its ripest fruits. The wisdom of God was pleased to give ample
time for the development. As in Israel under law it was to be proved that man
was without strength and ungo<lly, so amongst the Gentiles was it to be proved
that the world by wisdom knew uot God. Then, when the need was fully

shown, which could uot else be met at all, " it pleased God by the foolishness of
the preaching"—not of preaching as a method, but of the thing preached in

human estimation—"it pleased God to save those that believe."

2. Not merely to Gentile philosophy, which in its very designation was a

"pursuit of wisdom," but to the legal Jew no less, the cross was natui-ally the
very opposite of what he looked for. The Jew, as we see in the Gospels, de-
manded signs—significant wonders. And such indeed was the Cross, the

mightiest that could be; but what child of the law could accept one in which
the law itself was against the snflferer,—the curse of the law upon him?
Doubtless they had read of One despised and rejected of men, a man of .sorrows

and acquainted with grief, upon whom Jehovah laid the iniquity of others, and
with whose stripes they are healed. Yes, but was not that Israel suffering for

the sins of the world ? So have they turned the edge of conviction from them-
selves to weave out of texts like these a subtle web of self-righteousness in their

own defence. But how indeed could they think of their glorious Messiah as in

the place of one made an offering for sin? How little could they imagine that

in all this reasoning they were but fulfilling the prophecy they were perverting,—"He was despised, and we esteemed Him not !

"

The reason why to the Greeks it was foolishness was at bottom the same

—

intense blindness as to man's condition and the enormity of sin before a holy

God. Their gods came down to earth indeed, and in forms lower than the

human; but it was in pursuit of their own lusts and passions, as vehement and
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who are the called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the
power of God and the wisdom of God. For the foolish-

ness of God is wiser than men, and the weakness of God
is more powerful than men.

3. For consider your calling, brethren, that not 'many
wise according to the flesh, ''not many mighty, not many
noble [are called], but God hath 'chosen the foolish

things of the world that he might put to shame the
wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of the
world that he might put to shame the things that are
mighty ; and the ignoble things of the world, and things
that are despised hath God chosen,* things that are
not, that he might bring to naught things that are, that

e Jno. 7. 48.

a Matt. U.
25.

« Rom. 3.27.

• " And " has good support ; but is probably to be omitted.

unrestrained as any that could be fonnd in man. Here was a setting forth of
"new gods" indeed, which at once proclaimed a new estimate of sin, and swept
aside under its condemnation all their rabble of dishonored deities. Were in-

deed all these to be replaced with that gaunt Figure of rejection and death, out-

cast by these contemptible Jews themselves ?

But if such then were the message, what hope in announcing it? None but in

God's new-creative call, the call of the gospel certainly, but the gospel made
good in the soul by the mighty energy of the Holy Spirit. Many heard and
hear the universal gospel-call, only to reject it; but to all those called according
to the word of the apostle here, Christ is the power of God and the wisdom of
God. It is a call effectual as God can make it,

—"not in word only, but in

I)ower, and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance'' (1 Thess. i. 5); the re-

sult being a veritable new birth: for we are "bom again, not of corruptible

seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God which liveth and abideth for-

ever; and this is the word which by the gospel is preached unto you " (1 Pet.

i. 23, 25).

Thus the "foolishness of God "—what with men may be considered that

—

approves itself by its blessed fruit in those in whose hearts, opened by divine
grace, it has been received effectually, an incominr; of light and joy and peace
which nothing else can avail to bring. "The fooliebness of God is wiser than
men," whatever may be the form of the philosophy he favors; and the " weak-
ness of God,"—Christ "crucified through weakness,"—" is more powerful than
men."

3. If such then is the true character of world-wisdom, such its contradiction

to all that is genuinely this, it is but the consequence to be expected, that

the calling of God will not be characteristically of those wise according to the

flesh, or mighty, or noble. He has, in fact, put upon the most conspicuous de-

velopments of the world-spirit the brand of His reprobation. He chooses the

foolish things of the world to put to shame the v/isc, and its weak things to

shame it^s might, and things ignoble and despised, things that are naught in

men's eyes, to bring down to naught all things in the world together, that no
flesh may glory in the presence of God. Alas, it is this "great Babylon that

we have builded " that exalts mau to his shame, and drives him out in result

among the beasts that know not God, to be more bestial than they. We must
accept this abasement that God may be able indeed to exalt us, and enrich us
in our poverty with the riches of One self-impoverished to enrich us. In this

way man is blessed indeed, and God is glorified.

We who believe are in Christ Jesus,—filled up in all His fulness; and the
wisdom which here we find manifests itself as truly that by its power to meet
and put away all the disastrous consequences of the fall, and bring in an over-
compensation of blessing that is indeed divine. And this is what the form of
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no flesh may glory before God. But of him are ye 'in

Christ Jesus, who was made to us 'wisdom from God,
* righteousness, as well as 'sanctification and ^redemp-

r 2 Cor. 5.17.

g Eph. 1.17.

/ilaa.45.24.
Jer. 23. 6.

Koni.5. 19,

i Jno. 17. 19; Rom. 8. 2. J £pb. 1. 7.

the sentence here conveys; "righteonsnesa, as well as sanctification, and redemp-
tion," being the distinguishing blessings that are found in the wisdom that is

from God, and which manifest its truly divine character.*

It will be found also upon examination that the words stand in the order

needed to bring out their relation to the fall; to that, let ns remember, which
began man's pursuit of wisdom, away from God. Still, "vain man will

he wise, though he be born a wild ass's colt." No wonder if he should sadly

lose his way. Yet in all this, supreme above it all, God works out His purjwses

of blessing, using even the evil itself to do so. For, if wisdom were hoped for

by man from the knowledge of good and evil, this (which indeed was always
designed for him by God, and which he had no need to take from Satan) is in

fact overruled in such a way as to give him the deepest possible apprehension

of these that (one may suppose) the creature could have; and thus, in the re-

deemed, to bring about a fuller conformity to the mind of God, than perhaps a
being unfallen conld attain. No angel could in this way ' by reason of use liave

his senses exercised to discern both good and evil." And the very presence of the

evil in us after new birth is a fact whose import seems to lie in the same
direction.

At the best, a wisdom of this kind could not, however, by itself solve any
one of the most serious questions which perplex men, and will perplex them,

apart from revelation. And this is what distinctly the book of Ecclesiastes ia

designed to show. Wisdom there is the object of the moat earnest search by one
who had special human wisdom given him by God, so as to be wiser than all

men beside; and with riches and power back of it all, to carry out, as far as man
might go, his experiments. But the wail goes up from this eager seeker of

what he prized and longed for: "I said I will be wise, but it was far from me."
Death baffles him. The seal upon a fallen condition cannot be broken by that

which induced the fall. "Who knoweth the spirit of man that goeth upward?
or the spirit of the beast that goeth downward to the earth? . . . As thou
knowest not the way of the spirit ... so thou knowest not the works of God
that worketh all." Bevelatiou must come in then; and here what joy to real-

ize how it has indeed come in!

Christ is made unto ns wisdom from God: and thus with Christianity, for

faith, every cloud is lifted. The wisdom that is from God is a csisket of price-

less jewels; in which the redeemed one finds, not only liberty, but marvelous
enrichment. How much is contained in just those three words, "righteousness,

sanctification and redemption!" And they are in an order of progressive ful-

ness, as we shall see, by which we enter more and moi-c into the heart of God.

Righteousness is the first need of the sinner, and which ve see symlwlically

met in that robe which death furnished to cover the nakedness which was the

first felt need in Eden. "I was afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself."

Yet God had made him naked, not like any beast of the earth with its protec-

tive covering, but safe in the purity of his uprightness, open to the light and
not ashamed. How all was altered now! The consciousness of guilt was upon
him: the law of sin was already in his members; and God Himself recognizes

the impossibility of restoring that lost innocence; he must have a covering, and
a better one than any that he can invent with all his power of invention. Who
could imagine that death, the penalty upon him, was to be that which should
provide him with this? Yet we know that this is indeed the truth. The
penalty must be endured, if the sinner is to be justified before God. Righteous-

ness for him is not in any impossible work of his hands, or new life lived, but

• So the margin of the R. V., though ungraramatlcally, " both."
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tion ; that as it is written, *He that glorieth let him
glory in the Lord.

fc Jer, 9. 23,
24.

in the first place by the death of Him of whom all <he sacrificial law spoke

—

whom it foreshadowed. The blood of the sacrifice—token of the life poured out
—was that which was offered to God for the acceptance of the offerer; and we
are thus "justified by His blood," every charfje against us is refused, His re-

surrection from the dead being the assurance of the demand met, and thus the
public sentence of justificatiou of every one that believeth in Jesus.

But this is negative merely,—there is no imputation of guilt, and that is all;

and it is not all that God has done for us; we have tiot in this yet reached the
ro5e of righteousness, whi<'h death indeed must obtain for ns, but which goes
beyond the mere putting away of sin, and gives us a positive standing in the
presence of God. Christ is not merely negative but positive righteousness to

us. We stand in Hiui, in the value that He has for Gi)d, who has achieved,
not merely for us but for Him also, that which has glorified Him in all His at-

tributes. In His death all tliat we were by nature and practice both was
branded and set aside,

—"our old man crucified with Him,"—and we are ac-

cepted in the Beloved, in that unchangeable perfection which is His, living be-
cause He lives. He is the Priest that offered for ua. to whom belongs the skin
of the burnt-offering (Lev. vii. 8); and here we are brought back as it were to
Eden, to see whence those skins that covered the first siiniers of mankind were
derived. How from the beginning did the eye of God contemplate the coming
Redeemer in His sufferings and the glories that should follow!

Yet, however wonderful this righteousness, more is needed and more provided
for us in Christ. God could not merely cover the nakedness of a sinner, while
leaving him still the sinner that he was before. Man fallen was corrupt as well

as guilty; and Christ is made unto us not only righteousness but also sanctifi-

cation.

Now sanctification is spoken of in two different ways in Scripture: we are
sanctified positionaUy, and we are sanctified practically,—by the blood and by
the Spirit of Christ; as the blood with the oil upon the blood consecrated the
priest of old (Ex. xxix. 20, 21). Positionally, as is evident, it is the blood of
Christ which has set us apart to God. And this is what sanctification means,
setting apart to God. The Lord thus speaks of sanctifying Himself when He is

going to take a new position as Man with God: "For tiieir sakes," He says, "I
sanctify Myself, that they also may be sanctified by the truth " (John xvii. 19).
This was no spiritual change in the Lord, which it were blasphemy to tliink; it

was simply a new place that He was taking for ns Grodward. Upon this too our
sanctification. positionally and practically, depends. He is gone in to God as
Man. Entitled ever to such a place by viitue of all that He was. His own per-

sonal perfection. He is now gone in for men; and therefore, "By His own blood
He entered iu once into the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption "

(Heb. ix. 12). Thus He enters as our Representative, and the blood that He
has shed sets ns apart, or sanctifies ns, to God, in the power of His finished
work, "we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once
for all " (chap. x. 10). Thus the conscience is effectually purified, the worshiper
once purged having no more conscience of sins (ix. 13. 14; x. 2); a thing how
absolutely necessary for practical sanctification, for wliicli we must be near to

God: there is no possible place of distancefrom sin but in nearness to God.

Practicjil sanctification has its two factors in the new birth, and the operation
of the Spirit through the Word upon the believer, taking of the things of Christ
to show them to him. In new birth Ciirist is our life, and thus we have a
nature capable of responding to the Word ministered to it, although still and
ever the Spirit's work is necessary to make the Word good in the hearts of the
children of God.
But being born again, it is Christ once more, as apprehended by the soul in

what He personally is, and in the place in which He is, who is the power for
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Section 3. (ii.)

The revelation by the ^irit, of things beyond mere human knowledge.

1. And I, when I came unto you, brethren, came not

with excellency of word or wisdom, announcing the

testimony * of God. For I determined not to know
anything among you, except 'Jesus Christ and him

* Some MSS. have " mystery."

1 2 Cor. 13.4.

sanctification. Aud herein is the wisdom of God la Him fully and wonderfully

displayed. He who has put away onr sins and set our consciences at rest in the

presence of God, has thus laid hold upon our hearts, and won us for Himself

and for God, revealed in Him, for ever. Christian life—what only can be called

go jg thus love's free aud happy offering to Him who has loved us: " He died

for all that they which live should no more live unto themselves, bnt ante

Him that died for us, and rose again."

Let us notice that "rose a^aift;" for if our hearts are thus Christ's, where is

Christ f In heaven. And where then are our hearts? That is the power for

practical holiness, an object

—

the Object—for our hearts outside the world, out-

side the whole scene of temptation and evil. We have not to look about in the

world to see what of good we can perchance find in it: Christ is in heaven.

Holiness is for ns by heavenliness. How simply and in what perfect wisdom

has God provided for us by the power of an absorbing affection, the Object with-

drawn from us, outside the world, and becoming thus the goal of a pilgrim's

heart and a pilgrim's steps

!

And now, finally, what is " redemption " ? This is the last of the three things

found according to the apostle, in this wisdom of Grod in Christ. What then

is redemption? It is God's love acting from itself, and for itself, to satisfy it-

self at personal cost, in getting back that which has been alienated from Him,

and which yet He values. It is more than purchase, or even repurchase; for

this might be, not because of its value to myself, bnt to give it away again, or

for some other reason. But redemption is for oneself, the getting back for one-

self what one's own heart values,—the value of which is known by the price

that one is willing to pay for it. Redemption brings out thus the heart of the

And in Eden, amid all the goodness with which he was surrounded, man,

taught of Satan, had learned to suspect the goodness of God. There and then

he had lost God: for He is not God, if He is not good. Since then, naturally,

"there is none that seeketh after" Him,—that believes there is anything in

Him for which to seek Him. Natural religions are religions of fear and self-

interest only, and men's gods are the image of their own corruptions. God must

reveal Himself; aud how gloiiously has He done this! Not goodness merely to

man innocent in Eden, but infinite love to those who in Christ could see and

hate Him. "God so loved the world that He gave His only-begotten Son."

Christ is the redemption-price that shows the heart of the Redeemer; this won-

drous gift, the Father's heart told out in transcendent righteousness, and holi-

ness, and love.

Nor can we forget that redemption has yet to show its power m the transfor-

mation of the body itself; that in the image of Christ fully we may enjoy the

blessedness that is oui-s in Him for ever. Theu indeed shall he that glorieth

glory in the Lord; and the full blessing of the creature shall he found when

He alone is glorified by all.

Sec. S.

Having thus shown Christ to be the fulness of divine wisdom, the apostle

goes on to speak of the Spirit as the only revealer of Christ, and of spiritual

things, as well as the only capacity for the apprehension of them. A very clear

statement is given of inspiration, such as we find it in Scripture, the fullest aa-
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crucified. And I came to you in weakness and in fear

and in much trembling. And my word and my preach-
ing was not in persuasive words of* wisdom, but in the
"•demonstration of the Spirit and of power; that your
faith might not be in the wisdom of men, but in the
power of God.

2. But we speak wisdom among the "perfect: but a
wisdom not of this age nor of the rulers of tliis age,
who come to nought. But we speak the wisdom of
Gk)d 'in a mystery, the hidden [wisdom] which God
determined before the ages unto our glory, which none
of the rulers of this age knew, for had they known,
they would not have crucified the Lord of glory ; but.

m 1 Thess.
1.5.

n Phil. S.IS.

o 1 Tim. 3.

16.

* Some MSS. insert " human."

sertion of it to be found : not even the words used are taught by human wisdom,
but by the Spirit of God; an assertion, certainly, although questioned, of au
inspiraliou that is, in some sense, "verbal."

1. The testimony of God committed to the apostle was, then, as to the whole
matter of it, Jesus Christ and Him crucified. He was determined to "know"
nothing else: here was his sole occupation and delight. He does not say or
mean that he knew nothing but the Cross. The crucified One is a theme wider
than the Cross; though that indeed is to every eye divinely opened the display
of an infinite glory. But Christ in His full reality is, in fact, the Centre of
light, the full revelation of God, the Truth, by which every thing passing for

truth is to be tested. The mind that is wholly filled with Christ is not con-
tracted, but enlarged to its uttermost capacity. If He is the wisdom of God, it

must of course be so.

Nevertheless He was the Crucified; and the apprehension of this gave pecu-
liar character to the apostle's ministry. He had come among the Corinthians
in the consciousness of his own impotence, along with the sense of the gravity and
importance of such a message. He was with them, therefore, in weakness and
in fear and in much trembling. Instead of trusting to pereuasive words such
as human wisdom would have taught him, he relied entirely upon Him who
was come to glorify Christ in the world, so that his preaching was in the de-

monstrative power of the Holy Spirit. Thus he would have their faith to stand,

not in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God. How blessed a result,

when this is indeed so! How impregnable must be the faith that stands in the

power of God! This was no question, as is plain, of the truth itself—of their

getting that; but of how they got it; whether from God Himself by having to

do directly with Him about it, or from man merely, apostle though the man
might be. This has been already spoken of; but how necessary that it should

be insisted on! With all the care that such an one as Paul had manifested in

this way, yet how much was coming in now that was swaying them from the

truth! Can we wonder then at what we find to be the condition of things to-

day? But shall we therefore hopelessly give way to it? or steadfastly resist it,

as we know that he did?

2. The wisdom that was in his message was "wisdom among the perfect."

He means to say that the maturest spirituality knew it as such: it stood all

tests of heart and conscience with those who knew it best; while yet it was not
the wisdom of this age, nor even of the highest, the rulers of this age, who pass

and perish. They could not penetrate to the Source from which this emanated,
which was also indeed a mystery, a secret now revealed, but hidden formerly,

though predetermined by God before the ages, filled so much since with these

perishing human thoughts. The thoughts perish, bnt the predetermination of
Crod has appointed to us a glory which will not pass away. Bnt the rulers of
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as it is written, ''Things which eye hath not seen nor
ear heard, nor have entered into man's heart, which
God hath prepared for them that love him.

3. But «God hath revealed them to us through His
Spirit; for the Spirit searcheth all things, even the

'deep things of God. For who among men hath known

pl8a.64. 4.

9 Jno. IS.1S.

rrtr. KeT.2.
24.

this age have demonstrated their ignorance of it all: they have crncified the

Lord of it. Isaiah too has borne witness tliat the things which God has prepared

for them that love Him are outside the knowledge of man naturally; strange as

they are to eye and ear and even mental conception. Revelation alone can give

them to us.

3. It is not meant by this then, as so many strangely quote it, that such
things are still beyond onr ken. Tiie apostle immediately goes on to assure us
of tlie very opposite of this, and of the perfect competency of tlie Teaclier to

whom nowvve are committed: "Bub God has revealed them unto us by His
Spirit; for the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God."

It seems at first sight a singular expression to be used of a divine Person.

We might ask with surprise. How can the Spirit of God need to "search" the

things of God? Is He not necessarily participant with the Fallier and the Son
in all divine knowledge? Surely, and absolutely so; but it is the Spiiit in us

that is spoken of in this way, in that blessed, mysterious working in the people

of God which is at once so unfathomable a profundity and so clear a reality. It

is Ke who works in the working of our minds as led of Him; and thus He
brings us into ever fuller communion with the Father and the Son.

Are we conscious, eveiy one of us, of this inpnlse witliin ns, ever to reach out

after that which is still before us,—things which, the more we learn of them,

fill us with an unutterable longing to know more? It is strange that with even

the mass of Christians, tliere seems to be little known of it. How often yon
hear the value of such things discounted just by reason of their "depth "! How
often "too deep for me" is said with what one may call a kind of earnest levity

which reveals the heart, or want of heart, behind it! Are not the revelations of

Christ's love and glory of necessity attractive to those whom He has redeemed
to Himself? Are any of the commuiucations of God to His people dull and un-

interesting to those who are thus recipients of His grace? Has He told out His
heart with so profuse an expression as to be only tedious and unprofitable to

those upon whom all this wealth of tenderness is lavished? Can Christians

think slightly of communion proffered with Himself? What less or else than

this is meant by the practtictal contentment to remain with but the slenderest

knowledge of that which the Spirit of God is, if this scripture be true, continn-

ally leading us on after? We may have grieved Him infleed nntil His voice is

well nigh silenced within us; but was it always so? Have we nether realized

such invitations to possess ourselves of what Christ has made our own? never

longed to know better what, just as beyond onr fullest knowledge, is ever beck-

oning ns to enjoy it? or been aware that, if once we did so, and do so no more,

this is only the unmistakable evidence of first love gone from us—of decline in

our souls which it would startle us to begin to measure?

But this Spirit—indefatigable, wondrous Searcher of the deep things of God

—

we all of us have if Christians: for " if any one have not the Spirit of Christ, he

is none of His." And here is indeed for ns—for the feeblest babes—an un-

limited capacity of acquisition which it is impossible to overrate, impossible

even to estimate at its full value Well, surely, will it be to ask ourselves bow
far it is realized by ns in pra<"tice that we. have dwelling in us a Divine Person,

the perfect Judge of all doctrine, the Teacher of all teachers, whose presence

with ns it can never be humilitv to forget; whom if we listen to we shall never

be deceived or go astruv. In this resjiect it beconies no question of cleverness,

or in the semi-raalerialistic phrase of the day, of "brains," nor of mental capac-
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the things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in

him? So also the 'things of God hath no one known,
save the Spirit of God. Now we have not received the

spirit of the world, but the Spirit which is of God ; that

ity. The question is of eagerness of desire for, and earnestness to obey withont
reserve tlie voice of the Revealer. This it is which, if fully appreheuded, brings

the conscience iuto exercise before God, and delivers at once from all indiffer-

ence as to teachers, (for the Spirit uses His instruments with us as He will,) and
at the same time from all exaggerated deference to them. "Let the prophets

speak, and let the rest judge." The true teacher will be the first to desire to

have everything searched out as before God, and judged by those Scriptures

which the living Spirit has Himself indited. Thus alone will the truth taught

become living truth in the soul.

"For who among men hath known the things of a man, save the spirit of

man which is in him? So also the things of God has no one known, save the

Spirit of God." How worse than empty then the speculations of the wisest men
as to the things of God! The spirit of man is indeed a wonderful and most im-

portant gift of the Creator, and which, therefore, God who has given it will not

set aside or minimise in its own sphere. It is that by which man is distinguished

from the beast, and made in the image of God. He is by it according to his

creation place a son of God, as the beast is not; for God is "the Father of

spirits" only (Heb. xii. 9). Thus he can recognize God, and has a God, in a

way wholly different from the unknowing, and therefore wnmoral, and so never

tmmoral. beast. God never dishonors or degrades the creature He has made, as

some wild modern theorists do. He never speaks of the mind of man as an
evolution from bestial instincts or faculties. He appeals to reason, even with

the wicked: "Come now, and let ns reason together, saith the Lord" (Isa. i.

18). And the unbeliever, to refuse faith, has to refuse reason also. God never

advocates credulity, or applauds the man who "believes because it is impossi-

ble," and thereby puts God in contradiction to the faculties that He has made.
But there are two things which reason itself should make him aware of, and
which fully recognized would set him on the path of divine wisdom. Neither

of these can he possibly discredit, however much he may ignore them, or evade

the consequences.

First, he is a sinner; which if he denies, all bis neighbors at least will ac-

knowledge for him. Sin has morally damaged him, to an extent which it is

hardly jiossible for him to estimate; and this must be a hindrance in the way
of all rijiht understanding, until he has found a remedy for it. The gospel is

thus truly logical in treating him first of all as a sinner and inviting him to ac-

cept at the outset a remedy for this condition. This done, he will be brought

into that right attitude toward God, which will alone enable him to make pro-

gress in the things of God.
The next thing is of no more diflSculty than the first, that, as far as God is be-

yond man, so far must the things of God be, except as he is taught of God. The
confused and contradictory efforts of man in this direction only illustrate and

confirm the saying of Zophar, "Canst thou by searching find out God? canst

thou find out the Almighty to perfection ? It is as high as heaven; what canst

thon do? deeper than hell; what canst thou know?" (Job xi. 7, 8). But
though the things that are thus in the special sense God's things, need to be

revealed to man, yet in the revelation of these also God is careful not to con-

found his faculties: the wisdom of God is ever " wisdom " to the perfect, and
not something that is "impossible," but has to be revealed none the less. He
does not even, as men profess for Him, nse water in a magical way to do what
water was never designed to do, or change bread into a divinity for men's
adoration, or justify the fetishism of superstition in any other way. He does

not baffle the common instincts, perceptions, understanding of the being He has

created.
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we might *know the things that are graciously given

us of God. Which things also we speak, not in " words
taught of man's wisdom, but in those taught of the

Spirit, communicating* spiritual things by spiritual

[means.]

( 1 Jdo.2.20.

u Matt. 10.

• Or, " expounding."

Bat thns how marvelous a gift is that of the Spirit who searcheth the deep

things of God! "What dishonor must we do to such a guest when His presence

is ignored or scarcely realized! when Aristarchus is but a passenger on board

the vessel, of which He is the rightful supreme Ruler! (See Acts xxvii. 2, notes)

Yet "we have not received the spirit of the world, but the Spirit which is of

God; that we might know the things that are graciously given us of God."

The apostle is going on to speak of what was peculiar to the vessels of inspi-

ration; but what he speaks of in these words is, as we know, common to us all;

and by and by, he will insist upon this. But there was with such as these a

special apprehension of the things of God, which the Spirit furnished. This

also was for us, to whom they ministered. The apostle adds that the transmis-

sion also of what was revealed was perfectly secured: "which things also we
speak, not in the words taught of mau's wisdom, but in those taught of the

Spirit, communicating spiritual things by spiritual means."

The latter clause is sometimes translated as "explaining spiritual things to

spiritual men;" this introducing to what follows, that the natural man receiv-

eth not the things of the Spirit of God; and looking back to the statement that

"we speak wisdom among the perfect." But the apostle seems here rather to

be speaking of the character of the communication itself; and this is supported

by the primary meaning of the word for communicating or expounding, which

is "mixing," "combining." He seems evidently to be showing us how per-

fectly the revelation has been secured to us; the fallibility of the human instru-

ment not being permitted to affect that which was conveyed. The very words

were guarded, as well as the matter given. How suitable is it that this should

be so, when divine love and wisdom were bent upon the effectual enlightenment

and salvation of men! How could we imagine that these should after all be

made dependent upon an imperfect and unstable medium! that the mind of

man, feeble and limited as it is, should be left to give the best expression that

it could to such amazing and transcendent thoughts as are enunciated in

Scripture.

But, of course, it is answered to this that, nevertheless, we find in fact the in-

dividuality of the different writers manifesting itself in their several writings;

and thus an undeniable "human element" in them which needs to be accounted

for. And this is continually urged as involving their being suffered to fall into

snch slight mistakes—or shall we say, awkwardnesses of expression ?—as would

prevent our arguing from the mere words used, and shut us up to insistence

only upon the general idea of the thought meant to be conveyed. It has been

urged that "the term here is logos, which denotes rather propositions than mere
' words.' " But we need not contend for its applying to "mere" words. There

is never absent from logos the idea of reason in the words, or, as Trench says,

" The orderly linking and connecting together in connected discouree of the in-

ward thoughts and feelings of the mind." This is no loss, but gain to the

apostle's statement, to find that it claims the whole rational utterance of the

divine revelation by the inspired writers to be taught not of human wisdona,

but of the Spirit. It should be plain that this involves no less than the choice

of words, wherever the words are not most perfectly synonymous. It is as plain

that we may as much insist upon the actual words as if they were given (as it

is not necessary to hold) by direct dictation. God certainly used the "human
element," as He used the humanity of the Lord Jesus, not to be further from

us, but to be nearer to us; we need not shrink from the full acknowledgment
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4 (14-16):

The incom-
petency of
the natural

man.

4. Now, the natural * man receiveth not the things of
the Spirit of God ; for they are foolishness unto him,
and he cannot know them, because they are spiritually

* Literally, " psychical; " see notes.

of it in this way. He fitted for His purpose the vessel that He used, and nsed
it frankly for all for wliicli He had fitted it. He uses man, tlierefore, as man,
not as a mere pen in His band,—not as something passive as tbat might be. but
rather quickened to fullest activity; all faculties in fullest exercise, as well as
in perfect freedom, energized, not crippled, by that which lifted the Spirit-

moved man beyond his common self, often vvithont the consciousness of what
was moving him, or that anything was. An apostle might even for a time " re-

pent" of having written what was nevertheless an inspired letter (2 Cor. vii. 8).

Who can doubt that thus the divine Maker can use the being He has made; not
to the injury or repression of any part of it but the reveree; yet so as to make it

entirely His own? "Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty."

This, then, is what is meant by an inspired utterance. We may debate with
very little result the manner of God's working. The finished product is that

which very much more concerns us, although that which we can learn as to His
ways has unfailing interest and profit for us. Bat the great matter for us now
is, have we in inspired Scripture, as God gave it to us, something that we can
wholly trust and build upon as that which will never fail us? If the human
element confessedly in it is to assume snch character and proportions as to

make it necessary to be constantly sifting the chaff" from the wheat,—if we are

to sit over it as judges before we can bow to it as judging us,—if we need spe-

cialists to point out to us how many hands were at work in every document,
how much patching and revision and modification of various kinds has taken
place in that which has come down to us as the work of Moses, or of Isaiah, or
of Paul,—if it can be proved that the writers made mistakes upon most subjects
that are not directly moral or religious in their character,—if in short they are not
wholly to be trusted on any point as to which we can test their knowledge,

—

how can we confide our whole spiritual interests with rest and assurance of
heart to those who have so failed, with all their manifest claim to more than
human equipment, to establish their credibility as to what this enlightened and
scientific age claims to have made common knowledge?

Thank God that our Bible is not the thing of shreds and tatters which this

folly asserts; aud that those who have in truth of heart listened to its lessons of
holy and lofty wisdom,—who know the unique glory of the Christ that it has
made their own,—know that it is not. It is not by looking deeply into it that
the vulture-critics, who would rend its sacred form, have discovered the disfigure-

ments which they so eagerly point out. It is shallowness and unspirituality

only that has deceived them. Still "He taketh the wise in their own crafti-

ness;" but it will not be those who have most diligently and with heart-exer-
cise searched the Scripture who will lie perauaded that they are not, with the
wisdom they have found in it, "wiser," as one of old says, "than all their

teachers." The more they have examined it, the more critically they have
studied even its minutiae, the more the awe of a divine Presence has been upon
them, the more the sweetness of divine love has drawn and enwrapped them.
And as to the mere understanding of them, the less we are content with mere
generalization, the more we look with reverent care into every detail, and weigh
the import of every word, the more we attain to an apprehension of a perfection
everywhere which manifests in whatever human guise the glory of the divine.

4. A warning follows here which enables us to understand the mystery of
much of the so-called "higher criticism," as well as other abundant forms of
unbelief in every age: "Now the natural man receiveth not the things of the
Spirit of God; for they are foolishness unto him, aud he cannot know them, be-
cause they are spiritually discerned."
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1 (lii.l-9):

God the
true Giver

and
Worker.

discerned ; but the spiritual [man] discerneth all things,

and he himself is discerned of no one. For "who hath
known the mind of the Lord? who shall instruct him ?

But * we have the mind of Christ.

Section 4. (iii., iv. 7.)

Corinthian failure, and the testing of human work.

1. And I, brethren, could not speak unto you as unto
spiritual, but as unto carnal, 'as to babes in Christ. I

have given you milk to drink, not meat ; for ye were
'not able, nor indeed are ye yet able [to bear it], for

ye are yet carnal. For whereas there are among you

V Isa. 40. 13.

u) Jno. 17.8.

X Heb. S.12,

13.

]/ Jno. 16.12.

The word translated "natural," and for which we have, as far as I am aware,
no satisfactory substitute, is psychikos, "psychical." It is an adjective formed
from psyche, "soul," and for wliich some would piojx)se a word wiiich we have
not, "soulaal." We might render it freely as "soul-governed; ' this is, at any
rate, the force of it: the spirit of man (as that which truly makes him man
and by which he is constituted naturally iu the image of God) is of necessity that
which should govern him. The spirit is the seat of the miud proper—of the
menial and moral faculties; the soul is that of the emotions and instincts, which
should be under the guidance and control of these. It is the sign of a fallen

condition that the spiiit has given way to the soul: the senses, passions, bodily
appetites rule over the judgment, and darken it. The man is sensual, therefore

carnal, though not necessarily in the grossest forms, the things of time and sense
shut out God and all that is beyond tlie earth.

This is truly now the natural condition of man as fallen; and with this un-
derstanding of it, we may speak here of the natural man. As such the things
of the Spirit are alien to him, the new-creative power of God must work in

him before he can discern them. They are too remote, make too much demand
npon him, stir too much his apathetic conscience. The light shines, but amid
the darkness; men love the darkness rather than light, because their deeds are
evil: the darkness is real, but it is the soul's choice for itself, not God's choice
for it. He cometh not to the light, because he will not submit to the condemna-
tion of his evil deeds. The acceptance of this condemnation is the way out of
bis condition, through the ready grace which is at hand to meet him.

The Spirit of God is alone able to lift man out of this ruin, and restore God
and the conscience to their rightful supremacy. The spiritual man is therelbre

in the light, and discerns all things. That does not, of course, mean that be is

omniscient, or that he has not to grow in knowledge; but he has his eyes open,
and is in the light. In this condition he necessarily now becomes an enigma to

the natural man. He has now the mind of the Lord,—a mind all-competent;
tor who shall instruct Him? We are brought into fellowship with Him, though
learning but gradually things which surpass all man's powers to attain full

knowledge of; still it can be said already, we have the mind of Christ. But the
world crucified Him.

Sec. 4.

Thus we have seen the full provision made for the Church in the midst of a
hostile world. The wisdom and power of God are ministered to them in Christ,

all that would bring a cloud over the face of God for them being removed. And
the Spirit of God is in them to give the power of the revelation iu their souls,

and to lead them into the deep things of God.
Yet, spite of all that has been done for them, the history of the Church, as we

find almost from the beginning here, has been one of saddest failure. The spirit

of the world was infecting them at Corinth, and the first brightness was depart-
ing from them. They were divided into parties, headed by teachers who were
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emulation and 'strife, are ye not carnal and walk after

the manner of men? For when one saith, I am of

Paul, and another I am of Apollos, are ye not men?
Who then is Apollos, and who Paul ? Ministering serv-

ants through whom ye believed, and as "the Lord gave
to each. I planted; Apollos watered ; but 'God gave
the increase. So then, neither is he that planteth 'any-

thing, nor he that watereth ; but God that giveth the

increase. Now he that planteth and he that watereth

are one; and each shall receive his own reward ac-

cording to his own labor. For we are God's * fellow-

workmen : ye are God^s husbandry, God's building.

M Oal. 5. 20.

a ch. 4. 7.

t> Ch. 15. 10.

e Jno.lS. 6.

d20or.6. 1.

Heb. 3. 6.

bnilding with bad material into the house of God. The apostle warns them of

the testinji tbat all their work wonld receive, and of the vanity of the world-
wisdom with which tliey were adulterating the truth of God. The recompense
would not fail to follow.

1. In view of their condition the apostle first of all wonld lift their eyes to

Him who was the Giver of all gift, the only eflfectnal Worker of all good in any.

He was i^leased in wisdom as in grace to work through instrnments, which the
carnal, with eyes only for the visible, might pnt into His place, and clothe

with a halo of glory which was His alone. So, alas, with the Corinthians: with
all the wisdom upon which they prided themselves, they could not be addressed
as spiritual, but as carnal merely, showing the inability of the flesh to receive

the things of God. They were, no doubt, Christians, but so hindered in true

spiritual development as to be still mere babes in Christ. Not that a real babe
in Christ is carnal; but the lack with them of freshness and simplicity showed
plainly what the condition was,—that it was not really the sweet child-state,

but disease. Yet, let us remember, they "came behind in no gift." Gifts they

had, and the Gift! there was no lack of ability in any way, had not the whole
spring of true energy been kept back by the incoming of that with which it

could not mingle and had no affinity. This is the one secret of all lack of
growth, and the state of the Corinthians has thus a most real, if the saddest im-
portance for us. Wherever you hear the cry, "Too deep! too deep!" as to the

things of God, be sure it is not the voice ot Him who in the Christian "search-
eth the deep things of God." Not that there are not for all, in every stage of
growth, things that may be yet loo deep; but the question has to be made: does
this depth yet attract and draw us on to "search " it? does it charm us with a
vision of glories yel unknown, and wake us to new earnestness of purpose? or

is it but the cry of spiritual sluggishness that thinks all labor in sncb fields

mere hard-handed servitude, or perhaps, but fancy-gardening, with not enough
recompense in it to invite toil like this? And these are God's things, the very
Paradise of God made ours, of which our hearts may yet venture to say things
like these!

It is such material as this which nevertheless furnishes apt scholars in the
schools of men, as we may see again by these Corinlhians. It is those with no
deep earnestness in the things of God who naturally yield themselves to the
guidance of others, and may even learn to debate over the respective merit of
their chosen teachers. The flock is not kept together, but disperses under
leaders, not hearing, or but indistinctly as afar off, the one commanding Voice
of the true Shepherd. To Him, in fact, they are not near enough; and that is

the meaning of all sects whatever.
Paul had to adapt himself to such indeed. He had to feed them with milk,

and not with meat, though doubtless tljey wonld have desired this; but they
could not assimilate it. He would fain have them grow, but they could only
grow by what they could digest. He must therefore take them back to the first

elements, and teach them to distinguish between the wisdom of the world and
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S (10-15):
The differ-

ences lo the
workmen
and tlielr

work.

2. According to the grace of God which was given to

me, as a wise master-builder, I laid the foundation and
another buildeth thereupon. But let each take heed
how he buildeth thereupon. For other foundation can
no man lay beside that which is laid, 'which is Jesus
Christ. Now, if any one build upon this foundation

gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble, each

Matt. 16.

18.

£pb. 2. 20.

what was God's wisdom for them, between the power of the Spirit and the in-

capacity of the flesh, between the huiuau instriuueut and the divine Accom-
plisher. Their moral condition showed indeed iiow little they could be trasted

to receive any higher truth. In strife and eiuuhition tliey exhibited clearly tlie

manner of men; while their engrossing topic was Paul and Apolios, and not
Christ. Who tlien were these? Servants, by whom God indeed had been
pleased to bring them to faith—faith in them? Were not the very differences of
which they made so mnch, differences of God's appointment, who ordered as

He pleased? Paul had planted; Apollos had watered: what could have come
of it, had not God given the increase? Wliat then were these human instru-

ments? Merely a mode of working on God's part: God was really all. And
despite all differences, those who wrought thus were only fellow-workmen

—

God's workmen, who among themselves were fellows; the husbandry was God's;

the building God's. What a degradation for them to forget this, and to make
themselves the work of men! Yet God would not overlook or Ibrget to recom-
pense these lal>orei-8 of His, for whom they seemed so needlessly concerned.

2. The apostle now pursues the subject of these differences, and in view of
the coming recompense. But here he takes pains to show what the most real

and noteworthy differences were as before God. He could well speak, whom
God had given in His grace the place of master-builder, and necessarily, there-

fore, the gifts for the place. This was the character of the apostolic office;

which was in fact to lay the foundation upon which the whole Church was to

be built. There could be but one foundation, and no one could lay another;

they could only build upon that which was already laid. Here there could be
therefore no strife, no variance, but entire unity of purpose, so long as the after-

comer were a builder at all and not a destroyer—au open enemy. Now iu

building on this foundation it was not really a question of the various qualifica-

tions of the builders, so much as of the carrying on, with suitable material and
workmanship, the plan and purpose of the building. It is of the Church as the

temple of God that Paul is speaking here, as he says almost immediately, or-

dained because of the defectibility of human workmanship, to pass the test of

fire—of the holiness that belongs to God necessarily—iu the day of revelation,

when the final results shall be revealed of all that has been wrought for Him
upon the earth. What cannot stand the fire is thus unsuited to such a build-

ing, as is plain; and the difference of material from this point of view only

divides it into two classes. The "gold, silver, precious stones," would abide

the fire; the "wood, bay, stubble," would not. It seems evident that we have
not before us in these, however, the "living stones," of which, as Peter speaks,

the "spiritual house" is composed, but what we might consider more the deco-

ration of the building. Nor is this of inferior importance when we consider

that this is what, according to the figure, meets the eye of the occupant, and
when we consider who this occupant is and is to be. Gold, which is the symbol
of divine glory, was that which covered the whole temple that Solomon built:

as "in His temple," says David, "all of it speaketh of glory" (Ps. xxix. 9).

The gold speaks therefore of a character of things, the result of them for God,
and which is fullest blessing for all His creatures; as silver speaks of redemp-
tion, the meeting of man's deepest need. The precious stones, as in the high-

priest's jewelled breast-plate, or the foundations of the eternal city (Rev. xxi.

19), are the Urim and Thnmmini, the "lights and perfections" of Him who is

the "Father of lights," the various display of the divine attributes. It is plain
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8 (16-17):
The

Church the
Temple of

God.

man's work shall be made manifest: for the day shall

declare it ; because it is revealed in fire, and the fire

shall try each man's work of what sort it is. If any
man's work shall abide which he hath built thereon, he
shall receive a reward. If any one's work shall be
burned, he shall suffer loss; but he himself shall be
saved, yet so as -^through the fii'e.

3. Know ye not that ye are the "temple* of God, and
that the *Spirit of God dwelleth in you? If any man

* Naoi the house proper.

/Jnde23.

g 2 Cor.6.16.

AJnaI4.I7.

how all this mnst be borne witness to in the work of every true workman,
whose handiwork is to endure iu the final temple to God's endless praise. The
"wood, hay, and stnbble" are more difficnlt to interpret, bnt seem to speak of
what is in contrast with these: of what is simply human, though with what is

to man noble and venerable, as the tree is {xulon is both "wood" and "tree").
Much below this is the "hay," more perishable, and the food of the beast and
not of man; while the stubble is simply worthless, and fit fnel for the flame.
We cannot perhaps characterize what is here more closely,* and indeed the
broadest generality may be mo.st efiective for the warning which is given,—

a

warning deeply needed always, and now certaiuly as much as ever. What a
reversal of much of our human judgments will be the judgment of the great day
that comes!

For the work is revealed (only then perfectly) in fire, a fire to whose power
all man's work must be yielded up. How needful to anticipate that judgment,
ever seeking to be and work before God now, so that the light of His Presence
now may manifest us to ourselves as we are manifest to Him. Apparent success,
the applause of man, the inspiration of benevolent, philanthropic motives, yet
Christless or antichristian, as is so much to-day,—how little will such things
avail to save much specious service from the condemnation that is at baud!
Tlie sanction of antiquity, of fathers, aud church-fathers, of even the cons(;ieuce

unenlightened by the word of God, how little will all this avail to set aside the
decree of absolute righteousness and holiness of truth! One might ask with
consternation, what will survive the unswerving sentence of infinite perfection
upon that which is so thoroughly imperfect at the best, so positively defiled
often with impure intermixture! Yet the judge is He who has taught us to
take forth the precious from the vile, that, we may be as His mouth! How
encouraging is this! for this character is what will be evidenced tlieu in these
judgments of His month. And how tender and reassuring the apostle's words
iu this connection, but a little further on, "Then shall each have his praise
from Go<l " (iv. 5). That is what His love continually seeks; and what the blood-
washed robes of the saints will attest in the day that they come forth with their
Lord to take their destined place of rule with Him (Rev. xix. 8, 14; comp. vii.

14; xxii. 14, R. V.). And so here, there are those whose work shall abide, and
who shall receive a reward; and even where the work is burned, yet if the soul
has built upon the foundation, thonglj he suffer loss, yet "he himself shall be
saved, though so as through the fire." Asa n)an escaping out of a burning
house may be untouched by the flame, though the fire consume all that he has.

We have no reason to believe either that tliis last will be true of any true saint
—that is, that he will lose all reward. Nay, "each shall have his praise from
God."

3. The apostle appeals to the Corinthians now, briefly but energetically, with
regard to the character of this building, of which he has been speaking. It is

* There are two suggestive papers on this topic In Help and Food for 1894, pp. 18, 48, fh)m
which it will be seen I have derived help. Would that more would communicate what they
have learnt individually from the precious Word.
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4 (I8-23V
The vanity
of the wis-
dom of the

world.

destroy the temple of God, him shall God 'destroy ; for

the temple of God is holy [and] such * are ye.

4, Let no one deceive himself, if any one thinketh

himself to be wise among you in this world, let him
become a fool that he may be wise. For the wisdom
of this world is foolishness with God: for it is written,

^He taketh the wise in their craftiness. And again,

*The Lord knoweth the reasonings of the wise, that

they are vain. Wherefore 'let no one glory in men;

i cf. Rev.ll.
18.

j Job 5. 13.

k Vb. 94. 11.

Uer.9. 23,24.

* Plural masculine: ' such [holy ones] are ye."

not a new truth that he is announcing to them, but something very well known;
which nevertheless they had not in just appreciation. Wbat a marvel of divine

grace that they should be indwelt by the Spirit of God! We are familiar with

it—as a doctrine, surely as much as they; has the wonder of it diminished with

us? and do we need to be exhorted as to our responsibility in view of this re-

lationship to the Supreme?

It is only here and in Ephesians that we have the Church spoken of as the

temple of God; but in Ephesiaus this is not a present but a future thing: it

^'groweth unto a holy temple." The character of the epistle being predomi-

natingly heavenly and so eternal, it is the eternal condition that is emphasized,

wiiile there is a present building that goes on to this. The epistles to Timothy
give us more the present " house of God;" with Hebrews and Peter also in

different aspects. Bat Corinthians (both epistles) alone speak of a present

"temple." It is remarkable too, that only for the purpose of admonition is it

referred to: in the second epistle to emphasize the refu.sal of idolatry (chap. vi.

16); here to warn against sacrilege. The destroyer is of coarse not a builder,

but the opposite; yet ostensibly he might be that: different even from those who
built with "wood, hay, stubble," for these might be after all at bottom Chris-

tians, and thus building upon the foundation, whatever the incongruity of the

material used. Here the very existence of the Church is threatened; the man is

au enemy, although he may own—nay, all the more supposing that be dues

own—some monstrous ficliou as the Christ of his allegiance. Yet even Chris-

tians may require warning against the profanation of terms and names, which

is as common to-day as at any time, and with the same witchery about it for

too credulously contiding souls. The end is destruction none the less surely for

the deception, which may have carried away the deceiver also: for "if any man
destroy the temple of God, him will God destroy."

"For the temple of God is holy, and such (holy ones) are ye." It is plain

that it IS not of practical holiness that the apostle is speaking, but of that re-

sulting from the Spirit dwelling in them,—which is indeed the power of practi-

cal holiness. The apostle presses the responsibility of those who act in

presumptuous defiance of Him who has taken in grace this place of relationship

to the redeemed people of God. And in this there is indeed a call for reverent

and responsive recognition on their part of a grace so great.

4. But in fact the state of the Corinthians little answered to what this im-

plied. Instead of the wisdom taught of the Spirit, the wisdom of the world

had seduced them. No doubt they had little realized it, and taken according

to human estimate what in God's account was foolishness instead of wisdom.

To be really wise they must be coutent to strip themselves of it all, so as to be

fools in men's eyes, whose subtle cleverness was merely a craft which, according

to the righteous principles of divine government, entrapped those inspired by
it. Its reasonings were vain, as all must be that does not begin and end with

Grod. How entirely beneath the divine thought for them was this glorying in

men in which they were indulging! In God's intent Paul and Cephas alike

were theirs, God's instruments alike (or blessing to them; and why then pit
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for all things are yours : whether Paul, or Apollos, or
Cephas, or the world, or "life, or death, or things pres-

ent, or things to come, all are yours; and ye are
"Christ's, and Christ is God's.

5. Let a man so account of us as servants* of Christ
and "stewards of the mysteries of God. Here, more-
over, it is required in ^ stewards that a man be found
faithful. But for me, it is a very small matter that I

should be 'judged* of you or of man's day. Nor do I
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* vXTffteTTjiy the oflacial servant.

them one against another as if antagoni.stic in their aims or interests? Nay,
even the VForld, though they did not belong to it, belonged to theru in this way:
for it is a very different, and even opposite thing, to belong to the world, and to

have the world belong to yon: in the one case it is your master; in the other,

yonr servant. Life too, and death, belonged to them, and with such a thought
we are familiar. Things present too, and things to come: anything that conld
happen;—a wonderful summing up. And here is what certifies and makes all

right, "ye are Christ's;" to belong to Christ is more than to have all else be-

long to you; and that 'Christ is God's" brings all the universe together into

fulness of blessing. He who is Heir of all things is the Son of the Father; by
whom and for whom also all things were created; and He who is above all

created things has come down to the lowest parts of the earth to reconcile in

Himself all things to God.

5. The apostle goes on to show the responsibility of the laborer to be to God,
who as knowing the hearts can alone give judgment rightly, and award due
praise. The differences among the workmen also were according to His good
pleasure, every gift being from Him; so that there was no ground for glorying
in any way.

People were to account of them as accredited servants of Christ, and stewards
of the mysteries of God. This last, as we have often seen, is the peculiar char-
acter of Christianity, that it is the unfolding of things until then liidden.

There is no thought in it of things beyond comprehension,—of the "mysteries,"
or magic, rather, of sacramental ritualism. They are the "new things" of
Christianity added to the old things revealed before. For such a stewardship
faithfulness was a primary necessity; but to whom then was this faithfulness

to be? They were not the stewards of men, but of God; what matter then
about that judgment of them by men, so easily passed, so utterly uncalled for?

In fact, it was not in tiiat character that they were then judging, but accord-
ing to their own tastes and sympathies, which were sure to be all wrong, there-
fore. Would those in this Corinthian state favor most those teachera who were
most faithful to them? The question answers itself, and now when the custom
is for men to choose their own exclusive teachers, the same principle will neces-
sarily work, and how complete is Satan's opportunity when men can choose
those to whom they shall devote themselves as teachers, shutting out, as far as
possible, all other ministry by which God might awaken their consciences! The
apostle here manifests entire independence of all their judgment. There was no
spirit of pride in him in this, but simply the consciousness of responsibility to
God, and if God and man were measured together, of what account could man
be? He was not careful, therefore, to justify himself to them, or as to what
judgment they might pass upon him. It was man's day, the day in which he
had the earth to himself; not indeed without the restraining hand of God upon
him, but still in such a way that, if once faith were not active, he might preach
to himself the entire liberty which he loves. As a fact, man's day will end in
the judgment of God. What a thing simply to think of! The day of the Lord
begins in judgment and is upon eveiything that is high and lifted up, upon all
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even judge* mine own self: for I am conscious of

nothing as to myself; yet am I not hereby justified,

but he that judgeth* me is the Lord. Wherefore,
'judge nothing before the time, until the Lord shall

come, who shall also both 'bring to light the hidden
things of darkness and shall make manifest the counsels

of the hearts; and then shall each have his praise from
God. Now these things, brethren, I have in their ap-

plication transferred to myself and Apollos for your
sakes, that ye may learn in us not [to go] beyond the

things which are written, that no one of you be puffed

up for one against another. For who maketh thee to

differ? and 'what hast thou that thou hast not re-

ceived? But, if thou hast received it, why dost thou
glory, as if thou hadst not received it?

r Halt 7. 1.

sEccl.12.14.

t Jas. 1. 17.

* dyccHpivoo, refers not to final judgment, but to the preliminary

examination.

that is exalted in man's wisdom, to cast it down. If this be the character of

tilings completely in the world at large, yet amongst Christians also the spirit

of it will invade them, as we see at Corinth here, if they are not sell-jndged

before God.

As for the apostle, in that respect in which they were judging, he did not
even judge himself, he did not consider himself to be able to give a sufficient

estimate of his acts and ways, although he might be, and was, conscious of

nothing. After all, that did not justify him. He who justified was the Lord
alone. He is not, of course, in this thinking of salvation, nor does that ques-

tion enter in at all. Every Christian is, as that, a man saved already, and will

himself personally, as the I^rd has assured us, never come into judgment, but
his ways and acts will do so; and in this respect not even an apostle could be
considered a fully competent judge of his own condition. It wa? not that he
would not be exercised about it. On the contrary, as he has himself told us, he

always exercised himself to have a conscience void of offence toward God and
toward man, but that is a very different thing from forming an estimate of one's

self as a whole, which these Corinthians were doing, putting himself into a

place as compared with others. How completely will that day to come in tins

way reverse the jadgmeuts which we may form with the greatest assurance even

here on earth

!

He had, as he says, transferred these things,—made application of these prin-

ciples, to himself and Apollos simply, omitting all others. There were, in IJact,

others, and even enemies, as we know, amongst them, as he has already hinted;

hut if there were a Pelrine party, lor instance, in their midst, he says nothing

about it here. Had he done so, that might well look as if, with the one opposi-

tion between himself and Peter on one important matter, he wjxs giving judgment
against Peter of the very sort he blamed ; hot he does not even Jiame those who
were actually moving at Corinth, teachers of quite another character from any of

these. They could hardly refuse an application to himself and to Apollos, be-

tween whom there was certainly no disagreement, and who had been, in fact,

the main workers at Corinth; Paul laying the foundation and Apollos building

upon it.

As to the differences between God's workers, such there really were, bat not

of the character to be apprehended by those in this Corinthian state; and what-

ever differences there were, God Himself it was who had made them. Thus
they would be really judging Him. They had nothing that they had not re-

ceived, and if they had received it, and thus there was a difference, how could

any one glory as if he had not received it

!
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Section 5. (iv. 8-21.)

Conditions of the way.

1, Already ye are filled, already ye are "become rich
;

ye have "reigned without us : yea, and I would that "ye
did reign, that we also might reign with you. For I

think God hath set forth us the apostles last of all, as

men doomed to death : for we are made a 'spectacle
unto the world, both to angels and to men. We are
fools for Christ's sake, but ye prudent in Christ ; we
are weak but ye are strong

;
ye are glorious, but we in

dishonor. Even unto this present hour, we both hun-
ger and thirst, and are naked, and are buffeted, and
wander without a home, and labor, working with our
own hands. 'Being reviled, we bless; being persecuted,

we suffer it; being defamed, we enti-eat; we are made
as the 'offscouring of the world, the refuse of all things

even until now. I write not these things to chide you,
but "as my beloved children I admonish you. For if

urf. Rev. 3.
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Sec. 6.

We now come to the conditions of the path, conditions which the Corinthians

were violating altogether. No connection can be plainer in the word of God
tlian that between a present suflfering with Christ and reigning witli Him by
and by. If they snflTered, they wonld also reign; but was this then, in fact,

their condition? It was qaite otherwise. Tliey were refusing tlie place of suf-

fering, and taking the greatest pains to escape that which should have been
their real glory. The aposlle calls them back to the ways in Christ wliich

they might have seen in him, and of which Timothy would remind them,

—

ways which were altogether in accordance with the doctrine that he taught. In
fact, how much the ways, the heart, therefore, which is manifested in them,
tends to produce the doctrine. It is thus, in fact, that all heresies come in; and
with that great truth of the coming of the Lord even, which brings us so sharply
to the judgment of God which will then take place upon all onr way.s; and that

is how, plainly, the Lord Himself lias emphasized that men say fii-st of all in

their hearts, ''My Lord delayeth His coming." The doctrine accordant with
this is often not hard to make out, even from Scripture.

1. This, then, was the condition of the Corinthians. They were full, they
were rich, tiiey had reigned askings, "witliont us," adds the apostle. It is

plain that the apostles were not reigning. He would wish indeed that they did

reign all together, but on the contrary, the apostles were in this respect the very
last and lowest, instead of having a foremost place in the world ; they were a
spectacle to the world for their sufferings, nay, to angels also as well as men.
How false a test, then, of a Christian's condition, is what men would call his

prosperity! As to the Chnrch in general also, how false a test would this lie!

TlieClinrch indeed at large has followed, as we know, the Corinthians in this

way. It is reigning far more than snflfering. It has exhibited in the fullest

way this prudence in Christ upon which tlie apostle remarks here, a prudence
which was employed not to avoid what wonld be hindrances in the way of
others, bnt difficulties in their own way. They were full, ".sated" as the word
is, but of necessity they were not then in communion with the apostles in this

respect, and the same test remains for us and must remain. Are we or not in

communion with the apostles? They remained, as we know, until their end in

martyr deaths, for the most part, just in the condition the apostle descrihes
here. We cannot reverse that record; and if commnnion is something more
than merely with our own time and generation, if we are to bring it up to the
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ye should have ten thousand instructors in Christ, yet
[ye have] not many fathers: for in Christ Jesus I have
begotten you through the gospel. I beseech you, there-

fore, be imitators of me.
2. For this reason, I have sent unto you Timotheus,
who is my beloved and faithful child in the Lord, who
shall put you in mind of my ways which are in Christ,

according as I teach everywhere in every assembly.
Now some are puffed up as if I were not coming to

you ; but I will come unto you shortly if the Lord will

;

and I will know, not the word of those that are puffed

up, but the power. 'For the kingdom of God is not in

word, but in power. What will ye, that I come to you
'with a rod? or in love and the spirit of meekness?

b ef. Bom.
14. 17.

c2Cor.l3.10.

apostolic standard, then what a test of our life and ways does this apostolic

record become! We can see also by this, that tlie world would remain the
world until the day of Christ. Man's day would characterize it to the end.

He expected uo difference. He had no such doctrine as that Christianity was to

be a leaven in the world, which was gradually to change the whole condition of

things. On the contrary, the Christian's course would always be one necessita-

ting suffering. As the apostle says elsewhere: "Ail that will live godly iu

Christ Jeans shall suffer persecution." No doubt the general character of things
will affect in measure this also, but as to the principle, it remains entirely un-
touched; and these instructors among the Corinthians, of whom he says that

they were indeed not fathers, God had not set His seal to their work as He had
to ihose who established that church at Corinth,—these instructors might find

for themselves, also, an easy path in leading men in the way of their own wills

and desires. He does not, as already said, even mention their names. He will

not allow himself to be exposed even to jangle with them. God, as is implied
here, was not with them, and that was enough. As a father to those whom he
had begotten in Christ through the gospel, he could beseech them to be imitators
of him.

2. On this account, therefore, he was sending to them now Timotheus, him-
self fulfilling his name, one who faithfully "honored God," and who would
put them in mind, as they needed, of ways which were in Christ,—of the doctrine
they had received, and he was giving to them nothing more than in this way.
What he said was that they should develop in practice that which they had re-

ceived. His ways he could boldly profess (and indeed it was evident) were ac-

cording to the teaching which he had delivered to them. He was coming also

himself. His heart plainly urged him to this, but if he came, the question
which made him, we may say, hesitate, was that of the manner in which he
would have to come to them. Was he to come to exercise apostolic authority
and to deal with them with a rod, which God after all had given him, or was he
to come as he desired, in love and iu the spirit of meekness? They were puffed
np, some at least, as if he would not come ; but when he came it would not
be the speech of those that were puffed up that would be seen, but what was
the power ; for the " kingdom of God," he says, "is not in word, but in power."
Power must of necessity characterize a rule of God wherever it existed.

SUBD. 2.

The apostle now turns his attention to that which necessarily went with all

this world-wisdom which was manifesting itself among them. It all favored the

flesh, that worst enemy of the believer, from the very fact that it is that which
still dwells in him and without which no power of the enemy could prevail

against him. There is another thing which increases the difficulty of dealing
with it, that we have to separate between flesh in its evil seuse and the body
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Subdivision 2. (Chaps, v.-vii.)

The fleshes lusts: separation from, and remedies.

Section 1. (v.)

Unity to be maintained in righteottsnesa.

1. TT is universally reported that there is fornication
J- among you ; and such fornication as is not even

among the nations, so that one should have his father's

wife. And ye are puflfed up, and have not rather

''mourned, in order that he that hath done this deed
might be taken out of your midst.

2. For I, as "absent in body but present in spirit, have

d 2 Cor. 7. 7.

e Col. 2. 5.

with which it is most iutiniately connected, and through which it is constantly

manifesting itself ; and then again we have to separate it from what is proper to

hiunan nature as such, as God created it, apart from any question of the fall.

This remains ; and while it remains in a fallen condition, we are not by this

permitted simply to ignore it. Man is still man, even though Christian, and
God's appointments for man have necessarily a wise respect to his wliole being
as such, which it would not be safe for him to ignore. There are sins, of course, of

the spirit as well as of tlie flesh, and we cannot identify the flesh, therefore, sim-

ply with the body ; but even here, flesh, as we have seen already, characterizes

the fallen condition and prompts the very sins of the spirit themselves. Thus
then, while the lusts of the flesh have to be met and controlled in God's own
way, we must be guided by the word of God itself, which alone can give as the

trae means of meeting them, the divine remedies for a fallen condition.

Sec. 1.

"We have now the question of how the unity which plainly exists in the Church
as the body of Christ is to be maintained in righteousness. Righteousness is, in

fact, before all things necessary to be maintained. The apostle puts it first for

us where he tells ns that grace, if it reigns, yet itself reigns through righteous-

ness, not setting it aside; and that we are to follow, first of all, righteousness,

then *' faith, love, peace, with those that call on the Lord out of a pure heart."

Righteousness is rooted, of necessity, in the very nature of God Himself, and
therefore the moment it is a question of going on with what is unrighteous, we
have not to think of ecclesiastical rules or of the very relationships which God
has established amongst us, so far as they interfere, or may be thought to inter-

fere with the working ont of this. God must always have maintained that which
suits Himself; and thus, while there are many things besides to be considered

in respect to our communion with other Christians, the very first point for us is

righteousness.

1. A most solemn thing is shown ns in the first place here, and that is, that if

Christians fall into sin, we need not be surprised if they fall lower than the men
of the world themselves. At Corinth there was already among them that which
could not be found even among the Gentiles ; the lawlessness was complete,

unique. It was the violation of nature, and of what was God's princif>le as to

the creation itself apart from Christianity, and yet such was the state at Corinth

that they were not only going on with it, but there was no sign of mourning
over it at all. " Ye are puffed up," he says, " and have not rather mourned, in

onler that he that hath done this deed might be taken out of your midst." They
might surely, if they did not know how to deal with it, have cried to Got! in

their sorrow, and would have been heard by Him. We have always this re-

source, but they were puffed np instead. How soon can the Christian forget,

perhaps in the very thought of that grace which breaks the dominion of sin, the

very principles which nature itself should teach him !

2. But here we come to a remarkable sample of God's power over the evil, nay
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already judged, as present, him that hath so wrought
this thing ; ''in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, ye
being gathered together, and my spirit with the 'power
of our Lord Jesus Christ, to *deliver such an one unto
Satan for the 'destruction of the flesh, that the spirit

may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus.

3. ' Your glorying is not good. Know ye not that 'a
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump? *Purge out
the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump, even as ye
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of His nse of it to fulfil His own holy purposes. Tlie man is to be delivered to

Siitan for the destrnctioii of the flesh. He is put into the bauds of the adversary,

who can now show himself plainly as the adversary that he always is. He can
serve himself no longer by the sin of one who has been expelled from the Chris-

tian assembly. He has, therefore, nothing that he can do except to manifest

his enmity against one who has borue the name of Christ, perhaps with the

thought of driving him to despair by that which falls upon him, or, as in Job's

case (one, of course, so diflferent in himself from the person before us now),

urge hira into railing against God Himself. God uses him, on the other baud,
that in tiie destruction of the flesh the spirit may yet be saved in the day of

the Lord Jesus. This is a principle which we find afterwards noted in His deal-

ings with the Corinthians themselves, of whom, for the dishonor of the Lord's

table, there were many who were weak and sickly, and many who slept. The
apostle adds: "For if we would judge ourselves, we should not be judged ; but
wJien we are judged, we are chastened of the Lord, that we should not be con-

demned with the world." God must manifest Himself against the sin ; and if

it is not to be eternally, it must be now in time; except indeed self-judgment

come in, as he tells us here: "If we would judge ourselves, we should not be
judged."

A solemn principle this is of divine government, and as we see, it ia grounded
in the divine nature. If His people will not maintain righteousness. He must
maintain His own righteousness as to them, while at the same time He cannot,

of course, and will not, forget the grace that He is showing in Christ. The
apostle tells them, therefore, that he has already pronounced, as it were, with
regard to the man in question, and bids them carry out his decision, which their

own consciences must need respond to, in the name of Christ their Lord, as sol-

emnly gathered together and himself in spirit, if not in body, with them, to de-

liver this man to Satan. This was apostolic power, no doubt. He speaks else-

where of his delivering the promulgators of false doctrine to Satan without any
question of the assembly at all; but although with us there may lack this ele-

ment of authority, God will not fail to maintain the decisions of His people

when according to truth and His own nature. Thus, while the Church may
perhaps not be able foimally to deliver to Satan, yet the principle remains un-
touched in integrity for us.

3. The apostle turns now to consider the influence of this evil, permitted among
them, upon the whole assembly, and the necessity of their complete separation

from it, not only for the Lord's sake and for the person's sake who had sinned, but
for their own sake also. He speaks of that which characterizes the Christian's

life as it were a feast upon a sacrifice. "Christ our Passover," he says, "lias

been sacrificed for us." We are living, so to speak, upon the fruits of that sac-

rifice. If God has bidden us to His feast, wliat must be the character of such a
feast? The Old Testament has already shown ns in its types that leaven was
to he purged away before ever men ventured to sit down to partake of the pass-

over.

* How sorrowful was their glorying then ! Had they not received instruc-

tion from these types of the Old Testament, with which, as we see, they were
certainly familiar, aud familiar too in tlieir application to Christianity? Did
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are unleavened. For our passover also, even Christ,

hath been sacrificed : wherefore let us 'celebrate the
feast, not with old leaven, nor with the "leaven of
malice and wickedness, but with the unleavened
[bread] of sincerity and truth.

' I have written unto you in the epistle, not to mingle
with fornicators; not altogether with the fornicators of
this world, nor with the covetous and rapacious, nor
with idolaters ; for then must ye needs go out of the
world : but now I write unto you not to be mingled to-

gether, "if any one called a brother be a fornicator, or
covetous, or an idolater, or a reviler, or a drunkard, or
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they not know that a little leaven leavened the whole lump? Little it might be
in the speech of meu. When the apostle speaks thus, it is evident that every
atoiu of leaven must be purged out in order to satisfy the mind of God. Leaveu
is not simply evil, but evil allowed; the ferment, as the thought is, of wills that
are not sultject to God. If such leaven be permitted in a man's own life and
ways, it will of necessity characterize him as a whole. He cannot be subject to

God up to a certain limit. The moment we urge a limit to obedience, we urge
what is in fact disobedience, and there is no such thing with God as the allow-
ance of such a line as this. Unleavened bread, as the apostle says here, is that
of sincerity and truth. There must be whole-hearted devotedness. If we refuse

obedience anywhere^ we are disobedient. If we refuse it in one thing, this will

necessarily by degrees influence all other things. So it is individually, and so it

is collectively. There must be hearts that can truly desire God to search them
and see whether there be any way of wickedness in them ; or else there is not,

as is plain, sincerity and truth. The lump with leaven in it is a leavened lump,
except it be as we find it in the meat-offering of the first-fruits. In this case the
action of the fire has destroyed the leaven as leaven. It is there in a sense, but
not there. There is no activity of it permitted or allowed. The fire necessarily
stops that completely ; and it cannot be too earnestly insisted opon that such a
spirit of whole-hearted devotedness of which we are speaking is necessary to the
true judgment of any single thing. Otherwise, first of all, the eye by which we
see is obscured, or, as the Lord would say, made evil, and : "If thine eye be
evil, the whole body will be full of darkness." We cannot shut out God's light

without, as far as depends upon us, shutting it out altogether. If we shut our
eyes, we shut ourselves into darkness ; nay, the Lord has said: "If the light
that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness !

"

They were, therefore, to purge out the old leaven that they might be a new
lump, even as in God's sight in Christ they were in fact unleavened. Yet they
would by this be a new lump. Thus they were not that, in the condition in
which they stood. What they were before God was one thing. Their lives and
ways did not answer to it. "Wherefore," he says, "let us celebrate the feast

not with old leaven, nor with the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the
unleavened bread of sincerity and truth."

' Another principle is now shown us, that in case of sin amongst the people
of the Lord there is to be a more complete separation from those going on with
it than there wonld be from the world itself,—in which, of course, this sin was
everywhere. This ought not to be strange as a principle to us, for it is plain
that it is the profession of the name of Christ along with it that gives the evil in
this case a character all its own. Thus, he had written to them that they were
not to mingle with men of this class ; and yet he is not speaking of the world,
whatever their various characters of sin might be. for in fact if they were to at-

tempt this, the world was such that they would have to go out of it altogether.
There would be no possibility, even, of discerning the character of those with
whom they were being brought in contact. The same difficulty of application
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rapacious, with such an one not even to eat. For
what have I to do with judging those that are "with-

out? Do not ye judge them that are Avithin? But
those that are without, God judgeth.* Tut away the
wicked one from among yourselves.

Section 2. (vi. 1-7.)

But with no excuition, even of one's rights.

Dare any of you, having a matter against another,

go for judgment before the unrighteous, and not before

the saints? Know ye not then that «the saints shall

judge the world? and if the world is judged by you,
are ye unworthy to judge the smallest matters?
Know ye not that we shall judge angels? How much
more, then, matters of this life ? If then ye have judg-
ments as to things of this life, set those [to judge] who
are of no account in the assembly. I say this to move
you to shame: is it so, that there is not a wise man

o <;f. Hk. 4.

11.

p (/. Matt.
18. 17.

9 Can. 7. 22.

Mattl9.28.
Rev. 20. 4.

*0r, "will judge."

is fonnd to-day with the world, which is so largely a professing world. The
principle remains nntonched, bnt the application is more diflSciilt. We cannot
treat tlie professing mass according to their profession, it is so merely that; but
still, when there is a nmnifest dislionor being done to the Lord by great oppo-
sition between profession and practice, we must, as far as lies in us, clear tiie

Lord's name from this dishonor. In the closer circle of actual communion, of

course the apostle's words have their full force. The wicked one is to be put
away, not merely from the table, but /row among ourselves; and this is to extend
to the very matter of eating and drinknig in such a case. We are not to mingle
with them in any way. The more truly the heart goes after them, as it surely

must,—God's own heart goes after them,—the more closely will the divine rule

be observed, which is that upon which alone there can be His blessing. As for

discipline, it is always with the thought finally of the restoration of the offender.

We see in what is before us here bow thorouglily this was the case even after the

extreme point had been reached and he had been put away from fellowship.

God used this putting away to break him down, and thus for his restoration. It

would not be to be with God at all to leave out of our thoughts or Iiearts those

whom we may have had to put away from our fellowship. God's heart never
gives up His people, and our hearts should never do so ; and this will give the

spirit of love in all our dealings with them, while it will not make the testimony

we give against their ways less decisive, but much more.

Sec. S.

We come now to matters between the saints. Tlie Corinthians were going to

law with one another, bringing in the world to witness their sad condition and
to .set right amongst them the things which it was a shame should be wrong. He
asks them if they do not know that the saints shall judge the world. Ti)at is,

of course, in the coming day of the Lord's rule over it, but it is for this that we
are being trained and educated now, and how could it be possible that those

who were on their way to such a place as this conld l)e unfit or unworthy to

judge these small matters, matters in the apostle's estimation of such very small

account? Do ye not know, he aiks, that we shall judge angels, how much
more then matters of this kind ? Still, ifjudgments were needed as to the things

of this life, those practically of no account in the assembly were sufficient for

such things as that. He does not, of course, literally mean that they were to

choose persons of that character, bnt that these were matters that did not require
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among you, not even one who shall be able to decide
between his brethren ? but brother goeth with brother
to be judged; and that before unbelievers. Already
indeed, then, it is altogether a fault in you, that ye
have suits among yourselves. Why do ye not rather
'suffer wrong? why not rather be defrauded?

Section 3. (8-20.)

The holiness of those whose bodies are temples of the Spirit.

Nay, ye yourselves do wrong and defraud, and that
[your] brethren. Do ye not know that the unright-
eous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not
deceived: 'neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adul-
terers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with
men, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor
revilers, nor rapacious, shall inherit the kingdom of
God. And 'such were some of you; but ye are
"washed, but ye are "sanctified, but ye are "justified

in the name of the Lord Jesus and *by the Spirit of our
God. All things are lawful to me, but all things are

r Prov. 20.

22.

Matt. 5. 39,
40.

Kom.12.17,
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s Gal. 5. 19-
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even any extraordinary spiritnality and were of too little importance to require
any great ability of tliis sort to decide them; but they were exposing their shame
beibie the world. They had better suffer wrong ; tliey had better suflfer them-
selves to be defrauded. Tliere was to be no exaction even of their rights. Grace
does not exact. One may say, can we siififer the wrong to go on in ihe assembly?
That is auotiier matter. The question here is entirely of seeking our own things.

If the matter is grave enough to touch the assembly, Matt, xviii. has given us
tiie rule with regard to it. There the first effort is that wliich is to be charac-
teristic of our wliole course ; it is to gain one's brother. That is, as abeady said,

tliat which discipline aims at. It may be, in fact, for the moment, impossible
to be attained; and tlien we have the steps needed to place any matter that re-

quires it in the hands of the assembly. Put in their hands, it is to be lefi there.

It is for them to say as to what will set things straijiht. Just because they are
our own thing.s, we are not to be judges of them. No man was ever thought to

be a rightful judge in his own cause, or could take the law, as people say, into
his own hands. These are principles which are surely as good for ns as they can
be in the world at large. They are the result simply of the knowledge, alas, of
oar poor fallen nature.

Sec. S.

The apostle proceeds now to speak of the holiness which befits those whose
bodies are the temple of the Holy Spirit. They were, in fact, acting in utter for-

getfulness of this. They were not only not suffering themselves to be defrauded,
they were doing wrong and defrauding their own brethren. " Do ye not know,"
he asks, " tliat the nnrighieous shall not inherit the kingdom of God ? " and then
gives a catalogue of evil works, samples only, after all, of what was in the world
at large, and which certainly God would never tolerate in His kingdom. Here
it is of no use pleading grace in any wise. Grace is that whicli breaks the do-
minion of sin, sets the soul right to go on with God; and if this be not the result

of it, grace has not been learned at all, nor can it be pleaded as availing in be-
half of those who, whatever they may profess, show thein.eelves nninfinenced by
it. This was indeed the character of some of these Corinthian saints, in a city

which was proverbial for its immorality. God had broujiht them out; they were
" washed, sanctified, justified in the name of the Lord Jesus and by tlie Spirit of
our God." The order and connection of these things is to be noted. The wash-
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not expedient; all things are lawful to me, but I will

not be 'brought under the power of any. Meats 'for

the belly and the belly for meats, but God will bring to

naught both it and them; but the body is not for forni-

cation, but for the Lord ; and the Lord for the body.
And God hath both "raised up the Lord, and will raise

us up through his power. Do ye not know that your
bodies are members of Christ? Shall I then take away

ing comes firet, which is, of course, bnt the removal of the positive evil with
Avhicb they were connected. Sanclification carries tbis on to the full setting

apart to God Himself, so that tlie life shall be His. Justification as it is put
here is evidently that which is implied in the Spirit of God taking possession of
the believer as His temple. This is indeed the most wondrous justification, and
could only be the result of the Lord's work in their behalf. Thus it is said "in
the name of the Lord Jesus," and this applies to the whole three things. The
washing was on the authority of the name of Him who is our Saviour Lord.

One need hardly say that the reference which some here find to baptism is a
mistake as to one essential character of Christianity. No external washing can
affect the soul. The " washing of water," as the apostle himself has told us, is

" by the word." God never nses things out of the place which He has given
them. This is magic, not mystery. It is a perversion of things, it is essentially

evil and of Satan. The parent it has surely been of a multitude of evils. The
washing of baptism is at the hands of disciples, and no disciples bands can
cleanse the soul; bat this is an error which has gone far and wide iu Cliris-

tendom.
Sanctification is here both positional and practical, as "in the name of the

Lord Jesus" it implies, first of all, the power of His blood to set apart to God;
but it is also by the Spirit, therefore practical and internal, the making good in

inward reality what the blood has made positionally ours.

As to justification in the sense in which we have it here, we find it once again
in the first epistle to Timothy, where it is said of Christ that He was justified in

the Spirit, the Spirit of God as coming upon Him being the witness to His abso-
lute perfection. His was an anointing without blood; ours, on the contrary, is

because of the value of that precious blood with God. Thus, then, the soul is

brought into freedom. The law has not accomplished this, and therefore he
speaks for a moment here of the entire lil)erty from law which thus results. "All
things are lawful to me " does not, of course, for a moment change eternal moral
conditions, but has reference to restrictions which were ceremonial merely.
"Meats for the belly," as he says, and "the belly for meats." As to these

things, there was the fullest and most absolute freedom ; and yet even here there
might be things inexpedient, and the apostle refuses to be brought under the power
of things that are lawful. This is an important matter for our own guidance,
for it may well be that that in which we loosely allow ourselves within the range
of things entirely lawful may neverthele&s have a sorrowful effect upon us. We
have to use everything with the wisdom of God, and in our conduct with regard
to others in an especial way are not to maintain our own rights, but to seek to

minister to the needs of others. These were all things, as he shows us, of a
merely temporary nature. Food was neces.sary iu the meanwhile for the life

that is, but it will come to an end and that which sustains it. On the other
hand, there were things,—and the Corinthians needed the warning,—things
which for the heathen in his darkness had little of real evil, but which, brought
once into the light of Christianity, were seen in their true character

;
yet, after

all, the power of bad habita might revive, even in the Christian, and thus he has
to warn them that the body is simply for the Lord and the Lord for the body.
Grod has already raised up the Lord, and we are to be raised up. In the mean-
while the body will betray as, if we do not take care to govern ita appetites.
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the members of Christ, and make them members of a
harlot? Far be the thought. Know ye not that he
that is joined to a harlot is one body: for the two, 'he
saith, shall be one flesh. But he that is joined to the

Lord is one Spirit. Flee fornication. Every sin that

a man practiseth is without the body, but he that com-
mitteth foi-nication sinneth against his own body.
Know ye not that your body is the "temple of the
Holy Spirit, which is in j'^ou, which ye have of God,
and ye are not your own? for ye were ''bought with a
price : glorify God, therefore, in your body.

c c/. Jno. 2.

21.

d Acts 20.28.

1 Pet. 1. 18,

19.

Bat how wonderful that it is in the body of the believer that the Spirit of God
has His abode! "Year bodies," says the apostle, "are members of Christ."

This is a diflferent mode of speech from that which we find elsewhere. It is not
that believers simply are members of Christ, members of His body, but that onr
bodies are His members. They belong to Him and are to be used for Him. The
body is in the world, that by which we maintain onr connection with external
things, and in which, therefore, the mind of the human spirit is manifested.
Now it is the Spirit of God that has control; the body, as we have been tangbt
in Romans, being simply to be offered up to God as "a living sacrifice, accept-

able to Him through Jesus Chiist." Our members are to be His members, ex-
pressing His mind in lives devoted to Him. "Shall I then," he says, "take
away," as the word is, " the members of Christ, and make them the members of
a harlot? Far be the thought !" He refers to the Lord's woi-ds in Genesis to

show how really this would be taking away the body from the Lord. Every
other sin, he says, that a man may practise is without the body, does not com-
promise it in the same way. Gluttony, for instance, or any kindred thing, evil

as it is of course, yet after all does not take the body away from Him, and put it

in the hands of that which is contrary to Him. With the sin in question, this

was in fact what was done. The man sinned, therefore, against his own l)ody.

"Know ye not," he says, "that yonr body is the temple of the Holy Spirit

which is in you, which ye have of God, and," as the result of it, "ye are not
your own, for ye were bought with a price? Glorify God, therefore, in your
body." There are readings here which evidently have come from the thought
that this was, after all, altogether too meagre a statement; but if the body be
indeed kept in this way for God, if He be glorified in it, if this be really carried

out, the whole life must of necessity be His. Onr life is in the body; and to

have control of the body is to have the life governed for Him. Thus it may be
that the body is spoken of as the temple of the Holy Spirit, and not the spirit as

His temple, which one would rather expect. It is a triumph of divine grace in-

deed that here where even as yet the power of redemption is not known, for " we
wait for the adoption, that is, the redemption of the body," yet, through the
work of Christ, the Spirit of God can dwell in us. How thoronghly that shows He
is the witness to Christ's perfection, to the perfection of His blessed work, and not
to any perfection of our own ; and here, where the contact with the world is seen
in the fullest way, the Spirit of God is found to deliver us from the evil influ-

ences of that contact. The anointing oil, as we may say, flows from the head
down to the hem of the garment. In the Lord Himself we remember, also, that
it was His body of which He expressly spake as the temple which, if men de-
stroyed, would he raised up; and it is the Church as the body of Christ in which,
therefore, the Spirit dwells. Here the same thonghts are found connected, in
whatever different spheres. The Church is that which is to express the mind of
Christ as here in the world, the Spirit of Grod ruling for Him, and the absent
Christ thus being, as it were, manifested before the eyes of men ; as the apostle
says in another place, we are " the epistle of Chri.st, read and known of all men.

"

Thus we can understand, also, why it is tiiat the Church is not looked at as peo-
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1 (1-9): The
single life

and the in-

dividual in
the bond
of mar-
riage.

Bection 4. (vil.)

Natttre : howfar to be yielded to.

1. Now concerning the things of which ye wrote to me,
it is good for a man not to touch a woman ; but on ac-

count of fornications let each [man] have his own wife,

and let each woman have her own husband. Let the
husband render to the wife her 'due; and in like man- « Ex. 21.10.

ner the wife to the husband. The wife hath not au-
thority over her own body, but the husband ; in like

pie so commonly look at it, as partly now in heaven (in those who are its mem-
bers there) and partly upon earth. The Spirit is iu the Body and the Body is

upon earth,—iu our bodies, aud that makes it decisive that death must of neces-

sity for the time interfere with this. He that is joined to the Lord is iudeed one
Spirit. Through the body is the present expression of this in the world.

Sec. 4.

We now come to a question which, as already observed, is intimately con-
nected with that of the flesh. Fallen nature is distinctly fleshly, as the Lord
says: "That which is bora of the flesh is flesh;" but that is the fallen condi-
tion. We are still to distinguish from that human nature as God has constituted

it, and which remains therefore to be owned as such, without forgetting how
the fall has affected everything now. The apostle takes up here, therefore, the
question especially of marriage, but also, in connection with this, of the relation-

ship of children to the Church of God. This is incidentally, however. He is

replying to questions which have been pat to him by the Corinthians, and which
are of the most practical character. We find a setting forth of things very differ-

ent from that which we have, for instance, in Ephesians, by the same apostle,

where the higher character of marriage is shown us and God's thought in its

institution. Here we have nothing but the practical question answered;—as
to the expediency of it, for instance, when sin has now come in so to dislocate

that which is natural, and to pervert that which is best in nature ; making the
strou<^est ties oftentimes to be the most sigoificant of evil.

1. Here the principle, which is that which we are mainly concerned with, is a
very simple one ; the application of it, also, as the apostle gives it, so simple
as to need little more. The principle is that the institution ot God is to be main-
tained. Sin has not altered the rightneas of that which God at the beginning
ordained for man. The institution of God, therefore, has to be maintained, but
on the one hand we are to consider the disturbance which sin has brought in,

and how that affects the conduct of a believer with regard to such things, and
we have also to consider that grace has brought in with it a power which is

above nature and created new interests beyond those of the individual. Chris-

tians are free, but the apostle's idea of freedom is liberty to serve. He has no
thought of anything freer than the service of Christ. Thus if these higher inter-

ests are the motive, a man may walk above nature, walk of course iu faith ; and
he must take heed that he has faith to walk in this way. If not, in the neces-

sary testing which will come in, there will surely be a breakdown, and evil in-

stead of good. The path must be that of faith, and it can only be, therefore, in

the following the will of God that we can have faith for it. We can never have
faith for paths of our own choice simply. Thus, if a man choose to walk free

from all distraction to serve God, apart from all the natural ties which God has

instituted, he may be proportionately free from the distraction of cares which
would in measure take him off" from the service that he covets. On the other

hand, if he is not with God, he may place himself in circnmstances where there

shall be much more distraction. The apostle has no thought of asceticism in the

smallest degree. Man may go ontside the world, as he imagines, into a wilder-

ness and solitude, only to find that there is an inner world from which be is not
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manner also, the husband hath not authority over his

own body, but the wife. Defraud not one another, un-
less it may be by consent for a time, that ye may de-

vote yourselves to prayer, and be together again that
Satan tempt you not because of your incontinency.
But this I say by way of permission, not of command-
ment. But I wish that all men were even as myself;
however every one •''hath his own gift from God : one
man after this manner, and another after that. Now
I say unto the ummarried and to the widows, it is

good for them that they remain even as I. But if they
have not control over themselves, 'let them marry ; for

it is better to marry than to burn.

2. But unto the married, I enjoin, not I, but the Lord,
Let *not the wife be separated from her husband; but if

also she have been separated, let her remain unmar-
ried, or be reconciled to her husband ; and let not the
husband leave his wife. But as to the rest, say J, not
the Lord : If any brother have an unbelieving wife, and
she is content to dwell with him, let him not leave her.

separated and cannot separate himself, and which claims him the more for the
very isolation which he has chosen. The separate path is not to be sought,
tlierefore, for its own sake. It is not to be taken as if it were in itself a higher
elevation. The motive is that which governs all, and here, therefore, the will
of God, whicli can alone give one a right motive. In general, as the apostle de-
cides here, the rnle is tlie natural one. He cannot perhaps exactly qnote any
more that it is not good for man to be alone, and that God bath made him a help
meet for him. This alwa,vs remains, of course, in measure true if we contem-
plate man as man, but it is the first creation, not the new one ; and, as already
said, the interests of Christ and service to Him, in a scene wliich so calls for ser-

vice as does the world in its fallen state, are motives which the original creation
did not contemplate. The general rule, even for Cliristiaus, remains the natnral
one, and a path of special faith requires distinctly the special gift of God. If
God brings one into circumstances of trial, He is competent for the circum-
stances. If we essay the trial apart from this, we shall only find the break-
down of a strength which is the strength of nature, and not spiritnal strength.

On the other hand, for those who are married, the bond which God has or-
dained is, of course, recognized. There is no longer, in the same sense, free-

dom. The apostle could desire for all the very highest path, of course, but he
has no commandment tor any with regard to this. Wishing that all men were
even as himself, he realizes, however, that everj one has his own gift from God,
one man after this manner and another after that. He is only expounding here
what the Lord Himself more summarily declares in the nineteenth of Matthew,
Thus far it is only the case of marriage among Christians themselves that he is

speaking of.

2. He now takes up the question of separation and divorce ; and here, as most
naturally having to do with thi.s, the case of a believer united to an unbeliever.
In those days there must have been necessarily from such a cause oftentimes the
greatest perplexity. He decides that in such a case the wife is not to separate
herself of her own will from her husband, as in the case of Christians also he is

wholly against separation; and if the wife has been separated she is to remain un-
married or to be reconciled to her husband, the husband not to leave his wife. In
the case of an unbeliever there is, of course, a difference. On the side of the
Cliristian, if the unbelieving wife be content to dwell with him, he is not to
leave her; so, on the other hand, if it be the husband that is the unbeliever and
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And the woman who hath an unbelieving husband, and
he is content to dwell with her, let her not leave her
husband ; for the uubelieving husband is sanctified in

the wife, and the uubelieving wife is sanctified in the

brother : else were the children unclean, but now are

they holy. But if the unbeliever depart, let him de-

part: the brother or the sister is not bound in such

cases, but God hath called us in peace. For what
knowest thou, O wife, whether thou shalt 'save thy <iPet3.i,2.

husband? or what knowest thou, O husband, if thou
shalt save thy wife ?

3. Only as the Lord hath distributed to each, as God
hath called each, so let him walk ; and so ordain I in

all the assemblies. Was any one called being circum-

cised, let him not become uncircumcised. Hath any

not the wife. The reason of this he gives as to be found in the sanctification of

the unbelieving busbaud in the wife, or of the unbelieving wife in tiie Christian

to whom she ia married, and he adduces as the proof of this the knowu position

of the children of the married in such a case. The children, he says, are holy.

This, of course, as it is tlie basis of his argument, must have been an acknowl-
edged fact for Christians. The working of Israelitiah law was quite in the other

direction. If a man had married outside of Israel, the children were unclean,

and wei-e disowned as belonging to the congregation of the Lord. The holiness

of the children here is not a necessarily spiritual condition, but that of external

relationship, as we may say, but which of course manifests the mind of Grod

for blessing to those who are in such a relationship.

The baptism of the household is not intimated, but it is evident that this

would naturally result from the position here. The token of discipleship could
hardly be denied to those who as holy were to be brought np as disciples. They
are thus addressed throughout the epistles, and they could not be so addressed
if outside the Kingdom of that in which the claims of Christ as Lord were owned.
It has sometimes been argued that the nubelieviiig wife or husband is, according
to this, as much holy as are the children ; but this is an oversight as to what is

really expressed. The uubelieving husband or wife is only sanctified in the be-
lieving partner, not otherwise : sauctified, therefore, in that relationship in

which he or she stood to the other, and not in himself, so as to be himself ac-

knowledged in any relationship to the Church of God. The relationship was
clean and owned of God, so that the believer could continue in it, and is urged
to do so. But, on the other hand, if, on the side of the unbeliever, he departed,

then, in such cases, the brother or the sister, says the apostle, is not bound. He
or she is not obliged to recognize any more the relationslnp as existing. Yet the

apostle does not mean by this anything equivalent to divorce, or that which
would set alisolutely free the one separated from. The Lord Himself has decided
in the plainest possible way in the Gospels that there is but one ground for di-

vorce, and we have no right from the apostle's words here to suppose, as many
do suppose now, that they declare another. Whatever trial there may be in

such circumstances of separation, yet if there be no more, it is a trial to which
God has called the person in question, and for which He must be counted npon;
but to continue in the relationship as far as possible is that which he encourages.

Christianity, Avith its all-embracing desire for the salvation of souls, would rather

use such a relation for the salvation of the niibeliever than cast ont one who
might be thus rescued from his natural, lost condition.

3. The apostle here, in a parenthesis, goes aside to consider for a moment how
far this principle of ahiding in the position in which God's call found its objects

would stand good. The general rule was, and be ordains it in all churches, to

abide wherever one could abide with Qod. There was to be no restless spirit of
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4 (25-10):

Of yielding
to nature,
or not

yielding.

one been called in uncircumcision, let him not be cir-

cumcised. ^Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision
is nothing ; but the keeping of the commandments of

God. Let each abide in that calling wherein he was
called. Wast thou called being a bond-servant ? 'care
not for it. On the other hand, if thou canst become
free, use it rather. For the bond-servant, called in the
Lord, is the Lord's free man. In like manner, also,

one called as a free man is Christ's bond-servant. Ye
'have been bought with a price : be not bond-servants
of men. Brethren, let each, wherein he is called, there-

in abide with God.
4. Now concerning virgins, I have no commandment of

the Lord ; but I give my judgment as one that bath
obtained mercy of the Lord to be faithful. I think,

then that this is good on account of the present neces-

sity, that it is good for a man to remain as he is. Art

i Gal. 6. 6.

Gal. 6. 16.

k Jdo. 8. 36.

I cb. 6. 20.

change, as if circumstances were the great consideration rather than God's con-

trol of circnmstances, which ought to be realized. Thus, if any one was called,

being circumcised, he was not to become nucircumcised. He was not, as it were,
to ape the Greutile. So, if one were called in nncircnmcision, he was not to be
circumcised. Circumcision and uncircumcision were alike now on the same
footing; that is to say, there was nothing in them. Tiie keeping of the com-
mandments of God was the whole matter. If a man were called even being a
bond-servant,—and we can hardly imagine, perhaps, the bitterness of such a po-
sition oftentimes in those old heathen days, and especially for a Christian in

bond-service to a heathen,—yet tlie apostle bids such an one not to care about it.

If he could become free, by all means he may do so; bnt on the other hand, if

he were ever so mnch a Iwnd -servant and called in the Lord, the Lord had set

him free in such a way as no bondage on the part of man could possibly afi'ect.

He could serve Christ in that condition; and the more painful the circnmstances
might be, the more acceptable even, we may be sure, would be such a service.

His spirit was free, nothing' could touch that, and He who was bis Master was
Master also of all else, so that this, as all other things, should work for good to

him. If he were free as to circumstances, he would still be Clirist's bond-serv-
ant. Christians are those bought with a price. They were not to be indeed the

bond-servants of men. They were not to allow themselves to descend to a lower
sphere of service. Christ was to be served, and His people, of course, in Him,
but always, therefore, in the remembrance of that love which had at the same
time bound him to Christ and set him free. The general rule, therefore, is, let

each abide in the calling wherein he is called, if only be can abide there with
God. If, of course, his position is such that he cannot abide in it thus, lie is

bound to leave it; but the restless spirit of change is not that which suits Chris-

tianity. It makes too much of the world and the circumstances, which are in-

deed nothing, but only a condition under which God can display Himself with-
out possibility of hindrance.

4. The apostle returns now to the matter in band. He answers the question,

then, how far, in view of actual circumstances, marriage were good or not. He
tells them this is a mere question of giving advice. He has no commandment
of the Lord. He distinguishes that in the most absolute way from whatever
judgment he may give as one faithful, as he was known to be, through the mercy
of the Lord to him, and whose spiritual judgment might therefore be of the
greatest value to those who used it aright. There was that which the apostle

speaks of as a "present necessity." It is to be supposed that he refers to the
immense pressure of the world upon the infant Church. This would make the
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thou bound unto a wife, seek not to be loosed. Art
thou loosed from a wife, seek not a wife. But if "thou
shouldest also marry, thou hast not sinned; and if the

virgin marry, she hath not sinned: yet such shall have
"tribulation in the flesh; but I spare you. But this I

say, brethren, the *time is shortened. For the rest, let

those who have wives be as though they had none

;

and they that weep as though they wept not; and
they that rejoice as though they rejoiced not; and
those that buy as though they possessed not ; and those

that use the world as not disposing of it as their own :

for ''the fashion of this world passeth away. But I

would have you to be without care. He that is 'un-

married is careful for* the things of the Lord, how he
may please the Lord ; but he that is married, careth for

the things of the world, how he shall please his wife.

There is a difference between the wife and the virgin.

She that is unmarried is careful for the things of the

Lord that she may be holy, both in body and spirit

;

but she that is married, is careful for the things of the

world, how she shall please her husband. But I say

entanglement with nnnecesaary cares a thing not to be desired. Still he can do
little more than reaffirm what he has already said. In view of it all, it was good
for a man to remain as he was ; but if he was already bound to a wife, he must
not seek to be loosed. If he was loosed, then he would not have him seek a
wife ; but at the same time distinctly decides that there was no sin at all that

was in question. He or she who married did not sin. There would be trouble

naturally, as be foresees, but be is not going to make this too strong a point with
them, fur there might be that which more than comi)ensated the trouble. In

short, it was a matter fur individual exercise and determination. No one could

determine the course of another; but as to all, the time was shortened. The
coming of the Lord was nigh, always nigh for the Christian; without regai-d to

any exact knowledge, he was to be in the spirit ofconstant expectation. Those
who had wives were to be as they who hatl none. If they wept, things were pass-

ing, so that it was not to be as it were in real sorrow. As to that in which they

might rejoice (of course, he is speaking of circumstances, what might thus re-

joice them here), still they were to be as those who rejoiced not. Whatever they

acquired, tbey were to be as though they possessed it not, and while using the

world, they were not to dis[K>se of it as if it were their own. They had, so to

speak, a certain interest in it, but the character of everything was necessarily

determined by the condition of things. The world was passing away; and their

possession of anything would pass away with it.

And there was another matter also to l)e considered; the great and important

thing in his eyes was that people should live without care,—without that weight

of anxiety which would disturb them in their walk with God. As a fact, he is

not speaking of what should be or what need be, but what is so often found. The
nnmarried would be naturally carefid for the things of the Lord, to please Him
—he has no one else to please. If a man is married, he has, on the other hand,

plainly, another to please, and thus he is tempted at least to care for the things

of the world in order to please his wife. So with a woman, in the same way.
The one who is free from everything of this sort can be careful for the things of

the Lord alone. She that is married is apt to be careful for the things of the

world, just with the desire, and a not unreasonable desire, to please her hus-

band. He is not saying this, as he declares again, constantly guarding it, for

anything but for their profit. He does nob want to lay down rules, the observa-
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this for your own profit ; not that I may set a snare be-

fore you, but for that which is seemly, and that ye may
attend upon the Lord without distraction. But if any
one think that he behaveth himself unseemly as to his

virginity, if he be beyond the flower of his age and so it

must be, let him do what he will, he sinneth not : let

them marry. Nevertheless he who standeth firm in

his heart, having no need, and hath authority over his

will, and hath judged this in his heart, to keep his own
virginity, he doeth well. So that he that marrieth
doeth well ; and he that doth not marry doeth better.

A wife is bound for whatever time her husband liveth

;

but if the husband be fallen asleep, she is free to be
married to whom she will; only in the 'Lord. But she rzcor.e.M.

is happier if she so remain, according to my judgment;
and I think that I also have the Spirit of God.

tion of which might only be a snare to them, but he wants them to seek, what-
ever their course may be, to serve the Lord without distraction. There was no
siu, as be insists again, there was uo kind of siu iu marriage ; but if a mau had
no need of it, if he had authority over himself and had judged in his iieart to

remain so, be did well. So, on the other hand, he says, the oue who marries
does well, although if he does not, he may do better. Once in the bond of
marriage the Lord's will was already declared, wife or husl^and were bound
unto death. If the husband were fallen asleep, the wife was still free to be
married to whom she would; (thus the apostle declares positively as to the law-
fulness of second marriages ;) but he puts in the condition that it was to be only
in tlie Lord, which does not mean simply that she was to be only married to a
Christian, though that of course, but as seeking the Lord's guidance about it and
therefore iu obedience to liira, as the whole Christian life should be. The hap-
pier course, according to bis judgment, was for her to remain unmarried. He
thinks that be could surely speak as one having the Spirit of God, but there be
leaves it.

It is plain bow, all through, the apostle insists upon the difference between
advice, such as one Christian may give another, (such as he above all others was
competent to give,) and the command of God. All, of course, that is given here
is given by inspiration, the advice as well as the command; and if, as we see in

a chapter beyond this, the apostle ordained anything, it was in fact the com-
mandment of the Lord. The advice was inspired, but it was advice. The char-

acter of it in that respect was not affected by the inspiration. It is not the

lowering of the thought of inspiration, to look at it as advice simply, what
be himself characterizes as that.

SUBD, 3.

We have seen that in all this part of the epistle, it is the Church as in the world
that is looked at, encompassed by influences which are adverse. The whole
trinity of evil is against the Church. There are enemies without. There is, alas,

an enemy within also, and this is that which needs specially to be guarded
against. External enemies can never prevail against the Christian who is true
to himself. The first failure, as we see in the church of Ephesus in the apoca-
lyptic epistles, was in the maintenance of first love to Christ. That of necessity
allows all other evils to come in. Christ, if He be known and walked with, is

absolute sufficiency, as the ajxistle has shown us here, for everything that can
arise. There must be, first of all, that which comes in between the soul and
Him, in order to expose it to the power of evil.

We have seen the wisdom of the world as that which was in the case of the
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Encompassed by the prevalent idolatry, the manifestation of the

enemy''s work.

1. "VTOW, concerning things sacrificed to idols, we know
J"^ that we all have knowledge. Knowledge puffeth

up, but love edifieth. If any one think 'he knoweth «ch. is. 12.

anything, be knoweth nothing yet as he ought to

know. But if any one love God, the same is 'known of toai. 4. 9.

him. Concerning, therefore, the eating of things sacri-

ficed to idols, we know that an idol is nothing in the

world, and that there is no other God but one. For

Corinthians the first element of seduction. This encouraged, as it always does,

the flesh, which was mauilesting itself amongst them iu the grossest way.

Tlie apostle now comes to that which was encompassing them on every side,

the prevalent idolatry which was the fullest manifestation of the enemy's work,

of the hold that he had got upon man. The very knowledge that Christians had
with regard to it had itself its dangers, through the assumption so often ac-

companying knowledge, and needed to be corrected. In consequence of their

apprehension of the nothingness of an idol, they might walk as little realizing

the power which was actually working through it, and which had molded the

whole form of things around them. In connection with this, therefore, the

apostle looks at the spirit in which one must walk in order to be free from the

enemy's power, and appeals to the testimony of history as to the dangei-s of a
path which lay through such a world as this.

1. He begins, therefore, at once with that which had no doubt been made a
question with him, things sacrificed to idols. They were everywhere. That
which was sold in the shambles was very often what had been thus offered.

What were they to do about it? Was there defilement in it? He begins by
asserting, first of all, the absolute nothingness of idols according to the

knowledge given to the Christian. The Hebrews had a word which expressed

this. Tlie idols were "elilim",—"nothings"; but then, knowledge itself was
not a sufficient guide in relation to these things. Knowledge (that is, the idea

of knowing, not the things known, but the idea of knowing) puffed a man up.

How readily this takes place, we ought surely to realize. How easy it is to value

one's self upon every bit of truth attained, so as to set one's self on an elevation

above others, instead of seeking to serve with that knowledge ! They needed
love, therefore, as the apostle says. Love is that which edifieth. It does not

think of its own things, bnt of the things of others ; and it is this only which is

safe for the Christian himself If a man rested upon his knowledge as if he knew
something, he knew nothing yet aright. How small, (although there are things

surely known,) but how small, aft«r all, is all the knowledge of time compared
with that which a moment's entrance into eternity, as one may say, will effect

for us! The man who values himself upon his knowledge is but, as it were, a
child, priding itself upon that which others recognize to be merely childish. He
does not make light of it, of course, as that which has to do with God. The
knowledge of God aright gives God His place in the soul and delivers from self,

if it be really knowledge. Pride cannot live in such an atmosphere; and if one
loves G<h1, the blessed thing is that he is known of God. He walks in the light

of that whicl) God knows, as one who is manifested to Him. With regard,

therefore, to the eating of things sacrificed to idols, the first principle necessarily

is that the idol is nothing in the world, for there is only one God. There are

plenty that are called gods, whether in heaven or on earth, heavenly objects of

woi-ship or earthly ones, "gods many and lords many," according, alas, to the

multiplicity of the evil principles which stir men's hearts; but to ns there is

but one God, the Father. This is how Grod is characterized ibr us now, tho way
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however there be that are called gods, whether in

heaven or on earth, (as there are gods many and lords

many,) yet to us there is "one God, the Father, of

whom are all things, and we for him ; and "one Lord,
Jesus Christ, "by whom are all things and we by him.

3. But knowledge is not in all ; and some with con-
science of the idol eat until now as of a thing sacrificed

to idols; and their conscience being weak is defiled.

But *meat commendeth us not to God; neither if we
eat not, do we lack ; nor if we eat have we an advan-
tage. But take heed lest by any means this your 'right

become a stumbling block to the weak. For if any one
see thee who hast knowledge sitting at table in an idol-

house, shall not his conscience, he being weak, be em-
boldened to eat things sacrificed to the idol ? and the

weak one, the brother for whose sake Christ died,

would perish through thy knowledge. Now when ye

in wliich Christ has revealed Him. It is not a qnestion here of the Trinity, or

the distinction of persons, but of how God has been revealed to us in relation-

ship, firat of all to Christ, and thus to all wlio are His. God is no more what
the mere monotheist might account Him. He is not One far oflF, but One come
nijrh. He is not One from whom, through the very dread natural to man. one
might seek rather to escape, but One who is for ns ; One of whom it is a delight

to know that all things belong, and that we also belong, to Him. How different

a thing this from the mere question of one god or many. And so there is for us

one Lord, he says, Jesus Christ. God hath made that same Jesus, whom men
crucitied. both Lord and Christ. He is, moreover, the One by whom are all

things, the One who has acted for God tlie Father, both in creation and in the

redemption of those ruined by the fiill. We too are by Him. "We are the fruits

of His love, the work of His power. This, tlien, is the primary tliought, and
it is above all necessary that the soul should be free, not under supei-stitious

dread of other objects, real even or unreal. There is nothing but what is under
the control of Him who has loved us, who has given His Son for us, and of tiiat

Son Himself who is at the right hand of God upon the Father's throne, and living

for us there.

2. But then, even among Christians this knowledge was not just as it should

be in all. Some with conscience of the idol ate things sacrificed to idols. They
were not free in spirit, and thus, altiiough the idol itself was nothing, yet their

conscience was defiled. It is a question which has already, in fact, come before

us in Romans, but it is a question which pressed everywhere, in the condition of

the world around Christians in those days. What was to be done? Should a

man press his knowledge upon one who, after all, had not attained so much ? It

was rather a case for yielding in love to the weakness of another. The meat
itself was nothing. It was no advantage eating it or abstaining from it, but the

important thing, that which was needed, was that the Christian's right should
not l)e<ome a stumbling-block to the weak in faith. Suppose one who had not
this knowledge were to see one who had it sitting at table in an idol house,

might he not be emboldened to eat things sacrificed to an idol while, after all,

his conscience was not good about it? He was merely imitating the faith of
another, and the imitation of faith is not faith. He might thns be put into a
condition in which he would be really drifting away from a right conscience

toward God, and exposed, naturally, even to perish through another's knowl-
edge. This may seem unnecessarily strong language. We might ask liow is it

possible that one of Christ's should perish? He is not really insisting upon any
possibility of this sort, but he is insisting upon our responsibility, however this
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thus sin against the brethren and wound their weak
conscience, ye 'sin against Christ. Wherefore, if meat
make my brother to stumble, I will eat no flesh for

evermore, that I make not my brother to stumble.
3. * Am I not free? Am I not an apostle? Have I not
seen Jesus [Christ]* our Lord? Are not ye my work
in the Lord? If I am not an apostle to others, yet at

least I am to you : for the seal of mine apostleship are
ye in the Lord. My defence to them that examine me
is this : Have we not a right to eat and drink? Have
we not a right to lead about a wife that is a sister, as

also the other apostles, and the brethren of the Lord,
"and Cephas? Or I alone and Barnabas, have we not
a * right not to be working? Who carrieth on warfare at

his own charges? Who planteth a vineyard and doth
not eat its fruit? Or who tendeth a flock and eateth

not of the milk of the flock?

t Matt. 26.

40,45.

b2Thess.S.
9.

• Some omit

may be. If we were to put poison upon a man's plate, whether he died or not,

we should be responsible for his death; and if God will not safTer His own to

find all the consequences of their sin and failure, if He will necessarily, as true

to His own love, come in to deliver them, this is not kuowledfie such as we are

to act upon. It does not aflfect our own responsibility, who may so easily, by
our own acts, really lead astray the sheep of Christ and do them spiritual dam-
age. It is important also to realize that in ourselves there is no help or hope, if

once we are adrift from onr anchorage, if we have got away from Christ. And
how easily is it possible to get thus away ! In this case it would be simply, as

we might say, the aim to be as another Christian more advanced than myself.

If the conscience be taken away from the simple, individual subjection to God,
the result is the same, no matter iu what way reached. We have to be exer-

cised, each one for himself, and as a matter of responsibility to God alone, as to

each step in the way. We are not to follow one another, except as we are con-

vinced, as the apostle pnts it, that that other follows Christ ; but then again, if

that which I do is something which may make my brother stumble, whatever
may be his own responsibility in the matter, mine is clear. Says the apostle,

"I will eat no fiesh any more if it is to make my brother to stumble." This
and this alone is the right use of knowledge.

3. But at this point we have once more what seems an entire digression from
the apostle's subject, yet it is not really so. He is al)out to set before ns this

spirit which he has already exemplified, and as that which is necessary to be our
spirit in order to be able to go through a world like this, under the power of

Satan, and where there are in every direction baits and lures, to lure the one
who is capable of another object than Christ Himself. This was the apostle's

object; and he shows us now how everything,—whatever it might be, (the un-

doubted privileges which were his aa an apostle or a minister of Christ,)

—

was nevertheless to be used in the interests of Christ Himself. If it were
claimed apart from this, it would be, for the man himself who did this, an evil

and not a good.
* He first gives ns, therefore, the claim which was rightly his as an apostle.

Was he not that? Had he not seen Jesus the Lord? It was from Him, as we
know, that he had got this apostleship; but were they not the seals of it also?

Had not his work approved itself and been owned of God? They certainly were

not the people to question this. If he were not an apostle to any others, yet

surely he was to them, for they themselves were the seals of his apostleship. If,

therefore, people were questioning, with regard to him, whether he bad really
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' Do I speak these things after the manner of a man,
or doth not the law also say these things? For in the
law of Moses it is written, 'Thou shalt not muzzle the
ox that is treading out corn. Is it for the oxen God is

caring? or saith he it altogether on our account? Yea,
for our sakes it was written, that he that ploweth
might plow in hope, and he that treadeth out corn, in

hope of partaking. If we have ''sown unto you spiri-

tual things, is it a great matter if we shall reap your
carnal things? If others partake of this right over you,
should not we rather? But we "have not used this

right, and bear all things, that we may cause no hin-
drance to the gospel of Christ. Do ye not knoAv that
they -^who work about sacred things eat of the things
of the temple ? They which wait upon the altar, par-
take with the altar. Even so, hath the Lord ordained
that they who preach the gospel, 'live of the gospel.

^ But I have used none of these things ; and I write
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this apostolic right, he answered at once by fully claiming it. No donbt they
might take advantage of what we have read with regard to his life at Corinth,
his working with his own hands there, a distinct testimony in the midst of peo-
ple snob as were the Corinthians, of the love which songht not theirs, bnt them.
"Was it a qnestion, then, of right on his part? Had he not the same right as
other ai^ostles, and the brethren of the Lord and Cephas, to lead abont witli him
a sister as a wife? Or had he alone and Barnabas not the right to abstain from
working? What did common reason say ? Who carried on a warfare at his own
charges? Who planted a vineyard without expecting to eat of the frnit of it?
Who that tended a flock did not eat of the milk of the flock. The claim then
was evident, and nature itself afflrmed it.

* Bnt not only nature, Scripture affirmed it also. This was not what he said
himself simply. Did not the law, which was practically the Scripture that was
in their bands (there was little as yet of the Christian Scriptures as we know)

—

bat did not the law say these things too? He interprets it according to its typ-
ical character as at other times. In the law of Moses it was written : "Thou
shall not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn." Was it really, after all,

for the oxen that God cared so much? He does not, of course, mean to deny
that God has care for oxen, but was that the great thing? Was there no higher
purpose of such a principle as that? Does he not, iu fact, say it altogether, as
the apostle puts it, on account of others,—the ministers of His grace? Yes, he
says, for our sake it is written; that he that ploweth might plow in hope, and
he that treadeth out corn in hope of partaking. Was it not right? If he had
sown unto them spiritual things, did they think it a great matter that he should
reap their carnal things? They acknowledged this right in others ; could they
fail to acknowledge it with regard to himself? And yet he had not used this

right. That was the secret of his conduct at Corinth. He bore all things that
no hindrance might be given to the gospel of Christ. Here was bis motive.
Here was the characteristic and principle of his life. It was Christ who gov-
erned one who was perfectly free in serving Him. But further, as to the law
aud in that which touched the present qnestion more nearly, had not tliose who
wrought abont sacred things a right to eat of the things of the temple? Did not
those who waited upon the altar partake with tlie altar of the gifts given? There
is a perfect analogy in God's dealings at all times ; and in this case the Lord has
ordained, says the apostle, that they who preach the gospel should live of the
gospel.

• But we now come to see how this privilege is transformed in bis hands into
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not these things that it may be so done in my case: for

it were good for me * rather to die than that any man
should make my glorying void. For if I preach the
gospel, I have nothing to glory of; for necessity is laid

upon me ; for woe is unto me if I preach not the gos-
pel. For if I do this of mine own will, I have a re-

ward; but if not of mine own will, I am 'entrusted
with a stewardship. What, then, is my reward? That
when I preach the gospel, I make the gospel* without
charge, so as not to use, as belonging to me, my right

in the gospel ; for though I be free from all, I have
made mj'self'bond-servant to all, that I might gain the
more. And *to the Jews I became as a Jew, that I

might gain the Jews ; to them that are under law, as
under law, ('not being myself under law,) that I

might gain those that are under law ; to them that are
without law as without law (not as without law to
God, but in "lawful subjection f to Christ) that I might
gain them that are without law. To the " weak, I be-

came as weak, that I might gain the weak. I am be-

come all things to all men, that by all means I might
save some.
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another kind of privilege altogether ; that is, the privilege of sacrificing himself
for Christ and in His service. "I have used," he says, "none of these things";
an argument no donbt which they were pleading against him, and he was not
going now to insist upon this claim. He did not want them to do anything with
regard to this. There was a glorying which he had, and which he would rather
die than have made void. It was not indeed as to preaching the gospel that he was
speaking. It was not his having anything to glory in there. With regard to this,

necessity was laid upon him, he could do nothing else
;
yea, woe would it be to

him if he did not preach the gospel. Quite true that if he did it freely, of his

own will, he would have a reward, but if not, still he was entrusted with a stew-
ardship ; but now then, what was the reward of which he speaks? It was this,

that in preaching the gospel he could make the gospel without charge, so as not
to use his own right in the gospel; and that, in order to make the gospel itself

more eCFective. Free from all, even love made him a bond-servant to all, that he
might gain the more. Thus, if he were addressing himself to Jews, he became a
Jew to gain them. We have seen this principle already in the circumcision of
Timothy in the Acts. To those under the law he became as if under the law,

though he was not, as he carefully tells us, himself in reality under it; but he
wa-s privileged to give up his liberty, and he gave it up freely, to gain those that
were under the law. He could be with them without insisting upon his own
Christian freedom; just as, on the other hand, he could be with the Gentile as
without law, not as being lawless with regard to God; on the contrary, just as
in lawful subjection tofJhrist; for it was in His interests that he was acting and
seeking to win souls. Thus he wrought that he might gain those without law.

If men were weak, he took the same ground ; he would become weak, too, that he
might gain these. As to any privilege of his own, he could give it up. He
could not, of course, give up that in which he was bound in duty to God. That
was another thing. He had no liberty in that which belonged to another, but
with regard to anything which was simply his own right, he could give that up
and did give it up, th.it by all means he might save men.

4. We have seen the trimsforniation of privilege in the bands of one for whom
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4. \ Aud I "do all things for the gospel's sake, that I may
be a joint partaker with it. Know ye not that they
who run in a race-course, run all, but one receiveth
the prize? So ^run, that ye may obtain. And everj'

one that contendeth [for the prize] is temperate in all

things : they indeed that they may receive a corrupt-
ible crown, but we an 'incorruptible. I, therefore, so
run, as not uncertainly ; so fight I, as not beating the
air: but I buffet my body and lead it "captive, that hav-
ing preached to others, I may not myself be 'rejected.
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Phil. 3. 13,
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q 2 Tiin.4.8.
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Christ was the object of life. Privilege it remained, bnt how changed in its

character ! That which was but a matter of self-iuterest before, becomes now an
oppoitimity for self-sacrifice on behalf of Christ aud His gospel. This was a priv-

ilege iudeed, aud this is the spirit which alone can carry a man safely through
Siitau's world undeceived aud uuallured (we may add, undismayed) by all that

Satan may employ agaiust him. In this there seems to be the reference to the main
subject of this part, in which it is plaiuly the power of the enemy which is before

us. He is himself one who by seeking his own, lost all that he had, aud this is

still the nature of his allurement. He cannot, therefore, touch the one who
seeks not his own, but the things of Christ. We go on now to see how the prin-

ciple tests us, the testing being necessarily involved through the fact of going
through a world like this, which is Satan's world.

* There is a prize before the apostle, but it is beyond and therefore outside of
present thiugs. He was seeking to partake with the gospel, which he personifies

here—that gospel with which he was identified in its triumphs and gains. In
this he was using the energy which was requisite to press through the diflSculties

of the way. Lile was for him a race, calling on the one hand for energy, and on
the other tor conformity to the conditions of a race. As the apostle says, not all

the runners in a race receive the prize. There must be a running after such a
manner as to obtain. Every one that contendeth for a prize is temperate in

all things ; and this is only to receive a corruptible crown, but the Clirif-tiau's

crown is incorruptible. The apostle, therefore, was so running, not in any un-
certainty about the end, but as taking the due means to reach the end. He was
fighting, not as one beating the air. It was no needless conflict. There was his

own body to be buffeted and led captive, as he expresses it; and here after all is

always the great hindrance. We have seen already how the Spirit ofGod is in the
botly in order to deliver us from the power of it, and to make the very place of
the conflict that in which Grod manifests Himself. He does this, as he says, lest

having preached to others, he himself should be rejected. The word is "disap-
proved," but it is the ordinary word which the apostle uses again in the last

chapter of the second epistle, where it is translated "reprobates." He there

plainly uses it for final, absolute rejection, and here it can be really no difierent

from that. People have sought to guard what needs no guarding, the precious

doctrine of God's perfect grace, and of the believer's safety in committing him-
self to that grace; but there are, nevertheless, conditions of the way; and this

Scripture always recognizes. There is a way the end of which is eternal life.

The way of evil and nnholiuess does not lead to life, but the reverse ; and God's
grace never alters this. It would not be that which breaks the power of sin, if

it were mere laxity in this respect. The apostle expresses no fear for himself,

bnt applies the principle to himself. He could not except himself from the ap-

plication. If he did so, he would be permitting any other professing Chrislinn

to follow his example in it. It is simply the professor who is contemplated in

all these conditional statements, but when we say the professor, we do not mean
the mere professor, for few such would own the application, and if the Christian
does not own it he is a loser by that fact. The Lord means that we should sol-

emnly realize the connection of holiness and salvation, and we must not in any
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' For I would not have you ignorant, brethren, that

all our fathers were 'under the cloud and all passed
through the sea ; and were all baptized unto Moses
in the cloud and in the sea ; and did all eat the same
"spiritual food, and did all drink the same spiritual

drink: for they drank of a 'spiritual rock which fol-

lowed them, and the rock was Christ. Howbeit, with

t Kx. 14. 19-

22.

u Ex. I6.1fi.

V Ex. 17. 6.

Kum.20.11.

wise separate the two. On the other hand, nothiug bat grace can work for holi-

iieas. Nothing but grace can give us the only proper motive for a holy life,

which is Christ's glory and not our personal gain; although we do gain person-

ally by it. So with the apostle here, therefore. He speaks of himself simply
as a preacher to others, aud he puts himself upon the same ground as any other

preacher. One may preach to otliers and be one's self rejected. That is, alas,

clear, and that is all he says. He was entering intelligently into the conditions

of the race and running it, bnt he had no thought that God would not preserve

him to the end and enable him to persevere through all hindrances, whatever
they might be.

* He then adduces the witness of history in which the things that happened to

Israel were, as he says, things that happened to them for types. Full of admo-
nition in themselves, full of significince for that geueration in which they really

happened, they nevertheless develop for us a higher meaning which God would
have us read iu them, the history of which is so written that it might develop

for us. How important it is to realize this principle all through those histories

of the Old Testament, and even of the New, in which there is much more than is

upon the surface, and in which God shows us His control upon everything in

connection with men, making the wrath of man to praise Him, restraining the

remainder of it, and giving a meaning to things which those of whom it is the

history were perfectly ignorant. Thus he tells us that all our fathers, Israel's

fathers, were under the cloud and all passed through the sea, and were all hap-

tized to Moses in the cloud and in the sea. They were set apart to Moses as his

disciples ; which is what baptism represents for us with regard to Christ. They
were set apart in the most solemn way by the cloud which covered them and
protected them from their enemies, by the sea which divided to let them pass

and overthrew their pursuers. In that cloud and sea they were delivered from
all the condition in which they had been as slaves to the Egyptians, and were
set truly free,—free to serve God their Saviour. How powerful should have been
the impress of such events upon them, God Himself having become in this way
their Saviour-God! We can find in all this history a deeper meaning, but there

was a deep meaning in what they themselves experienced. Then in the wil-

derness the same love followed them. They ate of the spiritual food ; they
drank, he says, of spiritual drink, ("spiritual," one may say, perhaps, in its

origin, and in the meaning which was more than merely to furnish sustenance

for them,

—

that might have been done easily in another way,) but to keep them
also iu dependence upon God and make them realize the ministering hand of

God and the tenderness of His care for them,—thus that their hearts might be
brought fully to Him and made absolutely to confide in Him. This spiritual

rock, as the apostle says, followed them; not, of course, that there was any literal

following of a rock, as some have wildly imagined, or of even the streams from
the first rock smitten. There was another rock smitten, as we know, afterwards,

and the streams which first flowed from the rock were, therefore, not those that

actually followed tbem all through the wilderness; but the same love followed

them with a similar supply, so that it was one and the same thing all the way
through; and the rock had a deeper meaning than any they could have realized

in it. Xhe rock for us is Christ. It is from this Rock, the riven Rock, that the

streams of the Spirit flow to us; a Rock which requires no more to be smitten

(Moses in that way spoiled the type, as we know) but only to be spoken to.
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"most of them God was not well pleased: for they were
overthrown in the wilderness. Now these things hap-
pened as types of us, that we should not "lust after

evil things as they also lusted. Neither be ye idolaters

as were some of them ; as it is written : "the people

sat down to eat and to drink, and rose up to play.

w Num. 14.

80, 32.

X Num. 11.

4,34.

y Ex. 82. 6.

Thus has God provided for us. The types of baptism and the Lord's snpper,

which some would find here, are part of that ritualistic perversion of things which
lowers everything it touches. There are no types of baptism at all. The pass-

age in the firet of Peter which may seem to come nearest to this is in fact very

dififereut. There the water of the deluge and the water of baptism are spoken of

in fact as alike figures. They are both figures of spiritual things, and they are

like figures ; but the oue figure is not a figure of the other figure. So with
baptism and the Lord's supper now. They are both figures, and they are

in their highest, deepest, fullest reality figures for us. The very adoption by the

Lord of such simple things as water, as bread and wine, admonishes us to keep
to the same simplicity. Water can do only what water can do ; and bread and
wine can minister to the body, but not as such to the soul. The spiritual sig-

nificance in them is everything for us, and the memorial character of the Lord's

supper, in which we have the remembrance of a dead Christ, is an absolute pro-

test against the thought of there being ministered to us in it a Christ who does

not as such exist. It is not a dead Christ now with whom we have to do, bnt

a living Christ; but it is not a living Christ we have to do with in the ordinance

of the supper, but a dead Christ. There can be no confusiou of these two things

without a confusion resulting in every way; and, as has been said before, there

is nothing more degrading, there is nothing that has wrought worse confusion

for the Church of Christ, than forgetfulness of siujple principles such as these.

Here we have "the Rock was Christ." Does anybody imagine that the rock

was literally Christ? Of course not; but when the Lord says: "This is My
body," He uses similar language exactly. The rock was Christ in its spiritual

significance, nothing else, and the supper is Christ in sweet and holy memory
;

and that is much more than anything that ritualism could give us.

These things, then, were types in Israelitish history; yet after all, spite of all

God's dealings with them, spite of all the love which had delivered and which

was continually blessing them, with most of them God was not well pleased, and

they were overthrown in the Avilderness,—solemn word of admonition then for

us in these things which happened, as he says, as types of us, warnings of the

greatest significance. As we think of bow, indeed, there were but two of lluit

whole generation brought out of Egypt, as grown men at least, who survived to

enter Canaan, it is a serious admonition as to what might come of the testing of

Christian profession after this matiner. Warning it is for us all. We have no

right to say. Well, but we are true Christians, and therefore we need not trouble

about these things. These are things which as principles are of the greatest im-

portance for us to realize. There are evil things for which we may Inst as they

lusted. If God prevents the extreme result for us, that is His mercy, but the

effect of our disregarding the warnings may be that our lives may be, alas, how
greatly spoiled and disfigured and made quite other than He would have them,

by our laxity ! The people turned even from God Himself and became idolatere.

As it is written : "The people sat down to eat and to drink and rose up to play."

Tliey turned from the very One who had manifestly led them ont of Egypt and

who went before them in a pillar of cloud and fire by night and by day. They
turned from the One who had drawn them to Himself and made them His own
peculiar people after this manner, and in the very presence of the fiery mount
they said: "As for this Moses, we know not what has become of him. Up, make
ns gods that may go before us." Tl^ey might dignify their idols with Jehovah's

name. God would have none of it. He had already forbidden it and stamped
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Neither let us 'commit fornication, as some of them
committed fornication, and fell in one day three and
twenty thousand. Neither let us tempt Christ,* as

some of them "tempted, and perished by serpents.

Neither murmur ye, as some of them 'murmured, and
perished by the destroyer. Now all these things hap-
pened unto them as types, and were written for our
admonition, upon whom the "ends of the ages are

a Nuin.21.6.

6 Num. 16.

41,4(>.

eHeb.9.26.

• Many read, " the Lord."

it as following a false god, and so in fact it was. The god they celebrated with
their heathen games and sports was not Jehovah. How important for ns to real-

ize that we also may have iu measure another god than the true God, while the

name remains for us the same, and anotlier Christ, perhaps, than the true Christ,

although we speak reverently of Him all the while ! The lusts of the flesh broke
out in what followed in Israel's case. If one departs from God, the necessary

result will be that from the evil in us we shall not be able to depart. It will

have full control, as with Israel. In one day there fell three and twenty thou-

sand of them. The passage in Numbers says four and twenty thousand, aud it

does not seem a question of any difference of reading here ; but it does not say
that the four and twenty thousand fell in one day. The apostle may give the im-
mediate result here, and the history go further.

There was anotlier form of evil. They tempted the Lord iu the wilderness.

They tried His patience. How great that patience had been with them, to its

full limit ! They refused His gracious provision and scoffed against His care,

and perished by serpents. This shows us distinctly to what the apostle refera.

For us, the admonition is that we tempt not Christ. It does not seem exactly

to follow that he means that they tempted Christ in the wilderness. Another
reading, very well supported also, is here "the Lord," instead of '.'Christ," but
there is no need to adopt it. Clirist is for us the Lord, the one Lord, than
whom there is no other, and Israel's sin can be committed, as is plain, by us in

this very way. We can refuse the light food of which Israel had said: " What is

it?" but which contained so much for them; food of the mighty, and which
would have made them, had they truly underetood it, the men of might they
should have been. How great for us, alas, is the danger of turning, too, from
that which alone can nourish our souls and seeking in some form or other the
things upon which men feed around us ! The Lord allowed the power of the

enemy to manifest itself in the serpents by which they perished, and the same
power of the enemy will still manifest itself upon us in turning to the world
away from Christ. It is there that his power is found. He is the prince of this

world. The world has been formed in its moral character by that fall to which
he seduced men, and thus, if we will venture upon this ground, we shall find

that he has not yet given up those as to whom he believes he has gained the per-

fect right of a master. They murmured in other ways. They murmured when
the hand of God came upon them in judgment, in the destruction of K(»i-ah,

Dathan, and Abirani. They niurmured against Moses, when it was really by the

judgment of God that these had fallen, so that again the hand of the destroyer
was upon them and the former judgment was solemnly confirmed in the repe-

tition of it. How easily, too, we may murmur against that which has been sim-
ply the necessary judgment of God because of the sins of His professing people,

instead of humbling ourselves before Him on account of them !

"All these things," then, the apostle reminds us here, "happened to them
as types." They are not merely things which may be applied in that way
now, but that is the very meaning of the history for ns as we read it. They
are written for our admonition upon whom the ends of the ages are come. It

is not the ends of the " world," but the ends of the dispensations past,—those

dispensations of trial which for us are closed by the death of Christ, in which
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come. Wherefore, ''let him that thinketh he standeth
take heed lest he fall. There hath no temptation
taken you but such as belongeth to man ; and God is

faithful who will 'not suffer you to be tempted above
that ye are able, but •'will, with the temptation, make
the issue also, that ye may be able to bear it. Where-
fore, my beloved, flee from idolatry.

5. * I speak as to men intelligent : judge what I say.

The 'cup of blessing which we bless, is it not the com-
munion of the blood of Christ? The * bread which we

d Rom. 11.
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g Matt. 26.

27, 28.
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26.

the litter condemnation of man is reached, bnt in which, also, divine grace has
reached na. We can look back now over those ages and find them all minister-

ing to ns their special lessons. How wonderful a place to be set in, to have
instrnction of this kind from every past generation! How important that we
should heed the admonition of it, and how guilty shall we be in disregarding it!

"Wherefore," says the apostle, "let bin) that thinketh he standeth take heed
lest he fall." That, snrely, is a great part of the admonition. Those dispensa-
tions were the trial of man as man. There can be no trial when there is no self-

confidence on man's part,—when we have reached where the apostle was, and can
say we have no confidence in the flesh. All self-confidence is confidence in the
flesh. All true confidence is confidence in God alone. It is thas that we find

ability to stand. We stand indeed, but we stand as He holds as up. If we
think that we stand after any independent manner, we are on the very brink of
a fall. Dependence is that which is proper to a creature ; and we are not merely
in a dangerous place, but we have, as one may say, already fallen, when we
have lost our hold of the Hand that supports us.

How blessed to realize again that in the midst of a world full of testing, such
as this is, in which the history of the Church has repeated for us in so solemn a
way the history of Israel, in which man has been tested under grace (altlionjrh

that was not the object of grace) as he has been so thoroughly, still with the
same result! When we look at ourselves, and think of how little we are
able to stand against all the trials of the way, bow blessed to realize the limits

which the apostle sets to the trial! There is no temptation bnt such as belongs to

man; and then, God is faithful who will not suffer you to be tempted above that
yeare able. He is speaking, of course, of a soul in the true condition of consciona

helplessness before Him. If we are self-c-onfident, we shall find that the least

temptation is something above what we are able; but if we arein a right condition,

(which should be the normal one of the Christian,) God will not snflfer temptation
to be too strong for us, bnt will with the temptation make the outcome of it also

a deliverance in due time, that we may be able to bear it. He adds, signifi-

cantly, as one great lesson of it all: "Wherefore, my beloved, flee from idola-

try." Idolatry was but one feature of that history of Israel, although a notori-

ous one; but for us, is it not, in fact, in a heart that wanders from God which
makes in this way, however little conscious it may be, a false god of its own,

—

is it not in this that all departure f'-om Him, we may say, is found? Here is

the root, the basis of it. If Grod Himself, the God that we know, the God that

has been revealed to us, is the God of our hearta, the God whom we serve and fol-

low, how safe and how blessed will be our condition ! Christ is the manifestation
of God for this, and thua we are indeed far better provided than was Israel in the
knowledge of this God who claims our obedience and our afi«ctions. What is it

for ns to depart from One who has revealed Himself to ns after this manner?
5. We return now fully to that question which has been in the apostle's mind

all the way throngb, the resnlts for ua of thia power of Satan manifest in the
world, of which he is prince, and where he has so molded things according to

his mind. In fact, in those days, as we know, idolatry was everywhere. The
Emperor was worshiped as divine, so that not to worship him was disobedience
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break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ?

Because we being many are one loaf, one body ; for we
all partake of that one loaf. Behold Israel after the

flesh. Are not Hhey who eat the sacrifices in commu-
nion with the altar? What then do I say? That
what is sacrificed to an idol is anything, or that the

idol is anything? But [I say] that the things which
the Gentiles sacrifice they •^sacrifice to demons and not

to God, and I would not that ye should be in commu-
nion with demons. Ye cannot drink the cup of the

Lord and the cup of demons
;
ye cannot partake of the

Lord's table and of the table of demons. Do we *pro-

voke the Lord to jealousy? Are we stronger than he?
' 'All things are lawful, but all things are not expedi-

ent ; all things are lawful, but all do not edify. Let

"no one seek his own, but the other's [good]. Every-
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to the law. What was a Christian to do in the midst of so great defilement?

They, on their part, were identified with God, and with Him whom God has

appointed to be the Lord of all, who claimed snch obedience as none other ever

even thought of claiming. The apostle, therefore, looks at this question of asso-

ciation with God and the responsibility resulting from it.

* In the first place, he puts before ns our identification with the Lord as in

the manifest tokens of it in the cup and the loaf, which stood for a pledged com-

munion with Himself. He bids them enter intelligently into this question.

What was the cup of blessing which they blessed? Was it not the communion
of the blood of Christ? The bread they broke, was it not the communion of the

body of Christ? Were they not all by it one loaf, the manifested body, one

body, as all partaking of that one loaf? It is plain that what men call the sac-

rament stands for something in this connection. There is an outward pledge in

it. There is something which, if not real, is the fullest hypocrisy. Here is be-

fore ns in this table, in all the responsibility of it, communion with the body
and blood of Christ,—Christ in all that He has done for us, all that He has en-

deared Himself to os by. What are we going to do with it? Thus identified,

must not this follow ns into our common, ordinary life, into every detail of our

conduct here? He puts before them Israel after the flesh. Were not those who
ate the sacrifices in communion with the altar? Were they not identified, if

what they did meant anything, if it were anything more than the grossest for-

malism, with all that that Jewish altar stood for? It was not, therefore, a ques-

tion as to whether there was any reality in the idol or not. He has already de-

cided that there was not, but the idol stood for something in men's thoughts;

and not merely that, but in this idolatry the power of Satan wrought so that

the things the Gentiles sacrificed they did not sacrifice, in fact, to nothing, but
to demons, and not to God. Thus there was the most serions question possible.

People could not escape by saying that an idol was notliing in the world, and
that there was no other God but One. They could not drink the cup of the

Lord, which said this, and the cup of the idol, which said another thing. They
could not partake of the Lord's table aright and of the table of demons. Was it

not provoking the Lord to jealousy? Were they going to be stronger than He?
* Once more he takes up that which might be urged, that all these things were

lawful things. A man might sit in an idol's temple and get no harm. He
might eat of the idol's oflFerings and get no harm. With his higher knowledge,

these things meant nothing for him; but that was not the whole question. On
on* side they might mean nothing; on another side they might mean very

much. In the one view, all things indeed were lawful, but here are other things

to be affected by them. Could they say that all things were expedient too? Ifone
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thing sold in the shambles eat, making no inquiry for

conscience' sake, for the earth is the Lord's and the
fulness thereof. Now if one of them that believe not
invite you and ye are disposed to go, all that is set be-

fore you eat, making no inquiry for conscience' sake.

But if any one say to you. This hath been sacrificed to

an idol, eat not, for his sake that showed it and for

conscience' sake; but conscience, I say, not thine own,
but that of the other: for why is "my liberty being
judged by another conscience? If I partake with
thanksgiving, why am I evil spoken of for that for

which I give thanks? Whether therefore ye eat or

drink, or whatever ye do, "do all to the glory of God.
Give no occasion of stumbling, whether to Jews, or to

Greeks, or to the assembly of God. Even as *'I also

please all men in all things, «not seeking mine own
profit, but that of the many, that they may be saved.
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bad nobody to please but himself, then he might, of coarse, please himself ; bat
all things, as he says, that are lawfal do not edify, do not help another ; and that
is what we are bound to do, not to seek our own, but the good of others. As to

the things sold in the shambles, which were in tact often things sacrificed to

idols, they could eat of them if that were all, and make no inquiry for conscience'

sake. They would neither be defiled spiritually nor injured in any way. The
earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof. They could eat it in that sense, and
so far have no conscience about it; and, supposing one of those that believed not
invited them to a feast, and they were disposed to go, they could eat of that
•which was set before them, making no question of anything, as far as they were
concerned. But suppose some one said, This is sacrificed to an idol. Now, says
the apostle, that shows that here is a man to whom an idol is something, not
nothing, as it is to you; and now your conscience ought to be affected by that
which aflFects his conscience. Yon are one as Christians, and yon are bound to

help one another as one. The conscience that I am regarding, you may say, is

the conscience of another, and not my own; yes, but why do I turn my liberty

into something which another man's conscience judges as evil ? Why do I injure

him with that which I may, so far as I am concenied, do siulessly before God?
If I partake of this meat with thanksgiving, why should I do it so as to allow
myself to be evil spoken of for the very thing I am giving thanks for? Is it a
right use? Whether we eat or drink, or whatever we do, we are to do all to the
glory of God. We are to give no occasion of stumbling, whether to Jews or

Greeks or the assembly of God. With eyes watching all around, how careful

should the conduct of a Christian be, and how very far from deciding a thing is

the mere question of right and wrong in itself; of right and wrong, that is, in the

thing of which I am thinking, leaving out altogether the judgment of othei-s or
the snares that may be for others in it ! Let it be even here not simply the
question of Christians, but, as he says, Jews or Greeks, who may be drawn to

Christ or repelled from Him by what they see in Cliristians. How common a
case is this! How commonly is the conduct of Christians pleaded against the

Christianity they profess ! For himself it was, as we know, the apostle's con-

stant aim to please all men in all things, but in this spirit, which involves a
necessary limitation, that he was seeking, not his own profit, bat that of the
many, and their truest profit, also, that they might be saved.

DiV. 2.

We have now reached the second division of the epistle, in which we are no
longer dealing with oat«ide questions, with the relations of the Church to the
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The activities and fellowship of the assembly.

1. '"DE ye imitators of me, even as I also am of Christ.
-D Now I praise you that ye 'remember me in all

things, and that as I delivered them unto you, ye 'iieep

the things delivered. Now I would have you know
that Christ is the "head of every man, and the 'head of
the w^oman is the man, and the "head of Christ is God.
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world, as one may say, but with that which was proper to the Church itself as a
company of those gathered to the Lord's name. We have before ns the spiritual

activities of the assembly and the fellowship fonnd in it. The apostle has hith-
erto been contending for the keeping up the fence of separation. He is now
turning to what is entirely diflfereut from this. It is the fellowship of the as-

sembly, the common enjoyment of the common blessings which belong to it.

1. In the first place, however, it is very striking that we have not the assem-
bly as such exactly before us. The apostle begins, ratner, with that which has
to do with man's place in creation, apart, plainly, from the effects of the fall,

therefore. He must settle this point before he goes on,—a most important
point,—to show that the Church, with all its higher privileges, was still to be
submitted to Grod as the Creator, and according to that which He had instituted

for man as such. In all this be finds, indeed, the types of spiritual things.

Natnre is this throughout. If we look at nature apart from the word of God,
nothing in it will be properly intelligible to us. If we take Scripture as the key
to it, we shall find everywhere tbat we are in contact with the same spiritual

truths as we find in Scripture. But this is not simply a question of such a kind:
it is the simple truth that we have, as those who are Christ's, been restored

(and more than restored) to the place which the fall had forfeited for man. We
are to be filling, therefore, that place which God gave man first. We are to be
observers of the order which creation has established for ns. We must not use
the thought of grace, or even of our place in Christ, (which is above and beyond
all this,) to make void our obligation to carry out that which God has in this

way appointed.

The apostle urges them to be imitators of him as he was of Christ. He
could praise them that they kept him in mind in those things that he deliv-

ered to them, tbat they were keeping the thintts delivere<l ; but he wants them
to know that Christ is the Head of every man, come to be a Man Himself; taking
His place as such, He takes it in necessary supremacy. He is not simply the
Head of the Church here. He is the Head of man as a Man. He is indeed the
Creator, but He is also, as elsewhere declared, the "First-bom of all creation."
As that First-born, he is not what Adam was ; and yet, in another sense, we may
speak of Adam also coming from the hand of God as the first-born of men. In
that way Adam was the head of every man naturally. Christ is the spiritual

Head, the One in whom manhood reaches its highest dignity, in whom the whole
human race, so far as redeemed, rises again to the full thought of God for man,
and beyond that which Adam himself, unfallen, could declare to us.

But Christ, then, is the Head of every man. The head of the woman is the

man. Here is what we were saying ; something which in the minds of many
now would be contradicted or set aside by the place in Christ -which we have
got, in which there is neither man nor woman. That is quite true, and remains
always true, that there is in Christ neither male nor female. There is a common
equality, and one of the most perfect and highest kind, which can never be
touched, never set aside, but to be acknowledged in the fullest possible way.
That does not, on the other hand, set aside the fact that in God's order for earth,

and in the place which God has given to man and woman respectively on the
earth, the head of the woman is the man. The higher fact is shown forth in the
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Every man praying or prophesying, having his heati

covered, dishonoreth his head. But every woman
praying or 'prophesying with her head uncovered,
dishonoreth her head : for it is one and the same thing

as if she were shaven. For if a woman be not covered,

let her hair also be cut off; but if it be shameful to a
woman to "have her hair cut off or to be shaved, let

her be covered. For a man indeed ought not to have
his head covered, forasmuch as he is the 'image and
glory of God ; but the woman is the glory of the man.
For the man is not of the woman ; but the woman of
the man. For neither was the man created for the

woman, but the woman for the man. For this cause

lower one. There are not two heads in creation, but one. Two heads wonld
mean division. God's thought is unity. Tlie man, as he says afterward, is not
without the woman iu the Lord. The man and the woman form the man in

the fnll sense of humanity, and the woman is necessary thns to make the man
what he is ; but that alters nothing, but rather confirms what he contends for

here according to God's thought, as we look back and see it in creation itself,

—

the head of the woman is the man. Let us go further, he says. The Head of

Christ is God. Is that something derogatory to His true character? Is not He
God? Is not He divine? Yet, after all, it can be said, "the Head of Clirist is

God." Christ has taken His place as man, and He is not ashamed of it, and He
does not refuse the consequences of it. He has come to be in creation the ex*

ample of most perfect obedience on the creature's part, as well as on God's part

the example of the most perfect grace, the fullest revelation of God that can be
found. Thus, then, we have these things established.

There are some practical consequences in the exhibition of this order of things

npon the earth. If a man pray or prophesy having his head covered, be dishon-

ore his head; in itself a very small thing surely,—in that which it signifies not
small at all. Everything depends npon the truth which is in it, or the error.

The head covered for him is, as we see directly, the place of subjection taken.

Tlie woman covering her head does not profess to be the bead. The head is

covered with her, if she takes her place praying or prophesying ; that is, as we see

clearly, where it is a question of the assembly,—not necessarily as gathered, bow-
ever, where her place in connection with others, therefore, is iu question. If she

prays or prophesies, although this prophesying was by a higher power than that

of nature,—by the Spirit of God, and thus asserting for her her fnll rights as one
in Christ, equal rights with any other,—yet if she prayed or prophesied with her

head uncovered, she dishonored her head. Everything that is out of its place be-

fore God, is dishonored. If we exalt ourselves, it is our own dishonor. It is one
and tlie same thing, therefore, he says, as if she were shaven. Why not let the

woman cut off the hair which nature has given her? Plainly she has it in a way
that man has not. Yon say, perhaps, if she has the hair, let that be enongh, it

is what nature has given her, let her wear that. But the wearing of the hair

is not of necessity at all the owning the trnth which is in it. The covering

of the head owns for her, on her part, the truth which is in that testimony of

nature. She is giving heed to the testimony when she covers her head. Tlius

the man ought not to have his bead covered, becanse he is, in a direct way, as

one may say, the image and glory of God, His representative npon the earth.

The woman is the glory of the man.
All this has reference, of course, to present display. It is not a question of

what is final, what is heavenly, what is eternal. It is God's order as He has
instituted it, and which we are bound to respect. There is meaning in it also,

and we shall suffer if we refuse it; bnt the point here is, the order of creation.

Tlins, if we look back, the man is not of the woman. The man did not originally
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ought the woman to have authority upon her head "on

account of the angels. However, neither is the woman
without the man, nor the man without the woman, in

the Lord ; for as the woman is of the man, so also is

the man by the woman; but all things are of God.
Judge in yourselves, is it seemly that a woman pray

unto God uncovered? Doth not even nature itself

teach you that if a man have long hair, it is a dishonor

to him ? But if a woman have long hair, it is a glory

to her : for her hair is given her for a covering. But if

any one think to be contentious, 'we have no such

custom, nor the assemblies of God.

a ch. 4. 9.

b ch. 14. 36,

37.

come from the woman. On the other hand, the woman came from the man,

—

not the order of things now, as one may say; but that is what God showed us at

the beginning. Nor was the man created for the woman, but the woman for the

man. The man was created first, and it was not good for him that he should be

alone. Tiie woman was created in view of this need,—a woman for that very

reason; why not another man? Just because, as another man, there would not

be really the same help found. He needs that which, while a symbol of the de-

pendence of the creature, rather than the independence given in a sense to man,

would appeal to him by that very fact, and to his heart as one dependent on

him. In every way, however, the woman (not the individual as such, but as

woman) is for the man; and "for this cause," he says, "the woman ought to

have authority upon her head,"—the sign of authority,
—

" ou account of the an-

gels." The angels are the witnesses of creation. They have seen from the be-

ginning what God did. They are acquainted with His thoughts with regard to

man, and we are a spectacle to the world and to angels and to men. Thus, then,

the woman is to heed these angelic spectators.

However, he adds :
" Neither is the man without the woman nor the woman

without the man in the Lord; for as the woman is of the man, so also is the

man by the woman, but all things are of God." God has instituted these things.

If we learn them aright, we shall admire the wisdom of them; but whether or

not, we are to submit ourselves to His appointment. A lower place is not of

necessity a really inferior place. Christ has come into the lowest place of all in

order to serve us, yet it was the most wonderful, the most glorious place that He
conld have taken, and all God's glory has been manifested in it. Thus we must
dismiss altogether the thought of what things are, as we may say, in themselves.

A servant's place, how unsuited to the Lord of glory ! but look again, how suited

and wonderful that Servant's place! Nay, is not God over all the One who
serves all ? And is He not by that very fact the Better who blesses the lesser?

Has not Christ taken the place of service? and in that human body which He
has, has He not pledged Himself to it iu some sense forever? Let us, then, own
that which God has done, and find the good of it. It is in our filling the place

that we shall find the recompense from God—not just according to the place we
fill, but in the way we fill it. God has appointed for ns everywhere,—as we
find when we come to the thought of the body itself,—God has appointed every-

where diversity, and in some sense therefore the inferiority of many, the parts

that are weak and the parts that are not in honor as the other parts are
;
yet

how perfectly are all fitted together, and how perfectly is every part necessary to

the blessing of the whole ! How fully has God united us in this way ! Creation

is but the witness of that which we find in the Church of God itself, so that the

apostle appeals directly here to the teaching of nature. If a man have but long

hair, is it not a dishonor to him ? Why? Nature has not provided for him that

covering which it baa provided for the woman. If a woman have long hair, it

is a glory to her, for her hair is given to her for her covering; and how trnly we
feel that the more a woman hides herself, the more beaatiful she is,—that in this
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2. Now in giving you this charge, I do not praise you,
that ye come together not for the better, but for the
worse. For, first, when ye come together in assembly,
I hear that 'divisions exist among you, and in part I

give credit to it. For there ''must also be sects among
you, that they that are approved may be 'made mani-
fest among you. When, therefore, ye come together
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biding one's self is the very glory of the creature after all, and that she is but a
lesson to us, one of the many lessons that God has given us as creatures, in this

way. The apostle ends the matter, however, abruptly, by saying if this does not
suffice, it must suffice then to say that we have no other custom than this, nor
have the assemblies of God. He could speak for these, as, of course, being the
one whom God had appointed to be the layer of the foundations for the whole
Church at large.

2. We now come to the consideration of the assembly itself, and, first, in what
gathers it. The order here is very simple and beautiful. We have, first of all,

Christ in the exhibition of His love for us in the sacrifice of His death as that

which draws us together. This is what our eyes are first fixed upon. This is

where communion is found with one another.

We next turn to look at those who are in this way gathered. They are mem-
bers of Christ, the body of Christ Himself; and we learn what is implied in this,

not only that which makes them one, but the diversity which exists in this unity
as that which is implied in the body as an organism. Then we have, in the

thirteenth chapter, the spirit which practically animates the body of Christ, the
spirit of love, which is the spirit of ministry,—a ministry which the body in itself

implies, for the members are members one of another, and exist not merely for

themselves, bnt for the whole. We are then competent to look at the exercise

of the gifts belonging to them in this character, as come together in actual assem-
bly. This is in the fourteenth chapter, and we see how the spirit of love is that

which in fact orders everything, produces that which is true spiritual order ac-

cording to God. This closes this part of the epistle.

We have, then, now before us, in the first place, the centre of communion,
Christ Himself, but Christ not looked at as a living Person, as many would ex-

pect. We do not start with the thought that Christ is in the midst, although He
is in the midst where people are gathered together to His Name; but that is a
different thing, and in fact we are not drawn to Him as personally thus present.

We are gathered together to His Name. That implies His absence rather than
His presence, bnt it is the expression of what we know of Him as the absent

One. It is this apprehension of Him that gathers us, and we see at once that it

is not a living Christ, but a dead Ciuist that is before us. That is the very point

of it. We are brought to look back upon the hole of the pit from which we are

digged, and to realize our indebtedness to this blessed One whom we remember.
Important it is that we should realize this fact, that it is a dead Christ and not

a living One we remember. It is, as already said, the destruction of ritnal-

ism, in this respect, to its very centre,—the body of Christ which people speak
of as indeed receiving in the Lord's supper. What body do they think of—

a

living or a dead body? Do they really think that they receive the dead body
of Christ in any real sense in the Lord's supper? The living body is out of the

question. It is a dream which is not found in any text of Scripture whatever.

A dead body no one thinks of, and yet if it be any participation that we have
here, it is in the dead body and not in the living one.

The apostle begins here with a reference once more to their divisions. The
first thing was that in coming together they came not for the better, but for the

• worse, to make apparent,—^as coining near to God in fact does,—their true con-

dition. When they came together, the first thing tliat was manifest was their

divisions. In their very way of coming together they showed themselves apart.
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into the same place, it is not to eat the Lord's supper:

for in eating each one taketh his own supper before

[others], and one is hungry and another 'drinketh to

excess. Have ye not, then, houses for eating and
drinking? or despise ye the assembly of God, and put
them to shame who have not? What shall I say to

you? Shall I praise you? In this I do not praise.

For 'I received of the Lord that which also I delivered

unto you, how that the Lord Jesus, in the night in

which* he was delivered up, *took bread, and when he
had given thanks, he broke it, and said, This is my
body which is for you : this do in remembrance of me.

Their sects declared themselves in making separate parties of that which they

owned to be the cue body of Clirist, even going so far as, in eating, each to take

before othere his own siipjier. It was manifest tliat he made it his own and not

the supper of the Church as a whole, and one was hungry and another was even

drinking to excess.

The license about it all is manifest ; and there was an opportunity for this

which now no longer exists. In fact, the Lord's supper was instituted, as we
know, in connection with the celebration of the passover, and the passover sup-

per was that, therefore, that introduced it. The "agape," or love feast, which

existed at any rate very early in the Church, was the continuation of this pas-

chal supper, which, though it did not really belong to the supper of the Lord
itself, yet was supposed to make it all more exactly according to the institution.

Thus there was in connection with the supper the taking of a meal, wliich gave

the opportunity that we see here the Corinthians availed themselves of for license.

Tlie preliminary feast was crowding out, in fact, the Lord's supper altogether,

and tliey were going on as if in entire forgetfulness of it. That is evidently

wiiat the apostle is saying here. He reproves them by asking, have they not

houses for eating and drinking in, or were they putting to shame the poor who
had not, and despising the assembly of God which embraces them all? Could
he praise them in this? It was impossible that he conld do so. Then he calls

them back to the institution of the supper as the Lord had given it. It is strik-

ing tliat he had received this of tlie Lord Himself. As the distinct minister of

the Church, it was not simply that he found existing that which he went on
with, as in the case of baptism. As to baptism, Clirist had not sent him 8|ie-

cially to baptize, although he did baptize as others did; bnt the Lord's supper

has a dififerent place altogether. As that in which the unity of the body of Christ

was manifested, he must liave a special revelation concerning it. Thus he speaks

of the special way and circumstances, so touching as they were, in which the

Lord had instituted this gathering feast; it was on the night on which He was
delivered up, in which there was given opportunity for the treachery of one of

His own, one of those specially gathered aronnd Himself, and who had walked
in company with Him, beholding the manifestation of divine love and power in

Him, which had been given. It was upon such a night as this, and in the midst

of the sliadow which was thus coming upon His soul, that He had taken the

bread, giving thanks, and broken it, and said: "This is my body, which is for

yon; ['"broken" is not in the original] this do in remembrance of Me." Sim-
plicity itself all this is ; how completely opposite, again, to all that ritualism has

connected with it! In like manner also, after supper He took the cup, saying:
" Tliis cup is the new covenant in My blood. This do ye, as often as ye drink

it, in remembrance of Me." The apostle adds, as his interpretation of it: " For

as often as ye eat this bread and drink this cnp, ye declare the Lord's death

until He come."
Here is the whole matter. No atmosphere of mystery surrounds it whatever.

It is simply the memorial of a death to which we as Christians owe our all,
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In like manner, also, the cup after supper, saying, This
cup is the new covenant in my blood: this do, as often

as ye drink it, in remembrance of me. For as often as
ye eat this bread and drink the cup, ye declare the
Lord's death till he come. Wherefore, whosoever shall

—the death of the One whom it has made our Lord forever. In contrast with
all this, think of what rituulism has made of it! It is striking, also, that
the very point here, the thing for which he is reproving the Corinthians, is for

not discerning the Lord's body. It is plain, therefore, that it was the very op-
portunity to show what this «liscernnient of the Lord's body would be. He takes
no trouble to dedne it. He does not in the least suppose that there is any mys-
tery abont it, in the sense in which men speak of it. That which he speaks of
is Inead and the cup. These are the memorials of the Lord in His death. The
bread is His body, more strictly Himself, as one may eay. The cup is His blood,
the remembrance not so much of Himself as of His work. The body and the
blood are separate. It is, again, a dead Christ that we remember. We surely
remember, also, that He is risen from the dead, and we know by faith, even, that
He is present with us ; but all this, while it gives additional gladness to the cel-

ebration, in no wise forms part of the celebration itself. The Person of the Lord,
as already said, appears more distinctly in the bread which we break. It is this

One, the Man Christ Jesns, whom we remember. This implies no forgetfnlness

of what He wa«, of course ; but it is in fact the One who was here in the world
in that life and death of His which were for ns, which give us all our knowledge
of Him as He lives now before God. All our apprehension of Him belongs, we
may say, to this manifestation of divine love and glory in Him who was njwn
earth among us. He is gone out of it, but He is the same Christ who was liere,

and He is coming again to receive us to Himself "We look back in the ordi-

nance to His death. We look forward to His coming again.

The cup is here said to he the new covenant in His blood,—a hard text for

ritualism, that! Is it literally the cup that is this? We may say that is a fig-

ure,—the cup is nsed for what is contained in it. Granted. Well, is what is

contained in it, then, the new covenant in Christ's blood? It is the blood itself

if anything,—that blood which we are quite sure He did not carry into heaven,

but which was shed npon earth. It is the memorial of a life given np for us,

and which, as given np, in its sacrificial character is the foundation of the new
covenant of grace in whi<-h we stand. The words are simple enough, and easy

to be nnderstoood. It is only ritualism itself that makes them hard. The
Lord adds again in this case: "Do this in remembrance of Me." That is its

distinctive character, a remembrance. A remembrance is not of something ex-

isting at the present moment, hut of something in the past. It is all our joy to

know that this death that we celebrate is actually past, and that it can never

take place again. To talk of an nnbloody offering, as men do in their mass, is

only to destroy the whole reality of what is expressed here. Tliere is no such

thing as an unbloody offering. "Without shedding of blood is no remission,"

and this the Lord did once when He offered np Himself. Thus the significance

is as plain as can be. It is absolnte simplicity, which we may darken by read-

ing into it what is not there, and which it has even been confessed by many as

not there. They tell ns we shall not find the doctrine in this chapter. Where
should we look for it so well as here? here where the apostle is insisting ujion

our discernment of the Lord's body, and putting before ns the very thing that

gathers us? The previous chapter, to which we are sometimes referred as giving

the real doctrine, has, as we have seen already, no snch doctrine in it. The
bread is the commnnion of the body of Christ. The cup is the commnnion of the

blood of Christ. It is not the thing itself but the expression of onr fellowship

in it, which is the very thing which the common remembrance implies. There
is absolutely nothing else bnt this. We do not forget that we are one bread and
one body, becanse we are all partakers of this one bread or loaf. It cannot be
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eat the bread or drink the cup of the Lord unworthily
shall be guilty in respect of the body and of the blood
of the Lord. But let a man prove himself, and so let

him eat of the bread and drink of the cup. For he

said that we are one loaf in any sense but as beiug identified with that of which
we partake,—therefore, with all the thoughts that are implied in it. So if it

be said we are one body, we have plainly, that which gives us unity merely
as a body, brings us into one mind, one thought. It is not eveu said Iiere, we
are the body of Christ; and if it were, there would be an immense difference

between the body of Christ which we are and that body of Christ which we cele-

brate in the supper. The body that we have before us is not the body the

Church, and we could not possibly, in the nature of things, become the body the
Church, by any reception of the Iwdy of Christ. They are different thoughts in

different connections. Nor, as already said, is it really the body of Christ that
is spoken of here at all, although it is quite true that the gathering is the gath-

ering of the body of Christ; but that is not in the apostle's mind, as is evident.

He 18 thinking simply of the unity which, in fact, makes us one body in any
proper sense, this unity of apprehension of that blessed death which Christ has
died for us, and which our hearts own as having power over us in this very com-
ing together ; but there is really no difficulty here. In the wisdom of God,
things are so expressed that we can scarcely make mischief of them if we would.
The doctriue of the tenth chapter is in absolute conformity with the doctrine of
the eleventh. There is no difference between them. In both alike it is the
thing expressed with which we are identified, identified in the apprehension
that we have of it and the part which God's grace has given us iu the effect. We
partake of the bread and the wine, and the bread and the wine would be nothing
to us except we saw in them the body and the blood of the Lord. We partake
in this way of the body and blood of the Lord, assuredly not in the gross, ma-
terial sense, but in the joy of the apprehension of what these are to us. It is the
same truth aa the Lord has Himself given us in the sixth chapter of the gospel
of John, and which is, in the minds of so many, itself to be referred to the Lord's
supper. The fact is that the Lord's supper and what the Lord states there as to

the bread from heaven refer to the same thing. That is all. It has been the
triumph of Satan to materialize all this in such a way as to make it the instru-

ment of a designing priesthood to get glory to itself, and to lord it over the souls
and consciences of men. In no way has this been done more cruelly than in the
transformation of the Lord's supper into a mass, or something approaching this.

We cannot but remember, also, that at the Keformation the martyrdoms of the
Lord's saints had largely reference to their refusal of this unholy doctrine,—

a

doctrine which would make the Lord die innumerable times, make His original

death to be proportionately of little effect, and put the whole into the hands of
men to make merchandise out of, and to assume to themselves the glory which
is due to God.

How thankful we may be for the simplicity that we find in all this scripture

!

The thing that bewilders many as they look at it is just this simplicity; but
there is, none the less, in the celebration of the Lord's supper a solemnity which
the apostle warns us of. They could not eat this bread or drink the cup of the
Lord in a light manner without being guilty in respect to the body and blood of
the Lord. Here it is distinctly the ^'Lord^^ who is si>oken of, that we may
realize the character of the slight here given. We cannot bring sin into the
presence of that which we celebrate as having put it away from us. If we come
to celebrate the Lord's death without self-judgment, we destroy the holy char-
acter of that which is the most impressive proof of the holiness of God that could
be given. Where shall we find it manifested as in the sacrifice of the Son of God
Himself for sin ? And *' he that sinneth," says the apostle, " hath not seen Him,
neither known Him." It is impossible, as he puts it, that sin and the knowl-
edge of the Lord in that way can go on together.
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that eateth and drinketh, eateth and drinketh judgment
to himself when he discerneth not the body. On this

account, many are weak and sickly among you, and a
good many are fallen asleep. But if we did discern *

ourselves, we should not be judged. But when we are
judged, we are 'chastened of the Lord, that we may
not be condemned with the world. Wherefore, my
brethren, when ye come together to eat, wait one for an-
other. If any man is hungry, let him eat at home, that ye
may not come together for judgment. And the rest

will I set in order whensoever I come.

i cf. ch. 6. 5.

Heb. 12.10.

11.

* Or, "judge;" but the word is, literally, "discern."

He would not frighten us away from the table of the Lord by any means. He
does not say, "let a man judge himself and refrain from eating." He says:
"Let a mao examine (or judge) himself, and so let him eat of the bread and
drink of the cup." It is true that "he that eateth and drinketh, eateth and
drinketh judgment to himself" if he discerneth not the body. That is the
whole point, aud must be so. It is evident that the Corinthians were making a
mere common meal of that which was intended to be the constant reminder of a
love which has nowhere else any equivalent. They were reaping the fruits of
this laxity. There were those, he says, many, weak and sickly among them,
and a good many had fallen asleep. Thus the judgment of the Lord was neces-
sarily upon them; not because they were not His own; rather, in fact, because
they were; for, as the apostle says, "When we are judged" in this way, "we
are chastened of the Ijord, that we may not be condemned with the world." He
distinguishes, therefore, in the sharpest way, between this present judgment and
the judgment to come. But it is evident that this present judgment is a most
serious and awful thing. It is the infliction of a love which, because it is holy
and because it is love, must inflict what, as we may say, it is pain to inflict. We
force the Lord to judge us in this way when we do not judge ourselves. God
must of necessity exhibit His holiness with regard to the sins of His people.

Whatever the work of Christ has done for us, (we cannot realize too much what
it has done,) nevertheless it was never intended, it can never be allowed to be
used for unholy purposes. Thus, they must not come together for judgment, as
they were doing. These were the main points of what he had to say to them.
"The rest," he says, " will I set in order when I come."

3. We come now, as already said, having seen the centre of communion, (that

which forms in that way the one body.) to the body itself, to those who are
gathered to the name of the Lord after this manner. We come now to see that
it is in fact the body of Christ, and how far we are really to press the implications
of this. "Body" is a figure, of course. We know perfectly well that it is the
expression of a relationship to the Lord Jesus of the closest and moat intimate
nature, and which doubtless could not be expressed so well in any other way;
but we do not fail to realize that it is, after all, a figure. The body is the ex-
pression of the mind. It is the link between the indwelling spirit and the exter-

nal world in which we are placed. The body of Christ is thus that in which the
mind of Christ is expressed, and that by which the One who is absent from the
world nevertheless retains, in a certain sense. His place, and manifests Himself
in it. We are the representatives here of the Lord Jesus, not simply individu-
ally, for as individuals we are not properly competent, but as a whole. We
are not the epistles of Christ, but, as the second epistle declares, the epistle.

This is one rendering of what this body of Christ implies, but then we realize

that there is not simply a relation to the Lord which is involved, but a relation

to one another. In this body, as in other bodies, each member has indeed its

own individual significance, and we must give full place for this individuality.
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The unity
in divers-
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3. * Now concerning spiritual [manifestations], brethren,
I would not have you ignoi'ant. Ye know that'^when
ye were Gentiles ye were led away to *dumb idols in

whatever way ye might be led. Wherefore, I give you
to understand that 'no man speaking in the Spirit of
God saith, "Anathema Jesus; and no one can say, "Lord
Jesus, except in the Holy Spirit. Now there are
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Except the members of the body had their individual place, there would be no
body at all. If there were no divereity, there would be uo unity in this sense.
The unity or organiam depends upon the diversity which is in it. It is the unity
of aim and purpose aiuoug parts tliat differ from one another. That is what we
find then here, and it is, in fact, the relationship to one another which is dwelt
upon in this chapter, rather than the higher character of it as in relation to tlie

Lord. For that we must go to Ephesiaus and to Colossians ; and it is noticeable,

by the way, that when we go to these epistles, we are outside all question of the
supperof the Lord. We have nothing of the kind in them. We get beyond it,

as one may say. We are on the heaven-side of it; whereas this remembrance is

for the world below; bat the body, as already said, is here, therefore, exhibited
more in the relationship of its several members than in its relationship to the
Head. Being the body of Christ is that which gives it all its real significance,

of course.

* We have, first, then, by way of preface to it, the nnity which is in the
diversity. The apostle begins by speaking of spiritnal manifestations. There
were more manifestations of tiiis kind than simply those among Christians. There
were manifestations of evil spirits as in that idolatrous worship of the Gen-
tiles in which the Corinthians had had their part in the old times of darkness.
They knew that they had been led away to dumb idols in whatever way they
had been led. Now, on the other hand, with the manifestations of the Spirit in
the midst, they must learn to distinguish. They must be intelligent in order
to profit by them—in fact, not to be deceived by the power of the enemy; for
where God works there the enemy will work as far as possible, a work by imita-
tion, as Jannes and Jambres, the apostle tells us, withstood Moses in Egypt. It
is plain that in the very midst of the Christian assembly the jwwer of Satan
might manifest itself in this way, and Christians be deceived, except they were
in the power of the Spirit Himself who was manifesting Himself in the assembly.
Thus the apostle gives them to understand that uo one speaking by the Spirit of
Grod could say, "anathema Jesus ;" aud no one could say, "Lord Jesus," except
by the Holy Spirit. It is plain he does not mean by this that even an un-
believer among Christians could not say Lord Jesus, and that he is not speaking
of anything which would inferentially and consequentially affect His Lordship.
He is giving us simply that which distinguishes an evil spirit from the Spirit of
Gfld. The evil spirits, the demons upon earth, as we read in the Gospels, could
freely own that Christ was the Holy One of God, but we never hear them say
"Lord Jesus." That would be taking the phu-e of subjection to Him, which,
except when finally they are forced to do so, they will never take. All this re-

moves, perhaps, what the apostle says here from what we find in the present day.
We are, at least, little accustomed to think of an actual evil spirit manifesting
itself in the midst of Christians after this manner. It is as plain that to those
whom the apostle was addressing there was nothing at all strange about this,;

and it may be a question for ns whether we have not rather lost sight of the
doctrine than have lost the thing itself.

There is, of course, and we should all know it, that which is of real acconnt
in the tone of what is uttered professedly by Christian teachers. We are right
in looking sharply to see whether the spirit of their teaching owns the Lonlship
of Jesus or whether there is that which is really derogatory and a dishonor to
Him. This in the highest manner is what Satan works, and he is no doubt
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The divers-
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•diversities of gifts of grace, but the same Spirit; and
there are diversities of ministrations, and the ''same

Lord; and there are diversities of workings, but the
same God who worketh all things in all.

' Now 'to every one the manifestation of the Spirit is

given for profit. For to one by the Spirit is given the
word of wisdom; and to another the word of 'knowl-
edge, according to the same Spirit; and to a different

one faith by the same Spirit; and to another 'gifts of

o Kom.12.6.

p ch. 8. 6.

q Eph. 4. 7.

r ch. 1. 5.

» ver. 28.

manifest in all that is fundamentally false in doctrine. The apostle, however,

has here before him something more defined and more imposing. We have lost

so macb the tbonght of what speaking by the Spirit in the assembly is,

—

men
are so mncli before us, {the instrument rather than the One who works by the

instrnment,) that naturally we are not tempted in the same way so easily to re-

ceive what may be uttered. We may, alas, receive it too easily from other points

of view; but we are not, at least, imposed upon by any pretensions to spiritual

utterances. We should rather discredit these. With those who were accus-

tomed to the manifestations of the Spirit in the midst, in palpable miracles and
gifts that have passed from among us, there was necessarily a temptation simjtly

to accredit that which was uttered to its full extent, and thus Satan might get

his opportunity. With us he has, no question, equal opportunity, but perhaps
not manifesting himself after the same manner.

Diversities of gifts, then, are, in the apostle's thought, spiritual manifesta-

tions. They are the voice of the one Spirit in the members of Christ. There are

gifts of God's grace which are different as adapting themselves to different needs,

and which are different, no doubt, because also it is safer to have these various

ministries than a ministry all of the same kind, a ministry too copious and too

full on the part of any. In the way in which God acts, it is plain that Cliris-

tians are more bound together by their very needs, and tbat the instruments are

designed to be kept more in humility by the sense of their imperfection,—of

the pecessary way in which one must supplement another. This is the manner
in which, as we have seen many times, God has linked men together in creation.

We are more debtors to our needs, to our very imperfections in this sense, (we
are not s])eaking of moral imperfections, ) we are more debtors to our deficiencies,

than we have any idea of. God binds the whole body together, as the apostle

says directly, in giving the more abundant honor to that part which lacks. But
these are different gifts of grace, tben. Withal there is the same Spirit. There
are differences of administrations and the same Lord. In the ministrations of

these gifts themselves, it is the Lord to whom the gifted ones are subject. Tlie

Spirit is the power by which the jrifts are made known, but the Lord it is to

whom the servants are always subject. Then there are diversities of workings,

(this is more general), and the same God who worketh all things in all. Here
is, then, the substantial unity amid all the diversity.

• Now we come to consider more distinctly the diversity in the unity. To
every one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for profit. That is the thought
of it. It is in a practical interest and in the interest of all that the Spirit mani-
fests Himself. Thus the responsibility of every one who has gift at all is that

by this he is made debtor to others for whose profit the gift is given. He is not

bis own in this sense. He belongs to those with whom God has given him his

place.

But there are, then, these different manifestations. In one it is the word of
wisdom. That is that which would put knowledge in its proper place and give

it its proper application. To another might be given the word of knowledge,
still by the same Spirit, but which nevertheless exhibited itself within the limita

of the individual. For instance, the word of knowledge would be the doctrine

in itself, rather than in its practiciil application. To a different one, again, might
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healing by the same Spirit; and to another workings
of miracles ; and to another prophecy ; and to another
discerning of spirits; and to a different one kinds of
tongues ; and to another the "interpretation of tongues:
but all these worketh the one and self-same Spirit,

"dividing to each one as he pleaseth. For "even as
the body is one and hath many members, and all the
members of the body, being many, are one body, so
also is Christ. For "by one Spirit also we were all bap-
tized into one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether
bond or free ; and have all been given to 'drink of one
Spirit.

^ For the body also is not one member, but many. If
the foot shall say, because I am not a hand, I am not
of the body, is it therefore not of the body? And

1 1 Jno. 4. 1.

u ch. 14. 27,
28.

wHeb.i4.
w Rom. 12.
4-«.

X Acts 1. S.

Acts 2. 4.

Acts 10. 44.

y Jno. 7. 87,

be given faith by the same Spirit; not the oi-dinary faith of Christians, of coarse,
bnt a special character and boldness of it wliich would lead the possessor into
paths in which others not so gifted would break down. Then there were gifts of
healing by the same Spirit; in others, the working of miracles ; in others, proph-
ecy; in others, the discerning of spirits,—not the discerning of what was working
in men's minds, but rather of spiritual beings themselves in their work amongst
men. Then, again, there were tongues and the interpretation of tongues. He puts
lowest what the Corinthians were evidently tending to put in the highest place.

We shall find in a little while how he distinguishes between tongues and proph-
esying, for instance, and his comparative estimate of each ; but in all these things
there was the work of the one and the same Spirit, who gave as He pleased to
every one.

It was not to be considered, therefore, a failure in any one of the different in-
struments that he did not suffice for every character of ministry. On the con-
trary, it was the very opposite which was implied in the idea of a body. "The
body is one and hath many members, and all the members of the body, being
many, are one body." That we understand in the natural way, and just so it is

as to the body in this case; "so also," he says, "is Christ." That is, for the
moment, he looks at the body and Head in connection with one another, the
"one new man" of which the apostle speaks in Ephesians. He does not touch
this really, but merely uses language which is in accordance with it. The Church
is Christ mystically in that way. " For by one Spirit," he adds, " we have been
all baptized into one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free, and
have all been given to drink of one Spirit." Here the propensity for material-
izing has been strongly manifested by interpreters, who, of course, have found
the sacraments in words like these. They have perverted water baptism into
a baptism into the body of Christ, a thing which is in the Lord's hands en-
tirely, as surely as the gift of the Spirit is that which forms the body. On
the other hand, the baptism of the Spirit is here plainly something different
from that mere influence of the Spirit which people ihink about when they talk
of being again and again baptized of Him. The body cannot be formed again
and again. It has been formed, in fact, once for all, .ilthongh it is constantly
receiving accessions, of course ; but the baptism of the Spirit is merely in anal-
ogy with the baptism of water, while absolutely and entirely independent of it.

Again, the drinking of one Spirit, while it does not refer to the formation of the
body, is clearly as disconnected with any sacramental ministrations. The refer-
ence is to that stream from the rock in the wilderness of which the apostle has
already spoken. We have the reality of that.

' We come now to consider more distinctly the body of Christ as thus that
which unites together the many members. It is plain that the body is not one
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if the ear shall say, because I am not an eye, I am
not of the body, is it therefore not of the body? If the
whole body were an eye, where were the hearing? If
the whole were hearing, where the smelling? But
now hath •God set the members each one of them in the
body "according as it hath pleased him. But if all were
one member, where were the body? But now the
'members are many and the body one. And the eye can-
not say to the hand, I have no need of thee ; nor again
the head to the feet, I have no need of you. Nay,
much rather, the members of the body which seem to

be more feeble, are necessary ; and those parts of the

member, but many. The foot has a different fnnction from the hand, bnt bow
foolish it would be for the foot to say, because it was not the hand, it was not of
the body! It is plain that Christians are capable, nevertheless, of some similar
foolishness. They have not the gifts of other people, and therefore they suppose
they have none. They look at the manifestation of the Spirit in others, and they
are only hindered and restrained instead of encouraged by it. As to what is im-
plied in it, they practically make themselves to be not of the body; but, asks
the apostle, if the doctrine already maintained be indeed the truth, is that any
proper consequence at all? " If the ear should say, because I am not an eye, I
am not of the body, is it therefore not of the body ? " On the contrary, it is just
because there are tliese diversities of gifts that the body as a whole exists. *' If
the whole body were an eye, where were the hearing ? If the whole were hear-
ing, where were the smelling?" God has indeed acted according to His own
good pleasure as to it all, and we must therefore bow to His will about it; but it

is plain that if all were one member, the body would be gone. As a consequence
of the members being many and the body one, the eye cannot be in independence
of the hand, the head cannot be in independence of the feet. It is not Christ that
is spoken of here as the head : that does not seem to be the connection. These
are not, either, the words which one would expect in reference to the Head of the

body, the Church; but the apostle is simply referring to a body as such—of course
in relation to what is here before him, bnt still giving only, as it were, a nat-
ural illustration. All the way thi-ough it is nature, as it were, he uses to

teach us ; so the members of the body which seem to be the feebler are still

necessary; whatever they may be in themselves, each has some part to perform,
which, if it failed, the body would snfiFer by it; and the very parts of the body,
he says, "which we think to be less honorable, these we clothe with more abun-
dant honor, and our uncomely parts have more abundant comeliness." This is

but the natural compensation which we find everywhere. The comely parts

have no need. "God hath tempered the body together, having given more
abundant honor to that which lacked." The application of this may be veiy
wide, and that may binder, in some measure, the proper realization of it; but it

is the public place evidently, which seems to exalt one member of the body
above another, which people constantly tend to think of as that which gives

importance; whereas it is plain that the public place is what belongs rather

to the few than to the many, and that God has ordained for the many rather, a
service that is more hidden from public view. Yet how much do we owe as

Christians to those who are never known, perhaps, in public ! How much do
we owe to those of whom, perhaps, we never think as of any account at all! On
the other band, what honor may we find that God has bestowed upon those very

persons when the day of manifestation comes ! How much may they have
wrought that has never been realized by us, that we were too nnspiritnal to real-

ize! How much honor does Grod put, even, upon the simple acceptance of a
quiet place, a place that brings no dignity with it, bat in which one can serve

God just for the sake of that sweet service

!
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body which we think to be less honorable, these we
clothe with more abundant honor, and our uncomely
parts have more abundant comeliness ; whereas our
comely parts have no need. But God hath tempered
the body together, having given more abundant honor
to that which lacked; that there might be no division

in the body, but that the members might have the

same care one for another. And if one 'member suffer,

all the members suffer with it ; and if one member be
honored, all the members rejoice with it. Now •'ye are

the body of Christ, and 'members severally. And •'God

hath set some in the assembly: first, 'apostles; secondly,
* prophets; thirdly, 'teachers; then •'miracles; then
*gifts of healings, 'helps, "governments, [divers] "kinds
of tongues. Are all apostles? Are all prophets? Are
all teachers? Are all [workers of] miracles? Have
all gifts of healing? Do all speak with tongues? Do
all interpret? But desire "earnestly the greater gifts,

and yet show I unto you ^a still more excellent way.
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Thus may we realize, after all, that Grod may have given more abnndant honor
to the very part which lacked; and it is easy to understand that in ibis way He
would niiite us all together, makmg ns profoundly conscious of our need of one
another, and that there might be no division in the body,—such as tliese Corin-

thians were exhibiting, such as Chris*;endom, alas, exhibits so much at the present

day, but that the members might have the same care one for another. Sure it

is that, "if one member suffer all the members suffer with it; and if one mem-
ber be houored," it is really tbe honor and should be the joy of all. Thus he

says here: "Ye are the body of Christ, and severally members." And God has

been pleased to set some in the assembly in an order ol His own,—first, apostles,

who have laid the foundations : secondly, prophets, who have, with afiostles as

layers of the foundations, necessarily passed away, but whose work remains with

ns. Theu teachers, doctrine being that which now and in all times lays the

foundation still, the foundation for all prsclice and for all blessing. Then in

this enumeration come miracles, then g'ff". of healings, helps, governments, di-

vers kinds of tongues. He does not give these as if they were the whole, after

all. This is only a specimen, evidently, of Low God has wrought ; but it is plain

that all were not prophets, all were not even teacliers ; all, too, were not work-
ers of miracles. We can see that this was not simpl. a question of faith, as we
speak, and that it is not to be argued that, if we had faith enough for it, then

we might expect miracles to be restored. Even in tlif apostle's days all had
not miracles. This is what the apostle recognizes as what is normal, not

abnormal. All had not gifts of healing, nor spoke with tongues, nor interpreted.

After all, the eyes of men were too apt to he upon that which was prominent, for-

gettinji that which was spiritual and moral, and that which had greater value

befoie God. The a^iostle, therefore, turns now to speak of this which is indeed
the spirit of all ministry, the thing which underlies all these gifts if there is to

be anything in them, and which exalts in God's sight many an unknown
worker, many a man ungifted,—as men might think,—into a blessed place such
as may be far above the greatest of gifts. As the apostle says, greater than all

gifts waa that of which he was goinj: to speak.

4. We have had thns before us the assembly and what is implied in the fact

that it is the body of Christ. The analogy of the human body is preserved all

through. The parts are organs. Each member in its place has its distinct capa-

city and therefore its function and its work, and the whole implies ministry and
self-edification, which is to be the result of all this. "The body edifieth itself
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4. * If I speak with the tongues of men and of angels
and have not love, I am become as sounding brass oi* a
clanging cymbal. And if I have [the gift of] proph-
ecy and know all mysteries and all knowledge, and if

I have all faith so that I could 'remove mountains, and
have not love, I am nothing. And if I bestow all my
goods to feed [the poor], and if I deliver my body that

I may be burned, and have not love, I profit nothing.
* Love suffereth long, is kind ; love envieth not ; love

vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth 'not behave
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in love." We come now to this love, which is the practical test of all that is

truly edification according to God. Love is the spirit of service, as is plain. It

is that which prompts not simply to work, but to serve in working. It seeketh
not its own, but the things of others ; and thus it is that npon which the apostle
sets a higher value than upon any gift. It is the divine natnre in its manifesta-
tion in men.

* Now he first of all insists npon the nniqne value of love. If this one element
be removed, we have really nothing. It is not exactly the whole spirit of a Chris-

tian, but it is that which is above all necessary to his being that. No tongues
thus, he says, have any value apart from this, whether they be the tongues of
men or even of angels. It is merely like sounding brass or a cymbal clanging.

It is dead, not living. Even the gift of prophecy becomes, apart from this, what
it might be in a Balaam,—something that God may pnt to nse, but which has
no value to the one who exercises it. So with all knowledge, however universal

it might be ; so with all faith, if it manifested itself in such work as removing
mountains; still without love it was all nothing. If there were that which sim-
ulated love still more, the bestowing of all one's goods to feed the poor; if there
were that burning zeal in which one could deliver up his body to the flame, and
yet love did not really prompt in all this, it would still be nothing. Nothing
could possibly be more complete as to the full value of love and its necessity in

every thing.
* We have now the character of love itself; for we cannot be trusted to know

what it is, as it were, instinctively, or by the signs of it even, which obtain
amongst men. How often, in fact, do we mistake for it what may be social feel-

ing, even the enjoyment which springs from a certain satisfaction of self in the
object! How often do we fail to distinguish such things as these from the love
that seeketh not her own ! The apostle John, the apostle of love, in the same
way has to give signs by vvhich we shall know whether it is in fact divine, that
is to say, true love according to God at all. Quite true that if a man say he
loves God and loveth not his brother that will not avail, but on the other hand:
" Hereby we know we love the children of God, because we love God and keep
His commandments." The divine element must enter into it and characterize

it everywhere, or it is not love as Grod would have it. The characteristics, there-

fore, are given here more particularly than elsewhere.

First of all, "Love suflfereth long." It is in facta sufferer in a world like

this necessarily, as we see in Christ. What a field is this sorrow-stricken scene
for its display, but how many calls upon it are there, therefore! Love sufi"ereth

long and still is kind. It does not wear out. It is not disappointed, not at least

with such a disappointment as would check its outflow. Again, it envieth not.

Plainly, it has not self before it, and therefore does not seek a place above others.

It does not, therefore, envy others the possession of that which its possessor has
not. For the same reason, "love vaunteth not itself." It does not think of

itself more highly than it onght to think. It does not parade its deeds or its

quality. It is not self-assertive. Still less does it go beyond what is due. It is

not pufled up.

Its acts, therefore, are of a kind suitable to this. "It doth not behave itself
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itself unseemly, seeketh not its own, is not quickly
provoked, imputeth no evil, rejoiceth not in unright-

eousness, but rejoiceth with the truth ; beareth all

things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things.

' Love never faileth ; but whether there be proph-
ecies, they shall be done away; or tongues they shall

cease ; or knowledge it shall be done away. For we

unseemly." Love is the bond of perfectness, and puts every detail, even of
common behavior, right. The world imitates it, as far as may be, because it sees

its comeliness. It will give the highest manners to one who may be otherwise
tlie lowest clown. Wherever it is, it reigns. It is the governing spirit. It

brings other things into subjection to itself; bat then, a^ain, it seeketh not its

own. This is its grand characteristic, although expressed in the negative, as so

mnch of this is; for, as with regard to heaven itself, we learn it so mnch by its

contradiction to what we find around,—wliat we find, alas, so much in our-

selves too. Love "seeketh not its own." Its activities must of necessity

go forth to others. It is not, therefore, quickly provoked. It is not sensitive of
that which touches oneself, yet assuredly, it may be provoked into anger. It

was love in Christ when He looked around upon them with anger, being grieved

for the hardness of their hearts. It was the desire of His heart for them which
made their condition so serious in His eyes ; but this anger is not nnrsed into

malice. It subsides under the check of pity, the realization of what evil of ne-
cessity produces in the soul. This evil it does not impute; it does not reckon it

to be there when there is not positive evidence. It has no pleasure in finding it.

What it finds there is no question about imputing, in the sense in which this is

said. If it be found, then, as far as may be, love covereth sin. It does not bring it

out except there be positive requirement of divine righteousness or holiness that

it should be bronght out. It does not, therefore, rejoice in unrighteousness.

How much, alas, of that which seems to be but the display of righteousness (as

in Satan's accusation even of the saints) is a mere joy in unrighteousness, the

very opposite, therefore, of righteousness itself! On the contrary, love "rejoic-

eth with the truth." Truth is the basis of all holiness, nay, of all good. There
can be nothing apart from it. J^ove is not, Iherelbre, blind. It has not the char-

acter which we may impute, perhaps, to human love. On the contrary, nothing

is quicker or more penetrating in its view of things ; but then, again, it " bear-

eth all things." That is, as we saw at the beginning, it can patiently endure,

it can suflfer long. It "believeth all things" too; that is, it gives ready and un-

suspicious credence. It does not suspect. As a consequence of all this, it " hopeth

all things." It looks upon the good side rather than upon the evil, and, above
all, God, in whom love is, who is always present to it, therefore always a cause

of hope. After all, good reigns and not evil. Everything is in the hands of per-

fect goodness, little as at times this may appear outwardly, but thus there is no
pessimism in love ; it is optimistic in the highest way; but its ground of confi-

dence is not in man, but in God. Hope, then, gives it energy or endurance. It

"endureth all things." If we have not hope, there will soon be no strength to

endure. Let discouragement be utter and complete, there is the end of all activ-

ity, there is the end of all service. There will be no power to serve •where there

is no hope in service.

• We now look at it in another way, not in the character which it displays,

bnt in its permanence as compared with all other things. Prophecies will be

done away. Whatever their value for the time being, there will come a time

when they will be indeed no more, and when their actual fulfilment will bring

them to an end, whatever the honor which may be put upon them. Tongues,

too, shall cease. They have reference to the condition of man, to what sin has

caused, and do not put away the effects of sin, although they manifest divine
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'know in part and we prophesy in part; but when that
which is perfect is come, that which is in part shall be
done away. When I was a child, I spake as a child, I

thought as a child, I reasoned as a child ; but when I

became a man, I put away childish things. For now
we see by a mirror in an enigma, but then face to face.

Now I know in part, but then shall I know even as

also I am known. And now abide faith, hope, love

;

these three ; but the greatest of these is love.

power and divine love meeting man in these conditions ; but they shall cease

ueces&arily, therefore. Knowledge too shall be done away; that is, the kind of
knowledge, of course, that we have now. He goes on to describe it afterwards

as such a knowledge of things as we have by seeing them in a mirror when we
cannot be in close contact with them so as to examine them for ourselves. We
have to argue, to infer about them. It is largely not so much that things are,

but that they must be so. This kind of knowing,—not the truth itself, concern-
ing which the knowledge is, not knowledge in the high, full sense thereCore, but
the knowing, this kind of spelling out and putting together ai.d learning, as he
says, in part,—all this will necessarily come to an end when that which is merely
in part is done away. It will vanish as the light of the taper in the snu. The
light will be at the full when the means of light are, nevertheless, largely

changed. ,

The apostle illustrates the present as the childhood state, therefore. A child

necessarily speaks as one, thinks as one, reasons as one,—in fact, it has to do
plenty of reasoning, and no one would make light of its imperfect condition; but
it is imperfect, as we know. "When I became a man I put away childish

things, for now we see by a mirror, in an enigma." That is the force of the

words. We see the reflection of things, in a sense, rather than the reality; We
are conscious of them by the impressiim they make upon the senses, and we have
to argue from these impressions as to the facts. This is, in fact, a child's main
business, which being done for those who are men, the process does not in the
same way appear, althongh it still goes on. It is what is involved for tis now,
no doubt, in our being living souls, rather than spirits. We have often noticed
that the living soul is what gives character to man's actual condition, as the
book of Genesis may teach us, while the spirit is nevertheless in man, but em-
barra.«5sed by the conditions of its existence. The body is the instrument of the
soul, as tlie soul, too, is the instrnment of the spirit. External nature is thus
that which teaches ns so much, and the very language which we use as to the
deepest realities is borrowed altogether from external things. Tlie spiritnal we
know not except as encased iu the natural. This involves the enigma of which
the apostle speaks.

As soon as a man is out of the body he is not conceived of any longer as a liv-

ing soul, but as a spirit. The soul-life now is, no doubt,' a needed discipline for

the spirit; and in view of all that God foresaw as to man's condition and the
outcome of his trial upon earth; the ppiritual body,—as we shall see in what the
apostle says beyond,—alters this relation between spirit and soul by putting the
spirit completely in the governing place and making all conditions work in per-

fect subjection to it. That is the meaning of a spiritnal body,—not a body which
is formed of spirit, but a body which is characterized by the spirit that dwells
in it. Such, it is plain, the l)ody of Clirist should be, for the Church has already
entered by faith into the sphere of the invisible and eternal, while for it also

there is, however, the necessary discipline from the state of things in the world
in which it is. The apostle here, of course, is speaking of the individnal: "Now
we know in part, then shall we know even as also we are known," How won-
derful a thing that! It is divine knowledge, as far as it goes, though, of course.
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5. ' Follow after love, and be emulous of spiritual [gifts],

but rather that ye may prophesy. For he that speak-

eth with a tongue speaketh not unto men, but unto
God: for no one heareth; but in spirit he speaketh
mysteries. But he that prophesieth, speaketh unto
men [to] edification and exhortation and comfort. He

having all the creature characteristics ; it is not the omniscience of Grod, and
never will be.

Thns, then, the apostle concludes from it all : "Faith, hope and love abide."

He is not speaking here of eternity, but rather in contrast with such gifta as, in

fact, will come to an eud, having served their purpose. Love abides, for it is

the divine nature. Faith, as the evidence of things unseen, necessarily passes

away when all is seen with the perfect knowledge of which the apostle has spo-

ken. Hope, too, implies the imperfection which counts upon God, but sees not.

It too, therefore, must pass away in full fruition; but love abides. Therefore,

the greatest of these three things which morally characterize the Christian,

is love.

5. We now come to the conditions upon which alone the divine can co-operate

with the human, as in the exercise of the gifts in the body of Christ. That is the

main point which the apostle insists upon here. We see, indeed, the gifts in

exercise, and in the assembly, but we are not to suppose that we have a full ac-

count of this. It is rather that we have urged upon us that which will put every

gift in its right place, and are made to have a right comparative estimate of

them,—a thing of the highest use of necessity in the assembly, in the practical

service which the gifts render to the body as a whole,

^ We are to follow after love, therefore, while emulous of spiritual things.

How has this been lost sight of in the condition of things which has so long ob-

tained in the professing Church! Who thinks of seeking spiritual gifts? If God
has given them, they may be (with certain restrictions, alas,) sanctioned in their

exercise; but who thinks of seeking from God gifts which he has not got? If we
seek them to glorify ourselves with them, then of necessity we shall seek in vain;

aud thus the two things are put together,—the following after love and the

desire for spiritual gifts. We see how love rules, moreover, in the broad distinc-

tions that the apostle makes now between two representative things, prophesy-

ing on the one hand and tongues on the other. Of course, this does not embrace
all that is the exercise of spiritual gift in the assembly, by any means ; but all

the more are we distinctly shown the principle which is to govern all in the as-

sembly,—what in fact the rule, "Let all things be done decently and in order,"

involves. What is decently and orderly in God's sight? The speaking with a
tongue and the interpretation of the tongue are given at the end of the twelfth

chapter—last ; and not without a meaning, last, in the enumeration there. In

its miraculous character, the tongue was, on the other hand, a thing most nota-

ble, and which,—as we see at Pentecost,—struck men everywhere with amaze-

ment. It acted as an alarm-peal for their consciences, or as an invitation

to nascent faith. But whatever its value,—^and it is plain that the aix)stle does

not mean to deny its value,—yet it is one of the things which has vanished

away. As a fact, people can hardly understand at the present time what a
"tongue" meant, and many are the disputes about it. The thing is gone, how-
ever men may urge that it is through the failure of faith that it is gone, which
they can not show from Scripture ; but it is gone, and there are things in rela-

tion to it which are even difficult, perhaps, for us to undeistand in the absence

of it. It is for ns an appeal to the past rather than the present. We must not

conclnde from this that we are to refer all this teaching of the chapter pretty

much to a past condition, as is almost taken to be a matter of course by so many.
On the contrary, the apostle is putting that which could not pass in contrast

with the thing that has passed. Tongues, whatever their value, might pass.
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that speaketh with a tongue edifieth himself; but he
that prophesieth edifieth the assembly. I would that

ye all spake with tongues, but rather that ye prophe-
sied. For greater is he that prophesieth than he who
speaketh with tongues; except he interpret, that the

assembly may receive edifying. And now, brethren,

Prophesying, which he pnts in contrast with it., could not pass, and this follows

from the account which he gives of each. '* He that speaketh with a tongue
speaketh not," he says, "unto men, but nnto God, for no one heareth," that is,

with the undei"standi»g, althongh in spirit he may speak mysteries. Thus it is

evident that this speaking with a tongue,—although it be, as we see clearly by
what follows, the speaking of a real language, as the hearera at Pentecost beard
each in his own tongue that which was being uttered,—implied speaking in a
language which was not undei-stood, at least by the mass of the hearers. It is

upon this that the apostle insists as governing the use of it. A man could get

no gooti by that which he did not uudei-stand. If there could be no understand-

ing, if there were no one to interpret, then the tongue was out of place entirely.

However much a man might have it, he was not to exercise it. In that charac-

ter he spoke, as speaking in this unintelligible way, not to men who could not
undei-stand him, but to God only, who of course did. In spirit, too, he might
speak mysteries. On the other band, he that prophesied spake directly to men,
and that for edification, and exhortation, and comfort. This does not, of course,

define what prophesying »», but what it does. The eflfect of it is such that it

could not possibly be lacking in the Church at any time. The Lord never ceases

to care for the edification of His people, and thus we see, also, that prophesying

here by no means has necessarily the character of predicting, though in those

days there might be prediction, for the time of revelation was not passed. Rev-
elation is now complete. If any man pretends to have what is fresh in this way,
it is a false pretension,—the man is a false prophet and nothing else ; but it

could not be supposed that the people of God came together just to hear predic-

tions of tlie future.

Prophesying means, rather, in itself the speaking in a direct manner from God
and for God, and is in this way something which of necessity shows the spirit of

Christianity, the heavenly places being opened to us, God capable of approach in

that way, and which, if we know our privileges rightly, we shall easily under-

stand. The man who is earnest to realize the place with God which this sap-

poses, will be he who, in the power of that communion, will be possessed most of

the mind of God. But this, therefore, will not be for himself alone. That which
he has he has for others also. How important just to have this,—God's word
for the time, which does not of necessity imply any great gift in the speaker of

it! It might be, as the apostle puts it hypothetically here, but five words.

It might be but the recital of the apt scripture upon the subject, or which deals

with the state of sonl of the assembly. It is something which implies spiritual-

ity rather thau gift, and a spirituality which should be found, therefore, in every
Christian. Tlius it is that he says directly that they might all prophesy one by
one. He did not certainly mean by this that they might all teach one by one,

that such a gift lay within the power of any one to exercise. That would only
make the actual distribution of gifts ineffectnal, make all gifts conditionally one
and the same gift, or every person possessor of every gift; which is plainly not

so, and was never intended to be so. The diversity of gift, as has already been
said, is the very thing which necessitates this ministry of every one to all the

rest, and thns it abides in itself, a distinction which is to be maintained and
insisted upon.

On the other hand, the thing that they were all to covet was that they might
prophesy. How simple and how much needed the exhortation when it implies
simply that all are bound to be with God so as to learn each for himself from
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if I come unto you speaking with tongues, what shall I

profit you unless I speak to you either in revela-

tion or in knowledge or in prophecy or in doctrine?
Even lifeless things giving sound, whether it be pipe or
harp, if they give not a distinction in the sounds, how
shall it be known what is piped or what is harped?
For if also the trumpet give an uncertain sound, who
shall prepare himself to the war? So also ye with the
tongue, except ye give a distinct word, how shall it be
known what is spoken ? For ye shall be speaking into

Crod, in a sense as if there were not another ! But this does not lead to the dis-

regard of others. Rather, it makes one capable of the truest service. It might,
as we see in the Acts,—wliere, of course, we have it in the full character of those

times,—be found in a woman as well as in a man. Spirituality knows no sex,

and the presence and mind of God is not denied to an^' one that seeks it, be it

man or woman. The restriction with regard to the use of it iu the assembly is

another matter, and is hased upon that which we have seen already, that is,

that the public place is not the place which God has designed for the woman;
but it has nothing to do with the reality of blessing such as this, which, if we
do not realize and appreciate aright, we shall forfeit immensely. In fact, the

whole Church has forfeited, how much, by the misapprehen^sion of such scrip-

tures as these! It has had, therefore, to relegate them in their application to

the past or to maintain that prophesying as it is represented nowadays is preach-

ing! The result of this will be very evident. On the other band, the exhorta-
tion as to prophesying is the voice of God calling His people to enjoy their place

of privilege with Himself, to learn in His presence, to have His mind, and thus
to be fitted each one for the place given to him in connection with all others.

How important, then, that we should realize this!

"He that speaketh with a t^mgue," the apostle goes on, "edifieth himself."
He has not, as people strangely imagine, the thought tnat he might not himself
nnderstaud the tongue that he was using. He edifieth himself, and we are

told shortly after that the assembly cannot receive edifying except it be by the

interpretation of the tongue. If there is not meaning in the tongue, it is like

a mere lifeless thing, giving sound. This principle applies plainly to the {as-

sessor of the tongue, as it does to others. The apostle has no idea, as some have
put it, that the mere consciousness, as it were, of speaking by a divine impulse
(however ignorant one may be of what is contained in it) is that which ediiies.

The whole assembly might be edified on the same principle, if that were edifica-

tion; but the apostle insists that there must be the intelligent apprehension of
what is heard, or there is no use, no edification. Thus, he that speaketh with a
tongue, but with no power to interpret (for the gift of interpretation might not
necessarily accompany the gift: of the tongne) edifieth himself simply, but he
that propbesieth edifieth the assembly. He does not in the least desire to set

aside the speaking with tongues. He wonld that they all spake with them, bat
much rather would he that they prophesied, because "greater is he that propb-
esieth than he that speaketh with tongues." It is evident that the Corinthians
thought very difierently as to that. The tongue, in their minds, put a man
upon a much greater eminence than any prophesying could do, but how differ-

ent where love rules! and that is the whole matter here. The edification of
others is that which decides uiwn the greatness of the speaker. The one who
speaks to most edification, whatever the manner of speech, is the one who is

greatest. If, then, one came speaking with tongues, what would the profit l)e

unless there was revelation or knowledge or prophesying, (which we see he
makes, therefore, distinct from revelation : there might be a prophesying with-

out that,) or doctrine,—the teaching of some truth?

He appeals to the lifeless thing even giving sound. If there were no distinc:
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the air. There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices

in the world, and none of them is without significance.

If, therefore, I know not the force of the sound, I shall

be to him that speaketh a barbarian, and he that
speaketh a barbarian for me. So also ye, since ye are
emulous of spiritual gifts,* seek that ye may abound
to the edifying of the assembly. Wherefore, let him
that speaketh with a tongue, pray that he may in-

terpi-et.

" For if I pray with a tongue, my spirit prayeth, but
my mind is unfruitful. What is it then? I will pray
with the spirit, and I will pray also with the under-
standing. I will praise with the spirit and I will praise

with the understanding. Since otherwise, if thou bless

in the spirit, how shall he that filleth the place of the
unlearned say amen to thy giving of thanks, seeing he
knoweth not what thou sayest? For thou, indeed,

givest thanks well, but the other is not edified. I

thank God I speak with tongues more than you all

;

* Literally, " spirits."

tions in the soands, if it were all unmeaning, how wonld anything be gathered
from what was piped or harped? If the trumpet gave an nnceitaiu sound, who
woald prepare himself to the war? So, also, ye with a tongue, he says, except
ye give a distinct word, that is, a word appreciable,—a wora that shall be known
in its significauce by those addressed, how shall it be known what is spoken?
You are just speaking, he says, into the air. Not a voice that God has given in

the world but has its significance! If, therefore, tongues are to be merely a
sound, the one wlio speaks will be simply a Barbaiian to others, as those who
listen are for him Barbarians. The rule, therefore, was for those who were em-
ulous of spiritual gifts, that they might abound indeed, but for the edifying of
the Church. So if a man were speaking with a tongue, he might pray that he
niiglit iut«rpret. It may seem a strange thing that the gift of interpretation did
not necessarily accompany the gift of the tongue itself; but in this way one can
at least see that a gift of this showy character would be kept in more complete
dependence, as was needed so much at Corinth; for the abuses which the apostle

would remedy were necessarily found more or less among the people to whom
be was speaking. Thus the one who seemed in their eyes so exalted by the gift

of the ton^jue, nevertheless had to be indebted to the service of another for the
interpretation of it. No doubt, where it was love that dictated, where love was
in earnest for the help of men, God might add the gift of interpretation to the
tongue itself, but the two things, as is plain, were distinct.

' The apostle goes on : "For if I pray with a tongue, my spirit prayeth, but
my mind is uu fruitful." It has been thought, perhaps generally, that here his

inability to understand what he was saying was necessarily supposed, but why?
Is not the fruit which the apostle is teaching us everywhere to look for, the
edification of the assembly? And thus if a n)an prayed simply with a tongue,

apart from interpretation, there coidd be no fruitfnlness ; in that respect the
mind was really unfruitful. "But," says the apostle, "I will pray with the spirit,

and I will pray also with the understanding. I will praise with the spirit and
I will praise with the understanding." That is, surely, therefore, in connec-
tion with the context here, in such a way that there shall be understanding all

round, for he jroes on directly to argue that if you bless in the spirit only, the
one who occupies the place of the unlearned cannot jwssibly say "amen ' to the
giving of thanks ; for he does not know what is being said. Yon may give
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but in the assembly, I would rather speak five words
with my understanding, that I may instruct others also,

than ten thousand words in a tongue. Brethren, be
not children in [your] minds, but in malice be ye babes,
but in your minds be mature. It is written in the law,
*With other tongues and lips of others I will speak
unto this people, and not even so will they hear me,
saith [the] Lord. So that tongues are for a sign, not to

those who believe, but to those who believe not ; but
prophecy is not for those that believe not, but for those
who believe. If then the whole assembly come to-

gether in one place, and all speak with tongues, and
there come in unlearned persons or unbelievers, "will

they not say that ye are mad? But if all prophesy,
and there come in one who is an unbeliever or un-
learned, he is convinced of all, he is judged of all, the
hidden things of his heart are made manifest ; and so,

falling upon his face, he will worship God, "declaring

that God is truly among you.

t Isa. 28. 11,

12.

u ActsZ. 13.

visa. 45. 14.

thanks ever so well, but there is no edification for the other. Thus even in

prayer and praise the same principle obtaius. In the assembly all is done for

tlie assembly. The speaker must be either the voice of the assembly to God or
the voice of God to the assembly, but. the assembly as such is always in mind,
and the gatliering isiuot to be diverted into any mere field for tlie private exer-

cises of the saints, whatever their character might be. Solemn it is to realize

that even the giving thanks well in this way would not justify the thanksgiving.
The fact that the gift is from God does not of necessity justify the use of it. The
use at any particular time ranst be governed by the principle which runs through
all this, the principle of edification, which is sought always. The apostle was
not speaking to discredit tongues, the ability to use which he had more than all,

yet he deliberately chooses rather to speak five words with his understanding,
to instruct others, (there he defines really what he means by five words with the
understanding, which is that he may instruct others by them,) he would rather

speak five words this way than ten thousand iu a tongue. To think otherwise
would be to be children in their minds; but he does not want them to be chil-

dren in mind, although he would be happy that they were children in malice

;

but in their minds they were to be full grown. "What, in fact, had God shown
with regard to this use of tongues, unintelligible tongues, as we see? That is

really the point of it. It was written in the law, in the book of Isaiah (the

whole of the Old Testament is characterized as law) : "With other tongues and
lips of others I will speak unto this people, and not even so will they hear me,
saith the Lord." But to what did this refer? In fact, to their captivity among
foreigners or the dominion of foreigners over them, a thing in itself which wonld
necessarily and notably speak to a people who conid only be in this condition
through their own sin and failure, and yet their sin would not be remedied by
it, nor would they listen, as the Lord says, to these tongues by which He was speak-
ing so strangely to them; so that in this case tongues were for a sign not to be-

lievers, but to unbelievers. God was speaking to them indeed, but in a strange
language through their unbelief, and this only, through the hardness of their heart,
shut them up the more in that unbelief, did not deliver them. Prophesying, on
the other hand, was directly for believers, not for unbelievers. Now if the whole
assembly come together in one place and all speak with tongues, he urges, and
there come in unlearned persons or nnbelievers, what will they say? What effect

will it have npon them? "Will they not say that ye are mad?" It is sup-

posed, of course, that there is no making plain the thing so as to edify; just used
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' What is it, then, brethren? when ye come together,

each one hath a psalm, hath a teaching, hath a revela-

tion, hath a tongue, hath an interpretation:—let all

things be done to edifying. If any one speak in a
tongue, let it be by two or at the most three, and in

turn, and let one interpret; but if there be no inter-

preter, let him keep silence in the assembly, and let

him speak to himself and to God. Let the prophets
speak two or three, and let the others "judge.* But if

* Or, " discern."

to 1 Thess.
6.21.

as strange tongnes because of the wonder of such speech. They are tongues, he
supposes, that are not understood. On the other band, if all prophesied, aud
there caiue in one who was an unbeliever or unlearned, this bringing in of the mind
of God, unbaring as it does the secrets of the heart, would bring conviction to

the man who came. He might not indeed be converted by it, but he would find,

in fact, his inmost heart searched out, and would recognize that it was God who
was searching; so, falling upon his face, he would woi-ship God, and declare that

God was with them of a truth. How plainly is the character of prophesying
thus seen as the bringing in of God in such a way as would speak for itself, the
voice of God made audible in the speaker, with its direct power over the con-
science of those who heard.

* The apostle now gives general instructions as to the assembly itself, instruc-

tions which have singular inapplicability to the Christian meeting as understood
most largely in the present day. It is a gathering of the assembly as such, with
room for every one to tind his place and to contribute his share to the general

edification and under the guidance and rule of the Spirit of God alone. " When
ye come together," says the apostle, as if it were the normal thiug when coming
together, "every one hath a psalm, hath a teaching, hath a revelation, hath a
tongue, hath an interpretation." He neither commends nor condemns this in

any wholesale way. The Corinthians, no doubt, were ready enough, and their

meetings would not lack in variety. The apostle's simple rule is that all things

are to be done to edifying. That is the one practical direction, so simple that it

is easily understood by any Christian. Any one is competent to say what min-
isters to himself and hel|>s him.

It is important to see that while the Spirit is the power and energy always for

this, yet at the same time he does not in any wise direct them to analyze their

own convictions as to it. They are not to be before themselves in any wise.

The object is to edify others, and the assembly, if right at all, will always be
able to bear witness if it is edified. This governs also in what follows, that if

any one speak in a tongue there are to be not more, at any rate, than two or

three speakers, each in his tnrn, (does not that seem as if there were disorder

enough in the Corinthian assembly?) and with one to interpret in each case.

If there were no interpreter, then it is enjoined that there shall be silence kept
in the assembly. Let such an one speak, if he be full, to himself and to God,
bnt there can be no edification except a man can understand the language in

which he is addressed. Even as to the prophets the same rule obtains, that there

are to be but two or three speakers. There is not to be enough to distract or to

weary, but to edify, and the rest are to judge. They are not to receive—because

the ideal is a ministry of the Spirit—all that comes with the assumption of tiiis.

They are to judge. Scripture is in their hands as the means of judgment, and
thus they are to discern, by that which the Spirit has already communicated, the

character of present communications. If anything is revealed to another who
sitteth by, the first speaker is to be silent—not, as is supposed by some, to give

way to the new revelation. The apostle's words directly afterwards surely

contradict that. All might prophesy, one by one. There would be time for each
one, and no interference on the part of one with the liberty of another.
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anything be revealed to another who sitteth by, let the

first be silent. For ye may all prophesy one by one,

that all may learn and all may be comforted. And
the spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets.

For [God] is not a God of confusion but of peace, as in

all the assemblies of the saints.

* Let the women keep silence in the assemblies: for it

is not permitted to them to speak, but to be in subjec-

tion, "as also saith the law. But if they will learn

anything, let them ask their own husbands at home:
for it is a shame for a woman to speak in the assembly.

X rf. Num.
30. 3-13.

There is no question here of the reality of the prophesying, as there can be no
question of tlie reality of a tongue; but the reality of the gift does not hinder

the regulation of the gift, or show, therefore, that the exercise of it is always ac-

cording to God. The rule is still and ever the edification of the assembly. Tlie

contributions of all are thrown, as it were, into a common fund, that all may be
enriched by them, and in this general enrichment no one need strive for his own
things and no one is given room to take exception to that which perhaps may
not minister specifically to his own need, and yet may be meeting, in the abun-
dant grace of God, the need of others. All have need to learn and all to be ex-

horted, and the spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets. There is in

each case the responsible man whom his gift is not to control, but who, by the

Spirit, is to control the gift. Human responsibility is everywhere prominent,

and the practical result is that which manifests the character of what is given.

Grod is never a God of confusion, but of peace, and this is His manner of work-
ing in all the assemblies of the saints.

* There was to be one exception as to this general liberty. In the assemblies,

when the saints were all actually come together, the women were to keep silence.

It is a question, not of a woman's capability of exhorting others or of edifying,

but just that question of order with which the apostle started, and which crea-

tion establishes. The woman's sphere of liberty, and, one may say, sovereignty,

is at home ; that is to say, it is private and not public. It must not be thought

that this does not give ample scope for the exercise of gift of whatever kind. If

there were only more of the cultivation on the woman's partof that which belongs

really to her sphere, how fruitful would be the exerci.se of gift with which God
baa endowed her and how many places would be open to her which men, by
reason of their being men, could not in the same way till! Thus in relation to

children, it is at once evident; with the younger children, the woman is still the

best and the nature-ordained teacher. God has placed the babe in its mother's

arms and not its father's; and this does not mean that the woman's sphere

is only in her own family. There are countless families to which her sex will

introduce her, and where she may find herself fully at home and abundant profit

and recompense of her work. So, through the wives, women have access in this

way to an indefinite sphere of occupation for varied blessing. The wife is the

heart-centre of the household, and the ability thus to reach the wife in a way
that woman certainly can do far beyond others is an immense privilege and re-

sponsibility entrusted to her. Would that there were more realiz:)tion of this!

It would not be thought that the apostle's rule here, which is evident, was in-

tended to reduce the woman to a nonentity or to deprive her of the use of what-
ever gift God may have endowed her with. As already said, if you take men
themselves, how many have their proper sphere in any public ministrations?

Women are no more disqualified in this sense than the large number of men are.

God has ordained to each his place, and the spirit of love is only needed to find

the wisdom which will enable any one to realize the doors which God will ever

open to those who seek to serve Him among men.

Among the sick, again, how evidently is there a special place accorded to the
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'Came the word of God out from you, or did it come to

you only ? If any one thinketh himself to be a prophet
or spiritual, let him acknowledge that the things I

write to you are the commandments of the Lord; but
if any one be ignorant, let him be ignorant. So, breth-

ren, be emulous to prophesy, and hinder not the speak-
ing with tongues. Let all things be done fittingly and
in order.

y ch. 11. 18.

woman ! Here, the gentleness, the patience natural to her, the tender ministra-
tion of love, as.sert themselves with a power which God's grace uses continually
for blessing to souls. Just when the strength is prostrated aud the ear ouly |>er-

haps left open, the heart is in the readiest condition to receive the truth. How
blessed the privilege to be able here to sow the seed of life in souls plowed up
and rendered receptive by God's dealings with them!

Thus, while the apostle's words are prohibitive in one way, they only open to

ns in another what is the true spiiere in which the woman may be and ever has
been blessed. But he allows no dispute about it. '"Came the word of God,"
he says, "out from you, or did it come to yon only? If any one thinketh him-
self to be a prophet or spiritual, let him acknowledge that the things I write
to you are the commandments of the Lord." How important is tliis here,

where, most of all in the present day, as is evident, men tend to ignore or to

resist what he here gives us ! Indeed, as we easily may see, the whole cliapter

is largely set aside as pertaining to extraordinary gifts which have ceased, and
which find their substitute as a whole, perhaps, in a preacher, who is supposed
to have the remnant of all that exists in his own person, and to whom the con-
gregation is for the most part confined. Thus a narrowness, in fact, attains

which was never found in the Jewish synagogue, as one may easily see by the
occurrences in the Acta, There was a ready invitation and scope for various

speakere, even amid the iron rule and stiffness of rabbinism. Things are work-
ing at the present time, no doubt, to a larger liberty; alas, they are at the same
time tending in an equal degree to laxity and to the disregard on another side

of the apostle's word here. He is short and decisive. " If any one be ignorant,"
he saya, ''let him be ignorant," If what 1 have said already is not enough for

his enlightenment, let him go without such enlightenment. On the other hand,
there is need of exhortation surely to-day after his manner liere : '"So, brethren,

be emulous to prophesy." Alas, it is hardly known what such words mean; and
yet the res}K)nsibility remains as great as ever, and the thing to which we are
all responsible to minister. He concludes with the simple words, so simple and
so practical :

" Let all things be done fittingly and in order."

Div. 3.

We are come now to the third division of the epistle, which is easily mani-
fested as such by its topic, resurrection. The connection with what has gone
before is evident and beautiful. Resurrection is, of course, the basis of the
Church. Christ risen is the rock upon which He has been building His assem-
bly. The resurrection of Christ is the basis of the truth for us at all times and
which he insists on hei-e as that; but the resurrection also of His people is that

which he insi.sts npon in connection with it, aud which has beautiful significance

in the place which it has here in reference to the other truth of the epistle. The
Church is not looked at in Corinthians so much in its heavenly character as we
find it in Ephesians, for instance, and even in Colossians. As the body of Christ
it is, of course, heavenly, but what we are occupied with is its place in the
world and its practical workings, always as remembering the needs which the
being in the world ever supposes. Thus, how suited now, that we should be
lifted at the close into another plane and made to realize the sphere to which the
Church belongs by the contemplation of this doctrine of resurrection,—of that
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DIVISION 3. (Chap, xv.)

Resurrection the perfecting of the individual and the Church.

* "VTOW I make known to you, brethren, *the gospel
-Li which I preach to you, "which also ye received,
and wherein ye stand ; by which also ye are saved, if

ye hold fast the word which I preached unto you, 'ex-
cept ye have believed in vain. For I delivered unto
you, in the first place, that which I also received, that

which will at last bring her, not ont of her place as the body of Christ, bnt, on
the contrary, into the place which ia hers from the begiiiniug, and which, there-

fore, is to be enjoyed in eternity! This third division is, therefore, as already
said, that which lifts everything to a higher plane and connects the doctrine of
the Church in the present epistle with the doctrine of the Church as we find it

elsewhere.
^ Tiie apostle begins here, therefore, with the fact of the resurrection of

Christ, the manifestation of the power of His blessed work, and without which
all would be indeed but shadow for us. It is, therefore, the gospel that he
preached that he here insists npon, the gospel which they had received and
wherein they stood. Outside of it there was no salvation; and salvation at the
end could only be theire who held fast that word which he had preached. We
see, too, what place the Old Testament Scriptures had in connection with the gos-

pel, and that even apostolic teaching was not expected to be taken for granted
apart from that earnest search of these for whiclj the Bereans are commended.
Thus, if Clirist died for our sins, it is according to the Scriptures. Startling to the
Jew as the cross might be, the Scriptures were many which announced before-

hand that which condemned the Jew for his unbelief of it. Even in his unbe-
lief he was the custodian of the Scriptures,—Scriptures whose whole aim and
purport were really Christ, from the beginning to the end. Thus he had preached
that "Clirist died for our sins according to the Scriptures." The many living

witnesses, one would say, were ample to establish the truth, but he will not
separate it from the testimony which God had given through all the previous
ages, and which makes that wondrous death the centre of history.

How thoroughly the strangeness of such a death on the part of so glorious a
Person is set aside by this continuous testimony of the Old Testament ! Christ's

death is, in fact, the opening up of this, a confirmation of it which sets every-
thing in a new and glorious light, while it gives the New Testament, put in its

place thus in connection with the Old, to have its distinct force and supremacy.

"Christ died," then, "for our sins according to the Scriptures." "He was
buried,"—a fact which shows how true a death it was He died, and how little

His disciples expected even that resurrection which was all necessary for them.
" We thought," as one of them said, " that it was He that should have delivered
Israel " ; as if that thought were almost of necessity buried in the tomb in which
they had laid Him. His burial has also for us, as we know, a spiritual applica-
tion wiiich the epistle to the Romans, as well as that to the Galatians, make
known to us. This too, then, is part of the gospel. The least fact in this con-
nection is of immense importance, but the resurrection is the crown of all. He
was raised the third day according to the Scriptures. It might have been said,

according to His own words, which His enemies could quote, and which were
therefore commonly known : "After three days," they quote "the deceiver" as
saying, "I will rise again." He has risen again, to the confusion of His ene-
mies

; but the Scriptures, as we see, are again appealed to, and their evidence
put in line with all other as most important in its place.

Here the witness to the resurrection, the testimony existing, was of the most
complete character. The apostle enumerates the witnesses, leaving out in a re-

markable way that of Mary Magdalene and the women, so important now in the
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Christ *died for our sins according to the scriptures;

and that he was ''buried; and that he was "raised the
third day, according to the scriptures; and that he
was-^seen of Cephas, 'then of the twelve; afterwards
he was seen of above five hundred brethren at once, of
whom the more part remain unto the present, but some
are fallen asleep; afterwards he was seen by James,
*then by all the apostles, and last of all, he was 'seen

by me also, as by one born out of due time. For I am
the least of the apostles, who am not fit to be called an
apostle, because I persecuted the assembly of God.

eyes of rationalists as giving birth to the doctrine itself. Important as this was
in its place, this testimony of theirs, suited as this first presentation of the spoils

of death to the weakest of His people, the non-combatants, as we may say,—yet
here he is busy with the testimony of those more manifestly intended as wit-

nesses to the facts of the gospel preached.

Everything is put, therefore, in order. First, He was seen of Cephas—the
sweet witness to us of unforgetting love which could thus bring out of all possi-

ble despondency the soul of one who had dishonored Him by his denial. Peter
must be seen first of all, so that when he sees Him among the twelve directly

afterwards, he shall not be ashamed nor afraid, nor in the distance in which that
denial might seem to put him.

He was then seen of the twelve, spoken of as that, although the number, in
fact, was deficient, sadly deficient, at that time ; but God's grace was not going
to accept the deficiency, as we know, and the twelve were to stand again as the
witness of a grace which could not lack the full competent witness to itself.

Afterward He was seen of above 500 brethren at once. We have no account
of this elsewhere, but it was doubtless in Galilee, where, as we know, the Lord
had made a special appointment to meet His disciples, and where there would
be naturally, upou the mere bint of that, a gathering of as many as could by
any means be present. As the apostle wrote, the larger part of these were still

in life, though some had fallen asleep. No opportunity here for conspiracy, as

is clear! There were too large a number for fraud of any kind,—five hundred
false witnesses will surely soon fall out amongst themselves and bring the truth
to light, but there never was a hint of this. The resurrection, on the other
hand, was that which rallied every faint-hearted disciple to the standard of
Christ, and filled them with a boldness which no trouble, no persecution could
in any wise check.

He was seen then by James, probably the brother of the Lord, afterwards spoken
of as such; one of those brethren of whom it had but too lately been said : "Nei-
ther did His brethren believe in Him." He thus has, as we may believe, a rep-

resentative place here, one of a class of those who were brought into faith, or at

least fully so, by the resurrection itself.

Then He was seen by all the apostles, evidently the last gathering at Olivet

when He was taken from them, and who were thus witnesses of His ascension

into heaven. Apart from all these in time and in character, "last of a'l," "as
of one born out of due time," as he says, when the number of the apostlss might
seem to have been closed, and from the midst of those who were filled itiU with
Jewish enmity. He was seen by Paul himself, a notable witness of divine "jrace,

the grace that he was to be, above all, the witne.ss of "The least of the .ipos-

tles," as he calls himself, not fit even to be called an apostle, because he per-

secuted the assembly of God. Nevertheless grace here gained its completest
expression, Christ His sweetest victory. " By the grace of God," he says, "I am
what I am, and His grace which came to me was not in vain, but I labored more
abundantly than they all." Still, that was grace. He claims nothing for it.
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But ^by the grace of God I am what I am, and his grace
Avhich came to me was not in vain, but I *labored more
abundantly than they all ; but yet not I, 'but the grace
of God with me. Whether, therefore, it were I or they,

so we preach and so ye believed.
^ Now if Christ is preached that he rose from among

the dead, how say some among you that there is no
resurrection of the dead? But if there is no resurrec-

tion of the dead, ™ neither is Christ raised ; and if Christ

be not raised, both our "preaching is vain and your
faith is also vain. And we are found also false wit-

nesses of God, because we have testified concerning
God, that he raised up Christ; whom he raised not up
if so be the dead are not raised. For if the dead are

not raised, neither hath Christ been raised ; but if

Christ hath not been raised, your faith is vain, "ye are

yet in your sins. Then also those that are fallen asleep

in Christ have perished. If in this life only we have
hoped in Christ, we are of all men most pitiable.

' But now is Christ raised from among the dead, ''the

first-fruits of those that are fallen asleep. For since

"What else could he do as 'one who had received a grace like this? But still it

was grace that wrought through him to the end. But here, then, was the com-
plete testimony. It was of one character, however various the witnesses.
" Whether it were I or they," he says, "so we preaclied, and so ye believed."

* He goes on now to insist upon the resurrection of Christ as establishing the

fact of tlie resurrection of Mis people. The oue was no more true than the other.

If the one were not true, the other was not. Yet there were some saj'ing tliat

there was no resurrection of the dead. So early came unbelief as to such cardinal

points! Very likely they took resurrection in its spiritual application, as the

apostle himself applies it elsewhere, and denied that anything more was to be
expected. The saints were risen with Christ. Here, they might have said, was
the whole thing; but tlie apostle turns upon them «ith the assurance that if

there is no resurrection of the dead, then Christ Himself was not raised ; they

conld not hold the one and deny the other. If they denied the resurrection of

Ciirist, then both the preaching they had received was vain and their faith in it

was vain ;—tlie apostles, also, were turned into false witnesses, for their testi-

mony had been that God had raised up Christ, whom He did not raise np if the

fact is that the dead are not raised ; for if the dead are not raised, neither has

Christ been raised. "If Christ is not raised, your faith is vain, ye are yet in

your siu.s." Every hope, therefore, is gone. Those that are fallen asleep in

Christ have perished. He does not mean, as some strangely put it, annihilated,

bnt that all that with which they had identified themselves, which they built

upon for blessing, was gone, and what was the value of a faith which put men
only in the suffering condition in which Christians manifestly were, most pitiable,

in losing not only their hope for eternity, but their enjoyment of time itself?

' Tims, except the gospel is altogether false, Christ is risen, and that from

among the dea!d,—the sample of His people in this respect, the first-fruits of

those that are fallen asleep. Manifestly, Christ rose by Himself. There was no
general resurrection along with Him. It was the "resurrection," as said in

Pliilippians, "out from among the dead;" here simply the first-fruits of those

that were to rise from among the dead in after times. This is, as we already

know, the character of resnrrection as it applies to the Christian. Of a gen-

eral resurrection of the dead, saint and sinner all at one time, Scripture kuows
nothing.
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•by man is death, by man also is the resurrection of
the dead. For as in Adam all die, so also shall all in

Christ be made alive. But each in his own rank

:

Christ the first-fruits; afterwards, they ''that are

Christ's at his coming. Then cometh the end, when
he shall 'deliver up the kingdom to God, even the
Father, when he shall have abolished all rule and all

authority and power. For he must reign until he hath
put all his enemies under his feet. The 'last enemy

q Rom.S.12,
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t Rev. 20.13,
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God does not fail to manifest in this way what His people are to Him, and
to separate tliem from that world ont of which He has called theiu. They are

those of whom the apostle could say they were fallen asleep. Death had lost its

character of terror for them, as it had lost its real power.

Thus, as by man death had come into the world, by man also had come the res-

nrrection of the dead. It was suited that by him who thus might seem altogether

to have lost the place in which God created him, by man, should the resurrec-

tion come. Man as seen in Christ is true Man, the truest Man that possibly

could be. Christ assumed not another manhood, whatever dignity He might
communicate to it. He is not only Man, but even the Son of man; and thus

the woman herself, through whom sin entered and who yielded to the power of

the serpent, has her part in the victory through Him. The woman's seed was
to bruise the serpent's head. It is the victory of man, truly that, although it is

indeed the grace of God through which this has come about; but we must not
discredit the manhood of Christ by the thought of His deity. These were in one
Person, one blessed Person, who would not be what He is to us if either failed;

but thus in Him we find, as we are meant to find, the Creator-God, Victor still

through man whom He created, over that which might have seemed the setting

aside of all His thoughts with regard to him. Not only are His thoughts not
set aside, they are brought to the full, and gloriously developed. The second

Man shows us manhood as God intends it, Himself at the same time the Lord
from heaven.
"As then in Adam all die, so also shall all in Christ be made alive"; not all

men, but "all in Christ." The death in Adam is indeed universal, for all Ad-
am's children are naturally in Adam, but it is "all in Christ" who are to be
made alive. This does not deny, of course, the resurrection of the wicked, but
that which they receive is not truly to be called life. The apostle will not give

it that term. All true life is in Christ and thus in the saint, and "all in Christ"
shall be brought into the full power and realization of this.

He speaks, as we shall find, of no other here. He does not mention, in fact,

the resurrection of the wicked, although he leaves place for it, but "each in his

own rank," he sjiys,
—"Christ the first-fruits ; afterwards they that are Christ's

at His coming. Then cometh the end, when He shall have delivered np the

kingdom to God, even the Father." Here is the order; but, as already said,

we find nothing about the resurrection of the wicked. We have plenty of

a.ssurance of it elsewhere, and even here place is manifestly left for it. Death is

to be abolished completely, but it is simply, as many other Scriptures assure us,

"they that are Christ's" who are raised "at His coming." The whole thought
of resurrection, as we find it in the chapter here, is applied to this alone. It is

only tiie saint, who sown in weakness is raised in power, who sown ip corrup-

tion is raised in incorruption. There can be no possibility of applying such ex-

pressions to the resurrecti(m of tiie wicked, or, therefore, to a general resurrec-

tion. It is " they that are Ciiri.st's at His coming " to whom all this applies.

But he adds, "then, cometh the end, when He shall have delivered up the

kingdom to God, even the Father." The special kingdom put into His hands
as Man is to be delivered up. Nay, He takes it only for the purpose of bringing

eveiything into sulgection to God. That w liich He taught His disciples to pray.
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that is abolished is death. "For he hath put all things

under his feet. But when he saith that all things are

put under him, it is manifest that he is excepted who
put all things under him. And when he shall have
put all things under him, then shall the Son also him-
self be subject to him that put all things under him,
that 'God may be all in all.

* Else what shall they do who are baptized for the

dead, if the dead rise not at all? why are they also bap-
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that the Father's kingdom might come, is that which He accomplishes in power
by taking Himself the kingdom. It is not for eternity, it is not even for a long
period of time, and those who would tell us that the millennium is in fact but
the commencement and threshold, as it were, of His kingdom, wliich is to con-
tinue for a long, perhaps indefinite period after it, mistake altogether the pur-
pose of the kingdom itself. The One who takes it is, in it all, the Minister, as

He ever was. He takes it, not for His own glory, but for the Father's glory.

God indeed must honor the One who has glorified Him, and will put every en-
emy under His feet. That is right and necessary, but His own thought in it is

that He must accomplish that which is in His heart; He must be, as Isaiah ex-
presses it, " the Father of eternity." He must bring things into that condition

in which they will abide eternally. Having accomplished this, for Him all is

accomplished. He desires no kingdom separate from that of the Father ; while,

on the other hand, the throne will be ever " the throne of God and of the

Lamb." It will never cease to be characterized by the One who now sits npon
that throne.

Christ has manifested God for all eternity, and that manifestation abides, bat
the purpose of the separate kingdom is to bring everything into subjection to

God as God. He must reign until He puts all His enemies under His feet, not
after He has put all enemies nnder His feet, but until this is perfectly accom-
plished,—and the last enemy which is abolished is death. Thus, then, the final

resurrection, the resurrection anticipative of the judgment of the great white
throne, is implied here ; and all things thus being put under Him, the Son also

Himself becomes " subject to Him that put all things nnder Him, that God may
be all in all." For the perfection of eternity, there can be nothing separate and
distinct from this divine rule. The establishment of it according to this perfec-

tion is just the glory of Christ to accomplish. The Father's kingdom is the king-
dom of God in this character, where all the subjects are children, and God is seen
in that place in which the epistle to the Ephesians characterizes Him, "the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," thus " the Father of every family, whether
in heaven or earth." All these families are drawn near to God in a perfect rela-

tion which Christ has established, and to which He, therefore, gives its full and
eternal character.

* We now come to a passage as to which there is great difiScnlty in the minds
of many, and which has, therefore, furnished occasion for a multitude of opin-

ions. It does not seem really so difficult aft«r all. The apostle, in speaking of
the character of the Christian life as a life of trial, of suffering from persecution,

gives the endurance of this as a proof of a common faith in the resurrection of
the dead. With regard, therefore, he says, to those " who are being baptized for

the dead," (or in place of the dea<l,) " what will they do if the dead rise not at

all? Why are they then baptized instead of the dead? and why do we too stand
in jeopardy every hour? " An old belief interpreted this as a mere superstitious

baptism of the living in place of those who might die nnbaptized. This is worth
mentioning as being founded npon a mistake so prevalent, that baptism has in

some way to do with the future life instead of being entirely for the present.

Baptism is the mark of discipleship. It is no introduction to heaven, but sim-
ply to the kingdom of heaven, that is, to the company of disciples npon the earth.
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tte power.

tized for them? And why do we also stand in jeopardy
every hour? I protest by your rejoicing, which I have
in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. If, after the
manner of men, "I have fought with beasts at Ephesus,
what profiteth it me if the dead rise not? Let us *eat
and drink, for to-morrow we die. Be not deceived:
evil communications corrupt good manners. 'Awake
to sobriety, as it is right, and sin not; for some have
not the knowledge of God : I speak to your shame.

' But some will say, How are the dead raised? and
with what sort of body do they come? Thou fool!

"What thou sowest is 'not quickened except it die; and

w 2 Cor. 1.8.

X Eccl. 2.24.

Isa. 22. 13.

y Bom. 13.

11.

z Jno. 12.24.

The thought of baptizing child or adnlt to avrry them safe throngh to heaven is

one of those false ideas which so early tended to build up the Romish system.
The sacrament was supposed to minister iu some way the grace of which it

spoke. All this is destroyed to the root by simply keeping baptism in the place

for which God has designed it,—a remission of sins indeed on the part of men, not
necessarily on the part of Grod at all, a salvation in figure, not in fact. It. is a
New Testament type, and to be treated like all other types, as that which of ne-

cessity is infinitely lower than the thing of which it speaks,—yet it had and has
its place as a confession of Christ, His title to Lordship over His people ; that
is, it introduces into the kingdom, and thus we can understand without much
difiBcnlty the text here. Christians were dying in how many different ways, and
living, as the apostle speaks of himself, in constant view of death,—in that sense,

"dying daily." What advantage was it to him, he says, to have fought (as after

the manner of men, one might say,) with beasts at Ephesus, as a gladiator in the

arena, if there was to be no resurrection of the dead? Yet men crowded into the
ranks that were thus being thinned, took their place by baptism among those

who were soldiers in this warfare. Was it all a dream, or were they jnslified in

this faith in resurrection? The apostle has already identified the resurrection

•with Christianity itself. If there were no resurrection of the dead, Christ were
not risen, and if Christ were not risen, those who had faith in Him were deceived
and were yet in their sins. Thus we are not to think simply of the one point

of doctrine, but of that as implying all else. The resurrection spoke, of neces-

sity, with tremendous power, to those facing death all the time. Even the very
body that dropped in the struggle would be taken up again, and taken up in a
more glorious fashion. To weaken here would be to weaken all the power over
sin, all the energy of the Christian life. " Let no one deceive himself," says the

apostle. These things are not to be tolerated. They are not to be thought
lightly of, for "Evil communications corrupt good manners." He quotes the
heathen poet Menander in this last saying. That was the truth, and they must
take heed to it. They must come to sobriety in righteousness and not sin.

There were amongst them, evidently, some who had not the true knowledge of
God. It was their shame that such should be in their midst. We see, in fact,

how, in the decline of Christian vigor, the world comes in.

• But people would ask questions stil'.. They must know all abont the process

of resurrection, and be able to predicate the character of it. They must be able
to reason it out. " How are the dead raised ? " they ask, " and with what sort

of body do they come? " If that were meant for objection, after all it was only
folly to argue in that way. The common operations of nature were snflScient to

disprove their arguments. What did they know of the mystery of the seed
they sowed? They sowed it that it might die, yet without that death it would
never live according to that for which it was designed. In order to understand
what he is saying here, we must have the true idea of human death, that it is

not extinction, but separation, dissolution, the tie between spirit and body being
dissolved, the body corrnpting indeed, as a consequence of this, but the result.
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that which thou sowest, thou sowest not the body that

shall be, but bare grain, it may chance of wheat or

some other ; but God giveth it a body as he hath
willed, and to each seed its own body. All flesh is not
the same flesh, but there is one of men, and another
flesh of beasts, and another of birds, and another of
fishes. There are also bodies celestial and bodies ter-

restrial ; but the glory of the celestial is one, and the

glory of the terrestrial is another. There is one
glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and
another glory of the stars; for star difiereth from star

in glory. So also is the resurrection of the dead : it is

sown in corruption, it is raised in incorruption ; it is

the evolution of the new thing in which the seed manifested that for which it

was designed. They sowed but bare grain, whether wheat or any other, but
they knew quite well that that grain was not to continue grain, but that it

would soon be clothed with a body very different from that which it had when
sown in the earth. God gave it the body that He had willed for it, and to every

seed its own kind of body. Thus, the individuality of what was sown was main-
tained all through, spite of disorganization. God in it, as in so innumerable
cases in nature, has stamped things everywhere with His own stamp of resurrec-

tion. Things are in His hand. You may call the process natural because you
are so familiar with it, because it is so constantly taking place nnder your eyes.

All the same, God is working in it and through it. That which looks so merely
lifeless has, nevertheless, in itself the determination of its future life. No seed

produces anything else but its own kind, and yet how different is that which
springs out of it from the seed out of which it springs !

Look again, says the apostle, at the various kinds of higher bodies, the flesh

of men, the flesh of beasts, and birds and fishes. All these differ from one an-

other. Is it possible to decide as to how these differences take place, to follow

the process by which, out of that which seems in the first place so similar, al-

most identical, these different kinds arise? There are bodies celestial too, and
bodies terrestrial. The analogy is less perfect here, and he does not enter into

it; only he makes ns realize in how many different spheres God works, and how
completely He is Master of the creature everywhere. The glory of the celestial

is a very different thing from the glory of the terrestrial, and yet each has a dis-

tinct glory of its own. If it be only the human body, how marvelonsly is it

made, how perfect is its fitting of part to part ! How delicate everywhere the

wonderful embroidery by which it is all united together ! Good it is indeed to

inquire with reverence into all this, and to behold what may be permitted to us

of Grod's ways and workings ; but how foolish to dictate to Him how He shall

work, or to question His power to work that which is beyond us, even to nnder-

stand ! The glory of the sun differs from the glory of the moon and the glory of

the stars, and "star differeth from star in glory. So is it with the resurrection

of the dead." A mistake is often made with regard to the application here. He
is not speaking of the difference of degrees of glory among those who are to be

raised from the dead. He is speaking of the difference between the body sown
and the body raised, as is plain from what follows. It is quite true that there

will be different degrees of glory, but that is not his topic here. It is that

which is sown in corruption which is raised in incx)rruption. Here is the

difference, a wonderfnl contrast indeed. That which is sown in dishonor is

raisec? in glory. That which is sown in weakness is raised in power.

We see, as already said, that the ajwstle has no thought here of the resurrec-

tion of the wicked at all. Little is said about this. We have the fact, but

Scripture does not enter into details as to that which is merely sorrowful, and a

self-perversion from that which God intended as to men. Scripture does not
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sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory ; it is sown in

Aveakness, it is raised in power ; it is sown a natural
body, it is raised a spiritual body : if there is a natural
body, there is also a spiritual body. And so it is writ-

ten, "The first man Adam became a living soul, the
*last Adam a "quickening spirit. But that was not
first which is spiritual, but that which is natural, and
afterward that which is spiritual. The first man is ''of

the earth, made of dust; the 'second man is of heaven.
Such as he made of dust, such also are those made of

dust; and such as the heavenly, so also are the heav-

a Gen. 2. 7.

b Roin.5.14.
c 2 Cor.3.17,
18.

Col. 3. 4.

d Gen. 2. 7.

Gen. 3. 19.

e Jno. 3. 13.

linger on the awful sufferings of the lost, nor enter at large into their condition.

For the Christian indeed, it is well-nigh enough to know that those who have
refused Christ lose Christ, and that is the nio.st awful penalty, for oue who knows
Him, that can be conceived. But it is plain that he is speaking here of the res-

urrection of the saint simply. It is only the saint who is raised in incorruption,

in glory, in power. He gives us in what follows a hint at least of the character

of the resurrection body. If people ask, "With what body shall they come? "

He answers : "It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. Tliere is

a natural body and there is a spiritual body." The word "natural" is the

same word that we have seen elsewhere in the epistle used with regard to the
natural man. The natural man, as we have seen, is the psychical man. We have
no better word in English. It is the man governed by his psyche or soul sim-
ply; therefore by his instincts, appetites, senses, without the due effect upon
him of that which is invisible. So with the natural body here. It is the psy-

chical body, the body fitted to the soul, man being made a living soul. That is

his characteristic. He has a spirit, but he is not, as he will be, yet characterized

by his spirit. The spirit is under limitations, under constraint, as we may say.

It works and manifests itself, but it manifests itself through that which is lower
than itself. The very material of our thoughts is drawn from that which is seen
and tangible. We learn to apply the terms derived from this to that which is

unseen and spiritual, but it is, after all, a laborious process, and, as the apostle

has told us but a little while ago, we see, as it were, "by a mirror in an enigma."
The discipline is, no doubt, a discipline helpful for us and with eternity in view,

but it seems for the present to bind us down very much to earth. This bond
will be loosed, says the apostle, not by a loss of the body or of the soul. Spirit,

soul and body will always make up the man. God's original thought for him
will never be set aside, but the body will be fitted perfectly, as now it is not, to

the uses of the spirit, and this is the meaning of a spiritual body.

We cannot enter into it in detail, clearly, but we can, nevertheless, under-
stand quite what that means. The body of the resurrection is not spiritual in

its material, but it is spiritual in its adaptation to the spirit. There will be
nothing any more to weigh upon this. Every part of the man will be in com-
plete harmony. Every part will be in its fullest vigor, a help and not a hin-

drance to the other. He looks back to creation as he says this. The first Adam
became a living soul. With a living soul a natural hotly is in keeping in the

sense in which we have taken this natural body. But for us there is now another

Adam, a last One, never to be superseded as the first has been. The last Adam
is not characteristically a living soul. He is a quickening Spirit. The life

which we derive from Him is life of a higher quality than anything that natu-

rally even, when yet unfallen, we could derive from the first Adam. God's
original thought is now capable of being told fully out. " That is not first which
is spiritual, but that which is natural; afterwards that which is spiritual." The
first man, not necessarily as fallen, is of the earth, made of dust; and character-

ized in that sense by his lowest part; but the second man is of heaven, is char-
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enly ; and just as we have borne the image of the [one]
made of dust, we shall also ''bear the image of the
heavenly.
^ Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood can-

not inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth corrup-
tion inherit incorruption. Behold, I tell you a mystery:
we "shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in

a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last

trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall

be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For
this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this
* mortal put on immortality. But when this corrupti-

/ Rom. 8.29.

1 J no. 3. 2.

a 1 The88.4.
15-17.

/i Roni.8.11.
2 Cor. 5.4.

acfcerized by a heavenly nature. Thus, then, as he that was made of dust,
such also are they his ofifspring vsrho are made of dost; and as is the heavenly,
Christ, so also are the heavenly ones. His people. The image of the dust-made
Adam is that which we have borne. We shall bear the image of the heavenly.

• From this the apostle draws the necessary inference, that "flesh and blood
cannot inherit the kingdom of God." This does not seem to be the same iu
meaning as if he said, neither flesh nor blood can inherit the kingdom of God.
It is of the connection of the two that he is speaking. The blood applies to the
present life. It is the vehicle of change. It is that which implies the need of
continual sustenance and renewal. A body which needs no renewal cannot need
blood to renew it, and thus the Lord speaks of Himself as risen from the dead,
not as having flesh and blood, but as having flesh and bones. "A spirit hath
not flesh and bones," He says, "as ye see Me have." He has poured out His
blood and left it with the earthly life that He had lived. He has entered upon
a new sphere, retaining all that makes Him truly man, but not the conditions
of the old earthly life. The conditions are changed. Flesh and blood are not
suited for the kingdom of God in this sense of it. He is not, of course, in the
least implying that there is any evil in flesh and blood. It was that which was
the original creation, as to which God pronounced that it was all very good; but
it was good for its own sphere, not good for a higher one. It was good for man
in the state of discipline for which God, for bis own blessing, designed him at
the beginning ; but it is part, therefore, of the school-existence, as we may say,
which, when the schooling is over, is done away. Still less can that which is

corruptible inherit incorruption; so that he says, although we shall not all sleep,

yet we shall all lie changed. The body must, with us also, be transformed from
its present condition, not merely putting off mortality or every trace of weakness
and disease, but transformed to a higher condition altogether.

How suddenly will this be accomplished! Think of it, "in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trump ! " The last trump was that which in its

military sense stood for departure. It was the signal to march, and that is the

thought here. God is taking us into another place, and at the last trump, which
sounds for this, we shall bb changed into a condition corresponding with that
which is implied in it. The trumpet shall sound, the dead shall be raised incor-

ruptible, and the living shall be changed. The "corruptible must put on incor-

ruption." There he is speaking of the dead. " The mortal " (here he speaks of
the living) "must put on immortality." Here will be every way the complete
triumph over death. "When this corruptible shall have put on incorruption

and this mortal shall have put on innuortality, then will come to pass the word
that is written. Death is swallowed up in victory." Everything here applies, as

we see again, to the resurrection or transformation of the saints simply. There
is no thought of anything besides.

It is here that at last the triumphant appeal can rise : "O death, where is

thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory ? " The apostle answera :
" The sting

of death is sin." It is that which makes it what it is for man. For the animal
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ble shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal
shall have put on immortality, then will come to pass
the word that is written, 'Death is swallowed up in

victory. Where, O death, is thy sting? Where, O
death, is thy victory?* The sting of death is sin, and
•^the strength of sin the law ; but *thanks be to God
who giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus
Christ. So, my beloved brethren, be stedfast, immov-
able, always abounding in the work of the Lord, know-
ing that your labor is not vain in the Lord.

( Isa. 25. 8.

i Rom. 4.15.

Kom.7. 11.

A; Rom.7.25.

• In many good MSS. and versions, the order of " sting " and " victory "

is reversed. In a number also " hades " is substituted for the second
"death." Both changes are supposed to be for the sake of conformity
to the Septuagint.

it has no such sting as it has for him; but "the strength, too, of sin is the law "

—

a vigorous statement quite in keeping with tlie fearlessuess of the apostle. Ro-
mans has shown us fully in what way we are to interpret this. Tlie law gave
sin its strength in two ways ; first of all, by there being in it no power of deliv-

erance, but power of condemnatiou onl}'. Thus sin, according to it, reigned and
must reign in death. But again, law gave sin its strength by the very fact that
iu prohibitiug it, it aroused all the evil nature of man to resistance. The doer
of his own will refused the curb of that which restrained it, and the result was
that the evil under this treatment became not only the more manifest but the
more intensely evil,—open rebellion against God his Maker. Law for as is past,

with the reign of sin also. At the time that is contemplated here sin will have
passed entirely. What a deliverance! "Thanks be" indeed "to God, who
giveth us the victory througli our Lord Jesus Christ!" The result of our con-
templation is to be the turning, in the meantime, with energy, lo the work of
the Lord that is in our hands. Every shadow has been removed from oar path.

Only the snre recompense of everything done for Him remains for ns. What
trial can daunt one who is in tlie full energy of this? "Be steadfast there-

fore," says the apostle, "immovable, always abounding in the work of the
Lord, knowing that your labor is not in vain iu the Lord."

Div. 4.

We close the epistle, as in almost all cases, with some references to present
matters. They are quite supplementary to the epistle in its general character.

1. With regard to the collection for the saints, we see how constantly the apostle
is in remembrance of what had been urged upon him at Jerusalem, that he should
remember the poor. As he had directed the assemblies of Gahttia, so also he
now directed them. Upon the firet day of the week, the Christian's day, each
was to put by him in store as God had prospered him, in order that when he
came there might be no collections needed to be made. He did not want this

to be done evidently under the mere influence of his presence among them. He
sought that it should be the expression of their own deliberate purpose, and un-
der the influence, as one may say, of what the first day of the week meant for

them all. He would not have, as is plain, mere desultory giving, not mere tem-
porary impulse, but a systematic recognition of the goodness of God and of the
need we have of one another. When he came he would send with commenda-
tory letters those whom they would approve, to carry their bounty to Jernsalem;
and if it were thought that he himself should go, they should go with him.
How little he himself knew all that this would imply for him ! But his heart,

as we see, never forgot Jerusalem, whether in its joy or sorrow. He was going
to them when he went through Macedonia, and thought that he might abide and
spend the winter with them, that they might set liim forward whithersoever he
was going. He would not see them now by the way, but waited for the time
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DIVISION 4. (Chap, xvi.)

Practical exhortation.

1. YTOW concerning the collection for the saints, as I
•^ directed the assemblies of Galatia, so also do ye.

Upon the first day of the week, let each of you put by
him in store as he may have prospered, that no collec-

tions may be made when I come. And when I arrive,

'whomsoever ye shall approve, these I will send with
letters to carry your bounty to Jerusalem ; and if it be
fit that I also should go, they shall go with me. Now
I will come unto you "* when I go through Macedonia,
for I do go through Macedonia; and it may be that I

shall abide, yea, and winter with you, that ye may set

me forward whithersoever I go. For I will not see you
by the way, for I hope to remain some time with you,
if the Lord permit. But I am tarrying in Ephesus un-

til Pentecost ; for a " great and effectual door is opened
unto me, and there are many adversaries.

2. Now, if Timotheus come, see that he be among you
without fear; for he doeth the work of the Lord, even
as I. Let no one, therefore, " despise him ; but set him
forward in peace, that he may come to me ; for I await
him with the brethren. Now concerning our brother

him much that he would come to

<2Cor.S.10.

m 2 Cor. 1.

1.5, 16.

fi Act3 19.

20.

1 Tim. 4.

12.

p ch. 1. 12.

when he might hope to remain a while. Their condition evidently wonld infln*

ence him in this respect. He wanted time for the effect of his present letter to

l>e manifest, and to see the work of grace in the revival of spiritual energy
amongst them. He tells them of the work in Epbesas which was soon to detain
him and which might call back their thoughts to the work which had been in

Corinth when in time past he labored there. Is it not another stir for their

memories and a calling back to the first love there manifested? A great and
effectual door God had opened to him, as we know, and the many adversaries

are no disproof of this, but one of the common signs that God was working.

2. He commends Timothy to them. They need not have any fear with regard

to him. He did the work of the Lord as Paul himself did. No one was, there-

tore, to despise him, as, on account of his youth, evidently they might be
tempted to, but set him forward in peace, that he might go to the apostle who
was waiting for him,—an additional proof of his own esteem for him who ful-

filled his name as one who honored God. Next, as to ApoUos, we see that the

use of his name which had been made in C!orinth had in no wise lessened the

apostle's confidence in him. He had begged him much to go to them with the

brethren. On the other hand, it was not in the mind of Apollos to go then, bat
he would come when he had opportunity. The motives we can only conjecture,

although it is quite possible to do this on account of ApoUos' former work
amongst them and the parties which existed. We see that he had his own
coarse also, independent of the apostle, who does not in the least exhort him
with apostolic authority, but leaves him in freedom to his own responsibility.

He bids them all stand fast in the faith, quit themselves like men, be strong

;

bnt this strength was to be manifested in loving service. Such was that, no
doubt, of the household of Stephanas, which, as the first fruits of Achaia, had
taken the lead too in a devotedness of this kind. The saints were to recognize

those who ministered to them, and to be subject in love, not only to these, bnt

to every one who could show himself a helper in the work and a true laborer.
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you with the brethren, and it was not at all his mind
to come now ; but he will come when he shall have op-
portunity. 'Watch, 'stand fast in the faith, quit your-
selves 'like men, 'be strong. Let all 'things be done by
you in love. And I exhort you, brethren, (ye know the
household of Stephanas, that it is the first-fruits of
Achaia, and they have devoted themselves to the
ministry of the saints,) that ye also "be subject to such,
and to every one that helpeth in the work and labor-
eth. But I rejoice at the coming of Stephanas and
Fortunatus and Achaicus, because that which was lack-
ing on your part they have supplied. For they have
refreshed my spirit and yours. Therefore, "acknowl-
edge those that are such.

3. The assemblies of Asia salute you. "Aquila and
Priscilla salute you much in the Lord, with the "as-
sembly that is in their house. All the brethren salute
you. 'Salute ye one another with a holy kiss. The
salutation of me Paul, 'with mine own hand. If any
one love not the Lord [Jesus Christ]* let him be
anathema. Maran-atha.f The "grace of our Lord Jesus
be with you. My love be with you all in Christ Jesus.

» A few good Mas. omit. f Accursed : Our Lord cometh (Syriac).

q 1 Pet. 5. 8.

r 2Thes8.2.
15.

« ch. 14. 20.

t £ph. 6. 10.

u Ueb. 13.

17.
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12.
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22.
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Stephanas himself, with Fortanatns and Achaicns had come to him, supplying
what he says had been lacking upon their part. This does not refer to more
than spiritnal refreshment, as we see from 2 Cor. xi. 10.

3. We have now the return greetings of the saints with whom he is, among
whom Aqnila and Priscilla have naturally a special place. It was at C!orinth
that the apostle had first found these, and where, in all probability, they had
been brought into the faith of Christ. They now stootl in connection with an
assembly gathered with them, and which had its meeting-place in their honse.
This might be both a cheer and an exhortation.

The salutation with his own hand was, as we have seen before, the token in ev-
ery epistle that Paul wrote. Appended to it here is his solemn pronunciation
of judgment from the Lord at Hia coining upon every one who did not love the
Lord. That is the force of Anathema Maranatha. It is evident how serious the
condition was at Corinth, which impelled him to snch words as these. He adds
as customarily : "The grace of our Lord Jesus be with yon" and "my love be
with you all in Christ Jesus."
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SCOPE AND DIVISIONS

OF THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE COEINTHIANS

THE second epistle to the Corinthians, as already said, is an appen-

dix to the first, and as such has for its subject, ministry. We
have already seen that the very idea of the body of Christ sup-

poses ministry. The vaiious qualifications and functions of the mem-
bers make each of them in his place a minister to all the rest. There

are some, no doubt, who are more conspicuous than others in this, and

in the epistle to the Corinthians, the apostle is himself the example of

ministry in its highest character, and as manifested in a public way.

We must not let this divert us from the larger thought of ministry as

connected with the whole body of Christ and which in the very first

chapter here the apostle puts so distinctly before us. Paul was the

pattern Christian, as we have seen in the epistle to the Philippians.

He is the pattern in his conversion, as he shows us in his epistle to

Timothy. He was a pattern even in his previous condition, at once

chief of legalists and chief of sinners. He is here pattern for us in the

ministry of Christ; but we must not let his pre-eminence in this crowd

out the larger thought, as in most commentaries upon the epistle it

practically does. We might as well allow the individuality of Paul as

a Christian to prevent the application self-evidently to be made to all

other Christians. Ministry has its various characters, of course, and in

some forms is not only not public, but may be of a very unobtrusive

and unoflBcial kind ; but the things which seem to be more feeble are

necessary, as the same apostle has reminded us ; and we are not to

allow it to make us think of ministry as if it were the exclusive pre-

rogative or duty of a certain class. The epistle thus widens from a

mere defence of himself by Paul to the Corinthians,—or at most a mere

ministry of his to local needs in that assembly,—it widens, I say, from

this to that which is of the most general interest to us all ; the princi-

ples at least become of universal application. We find this, as already

stated, at the very beginning of the epistle.

The first division shows us the unity of the assembly in the mind of

God, who controls all happenings to the individual members for profit

to the whole.

The second division shows us, in fact, the ministry of the whole

Church looked at as the epistle of Christ, to be read and known of all
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men. This cannot surely be apostolic simply. It takes the whole

Church to be the one epistle. This is carried on further in the chapters

following, in which we see how the life comes in with its witness-bear-

ing, as well as the word held forth by believers. We have then the

testing and trial which is clearly true as to all Christians; then service

in the form of the communication to those who have need, on the part

of those who can supply that need. Then we find the overcoming of

the difficulties of the way, (the opposition of Satan always seeking to

destroy the testimony of Christ,) and the power to overcome. And we
close finally with that which is the perfecting of the ministry ; in which

we see, on the one hand, the nearness to God in which those who seek

earnestly to serve His people are found, and along with this the disci-

pline they nevertheless need, and in which they learn that the power of

Christ resting upon us enables us to glory in the very infirmities which
call in that power. This gives us the divisions of the epistle, which
are in general, with only one exception, two chapters to a division, the

exception being that of the third chapter, in which we have the minis-

try of the new coven.'snt put in glorious contrast with the ministration

of the old. The divisions are therefore

:

1. (Chaps, i., ii.): The unity of the body as recognized of God in the

control of all that relates to every part for the good of the whole.

2. (Chap, iii.) : Gives us ministry in its necessarily new covenant

character in contrast with all that could be called such in the

old.

3. (Chaps, iv., v.): Shows us the radiancy of the glory of Christ in

the earthen vessels, which, by their very weakness and nothing-

ness, only make the source of it more manifest.

4. (Chaps, vi., vii.) : Shows us the testing and trial in the world

through which we pass.

5. (Chaps, viii., ix.): The communication for the need of the needy
on the part of those who have ability to supply the need.

6. (Chaps. X., xi.) : Gives us the overcoming of the difficulties and of

the power of the enemy, which would hinder the work ; while

7. (Chaps, xii., xiii.) gives us the perfecting of the ministry by the

ministry of God on His side to those who minister, and the disci-

pline of the way which stamps them only with that weakness
which makes them glory in His strength.
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1 (i.l-7):

The
principle.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE

CORINTHIANS

o 1 Cor. l.l.

Eph. 1. 1.

6 Phil. 1. 1.

Col. 1. 1.

lTheas.1.1.
2Th&S8.t.t.
c Uom. 1. 7.

1 Cor. 1. 8.

Gal.L3,etc.

DIVISION 1. (Chaps, i., ii.)

The unity of the body as recognized of God in the control of

all thai relates to every part for the good of the whole.

1. ~|~\AUL an apostle of Christ Jesus "by the will of
m^ God, and the 'brother Timotheus, to the assem-
-^ bly of God which is in Corinth, with all the

saints who are in all Achaia. "Grace to you and peace
from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

NOTES.

Div. 1.

The importance of the first division is plainly seen here. It is an introdnc*

tion to that which follows, and puts us upon the right track for the interpreta-

tion of all that follows. It is very striking, therefore, to tiud here insisted on,

the unity of the assembly as recognized of God in the trial of all that happens
with regard to any of the members of the body, making them thus more fruit-

ful in their service to the rest. It is immensely important that we should get

the idea of ministry which thus results. The tendency has been—while no
Christian surely would deny that service in some sort belongs to all the people

of God—yet to make what is commonly called ministry too much the service

of a class, and official. We need, all of us, to wake up fully to the fact that

ministry is nothing else than that service of Christ in all our life, to which we
are pledged by the very fact that we are Cliristians. It is not by any choice of

ours that we have been baptized by the Spirit into the one body of Christ. Our
place and necessary duty in relation to all other members is thus clear. We
may indeed have to ask ourselves what is our own distinct function in this way,

—a question which we shall not answer by looking simply at ourselves and seek-

ing to define it by such an examination. Love, as the apostle has already taught

us, is the spirit of ministry. It is that which makes us servants as a matter of

course to the needs of others, and here there is no restrictive band thrown around
us to hinder the free motion of love. It is as we are led out to help in whatever
way we may find ourselves able to help, that that ability on our part becomes

more and more known to ourselves, and we fall more intelligently into the place

which God has given us. Officialism has always been a restraint npon this mu-
tual service. A large number have thus been systematically deprived of even

the very opportunity of knowing what their gifts might be ; and the blessing

which God would thus have given us has Iwen limited, and, as far as we could

do it, forfeited by us. The heart is that which will teach us here better than

the head, and love is not the blind thing which men have painted it, but, on the

contrary, that which is the very key to wisdom, "He that winneth sonls ia

wise." The desire to do this will make tis to seek out ways of doing it which
will soon justify themselves, or find needed correction in the field of service itself.

1. The apostle associates himself in his address to the Corinthians now, in his

constant, gracious way, with the brother Timotheus ; while he has to maintain,

in the state of things which we know was at Corinth, his own distinct apostle-

ship by the will of Grod. He writes, therefore, with authority, not simply by
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** Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Father of compassions and the 'God of all

encouragement ; who encourageth us in all our tribula-

tion, that •^we may be able to encourage those who are
in any tribulation, through the encouragement where-
with we ourselves are encouraged of God. For as 'the
sufferings of Christ abound unto us, even so through
Christ doth our encouragement also abound. And
whether we are in tribulation, it is for your encourage-
ment and salvation, which is wrought in endurance of
the same sufferings which we also suffer, (and our
hope for you is stedfast ;) or whether we are encour-
aged, it is for your encouragement and salvation

:

knowing that as ye are * partakers of the sufferings, so
also are ye of the encouragement.

d £pb. 1. 3.

1 Pet. t. 8.

e Rom. l&.S.

/C/.C0LI.24.

a Phil. 2.20.

2Tiin.2.10.

h Roin.8.17.
2Tlm.2.12.

way of advice ; and we see, in fact, all the way throngh the epistle, how he
claims this authority, while desiring to use it with all the gentleness of grace.

He writes to the assembly at Corinth, but with a larger reference also to all the
saints who were in all Achaia, wishing them in the firet place, as that which
would qualify for all that he will urge upon them here, "grace aud peace from
God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." Grace is, as we know, our funda-
mental need, as well as that in which we stand with God, and peace is that

which may well be our possession as we realize the grace in which we stand ; but
there is also a peace which flows from communion with the Father aud with the
Son, and which is essential, therefore, to all Christian walk.

The apostle writes as full of the comfort with which the news which he has
just got from Corinth inspires him. He blesses the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ as "the Father of compassion and the God of all encouragement,"
and immediately gives us in this way a key-note of the epistle : "For God en-

courageth us," he says, "in all our tribulation, that we may be able to encour-
age those who are in any tribulation through the encouragement wherewith we
ourselves are encouraged of God." How beautiful is the fruitfulness of sorrow
thus for us, as that which only makes us more deeply to realize God as a living

God and the way in which He cares and ministers to us all ! Grod is, after all,

the great Minister. We are only imitators of God in this way, feeble as we are.

It is miuistry upon which every one of us depends, a ministry in which He may
use and does use His people, and in which also the very circumstances of the
way, however adverse they may seem, are nevertheless made all to work together
for good to them that love God. How conscious we must be, if we have any
right Christian experience at all, of the effect of trouble thus upon us, of how,
when we draw near to God by means of it. He becomes truly more the living

God, to be counted upon for all our need! The trouble of which he speaks is

that which has resulted to him from the place which was his in the world as de-
voted to Christ. The sufferings of Christ abounded to one to whom to live was
Christ and nothing else. It is not disciplinary suffering that he is speaking of,

therefore ; although it is true that, perhaps, in all suffering even where the
highest privilege is found, nevertheless we are such that discipline may be in

it, perhaps is commonly in it, and is part of its blessing. But that is not what
is spoken of here. If the suffering of Christ abounded to him, so in proportion
did his encouragement through Christ abound also. Both things, the trouble
and the encouragement, were not simply for himself, but for all Christians also.

Their encouragement would be found in endurance of the same sufferings, and
their salvation or deliverance out of them was the crown of bia suffering. From
it in due time the deliverance came.

It is here that is found the ability for helping one another upon the basis of
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2 (8-14):

The sen-
tence of
death in
ourselves.

S (16-22):
The In-

working of
the word
and Spirit.

2. For we would not have you ignorant, brethren, con-
cerning our tribulation 'which befell us in Asia, that

we were pressed exceedingly, beyond our power, inso-

much that we despaired even of life. But we ourselves

had the sentence of death in ourselves, that we should
not trust in ourselves, but in •'God who raiseth the

dead ; who delivered us out of so great a death, and
doth deliver ; in whom we confide that he will also yet

deliver us; ye also laboring together by * supplication

for us, that for the gift bestowed upon us bj' means of

many, 'thanks may be given by many on our behalf.

For our glorying is this, the "testimony of our con-

science, that in holiness* and sincerity before God,
("not in fleshly wi.sdom but in the grace of God,) we
have behaved ourselves in the world, and more abun-
dantly toward you. For we write no other things unto
you than what ye well know and recognize, and I hope
will recognize to the end, even as ye also have recog-

nized us in part, that we are your glorying, even as °ye
also are ours, in the day of our Lord Jesus.

3. And with this confidence I was minded to c6me be-

fore unto you, that ye might have a second benefit

;

and by you to pass into Macedonia, and again from

* Many read, "simplicity."

i Acts 19.23.

lCor.16.32.

j Rom.4. 17.

k Rom. 15.

30.

I ch. 4. 15.

ch. 9. 11.12.

m 1 Tbess.
2. 10.

n 1 Cor. 2.1,

4.

oll'bess.2.
19.

snch coraraoti suffering and snch experiences of the goodness and power of God.
He )iad a stedfast hope witli regard to tbeiu, an assurance that all this trial

wonid work but blessing in regard to tliem, and now his own present enconrage-
ment by them would liave its reflex influence upon them, for their own encour-
agement and as working out tlieir deliverance also. If they were partakers of
the sufferings on the one hand, they would be also of the encouragement on the
other. Thus God has united His people together.

2. The apostle goes on to speak more of the trouble in which he had lately

been, and of the effect upon himself, an effect which God would always produce
in us from trial of this sort. He had been pressed exceedingly, beyond liis own
power to sustain it. Life itself he had given up as hopeless; but when God
brought him down to this, and when the sentence of death, as it were, was writ-

ten upon him, it was only that God might manifest Himself as the God of
resurrection, a God acting in power beyond all thoufihts of man, whatever the
circumstances may be. The apostle had found deliverance. Assurance had
l)een confirmed with him that God would always deliver him. He trusted Hira
for this, therefore, while recognizing the value of the prayers of the saints on liis

behalf, prayers which were already thus a manifest form of ministry to hira; and
the result with God would consequently be, in the grace bestowed upon him,
thanksgiving on the part of many in his behalf. In seeing this, he is comforted
by the assurance, the testimony of his own conscience, that in holiness and sin-

cerity before God he had hehaved himself in the world and even especially to-

wards them. They were already recofinizing this; and he wrote nothing else

than he was sure they would recognize, and that he was their glorying, as they
too were his in the coming day of the Lord Jesus.

3. He goes on now to speak of what mittht seem to have been a failure upon
his part. He had been minded to come to them before this, to pass by them into

Macedonia, and again to come from Macedonia to them, that they might set hira

afterward on his way to Judea ; but in fact he had not done this. Had that been
mere fickleness on bis part, so that what he purposed to-day he would set aside to-
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4 (23-ii. 4):

The trial

experi-
enced.

Macedonia to come to you, and of you to be set for-

ward on my way to Judaea. Having therefore this

purpose, did I show fickleness? or the things that I

purpose, do I purpose according to the flesh, that there

should be with me yea yea, and nay nay? But God is

faithful, that our word toward you is not yea and nay.

For the^Son of God, Jesus Christ, who was preached
among you by us, even by me and 'Silvanus and
Timotheus, was not yea and nay, but in him is yea.

For 'whatever may be the promises of God, in him is

the yea, wherefore also through him is the 'amen, for

glory to God by us. Now he that stablisheth us with
you in Christ, and hath 'anointed us, is God, who also

hath "sealed us, and given us the "earnest of the Spirit

in our hearts.

4. Now I call God for a witness upon my soul that to

spare you I came not yet to Corinth. Not that we have
"lordship over your faith, but are helpers in your joy:

for *by faith ye stand. But I determined this for my-
self, that I would not come again to you in grief. For
if /grieve you, who then is he that maketh me glad,

but he who is grieved by me ? And I wrote this also,

that when I came, I might not have grief from those

of whom I ought to rejoice ; having confidence in you
all that my joy is the joy of you all. For out of much
affliction and anguish of heart I wrote unto you, with
many tears; 'not that ye might be grieved, but that

ye might know the love which I have more abundantly
towards you.

p Acts 9. 20.

q Acts 18. 5.

r Eoin.15.8.

s cf. Rev. 3.

14.

1 1 Jno.2 27.

u Eph. 1.13.

Eph. 4. S"

V ch. 5. 5.

Eph. 1. 14.

w 1 Pet. 5.3.

X Rom. 11.

20.

3/ ch. 7. 9.

morrow? Was there, in this way, a kind of yea andnay with him, as earnest a nay
as tlie yea before might seem to l)e earnest? He desires to rid them ofany thought
of tliis kind ; and it is beautiful to see how he insists that his life took character

from his preaching, even in such details as he is speaking of. The Son of God
who liad been preached among them by himself and Silas and Timotheus was
He preached as One in whom there was yea and nay, the author of a mere condi-

tional and uncertain blessing? Assuredly not. AH in Him was certainty; all

the promises of God were in Him yea, in affirmation; and in Him too amen, in

the answer of faith and experience to His assurance; that God might have His
due glory as alone He could in this way. As to the position of the Christian, God
had established them all together in Christ, with whom there conld be no fail-

ure. Salvation was in His bands and in no other. He had com[)iete control of

all circumstances, and grace to meet all possible necessities. Then, too, the

power answering to this, the power of the Spirit, had been manifest. They were
anointed thus and sealed. The power communicated had marked them out in

the fullest way as those who belonged to God, and thus secured His coming in

on behalf of those who were His representatives upon the earth. The Spirit

Himself was thus the pledge and earnest of the future in their hearts. Here all

was certainty. Nothing was merely contingent. Nothing depended upon man,
whatever shape God's grace might have to take in view of human frailty and
uncertainty.

4. He goes on to explain the real reason for this apparent failure. It was to

spare them that he had not come to Corinth. Their state was such that he was
afraid of iiaving to exercise apo.«tolic authority in a manner that might seem to

make him lord rather than servaut. His absence from them was the fruit of his
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5. But 'if any one hath caused grief, he hath not grieved

me but in part (that I may not overcharge) all of you.
Sufficient to such an one is this rebuke, which was of

the many ;* so that, on the contrary, ye should rather

show grace and encourage, lest, perhaps, such an one
should be swallowed up with excessive grief. Where-
fore I exhort you to assure him of [your] love. For
to this end also I have written, that I might know the

proof of you, whether ye are obedient as to everything.

But to whom ye forgive anything, I also ; for I also,

what I have forgiven, if I have forgiven anything, it is

for your sakes in the person of Christ; that we might
not let Satan get an advantage over us, for we are not
ignorant of his "devices.

6. Now when I came to Troas for the gospel of Christ,

and when a door was opened to me by the Lord, I had
no *rest in my spirit when I found not Titus my

z 1 Cor. 6.

a Eph. 6.11.

6 ch. 7. 6.

• Greek, " the more."

love toward them. It was to call into exercise the faith in which they stood.

They were to act in the responsibility which was their own, and he left them
free to act thus. Nor was it his mind to come to them again in grief. They
were the very people who in their prosperity made him glad. Why ehonld he

be anxious to grieve them ? And the object of his writing now was also that he

might not have grief from those in whom he ought to rejoice. He had confi-

dence also on his own part now, that his joy was really the joy of all of them.

His previous epistle, with all the touch of severity that might be in it, was only

the witness of the love which he had more abundantly towards them, and
•which was working for their blessing in this way.

5. The apostle now takes up the case of discipline to which he had to exhort

them in the previous epistle. The sorrow which had been in his heart was
really theirs as well as his, and he did not want them now to press his part in

it in such a way as to hinder the manifestation of their love, which should be

when this sorrow of theirs had taken effect in the breaking down of the offender.

They had need now to show grace and encourage, for fear the one in question

should be swallowed up with the excessive grief which he seemed to be mani-

festing. It is quite possible for us to go from the extreme of laxity to the ex-

treme°of rigidity, these things both springing really out of a lack of true love,

which can neither, on the one hand, make light of the evil, nor on the other,

lose sight of its object, which is to win the sinner from his sin. He could, there-

fore, now exhort them to assure this person of their love; and here he desired

that they would be as obedient to the word from him as they had been obedient

before in the active discipline itself. If they forgave anything, he too foi^ave.

He was with them in it and as the representative of Christ also in his apostolic

character, forgivene&s indeed being the very triumph of grace over sin and the

triump over Satan too, in whose hands the offender had been put, but who would

seek now to drive him to despair, and so to get an advantage over the flock of

Christ Himself. Such were his devices, of which Christians should not be ignorant.

6. He goes back now to speak of his own personal exercises in relation to them.

He had come to Troas for the gosv»el of Christ, and a door had been there opened

to him by the Lord; yet his anxiety with regard to Corinth would not permit

him to remain there. He did not find Titus as he expected, who had been

sent to them, and his anxiety was such that he left even this open door and

departed into Macedonia to find news of them. He does not pronounce upon

this whether, after all, it had been the Lord's mind that he should depart; but
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brother; but bidding them adieu, I departed into

Macedonia. But thanks be to God who always leadeth

us in triumph in Christ, and maketh manifest through
us the savor of his knowledge in every place. For we
are a sweet savor of Christ unto God, in those that are

saved and in those that perish : 'to the one a savor of

death unto death, to the other a savor of life unto life.

And who is sufficient for these things? For we are not

as the many who make a 'trade of the word of God,
but as of •sincerity, but as of God, before God we speak
in Christ.

c cf. 1 Pet.t
7,8.

d 1 Tim.6.5.

e ctr.Phil.l.

16.

there could be no qnestion how, with snch an one as the apostle, it manifested
his anxiety on their behalf ; but God bad come in. Everywhere he foand it so.

God was always leading in triumph in Christ. He does not say, "maketh
ns to triumph," exactly. The triumph was that of God Himself, God who had
unfailing interest in all that belonged to Christ, and who manifested it thus in

those who were identified with Him upon earth. Through them He was making
manifest the savor of His knowledge in every place ; and this, too, where the
gospel mi^^ht aeem not to be a success, as where it was manifestly such : in those

that were being saved and in those that were perishing. Those who preached it

were still a sweet savor of Christ to God; and He delighted in the publication of

His power and grace in Him; Christ always a sweet savor to Him, even though
it might be in result to those who rejected Christ only a savor of death, the an-

ticipation of worse death,—on the other hand, a savor of life unto life to those

who accepted it. Who then was suflScieut for such things as these? Their suf-

ficiency had manifestly to be of God Himself, who was the great preacher of

Christ in the power of His Spirit, who had come to glorify Him at all times.

Yet the human instrumentality was not set aside by this, but confirmed rather;

and it required, on the part of those whom God was thus using, that earnest

sincerity which was of God; who did not make, therefore, a trade of the word
of God, converting it into a means of following out their own self-interest, but
who, in the presence of God, where Christ was, spoke in His Name.

Div. 2.

The second division now dwells upon the chai-acters of this ministry of Christ,

which was, therefore, the ministry of the new covenant, in contrast with all that

could be called ministry in connection with the old. Ministry of such sort, as

we see it in the apostle, there was not in Israel,—a ministry, that is, which went
out to the world with the offer of God's grace to it. In Israel itself God was
shut up. The way into the holiest was not yet made manifest; the light had
not yet shone out through a rent veil. As a consequence, there was in one sense

no God to proclaim. Law was in this sense enmity, as the apostle has said to

the Ephesians. It was something which stood between God and man, a hin-

drance, as one may say, on both sides. Man could not go in to God. God could

not come out, as it was in His heart to come out, to man. One may ask why
then this should be, if it was in God's heart to show Himself? The apostle has
answered already, in the Epistle to the Romans, that there had to be a "due
time" in which, when man was found still "without strength," Christ should
die "for the ungodly." The discovery of the need had to precede the ministry

to it; and alas, man resists the discovery of this need. It is not suiScient for

God even to declare it. Man must make the experiment for himself. He will

be satisfied with nothing short of personal experience ; and thus God, after the

testimony of His grace,—which, in fact, had begun in Abraham,—had to allow

the law to come in, in order to exhibit sin in its true character, and the hopeless-

ness of man's condition apart from grace.

Thus it was the special priesthood which cbaracteiized Israel, a priesthood
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DIVISION 2. (Chap, iii.)

The ministry of the new covenant in contrast with the old.

1. TiO we begin again to commend ourselves? or need
-L/ we, as some, •'^epistles of commendation to you or

from you? Ye 'are our epistle, written in our hearts,

known and read of all men: being made manifest to be

the epistle of Christ, ministered by us, written not with

ink but with the ^Spirit of the living God; not on

/Acts 18.27.

g 1 Cor. ». 2.

h cf. ver.17,
18.

which was not national, as God had conditionally offered it should be in the

wilderness. They were not a. "kingdom of priests"; but the nation, put into

the distance by their own departure from God and from the terms of their cove-

nant with Him, had need of those who could approach God for them in a way
they could not for themselves. Even so, the priests who approached were, after

all, of the same nature and character as the people for whom they stood. They
were thus an oflBcially typical priesthood, but not the reality of it according to

God. They were the shadow, and not the substance. Thus, they themselves

could not go into the innermost holy place. They were shut out, as others, by
the veil. The one exception of the high-priest's entrance on one day of the year

only, with the blood to put upon the mercy seat, was a mere glimpse,—full of

encouragement, doubtless, of that which was to come,—a finger pointing on, as

always throughout the law, to that which was beyond the law itself. But thus

there was a priesthood, but no ministry; that is, no ministry which now we
should call such, a ministry in which the heart of God could come out as He de-

sired. Thus the testimony was shut up in Israel, although indeed, as has often

been said, it was placed upon the public highway of the world, so as to be acces-

sible to man if he desired it; but it did not yet show God seeking as He really

sought, because as yet it was not plain that they whom He sought were lost

ones. For the ungodly and yet without strength,—when that was proved,

—

Christ in due time died. Now there is a ministry, a way of access to God opened

by His own hand, a way out for God in His love to manifest Himself to all His

creatures,—a world-wide testimony, therefore. The character of Christian min-

istry is thus in many respects in complete contrast with anything before it.

It is plain also, by what we find here, that this ministry is not merely one of

word,—a gospel, however sweet and wonderful,—but it is a testimony in life as

well as in speech, as we are to see directly, an "epistle of Christ to be read and
known of all men," written no more like the old, upon the tables of stone, but

upon fleshy tables of human hearts. Here then, as is plain, we pass beyond the

bounds of any mere official ministry and find one which belongs to the whole

Church ofGod, and which the Chnrcli ofGod as a whole is alone competent for. In-

dividuals are not the epistles of Christ, but the whole Church of God is that which

forms the epistle. We may each have onr part in this testimony; but the

testimony of the whole is the ordy sufficient one ; so far, at least, as man's fail-

ure allows us to speak of sufficiency anywhere.

1. The doctrine is introduced incidentally, as so commonly in the epistles,

with the most important truths. He appeals to them amid all this qnestioning

which has been going on amongst them,—Did they really need epistles of com-
mendation to them, or did he need epistles of commendation from them fo oth-

ers? As to this latter, they were his letter of commendation, (a beautiful and

tender appeal to them, this,) "an epistle written," he says, "in our hearts,

known and read of all men." It would touch them indeed to ask themselves,

with all the love in which he had come amongst them, how far they were truly

a letter commendatory of him. But he goes on to speak of what was not local,

bat the general character of the Church of Christ, and that they were the epistle

of Christ in contrast with the legal message to men, written on tables of stone

;

a letter of commendation of Christ Himself, written by the Spirit of the living
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tables of stone, but on fleshy tables of the heart. And
such confidence have we through Christ Godward:
not that we are competent of ourselves to think any-
thing as of ourselves, but our competency is of God

;

who hath also made us competent as ministers of a
*new covenant, 'not of letter, but of spirit; for the let-

ter *killeth, but the 'spirit giveth life.
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God. We see, I doubt not, in the end of the chapter, how this letter has been
written; but it is plainly the responsibility which the whole Church has as rep-

resenting Christ in the world. By their confession of Him they were identified

with Him, and would give Him character in the eyes of men around them. How
solemn a position is this ! We cannot, as Christians, escape from the place of
testimony. The only question will be, is the testimony for or against? Could
it be possible that they would permit the confession of One to whom they owed
their all to be to His discredit instead of to His praise? But he is not looking at

this side of things now. He speaks of that which was essentially true with them
as those in whom the Spirit of God had wrought. He is speaking encouragingly,

not to blame; and, as a fact, this testimony could not be a local one merely. As
we have said, he does not speak of individuals being epistles of Christ. No indi-

viduals could be sufficient for this. The brightest saint would have very much
lacking in him. The records that we have of the saints of old have all, we may
say, exhibited some conspicuous defect, while yet the general character of a saint

might be evident. Here the testimony of one supplements the testimony of an-
other; and thus, through that of the whole, Christ is borne witness to in a way in

measure competent.

It is plain that this witness must be a true ministry. The formal preaching
of the Word, while it has its necessary place, and even the prominent place,

—

yet, after all, unless in connection with its effects in the life, would come sadly

short. This thought of ministry we shall find accompanies us through some
chapters following. Those who hold forth the Word of life, as the apostle has

told us in Philippians, must be "the sons of God, blameless and harmless,

without rebuke, and in the midst of a crooked and perverse nation shining as

lights in the world" (Phil. ii. 15, 16). Such lights he is indeed thinking of

here, those who reflect the light from a heavenly source, from One who shines

there brighter than the sun.

But thus, God was no more addressing men with a message carved upon inan-

imate tables, but by living messengers, His own wonderful workmanship. Such
confidence with regard to them the apostle had through Christ. He knew that,

alas, the flesh was in believers, and even prominent in them, and that his confi-

dence as to them must be confidence through the Lord. But this is, therefore,

an unfailing ground of confidence, and of this,—satisfied that they were after

all truly the divine workmanship,—he could speak as he does here. It was not

to make much of himself, of his competency in the ministry which God had
given him. All competency was derived from God Himself, who in fact works
in all this for the glory of Christ, and will not suffer Christ to be without His
testimony amongst men. Thus had he with others been made the competent
ministers of a new covenant, a covenant not of letter, as the old covenant of the

law, but a covenant which was of spirit. In fact, the new covenant is, as we
know, entirely the declaration of God's "I wilP's: not a demand upon man,
but an assurance of that which He works for and in men. It is of grace, there-

fore, necessarily. The covenant of law, the letter, killed; but the power of the
Spirit which effected that of which the new covenant speaks, gives life.

We are carefully to observe that he is speaking here not of the letter of Scrip-

ture, as some would have it, but of the letter of the old covenant, which was the

law. It is not true that the letter of Scripture kills. Even the letter of law,

apart from its covenant character, is not against ns, clearly, but the safe lesson
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2, But if the ministration of death, written and engraven
on stones came in with "glory, so that the children of
Israel could not look stedfastly upon the face of Moses
on account of the glory of his face, [a glory] which is

annulled, how shall not the "ministration of the Spirit

subsist in glory? For if the 'ministration of condemna-
tion be glory, much rather doth the ''ministration of

righteousness abound in glory. For even that which
was made glorious hath not been made glorious in this

respect, by reason of the surpassing glory ; for if that

which is annulled was with glory, much more that

which remaineth [subsisteth] 'in glory.
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of an old schoolmaster under whom indeed we may not be, but whose le-ssons

still do ns good. But tbe covenant of law kills, and only that. If law is to be
the condition under which we live, we shall soon find that it is a ministration of
death and not of life.

2. Now then comes the contrast, briefly yet fully told ont,—the law with the

ministration of death indeed. We have seen in Romans how really it had that

character. When the commandment came to the apostle, when he realized the
power of it, sin revived, he says, and he died. Death also was the public sen-

tence written upon man at large, of which the law availed itself in order to work
conviction in the souls of those to whom it was addressed. The death of which
it spoke was just what we ordinarily call such. Upon every child of man it

stamped the character of a convicted criminal, one sentenced as such to be re-

moved from the sphere into which creation had brought him, and no cue, how-
ever com pamti vely well he mijiht appear in contrast with those around him,
could escape this sentence. "Death has passed upon all men, for that all have
sinned." Grace indeed has brought in a greater blessing, but it leaves this tes-

timony unaffected. It is a blessing of grace, not a reward of works. We are

debtors simply to the compassion of God, and in order to realize the blessing we
have to accept in that sense the sentence of death in ourselves. Then indeed
the glory of the new covenant appears to us, and God's wonderful and sweet
"I will"s are the joy and satisfaction of the soul.

Yet this ministration of death, which was therefore a true ministration, a
thing meant of God in its results to be mercy to man, whatever the gravity of
the sentence which it carried, yet this ministration of death written and engra-
ven on stones came in with glory. It is plain that he is not speaking of the tirst

giving of the law at all, but of the second, for he immediately refers this glory

to that which was upon the face of Moses when he came down from the Mount
after he had been there the second time, a glory which they could not look upon,
though it were merely the reflection of the divine. Thus he had to cover him-
self with a veil when he stood amongst the people; and that characterized all

the glory of the law, which was essentially a veiled glory. The second giving

of the law had, in fact, unveiled in a certain sense the glory of God as the first

had not. It was not the divine Face indeed revealed, but, as He says to Moses,
the glory of the "back parts." His face could not be seen. A solemn word
this therefore, for those who are the disciples of Moses, the assurance that ac-

cording to law God could, even when He was showing real mercy, have His face

turned away, and in mere pity His hack turned upon men ! They were not
competent to see Him face to face. No man could see Him and live. No one
could stand before Him upon those terms, try it as often as they might.

This opportunity of protracted trial was what the second giving of the

law provided for. It was that which made the law, as it were, a pool of
Bethesda, a pool into which man might get, just as if he were not "impotent."
For an impotent man, it had no help. God, therefore, says to the wicked, that
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3. Having, therefore, such hope, we use great boldness

;

and are not as Moses, who put a 'veil upon his face, so

•that the children of Israel could 'not fix their eyes on
the end of that which is annulled. But their thoughts
have been "darkened; for until this very day, at the

reading of the old covenant, the same veil remaineth
unremoved, which in Christ is done away. But unto
this day, wlien Moses is read, the veil lieth upon their

heart. But "whensoever it shall turn to the Lord, the

veil shall be taken away. Now the "Lord is the Spirit,

and 'where the Spirit of the Lord is, [there is] liberty.

But we all, looking on the glory of the Lord with un-

veiled face, are transformed into the same image from
glory to glory, even as by the Lord the Spirit.

if be tnru from his wickedness which he hath committed and doetb that which
is lawful and right, he shall save his sonl alive ; bnt nevertheless, He is One
who can by no means clear the guilty, when the final account is to be made.
Thus He can give another opportunity, He can forgive iniquity, transgression

and sin in tlie meantime ; but at last one must be able to show a righteousness

such as He requires, and this we cannot. Thus the opportunity so given only

shows the more convincingly the desperate condition of man. It is just this

gracious revelation of God manifesting all the grace of which law was capable,

before which the people cannot stand, and which is a ministration of death, a
writing of hopeless condemnation upon all.

This glory must, therefore, pass away. The glory on the face of Moses must
give way to the glory in another Face, and the ministration of death to the min-
istration of the Spirit, who reveals Christ. Here the glory remains, for it is glory

which the sinner, hopeless in himself, may see with gladness and satisfaction.

There is gospel in it, as we shall learn directly, the gospel of the glory of Christ.

So then the ministration of condemnation yet had glory, but how then does the

ministration of righteousness abound in glory 1 Claim of rightconsne.ss the law
made, bnt the ministration of righteousness was impossible by it. Righteous-

ness is now ministered to us, not worked ont by us, and thus indeed the glory of

God is revealed as nothing else could reveal it. His inmo.st heart is told ont in

righteousness, but love in righteousness, and love how marvelous as shown in

the gift of Ciirist for men ! So that which was made glorious in the time past

had in itself no glory compared with this surpassing glory. It would
be sufficient to show this to realize that the one iz the glory of that which is

passed away, while the other glory remains and shall remain.

3. The ministers, then, of this new covenant can use great bofdness; boldness
indeed to pronounce the justification of the ungodly and to make sinners in

Christ the righteousness of God ! This is the boldness which grace has given us,

and now there is to be nothing hidden, hut the plainest speech and the fullest

display of tltat which, while it glorifies God, is the complete blessing of man.
In the dispensation of law, the children of Israel could not fix their eyes on the
end of that which is now annulled. They could not see, alas, as disciples of law
and going no further, the end of the law itself. The sweet grace of God, which
indeed underlies everywhere its types and paiables, was to them incapable of
being realized. Their thoughts were darkened, and so, says the apostle, at this

very day they are darkened. That veil remains unremoved from Moses' face,

while yet in Christ it is done away. God has on His part done with it. They
on their part have chosen it. It lies upon their heart, a heart which, taken up
with ita own self-righteousness, is turned away from the Lord. They must
turn to the Lord to have the veil removed. This too shall be, in a time to

which yet we look forward. The apostle now goes on to say that this Spirit,
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The radiancy of the glory in earthen vessels, making mani-

fest its source.

1. T'HEREFORE, having this ministry, even as we
-L have obtained mercy, we faint not. But we have

renounced the hidden things of shame, not walking in

deceit, nor falsifying the word of God, but by mani-
festation of the truth ''commending ourselves to

every one's conscience before God. But if also our
gospel be veiled, it is 'veiled in those that are perish-

ing; in whom the "god of this age hath blinded
the minds of the unbelieving, so that the 'radi-

ance of the gospel of the glory of Christ, 'who is the

image of God, should not shine forth [for them]. For
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who in the new covenant works ont God's blessed will in men, is in fact the

Lord. It is the energy of the Second Man, who, as the apostle says, "is a
quickening Spirit." The Lord and the Spirit of the Lord are in this sense iden-

tified as the apostle identifies them here. "The Lord," he says, "is the Spirit,

and where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty," Freedom has come in

place of bondage, the joy of sonship instead of the old slavery. There is liberty of
access to God so manifested, and it is in the revelation of His unveiled face that

now we find the jrower which works in us, which makes us, in fact, that epistle

of Christ of which the apostle has been so lately speaking. Here are the fingers

of liglit that write God's new testimony upon souls. Looking now upon the

glory of the Lord, a glory now unveiled, not hidden, we are transformed into

the same image from glory to glory. How clear is the power of faith in this,

how blessed the simplicity of it ! We have only, as it were, to sit in the sun, to

be bathed in its brightness. The power to enjoy Him is the power to reflect

Him. The reflection is no effort, but the necessary effect of the enjoyment. While
this goes on from one degree of glory to another, the least measure of it is glory,

and, as more and more we know of Christ, glory superadded to glory. This is

what is " by the Lord the Spirit." It is the life-giving Spirit of Christ, working
in His energy in the souls of men, not only for individual blessing, bat for that
display also in the world of sinners which is true gospel witness.

Div. 3.

We carry these thoughts with us through the next division. We have here
the radiancy of this glory, as the apostle has spoken of it, contrasted with the
vessels of earth in which it is displayed. The earthen vessel may seem (in some
sense may be) a hindrance, but in result God makes it only by this means mani-
fest that the glory is not human glory, but divine. It is in earthen vessels, that

the excellency of the power may be of God and not of us.

1. Here then is the ministry, in its character, which characterizes the new
covenant. Those who have obtained mercy become of necessity the witnesses of
that mercy. There are those, of course, who are specially called of God to bear
public witness of it before men, but the testimony is of the same character in

the humblest witness. The character of such a ministry lifts up and energizes

the soul of one who is conscious of being entrusted with it. Walking in this

light, the hidden things become "things of shame." The heart is without guile.

There need be no self-deception, and no perversion of the word of God, no hiding
its plainest statements, no seeking escape from its condemnation of men as such.

The gospel is that of the glory of Christ. This is the true force of that which
our common version has so much dimmed as making it simply " the glorious

gospel," It is the glory of Christ now in heaven, His work achieved; and there,
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we preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus [as] Lord, and
''ourselves your servants for Jesus' sake. Because it is

the God who 'spake that out of darkness light should
shine, who hath shone in our hearts for the shining
forth of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face

of Jesus Christ.

2. But we have this treasure •'in earthen vessels, 'that
the exceeding greatness of the power may be of God,
and not of us; every way afflicted, but not straitened;
perplexed, but not unto despair; persecuted, yet not
forsaken ; smitten down, yet not destroyed ; always
bearing about *in the body the dying of Jesus, that the
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therefore, as the representative of His people. If upon the cross He was their
representative and bore the sin which lay upon them, that is removed, the bar-
den of it is gone forever ; all the wonder of the grace and power which have
come in for us shines out in His face who is gone to God. Thus His glory is

indeed gospel. This glorious Christ is He in whom the image of God, invisible
otherwise, shines fully out. It is its own witness to those who realize their
need and who find it thus met and abounded over. If it is veiled, it is veiled
simply by the power of the god of this age in the minds of the unbelieving. It
is not simply that Satan otecures it to them, but that it is their own unbelief
which brings them under the power of Satan, and so hinders the radiance of the
gospel shining forth to them. God never permits Satan to have this power apart
from man's consent that it should be so. If men turn away from God, they turn
to Satan. The very light of God only darkens, as one may say, the shadow
which they themselves cast upon their path.

Solemn word it is that with the full consciousness of Chiistianity come, and
its power for working in the souls of men, the apostle should call Satan notl.
simply, as elsewhere, the prince of this world, but '* the god of this a^e. " Chris-
tianity has not introduced, in this respect, a new age. It gathers men out of
the world. It will never affect the world itself so as to bring in a new age for

men. This, of course, lies in no inherent incapacity of the gospel itself, but in

the strange mystery of man's free will, by which he chooses darkness rather than
light, and bondage to Satan rather than the freedom which God proclaims to

him. But the age, one ought distinctly to understand, is not as yet an age of
light, and the world will never be converted by the gospel, so that this shall be.

Christ must come to effect this. The sun which has gone down upon the world
in Christ's banishment out of it through man's unbelief, must rise again, as it

will rise, and then indeed there will be a kingdom of Christ in which righteous-
ness shall reign, and peace and blessing be the result of righteousness.

In this blessed light, then, drinking it in, it would be impossible for those in

character as the preachers of it, to proclaim themselves. In the knowledge of
the new man "Christ is all and in all." Christ is Lord, and the ministers of
the gospel are but the servants of men for Jesus' sake. It is a glad and willing
subjection in love to the need which is everywhere, and this power cannot be
lacking for ministry to that need. The story of the old creation is repeated more
wonderfully in the new. The God who spoke that out of darkness light should
shine has shone in our hearts, in order that this knowledge of the glory of God
in the face of Jesus Christ may shine forth to others. This is the radiancy of
the glory in the face of Jesus Christ reflected from the hearts into which it baa-
shone.

""

2. Here, then, is a treasure which God has designedly placed in earthen ves-

sels for the definite purpose that the exceeding greatne&s of the power may be
seen to be of God and not of man. The earthen vessel might seem to be an ob-
struction to the light which the treasure is. In some sense also it may assuredly
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life also of Jesus may be manifested in our body. For
we who live are alway 'delivered unto death for Jesus'

sake, ^that the life also of Jesus may be manifested in

our mortal flesh. So then, death worketh in us, but

life in you.

3. And having the same spirit of faith, according to

what is written, '-I have believed, therefore have I

spoken, we also believe, and therefore we speak

;

knowing that he 'who raised up the Lord Jesus shall
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be this. The vessel itself may need to be broken in order that the light may
shine. There seems indeed an evident reference to Gideon's men and the break-

ing of the vessels on tlieir part that the li<rhi3 tliey carried miglit be displayed.

It is evident that God lias chosen men for His messengers to men, and not angels.

Angelic ministry might seem in some sense to be more lit, that it would liave

more power in it as evidently from heaven, aud would not be liable to be cor-

rnpted by the tendency to failure, insei)aral)le from man, even renewed man.

But God is wiser than we, and the grace in which He makes men His ministers

and messengers to men cannot be doubted. There is also a character of testi-

mony to which the apostle refers here, which eveu angelic ministry could not

afford. That would be a testimony in power, but not in weakness, and not

manifesting that peculiar power which weakness itself alone can manifest, a

power which is not its own, but of the grace which comes ever to lift up, ani-

mate and nerve to endurance in all our weakness. It is to this that the apostle

goes on here. "We are every way afflicted," he says, "but not straitened."

There is the effect of grace in the midst of the affliction. " We are perplexed, but

not onto despair." Exercise is allowed, nay, given full room for, but the soul

sustained in its confidence in God so that despair is impossible. "Persecuted,

bat not forsaken, smitten down, yet not destroyed." How the dying Stephen

seems to be in the apostle's mind, with the light in his face, while the body was

dropping into the martyr's grave! "Always bearing about in the body the

dying of Jesus," not exactly His death, but His dying. Himself also a Martyr,

the great Martyr,—and that is the point here. Bearing it about in the body is

suffering at the hands of men to some extent as He suffered, but with the effect

that the life of Jesus may be manifested in the body. God, he insists, has de-

signed thi.s,—has delivered the living up to death for Jesus' sake, but that the

life of Jeans may thus be manifested eveu in mortal flesh. The final result,

therefore, is "death worketh in us, but life in you." The badge of the cross is

to be borne by the disciples of it. That is God's way of working, and it is the

cross in this sense also which is to win men to God.

3. He dwells now more upon the power which snstains ns nnder these cir-

enmstances. It is the power o( faith,—a faith which, because it is such, must
ntter itself. We believe, and therefore sj^eak. It is what the history of all

time assures ns of, and therefore he goes back here for a quotation, to the Old

Testament ; but we have that which Old Testament believers had not. We
know God as the God of resurrection, in a sense in which yet they conld not

know Hira. He has raised np the Lord Jesus, and we are so identified with

Him that this perfectly assures ns of what is before us also, that " He shall raise

up us also with Jesus, and present us with yon." The reanrrection of Christ

insures, as the apostle has told us before, the resurrection of His people. If we
do not rise, then it must be that He has not risen. If He has risen, He has risen

as the first-fruits of those that slept. In all this the same principle which he

has spoken of at the beginning of the epistle still obtains. The grace that works

in some, works for the sake of all. The power manife.sted in some is to give

energy to all, and "all things," he says, "are for your sakes, that the grace

abounding through the many may canse thanksgiving to abound to the glory of

God." God is still taking up Jacobs for His Israel, and out of weakness mani-
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raise up us also with Jesus, and shall present us with
you. For "all things are for your sakes, that the grace
abounding through the many may cause thanksgiving
to abound to the glory of God. Wherefore we faint

not; but if indeed our outward man is consumed, yet
the "inward is renewed day by day. For our light

affliction, which is for the moment, "worketh for us
more and more exceedingly an eternal weight of glory

;

^ while we look not at the things that are seen, but at
the things that are not seen : for the things that are seen
are temporal, but the things that are not seen are eternal.

4. For we know that if our earthly house of the
'tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God,
a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.
For in this indeed we groan, longing to be clothed
upon with our habitation which is "^of heaven: if so be
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festing His strength; and if it be this, it is unfailing strength, so that the weak-
ness can be no discouragement. What a testimon.v to the power of God when,
•whatever be the trial. His people faint not, but "if" indeed "the outward man
he consumed, yet the inward is renewed day by day." It needs to be renewed.
We are conscious of the wear and tear of tilings as we go through tliem. God
makes us sensible of our dependence, sensible thus of the arms that carry us.

We are learning lessons here which in eternity shall display all their fruit for

us; hut the present result is that the affliction is but a light one, an affliction

for the moment, and " which worketh for us a more exceeding and eternal weight
of glory." The a^iostle labors, as it were, for expressions here. The words
"weight" and "glory" would be in Hebrew the same word; a glory, as the
thought is, which to us as we look at it now is almost oppressive by its intensity.
It would overwhelm us in our present condition, although as we carry it pres-
ently there will be no weight, but a lifting up forever. Faith here is continually
a need. Hope must be not upon the things that are seen, but upon the things
that are unseen. The things that are seen, with all the power that we realize
they may have for us, are tor a time only. The things that are not seen are the
realities. They are eternal.

4. He goes on to show us how entirely for faith the tilings that are against us
have been made onr own, and the consequences of sin for man at large have been
removed for us. Death is abolished. Judgment is behind us in the cross,

though there remains, it is true, the giving account before the jndgment-seat of
Christ.—an immense blessing for ns, and in which the power of God's grace will
have its complete triumph.

First, as to death. "We know," says the apo.«<tle, "that if our earthly house
of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a bnilding of God, a house not mad«
with hands, eternal in the heavens." He is speaking of the body, of coui-se, as
the "house of this tabernacle." It is that which is to be dissolved, and there
remains for us, for eternity, a bnildicg of God. a house not made with hands.
He is thinking, of course, not of the Father's house, bnt of what contrasts with
and replaces the present habitation. "In this we groan," not for the mere in-

firmities surely from which we suffer here, but more with the sense of the im-
pediment to the spirit which the body in its present form implies. "We long
to be clothed with our habitation which is of heaven," that is, which belongs to

heaven; not which is formed of heavenly raateriil, so to speak, or which comes
down from it, but which has ita character derived from it. It is heavenly as
suited to heaven, and to the perfect condition which will be ours tlien. In the
present tabernacle we groan as burdened, not indeed to be unclothed, not as
seeking death, bat rather that which will swallow up death itself,— to be
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that being clothed, we shall not be found 'naked. For
indeed we who are in the tabernacle 'groan, being
burdened ; not that we would be unclothed, but clothed
upon, that the "mortal might be swallowed up of life.

Now he that hath wrought us for this very thing is

God, who hath given us the 'earnest of the Spirit.

Therefore, being always confident, and knowing that,

while at home in the body, we are absent from the
Lord (for we walk by faith, not by sight), we are con-

fident, and well pleased rather to be absent from the
body, and to be "at home with the Lord.

5. Wherefore also we are ambitious, whether present

» Gen. 8. 10.

t Horn. 8.23.

V Eph. 1.14.

Rom. 8. 11.

:4

"clothed upon, that all that is mortal might be swallowed up of life." The
apostle is evidently tliinkinj» here of the liviug when the Lord comes. It is not
that that which is corruptible, but that which is mortal, may be swallowed
up of life. The mortal condition is the present one, and what he would desire

is not death for its own sake, bat the joy of the full perfection which remains
for us.

He interjecta here a word which seems to be a warning for the conscience

amougst a people of some of whom he stood in doubt. " If so be," he says, "that
being clothed upon we shall not be found naked. '

' That is, of course, what awaits
every Christian. To lose the place in resurrection, the glorious and incorrupti-

ble body which will thus be ours, is impossible for any real Christian. It would
be real nakedness, although the wicked will rise, as well as the righteous ; but
it will be no covering, the body with which they rise. There is a glance back,

evidently, at man's condition after the fall when he fled among the trees of the
garden from the penetrating Eyes from which, after all, there was no escape. In
eternity there will be no escape. Those who are found naked then, will be in

all the terror that belongs to such a condition under the eye of God. Think of
the exposure ! But it is plainly that which no Christian can suffer from. The
resurrection is the accomplishment of that for which Grod laid hold upon us,

and of which He has given us the pledge already, the earnest of the Spirit.

"God will quicken our mortal bodies," the apostle has told us in Romans, "be-
cause of His Spirit which He has given us.'' It is in the body that the Spirit

dwells at the present time, and He certainly will never give up that which iu

this way has become the temple of God. This gives, then, continual confidence.

We are at home in the body, true. It is the only state with which we are famil-
iar now, but faith realizes that the Lord is absent, and that we are absent, there-

fore, from Him. It is by faith we walk, and not by sight. But thus to be absent
from the body is for us as Christians to be at home with the Lord. Thus is death,
then, abolished for us.

5. But there is another thing that lies upon man as man, and which is the terror
of death to him. "After death," says the apostle, "the judgment." But the
Lord has Himself told us that he that liveth and believeth on Him shall not come
into judgment, but is passed from death unto life. If He has broken the power
of death for us now, so that he that liveth and believeth in Him shall in that
sense never die, so has He, and indeed in order to this, taken away the terror of
judgment, which for the believer personally Christ has endured and removed.
The confusion which is in the minds of Christians so much has nothing to justify
it in Scripture, and is largely due, as is plain, to the forgetfnlness of the coming of
Christ for His own, which removes them in one company, distinct from the world,
before judgment falls upon the world. They are not picked out by judgment
from the world. They are separated by the coming of the Lord to gather His
own to Himself. No one of those canght up can possibly doubt whose he is or
what is before him. He is raised in glory or changed into it. He is in the very
likeness of Him he goes to meet, and although he is to be manifested before the
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or absent, to be well pleasing to him ; for we must all

be manifested before the "judgment-seat of Christ, that

each may receive the things done in the body, accord-

ing to what he hath done, "whether good or worthless.

Knowing therefore the terror of the Lord, we per-

suade men, bjilLW^a^re ,gjade..-manifest-ta God ; and I

hope also that we are made 'manifest in your con-
sciences. [For] * we do not again commend ourselves
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jndgment-seat of Christ, there can be no possible terror for him in snch a
tboaght, when at last every touch of evil has disappeared. He is in the peifect

likeness of the Lord Himself.

But we are to be "manifested." That is the force of the word, not merely
"we shall appear," but " we shall be manifested." That is the blessing of it.

Our ways and works will perfectly show what we are and what we have been,

and to the glory of Him who has, spite of all our failure, accomplished at last

the blessed purpose of grace towards us, so that we can be with Him, and, as it

were, judge with Him our whole condition. What a lack there would be if

there were not this great clearing up of things before we have passed fully into

eternity,—if the wisdom and grace and holiness of God were not perfectly dis-

played thus in all His ways with us, if we had not the lessons of time impressed
upon us for the wisdom of eternity ! There will be no failure of memory then,

but the keenest possible appreciation of everything. Would we forget what we
have been, so as to forget along with it the grace which has been with us?
Would we lose materials for the song of praise which will be ours forever?

Many seem to forget the value of all this to us as the day will declare it and the

glory of God which will be manifested,—the perfect fulfilment of the Lord's
words as to His people : "lam glorified in them." The principle is plain, as

the Old Testament expresses it, that " God will bring every work into judgment,
with every secret thing, whether it be good or whether it be evil." Nothing else

would be worthy of Him. He has nothing to hide, and no act of His has really

been in vain, however much in our folly, as we look at things now, we might
imagine so. He is to be found justified in this last judgment of all, and we too,

for we are to receive also " the things done in the body, according to what we
have done, whether it be good or worthless. " Everything is to be appraised and
estimated at its right value, but this, as it is said elsewhere, that "every one
may have his praise from God."

God is seeking good and not evil. He is still, as He does ever, taking the pre-

cious from the vile, because He lov&s the precious. It may be needful in this

way that the vile should be looked at also, but it will only enhance the precious-

ness of the precious. That which is worthless will of course be judged as worth-

less. It will not be gain. But even here the estimation of it as such will have

its gain. The continuity of the future with the present existence is straugely

often lost sight of People often look at it as if the entrance into eternity were

to be the entire break with the past; whereas this cannot be without proclaim- V -"^

ing at the same time the want of eternal meaning in things here. >^
The principle, of course, applies also to the judgment of the wicked, and this

the apostle turns to now as necessarily being brought before him with all the

terror of it, when he turns to persuade men. For himself there can be no terror,

but there is most solemn apprehension of what snch a searching out as there will

be in the day ofjudgment will be for men. It will still be for the things done
in the body that they will give account,—a merciful limitation of it. There is

no hint of what people have so strangely added to it, of sin going on even after

death, and in hell itself increasing for eternity the weight of condemnation.
Tlie time of responsibility is the present time. Eternity for the wicked will be
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to you, but give you occasion to glory in our behalf,

tliat ye may have [wherewith to answer] those who
glory in appearance and not in heart.

6. For whether we are beside ourselves, it is to God; or
whether we are sober, it is for you. For the love of
Christ constraineth us, judging this: that one died for

the time for receiving the things done in the body, and thns God's mercy will

limit retribution, while God's holiness will not suffer the coutiuuauce of sin, aa

people imagine ; apart surely, from one sentence in Scripture to justify it. Hell
is tlie prisouhoase of the condemned, not a place of manifested rebellion against

God any more, or of the evil works for which the condemned are shut up there.

It is mercy itself that limits all this.

. y It is not indeed that judgment will make any essential change in men. It

^will not turn the siuner into a righteous person. It will not change the heart

;

'' but nevertheless it will subdue entirely men to God. God has ordained that to

Christ "every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that He is Lord," and
that of " beings infernal " as of all the rest. This enforced subjection is, in fact,

the only mercy of which they are capable ; but the lake of fire itself will have
no odor of corruption in it. God will be God everywhere, in hell aa in heaven,
however differently He will be manifested in each place.

But what a joy to the apostle the present manifestation to God, to which this

brings him! We are already made manifest to God. We are living and walk-
ing in the presence of Him who is light, and can rejoice to be searched out by
Him who loves us and has given Christ for us. The power of this upon his life

the apostle hopes with confidence will bear witness to the consciences of those

whom he addresses. He does not need to commend himself to them, but they
have the opportunity, if they would, to glory with regard to such, in opposition

to those who were showing themselves among the Corinthians, and glorying

indeed in appearance, aiming to be somewhat, while the heart lacked.

6. He is plainly now thinking, for the moment, of the opposers in Corinth
who could readily find occasion to criticise the ways of one so different from
themselves. On the one hand he declares that it was to God he lived; on the
other hand, for the sake, therefore, of men whom God loved, and to whom He
had sent the message of love by him. To some he might seem indeed beside
himself, just for the glow of wondrous happiness when occupied directly with
God Himself, but there was plenty amongst those with whom he had to do to
make him sober enough with a sobriety which had reference to them, the token
of the earnestness of his heart towards them for their blessing. In all, it was
the love of Christ constraining him. This was the one constraint in which there
was perfect freedom. He turns to that work of the cross, to him so necessary,
and which had for him the perfect revelation of the need of man, as well as tiie

perfect provision on God's part which had been made for it. He had died for

all. That was grace, but it was the perfect manifestation also of roan's need.
Where has sin been judged as in the cross? Where has the condition of man
been manifested as it has in that fact that the love that would save men must
go down to the awful depths of judgment to do so? "If one died for all, then
all have died." It is not exactly, as in the common version, "all were dead."
The death that Christ died was not the death in which He found men; but it is

the effect of the cross of which he is speaking; it is the perfect condemnation of
man, of all men, and on the part of a Saviour, not of a mere judge,—of One
who desired for them eternal blessing, but who, if He accomplished this, must
meet that death which was upon all. Thns, if He died for all, all died as it

were, for the soul that estimated it rightly, in that cross itself It was the end
of all hope for men, apart from Christ. Nothing conld be looked for from them
merely, and the words are evidently to be taken in their double relation, to the
cross as condemnation and to the cross as salvation.
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all, "so then all have died ; and he died for all, that

they who live may no longer live unto themselves, but
'unto him who died for them and was raised up. So
that henceforth we 'know no one after the flesh; and
if we have known <* Christ after the flesh, yet now we
know him [thus] no more.

7. So that if any one be 'in Christ, it is a new creation;

the •''old things have passed; behold, [all] * things are

become new; and all things are of God, who hath 're-

conciled us to himself through Christ, and hath given

* Some of the earliest MSS. omit " all."
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He died indeed for all, iu the desire of God, for the salvation of all. It does

not aud could not say that He made atonement for all, except so far as that He
made life possible for all, and thus the word of the gospel could go out to all.

There was no lack ou God's part for any who should seek His grace ; and for

those actually saved by it the cross has wrought in another way by its complete
deliverance from the guilt aud judgment of sin. It has wrought deliverance

from the power of sin itself, so that those who now live by virtue of it live a new
spiritual life in the sense of the grace that has visited them, living "no more
unto themselves, but to Him who died for them aud rose again." This is the

only complete enfranchisement and deliverance Irom all necessity for living to

cue's self any more, even religiously,—divine grace securing all our interests in

the most perfect way, that now His interests may be our interests, that we may
live to Him.

There is another change. The cross has ended for the Christian the whole
history of man in the flesh, and thus removed him, as it were, out of sight.

"Nay," he even says, "if we have known Christ after the flesh, yet now we
know Him thus no more." This does not of coui-se mean, cannot mean by any pos-

sibility, that the record of His blessed life on earth has not its full meaning for

ns. On the contrary, it is from the Ciirist who lived before our eyes and the

Christ who died for us, that we know now the living Christ. We could not fol-

low Him. as it were, into heaven, except as those who have known Him upon

earth. That will constitute for all eternity a source of knowledge which can

never be dried up. Nevertheless, Christ has passed out of it all. He is in an-

other condition, and the living Christ we know is One who belongs to a new
creation, to which also, through grace, and through His work, His people

belong.

We know Him in the place to which He has ascended, and there is no other

Christ to be known than this, and this afiects all our apprehension of the condi-

tion of men here, and all our ways with them. How can we ever forget what
the cross has manifested as to men in nature, and where alone true blessing is to

be found for them ? That is what marked the apostle in the entire earnestness

that belonged to him. He did not look at men as men with their social and

political distinctions, and what not. What were all these in the presence of the

cross and the glory ?

7. So that now, "If any one be in Christ, it is a new creation. The old things

have passed. Behold, all things are become new." How simple and evident

the result ! We are the fruit of a new work of the Creator, which has brought

us into new relationships, into a place which is eternal, a scene into which sin

can no more enter, a paradise never to be blighted as tlie old one was. The
apostle is not speaking here of our own condition as we know it by experience.

"He does not mean that there is no sin remaining in ns, that we have got into '\^

any perfected condition which can set ns beyond the need of self-jndgment, be-

yond the need of discipline and correction. He is speaking entirely of what we
are in Christ, something which faith knows and realizes, which we judge not by
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Christ reconciling the world unto himself, *not imput-
ing to them their trespasses; and committing to us the
word of reconciliation. "We are 'ambassadors, there-
fore, for Christ, as though God did beseech by us, we
pray in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God. Him
who knew no sin, he hath •'made sin for us, that we
might become the * righteousness of God in him.
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experience, but by the revelation of the Word itself. Alas, Christiaus as we are,

it is not impossible that the full reality of this may decline for us in its power
over our souls. All the same it remains true that there is no one in Christ who
is not a subject of this new creation, who does not belong to the scene where all

things are new, and where all things are of God.

Thus has He reconciled us to Himself, through Christ. He has brought us out
of all the estrangement natural to us. There is no distance; there is nearness.

There is no separation of our things from His. They are, so to speak, identical

;

and thus not the apostle alone could say, nor any class among Cliristiaus merely,
that "He hath given us the ministry of reconciliation." By the very fact that

He has brought us to Himself and made Himself known to us, He has given u-s

the power also of making known to others that with which our own souls are

filled and of bringing others to Him. We have received the reconciliation ; and
what we have received, we have received not for ourselves alone, but to minister
with it. It is the work which Christ Himself began npon earth when God in

Him assumed the attitude of perfect grace, not imputing meu's trespasses to

them, reconciling, therefore, the world to Himself. It is not a question of how
fer this might be eflfectual, of how far men, iu fact, responded to it. It was His
attitude. It was on God's part complete, and now, with that work accomplisheil

which he speaks of directly as the basis of it all, and which always must have
been the basis of it, a work foreseen by Grod before it was accomplished, but
which is now accomplished, He is still reconciling men, but through others,*

who stand instead of Christ here. His authenticated ambassadors, by whom Gotl
beseeches men still. "We pray," says the apostle, "In Christ's stead, be ye
reconciled to God." That is, Christ Is not here Himself to do this, but He has
multiplied the hands which are to minister it. He has on every side the wit-

nesses that are to speak for Him. The apostle and those with him, sent in the
first place direct from Christ, fulfilled this cbaract«r, of course, in the most com-
plete and authoritative way, but we must not on that account overlook our own
part iu it,—a part which every Christian has. It is not, indeed, a mere question
of something entrusted to us, but of hearts that know God's grace and know
men's need of it, which must necessarily, therefore, si^eak of what they know.
As we have already seen, he who believes speaks. "Out of the abundance of the
heart the mouth speaketh."

/ And here is the basis of this reconciliation still:
—"Him who knew no sin,

^ He has made sin for us, that we might become the righteousness of God iu

Him." Wonderful words are these, deeper no doubt than we can altogether
fathom! It may be that "sin for us" should be thought of as "sin-oflFering."

The word in both Greek and Hebrew is identical, but this does not really alter

the truth of what is here. The fact is that the sin-oflfering was presented to God
of old as the "sin " of the one who presented it. He who presented it to God
at this time was One who had none of His own, who emphatically knew no sin.

He could not otherwise have presented it; for It was an offering of Himself, and
that must be a spotless offering to be accepted. But He stood, therefore, before

God as identified with the sin of others which He had taken upon Himself, en-

dured the judgment of that, and thus the message of reconciliation can go out
to all.

But there is more than this here. Those who receive it become the righteous-
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Testing and tried in the world through which we pa8S.

1. "VrOW as fellow-workmen, we also beseech that ye
-L^ receive not the grace of God in vain ; for he

saith, 'I have heard thee in a time accepted, and in a
day of salvation I have succored thee; behold "now
is the well accepted time, behold now is the day of
salvation. "Giving no manner of oflfence in anything,
that the ministry be not blamed ; but in everything
"commending ourselves as ministers of God, ^in much
endurance, in afflictions, in necessities, in straits, in

stripes, in imprisonments, in tumults, in labors, in

watchings, in fastings, in pureness, in knowledge, in
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ness of God, as before God in Him who has stood for them. It is not simply
that God's righteousuess now can act in grace in their behalf. That is of coarse

the doctrine of Romans, which we have had before us. This is the effect of it,

however. If the righteousness of God justifies us as those ideutitled with
Christ, and in the value, therefore, of His work for them, we in receiving the
value of that work become the exhibition of that righteousness which has in this

way acted. We become identified with it. He could appeal to the lighteous
Father when He quitted the world, on His own behalf, as One who had known
Him, and puts along with Himself those who have known that God sent Him.
The Spirit come down into the world is thus the witness of righteousness in

wliich God has acted in His behalf in taking Him to Himself He is the wit-
ness, as in us also, of the perfection which is ours in Him, and of the display of
righteousness on God's part towards Him in the fruit of His work. Thus we
become and shall ever be the righteousness of God in Christ. How far beyond
the thought of mere forgiveness is this ! How blessed to realize the claim that
we have thus upon Him who is the God aud Father of our Lord Jesus Christ and
thus our God and Father! Here is indeed the basis of a reconciliation which we
can now beseech men to accept, and which is in itself the fullest, brightest dis-

play of God that can ever be. Can there be another revelation of God which can
exceed the glory with which He has been glorified in His beloved Son ?

Div. 4.

We have now, as always in these fourth divisions, the testing by the way; in

which, if on the one band our weakness is proved, the power of God for us is no
less manifested, and the grace of God also in its support all through and in the
development of the fruits of righteousuess. The suffering and trial, it is mani-
fest, give just the opportunity for this. If there were no difficulties there would
be nothing to triumph over. If there were no testing, there would be no mani-
festation of the reality of God's work in His people. There would be no accom-
plishment either of that which is wrought by the necessary discipline in it all.

The things that seem against us are thus really for us, according to the abiding
assurance that God maketh all things to work together for good to them that

love Him.
1. We have still, as all through here, the apostle himself the witness of the

trial and in the trial. It is really that he is an example, by way of eminence,
of that which still applies to all the people of God. Otherwise, the example
would be no example. There would be nothing for us, at least, except a mere
ability given to admire in another what would have no meaning for one's self

The life of the apostle, indeed, in all its suffering, may seem very little suited

as an example for us in the days that we are fallen npon, days which are none
the better indeed for this, and which give the trial in many respects another
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long-suffering, in kindness, «in the Holy Spirit, in love
unfeigned, in the word of truth, in the 'power of God

;

by the armor of righteousness on the right hand and on
the left, by glory and dishonor, by evil report and good
report : as deceivers, and true; as unknown, and well
known; as 'dying, and behold we live; as chastened,
and not put to death; as sorrowful, yet always rejoic-

ing; as poor, yet making many rich; as having nothing,
and 'possessing all things. O Corinthians, our mouth is

opened to you, our heart is expanded. Ye are not
straitened in us, but ye are straitened in your own
bowels. Now, by way of recompense in the same kind,
(I speak as unto children) be ye also expanded.

2. "Be not united in a strange yoke with unbelievers,

for what participation is there between righteousness
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character. Still the principles remain all the way through, and God's way is to

give ns principles, the application of which appeals to us for the needed faithful-

ness to carry out. Joining his fellow workers with biiuself, the apostle beseeclies

that the grace of God exhibited in his message may not be received in vain ; for

indeed now was the time accepted of which God before bad spoken, for He had
said : "I have heard thee in a time accepted, and in a day of salvation I have
succored thee." Now is the time characterized pre-eminently in this way. Its

character as a whole, not exceptionally or occasionally, is that of a well accepted
time, a day of salvation.

Beseeching them thus, he can appeal to that which was manifestly a character

of bis own testimony, giving no manner of offence in anything, causing none to

stumble and the ministry so to be blamed, "but in everything commending our-
selves as the ministers of God, in much endurance, in afflictions, in necessities,

in labors, in watchings, in fastings." These were the circumstances suited for

the development of such a character as he goes on to speak of: "In pnieness, in

knowledge, in longsuffering, in kindness, in the Holy Spirit, in love unfeigned,

in the word of truth, in the power of God." It is evidently a world just suited

to display these things in, as darkness is suited for the stars to shine in it. With
reference to the opposition also: "By the armor of righteousness on the right

hand and the left, by glory and dishonor, by evil report and good rejwrt"; "as
deceivers" in the evil report, and "trne" in reality; "as unknown," on the

one side, and "well known" on the other; "as dying" in the life here, with
regard to all the things that in men's thoughts constitute life, "yet living" in

the life which alone is true and eternal; then "as chastened and not put to

death; as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; as poor, yet making many rich; as

having nothing and possessing all things." What contradictions and anomalies
here are nevertheless made all to work harmonionwly for the manifestation of
Christ and His people ! And this was so evident as to the apostle that there was
no need indeed to enlarge upon snch things. They knew that the staple of Ins

life was found in them. He conld therefore appeal confidently in the fulness of
the love which he had to them, and in which now thronfrh grace he could count
njwn them. His mouth was open to them, his heart enlarjied. Indeed, it had
never been in himself that they were straitened, but in tho.se affections really in

whicli, speaking in love as unto his children, he could ask them by way of rec-

ompense now to be enlarged.

2. This, then, was the picture of a life so different from that which the Co-

rinthians plainly bad been seeking for themselves, in which alliance with the

world had been anbstitnted for persecution bv the world, and the bejjinning is

manifest of that which the centuries since have developed in so terrible a way.

He urges them, therefore, here that they "be not nnited in a foreign yoke with
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and lawlessness, or what fellowship hath light with
darkness, and what concord hath Christ with Belial,*
or what part hath he that believeth with an unbeliever,
and what agreement hath the temple f of God with
idols; for ye are "the templef of the living God, as
God hath said, "I will dwell among them and walk
among them, and I will be their God and they shall be
my people. Wherefore, 'come out from among them
and be separated, saith [the] J Lord, and touch not
what is unclean, and I will receive you, and I will be
"to you a Father,§and ye shall be to me sons and
daughters, saith [the] J Lord Almighty. Having,
therefore, these promises, beloved, let us cleanse our-
selves from all defilement of flesh and spirit, perfecting
holiness in the fear of God.

V 1 Cor.3.16.
1 Cor. 6.19.

w Lev. 26.

12.

Ex. 25. 8.

X Isa. 62.11.

y c/. 2 Sam.
7. 8, 14.

Greek, "Beliar." f Nad?, the sanctuary itself.

tThe omission of the article in the Greek, marks "the Lord" a£
standing for " Jehovah."

^ The reference to 2 Sam. vii. is of the freest character, and applies the
principle simply : God's ways are the result of His nature which abides
the same ; so therefore do His ways.

unbelievers." For those who believed in a crucified Christ, for whom the meas-
nre of things was seen in the cross, how was it possible that there should be now
the ability to go on together in common effort for a common end? What par-
ticipation could there be between righteousness and lawlessness, or what fellow-
sliip had liglit with darkness? Or what concord between Christ and Belial?
What portion could there be for a believer to enjoy with an unbeliever ; and that
temple of God which he had before reminded them that they were, how could it

go on in association with idolatry? Christians are the temple of the living God,
the fulfilment of those words: "I will dwell among them and walk among them,
and I will be their God and they shall be My people." Where God dwells, He
must be God. Where God walks, those who walk must be in harmony with
Him. Association with the world is thus the rnin of Christianity. Christ and
the world are fundamental opposites, and we cannot, as the Lord said long be-
fore, serve two masters after this manner. The apostle appeals to them, there-
fore, to come out from them and be separate, (not he alone had said tliis, but
the Lord,) and not to touch the unclean thing ; and only upon such conditions
could He practically be to lliem that which in grace He had declared Himself.
He was their Father, but thev forfeited, in the meanwhile, their claim to the en-
joyment of such a relationship, unless they weie in a condition in wliich He
could display His love without compromise of His holine.ss. Thus alone conld
the Lord, the Almighty, have them with Him as sons and daughters.

How the accumulation of these divine titles here is witness of the terrible loss

which they conld put up with so ea.sily! Do not the same principles obtain for

us to-day? Are not the same conditions imperative, conditions which depend
upon the nature of God Him.self, impossible to change? Are not our associa-

tions, therefore, a matter of first consequence for us to consider? How little,

however, is snch association regarded now ! Christians go with those most un-
christian, whenever, as they think, they have common ends and purposes ; which,
in fact, they never can have without giving up that which is the whole matter
before God—the heart exhibited in the.se. Communion without separation

is here declared to us to be an impossible thing; and how clearly is man-
ifested here the drift of things, even among Christians, in a day like tliis,

when large liberality is supposed to be wliat is pre-eminently Cliristian, and the
love that thinketh no evil is ronfonnded with the blindness which sees none
where it manifestly exists. God's word abides for us to-day, and the world
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3. Receive us : we have injured no man, we have cor-

rupted no man, we have made gain of no man. I do
not speak to condemn you, for I have said before that
ye are in our hearts to die together and live together.

Great is my boldness toward you, great is my glorying
with regard to you ; I am filled with encouragement

;

I am made to abound exceedingly in joy in all our
tribulation. For even when we were 'come into Mace- «ch. 2.13.

donia, our flesh had no rest, but we were afflicted in

every way ; without [were] fightings, within fears ; but
God, who encourageth those that are brought low, en-

couraged us by the coming of Titus ; and not by his

coming only, but also by the encouragement where-
with he was encouraged as to you, when he told us
your earnest desire, your mourning, your zeal toward
me, so that I rejoiced the more. For if also I grieved
you by the letter, I do not regret, even though I did
regret [it] ; for I perceive that that letter grieved you,
though it were but for a season. But now I rejoice,

not that ye have been grieved, but that ye have been

abides also still in its essential character the same, the busy, self-seeking

world that knows not the cross ; save, perhaps, as an ornament ou the out-

side. Here then are the promises which are made by God Himself, and which
are certain of fulfilment, and as certain in the necessity of the conditions which
they imply. "Let us cleanse ourselves, therefore, from all defilement of flesh

and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God."
3. The apostle pours out to them now once more all hia heart towards thera.

He could appeal to them in the consciousness of his blamelessuess, in which
they would bear him witness. He had injured none. He had corrupted no one.

He had made personal j^ain of none. It was not to condemn them that he spoke
thus, for they were in his heart to die and live with them. It is remarkable and
noteworthy that he puts the dying first, before the living; but he had now, not
only great boldness towards them, but even great glorying with regard to them.
He is as ready, and much more ready, to speak to their praise, than in rebuke

;

however necessary at times this might be. Now he was as full of the joy as he
had been of the sorrow; a joy which the tribulation through which he had passed

in no wise weakened. He had been in exceeding distress he repeats, as if he
could not too earnestly insist upon it. In Macedonia his flesh had had no rest,

—

fightings without and feara within, but God, who encourageth those who are

brought low, had encouraged him by the coming of Titus ; and not by his mere
coming, but by the encouragement which he had himself received amongst them.
So that if he had grieved them by the letter formerly written, he could not now
regret it, though for the moment he had regretted,—a remarkable instance of

how little the inspiration of the inspired writer was always that of which in him-
self he was conscious ! Here was a letter which we all recognize as an inspired

letter, and yet in a moment of weakness he had regretted writing it. It shows
how our affections may indeed for a time overpower our reason, and even our
spiritual judgment! That grief on the part of the Corinthians,—though but for

a season, and which now so evidently had worked blessing for them,—how
strange, yet in some sense comforting, these exercises of the apostle as to it

!

Bnt now it was abundantly manifest how God had been in it, and worked by it

for blessing. They had been indeed grieved to repentance and made sorry after

a godly manner, only so that in nothing there might be injury from his course

with regard to them. This godly sorrow worked repentance to salvation never

to be regretted. He is speaking, of course, of the salvation which, as we see in
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grieved to repentance, for ye have been made sorry

after a godly manner, that in nothing ye might be in-

jured by us. For godly sorrow worketh repentance to

salvation never to be i-egretted ; but the sorrow of the
world worketh death. For behold this same thing,

that ye sorrowed after a godly sort, what diligence it

wrought in you, yea what clearing of yourselves, yea,

what indignation, yea what fear, yea what earnest

desire, yea what zeal, yea what vengeance ! In evei-y

way ye have approved yourselves to be clear in this

matter. Wherefore, though 1 wrote unto you, it was
not for the sake of him that did the wrong, nor for the
sake of him that suffered wrong, but for the sake of
our diligent zeal for you in the sight of God being
manifested to you. Therefoi-e, we have been com-
forted, and we the rather rejoiced in our encourage-
ment more abundantly by reason of the joy of Titus,

because his spirit hath been refreshed by you all. For
if I have boasted anything to him of you, I have not
been made ashamed ; but as we have spoken to you
all things in truth, so also our boasting to Titus became
truth; and his inward affections* are more abundant
towards you when he remembereth the obedience of

you all, how with fear and trembling ye received him.
I rejoice that I have confidence in you in all things.

* Greek, " bowels."

Phihppians, we have to work oat for ourselves, although God works in it in His
grace towards us. He is speaking of deliverance from the difficulties of the way,
and this, mere sorrow of the world never did work out, but rather death. He
bids them look at the effects. If they had sorrowed after a godly sort, what dil-

igence it had wrought in them; what earnest desire to clear themselves of all

that could be charged; "what indignation" in view of sin; "what fear" as they
realized the weakness that had been so manifest; what "earnest desire" now for

a better testimony, and "what zeal" for God, yea, even "what vengeance"
upon all that opposed itself to Him ! Thus they had approved themselves every
way to be clear as to this matter. And what he had written to them was not
for the sake of individuals merely, but that they might realize the diligent zeal

which was in his heart for them in the sight of God. He was now comforted by
the refieshment which Titus had received from them, and the confirmation of
what be had boasted about them to him. It was now evident that spite of what
had come in, yet he had spoken, in fact, the truth with regard to them. They
had sustained the character which he had given them in the obedience now man-
ifested to the word by him, and in the fear and trembling with which they had
received his messenger. Ck)nildence as to the mass of them was fully restored.

Div. 5.

Wd have now come to a form of ministry which it is evident the apostle makes
much of, and which, perhaps, is in little danger of being thought little of at

any time. As we see in the body of Christ itself, the fitting together of the

whole by that which every part supplieth,—the need of one being met by the
ability that is in another,—so in the world itself, not in its evil shape, but as

God has ordained things amongst men, we see the same fitting together, the de-

pendence of one upon another, the need intended, as is evident, to draw out the
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Gelves first.

DIVISION 5. (Chaps, viii., ix.)

The communication to the need of others on the pari of those

who have ability to supply the need.

1. TITOREOVER, brethren, we make known to you the
•IJj- grace of God bestowed on the assemblies of

Macedonia; that in a great trial of affliction, the abun-
dance of their joy and their "deep poverty abounded
to the riches of their free-hearted liberality. For ac-

cording to their power, I bear witness, and beyond
their power they were willing of themselves, praying
us with much entreaty [to give effect to] the grace and
fellowship of the service to the saints. And not ac-

cording as we hoped, but they gave their own selves

first to the Lord, and unto us by the will of God. So
that we desired Titus, that as he had begun, so he
would complete also as to you this grace also. Now
as ye 'abound in everything, in faith and utterance

and knowledge and all diligence, and in your love to

us, [see] that ye abound in this grace also.

a Mk. 12.44.

61Cor. l.S.

heart in men towards one another, and to make conscious the weakness which is

after all a weakness manifest in all in different ways and measures. Here is, I

suppose, what makes the suitability also of this subject forming a fifth division

of the epistle, the number 5 speaking, as has often been said, of the weak with

the strong, primarily of the creature with God, but which may thus have, and
surely has, its application in a lower sphere. The ministry of power of whatever

kind to weakness, is essentially that all through here; and, as we have seen already

in the sermon on the mount, the Lord makes even almsgiving an example of

what is simply righteousness on the part of those who realize their own need of

the ministry which thus goes out to others.

1. All this is a matter in which, alas, the heart is so often separated from the

band, and the easy liberality of the rich may so assume an appearance of good-

ness beyond that which can really be sustained before God, that we have need

of care in handling it. The Lord has shown us how the largeness of the gift is

in no wise the test of what is good in God's sight, and how the two mites of a

poor widow, making one farthing, can be more to Him than all the treasures

piled up by the wealthy. In fact, those of whom the apostle speaks here were

mauifesting in their deep poverty the riches of their free-hearted liberality.

This is what makes liberality noteworthy. It is not so much what is given as

what remains to the giver. What the apostle valued, as there is no possibility

of questioning, was not the largeness of the gift, but the heart displayed in it.

The collection of which he is speaking here was for the poor Jews at Jerusalem,

a witness of the appreciation on the part of the Gentiles of the blessing which

God had ministered to them through the Jews. It was righteousness on

their part to own this ; and the spiritual blessing which they had received was
far beyond anything that could be compensated pecuniarily, however much it

might be acknowledged. It was the manner of the giving here which rejoiced

the heart of the apostle. The saints did not give to release themselves, as it

were, from a certain obligation to the Lord, but they had given themselves first

to Him, and this made it a simple matter to give all the rest. Thus the material

ministry became spiritual; and this is why the apostle rejoiced in it. It was an

evidence of love and devotedness, and thus he could exhort the Corinthians to

follow the example which the assemblies of Macedonia had set them; and, as they
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2. I speak not by commandment, but through the zeal

of others, and to prove also the genuineness of your
love. For ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,

that *when he was rich, yet for your sakes He became
poor, that ye through his poverty might be made rich.

And herein I ''give my opinion, for this is profitable

for you who have begun before [them], not only to do
but also to will, *a year ago. Now, therefore, complete
the doing of it ; so that as there was the readiness to
will, there may be to complete [it] out of what ye
have. For if there be a ready mind, [a man is] ac-

cepted according to what he may have, not according
to what he hath not. For [I mean] not that other men
be eased, and ye burdened: but on the principle of
equality, that this time your abundance may be for

their lack, and that their abundance may be for your
lack ; so that there should be equality. According as it

is written, •'^He who [gathered] much had nothing over,
and he who [gathered] little had no lack.

3. But thanks be to God who is putting the same dili-

gent zeal for you in the heart of Titus. For indeed he
accepted the entreaty, but being full of zeal, of his own
accord he went unto you ; and we have sent with him
the brother* whose praise is in the gospel throughout

* Luke?

c Phil. 2.6,7.

d 1 Cor.7.25.

« ch. 9. 2.

/Kx. 16. 18.

were abounding now in all Christian grace, they would surely abonnd in this
grace too, among the rest.

2. He sets before them the transcendent example of One who was rieb, and yet
for our sakes became poor to enrich us throngh His poverty. What an example to
keep all other giving in its place, to make it seem as little as it really is, and yet
at the same time to make it more acceptable to God by the consciousness of its

littleness ! The Corinthians had, in fact, manifested their readiness for that of
which he was speaking a year before. He had only to urge them, therefore, to
carry out what had been in their thoughts so long already, remembering that, as
to individual giving, God did not expect from a man what he had not, and He
did not mean to ease some by putting burdens upon others. The beautiful ex-
ample of the manna is that which he sets before them here, where—in a minis-
try which was from heaven itself and in which men had only to gather that
which God had bestowed,—yet "he who gathered much had nothing over,
and he who gathered little had no lack." That was God's thought and desire
for them all, but using human instrumentality to accomplish it, and thus
binding the hearts of His people to each other, and drawing forth the love, of
which the gift, if it were anything, was but the manifestation.

3. The apostle goes on to speak of his care that in the ministration of
the "carnal things," as he calls them (which prove themselves so mucli a
temptation to the flesh, and as to which the jealous eyes of enemies would so
surely be upon him) there should not be the slightest opportunity given for even
a question as to his conduct. It was not enough for him here that God would
know all, so that he might leave it to Him to justify him in His own time and
way. Where there were means that could be taken to prevent even suspicion he
would take them, which even his not taking might be in itself a cause of suspi-
cion. It is a principle of importance that we are called to recognize in a man
whose faith in God was so pre-eminent, that be would not act simply upon
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all the assemblies ; and not only so, but who was also

'chosen of the assemblies as our fellow-traveler with
this grace administered by us to the glory of the Lord
Himself, and for a witness of our readiness. Avoiding
this, that any one should blame us in this abundance
which is administered by us ; for we provide for honest
things, *not only in the sight of the Lord, but also in

the sight of men. And we have sent with them our
brother whom we have oftentimes proved of diligent

zeal in many things, and now much more diligently

zealous through the great confidence he hath in you.
As to Titus, he is my companion and fellow-laborer in

your behalf: or our brethren, they are the messengers*
of the assemblies and the glory of Christ. Wherefore,
show ye to them before the assemblies the proof of
your love and of our boasting concerning you.

4. For as touching the ministering to the saints, it is

superfluous for me to write to you ; for I know your
readiness for which 'I boast of you to them of Macedo-
nia, that Achaia is prepared -^since a year ago, and the
zeal [reported] of you hath roused the mass [of the
brethren]. But I have sent the brethren, in order that
our boasting of you may not be made void in this re-

spect,—in order that, as I have said, ye might be pre-

pared ; lest haply if any of the Macedonians come with
me and find you unprepared, we, that we say not ye,

should be put to shame with regard to this confidence.

Therefore I thought it necessary to exhort the breth-

* Same word as apostles ; so as to Epaphroditus, Phil. ii. 25.

ef. I Cor.
16.3,4.

h Rom. 12.

17.

i ch. 8. 24.

j ch. 8. 10.

this, in a matter of this kind. He would not say here, as in another relation he
does say, that with him it was a very small matter to be judged of any. He
does not build upon his apostleship, or the undoubted blessing that God had
given to his labor, in such a way as to think himself beyond the need of justify-
ing himself by the use of such precautions as would be thought needful in the

case of another man. It would rather seem as if the sense of the place he filled in

this way only made more imperative the necessity to "provide for honest things,

not only in the sight of the Lord, but also in the sight of men." He did not,

as many lesser men might do, and have done, stand upon the dignity of his office

and disdain the thought of any account to be rendered to those before whom his

life had so evidently spoken, tested as he had been by innumerable trials. No,
he "magnified his office" in a wholly different way. Thus for this cause also

he could be glad of the zeal of others which could lead them to accept readily

association with him in this matter of ministry of even "carnal things." And
he thinks it right that not only should these be men of the highest character,

but also the choice of the assemblies themselves. Of these he can speak in terms
of fullest assurance. "They are the messengers of the assemblies," he says,

"and the glory of Christ." He would not allow it to be thought that he had
covered any defects in the administration either with the cloak of his apostleship

or of his personal faith.

4. He goes ou to express his anxiety as to them also, that the zeal which they
had shown in regard to these things a year before might not be found to have
waned, as is so common a case with regard to mere human inqpulse. Nor would
he have it appear, as any unreadiness on their part now might make it, as if their
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ren that they would come to you and complete before-

hand your bounty before announced, that this may be
ready as bounty, and not as covetousness [of ours],

5. But this [is true], *he that soweth sparingly shall

reap also sparingly, and he that soweth 'with blessings

shall reap also with blessings; everyone according as

he hath purposed in his heart, not grudgingly, or of

necessity, for "God loveth a cheerful giver. But "God
is able to make every gracious gift abound towards
you, that ye, having always all-sufficiency in all things,

may abound to every good work,—according as it is

written, "He hath dispersed abroad, he hath given to

the poor, his righteousness remaineth forever. Now
he that supplieth seed to the sower and bread for the

eating, will supply and multiply your seed sown, and
increase the fruits of your righteousness; [ye] being

" enriched in every way to liberality, which causeth
through us thanksgiving to God. Because the minis-

tration of this service not only supplieth the wants of

the saints, but is abundant also by many thanksgivings
unto God ; since they glorify God on account of the

proof which this ministration giveth of your professed

subjection to the gospel of Christ, and for the liberality

of your communication towards them and towards all

;

and in their supplication for you, full of longing for

you, on account of the exceeding grace of God in you.

Thanks be unto God for His unspeakable gift

!

boasted zeal, which had stirred so many to action, was after all only the effect of

pressure put upon them—of the " covetousness " of the apostle, whether for

them or for others.

5. Yet the decline which had been manifest among them in other ways might
indeed have easily affected them in this manner also. It would not be therefore

in vain for them to remember the sure principles of divine government. Even
in nature, he who spared the seed of harvest must expect to find the result in

harvest; only, as the harvest here was spiritual, it would not be as if a certain

sum paid in would secure a certain amount of interest. There must be heart in

it, not a gift grudgingly bestowed, for which God cared not. The apostle longed

as to them for such a spiritual state as that the Giver of all good should freely

pour out upon them His blessing, and that for this, as well as the fruit of their

ministration itself, thanksgivings might every way ascend to Grod, and the hearts

of the saints might in this way also be drawn to one another. These are the
perfect ways of God who, whether He gives or whether He withholds, is serving

us in giving or withholding. It is grace all through, reminding us ever of how
He made us by the consciousness of our primal need to know Himself in the

reception of His love's first offer. "Thanks be nnto God for His unspeakable
Gift!"

Drv. 6.

1. The apostle goes on now to meet the difficulties which were manifesting
themselves from the spirit of rivalry among those who professedly, at least, were
ministers of Christ themselves. He entreats them by that meekness and gentle-

ness of Christ which, with all the positive and supreme claim which He had over
His people, and which He never hesitated to enforce, yet nevertheless manifested
iteelf in all His ways towards them. So also will the apostle be lowly among
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DIVISION 6. (Chaps, x., xi.)

The overcoming of the difficulties, and of the power of the

enemy, which would hinder the work.

1. "VTOW I Paul myself entreat you by the »"meekness
J^ and gentleness of Christ, who when present in-

deed am lowly among you, but being absent am bold
towards you; but I « beseech that I may not be bold
when present with the confidence with which I think

to be bold against some who think of us as walking ac-

cording to the flesh. For though we walk in flesh, we
do not war after the flesh; for the 'weapons of our
warfare are not fleshly, but mighty through God to the
overthrowing of strongholds ; overthrowing reasonings

and every high thing that exalteth itself against the

knowledge of God, and leading captive every thought
to the obedience of Christ ; and having in readiness to

avenge all disobedience when your obedience is fulfilled.

2. Do ye look on things after the outward appearance ?

If any one trusteth in himself that he is of Christ, let

him think this again in himself, that even as he is of

Christ so also are we. For even if I should boast

somewhat more abundantly of our 'authority, which
the Lord hath given us for edification and not for your
destruction, I shall not be ashamed ; that I may not
seem as if I were frightening you by letters : for his

letters, say they,* are weighty and strong, but his

p Matt 11.

29.

q ch.13.2,10.

r Eph. 6.12,

13.

1 Thess. B.

s ch. 13. 10.

* Many MSS. have, "saith he."

the people of Grod and assuming nothing, while able to be bold, nevertheless,

with the confidence of what God was working by him. He besonght them,
however, that he might not have to manifest the boldness which he expected to

show against some who were putting him down as walking apon their own level,

which was according to the fleah. He walked indeed in flesh, a man like other

men, but he maintained no fleshly conflict. The weapons of his warfare were
not fleshly, and yet mighty through God to the overthrowing of Satan's power
and the strongholds of human pride and reasoning, exalting themselves against

the knowledge of God. His aim was not to establish a principle of obedience to

himself, but of obedience to Christ, and there he desired to lead captive every
thought. All else that would not yield to this in the way of gracious ministry

he would be ready to avenge when the spirit of obedience, on the other baud,
had been manifested, and those in whom it was were thus separated from the

rest.

2. He reasons with them all now, however, as having amongst them those

who thus questioned the authority which God had given him. Were they judg-
ing by outward appearance, mistaking the lowliness of grace for the conscious-

ness of incapacity? If any one trusted in himself that he was of Christ, let him
think this too, that whatever he might be, this the apostle could surely claim

;

nay, if he were to boast more abundantly ofthe authority the Lord had given him,
he would not be ashamed; but it was for edification, not for destruction, and thus
he did not want to seem as if he were frightening them by letters. His adver-

saries took occasion to assert that while the letters truly were weighty and
strong, when the man himself was seen there was not what was corresponding

to this. He maintains that just what he was in his letters, so would he manifest
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'bodily presence is weak, and his "speech naught. Let
such an one think this,—that such as we are in word
by letters when absent, such are we also in deed when
present.

3. For we dare not make ourselves of the number or
compare ourselves with some who commend them-
selves; but they measuring themselves among them-
selves, and "comparing themselves with themselves, are

not intelligent. Now we will not boast without measure,
but according to the measure of the rule which God hath
apportioned to us, a measure to reach even unto you.
For it is not as if, not reaching unto you, we stretch

ourselves beyond measure ; for we came foremost as

far as to you also with the gospel of Christ ; ""not boast-

ing out of measure in other men's labors, but having
hope, as your faith increaseth, to be enlarged among
you, according to our rule, abundantly, to announce the
gospel as far as the parts beyond you, not to be boasting

in another man's line,* of things made ready to our
hands. But *he that glorieth, let him glory in the
Lord. For not he that commendeth himself is ap-

proved, but whom the Lord commendeth.
4. Would that ye could bear with a little folly in me

;

and indeed bear with me; for I am jealous in regard
to you with a jealousy which is of God ; for I have
espoused you to one husband, that I may J' present you
a chaste virgin to Christ. But I fear, lest by any
means, as 'the serpent beguiled Eve by his subtlety, so

your minds should be corrupted from simplicity as to

the Christ. For if indeed he that cometh preacheth

* xavdvif same word as "rule."
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1,4.
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y Eph. 5.27.

z Gen. 3. 4.

himself to be when he was present with them. The deed would make good the

word. The profession would not be found, as in the case of others it might be,

to be beyond the reality.

3. For he did not dare to make himself one of those who were continually

commending themselv&s, i)eople who measured themselves among themselves,

and not in the presence of God, or by the results of ministry which God had
made apparent. For his own part, he would not imitate this folly, but would
go no further than the measure of that which God had apportioned to him; a
measure which the Corinthians knew reached even to them, for they themselves
were the fruit of what God had done by him. He was not boasting of other

men's labors, and he hoped that, with the enlargement of their own faith, the
character of his labors would be enlarged also, and indeed that they would thus
prepare his way for an announcement of the gospel in the parts beyond them-
selves, a kind of enlargement which would be indeed according to his desire. In
himself he did not desire to glory, but in the Lord; for self-commendation could
not approve the one who used it, but the Lord's commendation was the whole
matter.

4. Provoked himself to a little of what might be considered this sort of folly*

he could trust that they would bear with him. After all, in it was really the
jealousy which he had with regard to them as those whom he had espoused to

one husband, that he might present them, as it were, a chaste virgin to Christ.
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another Jesus whom we preached not, or if ye received

a different Spirit, which ye received not, or a "different

gospel, which ye have not received, ye might well bear
with [him]. For I reckon that *iii nothing I am behind
those pre-eminent as apostles ; and if I be a simple
person in speech, yet not in knowledge; but in every
way we have made (this) manifest in all things to you.

5. Have I committed an offence in abasing myself, in

order that ye might be exalted, 'because I preached to

you freely the gospel of God ? I robbed other assem-
blies, taking hire from them for ministry towards you

;

and when I was present with you and wanted, I was
chargeable to no man, for that which was lacking to

me the brethren who came from Macedonia supplied

;

and in everything I have kept myself from being bur-

densome to you, and I will keep myself. As the truth

of Christ is in me, no man shall stop me of this boast-

ing in the regions of Achaia. Why ? Because I do
not love you? God knoweth. But what I do, I will

also do, that I may cut off occasion from those who
desire occasion, that wherein they boast they may be
found even as we. For such are ''false apostles, deceit-

ful workers, transforming themselves into apostles of

Christ; and no marvel, for "Satan himself transformeth
himself into an angel of light. It is no great thing,

therefore, if his ministers also transform themselves as

ministers of righteousness ; whose end shall be accord-

ing to their works.

He feared lest, as man had been sedaced from God at the beginning, so now
their minds were being corrupted from simplicity as to the Christ. But was there

another Jesus than the One he preached, or was there a different Spirit from Him
they had received, or was there a different gospel which was truly that? If so,

indeed they might well bear with this; but he reckoned that in nothing was he

behind, in this respect, those who were pre-eminent as apostles, and if he dis-

cai'ded the excellency or the ornaments of speech, he was not deficient in knowl-
edge, but in every way had made himself manifest in all things to them.

5. Searching around for cause, then, for offence he might have given them, he
can only find it possible in his having preached freely to them the gospel of God,
taking nothing from them. He had, in fact, at the same time received from
other assemblies, as if, as he puts it, he had been hired by others to minister

to them; all that was deficient l)eing supplied by those from Macedonia, and
his own labor being, as we know, for the most part liis own support. Thus he
had not been a burden upon them as he might reasonably have been; nor was
he going now to be such. There was a special reason for this exceptional con-

dnct, and he was glad at Corinth to be able to boast himself in this respect; but
why? For want of love to thera? No, but to cut off occasion from those who
desired occasion, deceitful workers, who had come in with really apostolic pre-

tensions,—but baseless, and inspired of Satan himself, who could readily trans-

form himself into an angel of light, which once he was, bat is not. As the accuser

ofthe brethren, Satan's great plea indeed is righteousness. We see that in his

accusation of Job; and his followers were likely enough on his ground to be
as false accusers of others as he is. Their end would declare it, but he does
not hesitate to speak plainly of what indeed must have been a terrible thing
with him, to find those who were the fruit of bis own labors thus carried off
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Labors.
6. I say again, let no man think me to be a fool ; but if

otherwise, yet as a fool receive me, that I too may
boast myself some little. That which I speak, I speak
not according to the Lord, but as it were foolishly, in

this confidence of boasting. Seeing that many boast

according to the flesh, I will boast also. For ye bear
fools readily, ^seeing ye are wise ; for ye bear it if one
bring you into bondage, if one devour you, if one take
of you, if one exalt himself, if one smite you on the

face. I speak by way of disparagement, as though we
were weak; but whereinsoever any is bold (I speak
foolishly) I am bold also. Are they Hebrews? So am
I. Are they Israelites? So am I. Are they the seed

of Abraham? So am I. Are they ministers of
Christ? (I speak as though beside myself), 'I above
measure so. In labors exceedingly abundant, in stripes

exceeding, in prisons exceedingly abundant, *iu deaths
oft. Of the Jews five times have I received forty

[stripes] save one. Thrice have I been 'beaten with
rods, ^once was I stoned, three times I have *sufiered

shipwreck, a night and a day I have been in the deep

;

in journeyings often, in perils of rivers, in perils of

robbers, in perils from [mine own] countrymen, in perils

from the nations, in perils in the city, in perils in the
wilderness, in perils on the sea, in perils among false

brethren ; in labor and toil, in watchings often, in

hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and naked-
ness ; beside those things that are without, that which
presseth upon me day by day, the burden of all the
assemblies. Who is weak, and 'I am not weak?
Who is stumbled, and I burn not? If I must needs
glory, I will "glory in the things which concern my
infirmity. The God and Father of the Lord Jesus,

who is blessed for evermore, knoweth that I lie not.

In "Damascus the governor under Aretas the king,

kept the city of the Damascenes shut up desirous to

apprehend me, and through a window in a basket I

was let down by the wall and escaped his hands.
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away from him. A very great length, it is evident, had things gone in Ck)rintb;

and even as yet there was not the thorough deliverance which he counted on for

them.

6. He turns unwillingly once more to speak of himself. Fool as they thought
him, even as a fool, they who were so wise might listen a little. Foolish indeed
boasting was, yet it was a folly to which one might be compelled,—a sorrowful

thing that they, of all people, should be compelling him to this. But in what,
then, in comparison with others, did he fail ? If they were Hebrews, so was he.

If they were the seed of Abraham, so was he. Were they ministers of Christ?

How thoroughly had he been proved as that ! The abundance of his labors

spoke for him, the suflferings that these ever brought him into,—stripes and im-
prisonments, death facing him in every form. The record follows here, a record

which far exceeds such history as we have in the Acts, which was indeed but an
example of much else. Perils he had met in every form, from enemies, from
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The perfecting of ministry.

1. TT7ELL, it is not of profit for me to boast, for I will

» » come to visions and revelations of the Lord. I

know a man in Christ, fourteen years ago, (whether in

the body I know not, or whether out of the body I

know not, God knoweth,) such an one caught up to

the "third heaven. And I know such a man (whether

in the body or out of the body, I know not, God know-

o c/. Gen. 1.

8, 16, 17.

Heb. 4. 14.

false brethren, from fellow-countrymen, from strangers, amid the concourse of

men, in wilderness desolations, in perils from what men call accidents, amid
labor and toil, in watchings, in fastings, in cold and nakedness. Amid all this

there was that which, for such as he Avas, was a pressure beyond it all, the bur-

den of all the assemblies. Who was there with whose weakness he did not sym-
pathize? Who was there whose stumbling did not make him burn? But
if he gloried, he would glory rather in that which showed him to be the help-

less creature that he was, cared for of God as such, but still left to the realiza-

tion of this helplessness. He mentions but one point here, the ignominious

way in which he had to take flight from Damascus, the city being shut up with

a garrison to apprehend him, he himself let down from a window in the wall, in

a basket, to escape his persecutors,—no miracle intervening for him, as we see,

no dignity imparted by such a manner of escape as this; yet how much comfort

may we sometimes find in these glimpses of the condition in which might be

found so great an apostle as was Paul

!

Div. 7.

We are thus introduced to wbat is no doubt the perfecting of ministry, the

way in which, on the one hand and on the other, God is found by the soul thus

pledged to His service ; on the one hand the heights of blessedness to which

the Lord is ready to lead His own, the wondrous comfort yielded to those who
have need of comfort; while, on the other hand, we see the need of discipline

also found in close connection with the comfort itself, and in such an one as Paul

the apostle ; and if needed by such an one, who is there that shall claim exemp-
tion from it? The effect is that to which the last chapter has in measure already

brought us, the abasement of the earthen vessel, only that the excellency of the

power may be realized to be of God and not of man, His strength perfected in

weakness, so that the weakness itself may be gloried in, and in the conscious-

ness of such weakness one may find strength.

1. The apostle comes now to what it is evident he said little of to others,

and which was given for the joy and comfort of his own soul alone. The
visions and revelations of the Lord of which he speaks were not intended to

be communicated, went beyond even the possibility of communication. They
were not, therefore, for others, they were for himself; and yet they are intimated

here surely for the blessing of others, and that we may realize what in the same
condition one may count upon from the same Lord. Paul was in this pre-emi-

nent, as he always is. We may lose, by insisting too much upon this, all the

blessing for oui-selves. It is plain that the apostle does not speak of himself here

as an apostle. That is not how he puts it. As an apostle, the revelations would,

in fact, have been for others. They were not that, but for himself; and he speaks

of himself, (for clearly it is of himself that he is speaking,) yet in such terms as

would make any Christian his fellow. "I know a man iu Christ," he says ; but

who is there among Christians who is not a man in Christ? We must be care-

ful to note the way in which Scripture presents things to us, or we shall lose

very much of the blessing of them. It is "a man in Christ,"—so simply put
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eth) how that he was caught up into ''Paradise, and
heard unspeakable words which it is not allowed
to man to utter. Of such an one I will glory, but of
myself I will not glory, save in [mine] infirmities; for

though I should desire to glory, I should not be a fool,

for I will say the truth ; but I forbear, lest any one
should think as to me above that which he seeth me
[to be], or that he heareth of me.

that if it were not for what is afterwards said, we might even qnestiou whether
it were the apostle at all. It is clear that he does not want us to realize these
things as simply apostolic. The "man in Christ" is, indeed, in some sense mnch
more than the apostle. A "man in Christ " is one who is before God in the value
and power of what Christ is for God, The apostle knew this indeed as no one
else, one may say, has known it; but that which he knew so well, nevertheless,

belongs in its blessedness to every Christian, and is open for every Christian to

enjoy it. Let us impute to ourselves what differences there may be, and not es-

cape from the comfort or from the exhortation that there is in it, by making ''a

man in Christ" really an exception among such men. That cannot be why it is

so presented here. If ministry be, as we have seen it is, something which, in

one form or another, every member of the body of Christ as such is to exercise

;

if every member of Christ is needed to fill out that epistle of Christ which the
Church is, "read and known of all men," then assuredly we have our part in all

that this epistle of ministry can give us, allowing fully for the pre-eminence of
the apostle and for all that was really exceptional in him, but which implied,
more than anything else, exceptional devotednees.

He speaks then of this man in Christ,—a heavenly man, because Christ is

heavenly,—taken up into his own sphere, in heaven, in a marvelous way, of
which he can give no account. Whether it was in the body, he knows not.

Whether it was out of the body, he knows not. He says this twice, for a pur-
pose doubtless. He would have us not think upon the circumstances so much,
upon the exact part that miracle had to do with it; for from the miraculous we
naturally seek to withdraw ourselves, {we do not expect miracles,) but he leaves

it open. He was caught away to the third heaven, whether in body or in spirit

he cannot really tell. He thought, perhaps, but little of himself, drawn out of
himself aa he was by the power of what was communicated to him. It was a
joy indeed beyond expression, the Paradise of God, which was somehow opened
to him, something which had value and power for his soul, which he could not
even utter to others.

Here is the man to glory in, he says ; and he separates this man, as it were,

from himself, the man in the flesh, who can glory only in his infirmities. How
plainly it seems that he would have us separate what he was himself from this

wondrous vision given to him ! It seems as if he would designedly have us sep-

arate all that was exceptional in him from this which is yet in itself so excep-
tional to all experiences. Bat would he not open the door thus to us, as far as

he could open it? Would he not say, I a man in Christ, as such, was caught up
to the third heaven? "Such an one." How many of us could except ourselves

from this, and say we are not such ? We are not Christians at all if that be not
true of us. Such an one as this was caught up to the third heaven. Would not
God draw our hearts after such unspeakable blessedness, and would He not
satisfy hearts that He had thus taught to long after it? "He satisfieth the long-

ing soul and filleth the hungry soul with goodness." How good if only we longed
with an irrepressible longing for that which God must needs come in to satisfy !

But indeed we must not separate the man that Paul was in another sense from
the vision which he enjoyed. We may separate the apostle, but we must not
separate the man devoted to Christ; the man who, having received Christ Jesus
the Lord, walked so really in Him; the man for whom earth was marked by the
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2. And that I might not be exalted by the exceeding
greatness of the revelation, there was given to me a
thorn in the flesh, a 'messenger of Satan to buffet me,
that I might not be exalted. For this I besought the
Lord 'thrice, that it might depart from me; and he
said unto me : My grace is suflScient for thee, for [my]*
•power is perfected in weakness. Most gladly, there-

fore, will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the
power of Christ may abide upon me. Therefore I take
pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in

persecutions, in straits for Christ's sake; for when I am
weak, then am I strong.
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cross, and to whom therefore, heaven was open. Let us lay all possible em-
phasis npon such things as this. There is no royal way into the enjoyment of

snch things by a mere desire to have visions. The way is only by the way Panl
really entered. We are right in believing that there was something exceptional

aboat him. We are wrong in believing that it was a mere oflScial distinction, as

one may say; something, therefore, which separates us in kind from the man
who enjoyed these things. It was the man who himself, in the joy of what he
was in Christ, sought with his whole heart to present every man perfect in that

same Christ whom he enjoyed. It was this man whom God caught somehow
away into Paradise, and made him hear unspeakable things, the joy of which
remained, however too deep for utterance. But we are immediately reminded
now, that after all here was a man, upon another side, very like ourselves; a man
Avho, if he looked at himself, could glory only in those infirmities which left him
the weak creature that he was, in the hands of a God almighty for him. He
does not now want to glorify himself with these revelations. He desires none to

think of him above that which he sees him really to be, or hears about him.

2. He discloses to us the other Paul of whom he would not glory. He lets us
know, in fact, that it was himself who had received the revelation, only in the

same sentence in which he makes known to ns a thorn in the flesh which the

very revelation itself obtained for him. How absolute a rebuke to everything

that men dream of practical perfection in the Christian, to find that one who
could be caught up where perhaps no one of us has ever been, unconscious of

himself while thus occupied with unutterable things, yet had need when he
came out of the vision to have a messenger of Satan himself made a help to him,
tecanse of the tendency to pride of heart which the very vision might engender !

Let us notice carefully that it is not said that he had been exalted by it. It was
for no actual sin of his own that the messenger of Satan had to buffet him. It

was simply because of that which was yet in him, whether exhibited or not,—of

tendencies which might be checked, but which needed checking. Thus the
thorn in the flesh followed the vision. It is evident, also, that this implied some
bodily weakness, or deformity, which might make him little in the eyes of men,
thas lowering him in the very character of a minister of Christ which the vision

might be implied to nerve him for the more. It is in this way that he goes
to the Lord, that is, to Ciirist, the Lord of the servant, to seek Him about it.

TTirice he beseeches Him that this might depart from him. He is answered, and
yet he is not answered. He is answered, not as lie expects, but he is answered
in a fuller way than he expects. The thorn is not removed, but the suflQciency

of divine grace is what is assured him, and that, after all, (he power of God re-

quires but this human weakness, and is displayed the more as the weakness
itself is displayed. This is, as we know, but the good of that earthen vessel in

which he has already told us the divine treasure is. Here was the light of heaven

itself in a vessel manifestly of earth. He must accept this position. He should
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3. I have become a fool : ye have compelled me ; for I

ought to have been commended by you; for 'in nothing
have I been behind those who were pre-eminently
apostles, though I be nothing. Truly the signs of an
apostle were wrought among you in all patience, signs,

and wonders and mighty works. For in what is it that
ye have been inferior to other assemblies, unless it be
that I myself was not burdensome? Forgive me this

wrong. Behold, this "third time I am ready to come
to you, and I will not be burdensome ; for I seek not
yours but you ; for the children ought not to lay up for

the parents, but the parents for the children. Now I
will most gladly spend and be spent for your souls, if

even though the more abundantly I love you, the less

I be loved.
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find it no loss. Nay, is it not gain when a man can glory in the very infirmities
that he wonid jnst now have had taken away, as realizing that they do but cause
a power greater than his own to rest upon him? Who would exchange the
power of Christ for the power of plausible human appearance, an «loquence of
human words, or anything, in short, which would be so simply human as these
are? Think of the power of Christ making itself manifest in the simplest words,
perhaps, that human lips could utter ! Think of divine power manifesting itself
in one who to man's eyes was weak almost to contempt

!

Of course, the infirmities here that he can glory in imply no moral imperfec-
tion. In such a thing as this he could not glory. He goes on to tell us directly
what it is that he takes pleasure in, "in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities,

in persecutions, in straits for Christ's sake,"—whatever made him, in fact, man-
ifestly but an earthen vessel, wrote death upon the man Paul, in order that the
life of Jesus might exhibit itself in its full divine character. It is a hard lesson
to learn, but the very hardness of learning it only shows the more how necessary
a lesson it is to learn. Why is it so hard a thing for us to learn it, except just
for this tendency to pride of heart in us, to which, as -we see, even the great
apostle here was not a stranger? How thankful should we be for the discipline,
in this way, which makes so little of us, but only to exalt and glorify God
through us ! The apostle, at any rate, accepted this thoroughly. To suppose,
as people have supposed, that the thorn was taken away finally by the importu-
nity of his request is to do away with the lesson we are meant to learn by it.

To take away the thorn would have been to take away the glorying in it. How
wonderful to be the one in whom divine glory had thus chosen to manifest itself!

and such was not only Paul, but such clearly is every man in Christ. There is

no exception in all this, except, alas, the exception made by onr own dullness
and slowness to receive the blessing which the man in Christ will find from God,
just in proportion as he is really out and out that which is implied in it.

3. The apostle returns, for a moment, to exhibit, as it were, once more that
folly of his which became something else in the end for which he used it, but
for which he was compelled to use it, as he says here. He could not give way,
in the presence of those who sought designedly to lower him that they might
exalt themselves. He owns that he is nothing

;
yet, as we see, that could not

hinder the signs of an apostle being wrought among them through him. They
belonged well to one who came amongst the Corinthians with fear and trembling
because of the burden of the message that he carried, because of the testimony
to Christ His Saviour which was in it. With such an one the signs of an apostle
were in perfect harmony, wrought among them, as he says, first of all in all pa-
tience, giving the moral quality first, but in signs also, wondrous and mighty
works. There was nothing, then, in which they had been inferior to other
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4. But be it so : I did not burden you ; but being crafty

I caught you with guile ! Did I make a gain of you by
any of them whom I sent unto you ? I besought Titus,

and with him I sent the brother. Did Titus make a
gain of you at all? Walked we not in the same spirit,

[walked we] not in the same steps? For a long time
ye have been thinking that we are excusing ourselves

to you. We speak before God in Christ, and all things,

beloved, for your edifying. For I fear lest, perhaps,

when I come, I find you not such as I would, and that

/ may be found unto you such as ye would not : lest

there be strifes, emulations, wrath, contentions, evil

speakings, Avhisperings, swellings, tumults; lest when
I come again my God should humble me with regard

to you, and that I shall bewail many who have sinned
before, and have not repented as to the uncleanness
and fornication and lasciviousness which they have
practised.

5. This third time I am coming to you. 'In the mouth
of two or three witnesses shall everything be estab-

lished. I told you before and foretell you, as if I were

V Deut. 19.

15.

assemblies, except iu that independence of them which he might seem to have
manifested. If that were a wrong, they must forgive it to him. For him it was
the independence only of a parent who sought the welfare of his children, rather

than to be ministered to by them. "For the children," he says, tenderly,

"ought not to lay up for the parents, but the parents for the children," and he,

how gladly would lie spend and be spent for the souls of those he loved, even
though the love that he poured out upon them might but deprive him iu meas-
ure of the love they gave him.

4. The attacks made upon him went further, even, than this. Some were
saying, it is evident, that even in thus not burdening them there was an ele-

ment of deception,—he did not himself burden them, nevertheless it was only in

the craft of one who knew how to catch them with guile. It is strange that any
can plead such a sentence aa being an argument for guile being rightly employed
by a Christian. It is the thing that he is charged with that he is speaking of

here, and the thing which he immediately repels by the questions following.

Had he shown his guile, then, by making a gain of them by means of others

sent, that gain which personally he would not make? Titus had been sent by
him and a brother in his company. Had Titus then made a gain of them ? Had
they not walked in the same spirit and in the same steps also? They were even
thinking, some among them, that all this defence of himself was merely excuse
made by a conscience that was not at ease. "We speak," he says, "before God
in Christ; and all things, beloved, for your edifying." But the condition of
things even yet made him fear sometimes as to those that he would find in such
a condition as would humble him with regard to them and make them suffer

from the rod he brought. He feared the presence of "strifes, emulations, wrath,
contentions, evil speakings, whisperings," and that he might have to bewail
many who had already sinned, and who had not, as others had, repented with
regard to the immorality, the open outbreaks of the flesh which had been mani-
fested amongst them.

5. Now, at last, at any rate, he was coming to them. Everything would be
looked at, and in the mouth of two or three witnesses everything be established.

Love itself, while it has no limit, yet can be forced to act in a way contrary to
its desire. If he came again he would not spare. They were questioning his
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present the second time, and now absent, to those that

have sinned before and to all the rest, that if I come
again I will not spare. Since ye seek a proof of Christ

speaking in me (who towards you is not weak, but is

mighty in you,—for if indeed he hath been crucified

through weakness, yet he liveth by the power of God;
for indeed we are weak in him, but we shall live with
him by the power of God toward you) ""examine your
own selves if ye be in the faith, prove your own selves.

Do ye not recognize yourselves that 'Jesus Christ is in

you, except indeed ye be reprobates? Now I trust that

ye shall know that we are not reprobates ; but we pray
to God that ye do no evil, not that we may appear ap-

proved, but that ye may do what is right, though we
be as reprobates. For we can do nothing against the

truth, but for the truth. For we rejoice when v/e are

weak and ye are strong ; and this also we pray for,

'your perfecting. Therefore, I write these things, be-

ing absent, that being present I may not 'use severity

according to the authority which the Lord hath given
me for edification, and not for destruction.

X Bom. 8. 9,
10.

y Col. 1. 28.

z ch. 10. 8.

apostleship, and questioning whether Christ had been speaking in him. Wby
did they not look at themselves if they wanted proof of that? Were they not

sufficient proof? Had they not indeed evidence of the power of God in that

which had been wrought, not merely amongst them, but in them? For they
came behind in no gift. Whatever weakness might have been exhibited, it was
a Christ crucified he preached, crucified through weakness, yet He lived now by
the power of God. So too His ministers might be weak after His pattern, yet

the power of God manifested in them through Him by whom they lived before

God. But if they wanted a proof, then, of the apostle's workmanship, they were
his workmanship. Let them examine themselves if they were in the faith. Let
them prove themselves instead of him.
The want of understanding the long parenthesis here, which is, after all, in the

apostle's manner, has made people think that Paul intended them really to ex-

amine themselves if they were in the faith. On the contrary, his argument is

based upon the very fact that they need not and could not do it. He turns im-
mediat«ly to them with the question : "Do ye not recognize yourselves that Jesus

Christ is in you, except indeed ye be reprobates ? " If everything was gone, their

profession and all that was implied in it, then indeed his work was gone, and
the proof of his apostleship, as far as they were concerned, would be truly want-
ing. But he himself, at any rate, and those who had labored amongst them,

were not reprobates ; and they only prayed that His people might do no evil,

not that they themselves might appear approved, but that they might do right,

even though they mi^ht be reprobating their teachers.

After all, nothing could be really done against the truth—nothing could pre-

vail against that—but for the truth. We must be on the other Bide of things, with

God, in order to realize how truly this is so; but it is so, and the apostle in his

devoted love towards them could rejoice if they were strong indeed, however
weak he might be manifested. What he sought and prayed for Avas their per-

fecting, and his object now in writing was that he might not have to come
amongst them to use a severity which indeed could be justified in the authority

which the Lord had given him; an authority, nevertheless, meant for building

np and not for pulling down. In all this we see the heart of true ministry, as

is manifest,—the self-forgetfulness of a love that poured itself out because it was
love ; not for any gain, except indeed what love could count gain.
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Finally, brethren, rejoice. Be perfected ; be of good
comfort ; be of one mind ; be at peace ; and the God of

love and "peace shall be with you. *Greet one another
with a holy kiss. *A11 the saints salute you. The
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and
the "'communion of the Holy Spirit be with you all.

a Bom. 1&
S3.

b Bom. 1&
16.

e Phil. 4. 22
d PhiL 2.

1

Through all, let them rejoice. Joy is what becomes as, whatever the circam-
stancas may be, and even in the very conscioasness of failure itself; bat the true

Christian joy is in the Lord, and that should not fail or vary. Let them rejoice,

then, and with that seek in all things perfection. Let them be of good comfort, of
one mind, which conld only therefore be the mind of Christ, if it were to be the

mind of Christians. Let them be at peace ; and He who was the God of love

and pea«e wonld be with them. He bids them salnte one another, and sends
the salutation of the saints, praying that the grace of the Lord Jesns and the
love of God and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit might be with them all.
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